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universities, and vocational schools in the United Kingdom are available to qualified students under programs
such as the Training and Work Experience Schemes.

SAINT HELENA

BIBLIOGRAPHY

BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Saint Helena

Region:

Africa

Population:

7,212

Language(s):

English

Literacy Rate:

97%

The island of Saint Helena is 1,200 miles from the
southwest cost of Africa in the southern Atlantic Ocean.
The educational system there follows that of the United
Kingdom, as the island is a British Dependent Territory.
The academic year is broken up into three terms, and the
primary language of instruction is English. Education is
free and mandatory for children between the ages of 5
and 15. Students between the ages of five and eight attend
one of the St. Helena four primary schools: Half Tree
Hollow First School, Jamestown First School, Longwood
First School, and St. Paul’s First School. Three middle
schools—Harford Middle School, Pilling Middle School,
and St. Paul’s Middle School—offer additional primary
education to students ranging from 8 to 12 years of age.
The island’s sole secondary school, The Prince Andrew
Central School, offers secondary education to 12- to 16year-old students.
While each school is equipped with its own education materials, including textbooks, more specialized resources are shared among the schools. Limited vocational
training for teachers is available from teaching specialists
within the island’s communities, as well as from guest
teacher trainers. Most of St. Helena’s teachers are residents of the island. Formal higher education is not offered
on St. Helena; however, various scholarships to colleges,
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

Britannica.com. Saint Helena. 2001. Available from
http://www.britannica.com.
Cheltenham & Gloucester College of Higher Education.
St. Helena Education. 2001. Available from http://
www.chelt.ac.uk/.
—AnnaMarie L. Sheldon

SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Saint Kitts and Nevis

Region:

Puerto Rico & Lesser
Antilles

Population:

38,819

Language(s):

English

Literacy Rate:

97%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Federation of State of St. Kitts and Nevis (formerly the Federation of St. Christopher and Nevis) is in
the northern part of the Leeward Islands in the Caribbean
Sea, about one-third of the way from Puerto Rico to Trinidad and Tobago. It encompasses an area of 262 square
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kilometers (101 square miles), approximately 1.5 times
the size of Washington, D.C. Of that area St. Kitts occupies 168 square kilometers, (65 square miles) and Nevis
93 square kilometers (36 square miles).
St. Kitts has a central mountain range, reaching its
highest point at Mount Liamuiga (1,156 meters or 3,792
feet). The capital of the country, Basseterre (population
15,000), is located on the southeastern shore of the island.
Nevis lies to the southeast, with a central volcanic mountain rising to 985 meters (2,232 feet). The islands have
135 kilometers (52 miles) of coastline, with a tropical climate tempered by constant sea breezes with little temperature variation. Twenty-two percent of the land is arable
with approximately 17 percent in permanent crops, 3 percent permanent pastures, and 17 percent woodland. The
rainy season occurs from May to November, with the
threat of hurricanes generally from July through October.
The island economy once depended heavily on sugarcane
production; however, falling prices have forced the country to depend more on tourism, export-oriented manufacturing, and offshore banking activity.
The population estimate as of July 2000 was 38,800,
30 percent aged 0-14 years, 61 percent 15-64 years, and
9 percent 65 years and older. The growth rate is estimated
to be slightly less than zero. The population is predominantly of African descent with some British, Portuguese,
and Lebanese. The language spoken is English, and the
predominant religion is Anglican, with some Protestants
and Roman Catholics. Ninety-seven percent of the population aged 15 and over have attended school.
Christopher Columbus discovered the islands in
1493. They were partially occupied by the British (1623)
and the French (1624), remaining under joint control until
ceded to the British in 1713 by the Treaty of Utrecht, only
to be recaptured by the French in 1782, but finally passing to the British by way of the Treaty of Versailles the
following year. For most of its history, the country was
administered as part of a federation, which included at
one time or another Anguilla, Jamaica, Trinidad, and Tobago. St. Kitts (then St. Christopher) and Nevis finally received their independence from Britain in 1983.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
St. Kitts and Nevis is a federation with a unicameral
national assembly and, as part of the British Commonwealth, is headed by the Queen of England, represented
by the Governor General. Each Parliament (consisting of
the National Assembly and the Queen) has a life of five
years unless dissolved before that time. The Cabinet is responsible to the Parliament and consists of the Governor
General, who appoints the Prime Minister and other ministers on the advice of the Prime Minister.
1158

The law of St. Kitts and Nevis is administered by the
St. Kitts-Nevis Supreme Court as well as Magistrates’s
Courts. The Privy Council of the United Kingdom is the
ultimate court of appeal, with intermediate appellate jurisdiction resting in the Eastern Caribbean Supreme
Court.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The idea for a public system of universal education
in the West Indies paralleled emancipation. In 1833 a system for educating the newly free as well as the elite was
incorporated in the act to emancipate British slaves.
Following Britain’s establishment of the Negro Education Grant (1835), the various religious denominations
were entrusted with the development and staffing of primary and secondary schools in the West Indies. The British government provided financial support based on the
number of ex-slaves on each island. In addition to the
government grant, the resources of the Mico Charity were
applied to West Indian education. Four teacher-training
institutions and numerous elementary schools established
by Mico money supplemented the efforts of religious organizations.
Gradually the island governments adopted education
acts whereby middle-class education was developed with
governmental assistance. On the eve of World War I, in
1914, the Protestant religious denominations that had
continued to run the schools despite limited government
financial support turned over the schools and the responsibility for education to the government. A notable date
in the educational history of St. Kitts and Nevis occurred
in 1929 when Miriam Pickard opened her secondary
school for girls. That school and the boys’ secondary
school (St. Kitts Grammar School), established late in the
nineteenth century, subsequently merged into a coeducational secondary school in the 1960s.
As the West Indian colonies moved toward independent statehood after World War II, each developed plans
for modernizing its education system. An initial step toward a Caribbean-area focus on curriculum came with
the introduction of the Caribbean Examination Council
(CXC) Secondary School Examination, which St. Kitts
and Nevis, along with other Caribbean members of the
Commonwealth, adopted in 1983. Based on a Caribbeanfocused curriculum, this system of examinations would
ultimately replace the General Certificate of Education
(G. C. E.) examinations that were prepared in the United
Kingdom. However, until the introduction of the Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination (CAPE) in
2000, advanced level examinations taken by grade-14
students were administered by the G. C. E. board. CAPE,
on the other hand, is administered by CXC.
Clarence Fitzroy Bryant, former minister of education, played a significant role in bringing universal secWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ondary education to St. Kitts and Nevis in the 1970s. This
milestone has helped St. Kitts and Nevis achieve the high
literacy rate (98 percent) of today. The goal of the St.
Kitts and Nevis educational system is the development
of its human resources.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Schooling is in English and is free to all who qualify,
from preprimary through sixth forms (grades 13 and 14).
The government also underwrites textbooks and examination fees. The school year consists of 3 terms of 13
weeks each and runs from early September to mid-July.
In addition to the two-month recess between school
years, there is a three-week vacation at Christmas and a
two-week vacation at Easter. The school day for primary
and secondary education is from 8:30 a.m. to noon and
from 1:15 to 3:30 p.m. Teaching periods vary from 30 to
35 minutes at the primary level; 30 to 45 minutes at the
secondary level; to one hour at the collegiate level.
Primary education for those aged 5 to 12 includes a
one-year kindergarten and a six-year primary cycle. In 7
of the 29 government primary schools, a four-year senior
stage of post primary education is offered to those who
do not find a place in junior schools. There are 19 primary
schools on St. Kitts and 9 on Nevis.
The number of primary-level pupils on St. Kitts for
the year 2000 was 5,631. For every teacher there were approximately 20 students. On Nevis the student/teacher
ratio was slightly less at approximately 19 to 1 with a
total of 1,291 students. The combined number of teachers
on both islands at the primary level in 2000 was 354; the
total number of students was 6,922.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Four years of secondary education are compulsory
for every child on St. Kitts and Nevis. The traditional secondary schools receive a limited number of pupils who
have clearly shown ability and interest in academic education by age 12 and who may reasonably be expected
to pass the G. C. E. ‘‘O’’ level exam or the academic subject exams of the CXC. Under the current arrangement,
all students move into secondary school, but may follow
slightly different curricula. Students finishing secondary
school may move into the Advanced Vocational Education Centre (AVEC) in preparation for the local college
or they can transfer directly to the college if they possess
the requisite skills.
In the year 2000 there were 263 teachers and 3,532
pupils at the secondary level on St. Kitts, approximating
a 1 to 13 teacher/student ratio. On Nevis there were 45
teachers to 926 pupils with a larger ratio of about 1 to 20.
The combined number of teachers on both islands at this
level was 260. Pupils totaled 4,458.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

HIGHER EDUCATION
St. Kitts and Nevis does not provide full tertiary level
education. As of September 1998, students have been
able to complete the first year of university locally.
Thereafter, they would enroll at the University of West
Indies (UWI), which has campuses at: Mona (Jamaica),
Cave Hill (Barbados), and St. Augustine (Trinidad and
Tobago). The UWI program also offers noncredit courses
for adult learners. Berne University, with a campus at
Clarence Fitzroy College, Basseterre, provides online
and summer residency graduate programs.
The requirements for entry to the teaching profession
are four ordinary level (O) subject passes in the school
leaving examination, one of which must be English. Most
teachers enroll in the division of Teacher Education at the
college after at least one year teaching.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). The World Factbook 2000. Available from http://www.odci.gov/.
Petty, Osmon, Secretary for the Ministry of Education,
St. Kitts & Nevis. Personal correspondence with the author. March 2001.
Redden, Kenneth R., ed. Modern Legal Systems. Buffalo,
NY: Willaim S. Heid & Co., 1989.
—Dennis J. Stone

SAINT LUCIA

BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Saint Lucia

Region:

Puerto Rico & Lesser
Antilles

Population:

156,260

Language(s):

English, French patois

Literacy Rate:

67%

The first organized system of education in Saint
Lucia emerged after this eastern Caribbean colony
achieved independence in 1838. The Anglican, Catholic,
and Methodist churches were largely responsible for
these early schools. Eventually, the churches began
working in conjunction with the government to oversee
1159
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education in Saint Lucia. Because schools residing on
church grounds and managed by church groups received
government funding, they became known as public assisted schools. Schools in operation in 1998 totaled 82.
Of these, 64 primary and 2 secondary schools were overseen by religious organizations, most commonly the Catholic church. While primary school enrollment in the
1990s hovered near the 95 percent mark, secondary
school enrollment reached only 50 percent.
Preprimary education in Saint Lucia did not become
commonplace until it received funding in the 1970s by
the Ministry of Community Development. In 1985, Saint
Lucia’s Ministry of Education created a separate division
to focus specifically on developing preprimary programs
to prepare children for mandatory basic education. Nearly 80 percent of Saint Lucia’s children aged three to five
attended one of the country’s 150 preschools or 33 day
care centers in 1998.
Compulsory education begins at age five. Primary
education consists of a three-year ‘‘infant’’ program and
a subsequent four years of ‘‘primary’’ instruction. At the
end of the seventh grade, students take the Common Entrance Examination (CEE) to determine placement for
additional compulsory schooling. Those who do well on
the CEE move into a secondary school where they complete five years of basic studies. Because the 1997 Saint
Lucia Education Act requires all students to remain in
school until 16 years of age, those who do not attend a
secondary school are placed into a three-year ‘‘senior primary’’ program which focuses on preparing students for
future jobs. This legislation was enacted to keep students
in school until they are of legal age to begin working.
Secondary school graduates who perform well
enough on the Caribbean Examination Council or General Certificate Examination may pursue higher education.
St. Lucia’s only tertiary institute is the Sir Arthur Lewis
Community College, which offers studies in arts, sciences, and general studies; nursing, education, and midwifery; technical education and management studies; and
teacher education and education administration. Students
wishing to seek other higher degrees do so abroad.
St. Lucia spends 25 percent of its national recurrent
budget on education. In 1998, primary education was
granted 41.1 percent of this funding; secondary education, 27.9 percent; and higher education, less than 1 percent. Wanting to reduce its reliance on the cyclical and
fickle banana and tourism industries, Saint Lucia’s Ministry of Education worked throughout the 1980s and
1990s to offer universal primary education to its residents. Beyond simply making education accessible, however, officials were also concerned about alleviating
overcrowding in schools and improving existing buildings and equipment. The ministry has also been working
1160

toward a similar goal for secondary education, with a target date of 2005, hoping that by further educating its citizens, Saint Lucia will be better able to compete in the
global marketplace of the twenty-first century.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Ministry of Education, Human Resources, Youth and
Sports. Education Development Plan: 1999-2005 and
Beyond. 1999. Available from http://www.education.
gov.lc.
National Statistics Department, Saint Lucia. Structure of
Education System 2000. Ministry of Education, Human
Resources, Youth and Sports, Corporate Planning Unit,
2000. Available from http://www.stats.gov.lc.
UNESCO. The EFA 2000 Assessment: Country Reports:
Saint Lucia. World Education Forum, 2000. Available
from http://www2.unesco.org.
—AnnaMarie L. Sheldon

SAINT PIERRE AND
MIQUELON
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Territorial Collectivity
of St. Pierre and
Miquelon

Region:

North & Central
America

Population:

6,896

Language(s):

French

Literacy Rate:

99%

The archipelago, or island group, known as SaintPierre and Miquelon is an overseas territory of France located in the northern Atlantic Ocean about 16 miles from
the coast of Newfoundland, Canada. Residents are
French citizens. Education is modeled after the traditional French system, it is free and compulsory for children
between the ages of six and sixteen. The primary language of instruction is French. Most of the nation’s private schools are run by the Roman Catholic church.
Primary education lasts for five years. In 1999, the
number of preprimary and primary schools in operation
totaled nine, five of which were private and four of which
were public. Primary school students totaled 782. SecWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ondary education is broken up into two cycles: a fouryear program, followed by three additional years of
study, successful completion of which results in the baccalaureat diploma. There are two secondary schools, one
public and one private. Students in the second, or upper,
level of their secondary studies may pursue one of three
subject areas: scientific, literary, or economic and social.
Upper secondary students may also opt to enroll in the
Professional College for technical training. In 1999, secondary students totaled 703; of these, 172 were enrolled
in the Professional College. Technical programs cover
such topics as electronics, electrical engineering, joinery,
woodworking, mechanics, and secretarial skills. Students
at the Professional College work towards one of two Certificats d’Aptitude Professionnelle, one of six Brevets
d’Etudes Professionnelles, or one of two Baccalaureats
Professionnels. Scholarships are available to qualified
students wishing to seek a higher degree in France.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
‘‘Saint-Pierre and Miquelon.’’ Microsoft Encarta Online
Encyclopedia. Microsoft Corp., 2001. Available from
http://encarta.msn.com.
‘‘Systeme educatif.’’ Paris: Ministere Education Nationale, 2001. Available from http://209.205.50.254.
Vie Pratique. Paris: Secretariat d’Etat a l’outre-mer,
2000. Available from http://www.outre-mer.gouv.fr.
—AnnaMarie L. Sheldon

SAINT VINCENT AND THE
GRENADINES
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines

Region:

Puerto Rico & Lesser
Antilles

Population:

115,461

Language(s):

English, French patois

Literacy Rate:

96%

After the arrival of the white man, the history of education in St. Vincent and the Grenadines was inextricably
bound up with the other Anglophonic people of the Caribbean region—including the Bahamas (where Christopher Columbus first made landfall), Trinidad, Jamaica,
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

and Tobago—and England herself. This still holds true;
in the year 2000, Queen Elizabeth II was the nominal
head of state and English was the official language of
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines.
Prior to Columbus, the aboriginal Carib and Arawak
peoples regarded education as the inculcation in their
young of tribal values such as courage in adversity and
skill in tracking game. The earliest attempts at European
education in the area took the form of missionaries attempting to convert the Indians to Christianity, almost totally unsuccessfully. However, with the coming of the
British and the advent of plantation society and slavery,
the aboriginals virtually disappeared (only 2 percent of
the population of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines was
Amerind in 1999) and, by the end of the seventeenth century, the population of the West Indies consisted of five
major elements: whites from Europe, whites born locally,
locals of mixed blood, free native blacks, and black
slaves. Non-whites were overwhelmingly in the numerical, but not political, majority. Since Caucasian blood
was considered the defining hallmark of true humanity,
little attempt was made to educate the non-white population.
Great Britain abolished slavery in 1833 and, in 1835,
the Negro Education Grant was established to educate the
former slaves by creating primary and secondary schools
in the West Indies, a plan that had the backing of colonial
officials and clergy. Funds calculated in ratio to the number of ex-slaves on each island were supplied through the
grant and charitable donations.
The Negro Education Grant was terminated in 1845,
and its role was taken by the governments of the various
islands, although clerical support continued throughout
all the West Indies until 1914 when among the more Protestant populations (Barbados or Antigua, for example) it
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was ended and the responsibility devolved completely
upon the legislatures. In Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, however, there were many more Roman Catholics,
so the church continued its educational involvement,
funding its schools unilaterally, while the public schools
relied solely upon governmental funding—not unlike the
system that developed in the United States of America.
Gradually, government support for nongovernmental education evolved. In the decades following, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines followed the lead of other Commonwealth members by replacing the secondary school examinations sent from the United Kingdom with the
Caribbean Council Secondary School Examination. The
language of instruction was and remains English.
By 1970, about 96 percent of the total population
was literate, as defined by the percentage of those citizens
aged 15 and over who had ever attended school. Twenty
years later, 55 percent of the total population had
achieved both the primary and secondary level of education; another 49 percent qualified for the primary only.
In 1990, there were 100 private preprimary schools on the
islands; in the same year, there were 1,119 teachers engaged in primary education. In 1997, there were 60 primary schools, with approximately one-third being
denominational or private. Whether they were from secular or non-secular primary schools, upon completion of
schooling, all students who wished to go on to secondary
schools (of which in 1997 there were 21 with a student/
teacher ratio of 15.5:1) had to take and pass the yearly
Common Entrance Examination administered by the
Ministry of Education. Students who passed moved on to
an academic secondary school. Students who failed were
permitted to attend a ‘‘junior’’ secondary school, which
was less prestigious. Students who did not wish to attend
any secondary school were tested by the Primary School
Leaving Certificate Examination (50 percent English, 20
percent mathematics) and, if they passed, were given a
certificate of graduation that allowed them egress into
entry level jobs. Government secondary schools of both
classes were free; the private schools charged a nominal
fee, primarily because of government assistance.
By 1987, several true colleges and universities also
existed, both on Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and
other West Indian principalities. The University of West
Indies offered a three-year degree program, with a firstyear site on Saint Vincent, while Saint Vincent Teachers
College prepared primary school teachers. For the mechanically-minded, Saint Vincent Technical College offered the equivalent of what would be a two-year
Associate’s Degree from a community college in the
United States in vocational fields, such as air conditioning. Additionally, Kingstown Technical Centre proffered
a popular tertiary education in such things as woodworking and mechanics.
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However, in an increasingly technology-andcomputer-driven twenty-first century, educators throughout the world have needed to rethink their missions, and
the governments of the West Indies, including Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, have taken several approaches
to educate their workforces and prepare for the future.
Additional help has been forthcoming from the European
Union and United States. The educational policies once
dictated by a plantation economy, one not particularly
conducive to higher and more sophisticated education,
are being refocused on producing people skilled in the
new industries of tourism, hospitality, information technology, and the ubiquitous computer. These governments, including that of Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, have now moved to refocus and retool their
workforces at the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels.
The Community College of Saint Vincent has been added
to Saint Vincent Technical College, as well as a number
of tertiary schools on neighboring Saint Lucia, Grenada,
and Dominica. There is additional government money for
higher education and training programs for young people
who are not going to college or for scholarships to those
wanting to attend universities in various countries outside
of Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, such as Cuba.
The European Union is assisting economically in the
upgrading of teaching staff, while the United States has
provided funds through its USAID/UWI Windward Islands Training Project to develop specialists to train
farmers to produce bananas of the highest quality, said
fruit being a major part of the Vincentian economy, as
well as to train agricultural assistance officers in the best
methods of managing a farm in the coming decade and
decades.
In order for the Windward Islands in general, and
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines in particular, to remain
competitive in the emerging sectors of Caribbean economy such as tourism, information processing, and banking, retraining is and must continue to be conducted
through a well-structured and coherent approach. Planning will be required for the year 2010 and beyond.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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SAMOA
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Independent State of
Western Samoa

Region:

Oceania

Population:

179,466

Language(s):

Samoan (Polynesian),
English

Literacy Rate:

97%

The Independent State of Samoa, located in the
southwest Pacific Ocean, comprises nine islands that are
volcanic in origin. The capital is Apia and is located on
Upolu. The government is described as being a constitutional monarchy, and Samoan and English are the official
languages. As of July 2000, approximately 179,466 people were in the country, and the literacy rate was 97 percent.
In 1900 Samoa was appropriated by Germany. During World War I, the armed forces of New Zealand occupied the country. After the war, Samoa remained under
the control of New Zealand for the next 41 years. In 1961
the people voted for independence, and the United Nations General Assembly voted to terminate the trusteeship. Western Samoa became independent on January 1,
1962.
In 1995, the government formalized its education
plan, which ensures a policy framework and strategy for
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

educational development across the area. The documents
include segments on early childhood education, primary
education, secondary education, teacher education, special needs education, department and school management, as well as postsecondary education and training.
The Samoan educational system is patterned after
that of New Zealand. In 1994, school attendance was
made mandatory for all children from 5 to 14 years of age
or until completion of the eighth grade. There are 139 primary schools, 21 junior secondary schools, and 4 senior
secondary schools that are administered by the Director
of Education and four assistant directors. The Department of Education is headquartered in Malifa.
Twenty-two educational districts are attended to by
23 field administrators. The people are responsible for supervising staff performance, staffing of schools, and
transferring of teachers. They also oversee school administration and educational programs. Families and the government share the responsibility of school financing. The
government is liable for the salaries of teaching and administrative personnel, while the village or district owns
the school buildings and equipment.
There are 38 nongovernmental schools that are run
by their own directors and school boards. These schools
are largely self-financed, but some funds do come from
the government. The villages that own them run the primary and junior secondary schools. School committees,
which are called Komiti fa’atino oAoga, are the school
managers. The committee consists of the principal, inspector, pastor (pulenu’u), and villagers.
There are 157 schools located throughout the country. Primary school enrollment is approximately 36,000
students. Forty-eight percent of the students are female;
however, their attendance is irregular. Some of the
schools are overcrowded and in a state of disrepair.
During the first six years, students are taught in Samoan, with English being introduced orally during the
third year. In the seventh and eighth years, English is the
language of instruction.
After eight years of school, students take a national
examination. The rationale behind the exam is the need
to rank students for selection into secondary schools.
Throughout the secondary education system, the
mode of instruction is English. Samoan can be taken as
a separate course. The secondary program is five years
in duration and is divided into a three-year junior secondary program, which is followed by a two-year senior secondary program. Entry into the senior secondary program
is highly selective.
Progress through the system is tied to three examinations. The tests are administered locally, utilizing trained
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examiners with assistance provided by the South Pacific
Board of Educational Assessment team. Students in their
thirteenth year are given the Pacific Senior Secondary
Certificate Examination. Performance in this test is instrumental in determining the students’ academic future;
the most successful gain entry into the university preparatory year.
The National University of Samoa (Le Iunivesite
Aoao O Samoa) was created in 1984 with 45 students
who were actually in the university preparatory year. The
first degree, a Bachelor’s in Education, was offered in
1987. In 2001, the university offers bachelors degrees in
Samoan studies, English, history, sociology, geography,
education, and commerce. The institution also offers certificates and diplomas in various disciplines, and there is
one graduate program in teaching.
Tuition at the university is very reasonable. Students
who are citizens of Samoa are charged $60 per course for
degree programs, while international students pay $150.
It appears that Samoan education is in the midst of
a growth period. Since 1995 they have established minimum standards for buildings, furniture, restrooms, equipment, and water supplies. The system is also enforcing
established teacher-learner ratios. Additionally, there is
a program to facilitate the development and distribution
of curriculum materials to grades one through eight, and
a pre-service and in-service teacher training program focusing on literacy and bilingual teaching methods has
been developed. However, some of the school facilities
are still in poor condition and inadequately equipped, and
many of the teachers are under-trained.
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SAN MARINO
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of San Marino

Region:

Europe

Population:

26,937

Language(s):

Italian

Literacy Rate:

96%

The smallest republic in the world, San Marino was
founded in 350 A.D. According to the 1997 Information
Please Almanac, St. Marinus and a group of Christians
first settled it. The San Marino constitution provides for
a parliamentary form of government; the Parliament has
60 members and has legislative and administrative powers.
Compulsory education in San Marino begins at the
age of 6 and continues until the age of 14. It consists of
five years of primary education and three years of lower
secondary education, which can be taken through a state
or non-state school or through home schooling (European
Education 1999).
San Marinese preschools accept all children between
the ages of three and six. Attendance is free. Primary
school attendance is compulsory for children ages 6 to
11. Students are given yearly, state-required final exams
to determine whether or not they may continue onto the
next level (European Education 1999).
Lower secondary education is compulsory for children between the ages of 11 and 14. After completing
lower secondary education, students may leave school or
continue for another three years in upper secondary education after which they can go onto higher education.
Higher education is offered at San Marino’s one major
university, L’Universita di San Marino. It offers four different types of degrees (European Education 1999). San
Marino also offers several types of nonformal education
such as classical, scientific, artistic, technical, and vocational schools and adult education programs.

Johnson, R.T. Observations of Western Samoan Culture
and Education. Unpublished manuscript. Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota, Bureau of Educational Research, 1962.

The Ministry of Education has the responsibility of
supervising all educational institutions. The Ministry also
plans and promotes educational research. The schools are
funded by the state, and money is distributed to schools
depending on their needs.

National University of Samoa, 2001. Available from
http://www.nus.edu.ws/general/history.html.

Teachers in San Marino attend teacher training
schools, and they must take general culture and psychology classes. Specialization classes can be taken after graduation (Eurydice 1997).

—Morgan Peterson
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Education is very important in San Marino. In the future, their educational programs will continue to change
based on changes in society.

pendent country was education. The government made it
a ‘‘top priority to extend education, invest in new
schools, and launch an adult literacy campaign’’ (United
Nations House 1998).
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Prior to the independence, only 20 percent of the
population was literate. In 2001, some 62.1 percent of
women and 85.2 percent of mencould read and write. By
law, children are required to complete elementary school,
but many do not; a rare few progress to high school. Sao
Tome and Principe had 13 preprimary schools with 3,446
students in 1989; 69 primary schools (grades 1-4) with
20,502 students in 1997, and 10 secondary schools (5-9)
with 12,280 children. There is one vocational training
center and, in 1997, a teacher training college was completed; however, it teaches pre-university level education
and is located in Sao Tome City. The island of Principe
comprises only 5 percent of the country’s population;
therefore, they have only one technical school and three
secondary schools. Information is limited to education
only in Principe.

The 1997 Information Please Almanac. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1997.
European Education Profile. The British Council, 2000.
Available from http://www.britishcouncil.sm.education/.
The Eurydice Database San Marino, 2001. Available
from http://www.psy.it/ordpsic/psy_e_u.html.
—Deanna Edens

SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Democratic Republic of
Sao Tome and Principe

Region:

Africa

Population:

159,883

Language(s):

Portuguese

Literacy Rate:

73%

The small island of Sao Tome was discovered between 1469 and 1472, along with its smaller sister island
Principe, by Portuguese navigators. However, Principe
was first successfully settled in 1500. As settlers discovered the great abundance of sugar, the Portuguese crown
soon took over in 1522.
The Portuguese then started to bring many African
slaves to the plantations. As two new cash crops, coffee
and cocoa, were discovered, the need for more workers
increased. Although slavery was abolished in the 1800s,
the Portuguese continued to bring Africans to the island
and make them work under harsh conditions, so these
workers grew angry and began to revolt. In 1953, Portuguese troops killed hundreds of these workers; this famous event is called the Batepa massacre.
Soon the people of Principe were demanding an end
to Portuguese rule and, on July 12, 1975, along with Sao
Tome, they gained their independence. During this time
they made many changes, including a new constitution.
The country was now a republic electing a new president
ever five years. A very important issue for the new indeWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

The staff of the schools is primarily foreigners who
are insufficiently trained and poorly paid. There is a
shortage of classrooms, so these teachers are forced to
teach as many as 70 students per class. The enrollment
rate had been rising since 1975, but it decreased in 1993.
According to the United Nations House, it may be because of the suspension of the feeding program. The program is supposed to restart in the 1999-2000 school year.
Under the newest constitution passed by the National
Assembly in April of 1990, multiparty elections are allowed, which means that the country is more of a democracy now. Approximately 18.8 percent of total
government expenditure is on education, and statistics in
1995 show that 21.2 percent of the public investment program was spent on education. Rusa Misericordia, the
minister of education in 2001, expected that education
will improve. Funding remains dependent on outside
funds, but Sao Tome and Principe is doing much to improve education.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia

Region:

Middle East

Population:

22,023,506

Language(s):

Arabic

Literacy Rate:

62.8%

Number of Primary
Schools:

11,506

Compulsory Schooling:

6 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

7.5%

Foreign Students in
National Universities:

5,361

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 2,256,185
Secondary: 1,542,989
Higher: 273,992
Primary: 76%
Secondary: 58%
Higher: 16%

as the Nejd, were home to various tribal families competing against each other. The eighteenth century teachings
of Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab, a Muslim reformer,
who wanted a pure undistorted Islam rejecting the glorification of men, saints, and prophets, were incorporated
into the Saud family’s political ideology as it conquered
the Nejd.
After World War I, Ibn Saud lay claim to the Hijaz
kingdom ruled by the Hashemite family, direct descendants of the Prophet Muhammad and Sharifs (Guardians)
of the sacred cities Makkah and Madinah. The unpopularity of the King of the Hijaz, British indifference in the region, and the superior military skills of the Saud family
and its allies led to their successful 1926 conquest of the
Hijaz and Islam’s holy cities. Ibn Saud, the first King of
Saudi Arabia, consolidated his military control over the
Arabian Peninsula by numerous marriages to the daughters of important Arab families and the fathering of 43
sons and at least 20 daughters. The nation’s strategic geographic location astride the Red Sea and the Persian (Arabian) Gulf and its control of half of the world’s oil supply
made the kingdom an important ally for the United States
during the Cold War and an economic ally in the global
economy of the twenty-first century.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS

HISTORY & BACKGROUND

A family of princes numbering between 2,000 and
5,000 adult males rule the Saudi monarchy from the capital city of Riyadh. Saudi Arabia was an absolute monarchy during the reign of its first King, Ibn Saud (19321953). While there are plans to institute some political
reforms, the structure of government has seen few
changes. A royal council of majlis (ministers) is chaired
by the king, includes selected members of the royal family, cabinet ministers, councilors, leading members of the
ulama (theologians), provincial emirs, and tribal sheiks,
and provides advice on the nation’s governance. Saudi
Arabia’s government protects Islam and is governed by
sharia law, which are Muslim values and laws outlined
in the Qur’an, (Muslim’s sacred text) and the Hadith (the
sayings attributed to the Prophet Muhammad).

Saudi Arabia was formed in September 1932, when
representatives from the Kingdom of the Hijaz sent a petition to Abd al-Aziz ibn Abd al-Rahman ibn Faisal Al
Saud (Ibn Saud), Sultan of the Nejd, requesting the union
of the kingdom and sultanate as a single nation in faith,
history, and traditions. King Ibn Saud issued a decree on
September 18, 1932, proclaiming the new nation of Saudi
(Saud’s) Arabia. The Arabian Peninsula is the historic
birthplace of the Islam religion. The Ottoman Turks from
Constantinople ruled the Hijaz from the sixteenth century
to 1918. The interior regions of desert and oases, known

The king appoints the nation’s judicial authorities.
The king appoints and relieves deputies of the prime minister, ministers, and members of the Council of Ministers
by royal decree. The king has the right to dissolve and
reorganize the Council of Ministers; is commander-inchief of the armed forces; declares states of emergency,
general mobilization, and war; and governs by royal decree. The king has final authority. The majlis al-shura is
perceived as a first step toward the development of a national legislature. Succession to the throne of Saudi Arabia is from among the surviving sons of King Ibn Saud.

Teachers:

Primary: 175,458
Secondary: 119,881
Higher: 15,868

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 13:1
Secondary: 13:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 75%
Secondary: 54%
Higher: 15%
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One hundred princes from among several thousand are
selected to determine who will become king and crown
prince. The Royal Family of Saudi Arabia has displayed
a remarkable unity since 1932, although internal conflict
did arise between King Saud (1953-1964) and the brother
who ultimately deposed him, Crown Prince Faisal. Faisal
was himself assassinated by a disturbed nephew in 1975.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Saudi Arabia’s first monarch, King Ibn Saud, regarded education as a means to foster national unity and to
enlighten the Saudi people. In 1925, public education did
not exist. There were only four private elementary
schools in the entire country. Therefore, a centralized educational policy was entrusted to the newly established
Directorate of Education. Although compulsory education was mandated for a six-year elementary education
followed by a five-year secondary cycle, enforcement
was difficult without an adequate number of schools.
Saudi Arabia’s first educational system was modeled on
Egypt’s system, which, in turn, was heavily influenced
by the French educational model. Saudi Arabia’s educational system was designed to observe the teachings of
Islam, disseminate knowledge, and construct schools.
The 1930s witnessed many changes in education: the first
Religious Sciences School (1933); the issuance of rules
for private schools (1934); and the first secondary school,
Tahdeer Al-Baathat School, to prepare graduates for a
university education (1935). In 1938, the General Directorate of Education was given full control over all education except for the military. Saudi Arabia’s first technical
secondary school and school of higher learning, the College of Sharia (now, Umm Al Qura University), were
founded in 1949. During the decade of the 1950s, three
more colleges were granted charters, the Teachers’ College (1952), the College of Sharia in Riyadh (1953), and
the College of Arabic Language in Riyadh (1954).
In 1952, the United Nations reported that Saudi Arabia had 306 elementary schools, but illiteracy was between 92 and 95 percent. To combat such dire statistics,
a Ministry of Education was established in 1953 with
Prince (later King) Fahd as the first minister of education
entrusted with the task of expanding and modernizing educational resources. The kingdom was divided into
school districts, each governed by a superintendent assisted by a technical staff. Within the Ministry of Education, a special department, Popular Culture, was created
to combat adult illiteracy. In 1958, the Saudi kingdom
adopted a uniform educational policy in cooperation with
other Arab states that provided for a six-year compulsory
elementary education, a three-year optional intermediate
education, and a three-year optional secondary education
for men only. In 1961, education for women was mandated, with the responsibility given to the newly created
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General Directorate of Girls Education. There was considerable resistance to female education within the kingdom, but it abated and during its first decade, 16 primary
schools for girls were built with 148 staff members educating 5,200 females.
As relations with Egypt deteriorated during the
1960s, the Saudi government abandoned the Egyptian
model, and proceeded to develop its own educational system. Under the leadership of Kings Faisal (1964-1975)
and Khalid (1975-1982), Saudi Arabia established two
five-year plans that promoted education to develop the
needs of the people as a human resource through education and training and to facilitate the nation’s economic
infrastructure. The educational system was redesigned to
accommodate an increasing number of elementary and
intermediate school students. Only 50 percent of the students were permitted to enter into a general secondary education leading to a university degree. The other students
were placed in teacher training and vocational and technical education programs. Girls’ education enrollments
were projected to reach 95 percent of the eligible population.
Under the rule of King Fahd (1982-), major changes
occurred within the educational system. A Directorate
General for Educational Technology was created consisting of the Departments of Design and Production. These
departments are responsible for the development of educational materials, supplying classroom educational technology, and training senior staff at the Ministry of
Education in educational technology. Standards for
teacher certification were made more rigorous, while the
examination system for elementary and intermediate
schools was transferred from the central government to
the individual schools. Programs of study were upgraded
at the 17 teachers’ colleges, which grant a bachelor’s degree with the completion of 149 credit hours in academic
study. A special education program developed for students with special needs included the construction of special educational facilities and a special education degree
in teacher training granted by King Saud University.
Seeking knowledge is mandatory for each Muslim.
Islam is both integral to and the essence of education. The
principles of education formulated by the Higher Committee of Educational Policy include the responsibility to:
(1) strengthen faith in God and Islam and in Mohammed;
(2) foster a holistic, Islamic concept of the universe; (3)
emphasize that life is a stage of work and production to
invests full understanding of and faith in eternal life; (4)
proclaim the message of Mohammed; (5) instill Islamic
ideals; (6) engender faith in human dignity; (7) reinforce
the duty of each Muslim to see education and the duty of
the state to provide education in it various stages within
the state’s capacity and resources; (8) incorporate reli1167
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gious education and maintain Islamic culture at all educational levels; (9) integrate Islamic orientation in sciences
and knowledge in the curricula and teaching; (10) stimulate human knowledge through Islam to raise the nation’s
standard of living; (11) foster fundamental beliefs; and
(12) teach the importance of Saudi history and the preservation of the Islamic religion.
Education in Saudi Arabia has four special characteristics: an emphasis on Islam, a centralized educational
system, separate education for men and women, and state
financial support. Islam is the core of each Muslim’s curriculum, with time each week devoted to the study of the
Muslim sacred text, the Qur’an, Islamic tradition, jurisprudence, and theology from primary through higher education. Religion is not separate from but is a part of the
disciplines of education, economics, sociology, psychology, medicine, and law. It is expected that the Qur’an
will be memorized, interpreted, and applied to all aspects
of daily life.
The centralized educational system for men is under
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education; and for
women, under the General Presidency of Girls’ Education. All schools at all levels utilize the same methods of
instruction, textbooks, evaluation techniques, curricula,
and educational policy. As stated in Article 155 of the
Educational Policy of Saudi Arabia, there is strict separation of the sexes at all levels of education with the exception of kindergarten, nursery, and some private
elementary schools, and in some medical schools. The
separation of the sexes is related to the respected social
status of women accorded them by Islam. With the exceptions of physical education and home economics, the
curricula are the same. The Saudi government is committed to the development of education at all costs and maintains exclusive control. Education is free but not
compulsory beyond the elementary level. The government provides free tuition, stipends, subsidies, and bonuses to students entering certain fields of study and to
those continuing their education outside the country. Free
transportation is provided for female students.
Educational Organization: There are four agencies
given the responsibility for educational policy: the Ministry of Education, the General Presidency of Girls’ Education, the Ministry of Higher Education, and the General
Organization for Technical Education and Vocational
Training. The Ministry of Education, founded in 1953,
replaced the Directorate of Education. Its responsibilities
include policy-making, planning, and budgetary staff to
provide physical and teaching materials and supplies to
elementary, intermediate, and male secondary schools.
Adult and special education, teacher training programs,
curriculum and teaching methods, the library system, and
museums and archaeological research are departments
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within the Ministry of Education. The Ministry of Education represents the kingdom in international organizations and promotes cultural and foreign exchanges. Saudi
Arabia is divided into school districts, which implement
the policies adopted by the Ministry of Education while
school principals administer the schools on a daily basis.
Recent school reorganization has passed more policy authority to the local schools.
The General Presidency of Girls’ Education, organized in 1960, is the educational counterpart to the Ministry of Education, but for women. Elementary education
for girls was started in 1961, and by 1963 girls’ education
was available at both the intermediate and secondary levels. The General Presidency of Girls’ Education is divided into the Directorate General for General Education
for elementary, intermediate, and secondary education
and the Deputy General of Girls’ Colleges which oversees junior college, undergraduate and postgraduate levels and specialized training institutes and technical
schools in the fields of nursing, teacher training, tailoring,
and adult education.
The General Organization for Technical Education
and Vocational Training (GOTEVT) was created in
1980, to accommodate the kingdom’s increasing needs
for specialized technical training. The educational department is divided into the Directorate General for Technical Education for industrial, commercial, and agricultural
education and the Directorate General for Vocational
Training for supervised vocational and on-the-job training programs, curricula development, program evaluation, trainee affairs, instructor training, and audio-visual
aids. There are three levels of vocational training: prevocational training centers, vocational and commercial secondary schools and higher (postsecondary) technical
institutes.
The Ministry of Higher Education, established in
1975, provides support for Saudi Arabia’s seven universities and 78 colleges. It coordinates, supervises, and
follows-up postsecondary programs with national development programs in a variety of fields. It reviews requests for study abroad and oversees 27 educational and
cultural missions in other countries. The Minister of
Higher Education heads the University Council for each
university. The sole exception is the Islamic University
headed by the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, The
King. Educational ministries exist separately for the military. They include the King Khalid Military College for
National Guard training, the King Fahd Security College
for security training, Staff Military Academy, three military academies, and four civil aviation junior colleges.
Specialized Education: Saudi Arabia offers educational opportunities for students with special needs.
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There are schools within the kingdom for special education, the blind, the deaf, the mentally retarded, and those
needing physical therapy and training. Training for special education teachers is offered at King Saud University
in the College of Education and at the College of Applied
Medicine for the speech and hearing impaired. Additional special education teacher training needs are satisfied
by study abroad at accredited institutions of higher learning. The Ministry of Education and the General Presidency of Girls’ Education offer adult education programs
that focus on the mastery reading, writing, and elementary arithmetic skills. Graduates receive a Literacy Certificate. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia offers special
training programs through the Institute of Public Administration in the fields of banking, electronic data processing, hospital administration, library science, personnel
studies, secretary studies, and store administration. Each
branch of the military has it own training academy or college—the King Abdulaziz Military Academy in Riyadh
(Army), King Fahd Naval College in Dammam, the King
Faisal Air Force Academy in Riyadh, and the King Khalid Military Academy for the National Guard. Each military academy awards a bachelor of military Science
degree. Additional specialized institutes include health
care institutes and nursing schools to train nursing, x-ray,
and laboratory technicians, health supervisors, surgical
operations assistants, assistant pharmacists, assistant statisticians, and nutritional assistants. Three intermediate
nursing schools offer women a three-year program of
study for a Certificate of Technical Nursing. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs administers the Institute of Diplomatic Studies (1979) whose responsibility is to raise the
work standards for members of the Foreign Ministry; to
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conduct research and studies on international, Arab, and
Islamic issues; and to organize conferences and seminars
on diplomatic, political, and international affairs.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Kindergarten is available but not compulsory. It provides a constructive educational environment emphasizing social behavior, hygiene, and play activities.
Kindergartens are usually co-educational and under the
supervision of the General Presidency of Girls’ Education. Kindergarten is divided into the following age
groups: fewer than four years, four to five years, and five
to six years old. Only elementary education is compulsory in Saudi Arabia. It is the foundation for the development of further education. Elementary education covers
grades one to six. The curricula emphasis is Arabic language, Islamic religion, history, geography, mathematics,
and sometimes English. Students are promoted by examination prepared by the individual schools. Private elementary schools comprise four percent of the schools at
this level, but they must use the same government developed curricula and examination system used in public
schools. The headmaster of each private school is a government employee appointed by the Ministry of Education. Elementary school teachers must have a bachelor’s
degree. An increase in teacher training programs is reducing the teacher shortage among males and native Saudi
teachers.
In the 1994-1995 academic years in Saudi Arabia
there was one kindergarten school under the jurisdiction
of the Ministry of Education enrolling 472 students with
a staff of 52 teachers. For the same year there were 205
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kindergartens exclusively for girls enrolling 16,929 female students with a female teaching staff of 1,795 teachers. For male students there were 199 kindergartens
enrolling 24,201 students with a male staff of 1,344
teachers. Private agencies accounted for 343 kindergartens enrolling 43,765 students with a teaching staff of
2,735.
At the elementary level of education the Ministry of
Education sponsored 5,417 schools exclusively for males
enrolling 1,015,401 boys with a male teaching staff of
68,200 for the academic years of 1994-1995. Saudi Arabia enrolled 909,024 female students at 4,528 schools exclusively for girls with a female teaching staff of 61,202
faculty members. Other government agencies in Saudi
Arabia sponsored 433 schools enrolling 110,381 students
and employing 7,934 teachers. There were 140 private
schools in Saudi Arabia in 1994-1995 enrolling 114,912
students taught by 10,746 teachers.
Intermediate Level: The intermediate level is for students aged 12 to 15, lasts for three years, and furthers students’ general education and the study of Islam. The
objectives of intermediate education are to: (1) provide
a comprehensive Islamic education, (2) teach students
skills and knowledge to suit their age and level of development, (3) stimulate students to seek knowledge
through meditation and scientific reasoning, (4) develop
and refine intellectual skills, (5) instill respect for the social life of Islam, (6) train students to be loyal to their
community, country, and the monarchy, (7) stimulate interest in Islam’s past, (8) train students to use their time
wisely with constructive activities, (9) enable students to
confront misleading information about Islam, and (10)
prepare students for the next stage of life. English becomes a required subject and is compulsory for all three
years of secondary education. After completion of the intermediate level, students select from a regular secondary
education program leading to a university degree or vocational and/or technical education programs of study.
For the academic years 1994-1995 the Ministry of
Education funded 2,349 schools for boys enrolling
336,162 male students with a male teaching staff of
28,401 faculty. For girls there were 1,680 schools at the
intermediate level in Saudi Arabia enrolling 321,137 female students taught by 24,121 female students. Other
government agencies in Saudi Arabia funded 228 intermediate schools enrolling 39,861 students taught by
3,066 teachers. Saudi Arabia had 236 private schools at
the intermediate level enrolling 20,373 students taught by
2,361 faculty.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The objectives of Regular Secondary Education are
religious orientation, development of a scientific attitude
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and academic practices, preparation for higher education,
and the preparation of non-college bound students. A regular secondary education is three years, for students’ ages
15 to 19 years old. A general curriculum is studied the
first year. Students select from either a liberal arts or science curriculum for the two remaining years. Courses are
offered in Islamic Studies, Arabic Studies, Social
Studies, the Sciences, Mathematics, English, Physical
Education (boys only), and Home Economics (girls
only).
For a brief period ending in 1993, a Modern Secondary program provided an alternative to the Regular Secondary curriculum. Modern Secondary permitted
students to develop their own programs of study. Students were free to select from a science or literary curriculum. Students were able to change divisions and transfer
all credit courses. Discontinuation of this program eliminated the use of credit hours. Secondary religious institutes at Imam Mohammed bin Saud Islamic University
and the Islamic University offer male students a program
of study in Islamic and Arabic studies, where science is
replaced in the curriculum with religious subjects.
At the secondary level in Saudi Arabia for the 19941995 academic years the Ministry of Education had 849
schools for men enrolling 175,147 students taught by a
male teaching staff of 11,400. For the education of
women there were 797 schools enrolling 165,329 female
students with a teaching staff of 13,578 female faculty
members. Other government agencies in Saudi Arabia
sponsored 177 secondary schools enrolling 20,530 students with a teaching staff of 970 faculty members. Private schools in Saudi Arabia numbered 137 schools
enrolling 17,435 students with a teaching staff of 1,412.
Technical & Vocational Education: Technical and
vocational education is a vital and extremely important
part of the Saudi educational system. Upgrading technical and vocational education improves workplace skills,
increases productivity, and enables the nation to keep
pace with changing technological developments. The
benefits protect and maintain an Islamic values system,
maintain higher standards of living, and promote economic and social stability. In 1980, GOTEVT was
formed to organize, consolidate, and centralize the administration of training programs within the government
bureaucracy.
GOTEVT’s goals are to (1) prepare individuals to
work in industrial, commercial, and agricultural fields,
(2) maintain the economy by providing competent technical work forces for either public or private sectors, (3)
provide individuals with an Islamic foundation for high
moral standards, (4) offer a broad scientific base for technical manpower to optimize worker response to rapid
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technological change, (5) allow individuals the opportunity to learn a trade and continue their training to the
highest level, (6) develop technicians’ skills and continuously upgrade vocational knowledge, (7) emphasize the
dignity of manual and vocational work and the important
role they contribute to national development, and (8) discourage internal migrations to big cities by building vocational training centers throughout Saudi Arabia.
There are three types of vocational and technical education in Saudi Arabia: secondary, junior college (intermediate technical colleges), and college (higher technical
institutes) levels. Courses are offered during the day and
at night. The government provides benefits for students
enrolled in these programs. Secondary institute graduates
are eligible to apply for government loans in order to start
a business. The best qualified may go on to college. Graduates who work as teachers are given a teaching allowance, which is called a stipend. Requirements for
admission to a secondary technical program are a good
behavior certificate from the last school attended, passing
a medical examination, Saudi citizenship, and an Intermediate School Certificate. Technical Industrial education offers programs in the mechanical department in
general mechanics, metal work, and agricultural machinery. The electricity department centers on electrical
installation and electro-mechanics. Auto mechanics, auto
electrical, and diesel mechanics comprise the auto mechanics section. Curricula programs in electronics are
mechanical, electrical, electronic, oil and minerals, and
auto/engine technology. The Junior College of Technology in Riyadh (1989) offers a four-year program of study
leading to a bachelor of science degree in Technology
Engineering. The Colleges of Technology at Jeddah,
Dammam, and Buraidah permit students to study
mechanical, electrical, electronic, or auto/engine technology.
Two new junior colleges at Abha and Al-Ahsa offer
programs in electronic, construction, commerce and
management, and mechanical and auto/engine technology. Admission to junior colleges requires Saudi citizenship although non-Saudis may be given permission under
special circumstances to enroll, and either a GOTEVT
Secondary Institute, Secondary School Scientific Section, or Secondary School Liberal Arts Certificate. Previous grades must be at least a ‘‘good.’’ Applicants must
pass a medical exam and a personal interview, have a
good behavior certificate from the last school attended,
and enroll as full-time students. If three or more years
have gone by since a secondary certificate was issued,
trainees must pass a written examination given by the college committee. The Higher Technical Institute in Riyadh
offers two- and three-year training programs for instructors needed to staff secondary industrial institutes and vocational training centers. A one-year program for College
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of Technology graduates qualifies them to teach at secondary industrial institutes, vocational centers, or colleges of technology. Graduates are given civil service
appointments at grade six and can go as high as grade
seven, along with stipends to teach and cover the cost of
equipment and materials.
Technical Commercial Education programs train
students for careers in the office and include accounting,
bookkeeping, secretarial skills, commercial correspondence, typing, computers, and administration. All the
commercial institutes are in urban areas and offer threeyear programs of study. Graduates are appointed to the
Civil Service, grade five and are eligible to continue their
education. Admission requirements include an Intermediate School Certificate, passing a personal interview,
and good manual dexterity and eyesight. Graduates of the
Higher Institute for Financial and Commercial Studies
are eligible for government hire. Two years of service go
on their record earning promotions and the right to study
abroad. Admission to Higher Institutes requires a Secondary Commercial School Certificate, the ability to fulfill specific subject prerequisites established by
GOTEVT, and a successful interview.
The Technical Agricultural Education program and
the Secondary Technical Assistants’ Institute are two additional technical programs of study. The former offers
special programs in Agricultural and Animal Production
at the Model Agricultural Institute in Buraidah (1977).
The Secondary Technical Assistants’ Institutes offer
three-year programs of study in surveying, sanitation and
public health inspection, construction, water supply, ar1171
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chitectural drawing, hydrology, and road construction.
Admission requirements are the same as for the other institutes. Graduates are eligible for a Civil Service appointment at grade five and stipends.
For the academic years 1994-1995, Saudi Arabia enrolled 6,648 students at six Intermediate Colleges of
Technology with a teaching staff of 913 faculty members.
For the same academic years there were 8 Secondary Industrial Institutes enrolling 8,672 students taught by
1,126 teachers, 15 Secondary Commercial Institutes with
a staff of 660 teaching 10,335 students, 3 Secondary Agricultural Institutes enrolling 774 students with a teaching
staff of 94, and 5 Secondary Technical Assistants Institutes with a teaching staff of 240 enrolling 1,610 students.

ucation. Training is offered for administration and commercial education in typing, secretarial skills, accounting,
administration and supervision, marketing, shorthand,
telex, and computers. Other fields include industrial safety and security, electronics, machine operation and maintenance, interior decoration, radio and television repair,
surveying and architectural drawing, aviation services
and tourism, printing, air conditioning repair, production
engineering and mechanics. Cooperatives with other
countries allow students to study industrial education in
France, engineering and instructor training in industrial
and agricultural equipment in Germany, vocational training in the United States, and industrial electronics, telecommunications, audio-visual electronics, and computer
technology in Japan.

Vocational and prevocational training centers train
workers to (1) meet industrial requirements, (2) upgrade
unskilled workers into a technical proficiency, (3) provide work opportunities for individuals with limited education, (4) provide opportunities for workers to study a
vocational training center, (5) foster moral and religious
values in trainees and develop respect for manual and vocational work, and (6) qualify the workforce to meet the
nation’s technical requirements in industry. The trades
studied include auto mechanics, refrigeration and air conditioning, general mechanics, painting and auto body repair, general electricity, radio and television repair, sheet
metal, office machine repair, carpentry, plumbing, printing, welding, aluminum construction and repair, commercial and office work, and diesel mechanics.

In 1994-1995, Saudi Arabia had 54 vocational training centers enrolling 9,512 students with a total staff of
1,418 faculty members. There were 3 on-the-job training
programs with 466 students with a teaching staff of 96.
For the same years of 1994-1995, Saudi Arabia had 42
Health Institutes enrolling 5,110 students with a staff of
735, 25 sewing centers with 1,726 students and a staff of
268, 10 postal and telecommunications institutes enrolling 937 students with a staff of 262 faculty, and 1 veterinary and animal husbandry institute enrolling 93 students
with a staff of 11. There were 149 vocational sites offered
by the private sector in Saudi Arabia enrolling 17,508
students and 41 other vocational sites with 386 students
with a staff of 23 for the academic years of 1994-1995.

Prevocational study is for 14 to 17 year olds who
have completed at least the fourth grade level of elementary school. Trainees receive a stipend and a monetary
award upon graduation. An instructor training institute
offers a ten-month program to train teachers to teach vocational education.

HIGHER EDUCATION

An on-the-job training program was started in 1974,
by GOTEVT to upgrade work skills in the private sector.
Private companies may receive subsidies from the government for training purposes. The primary objectives for
this work program are to establish local or international
standards in different trades and to provide the private
sector with model training programs designed to ensure
and upgrade workers’ skills. Applicants must be under 45
years of age, a Saudi citizen, and able to read and write.
New programs in this field include industrial relations,
gas and electric utilities, fisheries, cable manufacturing,
pneumatics, and steel manufacturing.
Cooperative Education is developed between private
industry and GOTEVT to encourage workers to improve
skills by studying at government institutes. There is a
one-year program in technical education for mechanics
and electricity and a three-year program for technical ed1172

Higher education for men is government administered by the Ministry of Higher Education founded in
1975. The Ministry of Higher Education authorizes both
the creation of a university and the programs offered.
This ministry maintains educational missions in 32 countries and has oversight for Saudi citizens pursing educational studies in foreign countries. The university system
is modeled on United States system of higher education
but there are influences in the Saudi educational system
from the educational systems of Britain, France, Germany, Italy, and Egypt. Islamic values and traditions are also
incorporated. The Ministry’s responsibilities are to raise
the level of communication and coordination between institutions of higher learning, coordinate policy with government ministries and agencies based on the nation’s
needs, and assist in the kingdom’s continuing development. A 1993 Royal Decree formed a Supreme Council
for Universities to act as a legislative coordinating body
for all the universities. The Higher Education Council’s
responsibilities include supervising university education
development, coordinating degrees and scientific departments among universities, encouraging research, and formulating rules and regulations.
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A university council is responsible for educational
administrative and financial affairs, implementation of
university policy, and preparing budget and future development plans. A scientific council at each university encourages scientific and research studies and publications.
Each college within the university has its own council
charged with the responsibility to implement and carry
out university policy and regulations, submit budget requests, and propose policy changes. Each department
within the college has an organization paralleling that of
the college and university. Higher education witnessed
rapid expansion in the last three decades of the twentieth
century.
King Saud University is the oldest university in
Saudi Arabia, founded in 1957. It is the largest university
in the kingdom. Centered in Riyadh, the capital, the university has branches in Abha and Al-Qaseem. King Saud
University offered 13 colleges and enrolled 30,559 students for the academic years 1994-1995 and had a teaching staff of 2,696. King Abdulaziz University (1967) is
the second largest university in Saudi Arabia. Its academic programs are similar to those at King Saud University
but special emphasis is given to the fields of science,
medicine, economics, humanities, and engineering. A
navigational sciences program operates at the seaport of
Jeddah. A teacher training program is offered at the holy
city of Madinah (Medina). King Abdulaziz University
has nine colleges enrolling 33,037 students with a teaching staff of 1,987 for the 1994-1995 academic years.
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
(1963) is located in Dhahran and is the nation’s leading
university in the study of energy and the primary center
for scientific research and innovation. It offers a one-year
preparatory program emphasizing English, a four-year
engineering program, and is exclusively for males. There
are eight colleges at King Fahd University enrolling
4,935 students with 695 faculty members (1994-1995).
The Islamic University (1961) is a traditional Islamic
university located in the holy city of Madinah. It is under
the direct supervision of the Council of Ministers. The
university grants degrees in linguistics and Islamic Literature, Islamic Law, and Quranic Studies. This is the only
university in Saudi Arabia experiencing a decline in enrollments. For the academic years 1994-1995, the Islamic
University, consisting of five colleges, enrolled 3,058
students with a staff of 378. Imam Muhammed Bin Saud
Islamic University (1974) includes the Scientific Institute
of Riyadh and branch campuses at Madinah, Abha, and
Al-Hasa with degree programs in Sharia (Islamic) Law,
Usul Din (Islamic Theology), Dawa (Islamic Mission),
teacher education, and Arabic language and literature.
This university operates overseas locations in Mauritania,
Djibouti, and the United Arab Emirates and three Arabic
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language institutes in Japan, Indonesia, and the United
States. There are 13 colleges at this university enrolling
20,734 students in 1994-1995 academic years with a
teaching staff of 1,263.
King Faisal University (1975) at Al-Hasa in eastern
Saudi Arabia offers degree programs in agriculture, education, veterinary sciences and animal surgery, medicine,
foreign languages, chemistry, mathematics, social sciences, and education. King Faisal University maintains
a 380-bed teaching hospital and offers medical exchange
programs with hospitals and medical schools overseas.
King Faisal University has six colleges, a teaching staff
of 727, and a student population of 5,240. Umm Al-Qura
University (1980) is Saudi Arabia’s newest university. It
is located in the holiest city of Islam, Makkah (Mecca)
and includes the nation’s oldest colleges, the Sharia College (1949) and the Teachers’ College (1952). In addition
to its nine colleges, this university has an Arabic Institute
at Taif. The university’s primary focus is religion but
teacher education and the sciences are strong academic
programs. For the academic years 1994-1995 some 1,184
faculty taught 18,635 students.
Saudi Arabia has 11 girls’ colleges. Five universities
offer selective coeducational programs of study. The total
female student enrollments at the higher education level
number 19,582 (1994-1995) with a teaching staff of
1,186. All the girls’ colleges are administered by the General Presidency of Girls’ Education. Each college is separately chartered but all share common goals for
instruction, research, and service. While the Supreme
Council on Universities governs all the universities, the
Colleges Supreme Council made up of the heads of government agencies and distinguished educators governs
the girls’ colleges.
King Abdulaziz University offers a two-and-a-half
year program of study in earth science and geology laboratory assistants and meteorology and environmental assistants. A two-and-a-half year degree in computer and
information sciences is awarded at King Saud University.
All universities grant bachelor’s degrees in the arts and
in the sciences and offer postgraduate programs leading
to the master’s or Ph.D. degrees in Islamic studies, humanities, Arabic language, social sciences, education, engineering, earth science, industrial management, and
social services, medicine, and dental science.
Faculty at Saudi Arabia universities and colleges are
expected to earn a doctoral degree from an accredited institution. Promotion from assistant to associate professor
and from associate professor to full professor is each
based on four years of additional research and further
study since the last degree awarded. Faculty with master’s degrees can teach but are encouraged to obtain doctorates. Faculty members without doctorates after five
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years is expected to leave teaching and enter administration.

Vassiliev, Alexei. The History of Saudi Arabia. London:
Saqi Books, 1998.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Secondary school graduates with a degree from a
two-year junior college are qualified to serve as teachers’
assistants. Schools of Education at Saudi universities and
girls’ colleges offer a broad educational curriculum in
theory and methods. Each student is required to have a
specialization. Short training programs are available for
students holding a university or college degree but lack
the necessary education courses to qualify as a teacher.
Saudi teachers are paid one-third more than other professionals and earn longer vacation leave. Junior college
programs are available to retrain elementary teachers
who have taught for at least three years. Teachers at all
levels of instruction are expected to take additional
course work for teacher recertification. Junior colleges
provide a program of study for teachers who desire to
transfer from elementary school teaching to teaching at
an intermediate school. Graduates are awarded the Certificate of Completing the Intensive Program in their field.
Educators at the secondary level of education are expected to have earned a bachelor’s degree.

SUMMARY
The educational system of Saudi Arabia displays the
government’s recognition that an educated population
guarantees the nation’s future. Saudi Arabia’s vast oil reserves and wealth make the country susceptible to internal and external pressures. Government supervision of all
levels of education, the assignment of educators to ranks
within the nation’s bureaucracy, and a strong emphasis
on technical and vocational education is the Saudi approach to maintaining a stable, well-educated work force
of men and women committed to Islam. This approach
also ensures the preservation of Islamic culture and the
monarchy as the nation faces the challenges of the twenty-first century.

—William A. Paquette
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Senegal, a West African republic on the westernmost
tip of Africa, is a country of remarkable beauty, tradition,
and human diversity. Dakar is the capital and largest city.
Geographically, the country is almost split by the presence of Gambia, a slender nation situated on both the
north and south bank of the Sénégal River.
The national language is Wolof; however, French is
the official language. Other languages spoken are Pulaaar, Serer, Diola, Mandingo, and Soninke. Approximately fifteen percent of Senegalese people can understand or
read and write French.
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The climate is tropical or Sahelian, that is, transitional between the Sahara on the north and the moister regions to the south. The average annual temperature is
29(C) 84(F). There is a short rainy season as well as a
long dry season. To the north are found grasslands, or,
increasingly, as the desert ecosystem creeps southward,
desert. To the south and the southeast are found heavier
vegetation and trees. The terrain is flat or gently undulating, but foothills are found in the extreme southeast. Decades of drought in the entire Sahel region of Africa, along
with Senegal’s population growth, have put severe pressures on the natural environment.
Groundnut oil was for years the major export and
foreign exchange earner. Recently it has been surpassed
by, first, the fish industry, and, second, by tourism (101
billion CFA francs in 1999). However, agriculture employs more workers than any other sector. Per capita income in 1998 was US$520.
Archaeological findings confirm that Senegal was
inhabited in prehistoric times by both Paleolithic and
Neolithic civilizations. Islam became established in the
region in the eleventh century, and in the thirteenth and
fourteenth century Senegal came under the influence of
the Mandingo empires to the east.
Trade links with Europe were established from the
fifteenth century on, first by the Portuguese and then by
the Dutch, British, and French. The relationship remained
an economic one until Senegal became a colony of
France in 1895. Only after World War II was a territory
assembly formed and citizens given the right to vote.
Senegal achieved its independence from France in
1960, first becoming a part of the Mali Federation, but
later that same day becoming an independent republic.
Senegal long enjoyed preeminence over other French colonies in Africa. Dakar was the capital of French West Africa and became the center from which the French
governed and developed their African empire. As such,
it was a center for education, providing greater access to
Western education. Along with the other three ‘‘communes,’’ Goreé, Rufisque, and Saint Louis, its citizens
were granted full citizenship rights.
Its European-patterned system of education produced assimilés who prized French educational ideals.
Such a system was designed to draw the best minds out
of society and train them for positions of leadership in
government and civil administration. The Senegalese education was at one time regarded as the finest in francophone Africa, although over the past several decades
certain factors have contributed to a decline in the quality
of education.
Senegal is a republic with a strong presidency, a
weak legislature, and a somewhat independent judiciary.
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Abdoulaye Wade, who had tried four times for the presidency, was elected president in March of 2000. His election was widely hailed as a triumph for the democratic
constitutional system. In Wade’s campaign, he emphasized physical infrastructure, education, and the fight
against corruption as his main development priorities.
Senegal has a rich tradition of the griot, a storyteller/performer/wise person. It is also rich in literary
treasures. Notable works of literature include the tales of
Birago Diop, Mariama Bâ’s powerful womanist novel
Une si longue lettre (So Long a Letter), and Ken Bugul’s
Le Baobab fou. Bâ’s novel is of particular interest to educators as it tells the story of a woman teacher’s life and
relationships.
It must be remembered too that the first president of
newly independent Senegal in 1960 was Leopold Senghor, a poet and classicist. Senghor was a leader in the Négritude movement, a protest against the French policy of
assimilation and a reassertion of the positive values of
African culture. Another notable writer was Cheikh Anta
Diop, who died in 1986, a modern champion of African
identity and African unity.
The social and cultural life of Senegal is strongly influenced by traditional religious values. In this the Marabouts, or traditional religious leaders, play a key role at
all levels, both spiritual and temporal. Senegal is predominately a rural, Islamic, polygamous, traditional, and ethnically diverse society. Although women have equal
rights under the law, they have little decision-making
power at the higher levels of social and economic life;
this is in spite of the fact that women are highly active
in the lower levels of economic life. Women’s illiteracy
and lack of access to the information system represent a
serious obstacle to family well being. Children are highly
valued, representing a woman’s social worth and status.
Contraceptive use is low, and most families are said to
desire more than the average 6.4 children (Cain and
Schuman 1994). The majority of the population of Senegal is rural (about 64 percent), but this is rapidly changing
with migration to the cities and environmental changes
in the countryside.
Poverty remains a serious presence in Senegal and
can clearly be tied to the lack of opportunities for women.
Per capita income has remained scarcely unchanged since
independence in 1960. A minimum weekly wage is guaranteed at 27 dollars per week. However, cost of living estimates set a weekly need at 36 dollars per wage earner
(Cain and Schuman 1994). About 50 percent of the population still do not have access to clean drinking water.
The substantial foreign assistance received through Senegal’s cooperation with foreign nongovernmental organizations amounts to about 15 percent of the GNP.
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The constitution calls for a free, compulsory, and
universal education for children between the ages of six
and fourteen. It also provides for a Minister of National
Education, a Minister of Technical Education and Training (responsible for vocational and technical education),
a Minister of Popular Education (responsible for adult literacy), and a Minister of Youth and Sports. All of these
ministries are involved in the complexities of national
planning for education. However, the bias is toward the
formal school system. For example, less than one half of
one percent of the Ministry of Education’s budget goes
toward improving literacy among the adult population
(Cain and Schuman 1994).
In the first years of independence, it became clear
that the broad vision of universal education as called for
by the constitution would not be immediately obtainable
because of a dire shortage of qualified teachers and a restricted number of classrooms. Furthermore, the question
of absorbing that number of educated people into the occupational structure became a concern. Serious conflict
about the educational policies of the government ensued,
with a series of strikes by primary and secondary students, teachers, and teachers’ unions.
In 1969 a reform began that involved a change in
short-term goals. The goal became one of enabling 50
percent of all children to gain access to primary education
by the year 2000. To avoid unemployment among graduates, expansion was deliberately slowed.
In 1971, a National Education (Basic Aims) act was
adopted by the National Assembly which defined Senegalese national education as ‘‘a specifically African education, rooted in but rising above and transcending
African realities in such a way as to transform them and
bring about the full flowering of African cultural values...’’ (M’Bengue 1973). It charged the educational system with the use of national languages and modern
educational techniques.
However, to this time Senegal lacks a consensus on
what it means to ‘‘Senegalize’’ the educational system
(Rideout and Babayoko 1994). For the educated elite, the
issue is how to preserve the prestigious francophone system; for the less elite, it means creating a system, materials, and curriculum that reflect African languages and
reality.
Lack of resources coupled with population growth
and a rapidly declining average age (half the population
is under age sixteen) more than doubled the school-age
population in three decades, which classroom construction, materials development, and teacher education could
not begin to keep pace with. Desperation, dismay, and
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anger resulted from students and recent graduates who
have become cynical about their prospects for finding appropriate jobs.
These realities forced the government of Senegal in
the 1980s to begin examining reform schemes and alternative methods of education. President Diouf gave in to
repeated calls to convene what was to be called the Etats
Généraux de l’Education (EG). That designation was
chosen because of its traditional links to democracy and
reform in France and because it showed the intention to
represent diverse elements of the body politic. The EG
produced an impressive degree of consensus in its recommendations: universal primary school enrollment, Islamic education and instruction in national languages within
the formal school system, greater interaction between
school and community, and greater recognition of teachers as active development agents who should be provided
with adequate facilities.
Curriculum decisions are made at the national level
by the Ministry of Education in consultation with interested parties. Materials are developed by the National Institute for Research and Actions for the Development of
Education (INEADE), sent to the local levels for consultation, and then officially adopted. The process shows a
highly centralized decision-making structure but a lack
of follow-up support to implement changes.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Before the establishment of a European educational
system, Koranic schools educated young males in the
teachings of Islam and often in reading and writing Arabic. Today, the Islamic-Arabic element of education is
practically absent from the public school curriculum. To
compensate, students sometimes participate in parallel
educational programs, absenting themselves from public
school part of the time. Reformers, particularly the Tidjane of the urban areas, started a system of schools with
the help of the Federation of Moslem Cultural Associations of Senegal. These schools provide an Arabic education which permits entry into higher secondary schooling
in the Arab world (Michel 1988).
During the first twenty years of Senegal’s independence, President Senghor (alleged to have said, ‘‘French
is the language of the Gods’’) and others staunchly defended maintaining the French education model. Its programs, structures, and aims continued to make it ‘‘an
apprentice of the French school’’ (Rideout and Bagayoko
1994). Despite reform efforts which have repeatedly
pressed for a ‘‘specifically African’’ curriculum, the language of instruction remains predominately French.
Despite evidence of the benefits of mother tongue instruction, the local publishing industry has been slow to
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produce such materials, partly because of the diversity of
languages which dilutes the demand for materials in any
one language. Local language materials are also two or
three times as expensive to produce as materials in
French because of smaller production runs and higher
start-up costs. World Bank figures from 1986 show that
153,000 textbooks in French are produced in the country,
in contrast to 4,140 in Wolof and 532 in Diola (Vawda
and Patrinos 1999).
Attendance rates vary widely from as much as 93
percent of school-age children in urban areas to as low
as 10 percent in some rural areas (Cain and Schuman).
Whether children attend formal school or not, they are instilled with the mores of their society from an early age.
Children of five or six have family responsibilities and,
at about the age of eight, they begin to receive formal occupational training. Most Senegalese ethnic groups have
a formal system of apprenticeship through which knowledge, skills, and expectations are passed along from
mothers to daughters and from fathers to sons (Michel
1988).
Illiteracy, however, remains high. Of the population
that is age 15 and over, 52 percent of men and 72 percent
of women are illiterate. This shows some reduction in illiteracy from the 1980 figures, which showed 78 percent
of men and 88 percent of women to be illiterate.
Private schools represent an important part of the education sector. At the middle and secondary level, private
institutions, largely Catholic, enroll about 28 percent of
the students (Cain and Schuman 1994). The convergence
of several factors has given Senegal a particular advantage in developing private sector education. These factors
include intellectual and academic freedom, an infrastructure capable of supporting educational institutions, and
an exceptionally strong faith in the value of academic intellectual pursuits inherited from both its French and
Muslim ancestry.
Private schools provide education not only for the
children of the elite. Middle class and working class families make enormous sacrifices to pay for private education because they believe it will bring about a more
secure economic future for their children. Most private
schools are religious institutions. They are required to
follow the government-approved curriculum, use government recommended textbooks, and employ licensed
teaching staff. Some receive government subsidies to
meet operating expenses. Students from private institutions are admitted to state examinations and may receive
state diplomas.
Special education for students with disabilities is still
not well developed; however, in 1992 there were five
special schools providing programs for about 400 students (Sow 1995). Reliable statistics on the need for such
schools are not yet available.
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The UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Africa is located in Dakar, serving 43 member states and
providing a valuable resource. It also hosts a multimedia
center including books, periodicals, and other research
material.
In April of 2000, Senegal hosted a major conference
on education, dubbed Education for All 2000, under the
auspices of the Education For All Forum, based at
UNESCO headquarters. Senegal is one of the strongest
adherents to the Education For All initiative, with a goal
of universal education by the year 2008.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary schools, mainly private ones, are found
in urban areas but they are not widely available. Often
children are sent to Koranic schools to learn the fundamentals of Islam before they enter primary education and
begin the task of learning French.
The school year is divided into three terms, starting
in October and ending in June. An average week consists
of approximately 30 hours of classes. As a part of the
school reform of 1971, primary school was shortened
from six to five years. After the five years, students may
take the state examination known as the certificat des
études primaires élénebtaures (CEPE). Students who
pass this test can then take the examen d’entrée en sixième, a highly competitive screening examination. Not
everyone who passes both examinations attends secondary schools because of family poverty and lack of space
in the schools. Class size averages 70 students per class
in urban schools and 48 per class in rural areas.
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During the early years of primary school, a large percentage of the time is devoted to teaching children
French, which will be the main language of instruction
for most of them. Besides French, reading, writing, and
arithmetic are the beginning subjects. In later years children are introduced to history, geography, natural science, music, art, and physical education.
The gap between male and female enrollment is narrowing since the early days of independence. In urban
areas, the number of male and female students is nearly
the same. In rural areas, there continues to be a significant
gap.
In the late eighties, attempts were made to accommodate more children in schools. Some steps taken were
double sessions, multigrade classrooms, the use of associate teachers who have received only one year of training instead of four, and the return of many primary school
teachers from administrative duties to classrooms. As a
result of such efforts, about 65,000 additional primary
school children were accommodated in 1988 alone. Some
significant elements of reform called for by the Etats
Générals still remain to be carried out. They include the
transformation of textbooks to being based upon Senegalese rather than French experience, published in Senegal,
and distributed free of charge to students. They also include instruction in the maternal languages during the
early years of primary education and religious education
in the public schools.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The several hundred elementary schools channel students into approximately 140 middle schools (college
d’enseigement moyen). Those who are able to pass the
stringent exams (fewer than half of the middle school students) are eligible to enter the approximately 45 general
and specialized high schools (lycées). Most of those who
enter lycée are able to complete its seven-year curriculum. However, only about 40 percent of these are able to
pass the baccalauréat examinations.
The educational reform plan provided for another
type of school, the intermediate practical education
school, to provide a four-year course beyond primary
school. Those who finish this cycle of courses are expected to enter the work force; there is no provision for entering another level of formal education. Students are
expected to work in agriculture, skilled labor, handicrafts, and so on.
Senegalese people consider a traditional lycée education to be the highest form of education. The institutions
continue to maintain their prestige, seeking to admit only
highly qualified students and maintaining an upper age
limit of 13 years. President Senghor, as a classicist, had
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strong influence on the secondary school curriculum.
Senegal is one of the few countries of the world where
Latin is a compulsory subject in secondary school. Greek
and Arabic are both also offered at the secondary level
(Michel 1988).

HIGHER EDUCATION
A passing grade on the baccalauréat examination at
the end of lycée, as well as an appropriate grade record
and recommendations, is required for admission to one
of Senegal’s two universities, University Cheikh Anta
Diop in Dakar and University Gaston Berger of SaintLouis. The language of instruction is French, and the academic calendar runs from October to July.
University Cheikh Anta Diop (UCAD, formerly
named University of Dakar) is the flagship educational
institution with several professional schools. About 23
research institutes are attached. The five faculties are: law
and political science, medicine, science and technology,
arts and humanities, and economics and management.
Today it enrolls about 20,000 students, but in 1993 the
university, designed for 5,000 students, encompassed
about 30,000. The inflated numbers were brought about
by academic years interrupted by student strikes, as well
as other situations which created a large number of students who weren’t finishing their studies. The university
rector convinced the government of Senegal to declare
the 1994 to 1995 academic year an année non validée.
This in effect failed the entire student body. 7,000 students were ousted and the rest put on notice. The rector
also tightened admission standards, lowering the number
of students to a manageable level.
A World Bank grant has made a new library at
UCAD possible. However, there are practically no funds
for increasing or improving the collection. ‘‘Private’’ libraries run by individual departments or individual professors make inadequate attempts to compensate for the
university’s lack of resources. Student fees for tuition and
room and board represent only a token payment, which
some students manage to evade. Many students support
life in Dakar by running businesses out of their dormitory
rooms. It is said that the room and board charges aren’t
even enough to cover the cost of the electricity needed
to carry out these businesses, such as telecenters or cafes.
The smaller of the two universities, University Gaston-Berger of Saint-Louis, was founded in 1990. It has
a faculty of 89 and an enrollment of 2,157. The four
teaching units are arts and social sciences, law, economics and management, and applied mathematics and computer science. A large number of Senegalese students get
their higher education abroad, most in French-speaking
countries, but about 540 are enrolled annually in the U.S.
Distance learning in the form of the African Virtual
University (AVU) is available through both universities.
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Courses offered include management subjects, information technology, and English. In 2001, about 150 students
were enrolled in AVU courses. There is no age limit to
access higher education to the point where it is estimated
that adults comprise at least 15 percent of the total enrollment of formal schooling.
The director of higher education has drafted an ambitious plan to create ten regional university centers, each
focused on a local strength or industry. For example, agriculture and tourism are to be the focus in Casamance,
fisheries in the north, and mining and industry in Tambacounda and Kaolack.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The education sector is part of the civil service and,
as such, is protected by powerful syndicats. Inspectors,
public primary-school and lycée directors, and teachers
are all civil servants. Teachers must satisfy the government pedagogical standards in order to be licensed, and
only licensed institutions can qualify students for state
examinations.
Public expenditures on education amounted to 30.9
percent of current governmental expense in 1990. This
was 4.0 percent of the GNP. By 1997, the percent of GNP
devoted to education was down to 3.4 percent (UN Demographic Yearbook for 1997).
Funds for education come out of the government’s
national budget, from local funds, and sometimes from
foreign aid. Teachers’ salaries are the main expenditure
for education by the government. Local areas often do
their part by providing a school building with the result
that sometimes there are school buildings sitting empty
for lack of teachers.
All of the upheavals in education, along with the variety of coping strategies relied upon by the government
of Senegal, such as multigrade classrooms, double shifts,
and junior teachers, have highlighted the urgency for collecting information about student achievement throughout the country. In 1993, the government set about
instituting a plan for gathering and interpreting such data.
With assistance from foreign entities, the National Institute for Research and Actions for the Development of Education (INEADE) was given the responsibility of
managing this assessment program. Along with this assessment plan has been the ‘‘pilot schools’’ project,
which began in 1992. The pilot schools project redesigns
the curriculum to take advantage of the local community
and what it has to offer, to involve the local communities
in school activities, and to foster partnerships with economic or cultural agents in the communities. One hundred pilot schools have been chosen for this project.
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NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Radio has been credited with being one of the most
effective means of nonformal education. A rural educational program called Dissoo (meaning both dialogue and
study) was begun in 1968. It has long featured educational discussions, an early form of the talk show.
Adult education centers exist throughout the country, originally established with the help of UNESCO. The
Centre d’expansion rurale polyvalente (CERP) was responsible to carry out such programs, usually led by a
specialist such as a nurse or health officer, a veterinary
agent, an agricultural or forestry agent, or a teacher. Animateurs rurals (rural motivators) played a crucial role in
such education. The rural motivator returned to his or her
village after training with the expectation that he or she
will spread knowledge and motivate people into community action for improvement.
The tax system compels employers to allocate 1 percent of their payroll to the government to implement jobtraining programs. The Office National de Formation
Professionnelle (National Office for Professional Training) was set up for this purpose in the early 1990s (Sow,
1995).
The famous historic Goreé Island near Dakar, where
buildings used for the slave trade are preserved, forms an
important educational site for Africans and others alike.
Countless visitors have experienced the emotional impact
of seeing the actual spot where their ancestors were present, either as slaves or as profiteers. The place has been
named a UNESCO World Heritage site.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Primary-school teachers are trained in the écoles
normales. Technical school teachers are trained in the
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two technical teacher training colleges. Secondary school
teachers must have earned the maîtrise (a diploma obtained after one or two years of study following the license, which takes three years). The university also
prepares instructors for middle-level teacher training colleges over the two-year period after they have completed
their first year of university education. At the university
level, there are five levels of faculty, plus the highest
level, professeur titulaire de chaire, which carries life
tenure.
Approximately 22 percent of school teachers are female, and men are more likely than women to occupy administrative posts in schools. In 1990, schools employed
just over 16,000 full-time teachers (Sow 1995). Shortages
of teachers in mathematics, the physical sciences, and
classical languages are frequent, while schools in rural
areas and other undesirable locations are often difficult
to staff. To address the latter problem, government policy
calls for beginning teachers to be sent to such posts before accepting their application for an urban position. At
the primary level, a long-standing program of two hours
per week peer coaching has been carried out in all public
schools since the early seventies, providing an irreplaceable form of professional development and education.
The training of private school teachers is conducted
by the private schools themselves. The Catholic system
has set up its own training institutions to meet this need.
In the late 1970s, teachers’ unions demanded radical
improvements in the school situation, leading to reforms
in 1981 (Sow 1995). It is the teachers’ unions, along with
student unions, that have brought about the greatest
changes to the curriculum. This is in spite of the fact that,
after the strikes of 1979-1980, a number of the union
leaders were dismissed from their teaching posts.

SUMMARY
There are many positive factors that can contribute
to a bright future for education in Senegal: a stable government, strong religious traditions and social ethical
teachings, a leadership role in Africa, and a strong value
attached to education on the part of the leadership.
However, there is a minority of the elite that still
view education as a highly selective system to reinforce
the existing economic and social structures. This is the
group that is most resistant to any moves away from a
French-centered education. Also, a high turnover of ministers in the Department of Education creates instability,
which contributes to delays in implementing positive
change.
Seventy-two percent of women are still illiterate.
Statistics show that polygamy decreases with the level of
education of the woman. In 1993 some 50 percent of
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women without formal education were in polygynous
unions. In contrast, 32 percent of women with primary
education were in such unions and 28 percent of women
with a secondary education (Pison and others 1995).
Gross inequities still exist based upon geographical
location, especially urban vs. rural and coastal vs. interior
locations. There are no upper secondary schools at all nor
any teacher training institutes in rural areas. Poverty is an
enormous hurdle. To put things in perspective, this is a
country with 1.3 telephones per 100 inhabitants, 5 newspapers per 1,000 inhabitants, and 41 television sets per
1,000 inhabitants.
There is one particularly serious issue on the horizon, which must be addressed before Senegal can reverse
the backward slip in educational attainments for its people of lower socioeconomic levels. That obstacle is international debt contracted in an earlier era. HIPC (the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative) is attempting
to relieve this situation. However, Oxfam International’s
research demonstrates that unsustainable debt will remain a formidable obstacle to poverty reduction and
hence to educational development.
Debt servicing is estimated to amount to as much as
35 percent of total revenues in Senegal. Debt repayment
is expected to exceed the country’s combined health and
education budgets. Structural readjusting has already resulted in substantial reductions of funds to education. The
new government’s commitment to ambitious education
reforms and to the Quality Education for All programs,
which aims to achieve universal primary school enrollment by 2008, will seriously be undermined if the world
community cannot solve this problem for Senegal, as for
most African countries in a similar bind.
HIV/AIDS is another factor destined to affect the development of and support for education. Although, no
doubt due in part to the Islamic value system and geography, the crisis has affected Senegal to a lesser degree than
many other African countries. In 1999 some 79,000 cases
of HIV/AIDS infection were reported in Senegal. The
Ministry of Education has mandated the integration of
HIV/AIDS education into natural science courses during
the last two years of secondary school, but so far curriculum design has lagged behind.
In summary, Senegal has far to go to achieve the educational goals of its constitution and the changes called
for in its various bold reform plans. On the positive side
are such factors as a stable government and social structure, a democratic political system, a tradition that values
education, a consultative system for educational change,
and a history of positive cooperation with nongovernmental organizations of various kinds, both foreign and
domestic. Obstacles to be overcome include severe genWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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der inequities in all areas of social, cultural, religious, and
economic life; the economic effects of debt servicing; a
population that does not show a high level of confidence
in the possibilities of education to solve their life’s problems; and a highly centralized and costly bureaucratic administrative structure for educational decision making.
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The Republic of Serbia (Srbija) is located in southeastern Europe, not far from the Adriatic Sea. Bordered
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early 2001 was part of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY), along with the Republic of Montenegro. With
its largest city, Belgrade (Beograd), both its capital and
the Yugoslav capital, Serbia has been the politically dominant republic of the former Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia and the FRY. Serbia’s landlocked territory
measures 88,412 square kilometers, which is slightly
more than the U.S. state of Maine, and constitutes about
86.5 percent of the FRY’s total territory. Serbia has an
extremely varied terrain with fertile plains in the north
and limestone mountains and basins in the east. Serbia’s
climate also varies, ranging from continental (with cold
winters, hot, humid summers, and significant precipitation) to Mediterranean.
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the pre-Christian era and by Greeks and Romans before
becoming the home to Slavic tribes. The Serbs, a Slavic
people, migrated to the Balkans from Galicia, near Russia’s Dniester River, around A.D. 637, pressed by the
Avars from their original territory. Invited by the Byzantine emperor to protect Illyria against enemy invasions,
the Serbs were politically autonomous though Byzantine
emperors viewed them as their vassals. Converting to
Greek Orthodox Christianity in the ninth century but continuing to use the Cyrillic alphabet, the Serbs established
the Kingdom of Serbia during the Middle Ages. In the
1300s Serbia increased its power under Stephen Dushan,
though from 1459 until the early nineteenth century, the
Ottoman Turks dominated the region and ruled the Serbs.
With the Ottoman invasion into southeastern Europe and
the settlement of Albanian families in the Kosovo region
separating Montenegro from Serbia, Serbia grew politically and culturally distinct from Montenegro, another
area inhabited by Slavs who spoke a variation of SerboCroatian. The Kosovo region came to be viewed by many
Serbs as the heartland of Serbia, as the first Serbian Orthodox Church as well as many significant Serbian
monasteries and historical monuments are located there.
Furthermore, key battles fought by the Serbs against the
Ottomans took place in Kosovo, the most important being
the Battle of Kosovo Polje in 1389.
In 1813 Serbia became politically autonomous of the
Ottoman Empire. Its status as an independent state was
fully confirmed by other European nations at the Congress of Berlin in 1878. With the political and geographical changes wrought by World War I, Serbia joined its
neighbors in 1917 to form the Kingdom of the Serbs,
Croats, and the Slovenes, which was renamed ‘‘Yugoslavia’’ in 1929. In the interwar years Yugoslavia experienced a serious economic decline and fell ripe to the
commercial influence of Nazi Germany while under the
dictatorship of King Alexander, a Serb who sought to
dominate the other ethnic groups in the country and was
assassinated by Croatian extremists in Paris in 1934.
With the invasion of the Balkans in 1941 by Hitler’s
troops, Serbia fell to the Axis powers after Belgrade suffered intensive air attacks. During the German occupation of Serbia, the Orthodox population was persecuted
by the Germans and Croatian Ustashi fascists. A Serbian
nationalistic group, the Chetniks, tried to restore the exiled monarchy but eventually united with the Ustashi.
They later joined the occupying fascists to fight the communist-inspired National Liberation Movement of Tito
(Josip Broz). After the war, Serbia became one of the republics of socialist Yugoslavia in 1944, which was governed by Tito, a Croat who sought to unify the diverse
ethnic groups in the Yugoslav federation during his long
presidency that lasted until his death in 1980.
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Whereas Tito had managed to keep the republics
more or less connected, after his death dissension within
the Yugoslav federation over political control and the
best means to address the country’s growing economic
problems and political unrest led to increasing discontent
over the Communist system and eventually the breakup
of the federation as several republics seceded in 1991 and
1992. Slobodan Miloševic, the former leader of the Communist Party in Serbia that became the Serbian Socialist
Party at the close of the 1980s, was elected president of
Yugoslavia in December 1990. Expanding Serbia’s frontiers by incorporating Yugoslavia’s autonomous provinces of Kosovo, where about 90 percent of the
population was now Albanian, and Vojvodina, with a
large Hungarian population, into the Republic of Serbia,
Miloševic refused to accept the peaceful secession of the
former Yugoslav republics of Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and Macedonia in the early 1990s. The
ethnic violence that followed, coupled with Miloševic’s
failure to transform Serbia’s economy despite his attempts at absolutist political control, arguably led to his
loss of power in October 2000.
Although Yugoslavia in the 1980s had remained relatively calm politically, riots in Prishtina, the capital of
Kosovo—Yugoslavia’s economically poorest region—
by Albanian nationalists in 1981 increased mistrust between the majority Albanian population in Kosovo and
Kosovo’s Serbs and Montenegrins, who were in the minority. Repression of Kosovar Albanians by Serbian security and police forces increased in the 1990s in
response to Kosovar attempts to declare their province
the sovereign Republic of Kosovo in September 1990
with Ibrahim Rugova, a non-violent resistance leader, as
president. The reaction of Miloševic was to remove Albanians from government offices and state operations and
to prohibit ethnic Albanians from attending university.
Under Miloševic’s influence, a new curriculum was introduced in Kosovo that featured Serbian instead of Albanian as the language of instruction and taught a decidedly
Serbian view of Balkan history. Arbitrary arrests and police violence directed against Albanians in Kosovo became routine. Furthermore, economic output in Kosovo
declined severely during the 1990s. The GDP of Kosovo
shrank by an estimated 50 percent between 1990 and
1995, by which time the per-capita GDP in Kosovo was
less than US$400, although the economy was based on
industry, mining, construction, and agroprocessing with
a significant contribution (about one-third of the GDP)
from agriculture. The non-violent resistance movement
in Kosovo created a system of parallel institutions, and
education for Kosovar Albanians was provided in private
homes, financed by a 3 percent tax that the Albanians
paid to their ‘‘shadow’’ government.
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Miloševic’s imposition of a new constitution on Serbia that made Kosovo and Vojvodina autonomous regions within Serbia without the status of independent
states ultimately led to armed rebellion by some Kosovars, notably the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), in
1996. By July 1998 the KLA had attacked enough Serbian police stations and Yugoslav army sites to take control
of about 30 percent of Kosovo’s territory. The Serbian
state retaliated with armed attacks on Albanian villages
and expulsions and massacres of ordinary Albanian citizens. The level of violence between the KLA and the
Serb forces rapidly accelerated between October 1998
and February 1999, despite a United States-brokered
cease-fire with Miloševic in October 1998 and the introduction of 600 (of a promised 2,000) unarmed monitors
provided by the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE). Serb forces conducted house to
house searches, mass arrests, and beatings in Kosovo. A
peacemaking attempt by the ‘‘Contact Group’’ of representatives from the U.S., Russia, Britain, France, Italy,
and Germany was made in Rambouillet, France in February 1999 that involved Rugova and Albanian non-violent
resistors, members of the Kosovar Albanian armed resistance, and Serbs (though only Serbs who backed
Miloševic’s views). Kosovar Albanians agreed to a three
year period of autonomy after which Serbia and the international community would review the status of Kosovo.
However, Serbia refused to accept NATO peacekeepers
on Serbian soil, and on 24 March 1999, NATO began a
bombing campaign in Yugoslavia to force Miloševic and
the Serbian police and army to halt the ethnic violence
and comply with the terms of the Rambouillet accord.
Despite the presence and growth of a strong antiwar protest movement in Serbia and political opposition there to
Miloševic’s regime, the response from the Serbian state
to the NATO attacks was a stepped-up effort to eradicate
the Kosovar Albanian population. The violence on the
ground wound down only after another form of violence
was perpetrated on the people of Serbia and Kosovo: the
massive bombings, including of civilian targets, by
NATO warplanes.
With the extensive displacement of peoples on the
Balkan Peninsula associated with the political and economic disruptions and ethnonationalist aggression of the
1990s, the statistical measurement of the population in
Serbia and Kosovo has been severely hampered. Population counts and education-related measures for the 1990s
and the early twenty-first century must thus be interpreted with caution, as their accuracy and reliability are often
questionable. A new census scheduled for March 2001 in
the FRY was expected to yield more accurate population
counts toward the end of 2001. Bearing this in mind, Serbia—the largest of the six republics once belonging to the
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia—had a populaWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

tion in 1998 of approximately 7.8 million, excluding the
population of Kosovo and Metohia. The population of
Serbia and the provinces it had incorporated was estimated at almost 10 million in the year 2000. This included
thousands of refugees and internally displaced persons
(IDPs) who had left other parts of the Balkans due to ethnic violence and intimidation in the late 1980s and 1990s.
During the time Miloševic was in power, 250,000
persons reportedly were killed in the Balkan states, 90
percent of them civilians. From 1991 through 1995, approximately 690,000 refugees—almost half of them
younger than 28 and nearly three-fifths of them female—
fled the war in Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina and entered Serbia. About 300,000 people from Serbia, most of
them highly educated, left Serbia in the 1990s. About
740,000 Kosovar Albanians were expelled from Kosovo
in 1998 and 1999, many fleeing to nearby Albania and
Macedonia. In the year 2000 an estimated 230,000 displaced persons from Kosovo as well as 500,000 refugees
from Bosnia and Croatia were living in the FRY (including Montenegro). In September 2000 about 82,000 ethnic
Albanians who had fled Kosovo returned to that province, although almost 223,000 Kosovo Serbs, Roma, and
members of other minority groups continued to be displaced inside Serbia and Montenegro. Other counts indicated that about 400,000 refugees remained in Serbia in
early 2001.
In 1910 Serbia had an urban population of 315,366,
approximately 10.8 percent of Serbia’s population at the
time, who lived in 40 towns of at least 2,000 inhabitants
each. Eighty years later in 1991 about 52 percent of the
population of the FRY (Serbia and Montenegro) lived in
urban areas. In 1991 the ethnic composition of Serbia was
about 80 percent Serb; 4.4 percent Hungarian; 2.3 percent
Bosniac; 1.5 percent Montenegrin; 1.2 percent each Croat
and Roma; 1 percent Albanian; less than 1 percent each
Slovak, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Romanian, Bunjevci,
Ruthenian, and Valachian; and 5 percent other (mainly
‘‘Yugoslav’’). In terms of religious affiliation, in 1991
approximately 65 percent of the inhabitants of the FRY
(Serbia and Montenegro plus the 2 autonomous provinces
of Kosovo and Vojvodina) was Orthodox, 19 percent was
Muslim, 4 percent was Roman Catholic, 1 percent was
Protestant, and 11 percent had other religious affiliations.
About 95 percent of the population of the FRY spoke Serbian (though the Montenegrin version of Serbo-Croatian
differs slightly from the main language of Serbia) and
about 5 percent spoke Albanian.
In 2000 the total fertility rate in Serbia was about 1.7
children born per woman. An estimated 20 percent of the
country’s population was 14 years old or younger while
about two-thirds of the population was between 15 and
64 and about 15 percent was 65 years of age or older.
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(Again, this assumes an age balance in 2000 equivalent
to that in 1991, when the last census was taken. Due to
large population shifts, this probably was not the case.)
In 2000 Serbia had an infant-mortality rate of 20 per
1,000 live births and the average life expectancy at birth
was 72.4 years (69.3 for men and 75.7 for women—a significant gender difference).
Before the former Socialist Yugoslav federation dissolved in the early 1990s, Serbia had an estimated population of 9.3 million out of a total 23.5 million for all of
Yugoslavia and produced 38 percent of the former Yugoslavia’s economic output. In 1999 the structure of Serbia’s workforce stood as follows: 37.3 percent of the
labor force was employed in industry and mining and just
4.3 percent was employed in agriculture, fisheries, and
forestry; the rest were employed in commerce, crafts, and
service jobs. About 8.4 percent of the workforce was employed in education and culture. That year, the FRY had
an annual economic growth rate of -20 percent of the
GDP. Economic outputs declined substantially in the
1990s, and the FRY stood in dire need of international
economic assistance. However, international financial
support to Serbia was severely limited due to the sanctions that remained in place for much of the 1990s and
Serbia and Montenegro’s resistance to cooperating with
the United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for
the former Yugoslavia before late June 2001, when expresident Miloševic was extradited to the International
Criminal Tribunal in The Hague.
In 1998 Serbia’s GDP was US$16.4 million, but significant black-market and gray-market activity also existed in the FRY, complicating the accurate estimation of
real economic outputs for the 1990s. GDP per capita in
Serbia in 1998 was estimated to be US$2,000. In the late
1990s unemployment in the FRY went as high as 60 percent. Unemployment in Serbia in July 2000 ranged up to
about 33 percent, depending on skill level and educational attainment. Unqualified workers, lower-skilled workers, and skilled workers had the highest unemployment
rates (33 percent, 26.3 percent, and 28.3 percent, respectively). Near the close of the twentieth century, Serbia derived its income mainly from the industrial and service
sectors with less of an emphasis on agriculture and almost
no income gained from the maritime trades due to Serbia’s landlocked status.
Serbia required substantial international development assistance during the 1990s and early twenty-first
century to repair the damage caused by the 1999 NATO
bombings and to recover from the economic disruptions
of a decade of war and international sanctions. Total economic damage in Serbia due to the NATO attacks was estimated to be about US$30 billion. Prior to a conference
of international donors held on 29 June 2001, in Brussels,
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Belgium to discuss financial assistance for the FRY, Serbia received relatively little financial support from abroad
other than through the black market and the Serbian
‘‘mafia.’’ At the June 2001 conference representatives
from about 40 countries, UN agencies, and the World
Bank pledged about US$1.2 billion to help the FRY rebuild its infrastructure, including war-damaged schools,
and pay the salaries of teachers and doctors.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
At the turn of the millennium Serbia was one of the
two republics (and two autonomous provinces) belonging
to the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, self-proclaimed
on 11 April 1992 as the successor state to the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) and formally established by the Constitution of 27 April 1992.
During the 1990s the United States refused to acknowledge the FRY as a legitimate country and chose instead
to deal separately with the republics of Serbia and Montenegro. In November 2000 the newly elected government
of the FRY, eager to democratize and build economic ties
with the West, dropped the FRY’s claim of successorship
to the SFRY, and the international community officially
recognized the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia as a legitimate, independent state.
Serbian law is based on a civil law system. All Serbs,
women and men, are eligible to vote at age 18; 16- and
17-year-olds also can vote if they are employed. Besides
participating in the election of the president of the federation, Serbs elect their own republican president as chief
of state of the Republic of Serbia. Milan Milutinovic was
elected president of Serbia on 21 December 1997 (although he himself was indicted by The Hague Tribunal
and considered ripe for arrest shortly by mid-2001). The
prime minister of Serbia in early 2001 was Zoran Djindjic, who in late June 2001 arranged for Miloševic’s extradition. At the federal level, Miloševic was the president
of the FRY from 1987 until October 2000 after he lost
the September 2000 presidential election to Vojislav
Koštunica, an opposition party candidate who ran on a
platform of democratic reforms, economic improvements, and an end to corruption in the FRY. The executive branch at the federal level also includes a prime
minister, several deputy ministers, and a cabinet known
as the Federal Executive Council. The prime minister of
the FRY in early June 2001 was Zoran Zizic, who resigned in protest after Miloševic’s 28 June extradition to
the International Criminal Tribunal, claiming that federal
constitutional procedures had not been followed and that
the Serbian prime minister had had no right to extradite
the former Yugoslav president.
At the federal level the legislative branch of the FRY
is a bicameral Federal Assembly (Savezna Skupstina)
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composed of a Chamber of Republics (Vece Republika)
of 40 members, 20 of them Serbian representatives and
20 Montenegrin representatives, elected to 4 year terms
and distributed according to the party distributions in the
republican assemblies of Serbia and Montenegro, and a
Chamber of Citizens (Vece Gradjana) of 138 members,
108 of them Serbian representatives (half of whom are
elected by constituency majorities and half by proportional representation) and 30 of them Montenegrin representatives (6 elected by constituency majorities and 24 by
proportional representation), all of whom serve 4 year
terms. The third branch of the federal government is the
judicial branch, consisting of a Federal Court (Savezni
Sud) and a Constitutional Court, both of whose judges are
elected to nine year terms by the Federal Assembly.
Under the Miloševic regime, the human rights situation in Serbia and the rest of the federation was notoriously poor. According to the Country Report on the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia released in February 2001 by the
U.S. Department of State’s Bureau of Democracy,
Human Rights, and Labor, prior to Koštunica’s election,
former Yugoslav President Miloševic had brought Serbia
closer to open dictatorship than ever before. Immediately
following the 1999 war in Kosovo, Miloševic moved to
consolidate his weakened position in Serbia through a
campaign of intimidation and violence against his political opponents, representatives of the independent media,
student groups, civil society, and even, in certain cases,
members of the regime. Miloševic had also tried to populate federal institutions, including the judiciary, with his
cronies and supporters and thus had disrupted normal
politics and the progress that others in Serbia and Yugoslavia wanted to make toward democracy and transparency. Under Miloševic the FRY’s security forces frequently
had abused their power, terrorizing those who opposed
Miloševic’s policies and actions, especially in Kosovo.
Students, too, sometimes became victims of police abuse.
In November 1999 Belgrade police forcibly stopped the
protests of 2,500 students in Belgrade who were demanding early parliamentary elections in Serbia. Dominated
by Miloševic supporters, the federal legislature had the
federal constitution altered in July 2000 to restrict Montenegro’s autonomy and to allow one more presidential
term for Miloševic. The Montenegrin government boycotted the September 2000 federal election as a result.
Miloševic then manipulated the federal election commission and constitutional court in Yugoslavia to try to force
a second round in the federal presidential election of September 2000 where he had been defeated by Koštunica.
The response of mass rallies by opposition supporters led
to the storming of the federal parliament on 5 October
2000 and the occupation of the Serbian state television
station. On 7 October Miloševic finally conceded the
election to Koštunica, who was immediately inaugurated
as president of the FRY.
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Within the FRY serious human rights problems existed in 2000, including violence and discrimination
against women, trafficking in women and girls for forced
prostitution, and police repression, as well as official and
societal discrimination against Muslims, Roma, and other
minorities in various parts of the FRY. Severe repression
of political critics, student activists, the media, and political dissidents under the Miloševic regime also was a serious problem prior to Miloševic’s loss of presidential
power in September/October 2000, his arrest in April
2001, and his extradition in June 2001.
With the removal of Miloševic, national and international observers in mid-2001 predicted other arrests of indicted war criminals would follow in both Serbia and
Montenegro and expected to see the republican governments and possibly the federal government as well adopt
more cooperative attitudes toward the International
Criminal Tribunal. The promise of substantial international donations to reconstruct the economies and infrastructure of the FRY following Miloševic’s extradition
were viewed as a spur likely to produce a more positive
climate within Serbia and Montenegro for international
cooperation with great potential for positively impacting
social and economic conditions in Serbia. Hopes inside
Serbia and the FRY and internationally ran high by mid2001 that with Miloševic no longer dominating federal
politics, the human rights climate could turn more positive and Serbia could begin the difficult task of democratizing the government and society and rebuilding the
economy and the country’s infrastructure, including the
educational system.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The education system in Serbia has been shaped in
large measure by that of its predecessor, the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, and by Serbian and federal laws passed in the 1990s. Educational policy in Serbia is determined by the federal government together
with the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Serbia,
with cooperation in some areas from international actors,
such as the European Union, UN agencies, and nongovernmental organizations. At the turn of the millennium
the Ministry of Education was concentrating its efforts on
making education and the management of education
more democratic, improving Serbia’s secondary level vocational education institutions and programs, and
strengthening adult education and training. Significant
efforts also were being directed toward repairing schools
damaged in the 1999 NATO bombing campaign and toward outfitting schools with necessary teaching materials
and equipment. According to a May 2001 publication of
the European Commission’s European Training Foundation, Serbia’s Minister of Education sought to accomplish
the following strategic goals:
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1. Introduce a new model of governance based on the
active involvement of a large number of actors in the
decision-making process and the implementation of
policy.
2. Instill radical change in the decision-making and
policy-development culture within the institution by
mobilizing external expertise, working in tandem
with other actors, and using information on the actual state of the education system and its needs.
3. Ensure a better relationship between the Ministry
and schools by shifting the focus from controlling
schools to directing and supporting their performance.
Short term goals of the Ministry in 2001 were to
create a more efficient internal structure within the Ministry and to develop an educational reform strategy that
could accomplish three goals: make schools more democratic bodies fostering democratic education, use education to promote and achieve social and economic
development, and match secondary vocational education
and adult education to Serbian labor market needs.
In 1991 the literacy rate in Serbia was estimated to
be about 98.3 percent in urban areas and 95.2 percent in
rural areas, with an estimated 92 percent of rural women
literate. Compulsory education in Serbia includes the 8
grades of primary school that are typically attended by
students 7 through 14 years of age. Serbian has been the
principal language of instruction in Serbia’s schools, almost all of which are public. Other languages of instruction include Hungarian, Albanian, Slovak, and Romanian
at the elementary and secondary levels. In the 1998-1999
school year, 37,594 primary pupils and 8,867 secondary
students were taught in minority languages or in bilingual
schools in Serbia.
In 1997 about 32.2 percent of the population in the
FRY was of school age—that is, between 3 and 24 years
of age. The 1997-1998 gross enrollment ratio for Serbia
at the primary level was 98.4 percent. In 1999-2000 about
48.6 percent of the students who were enrolled in Serbia’s basic education programs were girls; 50.4 percent
of upper secondary students (both general and vocational) were female, as were 53 percent of the students at the
tertiary level that year. Nearly 1.3 million Serbs were enrolled in primary, secondary, and tertiary institutions out
of Serbia’s total population of about 8 million, excluding
Kosovo and Metohia for whom educational statistics are
generally excluded in the European Training Foundation
Montenegro’s January 2001 report.
Participation in preschool programming is optional
in Serbia. However, 1,661 public kindergartens existed
in 1999-2000. Basic education is divided into two stages:
lower primary, covering grades 1-4 for children ages 7
1186

through 10, and upper primary, covering grades 5-8 for
children aged 11 through 14. Pupils in grades 1-8 numbered 731,427 in 1999-2000 in Serbia, but the gross enrollment ratio for basic education (the free, compulsory,
first 8 years of schooling) is not available for that year.
Upper secondary schooling in Serbia includes either
4 years of general education for students 15 through 18
years of age or 2, 3, or 4 years of vocational education
for students starting at age 15. Specialized secondary
schools also exist to provide four years of education in
the arts, music, or ballet. Tertiary education is provided
through university faculties and art academies for four to
six years or through postsecondary schools where courses
usually last two to three years. Tertiary education typically begins for students at age 19. Specialized university
studies are also available that last an additional one to two
years beyond undergraduate education and lead to a diploma with a professional title. Post-graduate studies
leading to magisterial (Master’s) degrees last two years,
and doctoral degree programs require three years of postgraduate study.
Schools in Kosovo were heavily damaged during the
NATO bombing raids in 1999. In a survey taken jointly
by UNICEF and other nongovernmental organizations
just after the NATO military campaign to halt Serb aggression against Kosovar Albanians, an estimated 37 percent of 784 schools in Kosovo were found to have been
completely destroyed or in very bad condition. Water and
sanitation facilities in many, if not most, schools in Kosovo also stood in dire need of repair or construction. Additionally, many school buildings had almost no
equipment or textbooks. One educational expert wrote in
a European Training Foundation report in December
2000 that ‘‘initially there was an overwhelming need for
repair and reconstruction and as well, supplies in order
to meet the immediate aim of ensuring that children returned to school at the start of the 1999-2000 school
year.’’ Technological equipment—and school equipment
in general—was sorely missing from Kosovo’s schools
at the start of the new millennium. By January 2000,
some 362 school buildings out of a total of 800 that had
needed significant repairs were completely repaired and
back in operation, while 281 additional buildings were
still under repair. Largely through international contributions, basic furnishings and supplies were provided to
schools in Kosovo so that education could be restarted
after the NATO bombing attacks.
The structure of the educational system in Kosovo
closely resembles the educational system in Serbia, although vocational education at the secondary level normally lasts three or four years. Additionally, the greater
involvement of international nongovernmental organizations, during the late 1990s and afterwards, in Kosovo
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rather than in Serbia has enriched program offerings at
the preschool level and elsewhere in the educational system to a greater extent. For example, since 1998 the Open
Society Institute’s Step by Step program has been offered
in Kosovo to expand the teaching methodologies of preschool teachers and to encourage more democratic participation of teachers, parents, children, and community
members in the educational process. Additionally, Step
by Step in Kosovo has tended to the needs of minority
children such as the Roma, impoverished children, and
children with disabilities, as well as to children displaced
by war. By the time the NATO bombing began in Kosovo
in March 1999, Step by Step had already supported 17
preschool classrooms in preschool and primary institutions, reaching more than 1,000 young children. Following a hiatus due to the military strife, Step by Step
recommenced its activities in Kosovo and planned to
offer faculty in the two main teacher training institutions
in Kosovo specialized training beginning in the year
2000. With the likely injection of substantial educational
assistance from the international community into Serbia
beginning in the second half of 2001, Serbia, too, will
benefit from wider collaborations with international partners.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
In the mid-1990s an estimated 31 percent of the agerelevant children were enrolled in preprimary educational
institutions in the FRY (Serbia and Montenegro) (i.e., the
gross enrollment ratio for preprimary education was 31
percent). As noted above, preprimary education in Serbia
is optional. Nonetheless, nearly 165,000 children in Serbia—about 10.5 percent of all children ages 0 to 7—were
enrolled in preprimary education in the 1999-2000 school
year and taught by 8,134 educators. The ratio of children
to educators was reported as 10 to 1 (presumably because
preschoolers typically attend half day sessions).
In 1999-2000 about 350,000 pupils were enrolled in
lower primary schooling (grades 1-4) and about 380,000
were enrolled in the upper primary grades (grades 5-8)
at 3,616 state schools in Serbia, of which 1,443 were full
primary schools covering all 8 of the basic education
grades. No private primary schools existed in Serbia.
With an average pupil to teacher ratio of 16.6, about
44,000 teachers provided primary level instruction in
Serbia. Significant differences in class size could be
found between village and urban schools with a much
lower pupil to teacher ratio in the first four grades of village primary schools than in urban areas. The pupil to
teacher ratio for basic education in the FRY as a whole
was almost the same: 16.9 in 1997. Few curricular innovations were made in Serbia in the later 1990s at the basic
education level except for slight reductions in the number
of lessons taught so as to relieve some of the academic
pressure on the pupils.
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In 1999-2000 almost 287,000 pupils were taught at
the primary level in Kosovo, approximately 262,000 of
them (91.3 percent) using Albanian, Bosniac, or Turkish
as the language of instruction and a little more than
25,000 (8.7 percent) taught in Serbian. Of this 91.3 percent, about 138,000 pupils (52.4 percent of the group)
were male and nearly 125,000 (47.6 percent) were female. Of the same 91.3 percent, most (92.3 percent) were
taught in Albanian. Late twentieth century estimates indicated that the dropout rate in Kosovo at the primary level
was about 6.7 percent; of the 30,000 pupils who enroll
in grade 1 each year, only 28,000 were completing their
8 years of primary education. Reportedly 919 schools
provided instruction at the primary level, all of them publicly funded, with 15,788 teachers employed. The pupil
to teacher ratio was slightly higher in the Albanian language stream (18:1) than in the Turkish and Bosniac
streams (16:1) and significantly lower in the Serbian language stream (13:1).

SECONDARY EDUCATION
In 1999-2000 approximately 333,000 students were
enrolled in secondary schools covering 4 grades of secondary education in Serbia (80,643 students, or about
one-quarter, in general education programs and 251,916
students taking 2, 3, or 4 year vocational programs). The
balance of general versus vocational secondary education
in the federation as a whole differs significantly from the
balance in Serbia. In 1996 about 55.7 percent of upper
secondary students in FRY followed general courses of
study while 44.3 percent were enrolled in vocational and
technical programs. Upper secondary vocational education is directed toward training students along 543 educational profiles in 15 fields of work in Serbia. Thirty-one
educational profiles involve 2 years of vocational or technical education, 133 require 3 years, and 148 require 4
years. Additionally, 231 specialist profiles can be followed after 2 years of work experience.
In the 1999-2000 academic year, secondary schools
in Serbia numbered 126 general education schools and
311 vocational schools, all of them public, as well as 2
private schools offering general secondary programs.
With 24,603 teachers providing secondary instruction,
classes ranged from 10 students each in some villages to
an average of 30 to 40 students per class in urban areas.
The average student to teacher ratio at the secondary level
for Serbia was 14. About 52.5 percent of secondary education students in the FRY were female in 1999-2000, but
gender-related educational statistics for Serbia were not
readily available; neither were reliable, secondary level,
gross enrollment ratios available.
Curricular changes in Serbia in the late 1990s included the introduction of computer and informatics courses
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in all general education secondary schools. The need to
revise history textbooks in the FRY was highlighted at
the start of the new millennium by reform-minded individuals who found history instruction to be overly biased
in a Serbian nationalist direction. Texts covering historical events, such as the war in Bosnia and the breakup of
the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, had a decidedly Serbian ethnonationalist cast to them and stood
in significant need of revision so that Balkan history
would be more accurately portrayed and ethnically balanced.
In 1999-2000 a reported 80,661 students attended
secondary schools in Kosovo, about 61 percent in vocational programs and 39 percent in general education programs. Fifty-four public schools provided secondary
education and employed 3,094 teachers. The student to
teacher ratio was 19 in the Albanian, Bosniac, and Turkish language stream and 8 in the Serbian language stream.
In the 1999-2000 school year, secondary students in Kosovo general education programs numbered 31,318. Of
these students 92.9 percent were ethnic Albanians, 5.1
percent were Serbs, and only about 1 percent each were
Bosniacs or Turks. Very few Roma students (just five individuals) participated in the general track of secondary
education in Kosovo. At the secondary vocational level,
49,343 students were enrolled, of which about 10 percent
took the 3 year program and the rest followed 4 year
courses of study. Of the vocational students, about 90.9
percent were Albanians, 7.8 percent were Serbs, and less
than 1 percent each were Bosniacs, Turks, or Roma.
Here, more Roma participated: 53 students. Toward the
end of the twentieth century, the dropout rate in Kosovo
at the secondary level was around 34 percent with a significantly higher dropout rate for female than for male
students.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Serbia had 58 tertiary institutions in the 1999-2000
academic year: 9 public universities (including Prishtina
University, which had moved to Central Serbia from Kosovo in 1999) and 3 private universities—the 12 universities encompassing 85 faculties. The private universities
offered training in commerce, management, and the arts.
Serbia also had 49 non-university, post secondary
schools. In 1997-1998 the gross enrollment ratio at the
tertiary level for people ages 18 through 24 in Serbia was
about 22.6 percent—17.8 percent in university programs
and 4.8 percent in non-university higher education. For
the FRY as a whole, gross tertiary enrollment ratios in the
mid-1990s had been around 16.5 percent to 21 percent
with somewhat higher participation rates for females than
for males. In 1999-2000 a total of 211,137 students were
enrolled in tertiary studies in Serbia: 156,754 students
(85,153 of them enrolled full time) in university pro1188

grams and 54,383 students (22,540 of them full time) in
non-university programs. University level teaching staff
numbered 9,561, and the student to teacher ratio was reported as 16.4. Other post secondary tertiary level teaching staff numbered 1,690 with a student to teacher ratio
of 32.2. In 1997 tertiary students in the FRY specialized
in various disciplines in the following proportions: 7.7
percent of students concentrated in the humanities, 20.8
percent in the social and behavioral sciences, 7.4 percent
in the natural sciences, 11.1 percent in medicine, 17.9
percent in engineering, and 35.2 percent in other subject
areas.
In the 1999-2000 academic year 22,058 students
were enrolled in tertiary programs at the University of Prishtina, where the language of instruction was Albanian.
No data were available for the Serbian language stream
of tertiary studies. The University of Prishtina, consisting
of 14 faculties, and 7 higher schools provided instruction
at the tertiary level in Kosovo. The total number of teachers in university and post secondary positions, including
university professors, lecturers, higher school professors,
assistants, and collaborators, was 1,083, yielding a student to teacher ratio of 20:1.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The Ministry of Education has primary administrative responsibility for Serbia’s basic education system
and for the secondary and tertiary levels of instruction as
well. At the federal level, the Rectors’ Conference of Yugoslavia seated in Belgrade also formulates and administers education policy and practices. In 1998 public
expenditures on education and training in Serbia amounted to US$621 million or about 3.8 percent of the known
GDP. About 40.4 percent of government expenditures
covered net salaries while about 2.2 percent went to investments, 11.2 percent covered school equipment, 29.5
percent paid for social allowances, and 16.7 percent covered other education-related expenses. Of all funds spent
on education, 46.5 percent were allocated for basic education, 25.3 percent for secondary education, and 28.2
percent for education at the tertiary level. The government ministry responsible for social and family care and
for welfare provided the state contribution to preprimary
education: one year of preschool for all six year olds
(three hours per day) and preschool education for children without parents, children with emotional or behavioral problems, and children hospitalized for long
periods. Municipal authorities and parents covered daycare costs for preprimary children.
Despite the international sanctions imposed on the
former Yugoslavia beginning in 1991 in response to
‘‘ethnic cleansing’’ in the Balkans, certain international
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donors provided substantial educational support to Serbia
by the late 1990s. This preceded the more sizable promise
of international development funds at the June 2001 international donors conference for the former Yugoslavia
held in Brussels. For example, UNICEF alone gave
US$1.4 million in 1998, $2.4 million in 1999, and about
$4.0 million in 2000 to make emergency repairs on
school buildings and heating facilities and to provide
books for school libraries, clothing and shoes for children, preprimary equipment and toys, and in-service
teacher training in Serbia.
The Ministry of Education of the Interim Government of Kosova and the Department of Education and
Science of the UN Interim Administration in Kosovo
(UNMIK) handle educational administration. The Department of Education and Science pays salaries financed
mainly by international donors, based on criteria established for the ‘‘consolidated budget’’ for Kosovo. Some
educational institutions are directly funded by agencies
and nongovernmental organizations or generate their
own revenue (e.g., by renting out their facilities), while
others receive modest funds from the consolidated budget
to cover basic operating expenses. Public spending on education in February 2000 amounted to about 28 percent
of all public spending in Kosovo. Regarding the division
of funds across the various education levels, about 5 percent of the public funds used for education went to preschool programming, 65 percent covered primary
education, 19 percent covered secondary education, and
11 percent went to higher education. In the year 2000,
major grants from international donors to finance school
reconstruction amounted to US$36.6 million with the
Japanese government and UNICEF together providing
US$8 million, the International Development Bank and
Danida (the Danish government agency for international
development assistance) each providing US$6 million,
and ECHO providing $7 million. Other contributors giving between US$1 million and $2.5 million in 2000 included SDC, CIDA, the British Red Cross, UNDP, and
DRA in collaboration with OxFam.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
In 1999-2000 about 2,200 adult learners in Serbia
were enrolled in basic education programs through 18
publicly funded institutions where a total of 197 teachers
provide instruction and the student to teacher ratio was
13. In the late 1990s adult vocational and technical education programs at the secondary level existed in Serbia
through part time studies within regular upper secondary
schools; no special upper secondary schools existed
where only adults were enrolled. Additionally, some
community open universities provided informal training
to adults in Serbia. A significant shortage of education
and training opportunities for adults in Serbia was acknowledged.
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A May 2001 description of Serbian education published by the European Training Foundation observed,
‘‘Adult education and training has suffered significantly
during the last few years. It is estimated that in recent
years only 1 percent of the adult population received
training.’’ Although traditionally adult education schools
had existed in Serbia, most of the participants were young
dropouts between the ages of 15 and 18 rather than older
adults seeking retraining. Workers Universities had previously offered short and long courses to adults looking
for additional training or developing new skills, but in
2001 only 10 of these were still operating. Employment
Offices also had customarily provided training to job
seekers and employees, yet financial and size constraints
in 2001 were prevented them from serving all those interested in benefiting from their training services. Courses
in the state-sponsored Employment Offices generally focused on computing, project management, management
skills, and job-seeking tactics. Finally, training centers
established within private enterprises also existed, though
little information was publicly available concerning their
capacity to adequately train employees who sought instruction there. As already noted, one of the Minister of
Education’s priorities in 2001 was to improve the course
offerings and training possibilities open to adult learners
in Serbia so as to better match job skills with those needed in the economy.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Pedagogical institutes and in-service teacher training
centers in Serbia were closed in 1991. For the next 10
years, the Ministry of Education provided no systematic
in-service education. However, the Ministry offered one
or two seminars and workshops per year to teachers as
refresher courses in specific subject areas. Initial teacher
preparation has been provided by a variety of institutions.
Preschool teachers receive two years of post secondary
training either in specialized teacher preparation schools
or in university faculties. Primary teachers of the first
four grades attend teacher training colleges for four years
and primary teachers of grades 5-8 also complete four
years of tertiary education, covering the relevant disciplines in which they will teach. Primary teachers of music
and the arts receive training in post secondary art schools
(for both music and the arts) that offer specialized training. Secondary level teachers receive four years of higher
education in arts and science faculties with special
courses in education and teaching methodology integrated with their studies plus a semester of practice teaching
during the year before they graduate. Educators at the tertiary level—assistants, docents, faculty professors, regular professors, and extraordinary professors—obtain their
higher education (and research training, depending on the
level of education and area of expertise) in university un1189
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dergraduate and post-graduate programs. Those interested in promotion to the highest positions must obtain the
Doktor Nauka (Doctor of Science) degree in the appropriate fields of higher education and research. All teachers at the tertiary level must receive some form of
specialized training.
New efforts in the late 1990s to increase the skills
of teachers through in-service training were provided
mainly by nongovernmental organizations and international agencies in Serbia, offering basic education teachers training in active learning methods, democratic and
multicultural education, psychosocial rehabilitation, and
children’s rights. UNICEF programs run cooperatively
with the Ministry of Education trained about 5,000 teachers in active teaching and learning, about 15,000 teachers
in nonviolent conflict resolution skills, and about 10,000
in methods of providing psychosocial support and assistance in difficult circumstances; about 1,000 preschool
teachers received training from UNICEF in more flexible, innovative, child-centered teaching methodologies.

SUMMARY
At the start of the twenty-first century, Serbia required substantial inputs to reconstruct its damaged educational system. Many schools were damaged in the
violence of the 1990s and stood in major need of repair
at the turn of the millennium. Educational equipment was
in considerably short supply, and teaching materials
sometimes were provided by international organizations
such as UNICEF rather than by the state, due to Serbia’s
severe economic problems and the economic embargo on
the country. The most needed reforms to be made in the
educational system of Serbia—other than repairing basic
infrastructure in Serbia and Kosovo—centered on democratizing education, both from a procedural and a
management standpoint, and making learning a more active enterprise for students and teachers alike. Kosovo
was receiving substantial support in this area by the year
2000 from the international community, but assistance to
Serbia was slower to follow due to the political and economic constraints on the republic and the slow pace at
which Serbian and Yugoslav officials complied with the
demands of the International Criminal Tribunal. Curricula also needed to be revised to more accurately depict
historical events and to reflect the multicultural, multilinguistic nature of Serbia and the rest of the Balkan peninsula. In June 2001 a large conference of international
donors met in Brussels to discuss an international package of financial assistance to the former Yugoslavia, including Serbia and Kosovo. Much of the US$1.2 billion
in funds pledged at the conference was designated for the
educational sector to cover the salaries of educational
personnel and to rebuild war-damaged schools and equip
them with the materials needed to restart and improve ed1190

ucational programming. By 2001 Serbia seemed to be
marking a new political direction for itself that would
lead to social and economic improvements for the people
of Serbia and Kosovo, including in the field of education.
The possibilities for enhancing the educational system
seemed promising as the government of Serbia prepared
to develop a comprehensive educational reform package
and to receive the necessary financial means to implement the desired reforms, including educational changes
that would stimulate the Serbian economy and promote
greater cooperation across Serbia and Kosovo, the other
Balkan states, and beyond.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Seychelles

Region:

Africa

Population:

79,326

Language(s):

English, French, Creole

Literacy Rate:

58%

Seychelles is an archipelago in the Indian Ocean
made up of about 115 islands, most of which are uninhabited. With an area of 455 square kilometers, Seychelles
is about 2.5 times the size of Washington, DC, and is the
second smallest country in Africa. The country has a population of approximately 80,000 people with an average
life expectancy of nearly 70.5 years. The inhabitants are
Seychellois, which is a mixture of Asians, Africans, and
Europeans. Approximately 90 percent of the people are
Roman Catholics. The predominant languages are English, French, and Creole. In 1995, the literacy rate for
the population was 85 percent, with the definition of literacy being age 15 and over who can read and write. The
country has a legal system based on English common
law, French civil law, and customary law.
In 1985, The Ministry of Education produced a new
version of education titled ‘‘Education for a new Society,’’ which laid the groundwork for many changes in the
education system. In 1990, the country’s president announced a number of wide-ranging improvements to education, later called ‘‘1991 Education Reform.’’ In 1994,
the Education Management Division in the Ministry of
Education initiated the ‘‘School Improvement Programme Project,’’ and in 1999 the policy of Education
Reform was begun. The purpose of these reforms in Seychelles has been to improve access and quality of education through a coherent and comprehensive system. As
a result of the 1999 Education Reform, a new section of
management has been established in the Principal Secre1191
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tary’s office. This section, called The Education Planning
Council, functions to make policies, coordinate improvements, and monitor the country’s educational plan. Between 1990 and 1997, a major school reconstruction
project was completed. The major purpose of the project
was to bring all schools in Seychelles up to minimum
standard levels in physical structures, materials, resources, equipment, and textbooks.
Formal education in Seychelles began in the mid1800s with the opening of Roman Catholic and Anglican
mission schools staffed by foreign teachers. The government assumed responsibility for these schools in 1944.
When the government opened a technical college in
1970, the country had a supply of locally trained teachers
and was able to establish more schools. A system of free
and compulsory education was established in 1981 for
children in grades one through nine.
Students are taught to read and write in Creole until
grade three, when they are taught in English in some subjects. Education in French begins in grade six. When students finish their compulsory education, they are given
the opportunity to attend a National Youth Service (NYS)
program where they receive training in academics and in
life skills. In 1991, the enrollment in NYS was 1,394 students. Students who do not attend NYS can volunteer for
a six-month government work program in which they are
paid a small stipend while training.
Education for students is free and compulsory from
ages 5 to 16 in primary and secondary schools. Prior to
age five, schools called creches provide preprimary education. All creches have formally organized early childhood care and development. Although creche education
is not compulsory, it is operated and funded by the government. Creches have their own curriculum and are
staffed by teachers specializing in early childhood education. The creches operate under the schools section of the
Ministry of Education, and each is attached to the closest
primary school. In 1999, enrollment in early childhood
programs totaled 3,212 students.
Primary education is designated as grades one
through six and secondary education continues for another five years. However, only three years of secondary are
compulsory. Special education is also provided within
the spectrum of primary and secondary education. In
2000, the total number of students enrolled in Seychelles’
schools was 22,651. Of that number, 3,065 were in
creches, 10,026 were in primary, and 7,742 were in secondary. In addition, 1,818 students were enrolled in
postsecondary schools. The total number of teachers for
2000 was 1,644, which produced a student/teacher ratio
of 13.8:1. The number of students and teachers has remained fairly steady since 1997. Government’s cost to
educate its students was more than 8.5 percent of total expenditures in 1998.
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Students who complete their secondary education
can attend Seychelles Polytechnic College where they are
able to receive pre-university training in teacher education, business, humanities and science, and hotels/
tourism. Since no university exists in Seychelles, further
education is usually done through scholarship programs
of other countries.
The government has established an adult literacy
program, which is administered by the Ministry of Education. The basic components of the adult education program match those of the other education programs. The
major goal of adult education is to reach a literacy rate
of 90 percent.
Education reforms, budget expenditures, and emphasis on educational equity for all are evidence of Seychelles’ dedication to its inhabitants. The government
stresses accountability, productivity, and technology
mastery as elements to ensure the success of its education
system as the method to prepare its inhabitants to operate
confidently in this modern world.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Sierra
Leone

Region:

Africa

Population:

5,232,624
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Language(s):
Literacy Rate:
Number of Primary
Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
Educational Enrollment:

Teachers:

English, Mende, Temne,
Krio
31.4%
1,795
6 years
Primary: 367,426
Secondary: 102,474
Higher: 4,742
Primary: 10,850
Secondary: 5,969
Higher: 600

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Sierra Leone, a relatively tiny country on the west
coast of Africa, totals 28,000 square miles, or 71,470
square kilometers. A 1994 population estimate puts the
country at 4.2 million people (53 percent female, 47 percent male). Sierra Leone is bounded on the west and
southwest by the Atlantic Ocean, on the northwest, north,
and northeast by Guinea, and on the east and southeast
by Liberia.
It was a Portuguese sailor, Pedro da Cintra who, on
a visit to this land in 1462, named the place he saw as
Serra Lyoa (lion range or lion mountain). On approaching the mountainous peninsula, Pedro da Cintra saw the
mountains poised like lions. The name Serra Lyoa gradually acquired its present form, Sierra Leone. What is
known as Sierra Leone today came into being only in
1896. Before 1896, the name only referred to the mountainous peninsula and its adjacent islands.
Sierra Leone has witnessed a series of external invasions and influences that make it what it is today. Before
the advent of Europeans and other groups, the people of
this land lived in small communities. Even before Portuguese traders began to appear on the west coast of Africa
in the mid-fifteenth century, many of these small communities had already established themselves in certain parts
of the country. The Baga, Bullom, Krim, and Vai were
communities that had established themselves on the coast
before the Portuguese arrived. The Temne and the Loko
lived in the northwest, and the Limba lived further to the
north; the Kissi and the Kono lived in the East. It would
seem that these various groups lived in isolation from one
another and that internal migration was minimal. The first
of the external influences came from European traders,
soon to be followed by the Mane, a group of Mandespeaking peoples. In the seventeenth century, black Muslim groups started to infiltrate the country from the north.
By the close of the nineteenth century, Islam had become
the religion of many Sierra Leoneans.
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As the first Europeans to visit the west coast of Sierra
Leone, and indeed Africa, the Portuguese became the pioneers of the trade between Europe and West Africa. Sierra Leone and Portugal traded in goods, for example,
exchanging kitchen utensils for ivory or gold. This normal trade was soon to be replaced by the most inhumane
trade in human history, the Atlantic slave trade. The need
for labor on the New World plantations (the Americas)
triggered the buying and selling of humans, and Sierra
Leone became an important center in this trade. The Portuguese, and later other Europeans—English, French,
Dutch, Danish—sought slaves in Sierra Leone to ship to
the plantations of the New World. During the Atlantic
slave trade, certain islands and places on the Sierra Leone
coast became important slave centers. Bunce Island, located on the Sierra Leone river was one of those important centers. Slaves taken from Sierra Leone were taken
to South Carolina in North America. Since slaves from
this country were known to be rice planters, it was good
business for anyone to bring slaves from Sierra Leone.
Research has shown that descendants of slaves taken
from Sierra Leone and its environs today live in the sea
islands of South Carolina and Georgia. They constitute
a distinctive group called the Gullah, and their language
is mutually intelligible with the Krio language, Sierra
Leone’s lingua franca. They have preserved much of their
Sierra Leonean culture, songs, stories, and names (Alie).
In 1786, the Abolitionists, including a leading member of the British parliament, William Wilberforce,
founded the Society for Effecting the Abolition of the
Slave Trade. The consequences of the anti-slavery movement led to the establishment of the Sierra Leone Colony.
Many of the freed slaves were languishing in Canada and
England and needed a place to live their new lives. Freetown, now the capital of Sierra Leone, was chosen as the
new world for the freed slaves. On April 8, 1787, the first
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group of freed slaves left for Freetown to found what became the Sierra Leone Colony. Later, other groups—
Nova Scotians, maroons, and recaptives—were also settled in Freetown. As a British Colony, Freetown’s street
names were given British names to affirm the settlement’s close connection to Britain. The colony’s currency of dollars and cents was changed to pounds, shillings,
and pence. Postal services were established between the
colony, Europe, and West Indies. It was inevitable that
a British form of education would be introduced in the
colony. In 1814 when governor Charles MacCarthy became the colony’s governor, he pushed for education and
religion, which he thought would bring the colonists
within the pale of Western Civilization.
The Church Missionary Society (CMS), a Church of
England institution, was then to play a key role in bringing western type education to Sierra Leone. Through the
influence of people like William Wilberforce, Henry
Thornton, and Zachary Macaulay, the CMS sent its first
missionaries in 1804. In 1816, the British government
and the CMS entered into an agreement that obligated the
government to build churches, schools, and parsonages,
while the CMS was to staff villages with ministers and
school masters. By 1824, some 2,460 children were receiving education in the colony schools. But the colonial
government was not pleased with the kind of education
provided by the CMS; it was said to be too bookish. The
CMS was also accused of discriminating against those of
different religions. After 1824, the British government
decided to assume control of the colony schools in order
to raise standards and open the schools to every child. To
produce local teachers and missionaries, Fourah Bay College was established in 1827. In the meantime CMS decided to start and run their own schools. By 1841, the
CMS, WMS (Wesleyan Methodist Society), and the British government each had fourteen primary schools to
their credit. A total of 8,000 pupils of the colony’s population of 40,000 attended these schools.
In 1845, the CMS founded the Grammar School to
provide religion and general education for boys. A separate department was created to train professional primary
school teachers. Both Fourah Bay College and Grammar
School were the first of their kinds in Sub-Saharan Africa
and attracted students from all over West Africa. The
CMS female counterpart was also opened in 1845 and
was renamed Annie Walsh Memorial School in 1849.
The Wesleyan Methodist Society opened the Methodist
Boys High School and Methodist Girls High School in
1874 and 1880, respectively. Many more schools were
opened after these. The language of instruction was English, and the structure of education was basically British.
Sierra Leone gained independence in 1961. After independence, Sierra Leoneans maintained both the content
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and structure of the British education they inherited. English was declared the official language of the country;
it was to be the language of instruction in schools, colleges and university, and of the media and administration.
Besides having Sierra Leoneans heading most of the institutions, no major substantial changes were made to the
structure and content of education handed down by the
colonial administration. Although the standards were
high especially up to a decade after independence, it became clear that the curricula at the various levels of the
educational structure did not meet the current needs of Sierra Leone.
In 1994, through a decree, (Decree No. 4) the military government, National Provisional Ruling Council
(NPRC), established the National Commission for Basic
Education to support the new educational system,
dubbed, 6-3-3-4. The new system grew out of a desire to
make the educational system answerable to the needs of
the country.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The constitutional foundation on which the new educational structure is anchored can be found in Decree No.
4 of 1994, which established the National Commission
for Basic Education. The military government, the National Provisional Ruling Council (NPRC), which was in
power in 1994, designed a wide-ranging National Education Action Plan to support basic education reform that
aims to provide basic education for the majority of the
population, as well as to enhance the participation of
women and girls in the process of education.
According to the guiding principles, objectives, and
strategies for education in Sierra Leone outlined in the
New Education Policy publication, the control of education shall continue to be in accordance with the existing
Education Act. The general aim of education operates
within the framework of the Constitution and other international agreements on education to which Sierra Leone
is a signatory or with which Sierra Leone is in agreement.
The general aim of education in Sierra Leone is the integral development of the individual with the aim of building a free, just, and peace-loving society with a
sustainable and dynamic economy. The rationale behind
the new policies can be found in the following principles:
a) Every child shall be encouraged to have between one
and three years of preparation at nursery school or
kindergarten.
b) Each child shall start formal education at the age of
six years.
c) Basic formal education shall last for nine years. It
shall ultimately be free and compulsory.
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d) Formal education shall be broad-based with practical
programs that lead to skills acquisition.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The standard of education in Sierra Leone before and
immediately after independence was one of the best
around the world. With the University of Sierra Leone established in 1827, Sierra Leone was dubbed, ‘‘Athens of
West Africa.’’ But that educational system fell on hard
times. Over a long period of neglect, the country witnessed an erosion of standards in its educational system.
From 1970 to 1985, the average growth rate for primary
school enrollment was slightly more than 6.0 percent,
while that for secondary school enrollment was just over
6.5 percent. From 1985 to 1990, the average annual
growth rate for primary school enrollment fell to 2.0 percent, while that for secondary school enrollment fell to
1.6 percent. Besides these enrollment concerns, the outputs of institutions at the technical/vocational and teacher
education levels had also been found wanting.
In the pre-1993 educational system, preschool (ages
1 to 5) was optional and was run by private institutions.
Primary school children (ages 5 to 12) started class 1 at
age 5 and finished class 7 at age 12. It was a seven-year
program at the end of which the pupil was to take an external examination called the Common Entrance, later renamed the Selective Entrance Examination. The exam
was used to determine who would enter secondary school
and who would not. Ages for secondary school were 12
to 17 or 19 years. At the end of the first five years of secondary school, the student was to take the General Certificate of Education Examination (GCE Ordinary Level) to
determine who would enter Sixth Form, college or university, and who would not. Those who failed, depending
on the grades they made, would repeat the exams, enter
primary teacher colleges or technical/vocational institutions, or join the workforce. Those who passed the exam
would either enter the Sixth Form, where they would
spend two years preparing for university, or enter university at the preliminary level. At the end of the Sixth Form,
students were to take the Advanced Level Examination.
Those who passed this exam would enter university at the
intermediate (first year) level, skipping the preliminary
level. Those who failed would enter university at the preliminary level.
Technical/vocational institutes (one, two, or three
years) were designed to give opportunities to those who
did not make it at the purely academic arena to learn
trades. However, these institutes were seriously neglected and so collapsed. Teacher colleges (three years)
trained teachers for primary and secondary schools. They
offered a three-year program after secondary school, especially for those who did not meet the requirements for
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universities. The Milton Margai Teachers College trained
teachers for secondary schools; it was a three-year program for those who passed a minimum of four subjects
at the GCE Ordinary Level examination. Successful candidates were offered the Higher Teachers Certificate
(HTC) upon graduation. The university level (three or
four years) was represented by The University of Sierra
Leone. By 1993 it had three constituent colleges: Fourah
Bay College; Njala University College; and College of
Medicine, Allied Health Sciences. The university also
had the Institute of Public Administration (IPAM) and
the Institute of Education.
The new system of education articulates seven major
objectives for education in Sierra Leone: The system is
to provide broad-based education for children from class
1 to junior secondary school through the creation of relevant curricula and teaching/learning resources. Through
a well-reasoned development of incentives, cost-recovery
measures, scholarships, and work study programs, access
to basic education (especially for girls) will be increased.
Another major objective is to improve the quality and relevance of education. Technical and vocational education
is to be expanded within the formal and nonformal sectors of education. An important objective is seeking to increase opportunities for the acquisition of literacy,
numeracy, and technical and vocational skills within the
formal and nonformal sectors of education. The new system also aims to provide equity in education by enforcing
the policy of nondiscrimination in all schools, as well as
ensuring the similarity of standards and quality of education for all children regardless of where they attend
school. The final major objective is to develop in children
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relevant skills, attitudes, and values that will enable them
to be effective and responsible citizens.
The New System of Education: In the new 6-3-3-4
system of education, the first six years consist of primary
education followed by three years of junior secondary education for all primary school graduates. This 6-3 block
(a total of 9 years) makes up the formal part of basic education. At the end of junior secondary school, students
take the Basic Education Certificate Examination
(BECE) which, together with their continuous assessment profiles, determines whether they will continue
their education at general or specialist senior secondary
schools or proceed to technical and vocational schools of
varying course content and duration.
Students in senior secondary school, at the end of
their program, take the international Senior Secondary
School Certificate Examination (SSSCE) in competition
with other students in English-speaking West Africa. The
West African Examinations Council (WAEC) is responsible for conducting this examination. Students who pass
this exam and meet the requirements of the University of
Sierra Leone may continue their formal education for
four years for a first degree. Students in junior secondary
school who are in technical and vocational tracks may,
upon graduation, enter the workforce or continue their
formal education in a technical/vocational institute. In the
effort to properly monitor the standard and quality of education, and improve retention, the new system has introduced continuous assessment. This system of continuous
assessment also facilitates effective guidance and counseling of students, besides being part of their terminal examination grades in the various examinations at different
levels.
The concept of basic education in the new educational structure includes the provision of facilities for all citizens to be literate and numerate, as well as to cultivate
the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will enable them
to earn a good living, improve their social and health circumstances, be patriotic citizens of Sierra Leone, and understand the complexities and opportunities of the
modern world. The basic education programs include
nonformal education for dropouts from school and children and adults who did not have the opportunity to go
to school. Also to compensate for the chronic neglect of
women’s education, the new system will encourage positive discrimination in favor of women in basic education.
The new structure of education also encompasses a
new role for national languages. Unlike the old system,
the new system allows four national languages—Krio,
Mende, Temne, and Limba—to be taught throughout the
school system, teacher colleges, and universities. English
remains the medium of instruction throughout the system
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starting from class three. French is compulsory at the primary and junior secondary school levels, but it is optional
at the senior secondary level. Arabic is optional at both
junior and senior secondary levels. Also, there is provision for the establishment of a National Institute of Sierra
Leonean Languages whose function will be to promote
the development and use of Sierra Leonean languages as
a whole both within the educational system and in the
community at large.
The new system also makes room for the training of
education sector personnel so as to effectively implement
the 6-3-3-4 reform plan. It is important that the new system expresses the need to include educational planners,
curriculum researchers and developers, teacher trainers,
inspectors, adult educators, school broadcasters, subject
specialists, and computer specialists in a comprehensive
policy for professional development. Training of these
personnel can be internal or external; in some cases distance learning will be utilized. The coordination of educational services will also be improved. The Department
of Education shall be restructured and decentralized to
allow for efficiency; in such an arrangement, the headquarters can concentrate on policy development and
monitoring policy implementation.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
The new structure of Sierra Leone’s educational system embraces a preprimary (nursery) education. The new
statutory age for a child to enter primary school is six
years. Children between the ages of three and six acquire
preprimary education. The main objective of this nursery
education is to prepare children for primary education.
However, preprimary education can be formal or informal. The formal nursery education is believed to enlarge
and enrich children’s use of language to further their socialization into the values and mores of their society. Because it is not considered a right in the country,
preprimary education is given in private schools in the
capital, Freetown, and in other large towns in the country.
The government pays the salaries of serving teachers in
these schools and controls the private preschools through
the Nursery Schools Association and the Inspectorate Division of the Department of Education.
The new 6-3-3-4 system allocates six years to primary schooling. It is the first step in the system that the child
follows from ages 6 to 12. As part of the nine-year cycle
of formal basic education, primary education is not terminal. In the new system, all primary schools are controlled
by the Department of Education. To open a new primary
school, the Inspectorate Division must inspect the new
school to ensure compliance with specified minimum
national standards before being allowed to operate. However, private proprietors, missionary bodies, local govWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ernments, or such institutions as large businesses or
university colleges are allowed to continue to operate primary schools for the children and wards of their workers.
The student-teacher ratio is set at 40:1. At this level, emphasis is placed on the communicative competence of the
children and their ability to manipulate figures. In classes
one, two, and three, the medium of instruction is the
child’s community language, while English is the medium of instruction in the higher classes. The study of Sierra Leone forms a significant part of the child’s education
so that the child will have a sound basic grasp of the facts
of the country and its relationship to the world. Natural
sciences and social studies receive considerable attention
at this level. Continuous assessment of students has been
introduced into the new system. At the end of class six,
the last class of the primary school education, the student’s continuous assessment record card is to be submitted to the principal of the junior secondary school into
which the student is accepted after taking the National
Primary School Examination (NPSE). This exam, taken
at the end of class six, is an external examination conducted by the West African Exams Council. It tests the
whole range of the student’s competence.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Under the new system, secondary education is divided into junior and senior secondary schooling. After six
years of primary schooling, the student spends three years
in junior secondary school and another three years in senior secondary school. Junior secondary school (JSS) is
the final part of formal basic education. It provides a
broad-based general education to students between the
ages of 12 and 15 years that will enable them to enter senior secondary school, vocational and technical education, or the workforce. The courses offered at this level
are divided into core subjects, which are compulsory for
all JSS students, and electives, which are chosen for study
by the students with the help of their guidance counselors
and parents.
Some of the aims of junior secondary education are
to introduce subjects encouraging the development of nationally desired and marketable skills and the provision
of training in community awareness and community responsibility. At the end of junior secondary school, students take the Basic Education Certificate Examination
(BECE), conducted by the West African Examinations
Council. Continuous assessment forms part of each student’s final grade.
Senior secondary school (SSS) is the final stage of
the secondary school education; it is a three-year program
for students between the ages of 15 and 18 who have
completed the JSS course and obtained the required
BECE grades. This level contains an element of specialWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

ization, preparing the student for university education or
a professional school or any other postsecondary institution. There are two kinds of senior secondary schools—
general and specialist. The general secondary school operates a comprehensive curriculum, while the specialist
secondary school caters to students whose interests and
aptitudes are for such specialized subject areas as science
and mathematics, technology, liberal arts, and business
studies. In general, students at this level are offered a set
of core (compulsory) subjects and some optional subjects. At the end of senior secondary school, a student
takes the Senior Secondary School Certificate Examination (SSSCE). A student’s grade at this examination, together with the student’s continuous assessment grade,
determines the student’s final grade for this level.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher education refers to all formal education received after the completion of secondary schooling. In Sierra Leone, higher education comprises the following:
• The University of Sierra Leone with its constituent
colleges and institutes
• The Open University
• Polytechnics
• Teachers Colleges
• Technical/Vocational Institutes
• Professional schools such as the National School of
Nursing and the School of Hotels and Tourism.
In the new system, higher education is expected to
help in the realization of the objectives of the new 6-3-3-4
system, such as the rapid enhancement of literacy in Sierra Leone and the improvement of educational opportunities for women and girls. Higher education also is
expected to assist with the inclusion of new subjects that
enhance a proper and positive understanding of Sierra
Leone, including such subjects as indigenous languages
and Sierra Leone studies.
The University: The university of Sierra Leone has,
throughout the years, suffered from chronic neglect. It
has been struggling for quality and relevance. The new
system still entrusts the university with the responsibility
of producing the high-caliber, top-level manpower needs
of the country. It is hoped that the implementation of the
White Paper on Kwame Report will take care of the problems that have paralyzed the university over the years.
Fourah Bay College (FBC) continues to provide education in pure and applied sciences with special emphasis
on professional career development in engineering, technology, law, arts, and behavioral sciences. Njala University College (NUC), continues to promote the sciences,
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agriculture, home economics, environmental science, and
education. The new system endorses the introduction of
forestry and veterinary science at Njala University College. The Institute of Public Administration and Management is to be upgraded to degree awarding status with a
mandate to offer courses for professional qualifications
such as the ACCA. Additionally, the College of Allied
Health Sciences (COMAHS) strengthens and promotes
the medical profession and allied health sciences.
Technical/Vocational Education: The new 6-3-3-4
system greatly favors technical and vocational education.
This kind of education does not only serve school leavers
but also older adults as well. The technical/vocational
component of higher education is designed to grapple
with the shortage of skilled manpower. Some of the objectives of technical/vocational education are to increase
the number of indigenous, skilled, lower middle-level,
blue collar workers; to produce a more literate, numerate,
middle-level workforce to enhance national development; to encourage women and girls to participate in national development through the acquisition of technical
and vocational skills; and to create the conducive environment for the development of appropriate indigenous
technology.
There are three levels of the technical/vocational educational structure. In level one, the student spends three
years leading to the technical/vocational certificate (T/V
certificate) stage three, or two years leading to the T/V
certificate stage two, or one year leading to the T/V certificate stage one. In level two, the student spends two years
leading to the Ordinary National Diploma (OND) after
obtaining the T/V certificate stage three. In level three,
the student spends two years leading to the Higher National Diploma (HND) after obtaining the OND. The
polytechnics offer the HND as their highest qualification;
the technical/vocational institutes offer the OND and
HNC as their highest qualification, and the trade/
technical/vocational centers offer the T/V certificate
stages one to three. The community education/animation
centers offer courses to early school leavers and adult
learners, which qualify them for entry into technical/
vocational centers.
Professional Education: Professional schools such as
the School of Nursing; the Hotel and Tourism Training
Center; the Institute of Library, Archive, and Information
Studies; and the Law School are entrusted with the responsibility to train professionals.
Private Institutions: Private institutions have always
been a significant part of Sierra Leone’s education system. Unlike government/public institutions, private institutions do not receive assistance from public funds. The
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establishment and maintenance of private institutions is
guaranteed in part 11, section 3 (c) of the Education Act
No. 63 of 1964. The new system upholds the existence
of private institutions as long as no child is discriminated
against by the private institution on the grounds of race,
creed, or religion. The new system endorses the principle
of partnership in the provision of education. Although not
funded with public funds, private institutions are expected to follow the prescribed national curriculum with specific reference to Sierra Leonean languages, Sierra Leone
studies, and life skills subjects. They are also subject to
regular and systematic inspection by the Department of
Education Inspectorate staff. Students in these institutions are allowed to take the NPSE, BECE, and SSSCE.
The new system stipulates that at least 25 percent of the
teaching staff in a private institution shall be Sierra Leoneans.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The old organizational and managerial structure of
education in Sierra Leone has been inadequate to meet
the social, economic, technological, and other challenges
of the time. The new system, therefore, seeks to embark
on a systematic reform and reorganization of the management and administration of education at all levels. After
a thorough review of the entire situation, the new structure will be decentralized and professionalized. Matters
relating to administrative and service matters will be decentralized to the regional and district education authorities as appropriate. A directorate system also has been put
into place. The director general and chief advisor to the
secretary of state is the professional and administrative
head of the Department of Education. Separate directorates are responsible for planning, educational programs,
educational services, resources-personnel and finance,
and support services. The Director of Education (Inspectorate) is responsible for coordinating the daily administration of education at the regional and district levels.
Public funding of education for the past quarter of
a century saw a drastic decline partly because of the
downturn in the national economy and the neglect of education by various governments. In the new system, all
possible sources of funding for education, internal and
external, will be harnessed. The new system advocates
increasing central government funding to education with
more support to basic education and external assistance
to primary education through investment. Another means
of funding education will be through work study programs and loan schemes. Local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) will be encouraged to finance specific
programs, segments, projects, or activities. Also, private
individuals, youth organizations, local bodies, professionals, and other groups will be encouraged to particiWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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pate in the funding of education in the country. For the
efficient management of educational finances, the Department of Education has set up a directorate for resources.
An autonomous National Curriculum Research and
Development Center will deal with curriculum research,
development, and evaluation, as well as with the development of materials and textbook production. Some of the
aims of this national body are to conduct research and situational analyses that provide detailed information about
the educational process and the criteria for such changes
in the curriculum as may be necessary to initiate, promote, and develop new curricula in consonance with research findings, as well as to articulate the objectives of
the approved educational structure/system.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Sierra Leone is one of the countries with the highest
illiteracy rates in the world. The New Education Policy
for Sierra Leone maintains that 69.3 percent of the male
population is illiterate, while 80.0 percent of the female
population is illiterate. Part of the function of the National Commission for Basic Education is to coordinate adult
and nonformal education. ‘‘A significant percentage of
6- to 16-year-olds are not attending school and there is
a high rate of school dropouts. With a population growth
rate of approximately 2.6 percent a year, the literacy rate
cannot improve significantly without a massive and urgent intervention by the government’’ (New Education
Policy). The nonformal component of the new system
aims at accelerating adult literacy.
The Department of Education, the Basic Education
Commission, and the Adult Education Committee will
work together to implement a language policy to facilitate the use of English and indigenous languages in literacy and nonformal education classes. These bodies,
among other things, will also ensure that by the year
2020, animation centers/community education centers
are established in every district and attached to all teacher
training colleges. The new system also envisages a situation whereby the enrollment and retention of female students will be encouraged by making their primary
education free and compulsory, as well as making it possible for young mothers to be re-admitted into the formal
system of education. The National Education Action Plan
(NEAP) clearly specifies that in nonformal and adult education, the focus is on women and girls with particular
attention to rural folk, street children, the disabled, and
the disadvantaged. A Materials Development Department is in place to provide materials for literacy classes.

TEACHING PROFESSION
The training of qualified teachers is of paramount
importance to the success of the new system. Adequate
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

provisions must be made to educate and train highquality teachers. To address these ends, institutions have
been restructured by way of mergers; courses and programs also have been revised or are being revised. The
new system ensures that all teachers are given courses for
teaching nonformal and adult education classes and for
teaching Sierra Leonean languages, for guidance counseling and continuous assessment, and for basic skills in
handling disabled students. Unlike past practices, in the
new system, the Department of Education shall, through
the Teaching Service Commission, license teachers to
teach in Sierra Leone whether their certificate has been
issued by an institution in Sierra Leone or by some other
recognized body outside Sierra Leone (New Education
Policy).
Teacher Training Colleges: Teacher training colleges
train teachers for the preprimary and primary levels. At
the end of the program, candidates qualify for the Teachers Certificate (TC) and the Higher Teachers Certificate
(HTC). Training colleges will, under the new system,
also offer HTC courses for the junior secondary level. In
the past, students in teacher training colleges spent three
years to complete their course; the new system has reduced that to two years.
Milton Margai Teachers College: The Milton Margai
Teachers College has been renamed Milton Margai College of Education (MMCE). Recently, a technology focus
has been added to this college, so it is being renamed Milton Margai College of Education and Technology
(MMCET). In the past this institution was not affiliated
to the university, and it produced teachers for secondary
school. Now it is affiliated to the University of Sierra
Leone and has been upgraded to a degree-awarding status
in selected subjects. However, the college will continue
its HTC program, which has been shortened to two years
instead of three. The college now offers the B.Ed degree.
Those who hold the HTC, and have taught for at least two
years after the HTC, can spend two years to obtain the
B.Ed degree. The Diploma in Education course, originally offered by Fourah Bay College, shall be transferred to
MMCET, as will the present staff of the Department of
Education at Fourah Bay College.
The Institute of Education: Previously an independent institution, this institute, under the new system, shall
be attached to the Faculty of Education at Njala with redefined functions and mandates. The institute continues
to certify TC and HTC teachers of MMCET and other
teacher colleges. The institute trains education administrators and runs higher degree courses in education. It
also will have specialized functions for educational research and in-service training for primary and secondary
school teachers and managers of schools.
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No doubt, education in Sierra Leone has suffered tremendously both from systemic neglect and the ravages
of a horrendous rebel war. Also, the old system was inadequate to meet the present needs of the country. The new
system of education is, therefore, a welcome idea. The
new system has a great deal of potential, which, if properly harnessed, will uplift the country.
The study of Sierra Leone and its languages and cultures will generate enormous knowledge about the Sierra
Leonean society in general, as well as offer the opportunity to understand the philosophical, epistemological,
scientific, and cultural underpinnings of the society, from
which national development can spring. Building a body
of knowledge about the country can foster self pride and
patriotism. Also, the emphasis on the education of
women is a giant step in the march towards progress; educating the women will tremendously increase the country’s literacy rate, as well as its quality of life.
While schools and colleges sluggishly continue to
operate in Freetown and Bo, schools and colleges in the
rest of the country have been effectively shut down for
many years now because of the rebel war. In effect only
a very small percent of school-age children actually attend school. Even those who do often experience frequent
interruptions. Thus, the positive ideas in the new system
can only be fully realized if peace and stability return to
that country. Because of the decade old war, it has been
difficult to garner reliable statistics about education in Sierra Leone. Most institutions operate in make-shift locations in the capital of Freetown.

BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:
Number of Primary
Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:
Teachers:
Student-Teacher Ratio:
Female Enrollment Rate:

Republic of Singapore
Southeast Asia
4,151,264
Chinese, Malay, Tamil,
English
91.1%
198
6 years
3.0%
Primary: 269,668
Secondary: 205,683
Higher: 92,140
Primary: 94%
Secondary: 74%
Primary: 10,618
Higher: 6,689
Primary: 25:1
Secondary: 20:1
Primary: 93%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Another problem facing the new system is the dearth
of qualified personnel to enhance the realization of the
new 6-3-3-4 system. Most educated Sierra Leoneans
have left the country to safer havens, so there is a dearth
of teachers schools that are full of unqualified teachers.
While the new system is promising, the conducive environment for the realization of its policies is absent.

Sierra Leone Government. New Education Policy For Sierra Leone. Freetown: Department of Education, 1995.

Singapore has a total area of about 224.5 square
miles. It includes one principal island and 58 islets. It is
located at the tip of the Malay Peninsula at the end of the
Straits of Malacca. A substantial amount of shipping
passes through the Straits, which serves as a passage between the Indian and the Pacific oceans. Singapore is
connected to Johore, a province of the Federation of Malaysia, by a half-mile long causeway. Its historic connections with Malaya account for a large part of its ethnic
Malay population, its partial Malay culture, its investments in Malaya’s tin, its service to Malaysia as a principal port for the latter’s exports and imports in its
(Singapore’s) corporate sector, and its dependence on
water and food supplies from Johore. Singapore’s port facilities are crucial for the economic well-being of many
nearby countries, notably Japan. Singapore is well connected by sea and air to most countries of the world.

—Sheikh Umarr Kamarah

Singapore is a modern, industrial nation that
emerged from a century and a half of British colonial rule
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in 1965. Singapore decided to change from a free port
marketing economy to a manufacturing and service industry economy. It soon advanced to become the regional
hub of Southeast Asia in a number of fields, including
economy, communications, and education. Since the
1980s, Singapore has aspired to be a global leader in specific areas, particularly in information technology. Its
leadership has, since the 1960s, focused on education as
a way of reaching their goals. Its citizens have placed a
high priority on education and have demonstrated their
readiness to invest heavily in education.
The Republic of Singapore’s ambition to be the regional leader in education has been realized by the location of several prestigious institutions and organizations
in the island nation. The Regional Language Center
(RELC) offers education in many languages to students
from the member countries of the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO). In 1970, the
governments and universities in the region established
the Regional Institute of Higher Education and Development (RIHED) in Singapore. The country also houses the
Colombo Plan Staff College for Technical Education
(CPSC), which offers technical training to 27 Colombo
Plan countries.
Singapore’s first census was taken in 1871. The 1990
census was the third since Singapore’s independence. In
1995, Singapore conducted a mid-decade census, based
on annual projections. In 1996, the total population was
3,044,300 people, of which 1,531,100 were males and an
almost equal number (1,513,200) were females. The population belonged principally to three ethnic communities:
Chinese about 78 percent, Malays about 14 percent, and
Indians about 7 percent. The predominant Chinese population comes from almost all parts of China, Hong Kong,
and Taiwan. Although other Chinese languages are spoken, Mandarin Chinese has emerged as a common Chinese language for instructional and official purposes. The
Malays, though predominantly from the Malay Peninsula, also include immigrants from the numerous Indonesian islands. The largest group of Indians is the Tamilspeaking peoples from South India. The official
languages of Singapore for education are Chinese, Bahasa Malaysia, Tamil, and English. The language most used
for official and business purposes is English. The census
figures included only regular citizens and those granted
permanent residence in Singapore. The transient population of ships’ crew and passengers, tourists, and those in
transit is enormous, almost twice the number of its regular inhabitants.
Singapore’s struggle since its independence has been
to establish a balance between national integration with
a common identity and the opportunity for the different
ethnic groups to maintain their individual heritage. EduWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

cation, particularly at the primary and secondary levels,
is regarded in this context as an essential vehicle to
achieve harmony and separate ethnic identities.
Before the founding of Singapore in 1819 as a free
port by Sir Stamford Raffles, it was a fishing village with
a population of barely 500. Within a year of its establishment as a free port, the population jumped to 5,000. Its
growth continued exponentially and, in the process, attracted people from everywhere, particularly China, Malaya, and South India. Noting the potential strategic
significance of Singapore in the region for East-West
trade and shipping, Raffles reported to his superiors in
England:
Our object is not territory but trade: a great commercial
emporium and a fulcrum whence we may extend our influence politically as circumstances may hereafter require....One free port in these seas must eventually
destroy the spell of Dutch monopoly; and what Malta is
in the West, that may Singapore be in the East.

Following the liberal economic philosophy of Adam
Smith, the free port status of Singapore offered facilities
to shipping of all nations; this tradition has been maintained by Singapore. The status of a free port became the
foundation of Singapore’s prosperity. In 1826, Singapore
became part of the Straits Settlements, along with two
other British port acquisitions on the Malay Peninsula
(Melaka [Malacca] and Penang) with Singapore as its
capital. In 1867, the Straits Settlements were turned, like
Hong Kong, into a ‘‘crown colony,’’ which meant that
it served special imperial interests and its progress towards self-government would be slower than in the colonies.
Known for his excellent administrative acumen, Raffles opened the first school, the Singapore Free School,
in 1823, with its goal being to train clerks for the commercial houses of Singapore. The liberal Raffles wanted
the school to admit students from the different ethnic
communities on a basis of equality. The opening of the
Free School was, however, delayed until 1834, because
Raffles was recalled to England. When it opened, the
school fulfilled Raffles’ dream of providing education to
everyone, without regard to religion or ethnic origins.
However, the Chinese community stayed away from it,
preferring to educate their children in the Chineselanguage schools funded and managed by Chinese philanthropists. Such schools were patterned on the traditional schools in China, where the curriculum included
the writing of Chinese characters, the use of the abacus
in mathematics, and the study of Confucian literature. In
1840, the Singapore Free School was renamed the Singapore Institution Free School. In the year following its
takeover by the Colonial Office in 1868, it was renamed
the Raffles Institution.
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Between 1819 and 1867, the brunt of the responsibility for primary and secondary education was assumed by
missionaries: the London Missionary Society, the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions, and
the French Society of Foreign Missions. Its graduates
found ready employment in the growing city where commercial houses and government bureaucracy needed personnel with knowledge of English, local language, and
mathematics for clerical and other subordinate positions.
Although these were private schools, the government
gave them financial support through a grants-in-aid program.
In 1867, when the Straits Settlements (including Singapore) were transferred from the jurisdiction of the India
Office in London to that of the Colonial Office with the
status of a ‘‘Crown Colony,’’ Singapore received more
attention. The government opened a number of ‘‘branch
schools’’ in the three Straits Settlements of Singapore,
Melaka, and Penang, offering a special three-year training in English language through Malay, Chinese, and
Tamil. In 1885, special incentives were offered in the
form of Queen’s Scholarships to gifted students who had
the potential for higher-level education in Britain. Following the decision to hold the Cambridge examinations
in Singapore from 1891, some of the government schools
switched to English as the language of instruction to improve the chances of its candidates who wanted to take
these examinations.
From 1874, British interests in the Malay states increased because of the development of the tin mining industry. Labor for the tin mining was almost exclusively
Chinese, which contributed to the growth of Singapore’s
‘‘China town.’’ After the introduction of the resident system in some Malay states and the establishment of the
Federated Malay States (FMS) in 1895, Singapore governors doubled as Resident-General for the FMS, and Singapore emerged as the capital of the British interests in
the Malay region.
Except for three and a half years of Japanese occupation during World War II, Singapore was, until 1965,
under British rule. With the British decision to give Malaya independence in 1957, an internal self-government
was also granted to Singapore two years later. In 1963,
Singapore was included in the Federation of Malaysia.
Friction developed between two ambitious leaders,
Tunku Abdul Rahman and Lee Kuan Yew, respectively
Malaysia and Singapore, which led to Singapore quitting
the Federation and establishing itself in August 1965 as
a separate sovereign state. In the same year, Singapore
joined the United Nations and was admitted as a member
of the Commonwealth of Nations. In the following year,
Singapore became a founding member of the Association
of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN).
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Thanks to the dynamic leadership of Lee Kuan Yew
as Prime Minister, Singapore has developed into a viable,
stable, and prosperous nation. Lee was a brilliant barrister
with socialist leanings whose party, the People’s Action
Party (PAP), claimed in the late 1950s to be socialist.
Lee, nonetheless, favored entrepreneurship and international investment, which led to the phenomenal growth
of Singapore’s economy. At the same time, the government assumed responsibility in many social areas, including education and housing. Singapore has, since the
1970s, boasted the largest government-sponsored housing projects for its citizens. It also offers them, over a reasonable period of time, ownership of their tenements;
more than 88 percent of the tenants in these housing colonies own their homes.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Singapore’s constitution provides for a parliamentary democracy on the British pattern. Theoretically, any
political party winning a majority in the nation’s parliament is entitled to form the government. In reality, Singapore is a single party ‘‘democracy,’’ with the PAP in
power consistently since 1959. Until 1981 the PAP held
all seats in the parliament. During the election in 1981,
J.B. Jeyaratnam of the Workers Party shook the government; he was charged him with fraud because of his failure to account for a few hundred dollars in contributions
to his party. By the end of the decade, however, the government itself felt the need for healthy opposition. The
PAP obtained the parliament’s approval to such a measure that the first six parliamentary elections’ losers were
seated as members of the parliament. This makes Singapore’s electoral system unique, since no other electoral
system rewards ‘‘losers.’’
Lee Kuan Yew stepped down as Prime Minister in
1984 but has since held the specially-created position of
‘‘Senior Minister’’ of the Cabinet. His advice is regarded
as indispensable by the government. In 1985 his son,
Brigadier General Lee Hsien Loong, became a cabinet
member, and in 1991 he became deputy Prime Minister.
Lee’s influence in Singapore’s politics, both domestic
and international and in political and economic matters,
has been great since 1959.
Under Singapore’s constitution, the responsibility
for education lies with the Minister of Education, a member of the Cabinet. The Cabinet makes policy education
and submits it to the parliament for approval. The annual
budget for education is prepared by the Ministry of Education and included in the overall budget.
Several ordinances and acts have provided the legal
basis for certain major initiatives and for the founding of
institutions of higher learning. They are the Singapore
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Polytechnic Ordinance (1954), the Nanyang University
Ordinance (1959), the University of Singapore Ordinance
(1961), and the Ngee Ann College Act (1967). Also,
transferring university education from private to public
management are the Ngee Ann Technical College Act
(1968), the Institute of Education Act (1973), and the National University of Singapore Act (1980), while the EduSave Account Act (1993) and the Open University Act
(1994) merged Nanyang University and the University of
Singapore.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Singapore provides a 10-year education at the primary and secondary levels. Two major revampings of these
levels took place in 1979 and 1991. In 1991, the Ministry
of Education issued ‘‘The Next Lap: Singapore 1991,’’
which outlined the basic goals of education. These were:
• to educate each individual to his/her ‘‘maximum potential’’
• to develop thinking individuals with ‘‘creative and
flexible skills’’
• to nurture leadership qualities and good work ethics
• to cultivate civic and moral values.
Primary education covers the first six years of education, at the end of which there is an examination. At this
stage, the aim is to give a good proficiency in English,
the mother tongue, and mathematics. Those who pass the
examination become eligible to enter the secondary level
of education, which lasts four years. Those who fail the
primary school examination and have reached the age of
14 may leave school and take a two-year course provided
by the Adult Education Board.
Primary education is organized into two stages—the
Foundation Stage and the Orientation Stage. The Foundation Stage extends over the first four years. At this stage,
the emphasis is on basic literacy and arithmetic. Eighty
percent of the classroom time is given to acquiring a
working knowledge of English and a good grounding in
the mother tongue. The study of English includes general
information on health education and social studies. Instruction is provided in the mother tongue in civics and
moral education. Some time is devoted to teaching music,
arts and crafts, science, physical education, and extracurricular activities. Science is taught beginning in year
three and social studies in year four. At the end of the
third year, parents are informed of their children’s performance in languages—mother tongue and English—and
mathematics, and are given recommendations made for
channeling the students at the end of year four to go along
appropriate ‘‘streams.’’ At the end of four years of primary schooling, students take the Primary School Leaving
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Examination (PSLE). This determines a student’s ability
and places him/her in the appropriate secondary school
courses to suit his/her ‘‘learning pace and aptitude.’’
The secondary education may take four to five years
depending on a student’s ability. Those in the Special and
Express courses take the General Certificate of Education
‘‘Ordinary’’ Level (GCE ‘‘O’’ Level) Examination at the
end of their fourth year. Students in the ‘‘Normal
Course’’ may take the Normal (Academic) or Normal
(Technical) course, both of them leading to the GCE
‘‘N’’ Level examination at the end of their fourth year.
Those who do well at the ‘‘N’’ Level may take a fifth
year in preparation for the GCE ‘‘O’’ Level.
In 1996, for postsecondary and pre-university education, there were seven ‘‘Pre-U Centres and Centralized
Institutes’’ with an enrollment of 2,193 of whom 796
were males and 1,397 were females. There were 149
teachers of whom 54 were males and 95 females. In the
14 junior colleges, there were 20,202 students, with 9,580
males and 10,622 females. Of the 1,426 teachers, 566
were males and 860 were females.
The general literacy rate in Singapore was fairly high
and had been improving. In 1986, it was 86.3 percent for
residents aged 15 years and older. It climbed to 92.2 for
the same age group in 1996. The primary school enrollment ratio of children aged 6 to 17 years in 1996 was 92.5
percent.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
The preschool education provided in kindergarten
classes, daytime nurseries, and children’s centers, falls
outside the regular system of education and, therefore,
does not come under the purview of the Ministry of Education. However, that ministry provides strict and clear
‘‘guidelines’’ for the curriculum and management of the
kindergartens.
Another wing of the government, namely, the Ministry of Community Development (MCD) is responsible
for the administration of the child-care centers. Given an
annual birthrate of about 50,000, the total number of children below six requiring childcare facilities and/or preschool education may be estimated at about 300,000. In
2000, there were childcare facilities under the MCD,
some of them conveniently located close to the industrial
plants or major workplaces making it possible for young
mothers to work on a full-time basis.
Compared to childcare centers, kindergartens are run
mostly by private agencies charging fairly high fees. Singaporean parents, though, are aware of the importance of
such regular preschool education and almost all the children in Singapore go through one to three years of preschool education in either private kindergartens or the
MCD’s childcare centers. The part-time and full-time
childcare centers are subsidized by the state.
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Over the years, notably in the 1990s, there have been
efforts to ‘‘streamline’’ preschool education and bring it
under increased supervision by the Ministry of Education
(MOE). In collaboration with the National Institute of
Education (NIE), MOE, and MCD have instituted programs at the NIE for the training of teachers and supervisors for the childcare centers and kindergartens. NIE
offers the Basic or Intermediate Certificates for teachers
and the Advanced Certificate in Early Childhood Education for administrators. Besides this, the NIE trains senior
teachers who, in turn, train junior teachers on site at the
childcare centers.
The primary aim of preschool education is to prepare
children for the formal education of primary school. The
other goals include development of social skills and easier transition of infants from the sheltered home environment to a semiformal setting. The childcare centers teach
children in two languages, the mother tongue and English. Parents, therefore, choose a pre-education facility
that offers their home language, whether Chinese, Malay,
or Tamil. Besides languages, the centers have multiple
activities including story telling, music, physical education, and outdoor games.
In 1996, there were 198 primary schools with a total
enrollment of 269,688 students and 10,163 teachers. Of
these, 151 schools (with 196,438 students and 7,790
teachers) were run by the government. Forty-six were
government-aided, with an enrollment of 73,152 students
and 2,373 teachers. There was 1 private school with 98
students. The teacher-student ratio at the primary level
stood at 1:27 in 1996.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The first two years of the secondary school level are
common to all secondary school students and have the
same curriculum. Those who want to quit the regular secondary education after the first two years may join the industrial training centers or vocational institutes for job
training and become part of the labor market. The third
and fourth year secondary level provide specialization in
different ‘‘streams’’—academic, technical, or business
education.
On completing the GCE, students may attend a junior college for a two-year, pre-university course or a
centralized institute for a three-year course in arts, science, commerce, or technology. At the end of the preuniversity course, students may take the GCE ‘‘Advanced’’ or ‘‘A’’ Level examination. The outcome
determines eligibility for admission to an institution for
higher learning.
In 1996, there were 151 secondary schools with
185,324 students of which 96,860 were males and 88,464
1204

females. There were 8,779 teachers of whom 3,174 were
males and 5,605 females. Of the 151 secondary schools,
97 were government-run with 118,687 students and 5,368
teachers; 26 were government-aided with an enrollment
of 29,744 students and 1,579 teachers; and 18 schools
were ‘‘Autonomous,’’ with an enrollment of 25,038 and
1,092 teachers. Begun in 1994, ‘‘autonomous’’ schools
tripled from six in 1994 to 18 in 1996. Enrollment rose
from 8,833 to 25,038 and the number of teachers from
403 in 1986 to 1,092 in 1996. There were eight ‘‘Independent’’ schools in 1996 with a student enrollment of
11,257 and 684 teachers. Additionally, there were two
private schools with an enrollment of 598 and 56 teachers. The teacher-student ratio in government schools in
1996 was 1:21.
Besides the Ngee Ann and the Singapore Polytechnics, a large part of responsibility for the technical and
vocational education is assumed by the Institute of Technical Education (ITE). The ITE has assumed some of the
functions previously carried out by the Vocational and
Industrial Training Board. As a postsecondary institution,
the ITE’s primary goal is to create a pool of skilled manpower for the economic development of the country. According to the Ministry of Education, the ITE gives equal
emphasis on postsecondary training to equip teenagers
with the skills to enter the labor market as well as to provide continuing education and training for those who are
already a part of the labor force and who would like to
upgrade or acquire new skills.
There are three programs for upgrading skills of existing workers who take evening courses on a part time
basis. The Certificate of Competency (COC) and national
Technical Certificate (NTC) are awarded to those existing workers who acquire a new skill or upgrade an old
one. Special programs address specific kinds of workers.
The Modular Skills Training (MOST) is meant for workers with a Primary School Leaving Examination. Training Initiative for Mature Employees (TIME) is meant for
workers of the age of 40 and above, while its counterpart
for 20 to 40 years old is called Adult Cooperative Training Scheme (ACTS).
The ITE provides fulltime training to those who hold
a GCE ‘‘O’’ and ‘‘N’’ level qualifications. It provides
technical training, leading to the Industrial Technician
Certificate (ITC) and the National Technical Certificate
Grade 2 (NTC-2). Those who take business courses get
the Certificate in Business Studies (CBS) and the Certificate in Office Skills (COS).
Students who leave school with fewer than 10 years
of education or who do not pass the examination at the
end of 10 years of schooling still are rewarded. The ITE
awards the National Technical Certificate-3 (NTC-3) to
those who complete their training at the Vocational
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Training Center. These students may also join an apprenticeship scheme that allows them to learn while they earn.
Such on-and off-the-job training is provided either in
ITE’s centers or in those managed by private companies
approved by the ITE. Most apprenticeship courses lead
to the National Technical Certificate examinations. The
holders of the certificates are absorbed by industry at the
appropriate level of skilled work.
Besides industrial apprenticeships, there are also
those leading to a Certificate in Health Care, Certificate
in Travel Services, and Certificate in Retailing (Sales and
Customer service), all awarded by the Institute of Technical Education. In 1996, the ITE had 11 centers with a
combined full-time enrollment of 8,233, of which 5,968
were males and 2,265 were females. There were 1,212 on
the teaching staff of whom 891 were males and 321 were
females.

HIGHER EDUCATION
When Singapore became independent in 1965 there
was only one university, the University of Singapore. Its
predecessor was the University of Malaya which was established in 1949 with the merger of two institutions—
The King Edward VII College of Medicine and the Raffles College: which had been established in 1928 for the
study of arts and science. In 1958, in anticipation of the
grant of full internal self-government to Singapore, two
joint committees were appointed to examine the possibility of creating two autonomous organizations respectively for Malaya and Singapore. Accordingly, in 1959, the
university was restructured into two autonomous divisions located in Malaya’s capital, Kuala Lumpur, and in
Singapore. Two years later, the division was formalized.
On the New Year’s Day in 1962, the University of Singapore was formally launched.
In response to the demands of the Chinese community to retain their culture and tradition, the Nanyang University was established as a private university in 1956.
Although a government ordinance of 1959 gave the university a statutory status, its diplomas and degrees fell
short of full recognition by the governments of the Federation of Malaya and Singapore for its civil service recruitment. Consequently, the generally success-oriented
Singaporeans did not encourage their children to attend
Nanyang University. By 1962, however, the government
of Singapore, which was then controlled by the People’s
Action Party (PAP), decided to restore government
grants to Nanyang University as a political measure. In
the 1960s, the government used the Nanyang University
for technological education, and in 1980 it was merged
with the University of Singapore. The new entity was
called the National University of Singapore.
Since 1965 education at all levels, including higher
education, has grown exponentially. In 2000, Singapore
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had six Higher Education Institutions (HEIs). First, is the
National University of Singapore (NUS) regarded as the
flag ship of Singapore’s educational system. It has 8 faculties, 50 departments, 4 graduate schools (medicine,
dentistry, business management, and engineering), and 7
‘‘specialist research institutes’’ for advanced study and
research in areas of ‘‘strategic importance to the nation’s
development.’’ They are:
• Institute of Molecular and Cell Biology
• Institute of Micro-Electronics
• Institute of Systems Science
• National University Medical Institute
• Institute of Molecular Agro-Biology
• Data Storage Institute and the Institute for Materials
Engineering and Research
The NUS has also established several centers of excellence and institutes where its faculty is involved in research and development for ‘‘specific applications to
industry and business.’’ It also runs the National Supercomputing Centre for the advancement of Information
Technology and computer and computational technology
in Singapore. In these endeavors, the university gives a
high priority to multi-disciplinary R&D projects, often in
collaboration with industry.
The eight faculties are Architecture and Building,
Arts and Social Sciences, Business Administration, Dentistry, Engineering, Law, Medicine, and Science. All faculties offer courses leading to a bachelor’s degree and
some have graduate (post-graduate) courses leading to a
master’s and a doctorate degree. In 1996, the NUS had
37,791 students, of whom 20,507 were males and 17,284
were females, with a teaching faculty of 3,059, of which
2,290 were males and 769 were females.
A large majority of the faculty is highly qualified,
holding doctorates from some of the best universities in
the United Kingdom, Australia, and the United States.
Most of them feel frustrated over the lack of research environment at the NUS, though most of them are happy
that academic rewards and remuneration are not necessarily linked to research and publication. The faculty is
also frustrated because, with a few exceptions, the NUS
does not provide graduate education, which reduces the
NUS faculty to the level of undergraduate teachers.
Some departments have begun to grant master’s degrees, but student enrollment is small. Without the challenge of graduate students the faculty feels they are being
under-utilized in terms of skills they acquired while
working on their doctorates. The NUS does provide financial support for research during the faculty’s sabbatical year if it is spent overseas at a major university or
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research institution. Compared to similarly trained faculty in HEIs in the United States, the research output of the
NUS faculty is far from impressive.
Most of the Singapore graduates pursue their graduate work in major universities, notably in the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, the United States, and
Canada. The Singapore government and people prefer to
send students overseas for several reasons. First, they feel
the graduates need exposure outside the confines of their
small state, which they regard as essential for Singapore’s
leadership role, regionally and globally. Secondly, there
is some justification in their fear that the pursuit of graduate education under the same faculty may promote inbreeding. Thirdly, education abroad offers an opportunity
for students to develop contacts in business and industry,
which may be found useful later in their careers.
Formerly called the Nanyang Technological Institute
(NTI), Nanyang Technological University (NTU) was
formally granted the status of an independent university
on July 1, 1991. The NTI itself was established in 1981
as an engineering institution, which was to have a more
practical orientation than the NUS. Located in Yunnan
Garden, it has six schools: civil and structural engineering, electrical and electronic engineering, mechanical and
production engineering, communications studies, applied
science, and accountancy and business.
The NTI and NUS have a common curriculum for
first-year engineering students followed by a three-year
course at either institution—depending on the academic
standing of the student. NUS gets the superior students.
The degree in engineering was, however, awarded to both
the NTI and NUS students by the National University of
Singapore. During the decade following its establishment, the NTI determined its policies in regards to admission, curriculum, and examination requirements in close
consultation with the NUS departments.
The NTI developed collaborative links for research
and teaching with local industry as well as with corporations, research institutes, and universities overseas. Regular internship programs were established with several
local firms involved in civil, structural, and electronic
fields for final year students.
In 1991 the NTI had about 3,000 students and a fairly
well qualified faculty. The government decided to transform it into a full-fledged university. The NTU has exchange and collaborative arrangements with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the
Sloan School of Management and the Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (MEL) in Japan.
The National Institute of Education (NIE) was established in 1973. At that time, the Teachers’ Training College (TTC), founded in 1950, was the only institution
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providing teacher-training facilities in Singapore. NIE
trained primary school teachers and non graduate secondary school teachers. After 1973, the NIE became a comprehensive teacher-training institution, providing
facilities for training preprimary, primary, secondary, and
junior college teachers. The institute is located in Bukit
Timah. The NIE attracts students from Singapore and the
entire Southeast Asian region. The NIE merged with the
Institute of Education and the College of Physical Education in 1991. It has four schools: science, arts, education,
and physical education.
Since 1991, NIE has offered four-year courses leading either to a Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science
degree with a Diploma in Education. It also offers the
Postgraduate Diploma in Education programs for university graduates and the two-year Diploma in Education
and Diploma in Physical Education programs for holders
of GCE ‘‘A’’ level. Additionally, the NIE offers a number of in-service training programs. The postgraduate
work in education at the master’s and doctorate levels at
NIE is rewarded with degrees by the NUS. The high quality and range of research conducted by the NIE is reflected in Research and Evaluation Abstracts for Classroom
Teachers (REACT), and numerous other reports. In 1996,
NIE had 3,095 students, of whom 857 were males and
2,238 were females. The faculty numbered 420, of whom
204 were males and 216 were females.
There are four major polytechnics in Singapore:
Ngee Ann Polytechnic, Singapore Polytechnic, Temasek
Polytechnic, and Nanyang Polytechnic. Ngee Ann was
established in 1963. It gives diploma courses in electrical
and electronic engineering, mechanical engineering,
shipbuilding and repair technology, building construction
and maintenance, business and computer studies.
Although the Singapore Legislative Council approved Singapore Polytechnic Ordinance in 1954, Singapore Polytechnic did not begin to function until four years
later in 1958. It offers two types of technician diplomas
awarded after either a three-year or a five-year course. It
also has a two-year certificate course. The fields covered
are: civil, structural, mechanical and marine engineering,
land surveying, architectural draftsmanship, nautical
technology, aeronautical maintenance, and many other
specialties of practical value to industry. Its students are
linked with industrial plants, construction companies,
and other businesses for practical training. The Singapore
Polytechnic also provides graduate education in land surveying, process plant engineering design, plastics design,
industrial management, and maritime studies. Of note is
the Polytechnic’s Department of Continuing Education,
which offers evening classes for full-time workers who
would like to obtain higher technical and management
skills.
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The Temasek Polytechnic was established in April
1990, and the Nanyang Polytechnic in April 1992 to meet
the rising demands of industry and students. In 1996, the
four polytechnics had a combined enrollment of 51,254
students of whom 29,736 were males and 21,518 were females. The combined strength of the teaching staff was
3,410 of whom 2,272 were males and 1,138 were females.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Except for preschool education, the entire system of
education from the primary to the university levels comes
under the administrative control of the Ministry of Education. This includes government, government-aided,
and even nonassisted private schools. Education is regarded as one of the most important areas of general concern to the society and of tremendous value to the
economy. Therefore, the government has from the inception of Singapore as a free state and, more so since 1973,
melded education with the industrial development of the
country. It is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education to implement the government’s educational policy as
approved by the parliament from time to time.
The Minister of Education is aided by a minister of
state (who is not a member of the Cabinet), a parliamentary secretary, and a Permanent Secretary (Education),
who is a high-level member of the civil service. There is
a Director of Education although the Permanent Secretary carries out most of those functions. The Director of
Education coordinates all the academic and professional
aspects of primary and secondary level education. Assisting the Permanent Secretary are five directors each in
charge of a division. The five divisions are administration, education services, planning research and testing,
schools, and personnel.
The administration division has five branches. Finance and accounts are in charge of preparation of the annual budget and administration of funds to the schools.
The planning and development branch prepares plans for
the physical and other infrastructure needs of the schools,
and monitors supplies of equipment and other material.
The office services branch handles legal matters, the international and statutory organization branch deals with
international bodies assisting education in Singapore or
which seek statistical or other data, and the public relations branch deals with the members of parliament and
the public.
The Educational Services Division has three branches. The pupils service branch deals with scholarships,
counseling, and advisement on career. The extracurricular activities branch handles activities outside the classroom. The textbooks and libraries branch selects
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textbooks for class use and supplies books and materials
for school libraries.
The Planning and Review Division has four branches. Planning and systems evaluates the educational system and suggests reforms. The central testing branch
reviews current tests, devises new ones, and monitors
statewide examinations. A research and monitoring
branch reviews and conducts research on educational
matters. There is also a computer service branch.
The Schools Division is the largest. It is responsible
for developing curriculum, keeping in touch with new
teaching methodologies abroad, and suggesting changes
throughout Singapore’s school system. It works closely
with the Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore.
An inspection branch in the Schools Division organizes
inspection of schools in order to ensure the standards set
down by the Ministry are met.
The Personnel Division deals with appointment and
promotion of the teachers and other staff. It has four
branches, each dealing with a staffing issue: the Appointment Branch, the Service Conditions Branch, the Staff
Development Branch, and the Training Branch. The
Higher Education Institutions (HEIs)—the universities,
polytechnics, the Singapore Science Center and the National Institute of Education—each with a governing
council or board of governors come under the overall responsibility of the Statutory Board of Higher Education.
Though the Statutory Board of Higher Education and the
HEIs function with relative autonomy and independence,
the final responsibility still rests with the Minister of Education who is responsible to the people through the parliament. There have been numerous instances when the
Minister has intervened, in particular instances of administrative decisions.
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Public education in Singapore is almost entirely financed by the government from the general revenues, although schools and universities are encouraged to raise
funds particularly for capital expenditure for construction
of buildings or major facilities. The importance of education in government and public expenditure is illustrated
by the annual allocations to education which are nearly
25 percent (23.7 percent in 1996) of the entire budget.
Besides the annual allocation, the parliament approves a
developmental expenditure on the capital account. Education also accounts for the highest number of employees
under the government—nearly two out of five public employees in 2000. Teachers and administrative staff are
paid salaries and allowances at government rates applicable to all public employees and are entitled to all programs and benefits, including housing. Universities and
other HEIs prepare their own budgets, submit them to the
Ministry of Education, and receive block grants annually
for their expenditures.
Primary education is free. There is a nominal fee for
secondary and junior college level education of less than
US$5.00 per month. The preschool education is subsidized by the state to the extent of about 50 percent of the
cost. The government-aided schools receive a subsidy up
to 50 percent of the costs of development and a portion
of their operating budgets depending on the number of
students enrolled.
As for higher education, there are a number of scholarships and ‘‘bursaries’’ provided by the Ministry of Education to those who cannot afford the cost. A major
initiative in educational finance involving planning and
cooperation by parents has been the EduSave Account in1208

troduced in 1993. Under the scheme, the Ministry of Education deposited a certain amount of subsidy, approved
by the parliament from year to year in the child’s EduSave Account, which could be used by the child’s parents
to pay for enrichment and remedial classes or saved for
the child’s higher education. Children covered by the
scheme range from 6 to 16 years of age.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
A program called the Basic Education for Skills
Training (BEST) formerly run jointly by The National
Trades Union Congress and the Vocational and Industrial
training Board was taken over by the Institute of Technical Education (ITE). Additionally, the ITE offers the
Worker Improvement through Secondary Education
(WISE) program. Both programs help workers who have
far less than the ten-year primary and secondary education to achieve functional competence in English and
mathematics. The ITE also offers continuing education
for mature workers to upgrade their general education on
a part time basis to the three GCE levels.
In 1994, Ministry of Education appointed the Singapore Institute of Management to run the Open University
Degree Programme (OUDP). It offered courses leading
to the Bachelor of Arts degree in English, English Literature, English with Economics, English with Management, and Bachelor of Science degrees in Mathematics,
Mathematics with Economics, Mathematics with Management, Computer Science, Computer Science with
Economics, and Computer Science with Management. In
1997, OUDP began offering courses leading to a Bachelor of Science (Honours) degree in Technology with
Electronics.
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The OUDP’s undergraduate programs are accredited
and examined to match the standards established by the
Open University in the United Kingdom. In Singapore,
the degrees are accepted by the Singapore Public Service
Commission for government employment while the private sector recognizes them ‘‘on par with the British degrees.’’

TEACHING PROFESSION
Until 1973, the only teachers’ training facility in Singapore was the Teachers’ Training College established in
1950. Thereafter, Singapore legislated that all teachers
had to be registered with the Ministry of Education,
which formalized certification requirements. The Institute of Education (IE), which was established in 1973, assumed the functions previously carried out by the
Teachers’ Training College and the Department of Education of the University of Singapore. The IE soon became a comprehensive teacher-training facility for
training of preprimary, primary, secondary, and junior
college teachers. In 1982, the IE opened the Department
of Education for Children with Special Needs to train
teachers for slow learners as well as for the unusually
gifted children. In 1991, the College of Physical Education was merged into the IE and was renamed the National Institute of Education (NIE). Its scope of activities
widened to include more research and evaluation functions. The NIE provides in-service training and a wide
range of refresher courses to keep trained teachers abreast
of new initiatives in education in the advanced countries
of the world.

use of computer technology almost universal in all its
business establishments, government, and academic institutions at all levels: primary, secondary, and tertiary.
Singapore has a strong priority to business and industry. The academic institutions, particularly in the tertiary sector: universities, polytechnics, institutes of
education and technical education, and the few research
institutes are all aware of their need to cater to industry’s
needs in trained human resources as well as in R&D.
Most of the educational facilities in Singapore have a
highly trained faculty expertise reinforced periodically
by visits and training programs abroad and through the
establishment of academic ties with well-known institutions in Japan and the West, notably in the United Kingdom and the United States. The inadequacies of
Singapore’s educational system are a lack of sufficient
incentive to its faculty in the form of advanced graduate
programs and rewards to those who publish their research. The teaching and research staff at all levels is well
paid and the infrastructure is well provided for efficient
performance.
Singapore’s immense success is based on an understanding of the needs and aspirations of its government,
people, industry, and businesses. Its good fortune has
been the consistently dynamic leadership provided by
Lee Kuan Yew and the fairly smooth transition of power
sharing since he stepped down from his position as Prime
Minister.

The NIE provides training in all four language
streams of education: Chinese, Malay, Tamil, and English. It provides facilities for a one-year diploma in education for those who already have a bachelor’s degree and
a two-year certificate in education for those who do not
have a degree. Its in-service programs enable primary
school teachers to obtain a one-year Professional Certificate in Education (FPCE). Those of the primary and secondary teachers who hold a bachelor’s degree and a
diploma in education may enroll for in-service courses
leading to the master’s degree in education.

A problem that remains to be solved is the political
future of a system that has, so far, been based on the domination by a single party, the People’s Action Party
(PAP). It must be conceded, however, that there are more
supporters than detractors of the system. The second area
of concern has been the deterioration of Confucianism,
particularly the relationship between generations from
the impact of Westernization, which, in the eyes of the
establishment, has been progressively weakening the
moral fiber of the young. Even discounting the usual criticisms of the younger generation by the older generation,
there is validity to this area of concern. The progression
of Western influence could seriously affect Singapore’s
self-identity. The question is what the education system
can do to reverse the trend of Westernization.

SUMMARY
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Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Libraries:
Educational Enrollment:
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Rate:

Teachers:
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Slovak Republic
Europe
5,407,956
Slovak, Hungarian
NA
September-June
2,493
9 years
5.0%
1,725
2,630
Primary: 329,880
Secondary: 677,377
Higher: 101,764
Primary: 102%
Secondary: 94%
Higher: 22%
Primary: 16,820
Secondary: 54,694
Higher: 9,849
Primary: 20:1
Secondary: 13:1
Primary: 102%
Secondary: 96%
Higher: 23%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Slovak people, one of Eastern Europe’s smaller
Slavic groups, achieved a degree of recognition, autonomy, and finally national independence only during the
twentieth century. At the start of the twenty-first century,
Slovakia was an independent republic seeking full membership in NATO and the European Economic Union.
Linguists have noted the relationship between the Czech
and Slovak languages within the greater family of Slavic
languages; yet a combination of history and geography
have encouraged each group to seek its own destiny, despite the close proximity.
The nature of Slovakian geography has imposed a
degree of isolation. The country stretches on a west-east
axis from the Danube River on the western border to the
Carpathian Mountains on the eastern border with the
Ukrainian Republic. The northern border is adjacent to
Poland and the Czech Republic while the southern border
abuts Hungary. The high Tatra Mountains along the
northern border have minimized the contact and influence of Poland. The remaining borders have contributed
to a chaotic history. Historian R. W. Seton-Watson
(1965) has observed that the Slovaks had no discernable,
separate history among the early Slavs, had a distinctly
separate history from Bohemia (historically, the Czechs
to the northwest), and were generally viewed as part of
the history of Hungary. While the Czechs were heavily
influenced by German affairs, the Slovaks were influenced by the Hungarians or Magyars. Nineteenth century
romantics attributed a colorful past to the Slovak people.
Not until the end of the ninth and into the beginning
of the tenth century, nearly 100 years after the death of
Charlemagne (A.D. 814) as a point of comparison with
western European history, did the presence of the Slovaks
become discernable. According to Seton-Watson (1965),
the presence of the short-lived Moravian state (A.D. 896906) drove a permanent wedge between Czechs and Slovaks. Much of the history of the Slovaks was under the
influence of Hungary, populated by the Magyars, an
Indo-European Finno-Urgic people from the steppes of
central Asia whose progress into western Europe was
halted by Holy Roman Emperor Otto the Great on the
Lechfeld of Bavaria (A.D. 955). Of profound significance, both the Slovaks and the Magyars were christianized by the western Latin church as represented by the
missionaries St. Adalbert of Prague and St. Stephan, who
was also crowned the first king of Hungary. The presence
of the Latin church meant that the Slovak language would
use the Latin alphabet, which would, in turn, strengthen
the ties to and influence of Western Europe. For centuries, Latin was the official language of Slovakia. Western
Slovakia came under the jurisdiction of the bishopric of
Erztergom.
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As a counterbalance to the political power of the
Hungarian nobility, the monarchy began to encourage
German colonization of Hungarian towns, whose existence was guaranteed by a royal charter. This included
those towns north of the Danube in Slovakian homelands.
German settlers brought along their own legal code, the
Magdeburger Recht, which insured that town property
could only be sold to Germans. This code laid the basis
for future discrimination against the Slovaks. Subsequently, the development of a wealthy German urban
class would free the Hungarian monarchy from its uncomfortable dependence on the Hungarian nobility. For
their part, the Slovakian people, largely rural and illiterate, lived in feudal servitude to the Magyar nobility.
Ironically, the situation was intensified by the Ottoman invasion and occupation of Hungary south of the
Danube River (A.D. 1526-1711), a fact which brought
even more of the nobility into historically Slovakian
lands, and created the opportunity for more ethnic friction. The history of the Slovaks was tied to Hungary for
centuries. The rural Slovakian people lived north of the
Danube, often in the isolated valleys of the high Tatra
Mountains, still subject to an increased population of
Magyar émigrés who had moved their exiled capital to
Brataslava (Pressburg in German) on the western Danube
border. The eventual defeat and withdrawal of the Ottoman Turks allowed Hungary to reclaim its identity. The
Bohemian phase of the Thirty Years War strengthened
the Hapsburgs, eventually placing the crown of Hungary
under the complete control of this hereditary dynasty
with the Treaty of Karlowitz on 26 January 1698.
The eighteenth century saw increased centralization
and Germanization under the empress Maria Theresa and
her son Joseph II. Not until the nineteenth century with
the growth of nationalism under the impetus of romanticism and the legacy of the French Revolution did the Slovak people begin to emerge with their own national
aspirations and desire for autonomy. Slovak nationalists
and patriots had begun to follow a path of cultural politics
as a means of establishing national identity. This task was
aided by the presence of the Jesuits, who were among the
first to give the Slovakian language a literary expression.
In 1787 the priest Anton Bernolak published a Slovak
grammar, and in 1792 founded a Slovak literary society
at Trnava. Jan Holly translated the major classics of western civilization into Slovak and wrote his own epics to
provide a literary heritage for the Slovakian people. The
efforts of these cultural revolutionaries and nationalists
were encouraged by the Revolution of 1848. Ludevit Stur
gave voice to nationalist, romantic, and pan-slavist sentiments. Slovak nationalists such as Stur conducted revolution on two fronts, against the Germans in Vienna and
against other non-Magyar minorities. Magyarization of
Slovak schools became a sore point. For a time, Stur was
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the much abused, only Slovak member of parliament. His
death in 1856 deprived the nationalists of crucial leadership. Yet they were able to celebrate a small victory in
the founding of a Slovak Academy of Law and a chair
of Slavonic at the university in Pest.
With the establishment in 1867 of the AustroHungarian dual monarchy, the Ausgleich, a new era for
non-Magyar minorities ensued. The Czechs were the
only minority to benefit from Law XLIV, Article 17. The
promise of Slovakian schools did not materialize. From
1869 to 1911, a deliberate policy of the central government reduced the number of Slovak primary schools from
1,921 to 440 (Seton-Watson 1965). The Slovak priest Father Hlinka led the nationalists with a voice, which became increasingly demagogic and anti-Semitic. By the
end of the nineteenth century, the seven Slovak representatives in the Hungarian parliament were badly treated
and often incarcerated. The Magyar elite continued to
pursue the policy of Magyarization. Backward and impoverished living conditions, including alcoholism and
tuberculosis, encouraged heavy migration to North
America. According to Seton-Watson (1965), the Middle
Ages in Slovakia ended politically in 1848 but continued
economically until 1918. This Slovak community abroad
proved to be an important source of funds, and had considerable influence on the planning of U.S. President
Woodrow Wilson’s design for post-World War I Europe.
In July 1918, a Slovak congress convened in the U.S. city
of Homestead, Pennsylvania, demanding Slovak autonomy. In December 1918 there was agreement on a union
with the Czechs, which was ultimately affirmed by the
treaties of Versailles and Trianon (1919 and 1920). However, the republic of the Czechs and Slovaks suffered
from the same malady that had affected the AustroHungarian empire: unhappy and dissatisfied minorities,
the fate of most of the states carved from the old empire.
In the case of Czechoslovakia, the Sudeten Germans were
the loudest, most unhappy minority, along the border
with Germany. The industrial Czech half of the county
also placed Slovakia at a disadvantage in terms of wealth
and resources. The Munich crisis of 1938 and the subsequent German occupation of the remainder of Czech
lands in March 1939 led to the establishment of a Nazi
German protectorate, the Slovak state under the Catholic
priest Father Josef Tiso as premier. After World War II,
Tiso was executed as a war criminal, and the pre-World
War II borders of Czechoslovakia were reestablished,
minus its substantial German population.
From its post-World War I inception, the Slovaks
had been dissatisfied with the nature of the state created.
They viewed the Czechs as replacements for their Hungarian rulers of the past, and vigorously advocated federalism throughout the 1920s and 1930s (Gawdiak 1989).
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Despite the experience with the March 1939 clerical
fascist state and German protectorate under Tiso, and despite the centralization of the post-World War II communist government, Slovak national aspirations were not
quelled. When Soviet communism collapsed in Eastern
Europe and Czechoslovakia once again emerged as a
democratic republic, Slovakian nationalism guaranteed
that the Republic of Czechoslovakia was to be shortlived. On 1 January 1993 a constitution for an independent Republic of Slovakia was born.
At the start of the twenty-first century, this new Slovak Republic had a population distribution of approximately 85 percent Slovak and 11 percent Hungarian
(Magyar), a potentially prickly problem. The remaining
ethnic minority distribution is among Czechs, Moravians,
Silesians, Roma (Gypsies), Ukrainians, Ruthenians, and
Germans. A law passed in 1995 makes Slovak the official
language and also recognizes Hungarian. About 60 percent of the population is Roman Catholic with the remaining religious affiliations distributed among the
following groups: Protestant, 8.4 percent; Orthodox, 4
percent; and other, 17.5 percent. Atheists constituted 9.7
percent of the population (CIA 2000). The Slovak Republic signed an agreement in late 1998 to settle questions
regarding the redistribution of former Czechoslovakian
federal property and continues to negotiate with Hungary
concerning the Glabcikovo Dam.

CONSTITUTION & LEGAL FOUNDATION
The 1992 Constitution of the Slovak Republic, Article Six, Section One, mandates Slovak as the state language. Section Two provides for the regulation of other
languages by law. In November 1995 a law passed by the
unicameral Slovak parliament further reinforced Slovak
as the sole official language (Turner 2000). Under Section Four, pertaining to the rights of national minorities
and ethnic groups within Slovakia, Article Thirty-Four
guarantees their right to set up and maintain educational
and cultural institutions in their own languages. This part
of the constitution is intended to soothe the anxieties of
the Hungarian minority along the Danube. Article FortyTwo of the Constitution outlines the basis for educational
rights and government policy in the Slovak Republic in
the following four brief paragraphs:
(1) Everyone has the right to education. School attendance is compulsory. Its period and age limit will be
defined by law.
(2) Citizens have the right to free education at primary
and secondary schools and, based on their abilities
and society’s resources, also at higher educational
establishments.
(3) Schools other than state schools may be established,
and instruction in them provided, only under condi1212

tions defined by law. Such schools may charge a tuition fee.
(4) A law will specify under which conditions citizens
who are engaged in studies are entitled to assistance
from the state. (Euroweb 2001)
Article 43 guarantees the freedom of scientific research and art, and that the results of such creative intellectual activity are protected by law. The second part of
the article guarantees the right of access to the cultural
heritage under conditions defined by law. Article EightySix gives to the National Council of the Slovak Republic
the power to establish ministries and other state administrative bodies by means of law. Article 102 gives the
president the power to appoint university professors and
rectors.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The history of education in Slovakia is closely bound
to the region’s cultural politics and nationalist aspirations. The legacy of Magyarization in the Slovak region
has had lasting effects, even into modern times. The presence of over a half-million Hungarians within the borders
of Slovakia still effects the shaping of Slovakian educational policy. Other ethnic minorities, except for the
Roma (gypsies), have always had larger national states
beyond Slovak borders with which they can identify. The
defeat of Germany during World War II has silenced the
remaining German enclaves in Eastern Europe. The region’s volatility is underscored by the history of the Balkan Wars of the 1990s. The fact remains that educational
concerns are highly impacted by ethnic questions. Before
the nineteenth century, Latin was the official language of
Slovakia. A distinct Slovak language emerged under the
tutelage of Ludovit Stur. The Constitution of 1992 was
designed to maintain a degree of balance among potentially competing ethnic groups and as a remedy for past
injustices.
The Constitution of 1992 makes an effort to fulfill
the promises made or implied after the Ausgleich and
Dual Monarchy of 1867, where Article Seventeen of Law
XLIV promised instruction in the mother tongue. The
fact remains that Slovaks were without institutions of
secondary education from 1875 to 1918 (Seton-Watson
1965). Not until 1919 did Slovakia have a university, Comenius, in Brataslava. In an effort to shed the legacy of
communism, the civil legal system has reverted back to
the legal codes of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (CIA
2000). This is reflected in the structure and educational
requirements. Compulsory education begins at age six
and lasts eight years. The government does not require
a secondary education. After completion of compulsory
education, students choose a vocational or an academic
track leading either to a trade or to a professional career
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that requires university study. The official language of instruction is Slovak.
The most recent statistics on the Slovak educational
system date from 1995. As a new democracy in east
central Europe, Slovakia has had to struggle with the
economic difficulties of the move to a market economy. Funds are scarce, so innovation in education is at
a minimum.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Voluntary preschool known as the mater skola may
begin at age three. Many, but not all, Slovak children partake of this opportunity. As in German educational tradition, compulsory education begins at age six with
elementary school, the zakladna skola, which can last
nine years. After this, adolescents are free to pursue apprenticeships or an academic secondary education. In
1995, there were 3,322 preschools and 2,485 primary or
elementary schools (Turner 2000). The mater skola is the
equivalent of the German Kindergarten, and the zakladna
skola, is the equivalent of the old German Volksschule.
The first four years of basic schooling are the only
times when children of all abilities are in the classroom
together.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
All Slovakian children must complete a minimum of
one year of secondary school. The path to the university
requires attendance of a grammar or preparatory school
which is called a gymnazium, a term directly derived
from its Germanic legacy, the Gymnasium. Just as Germany with its Abitur and Austria with its Matura, a diploma from the Slovak gymnazium is required for university
study. There are approximately 190 grammar schools in
Slovakia (Turner 2000). The vocational track offers approximately 364 vocational schools and some 357 apprentice training centers as well as 400 special schools
(2000). The statistics provided by Turner do not differentiate between public and private schools. The diplomatic
community in the capital of Brataslava sponsors a private
international school operated by a private corporation,
Quality School International, with instruction through
grade ten in English (United States Department of State
1995).

Slovakian soil was the Akademia Istropolanta, soon complimented by the Jesuit institutions, the Universities of
Trnava and Kosich. The last of these earlier institutions
was the Hungarian Elizabeth University in Brataslava.
The Turkish invasions and occupation as well as the subsequent absorption of Hungary into the Hapsburg Empire
swept away these institutions. Not until after the emergence of the first Republic of Czechoslovakia following
World War I did higher education find a new beginning
in Slovakia.
Stanislaw J. Kirscbaum (1999) provides a detailed
summary of Slovakian institutions of higher education in
his book, Historical Dictionary of Slovakia. In 1918 and
1919 the Comenius (Komensky) University in Brataslava
was founded. In 1937 the Slovak Technical University in
Koske was founded and was later transferred to Nira in
1942, now known as the Slovak Agricultural University
of Nitra. The Academy of Fine Arts and Design was
begun in Brataslava in 1949. In the same year the Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts was established in Bret.
There are two technical universities, one in Zvolen and
one in Kosice. A university of veterinary medicine was
established in 1952, and the Pavol Safarik University was
established in 1959. This was followed in 1960 by the
University of Transportation and Communication, since
re-christened the University of Zilina in 1996. During the
brief years of the second Czechoslovakian republic, two
additional universities were founded: Matej Bel University in Banska Bystrica and the University of Trna and
Pedagogical Academy in Nitre in 1992. In 1996 the latter
was renamed Constantine the Philosopher University.
With the emergence of the second Slovakian republic, the
year 1993 saw the establishment of the Liptovsky
Mukulas Military Academy and the General M. R. Stefanik Air Force Academy, which were drawn from military schools of the Czechoslovakian army of 1973. In
1996 the University of Preslov and in 1997 Saints Cyril
and Methodus University of Trnava, the Academy of Arts
in Banska Bystrica, and the University of Trenein became
the latest additions to Slovakina higher education. The
Comenius University in Brataslava provides orientation
programs in Slavic languages for exchange students who
are embarking on study in a Slavic country. As in the former Czechoslovakian republic and its socialist precursor,
degrees offered are the state examination and promotion
(doctorate).

HIGHER EDUCATION
University level education in Slovakia has its origins
in the late Middle Ages when the university as an educational institution was being established as a fixture of
western civilization. In Hungary, of which Slovakia was
then a part, a royal charter from the King of Hungary was
necessary in order to distinguish it from any other academy or college. From 1465 to 1490 the first university on
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
As noted, the Constitution gives the president of the
Slovak Republic the power to appoint professors and rectors, which means that the Austro-German university system of the past serves as the primary model. As evident
by their titles, a number of institutions are organized ac1213
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level teachers are graduates of teachers colleges and pedagogical seminars. The university pedagogical system reflects the older German university. Since the president of
the Slovakian republic is constitutionally empowered
with the task of appointing university professors and rectors, it is a probable assumption that the total number of
full professors is limited, socially prestigious, and institutionally powerful, much like that of the Ordinarious in
neighboring Austria and in the recent past of the German
university.

SUMMARY

cording to discipline and specialization. The idea of the
Gesamthochschule (comprehensive university) has not
yet arrived. The disappearance of the heavy centralizing
pressure of Soviet communism has encouraged Slovakia
to look to its past. The state finances higher education,
but the Constitution gives enough latitude so that the state
may or may not subsidize students. With the disappearance of the requirements of communist party membership
and a Marxist philosophy, admission to study is more
democratic. For Slovakian universities to be competitive
with western European and North American universities
in terms of research will require greater Slovakian prosperity. In 1994 the total expenditure on education constituted approximately 5 percent of the GNP (Turner 2000).

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
When Slovakian citizens gain access to the Internet,
they will greatly increase opportunities for informal education. The extent of the influence of the Internet in Slovakian education is yet undetermined. In the capital of
Brataslava, the Open University of Great Britain has an
established outlet. A second distance learning institution,
this one from the United States, City University registered in Spokane, Washington, offers programs for U.S.
college credits.

Now that Slovakia has achieved independence and
autonomy, the question as to whether or not it will survive long-term is still to be answered. Slovakia’s most
obvious need is to require more years of compulsory education of all of its children. In a technical age of rapid
change and growth, leaving a large spectrum of the population with just an elementary education diminishes the
ability of the country to respond to economic change.
Slovakia needs to abandon the old Austro-German template with its innate verticality that points the way towards the re-stratification of society. Even after decades
of the ideology of egalitarianism, which was a part of
communism, that Slovakia has turned the clock back. The
old German system, as well as the current Slovakian system, does not serve late bloomers well. Slovakia needs
to retain the academic rigor of its old system while at the
same time incorporating flexibility and experimentation.
While literacy rates are not available, it is probable to assume that they are quite high, with the exception of the
Roma (Gypsies) who have traditionally had a high rate
of illiteracy.
Slovakia’s general fiscal situation remains weak,
saddled with structural problems originating in the first
years of the second republic under the leadership of Vladimir Meciar, which included inefficient enterprises,
banking insolvency, high inter-company debt, and declining tax and social support payments (CIA 2000). University students are finding themselves paying more and
more of their own costs, which is very unsettling in a context where the state once paid the entire subsidy. The future of Slovakia is hopeful, yet tenuous, as in most of
Eastern Europe.

TEACHING PROFESSION
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SLOVENIA
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Slovenia

Region:

Europe

Population:

1,927,593

Language(s):

Slovenian, SerboCroatian

Literacy Rate:

99%

Academic Year:

September-June

Number of Primary
Schools:

824

Compulsory Schooling:

8 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

5.7%

Foreign Students in
National Universities:

425

Libraries:

239

Educational Enrollment:

Primary: 98,866
Secondary: 212,458
Higher: 51,009

Educational Enrollment
Rate:
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Primary: 98%
Secondary: 92%
Higher: 36%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Republic of Slovenia (Republika Slovenije) is
situated in southeastern central Europe. With Italy to the
west, Austria to the north, Hungary to the northeast, and
Croatia to the east and south, Slovenia has just 46.6 kilometers of coastline on the Adriatic Sea in the country’s
southwestern corner. The capital city, Ljubljana, sits directly in the middle of Slovenia. Measuring 20,253
square kilometers, Slovenia is slightly smaller than the
U.S. state of New Jersey. Most of Slovenia’s terrain consists of mountains and valleys; many rivers flow through
the eastern part of the country.
Slovenia’s status as an independent country is a very
recent phenomenon, excepting a brief period of independence more than a thousand years ago. In the late sixth
century, Slavs moved into the valleys of the Sava, Drava,
and Mura rivers in what is now Slovenia and, pressed by
the Avars, spread to the Black Sea, Friuli plains, the Danube River, the Adriatic Sea, and Lake Balaton. During the
seventh century, various Slavic tribes united, and by the
mid-eighth century, the area was part of the Frankish empire with the Slavs converting to Christianity and losing
their independence. An independent state of Slovenes in
Lower Pannonia was established briefly in the late-ninth
century for just five years. Meanwhile, use of the Slovene
language increased, particularly in religious services, and
the first records written in Slovene, the Freising Manuscripts, were produced. From the fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries, the Slovene regions came under the rule
of the Habsburg monarchy.
In 1848 Slovene intellectuals published their first political program for a United Slovenia, but the Slovenes’
liberation from Austro-Hungarian rule was not achieved
until 1918 when the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes was formed at the end of the World War I. During
the World War II, Slovenes fighting the Nazis and the
German, Italian, and Hungarian occupation of the region
formed the Liberation Front (known as the ‘‘OF’’). With
the end of the war in Europe, Slovene became one of the
six republics in the new Federal Peoples’ Republic of Yugoslavia declared in November 1945.
As part of Yugoslavia, Slovenia experienced the nationalization of its businesses and industries and their
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placement under state control. Although Slovenia was
relatively prosperous as a member of FPRY, by the 1980s
the economy was deteriorating in Yugoslavia, and Slovenia suffered economic losses. A growing nationalist
movement in Slovenia gained strength, and in a December 1990 referendum, 88.5 percent of the Slovenians who
voted opted for independence. On June 25, 1991, the Republic of Slovenia declared its independence from Yugoslavia; two days later, the Yugoslav Army launched its
attack against the newly independent country. Armed attacks only lasted about 10 days, however, as the peace
agreement (the Brioni Declaration) signed on July 7,
1991, ended the Yugoslav Army’s military campaign. By
late October 1991, all Yugoslav soldiers had been pulled
out of Slovenia; the next month, Slovenia published its
‘‘Law on Denationalisation’’ in the Official Gazette. The
Slovene Constitution was adopted on December 23,
1991, and immediately came into force, confirming Slovenia’s independence from Yugoslavia.
In mid-January 1992 the European Union recognized
Slovenia as a separate country, and Slovenia joined the
United Nations in May 1992. The first elections in the
country were held in December of that year. In May 1993
Slovenia became a member of the Council of Europe. By
September 1994 Slovenia had joined the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), which evolved into
the World Trade Organization that December—with Slovenia as one of the founding members. In January 1996
Slovenia joined the Central European Free Trade Agreement. Five months later Slovenia signed an association
agreement with the European Union granting Slovenia
associate membership status, an agreement that came into
effect in February 1999. June 1996 also saw Slovenia
joining the Western European Union as an associate partner. On January 1, 1998, Slovenia became one of the nonpermanent members of the United Nations Security
Council, further establishing itself as a European state
actively participating in the international arena. All together, Slovenia belongs to about 40 international organizations as well as the main international financial
institutions.
Nonetheless, the 1990s also marked a period of social unrest and political challenges for Slovenia. During
the Balkans wars of the 1990s, thousands of refugees
from neighboring countries poured into Slovenia, especially from Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the autonomous province of Kosovo in southern Serbia. The
movement of peoples in Slovenia due to the Balkans wars
changed the numbers and proportions of ethnic groups
living in the country to a significant extent, though the
actual size of these changes had not yet been officially
measured at the turn of the millennium. The 1991 census
showed the ethnicity of Slovenia’s population to be as
follows: about 88 percent Slovene, 3 percent Croat, 2 per1216

cent Serb, about 1 percent Bosnian Muslim (Bosniac),
and with less than 1 percent each of Hungarians, Italians,
and other minorities, including Roma. About 71 percent
of the population reportedly was Roman Catholic, 1 percent was Lutheran, 1 percent was Muslim, 4 percent was
atheist, and 23 percent was other, including small proportions of other Protestant groups and Jews. About 91 percent of Slovenia’s population spoke Slovenian in the
early 1990s, whereas 6 percent spoke Serbo-Croatian and
3 percent spoke other languages, including Italian and
Hungarian—the two principal other national minorities
in the country whose languages were used in some of the
country’s schools.
The population of Slovenia, estimated at 1.9 million
in July 2000, had a growth rate that year of only 0.12 percent. About 50.3 percent of the country’s population
lived in urban areas in 1999, when the population density
was 98.7 persons per square kilometer. By 1999 nearly
all Slovenes ages 15 and up were considered literate—
about 99.7 percent of adult males and 99.6 percent of
adult females. The total fertility rate in Slovenia in 2000
was 1.28 children born per woman. Approximately 16
percent of the country’s population that year was 14years-old or younger while 69 percent of the population
was between 15 and 64 years of age and about 15 percent
was 65 or older. At that time, Slovenia had an infant mortality rate of 4.56 per 1,000 live births and an under-fiveyears child mortality rate of 6 per 1,000 in 1999. The average life span of Slovenes in the year 2000 was 75.86
years (70.97 years for men and 78.97 years for
women—a significant gender gap).
For centuries the economic base of the Slovenes was
agriculture and forestry. However, during the twentieth
century, especially during the years Slovenia was part of
Yugoslavia, the country’s industrial output grew substantially, and Slovenia became heavily industrialized. In
1999 Slovenia’s GDP was US$20.7 billion, and the annual growth rate was 4.9 percent of the GDP. That year agriculture contributed only about 3.7 percent of the GDP
while 38.4 percent of GDP came from industry, and 57.8
percent was derived from services (all estimates value
added). Slovenia’s annual per-capita income (GNP per
capita) was about US$9,890 in 1999, much better that the
per-capita income of any of the other five states that once
had belonged to socialist Yugoslavia. Foreign direct investment in Slovenia by the late 1990s was also quite
good: US$181.2 million for 1999. The World Bank noted
that ‘‘Slovenia enjoyed the highest standard of living
among the Republics of Yugoslavia’’ and that in 1999
Slovenia was ‘‘the most prosperous country in Central
and Eastern Europe.’’ The unemployment rate in 1999
was 7.4 percent, although reportedly about twice that figure obtained unemployment benefits. In 1998 nearly 11
percent of the workforce was employed in agriculture, 39
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percent in industry, and 50 percent in services. Slovenia
received substantial assistance from the World Bank and
other international donors during the 1990s to reform its
economic structures in the direction of private ownership.
In 1993 Slovenia became a member of the World Bank,
and in July 1993 the Bank awarded Slovenia its first Bank
loan, worth US$80 million, to help privatize the economy
and restructure the financial sector. About US$128.4 million in Bank funds for four economic development and
restructuring projects had been committed for Slovenia
by April 2000. By May 2000 discussions already were
underway to start the process of Slovenia’s eventual
graduation from the Bank, since the country’s economic
performance had significantly improved compared with
what it had been in the 1980s and early 1990s, and its
economy having turned in a positive direction in 1993.

Slovenia has a relatively positive reputation in terms
of respect for international human rights. Elections have
been free and fair, and the government operates by democratic systems, which allow multi-party competition,
freedom of speech, and freedom of association. The judiciary operates independently of the executive branch, and
a human rights ombudsman deals appropriately with alleged abuses. However, some problems do exist in terms
of police brutality and other violence against Roma, discrimination against non-Slovene residents, and violence
and discrimination against women. Trafficking in women
also exists. Compared with the other countries of the former Yugoslavia, however, Slovenia stands in relatively
good stead. This is acknowledged by the fact that Slovenia is expected to be one of the first of the transitional democracies in Eastern and Central Europe to accede to full
membership in the European Union.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS

Concerning the basic philosophy of Slovenia’s educational system, the 1995 ‘‘White Paper on Education in
the Republic of Slovenia’’ spelled out several key values
and principles underpinning the educational reform efforts begun in the 1990s. In its December 2000 report on
Slovenia’s education system, the Ministry of Education
and Sports reported these to be: ‘‘(1) accessibility and
transparency of the public education system, (2) legal
neutrality, (3) choice at all levels, (4) democracy, autonomy, and equal opportunities, and (5) quality of learning
to take precedence over the accumulation of facts.’’ The
Ministry also pointed out that a ‘‘legislative framework
for change’’ resulted from the ‘‘White Paper’’ with a series of laws passed between 1996 and 2000 that have provided specifications and support for reforms in the
organization and funding of the education system from
preschool through university levels; adult education; professional and academic titles; the establishment of school
inspectorates; linkages between formal and informal education in the area of vocational training and certification;
music schools; schools and classes for children with special needs; the promotion of computer literacy; textbook
revisions and modern teaching methodology; foreign languages; school meals; and school construction. Among
the most important education laws passed in the 1990s
were the 1993 and 1999 Higher Education Acts, the 1996
Vocational and Technical Education Act, and the Act on
the Provision of Funds for Urgent Education Development Programmes. The Constitution of 1991 contained
elements related to education, specifying certain essential
aspects of the education system such as the autonomy of
state universities and other institutions of higher learning
and the basis of the state’s obligation to financially support higher education.

Slovenia is a parliamentary, democratic republic established according to the Constitution of December
1991. The Slovenian legal system is based on a civil law
code. All Slovenes, men and women alike, are eligible to
vote at age 18; 16- and 17-year-olds also can vote if they
are employed. Slovenia’s chief of state is the president,
who is democratically elected to five-year terms of office.
Since April 1990, Milan Kučan has been president of Slovenia. The executive branch of the national government
also includes a prime minister and Council of Ministers.
The prime minister, Andrej Bajuk since the Fall 2000
election of the national parliament (National Assembly
or Drzavni Zbor), is the leader of the majority party or
the winning majority coalition. He or she usually is nominated by the president to serve as prime minister and
elected by the National Assembly. The Council of Ministers is nominated by the prime minister and elected by the
National Assembly. The National Assembly is a unicameral legislature of 90 representatives elected to 4-year
terms. The national legislative branch also includes the
National Council (Drzavni Svet), an advisory body of 40
representatives of local, socioeconomic, and professional
interest groups; the representatives are elected to 5-year
terms. The National Council has certain limited legislative powers in that it can propose laws and review the National Assembly’s decisions. The third branch of
Slovenia’s national government is the judicial branch,
consisting of a Supreme Court whose judges are elected
by the National Assembly after being recommended by
the Judicial Council and the Constitutional Court, whose
judges serve 9 year terms, are elected by the National Assembly, and nominated by the president. Slovene local
affairs are administered through a system of 136 municipalities (obcine) and 11 urban municipalities (obcine
mestne).
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

The legislative reforms of the 1990s prompted by the
1995 ‘‘White Paper’’ were directed toward achieving the
following objectives, according to the Ministry: making
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more educational opportunities available to all persons
with special needs and improving the mainstreaming of
special learners; widening the variety of preschool education, methods of teaching, and approaches to learning at
all levels; facilitating transfers across different categories
of education and making full- and part-time studies more
accessible; increasing the number of adult learners and
making adults more functionally and culturally literate;
providing for greater educational opportunities for the socially disadvantaged; ensuring gender equity in education; establishing a higher education system more like
that existing in other European countries and coordinating the system with European developments; promoting
quality; and strengthening post-graduate studies, the links
between teaching and research, and connections among
higher education institutions, industry, local communities, and the public. Methods for monitoring the implementation of educational reforms also were developed in
1999 so that education authorities could assess the degree
and quality of educational improvements being made in
the country. The Phare program of the European Union
also has provided assistance in this area.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Slovenia has a relatively well-educated populace,
and the education system is undergoing reform to bring
it in line with the style, quality, and content of education
and training provided by the European Union member
states. As of the year 2000, more than 50 percent of the
population aged 15 or older in Slovenia had graduated at
least from upper-secondary school programs. Of those
aged 19 to 29, less than 20 percent had not completed
upper-secondary education. In 1999 some 21.3 percent of
the economically active population in Slovenia had completed only basic education or had no formal education,
while 78.7 percent of the active population had finished
at least upper-secondary schooling. Over time, the proportion of the population enrolled in school programming
has increased, although Slovenia’s low birthrate means
that incoming classes of preschoolers and children in the
first few grades are smaller than in the recent past. Furthermore, compared with the European Union countries,
Slovenia has very favorable teacher to student ratios.
With the exception of postsecondary and higher education levels, schools in Slovenia experienced increasingly
smaller class sizes during the 1990s and early twenty-first
century. This has generally been seen as positive for student learning. Finally, progression rates from one level
of education to another have increased over time in Slovenia, meaning that students are continuing on for more
education than they had in the past.
In the 1999-2000 academic year, 185,554 pupils and
students were enrolled in basic education in Slovenia.
Through a gradual phasing-in process, children and youth
1218

between the ages of 6 and 15 are now required to attend
9 years of compulsory basic education, an increase from
the previous 8 years of compulsory schooling. These first
nine years cover primary and lower-secondary education
levels, which are divided into three stages. The first stage
of three years includes classes where pupils receive only
descriptive grades; in the second three-year stage, pupils
receive a combination of numerical grades and descriptive grades. By the final three years of basic education,
only numerical grades are given. (The earlier system, reformed in the late 1990s, included two sets of four grades
with children starting school at age seven and attending
an optional year of preschool at age six.) An optional
tenth year of basic schooling in preparation for passing
the external knowledge portions of the exam required to
enter upper-secondary schooling was added as part of
Slovenia’s newly revised educational programming. The
language of instruction in Slovenia’s elementary and secondary schools is generally Slovene, although Italian and
Hungarian also are offered as languages of instruction for
the Italian and Hungarian minorities in the two bilingual
areas of the country.
Upper secondary education in Slovenia comes essentially in three different versions: four years of general
secondary education in gimnazije, which provide general
and classical education programs in preparation for tertiary studies (or for a vocational course in preparation for
entering the labor market); four years of technical secondary education leading ultimately to professions in engineering and other fields, where technical graduates go
on to tertiary studies in vocational and professional colleges; and two and a half or three years of vocational education in various forms, including combined classroom
learning and on the job training and apprenticeships.
Three-year vocational training programs can be followed
by a two-year vocational-technical program, direct experience in the labor market, or at least three years of work
experience followed by examinations to qualify students
as a master craftsman, foreman, or shop manager and,
consequently, the same level of recognition as students
passing a four-year technical training exam. Those who
finish examinations in general subject areas can qualify
for tertiary studies in vocational education as well. In
general, the education reforms implemented in the second half of the 1990s increased the availability and flexibility of education and training programs for students,
making it possible for those who took vocational courses
to transfer into technical programs and for others to shift
out of a general education track into a more practical,
work-oriented one.
Tertiary education in Slovenia includes academic
higher education (lasting from four to six years), professionally oriented higher education (lasting three to four
years), and vocational education at the postsecondary
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level (lasting two years). Additionally, post-graduate education in specialized studies or at the magisterij or doctoral level is available to graduates of the academic and
professional higher education programs. These advanced
programs typically take one or two years for specialized
studies, two years for magisterij programs and four years
for the doctoral programs.
Children and youth with special needs have received
significant attention by Slovenia’s educational administrators and teachers. Special development classes are provided for children ages three and over who have severe
mental and physical disabilities. Modified curricula in elementary schools address the basic educational needs of
pupils with minor mental disabilities, and moderately or
severely impaired children are taught in special classes
in elementary schools, after which they can find jobs in
special centers. Mainstreamed classes for special needs
students are provided through secondary schools and special schools in lower and upper secondary level vocational education and training. Special schools also exist for
the more severely affected students who cannot function
as well in the types of mainstreamed programs provided
through regular schools. Students with learning difficulties may attend regular school programs and receive additional individual and group assistance of various types,
integrated with their mainstreamed programming.
Schools in hospitals also exist, providing children who
are hospitalized for long periods of time with educational
opportunities. A new special education law passed in
2000 outlined the rules for placing children with special
needs in the most appropriate school programs with special committees established to assist in this process. Individualized education plans are highlighted in this law,
which likewise facilitates the transferring of children between programs to ensure the best placements possible
by increasing the monitoring of student placements and
progress. Parents are now included to a larger extent in
the planning and implementation of educational programs for special needs children and youth. In 1999-2000
Slovenia’s special needs student population included 443
preschoolers enrolled in preschool institutions, a total of
2,796 students following modified curricula in elementary schools, and 2,003 students enrolled in special education institutions and in elementary schools offering
special training in job skills. In 1997-1998 special needs
students enrolled in modified curricula programs in secondary schools numbered 563. In the mid-1990s more
than 3,000 teachers provided education to special needs
students in Slovenia.
Additional educational programming is provided by
some of the nongovernmental organizations operating in
the country, many of them linked to the European Union
and to initiatives designed to promote democratization in
Central and Eastern Europe. For example, the Open SociWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

ety Institute, funded by the Soros Foundation, has operated a ‘‘Step by Step Program’’ since 1995 that encourages
parents and community members to become more involved in the education of preschoolers and elementaryage students. Among the goals it promotes, ‘‘Step by
Step’’ encourages creativity and problem-solving in children, parental involvement in educational decisionmaking, and better learning opportunities for impoverished children, children with disabilities, children of
minorities such as the Roma, and refugees living in Slovenia.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY
Preschool education in Slovenia is optional, although the age level for entering compulsory education
recently shifted downward from seven years of age to six
years. In the 1999-2000 school year, 64,151 children between the ages of 1 and 6 were enrolled in preschool programs—3,523 classes provided through a total of 808
institutions (either separate preschools or units within elementary schools). Taught by a teaching staff of 7,148,
these children attended mainly publicly supported programs, but some attended secular or religious (mainly
Catholic) private preschools. Nearly 60 percent of children between the ages of 1 and 6 attended preschool institutions in the late 1990s.
Children between the ages of 6 and 15 are enrolled
in basic education. In 1995 the gross enrollment rate for
basic education was 97 percent. By the late 1990s almost
98 percent of pupils successfully completed their basic
education, and nearly all the basic education graduates
went on to upper-secondary studies. In 1999-2000, approximately 185,554 pupils and students were enrolled in
compulsory education, attending 816 elementary schools
and distributed across 9,106 classes. At the close of the
1998-1999 school year, 15,140 teachers taught children
enrolled in the basic education grades. The average class
size for elementary schools covering the first 8 grades (9
grades, in the new system) in the year 2000 was 15 to 20
students. This was significantly lower than the European
Union’s maximum of 35 and lower than Slovenia’s own
maximum of 28. At the turn of the millennium the pupil
to teacher ratio in Slovenian elementary schools was
12.4:1.
Students who complete the required basic education
(previously eight years, but as of the early 2000 decade,
nine years) take external examinations to progress on to
the upper-secondary level. With the new education reforms of the nine year basic education divided into three
cycles of three years each, students will be taking statewide examinations at the end of each of the cycles. The
grades from these examinations after the first and second
cycles will only be used to provide feedback to the stu1219
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dents, their parents, and teachers. Grades from the third
cycle exams will be used to determine whether or not pupils are ready for the next higher level of schooling.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Until the late 1990s, upper-secondary schools in Slovenia focused on integrated programs of vocational training and general education, designed to prepare students
for both the labor market and higher education programs.
With the education reforms at the end of the 1990s, Slovenia’s education system now includes a variety of educational programs at the upper-secondary level with
contrasting goals: shorter vocational training programs of
two and a half to three years leading directly to employment after graduation and extended, four year training
programs characterized by mainly general studies or by
technical or vocational orientations. Gimnazija programs
were reintroduced in the mid-1990s to offer students general and classical coursework as preparation for tertiary
studies, and later in the decade more professionally oriented gimnazija programs were added to prepare students
for careers in engineering, business, and the arts. Gimnazija programs culminate in the matura examination in five
subjects, that was introduced in 1995 to replace the final
examinations previously administered to graduating students. The gross enrollment rate for general secondary
education was 21 percent in 1996. The new matura examination also serves as the entrance examination to
higher education. Gimnazija students who do not wish to
continue their education after completing uppersecondary schooling can take a vocational course and obtain qualifications in specific occupational fields. Fouryear technical studies programs at the upper-secondary
level are also possible, preparing students for vocational
and professional colleges. After taking their final examination, or more recently the poklicna matura examination, students can proceed directly into postsecondary
vocational and professional training from technical study
programs at the secondary level. Graduates of secondary
level technical programs can also take a special matura
course to prepare for the regular matura examination that
qualifies them for tertiary studies in any academic field.
With the education legislation passed at the end of
the 1990s, vocational training programs were enhanced
by better partnerships between vocational training institutions on the one hand and business and industry on the
other. Short term vocational programs were established
for elementary school graduates and for students with
special needs and/or those failing to have completed
basic education (i.e., the first eight or nine years of
schooling) successfully. These training programs reinforce earlier training in general studies provided by elementary schools and also introduce general and
vocational knowledge and skills to enable students to se1220

cure simple jobs. Passing the examination at the conclusion of the short-term vocational programs allows
students to enter the job market or to proceed on to other
secondary school programs. Those students who complete elementary schooling can enroll in vocational training lasting three years through vocational schools or in
cooperation with employers through a work-study arrangement involving school-based education coupled
with apprenticeship. The three-year vocational training
programs typically finish with a final examination. The
successful passing of this examination qualifies students
to enter the labor market or to go on to two-year vocational-technical programs that culminate in the poklicna matura examination, the examination administered to
students who go through upper-secondary level, technical-training programs. Additionally, graduates of the
three year vocational programs can work for at least three
years and then take an examination to qualify for postsecondary studies.
In the 1999-2000 school year, 105,455 secondary
students were enrolled in 147 secondary schools—142
publicly funded and 5 private gimnazije. Of all secondary
students, 30,608 were enrolled in vocational programs,
43,303 were enrolled in technical programs, and 97 took
vocational courses, while 31,265 followed gimnazije programs and 182 were enrolled in the course preparing
them for the matura examination. (Counts include fulltime students and students with special needs.) The student to teacher ratio at the secondary level at the end of
the 1990s was 12.1:1, an improvement over the comparable figure of 14.2:1 at the beginning of the decade.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Several forms of higher education exist in Slovenia
with the number of choices increased by the education reforms made in the late 1990s. In 1996-1997 postsecondary vocational colleges (višje strokovne šole) were
added, linking education and work experiences more
closely with much of the training provided by private
companies. Training in these colleges lasts for two years
and ends with a diploma examination and the title of the
vocational area in which the student is qualified, enabling
the graduate to begin work in a specific occupation. Starting with the 1998-1999 academic year, graduates of this
form of training were also allowed to enter certain professionally oriented programs in higher education schools,
depending on the decision of the latter institutions. In
1999-2000 Slovenia had 9 postsecondary vocational colleges—7 public and 2 private—serving a total of 2,447
students, of whom 1,189 were youth and 1,258 were
adults.
Additional forms of higher education in Slovenia are
provided through faculties and art academies belonging
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to universities, stand-alone faculties established as private institutions offering both professional and more academic study programs, and professional colleges offering
only professional training. Slovenia had two public universities at the turn of the millennium, the University of
Ljubljana and the University of Maribor, which together
encompassed a broad range of faculties, academies, and
colleges. The private colleges included schools for undergraduate and post-graduate study in such areas as environmental sciences, the humanities, business, and the
arts, among others. A dual system was developed in the
late 1990s whereby certain higher education programs
trained students for specific professions and other programs give students more general preparation for further
professional studies or for advanced academic studies
and research. Higher education is divided into undergraduate studies, whose graduates receive a diploma and the
first degree title, and post-graduate studies, leading to a
second degree title, the title of specialist, the academic
title of magister znanosti or magister umetnosti (equivalent to a Master’s degree), or doctor znanosti (equivalent
to a Ph.D. degree).
In the 1999-2000 academic year, 46 higher education
institutions (39 public and 7 private) provided the above
types of professional and academic training to a full range
of tertiary students: 77,609 undergraduates (54,605 fulltime and 23,004 part-time); 478 students in short, first degree university programs (169 full-time and 309 parttime); 35,145 students in professional programs (18,320
full-time and 16,825 part-time); and 41,986 students in
academic programs (36,116 full-time and 5,870 parttime). At the post-graduate level, 3,006 students were
studying in programs leading either to the magisterij degree or to the specializacija degree. (Figures were unavailable for students enrolled in doctoral-level
programs.) Academic staff and support staff in higher education institutions in the 1999-2000 academic year,
counted as full time equivalents (FTEs), numbered 3,682:
1,849 teachers, 1,818 assistants, and 15 researchers. The
student to teacher ratio for higher education at the end of
the 1990s was 15.8:1, which is slightly higher than the
figure of 13.7:1 at the start of the decade, due to increasing numbers of students at the tertiary level without an
equivalent rise in the number of teaching staff. However,
the graduation rate of students entering tertiary studies
has improved, since a greater proportion of students entering higher education programs actually graduate than
was true in the past. Foreign students are welcome to
study in Slovenia but must be competent in the Slovene
language. A year-long preparatory program in Slovene is
thus provided for international students intending to
study in Slovenia who lack the necessary language skills
upon arrival. Of the number of seats allocated for public
higher education in Slovenia each year, an additional 5
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percent are allocated for foreign students, which is generally sufficient to accommodate the number of nonSlovene students interested in pursuing tertiary education
in Slovenia. A variety of educational exchange programs
operate between Slovenia and the European Union member states and other countries, based on a number of
agreements made between Slovenia and other states from
the 1970s on. Substantial information is provided via Slovenian websites on the Internet to educate international
students about educational opportunities and exchanges
with Slovenian institutions of higher education.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Responsibility for educational administration in Slovenia rests primarily with the Ministry of Education and
Sports. The Ministry drafts national policies on education, science, and sport; plans for the structuring and
funding of educational institutions; manages public educational institutions; inspects schools; and administers financial aid. The Ministry also prepares legislation
regarding education, science, and sport and must implement the laws and administrative regulations pertaining
to these areas. The scope of the Ministry’s tasks includes
not only all levels of education within Slovenia but also
the education of ethnic and national minorities such as the
Roma, Italians, and Hungarians living in Slovenia and the
education of the Slovenian minorities living in Austria,
Hungary, and Italy. Educating special needs children and
youth within Slovenia and providing supplementary
courses worldwide in the Slovene language and culture
also fall within the realm of the Ministry, as do initial and
in-service training programs for Slovenia’s teachers. In
addition to the Ministry of Education and Sport, the Ministry of Science and Technology plays a significant role
in developing and implementing international cooperation and exchange programs involving higher education
institutions. The Ministry of Health, Families, and Welfare arranges specialized training in medicine for medical
students in Slovenia, placing students in training programs connecting university institutions and clinics.
Various government councils also have been created
to oversee the development of plans for education reforms in specific areas. For example, the National Curriculum Council with its associated subject-oriented
committees was charged with developing new curricula
for use in Slovenia’s schools until the late 1990s when
it was replaced by Councils of Experts for general, vocational and technical, and adult education, who adopted
new curricula in line with the education reforms being
made. The new curricula reflected a non-ideological (i.e.,
non-socialist) approach in presenting course content, and
pedagogical emphasis was placed on developing learning
and problem-solving skills in students instead of on rote
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memorization. Teaching students how to learn moved to
the forefront, replacing earlier emphases on the teaching
of specific content. The Council for Higher Education
provides the government with advice on legislation pertaining to higher education and helps plan and implement
higher education policies. Facilitating cooperation
among various higher education institutions is also the responsibility of this council. The Association of Rectors
of Slovenia and the Council for Science and Technology
are two other significant bodies charged with educational
planning and oversight. The EU Programmes Agency in
Ljubljana and the Office of International Relations of the
Ministry of Education and Sport promote cooperation
with higher education programs and institutions in the
European Union member states and other parts of the
world. Associations of teachers and students are also increasingly active in Slovenia. The Slovenian Student
Union is the principal national student association, headquartered in Ljubljana. Various student associations attached to the universities also exist, as well as a new
Disabled Student Association. The Slovenian Society of
Teachers is the principal professional association for educators in the country.
Financing education is one of the chief responsibilities of the government of the Republic of Slovenia. In
1995 about 12.6 percent of public spending and 5.8 percent of Slovenia’s GNP was dedicated to education. The
same year, 16.9 percent of the public funds expended on
education supported higher education, and the amount
spent on each tertiary student was equivalent to 38.0 percent of the GNP per capita. Basic and secondary education are free in Slovenia. Costs for attending public
universities are more reasonable, on the whole, than in
the European Union member states. Tuition in the late
1990s, for example, was generally less than US$1,500
per year in the social sciences and humanities and less
than US$2,000 for other disciplines at the undergraduate
level. For Master’s and specialist programs, tuition costs
were up to US$2,250 in the social sciences and humanities and US$3,000 in other disciplines. At the doctoral
level, a year’s tuition in the social sciences and humanities ranged up to US$2,250 for students who had already
completed a Master’s program or specialist degree
studies and US$4,500 for those who had not; in other disciplines the comparable figures ranged up to US$3,000
and US$6,000, depending on the discipline (social sciences and humanities versus other disciplines).
Administrative responsibility for educational research in Slovenia also falls under the jurisdiction of the
Ministry of Education and Sport. Educational research is
conducted in conjunction with the regular activities of the
teacher-training institutes in the higher education system
as well as by a special government council, the Ministry
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of Education and Sport, and the Statistical Office of the
Republic of Slovenia.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Opportunities for adult education in Slovenia are
abundant and varied, although efforts to improve access
for all adults to further training are continuing. During the
1990s significant attention was placed on increasing programs for adults at all educational levels—basic education, upper-secondary levels, and higher education. An
adult education master plan for the 10-year period lasting
until 2010 was to be adopted by the National Assembly
in 2001, outlining the main strategy and goals for adult
education in the country. A wide variety of schools and
institutions have offered educational programming to
adults, and the number of offerings has increased over
time, particularly after Slovenia moved to privatize industry and enterprises.
Traditionally, adult education has been provided
through peoples’ universities (ljudska univerza); in addition, schools and higher education institutions catering to
youth also include courses for adults, which have been
adapted to the needs and learning styles of more mature
learners. Both day and evening courses and programs are
available, including apprenticeship training, through full
time and part time schedules, covering academic subjects
as well as professional, vocational, and in-service training. Post-graduate studies are also available to adult
learners in Slovenia. Private companies and various interest organizations also offer educational programming for
adults. The Slovenian Institute for Adult Education has
supported projects involving independently run learning
centers, opportunities for educational exchanges, study
circles, multimedia-supported learning, and distance education. Trade unions also design programs to prepare employees for retirement. The Slovene Society of Teachers
and the University of Ljubljana’s Faculty of Arts together
established the ‘‘Third Age University’’ in 1986 to give
senior members of Slovene society the opportunity to
take part in learning activities as well.
During 1998-1999 the Ministry of Labour, Family,
and Social Affairs and the Ministry of Education and
Sport jointly initiated ‘‘Programme 5000’’ to provide education and career support to the unemployed. In 1999
more than 23,000 unemployed adults took part in the various offerings of this special, publicly supported program. A new law passed in 2000 has established a
nonformal certification system through which vocationrelated knowledge can be assessed and verified, qualifying adults for new types of work or for additional training
in already developed occupational skills.
Distance education has increasingly drawn attention
from educational administrators and instructors in SloveWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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nia. As the country becomes more technologically advanced and interacts increasingly with the European
Union’s member states, advances in educational technology are also being made and integrated with learning programs. At the University of Maribor, the Faculty of
Economics offers distance-learning programs that culminate in a higher education diploma. Concerning the level
of information technology in Slovenia, in 1999 there
were 251.4 personal computers for every 1,000 people in
the country—roughly 1 computer for every 4 persons.
The same year, Slovenia had 7 Internet service providers
and 99.1 Internet hosts were available for every 10,000
people. More traditional forms of technology are also
readily accessible for educational purposes. In 1997 there
were 805,000 radios and 710,000 televisions in Slovenia,
a country whose population was less than two million.
Roughly speaking, this meant that one radio was available for every two and a half persons and one television
was available for every three people.

TEACHING PROFESSION
In Slovenia basic education teachers are trained primarily in four-year programs in Faculties of Education,
with an additional year of absolventski staž provided to
allow students to complete their academic requirements,
write their diploma thesis, and prepare for the defense of
their thesis. Secondary school teachers are also trained in
Faculties of Education and in other faculties as well.
Their programs likewise last four or four and a half years,
plus a year of absolventski staž. Professional examinations for teacher certification follow the training programs of both basic and secondary level teachers.
Additionally, secondary level teachers can also be prepared by completing higher education programs and
working for three years. They then follow a special credentialing course that qualifies them to teach in secondary schools. The teaching staff at vocational colleges are
called ‘‘vocational college lecturers’’ (višji predavatelji)
and must complete undergraduate studies, pedagogical
qualification, and three years of relevant work experience, plus have achieved special competence in their professional fields. Higher education faculty are prepared
through doctoral training programs in the various disciplines in which they eventually will teach.

SUMMARY
The education system of the Republic of Slovenia is
impressive indeed. While the country continues to undergo the difficult process of transitioning from a socialist,
state-controlled economy and centralized government to
a more democratically functioning, market-oriented state,
the educational infrastructure has been quite thoroughly
reformed and modernized since the mid-1990s. As a consequence, Slovenia’s education system today resembles
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the educational systems of Western Europe much more
closely than it resembles the education systems in the
other formerly socialist states once belonging to the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Having separated
out earlier from Yugoslavia when its national economy
was stronger than that of the other republics, Slovenia
nevertheless experienced some of the social upheaval associated with the Balkans wars of the 1990s due to the
inflow of significant refugee streams as the region shattered. However, because the war itself directly reached
Slovenia for only a very brief period in 1991, Slovenia
was spared much of the suffering incurred by the other
states in the region and has managed to pull together its
newly democratizing and liberalizing political and economic structures more rapidly and with greater success
than other countries in the region. Slovenia clearly places
a high value on education and has made substantial
strides toward improving educational offerings at all levels, from preschool through adult education. The key
challenge now appears to be meeting the needs of the
newly restructured labor market and the decentralized
and privatized economy while the banking system is still
in the process of restructuring itself. By developing education and training programs that are more responsive to
market needs, Slovenia is bound to find itself on the cusp
of educational and economic progress in the Central and
Eastern European region during the first few years of the
twenty-first century. Continuing to involve itself in educational exchanges and cooperative ventures with the
member states of the European Union and with other
countries undoubtedly will benefit Slovenia over the next
several years as growing numbers of Slovenian citizens
and nationals seek to prepare themselves for the increasingly diverse and rich social and economic opportunities
available to them, both in Slovenia and abroad.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Solomon Islands

Ministry of Education, Science, and Sport. The Education System in Slovenia 1999. Available from http://
www.mss.edus.si/.

Region:

Oceania

Population:

466,194

Language(s):

Melanesian pidgin,
English

Literacy Rate:

NA

———. The Education System in Slovenia 2000. Available from http://www.mss.edus.si/.
Open Society Institute. Step by Step in Slovenia. Available from http://www.see-educoop.net/.
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Situated in the Southwest Pacific, about 1,200 miles
northeast of Australia, the former British colony became
an independent parliamentary state and a member of the
Commonwealth in 1978.
Prior to 1974, education was provided mostly by
subsidized Christian mission schools, then the local authorities assumed responsibility. The Provincial Government Act of 1981 created nine provincial governments
with further responsibilities delegated to Area Councils.
At this level, traditional chiefs and leaders can participate
in decision-making.
While education is not compulsory, 97 percent of the
children attend primary school, and 17 percent attend secondary school. In 1994 there were 65,493 primary pupils
and 7,811 secondary pupils. The Solomon Islands have
a College of Higher Education and, in 1971, a branch of
the University of the South Pacific in Honiara, the capital,
was opened. Programs for teacher training, and trade and
vocational education are provided at the College of
Higher Education. Other rural training centers run by
churches are also involved in vocational training.
As of 1995 the adult literacy rate was 64 percent. The
language of the great majority of the people is Melanesian pidgin, which is a simplified English-based speech
used to facilitate communications between different
groups of people, including Melanesian, Polynesian, European, and Chinese. There are 120 indigenous languages. Only 1 to 2 percent of the population speaks
English.
Since the bulk of the population is engaged in farming and fishing, the people live in small, widely dispersed
settlements. Therefore, there is a need for distant learning.
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SOMALIA
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
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Somali Democratic
Republic

Region:

Africa

Population:

7,253,137

Language(s):

Somali, Arabic, Italian,
English

Literacy Rate:

24%

Number of Primary
Schools:

1,224

Compulsory Schooling:

8 years

Educational Enrollment:

Primary: 196,496
Higher: 2,040

Teachers:

Primary: 10,338
Higher: 324

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Somali Democratic Republic is located in northeast Africa, in the region known as the Horn of Africa.
Its neighbors include Djibouti to the northwest, Ethiopia
to the west, and Kenya to the southwest. To the north, the
Gulf of Aden separates it from the Arabian peninsula, and
the Indian Ocean borders its eastern and southern regions.
There are about 8 million Somalis, 60 percent of whom
are pastoral nomads. The Somalis are united by a common language, a common culture, and the Islamic religion, but they are deeply divided among various clans.
Inter-clan hostility has always been a source of conflict
for the country and is responsible for a seven-year civil
war (1991-1998) that completely disabled the nation and
its educational system. As of the year 2001, efforts are
still being made by concerned Somalis and international
organizations to reestablish a central government in Somalia and, by influence, its educational system.
Somalia has had a long and complex educational history. Prior to outside influence, Somalis had an informal
mode of education in which the elderly transmitted social
and cultural values to the young through examples and
storytelling. Somalis preserved their histories orally, as
each generation committed genealogical, as well as historical, information to memory. The young learned how
to survive in their world as nomads and as tribal warriors.
Colonization by the Arabs, Italians, French, and British
at various points in Somali history would leave their
marks on the country’s educational institutions. The origin of Arab influence in Somalia dates to 700 A.D. when
a group of Muslim Arabs brought their religion into the
region and spread it with great fervor. By 1300 A.D. nearly all Somalis had converted to the Islamic faith, and several towns, including Zeila and Berbera, emerged as
centers of Islamic culture and learning. Mosques and
theological schools were built to teach Muslims about the
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Qu’ran (the Islamic holy book) and the Arabic language,
which is the official language of Islam. Although the
Arab control of Somaliland waned when the Europeans
entered the picture during the eighteenth century, Islam
remained an integral aspect of Somali culture and society.
The Islamic educational institution was very influential,
as many Qu’ranic schools were opened and, sometimes,
subsidized by the colonial powers and recognized as the
only form of formal education available to many Somalis.
Religious leaders traveled with nomads, teaching their
children how to read, write, and memorize the Qu’ran.
Pupils used wooden slates to copy and learn verses of the
Qu’ran, and some, though not all, learned to be proficient
in the Arabic language. Islamic teachers were paid in the
form of sheep, cattle, camels, and other foodstuff.
Treaties reached by the international community in
1888 officially partitioned Somaliland among three competing European powers: Britain, Italy, and France. The
French occupied the northwest region, which is modern
Djibouti; the British controlled the northern and southeastern regions, and the Italians took the regions in the
south to the northeast. At its independence from these
forces in 1960, British and Italian Somalilands were
joined to form present-day Somalia. French Somaliland
chose to remain autonomous and form a separate nation
under the name of Djibouti.
During the colonial regime, the different powers established different educational systems to suit the economic goals for its region. Italians were interested in
training Somalis to become farmers or unskilled workers
to be used on their banana plantations. This was to minimize the migration of Italians into the region and the depletion of human resources at home. The British needed
natives who could help administer colonial policies and
maintain law and order. Elementary and low-level specialized education was offered by both the British and the
Italians to meet these needs. In 1947, in both the British
and Italian Somalilands, there were a total of 32 elementary schools, a police academy, and a school of health for
the Somalis. The percentage of Somalis who had the opportunity to attend these educational institutions was
minimal. In Italian Somaliland, 1,265 students (less than
one-tenth of 1 percent of the population) were enrolled.
Somalis in British Somaliland did not fare better, with a
total enrollent of 1,200 students. The low enrollment
level resulted from a lack of space and from the Somalis’
perception that colonial education was an instrument for
oppression that should be resisted.
In the years prior to independence (1950-1960), Somalia was placed under a U.N. trusteeship, and a genuine
effort was then made to provide public education for all
Somalis. The U.N. trusteeship agreement required both
Britain and Italy to expand primary and post-primary ed1226

ucational services in Somalia. This was to cultivate the
Somali nationals to whom the reign of power would be
handed at independence. The Somalis, who had previously resisted colonial education, embraced the mandate as
a vehicle for modern development, a building block to
national unity and progress. Italy expanded its elementary schools to admit more Somalis. During the 1957-1958
school year, nearly 14,000 Somalis were enrolled in primary schools, a jump from the 1,265 Somalis who had
been enrolled before the trusteeship agreement. Italy also
set up three secondary schools, a vocational training institute, and a university institute in Mogadishu to train students in public administration, which would eventually
become the Somali National University in 1970. In British Somaliland, the school system was also expanded to
provide better educational opportunities for the Somalis.
By 1960, there were 38 elementary schools, 12 intermediate schools, 3 secondary schools, and 2 vocational
schools, with a total enrollment of 3,429 students. A
teacher training institute was established to cultivate future teachers. However, as David Laitin has argued, even
though more students were given the opportunity for education in British and Italian Somalilands, the effort was
marginal.
The policy of limiting education to the primary level
continued, as secondary education remained closed to a
majority of the Somalis due to limited resources. In Italian Somaliland, school curriculum was parochial, rules
lax, and students, as a whole, lacked the discipline necessary for learning. And although the British had a clearer
educational policy than the Italians, it reached fewer Somalis. Further complicating the educational effort was
the fact that each region adopted a different language for
its school system. Those admitted to Italian-run schools
were taught in Italian, and those in British Somaliland
were taught in English. At independence in July 1960,
there were three languages of instruction in Somalia, including the Arabic used in Qu’ranic schools.
Somali leaders faced the challenge of harmonizing
the educational systems, the curriculum, and the language
of instruction. There was a need to develop an official
script for the Somali language, which was still only a spoken language at independence. The need would be unmet
for the next 12 years and not before a military takeover
of the government in 1969. In power, the military, under
the leadership of Said Barre, established a ‘‘scientific socialist’’ state whose goal was to wipe out clan conflict
and ignorance through the mass education of its people.
Thus, the development of a written Somali language was
imperative to achieving those ideologies. A commission
was formed to study and decide on a script for the Somali
language. Within a year, the commission concluded its
study, recommending the adoption of the Latin script.
The recommendation was accepted in January 1972 with
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a military decree that made Somali the language of official business and instruction for the country. Teachers
were given three months to be proficient in the language.
Textbooks and curriculum were developed to reflect the
values and ideals of the Somali society, and a mass literacy campaign was launched to teach every Somali how to
read and write. There is no question that the adoption of
Somali as the language of education in Somalia had positive effects on the school system. At least, for the first
time in its history, students across the country were
taught in the same language, using the same textbooks.
But the progress education was making in Somalia was
halted by the civil war that lasted from 1991 to 1998. Educational and other public facilities were the first casualties of the war. In 2001 (10 years after the war began),
Somalia was still struggling to rebuild its nation and its
educational system. The country is divided into three administrative parts. The secession of the northwest in 1991
created the Somaliland Republic. In 1998, the northeast
proclaimed a separate government under the name of
Puntland. The south is ruled by various warlords. Available education is offered through private institutions and
international organizations. Any effort to sustain a stable,
public educational system will remain, at best, minimal
until the country once again finds the courage to become
a nation.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The real move for modern secular education in Somalia came with a U.N. mandate in 1950. Article four of
the trusteeship agreement stipulated that Britain and Italy
must establish a formal educational system that would
prepare the Somalis for independence in 10 years. Education was recognized as a base upon which to build the future Somali society. It stated:
The Administering Authority, recognizing the fact that
education in its broadest sense is the only sure foundation on which any moral, social, political, and economic
advancement of the inhabitants of the Territory can be
based, and believing that national independence with due
respect for freedom and democracy can only be established on this basis, undertakes to establish a sound and
effective system of education, with due regard to Islamic
culture and religion. The Administering Authority therefore undertakes to establish as rapidly as possible a system of public education which shall include elementary,
secondary, vocational (including institutions for the
training of teachers), and technical schools, to provide
free of charge at least elementary education, and to facilitate higher and professional education and cultural advancement in every possible way. (qtd. in Laitin 65-66)

The agreement, in addition to encouraging the creation
of primary, secondary, and vocational schools, mandated
that the authorities establish teacher-training institutions
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to train nationals who would teach in the schools. It further advocated the facilitation of higher and professional
education by sending an adequate number of university
students to study abroad. Britain and Italy made haphazard efforts to honor the agreement. At independence,
most Somalis were still illiterate, and not every child had
the opportunity to attend school.
Independence brought significant reforms to the educational system. Education became the responsibility of
the Ministry of Education, under the secretary of state for
education. The ministry aimed at enhancing the quality
of education by improving the curricula and providing a
uniform educational system throughout the republic. Of
prime importance was developing a single language of
education for the country. In 1970, Somalia was declared
a ‘‘Socialist state’’ after a military takeover. The Supreme Revolutionary Council (SRC) outlined new goals
for education. Among these were expanding access to education, reduction of illiteracy, promotion of technical
studies, increase in female enrollment, and the introduction of a Somali-oriented curriculum. The first charter of
the Revolution, however, was to make the Somali language written and then adopted as the language of education and official business. This was achieved in 1972, and
accelerated efforts were made to modify the educational
system to meet governmental policies. All schools, including private, were brought under the administration of
the government. Qu’ranic schools were phased out, and
Islamic instruction became part of public education.
Many elementary, secondary, and vocational schools
were built to increase access to education. In 1975 the
government established free, universal, primary education. The University Institute in Mogadishu became the
Somali National University in 1971. The Ministry of
Higher Education and Culture was created to administer
the school. Before the war broke out, the University, although plagued by a high dropout rate, had a population
of about 5,000 students.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Although the school system was still undergoing reforms in 1990, it had four basic levels: preprimary, primary, secondary/vocational, and higher. The Ministry of
Education controlled primary and secondary education.
Postsecondary education was under the administration of
the Ministry of Higher Education and Culture. Somali’s
reliance on a pastoral nomadic lifestyle, however, adversely affected its educational system. Children in the
rural areas rarely had the opportunities to go to school;
while those who lived in the cities were more likely to
attend, few did beyond the elementary grades. Before the
country’s civil war, about 50 percent of Somali children
were enrolled in the elementary schools, a mere 7 percent
were enrolled in high school, and less than 1 percent were
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in institutions of higher learning. The literacy level was
25 percent.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Until the mid-1970s, primary education consisted of
four years of elementary school, followed by fours years
of intermediate schooling. A proficiency exam was given
at the end of the elementary level to move on to the intermediate level. However, in 1972, elementary and intermediate levels were combined to form one continuous
program; promotion from elementary to intermediate was
made automatic. When the government established free,
universal, primary education in 1975, primary education
was reduced from eight to six years. However, during the
1978-1979 school year, the eight-year primary school
system was reintroduced because the six-year program
had proven unsatisfactory. Primary schooling theoretically began at age six, even though many children began
later. Girls were less likely to attend school and dropped
out after completing four years, which was the elementary level. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the government provided a three-year education program for
nomadic children. For six months of each year, when the
seasons permitted, large numbers of nomads aggregated
so that their children could attend school; the rest of the
year the children accompanied their families. Nomadic
families who wanted their children to attend school
throughout the year boarded them in a permanent settlements or sent them to boarding schools in the south. The
primary curriculum included reading, writing, and arithmetic. Arabic was taught as a secondary language, and
social studies courses were taught using textbooks that
focused on Somali issues.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Few Somalis attended secondary schools. There was
limited access to secondary schools because there were
very few schools, and they were located in urban centers;
most were boarding schools in the south. There were vocational schools for students who wanted to obtain technical skills in the areas of agriculture, mechanics,
masonry, or forestry. In 1975, the military government
made an effort to increase the number of vocational
schools, especially in the rural areas, to cultivate the
skilled labor needed for the developing economy. In postcivil war Somalia, there are 11 secondary schools, 3 in
Somaliland and 8 in Mogadishu, all operated by private
organizations. Because of limited resources, however,
only about 10 percent of those who enter primary school
graduate from secondary school.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The Somali National University in Mogadishu, created in 1972, was the nation’s highest institution of
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higher learning; this was the old university created by the
Italians under the Trusteeship. Under its new name, the
institution consisted of 13 faculties, offering studies in
agriculture, economics, education, engineering, geology,
law, medicine, sciences, veterinary science, languages,
journalism, and Islamic studies. The college of education,
which prepared secondary-school teachers in a two-year
program, was also part of the university. Prior to 1991,
the university had a teaching staff of 700 and a student
enrollment of about 5,000. In addition to the Somali National University, there was also a teacher-training institute, a school of Polytechnics, and a school of nursing.
There were also opportunities for higher education
abroad. Few Somalis, however, took advantage of these
educational opportunities. Since the civil war, efforts
have increasingly been made to reestablish institutions of
higher learning in Somalia. Two institutions were opened
in 1999, Mogadishu University and Amoud University in
Boroma. Both have a student population of about 250 and
are committed to the goal of training enough professionals to meet the growing needs of Somalis for educators
and other professional fields. The mission statement for
Amoud University recognizes that ‘‘the training of professionals is the first step to revitalize [sic] the educational system of country.’’ Admission is given to those with
a secondary school certificate or the equivalent and to
those who pass an entrance examination. A third university is scheduled to be opened in the town of Hargeisa.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Prior to 1991, in spite of the campaign for literacy,
Somalia’s educational budget remained one of the lowest
in Africa. In 1980 and 1986, education represented 8.7
and 2.8 percent of the national budget, respectively. The
shares of the primary, secondary, and tertiary levels of
education were about 62.4 percent, 25.8 percent, and 11.8
percent. In post-war Somalia, most of the available educational institutions were funded by private Somalis and
international humanitarian organizations.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Many attempts have been made to address the problem of illiteracy in Somalia both before and after the civil
war. In 1957 a UNESCO-funded technical assistance
program permitted a group of teachers to go out into the
Somali rural areas to organize a literacy campaign. The
teachers recruited only 20 students and taught them in
Italian, one day a week, for three months. This worked
only during the dry season; when the rains came, the students disappeared, returning to the call of their pastoral
way of life. Coupled with the nomadic lifestyle of the Somalis, the lack of a written Somali language posed a
major problem for literacy training. Adult Somalis faced
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the daunting task of learning how to read and write in a
foreign language. Few welcomed the opportunity. Adult
education, however, gained a new life after the adoption
of the Latin script for the Somali language in 1972. In
March 1973, President Said announced a ‘‘cultural revolution’’ that would bring literacy to all Somalis by 1975.
During the 1974-1975 school year, secondary schools
were closed and students and volunteers were sent to
rural areas to teach adults how to read. At the end of the
campaign, the government claimed that nearly 2 million
Somalis had learned to read and write, a significant number for a country of 6 million people at the time. A permanent Literacy Campaign became part of Somali life after
the Rural Development Campaign, and many adult education evening classes were established to continue the
vision. The National Adult Education Center, a branch of
the Ministry of Education, was responsible for the implementation of adult education. The civil war disrupted the
attempt to educate Somali adults. In the post civil war Somalia, private efforts are being made to continue adult education both on-site and through distance learning.

TEACHING PROFESSION
The first school for teachers was built in 1957 in
British Somaliland to train nationals to staff the elementary schools. In 1972, a two-year course for primary
teachers was established at the National Teachers’ Education Center. A third school for primary teachers was
built in 1974 in Hargeisa. In 1963, the Lafole College of
Education, 40 miles from Mogadishu, was built to train
secondary teachers. In the late 1960s, the length of the
training at Lafole was three years; it was later reduced to
two years and a summer in the 1970s, and it was inWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

creased to three years in 1980s. The Technical Teacher
Training College (TTTC) in Mogadishu was created in
1978 to prepare teachers for vocational and technical education. The duration of its courses is three years. The
college of education at the Somali National University
also prepared secondary school teachers in a two-year
program. These teachers training colleges, including the
Somali National University, were destroyed by the civil
war.

SUMMARY
The future of education in Somalia remains dim. Divided into three political regions, violence continues in
Somalia, and children remain its chief victims. With no
national government and no educational system, boys as
young as 14 or 15 years of age live out their lives on the
streets as thugs and gang members. Those who attend
schools find that they have few resources. Schools at all
levels lack textbooks and decent facilities. Teachers are
poorly trained and poorly paid. The literacy rate is 25 percent. Many Somalis call upon the international community to help its children and rehabilitate its educational
system, but there is no doubt that the Somalis must first
find a way to reform their nation.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):

Literacy Rate:
Number of Primary
Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Teachers:
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Republic of South
Africa
Africa
43,421,021
Afrikaans, English,
Ndebele, Pedi, Sotho,
Swazi, Tsonga, Tswana,
Venda, Xhosa, Zulu
81.8%
20,863
9 years
7.9%
12,625
Primary: 8,159,430
Secondary: 3,571,395
Higher: 617,897
Primary: 133%
Secondary: 95%
Higher: 17%
Primary: 224,896
Higher: 27,099

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 36:1
Secondary: 29:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 131%
Secondary: 103%
Higher: 17%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Republic of South Africa is a constitutional parliamentary democracy of many years standing, which
was dramatically transformed in 1994 when the previous
Apartheid system of racist segregation was formally
abolished. Situated at the southernmost end of the African continent, South Africa measures 1.2 million square
kilometers. Bordered by Namibia, Botswana, and Zimbabwe to the north and Mozambique to the northeast, South
Africa’s southern half is surrounded by water: the Indian
Ocean to the southeast and the Atlantic Ocean to the
southwest. In its own northeastern region South Africa almost entirely encircles Swaziland; in its central eastern
region South Africa territorially surrounds Lesotho.
South Africa has a semi-arid climate, except for the east
coast, where the climate is subtropical. The country’s terrain consists of a large interior plateau surrounded by
sharp hills and narrow coastal plain.
Cultural Background & History: Poised in a geographically strategic location, South Africa for centuries
was the object of battles fought between European invaders and the indigenous Africans. South Africa today is a
rich kaleidoscope of people, languages, and cultures. The
first census of the post-Apartheid era, which began in
1994 with Nelson Mandela’s election, was conducted in
1996 and indicated that South Africa had a population of
43 million people, 22 million of them women. While the
next actual census would not be taken until October 2001,
statisticians estimated South Africa’s population in July
2001 to be approximately 44.6 million (not taking into
account possible additional deaths due to HIV/AIDS),
with the following composition of ‘races’ (i.e., socially
determined categories invented by the European colonizers): 78.8 percent Africans/blacks, 8.7 percent ‘‘Coloureds’’ (i.e., persons of mixed ‘race’), 2.5 percent
Indians/Asians, 10.2 percent ‘‘Whites’’ (i.e., persons of
European ancestry), and 0.1 percent ‘‘Others and unspecified.’’ Regarding religious affiliation, 28.5 percent of
South Africa’s population at the turn of the millennium
adhered to indigenous and animist beliefs while 68 percent of the population was Christian, 2 percent was Muslim, and 1.5 percent was Hindu.
With its extremely ethnically diverse population,
South Africa has 11 official languages: Afrikaans, EnWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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glish, Ndebele, Pedi, Sotho, Swazi, Tsonga, Tswana,
Venda, Xhosa, and Zulu. Of the original African peoples
who lived in the southern African tip, only a few members of the San (‘Bushmen’) and Khoi Khoi communities
(Hottentots) have survived. Anthropologists describe the
majority of South Africa’s indigenous people as Bantuspeaking people. (However, since aBantu refers to people
and Isintu to language, this group of Africans should
more accurately be designated Sintu-speaking people.)
The Bantu include the Nguni, two-thirds of the African
population who speak closely related ‘languages’ (more
accurately, dialects of the Nguni language—isiZulu,
isiXhosa, isiNdebele, and siSwati). The second largest
group of indigenous South Africans is the Sothospeaking group, while the Tsonga and the Venda are
smaller groups. The ‘‘Coloureds,’’ along with the Afrikaaners (descendants of mainly Dutch, French Huguenot,
and German settlers), speak Afrikaans, a language developed from Dutch by Khoi Khoi and Malaysian slaves as
a pidgin language. South Africans of British and other
European descent (notably, Jews from the Baltic states)
identify themselves as English-speaking South Africans,
while the Indian South African population mainly speaks
Tamil, Hindi, and Gujarati.
Archaelogical sites in South Africa contain evidence
of very early human settlements, invalidating the notion
of terra nullius so beloved by the European colonial settlers who liked to consider themselves the first humans
to inhabit the region. In the summer of 1995, geologist
Dave Roberts discovered a set of fossilized footprints
117,000 years old in the sandy slopes of Langebaan Lagoon, on the Atlantic coast of South Africa, dating back
to the period when the first anatomically modern humans
emerged. For most of the past 100,000 years, the southern
African region has been host to nomadic groups of hunter-gatherers living in nuclear families—the San. These
groups lived in delicate ecological balance with their environment and knew, for example, how to aggregate and
disperse in response to ecological necessity. They left
posterity the benefit of their beliefs and rituals, outlooks,
and activities in rock art found throughout the region.
Some 2,000 years ago a group of agro-pastoralists, the
Khoi Khoi, also took up permanent residence in the region. About 1,500 years ago, the iSintu-speaking people,
who had migrated from the Great Lakes region of Africa,
began to cultivate the soil, mainly in the summer rainfall
river valleys of the southeastern part of Africa, introducing and developing techniques of growing edible crops
such as millet and gourds. The domestication of cattle approximately 1,000 years ago in southern Africa created
new possibilities for societal development, and political
systems arose among the decentralized kingdoms of the
region.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

The arrival of Europeans in southern Africa was by
far the most traumatic experience the indigenous communities had ever experienced by the 1600s. In 1652 the
Dutch set up a mainland base in the territory of the Khoi
Khoi for their East India Company (VOC) as a victualling
station for their own passing ships. Observing the building of a stone castle and the settling of farmers on their
land, the Khoi Khoi realized that the Dutch intended to
stay and thus resisted bartering with them by withholding
their own livestock and fought off the attempts of VOC
expeditions to take their livestock by force. Thus began
the systematic dispossession of indigenous populations
that sparked off the Wars of Dispossession (the ‘‘Kaffir
Wars’’) in the 1770s which lasted 100 years in the region—or more accurately, more than 3 centuries, terminating only with the establishment of South Africa’s
democratic government in 1994. Gradually the Dutch settlers overwhelmed the indigenous Africans by seizing
their streams, land, and cattle and by incorporating the
Khoi Khoi as farm laborers and into their militia, destroying the Khoi Khoi’s political economy. The urgent need
for labor experienced by the Dutch was reinforced by the
1688 arrival of French Huguenots, escaping religious
persecution in Europe, and within the first decade of their
arrival the Dutch brought in slaves from their Asian colonies, mainly from Malaysia, and from eastern and western Africa. These slaves became the nucleus of the
subsequent ‘‘coloured’’ community.
The British occupied the Cape of Good Hope at the
southern tip of Africa in 1795 during the French revolutionary wars to prevent the southernmost part of Africa
from falling into French hands. They returned it to the
Dutch in 1803, only to reoccupy it in 1806. In 1820 British settlers came to live mainly in the eastern Cape, 1,000
kilometers east of Cape Town. As the original European
settlements expanded from the coastal area into the interior, the Europeans inevitably came into conflict with the
indigenous populations they encountered, due to the newcomers vying for the land and livestock of the original
owners. The Kaffir Wars gradually gave the Europeans
the upper hand, as the Europeans had more effective
weapons of mass destruction than did the indigenous Africans. By the late 1800s they had managed to control all
the territories previously belonging to the African people.
Although the British and Dutch shared a common
purpose in oppressing and dispossessing the indigenous
peoples of southern Africa, certain tensions between the
European settlers soon resurfaced. In consequence, beginning in 1836, the Dutch settlers embarked on a more
deliberate emigration to escape British colonialism. This
event, called the Great Trek, moved them from the Cape
Colony into the interior. The interior land, however, was
not empty; rather, it already was inhabited by Africans,
fertile and well watered, and provided a potentially cheap
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supply of labor, as the Dutch Voortrekkers soon discovered. This led the incoming Dutch to establish two republics, the Transvaal and the Orange Free State, while the
British took possession of the Cape Colony and Natal.
The discovery of diamonds in 1867 near the place
where the Orange and Vaal Rivers meet and of gold in
the Tati area, then in the eastern Transvaal in the 1870s,
and in Witwatersrand brought the arrival in 1886 of European prospectors, mainly from Britain, and drew in African migrant workers as well. Resolving to extend their
control to the new Boer republics of the Dutch settlers,
the British eventually engaged the Dutch in the AngloBoer War, which lasted from 1899 until 1902 and ended
with British victory in the battlefield, though the Boers
officially won the peace—a compromise to ensure the
unity of the Europeans against the African indigenes to
foster European control of the region. Agreement between the British and the Boers was reached in 1909 to
establish a single country by combining the territories
each group controlled into one nation. The Union of
South Africa, known today as South Africa, came into
being in 1910.
Racial differentiation in education took root from the
beginning of European colonization in South Africa, with
separate schools established for the different ‘racial’
groups. Essentially, the education system was designed
to elevate Europeans above all other groups, who were
programmed and socialized for subordinate roles in the
European-dominated commercial and administrative systems to further the goals of South Africa’s colonial overlords. As most of the early schools established for
Africans were missionary institutions, an added objective
was to proselytize to the Africans and assimilate them
into Western culture and especially into Christian values
of obedience and subservience to those in authority. By
1945 approximately 4,400 church-related schools were
offering instruction in South Africa, compared with only
230 government schools. African culture, history, religion, values, botany, zoology, medicine, and so on provided no points of reference for African education,
whether in the secular system or in missionary schools.
European-administered education for Africans was designed for alienation and underdevelopment with all genuine educational opportunity reserved for the Europeans
themselves.
To contest European domination, including in the
schools, indigenous Africans established the South African Native National Conference (which later became the
African National Congress) in 1912 as the first pan-tribal
organization on the continent and resolved to gain their
country back politically. Determined to master European
learning as a tool to win the contest against the Europeans
for control of southern Africa, the African poets and au1232

thors of the period, notably Citashe and W. B. Rubusana,
voiced their new aspirations in their oft quoted slogan,
Zemk’ iinkomo magwalandini (‘‘Your cattle are gone,
you cowardly countrymen’’). Their new call to arms favored the pen over the spear.
The uneasy coalition of the British and the Boers
persisted further into the twentieth century and led to the
formation of the National Party by the Boers, who by
then were calling themselves Afrikaaners and their language Afrikaans. Organized politically in 1933, the National Party came into power in 1948 on a ticket of
Apartheid—a policy of complete separation between Europeans and all others. This began the most intensive period of anti-African legislation South Africa had ever
experienced. During the period of Apartheid, a system of
so-called ‘‘Homelands’’ was established that relegated
particular ethnic groups to separate parts of the country,
and a pass system was set up that was strictly enforced
to maintain official segregation shaped by the racist ideology of the National Party’s adherents. By 1961 the National Party was withdrawing South Africa from the
British Commonwealth. Over the next several decades
South Africa witnessed its own increasing exclusion from
world bodies and international fora, including representation in the United Nations, in response to its deliberate
insistence on an unrelenting course of racism and the
abuse of the majority of its citizens’ human rights.
Resistance to segregation and Apartheid among Africans after the collapse of African kingdoms toward the
close of the nineteenth century essentially emerged in
several phases. During the first phase, the ANC, since the
time of its formation, tried to petition the British crown
against African exclusion from power and sent delegations to Britain to lobby the British government. Internally, the ANC sent the South African government similar
pleas and even participated in Native Representative
Councils set up as advisory councils to the South African
government. All pleas to ameliorate the oppressive and
exploitative conditions fell on deaf ears, however. When
petitions and delegations failed to produce the desired effect, a group of powerful future leaders arose in 1944, including Nelson Mandela, Walter Sisulu, and Robert
Sobukwe, to form the ANC Youth League. Calling for
a Program of Action to challenge European state control
directly through protest, they launched the Defiance
Campaign Against Unjust Laws in 1951-1952 and employed passive resistance to make their mark on the government and history of education in South Africa.
In 1960 the state outlawed the ANC as well as an
ANC splinter group, the Pan African Congress (PAC),
led by Robert Sobukwe which had been formed a year
earlier to protest the inclusion of Europeans in the liberation movement, whom PAC members accused of waterWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ing down the demands of the oppressed African masses
in order to safeguard the interests of whites. The broad
liberation movement went underground and embarked on
guerrilla warfare. The government had hoped that it had
completely fragmented resistance from the disadvantaged and oppressed and that it had separated these downtrodden groups from their white liberal sympathizers,
especially those from the ‘‘open universities.’’ In reality,
these universities became hotbeds of revolution. Calls for
a ‘‘Black Consciousness’’ rose in the late 1960s from
every segregated campus that were at first welcomed by
the government because they seemed to accord with the
government’s own policy of complete separation of the
races. The emergence of the South African Students’ Organization in 1968, a breakaway group under the leadership of Steve Bantu Biko from the multiracial and
patronizing National Union of South African Students
was the harbinger of a new revolutionary spirit among the
oppressed that was to sweep across South Africa and
eventually bring Apartheid down to its knees. The students at the segregated universities, along with students
in primary and secondary schools, far from being socialized to accept Apartheid and its design for them, offered
what increasingly became the most potent challenge to
white domination in South Africa.
Overt African resistance inside South Africa was
mounted largely by the Black Consciousness Movement
in its various formulations with a base among students
mobilized to rise against Apartheid through such actions
as the ‘‘Soweto’’ uprising of 1976. The following year,
however, the Apartheid regime outlawed Black Consciousness just as it had done to the ANC and the PAC.
The Movement’s most eminent leader, Steve Biko, was
murdered in police detention, an event that created a fresh
outburst of anger. A final push began under the umbrella
of the United Democratic Front formed in 1983, the labor
movement that had been legalized in 1979 only ‘‘to bring
the unions out into the open and crush them.’’ Notwithstanding brutal repression under a State of Emergency
first proclaimed by the South African government in
1985, the strategy to undermine workers failed and resistance on the ground swelled as never before with growing
international support and economic sanctions, eventually
leading to the capitulation of the Apartheid state. In February 1990 President F. W. De Klerk, South Africa’s last
non-indigenous head of state, removed the ban on the
ANC and the PAC and announced the release of all political prisoners, including Nelson Mandela, as well as an
amnesty on exiles associated with the liberation movement. This set the stage for a negotiated settlement finally
reached in 1994.
The Homelands system was abolished with the end
of Apartheid and the election of Nelson Mandela as president. However, the social and economic disruptions
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caused by the Homelands Act and the brutality of South
Africa’s official structures during the years of National
Party rule—not to mention the resultant fragmentation of
African families and communities—are likely to take
generations to overcome. The work of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa during the 1990s
and beyond has focused in large measure on repairing the
extensive damage done not only to the physical integrity
of South Africans and their country’s social infrastructure
but also on mending the South African soul, seeking the
means to help heal the trauma caused by years of torture,
murder, and abuse at the hands of a racist state that previously would not permit individuals of different ‘races’
even to legally marry.
Social Conditions: In 2001 approximately 52.7 percent of South Africa’s population lived in urban areas.
The major cities of the country include Johannesburg,
Cape Town, and Pretoria, the national capital (though
Cape Town is the legislative center and Bloemfontein the
judicial center. With an average population density of
about 34 persons per square kilometer in 1999, South Africa has experienced rapid population shifts and changes
in the age structure of its population with the demise of
the Homelands system of the Apartheid era and the HIV/
AIDS pandemic. With the spread of this disease magnified by relative government inaction until the turn of the
millennium, harsh discrimination and mistreatment often
meted out by society to those infected with the disease,
and certain dangerously mistaken beliefs and abusive
practices concerning protection from the disease, the
scale of infection and deaths in South Africa from HIV/
AIDS exceeds that in most other countries, including
those in the developing world.
South Africa had an infant-mortality rate of 62 per
1,000 live births in 1999 and an under 5 years childmortality rate of 76 per 1,000 the same year. The total fertility rate was about three (i.e., a woman bearing children
for her entire childbearing years at the current fertility
rate would produce three children). Nearly one third of
the population (32.5 percent) in the year 2000 was 14
years old or younger, more than three-fifths of South Africans (62.8 percent) were between 15 and 64 years of
age, and less than 5 percent was 65 or older, although
these figures varied markedly by racial group. The life
expectancy at birth of the population in the year 2000
again varied significantly by race and was very difficult
to estimate accurately due to South Africa’s extremely
high HIV/AIDS infection rate (by some counts, one person in eight in 2001) and the accompanying loss of life.
The estimated years of life expectancy at birth for the
population of the country as a whole in 1997 was 54 for
males and 58 for females. Examining specific racial
groups and gender categories separately, however, the
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following life expectancy figures for 1997 were obtained:
Black men, 52; Black women, 55; Coloured men, 59;
Coloured women, 68; Asian men, 65; Asian women, 72;
White men, 70; and White women, 77. Life expectancy
also differs considerably depending on income level and
on the area of the country in which one lives. In 1999 the
adult literacy rate for South Africa was estimated at 87
percent, although literacy actually varied widely, depending on income level, racial group, province, and gender.
Economic Status: South Africa has been both blessed
and cursed with an abundance of natural resources—
blessed since the potential exists for rich development
and the sustenance of a large population at adequate if not
high standards of living, but cursed because the wealth
endemic to the land attracted European invaders who
subjugated the indigenous population for centuries, creating wide economic disparities and vast suffering for most
of the country’s population. The country’s abundant natural resources include precious and industrial metals (including platinum, gold, and chromium), gem minerals
such as diamonds, and valuable energy sources such as
coal and natural gas. In 1999 about 25 percent of the labor
force was employed in industry, 30 percent in agriculture,
and 45 percent in services. The GDP at market prices was
estimated at US$131.1 trillion with about 5 percent of the
GDP derived from agriculture, 35 percent from industry,
and 60 percent from services. Annual per-capita income
in South Africa was US$3,170 (using the Atlas method
of calculating GNI per capita). The unemployment rate
in South Africa was roughly 30 percent, although again,
as in nearly all population measures, wide discrepancies
exist in unemployment rates across population groups.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
South Africa is a parliamentary democracy with a
strong presidency, established in its most recent form by
the new constitution adopted by the South African parliament in May 1996, certified by the Constitutional Court
on 4 December 1996, and signed by President Nelson
Mandela six days later, coming into effect on 3 February
1997. South Africa has a legal system based on RomanDutch law and the British common law system. All citizens of South Africa 18 years and older are eligible to
vote; men are also eligible for military service at age 18.
According to the Bill of Rights contained in the new
South African constitution, everyone has a right to basic
education, including adult basic education, which the
state, through reasonable measures, must make progressively available and accessible to all citizens through a
single, unified, national education system.
At the national level, the president is both head of the
government and chief of state, democratically elected by
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the National Assembly to a five year term of office. On
16 June 1999, Thabo Mbeki became the second president
under the new constitution, chosen by unanimous acclamation of the National Assembly. The executive branch
of the national government also includes an executive
deputy president, who since 17 June 1999 has been Jacob
Zuma, and a cabinet appointed by the president.
The national legislative branch is a bicameral parliament composed of the National Assembly and the National Council of Provinces. The National Assembly
consists of 400 members elected through proportional
representation by popular vote to 5 year terms in office;
the National Council of Provinces has 90 seats filled by
10 members elected from each of the 9 provinces, also
to 5 year terms. This second house of the national legislature replaced the previous Senate, when the new constitution came into effect, with the same representatives and
party affiliations but a new responsibility: to look after
the interests of the regions and the cultural and linguistic
traditions of the ethnic minorities residing in each of the
provinces. The third branch of the national government,
the judicial branch, consists of a Supreme Court of Appeals, a Constitutional Court, High Courts, and Magistrate Courts. Sub-national affairs are administered
through a system of nine provinces—Eastern Cape, Free
State, Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga, NorthWest, Northern Cape, Northern Province, and Western
Cape—whose peoples, levels of economic development,
and characteristics differ widely.
Concerning interethnic and international relations,
South Africa today is working actively to create a society
built on mutual respect and cooperation. The country now
enjoys very good relations with the international community, in contrast to the negative consequences of its poor
reputation internationally during the Apartheid years. Belonging to numerous international organizations and conferences and working collaboratively with governmental
actors and nongovernmental organizations from around
the world, South Africa is finally beginning to reap the
benefits of the many years of sacrifice and struggle by
which indigenous South Africans threw off the bonds of
social segregation and racist policies. Many international
relationships grew out of efforts made during the Apartheid era to support South Africans working to break the
Apartheid system and to realize social justice for the peoples of this southernmost African country. Banned for
years from participating in international events, organizations, and conferences, due to the racist politics of the National Party, South Africa now participates in many
regional and international organizations, including the
African Development Bank, the World Bank, United Nations agencies, the Group of 77, and countless other bodies too numerous to name. Receiving international
support in the form of technical and financial assistance
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to assist the country’s democratic transformation and socioeconomic development, the South African government and people and a panoply of civil society
organizations have drawn widespread support from
abroad, especially in the area of education and in other
social welfare domains.
With the start of the new era in South African governance and development in 1994 and the new South African constitution, the educational system of South Africa
began a transformation of monumental proportions. Significant reforms have been required particularly because
of the previously destructive policies, legislation, and
practices implemented under Apartheid that kept black
students and other ethnic and racial minorities apart from
whites and at a severe educational, social, and economic
disadvantage. Complete government control over African education had started with the passage in 1953 of the
Bantu Education Act. One of Apartheid’s chief architects, Dr. Verwoerd as Minister of Bantu Administration
and Education, declared in the debate on the bill that Africans should be taught there was no place for them
‘‘above certain forms of labor’’ in areas of South Africa
taken by European settlers for themselves. Verwoerd intended to devise an educational system for Africans that
would ensure their perpetually remaining ‘‘hewers of
wood and drawers of water.’’ There was no point, others
in the House said, in teaching African children mathematics or science for they had no need of such expertise. This
Act formed the basis for the acute technical skills shortage post-Apartheid South Africa is experiencing. The Act
did not propose free and compulsory education for African children such as that available to white children. Despite the appalling levels of poverty among Africans,
education for indigenous Africans never was made free,
and the state spent on African education only a small proportion of the money it lavished on the education of white
children. Nonetheless, the 1953 Bantu Education Act was
passed over the objections of Africans and began eroding
even the small gains Africans had made through the education they had received from the missionaries, whose
schools were taken over by the new Ministry of Bantu
Education. Efforts by leaders of the African National
Congress to open independent schools were frustrated
through legislation that forbade such schools and prescribed severe punitive measures for flouting the law.
A series of South African government laws followed
over the next two decades that placed indigenous Africans at a substantial disadvantage compared with whites
in the area of education. By 1979 only 29 percent of black
pupils were completing their primary and secondary
schooling, compared with 81 percent of white pupils. A
number of these legislative acts established separate universities for blacks, coloureds, and Asians and put higher
education increasingly under the long arm of the state.
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The National Educational Policy and the Act on Educational Services passed in 1967, and the 1969 Act on the
Training of Teachers established a new Department of
National Education that retained control of all tertiary educational institutions: universities, colleges of advanced
technology, technical colleges and institutes, and other
colleges offering postsecondary certificates. This completed government encroachment on university autonomy especially on such matters as admission of people
from other racially defined groups.
The Constitution of 1996 and a comprehensive, integrated series of education laws enacted under the administrations of Presidents Mandela and Mbeki have been
transforming the South African educational system at all
levels. For example, the South African Schools Act 84
of 1996 provides for a uniform system for the organization, governance, and funding of schools. The Act is intended to ‘‘redress past injustices in educational
provision, provide an education of progressively high
quality. . ., advance the democratic transformation of society, combat racism and sexism and all other forms of
unfair discrimination and intolerance, contribute to the
eradication of poverty and the economic well-being of
society, [and] protect and advance [South Africa’s] diverse cultures and languages.’’ The 1996 South African
Schools Act also spells out the new democratic government’s plans for educational reform. The Act provides
for: 1) compulsory education for learners between the
ages of 7 and 15 or learners reaching grade 9, whichever
occurs first; 2) two categories of schools, namely public
and independent schools, as well as the establishment and
maintenance of public schools on private property; 3)
criteria for the admission of learners to public schools;
4) governance and management of public schools, 5) the
election of governing bodies and their functions; and 6)
funding of public schools.
A new Higher Education Act passed in 1997 (Act
101) provides a policy and legislative framework for
higher education. The Act established a Council of
Higher Education (CHE) to advise the minister on the
structure, planning, and governance of higher education;
funding formulae; financial aid and student support services; quality control and assurance; and language policy.
The Act requires the minister to provide reasons in writing for turning down the recommendations of the CHE
on any of these matters. There are 21 universities and 15
technikons in South Africa—relatively few for a population of 43 million people, although intense debate is
underway over the ‘‘shape and size’’ of the higher education sector. Universities and technikons are autonomous
and answerable to their councils. Private Acts of Parliament establish each university, and there is minimum interference from the government. The Higher Education
Act also legislates the establishment of private technikons
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and universities, which must register, however, with the
Ministry of Education. An earlier Technikons Act (Act
125 of 1993) had enabled technikons to offer degrees as
well as their previous three year diplomas.
South African language policy as it applies to education is still evolving and the subject of intense debate.
Under the Apartheid system South Africa had two official languages, English and Afrikaans, which were used
as the languages of commerce, science, and higher learning. Indigenous languages were elevated to official status
only after South Africa’s first truly democratically elected government came to power in 1994. In July 1997, a
new language policy was released that accords with the
language clauses of the 1996 Constitution. The new language policy stipulates that students have a right to be
taught in the language of their choice. When applying for
admission to a school, a student may stipulate in which
of South Africa’s official languages the student wishes
to be taught. Schools are expected to take the language
preferences of students into account and, ‘‘within reasonable measures,’’ respond to the language choice of the
students they admit. According to the policy, only official
languages may be used for instruction; from grade 3 onwards, learners have to study the language they are taught
in, as well as at least one other approved language; language may not be used as a barrier to admission; governing bodies must stipulate how their schools will promote
multilingualism; and failing a language will result in failing the grade one is in.
Concerning the new language policy in schools,
under the new South African Constitution of 1996, all
children and youth are allowed instruction in the language of their choice, as selected from among the 11 official languages of the country. It is left to the individual
school districts and institutions to manage the practical
accomplishment of this task—one of the great challenges
yet to be adequately addressed by the school reform measures underway in the early twenty-first century. The new
language policy nonetheless lays the groundwork for
some of the potentially most empowering legislation the
new government will pass to strengthen the previously
marginalized African language communities.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
In the year 2000 approximately more than 52 million
children and youth (50.5 percent of them female) were
enrolled in 29,386 primary and secondary schools in
South Africa. In addition, 125,000 students (youth and
adults) were enrolled in technical colleges, 300,000 students (54.6 percent female) were enrolled in universities,
and 190,000 students (45.5 percent female) attended
technikons (vocational and technical tertiary level
schools). Formal education in South Africa falls into
three categories:
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1. General Education and Training, incorporating a preparatory year and students up through grade 9.
2. Further Education and Training, covering grades 10
through 12 for regularly enrolled youth, out of
school students, adult learners, youth and adults enrolled in technical, youth, and community colleges,
industry-based education and training initiatives, and
other nonformal instructional programs.
3. Higher Education, which includes a broad range of
educational institutions and programs leading to certificates, diplomas, and degrees.
The three levels of education are integrated in a National
Qualifications Framework as outlined by the South African Qualification Authority Act of 1996 that aimed to establish a seamless system of education for South Africans
of all ages and instructional levels. Nearly all the schools
at the primary and junior secondary levels were publicly
funded. Enrollments in private primary schools represented only 1 percent of the total primary enrollment in
1995. At the preprimary, senior secondary, and tertiary
levels, growth in the number of private institutions has
been observed since 1994, particularly with the educational reforms stimulated by the various education acts
passed in the 1990s and later.
Preprimary education for children up to age six is optional in South Africa. Nine years of government-paid,
compulsory basic education is provided to pupils between the ages of 6 and 15, where 6 grades of primary
schooling are offered to pupils generally between the
ages of 6 and 12 (though many older students also are enrolled at this level), followed by 3 grades of junior secondary education for children between the ages of 12 and
15. The first year of junior secondary schooling takes
place in the primary school setting while the next two
years are delivered in senior secondary schools. Senior
secondary schools provide either academic training or
vocational and technical education and training. They are
designed to accommodate students between the ages of
16 and 20 (though many older students attend), with general education programs generally lasting three years and
vocational and technical training programs lasting 2, 3,
or 4 years. Higher education institutions of various types
provide education and training opportunities for students
after the senior secondary level who have graduated with
the appropriate secondary level certificates, diplomas, or
degrees to qualify for admission.
In the South Africa of the post-Apartheid era, the education system has been undergoing major reforms to
more equitably distribute educational opportunities to all
South Africans—blacks, coloureds, and Asians as well as
whites—and to heighten educational quality at all levels.
The most significant education innovation introduced
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since 1994 perhaps has been the new curriculum design,
Curriculum 2005. Based on the concept of Outcomes
Based Education (OBE), Curriculum 2005 identifies the
new national curriculum framework introduced in grade
1 in 1998 and progressively being added to subsequent
grades of basic education over several years. Intended to
replace the ‘‘banking concept’’ of education characteristic of education in South Africa during the Apartheid era
and first years of the new South African regime, OBE regards learning as an interactive process between and
among educators and learners, with the learner at the center and the teacher as facilitator. Stressing cooperative
learning, especially group work on common tasks, OBE
focuses on what learners should know and do. The goal
is to produce active, lifelong learners with a thirst for
knowledge and a love for learning.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Although some provinces provide preprimary education, the scale is limited and the field of early childhood
development is dominated by the nongovernmental sector in South Africa. Preprimary schools must be registered with local authorities, and their operations fall
under the control of provincial educational departments,
who oversee both public and private preschool programs.
In reality, insufficient numbers of trained teaching staff
at the preprimary level were available in 2001, whether
through publicly or privately funded institutions, to
mount an effective preprimary education program.
School enrollments in general are very difficult to
specify and compare in South Africa due to the fact that
ratios vary markedly by racial group, gender, income
level, and geographical location. Additionally, the manner in which age levels are defined and students of particular ages are included or excluded further complicates the
reliability of measures and their comparability across regions, sources, and time. That said, 1 estimate of South
Africa’s primary gross enrollment for 1995 was 131 percent, whereas a UNICEF fact sheet updated in December
2000 noted the gross enrollment rate at the primary level
to be 98 percent for boys and 86 percent for girls, with
corresponding net enrollment rates of 88 percent for boys
and 86 percent for girls. In 1995 approximately 49 percent of pupils enrolled in primary school were girls.
Under the new educational reforms of the 1990s the average class size at the primary level was to be 35 students,
much lower than the earlier number in impoverished
communities though significantly higher than the prevailing class size in white majority schools. This goal reportedly had been met by 2001, according to the Department
of Education.
Children are admitted to primary school at age six.
There is a junior primary school phase that lasts for three
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years and a senior primary school phase that also lasts for
three years. In the first three years, children learn to read,
write, and count. A start is also made at learning a second
language. The next phase stresses reading and oral proficiency in one’s first language and in the second language
taught. In addition, primary pupils are taught mathematics, general science, history, geography, and skills such
as needlework, woodwork, and art.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
A 1995 estimate of the gross enrollment ratio for
South African secondary schools was 94 percent. About
54 percent of students enrolled at the secondary level
were female that year. In December 2000 UNICEF reported secondary level gross enrollment ratios as 76 percent for males and 91 percent for females.
Secondary education in South Africa, like primary
education, is divided into junior and senior phases. Senior
secondary schools offering general knowledge last three
years, broadening and deepening students’ understanding
and skills in various academic subjects to prepare them
for their choice of career or for further study. In addition
to studying languages (normally two to three per student),
students choose a minimum of four subjects from the following mainstream areas: general studies, commercial
studies, natural sciences, technical studies, the arts, and
agricultural and domestic science. In grade 12 students
take a qualifying examination at the higher, standard, and
lower grades (i.e., the three tracks in which students have
been studying). Because of the underpreparedness of
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mainly African students from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds, the failure rate in grade 12 has been
dismal, reaching the 50 percent mark. Moreover, many
students are taught virtually no science and mathematics,
making the skills shortages in the science, engineering,
and technology areas particularly acute. Besides the general education programs offered at the senior secondary
level, vocational and technical programs lasting two,
three, or four years can also be followed by senior secondary students.

HIGHER EDUCATION
A discussion of higher education in South Africa
must begin with a retrospective look at how the university
system was constructed, considering the powerful impact
of segregation and Apartheid on the educational opportunities of South Africans at the tertiary level. The establishment of the South African College at Cape Town in
1829 for people of European descent marked the beginning of tertiary education in South Africa. During the
nineteenth century, a number of secular and religious institutions of higher education were established in South
Africa to serve the interests of the Europeans who resided
there. The provision of higher education for Europeans
was accelerated after the formation of the Union of South
Africa to provide equitable training for both the English
and the Afrikaaners. The University Act was passed in
1916, the same year the Joint Matriculation Board was
established to design the matriculation curriculum and
regulate examinations for entry into university. The
board members were invariably drawn from among the
white representatives of provincial, university, and other
educational authorities. In 1918 the University of South
Africa was established with its six constituent colleges.
Over the next 40 years new universities came into
being, increasing the likelihood that Europeans would remain in power over the indigenous population, since the
majority of university offerings were available only to
whites. In 1955 control of European education was divided between the union government and the provincial legislatures, with the provinces governing primary and
general secondary education and agricultural and teacher
training colleges while vocational and technical training
at the secondary level and higher education were placed
in the central government’s hands. The Vocational Education Act, also passed that year, placed tertiary education under the control of the Ministry of Education, Arts,
and Sciences. In 1965 the University of Port Elizabeth
was established, offering instruction in English and Afrikaans. Two years later, the Rand Afrikaans University
opened. UNESCO figures from 1968 showed that after
the United States, South Africa had the second largest
number of white university students per 100,000 inhabitants in the world. At the time 30,000 students were en1238

rolled in the segregated English language historically
White universities alone while only 3,000 Africans studied in all the historically black universities put together.
Before the demise of Apartheid, 11 universities in South
Africa served predominantly white students. They were,
as divided according to the language of instruction: five
Afrikaans universities (Stellenbosch, Pretoria, Potchefstroom, Orange Free State, and Rand Afrikaans); four
English language universities (Cape Town, Witwatersrand, Natal, and Rhodes); and two bilingual universities
(Port Elizabeth and the University of South Africa). Several segregated colleges for advanced technical training
also were created, mainly in the major urban areas, preparing students directly for work and offering a wide variety of programs in the agricultural sciences, commerce
and industry, public service, military, and health sectors.
Job reservation laws passed in the mid-1950s protected
most of these professions for whites and ensured the employability of graduates of these programs.
The idea of higher education for Africans was first
hatched around 1880 in the eastern Cape by James Stewart, head of the Lovedale Mission Station of the United
Free Church of Scotland. Stewart was the first to forcefully articulate the need for an institution, run on Christian lines, that would provide university education for
Africans. He garnered support for his idea from the
churches, government, business, and some African leaders, notably John Tengo Jabavu (founder of Imvo zabantsundu, ‘‘African Opinion,’’ an isiXhosa newspaper) and
the Reverend Walter B. Rubusana. In 1916 the South African Native College at Fort Hare (across the river from
Lovedale) was opened as the first university for Africans
south of the equator. The college was subsidized by the
government of South Africa. Like the secondary schools
in the country that served as feeder institutions to the university, Fort Hare became a university of African leaders
in east and southern Africa, producing in a single generation the heads of state of Botswana (Sir Seretse Khama),
Lesotho (Dr. Ntsu Mokhehle), Uganda (Professor Yusuf
Lule), Zimbabwe (Robert Mugabe), and South Africa
(Nelson Mandela). Many of the first cabinet ministers appointed after independence in Kenya, Malawi, Swaziland, Tanzania, and Zambia had been educated at Fort
Hare. Before 1959, all of South Africa’s English language universities, referred to as the ‘‘open universities,’’
had admitted in all disciplines a small number of African
students and others who were not of European descent.
In 1950, a medical faculty for Africans, including those
of mixed and Asian descent, was opened at the University
of Natal, becoming the only medical school to admit
them following their exclusion from the other open universities until the segregated Medical University of South
Africa was founded. The University of South Africa continued to admit an increasing number of Africans who
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could not raise enough funds or otherwise afford to attend
a residential university.
Self-governing status was granted in the mid-1970s
and early 1980s to the territories of the Transkei, Ciskei,
Venda, and Bophuthatswana, and three new ethnic universities were built for these newly ‘‘independent countries:’’ the University of Transkei, originally a satellite
campus of Fort Hare later taken over by Ciskei; the University of Venda, similarly set up under the University of
the North; and the University of Bopthutswana. Vista
University was established with campuses in South Africa’s sprawling dormitory towns in the segregated African
townships around Johannesburg, Pretoria, Benoni, Port
Elizabeth, and Bloemfontein to accommodate urban Africans the government had wished to pretend did not exist.
Now that the Apartheid system has ended, the imbalances in tertiary education across racial groups created
through the unequal education system of the Apartheid
years are being addressed but will be difficult to correct.
The official languages of instruction at the tertiary level,
for example, are English and Afrikaans, the two principal
languages of the European colonizers, yet many South
African students speak an alternative mother tongue. Figures for the mid-1990s released by South Africa’s Human
Science Research Council (HSRC) showed that even
with the demise of the Apartheid system, groups describing themselves as white accounted for 85 percent of all
university graduates in South Africa, despite the fact that
their proportion as a percentage of the population was no
more than 15 percent. The impact of the segregated educational system established under white majority rule and
the Apartheid years has been enormous. The HSRC survey indicated that by the mid-1990s the unemployment
rate in South Africa hovered around just 2 percent for
white graduates of tertiary institutions but was nearly 25
percent for black tertiary graduates.
Statistics from the Ministry of Education released in
August 1999 show that a growing number of South Africans are opting to study at technikons rather than universities, a phenomenon that may be attributed to a variety
of factors including the vocational nature of most technikon qualifications and the lower entrance requirements
at the technikons. Between 1993 and 1997, enrollments
at the technikons increased by 46 percent, while at the
universities they increased by only 8 percent. Overall enrollments in higher education grew from 496,000 in 1993
to 594,000 in 1997. African students enrolling at historically white institutions of higher learning rose from 41
percent to 57 percent but enrollments at the historically
black universities began to fall quite considerably, causing concerns over their future viability. Private universities also have siphoned students away from the
historically black universities. Technical colleges also
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offer postsecondary vocational training in a wide range
of subjects, attracting career-oriented students and adult
learners interested in improving their qualifications in
marketable skill areas.
In 1998 the Ministry of Education started a process
that is continuing and will take a few years to complete,
namely, to incorporate colleges of education, agriculture,
and nursing into the higher education system. A number
of such colleges have chosen to affiliate with specific universities, thus enabling their students to earn college
credits toward university degrees. Articulation among the
various sectors of education is improving in South Africa
with the National Qualifications Framework and the
South African Qualifications Authority providing growing opportunities for cumulative learning and continuing
accreditation.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
South Africa’s Department of Education and the
Ministry of Education are the primary government bodies
that deal with education at the national level. The Constitution of 1996 has also vested substantial powers in each
of the nine provincial legislatures and governments to run
educational affairs, other than the universities and technikons, whose administration remains the responsibility
of the national level organs. The national government is
responsible only for matters that cannot be regulated effectively by provincial legislatures and others that need
to be coordinated in terms of national norms and standards. The Ministry of Education has overall responsibility for government policy on education and training.
Relations with provincial departments are regulated by a
national policy framework and national legislation within
which the provincial departments set their own priorities
and programs. In addition, other government ministries
such as the Ministry of Labour and the Ministry of Health
collaborate with the above government bodies in relevant
areas, depending on the focus of educational work (for
example, public private partnerships in training and apprenticeships to meet labor market needs and cooperative
ventures to tackle the monumental problem of HIV/AIDS
education and awareness among students and educators
in the country). A full range of departments, commissions, and offices attached to the principal government
bodies charged with formulating and implementing educational policies and practices also exists. Assisting with
the development and implementation of higher education
policies and practices and coordinating the provision of
education at the tertiary level are the South African Universities’ Vice-Chancellors’ Association (SAUVCA) and
the Committee of Technikon Principals, both located in
Pretoria.
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to an estimated 300,000 adult learners. Between the
1995-1996 and 1998-1999 school years, expenditures on
ABET increased from R160 million to R343 million. The
need for upgrading adult education in South Africa and
for addressing the undereducated masses of South Africans of adult age who require basic and secondary level
training before going on to higher education and training
opportunities is clearly apparent and the subject of new
government initiatives for the twenty-first century.

The budget for education is adopted at the national
level and disbursed to the provinces. In 1996 public expenditures on education in South Africa equaled 7.9 percent of the gross national product (GNP). In 1999-2000,
the education sector was allocated R46.84 billion (US$1=
R7), 21.3 percent of the total government expenditure
that year, equivalent to 6.5 percent of South Africa’s
gross domestic product (GDP). About one-sixth of the
budget went to universities and technikons, including a
National Student Financial Aid scheme.
About 85 percent of the national budget for education is allocated to the provinces. New National Norms
and Standards for School Funding became policy on 1
April 1999, applying uniformly across the nine provinces. The norms and standards are aimed at achieving
equity in the distribution of resources by progressively
redistributing non-personnel expenditures in schools. Education departments in the provinces are required to direct 60 percent of their non-personnel and non-capital
resources toward the poorest 40 percent of schools in the
province. Schools are divided into five categories based
on need, with the poorest 20 percent (i.e., the bottom
quintile) receiving 35 percent and the richest 20 percent
(i.e., the top quintile) receiving 5 percent of the resources
available to each provincial department of education.
New criteria have also been established by which independent schools are subsidized in inverse proportion to
the fees they charge students, where the higher the fee a
school charges, the lesser the subsidy it will receive.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
A policy and legislative framework for Adult Basic
Education and Training (ABET) is being developed via
a White Paper for ABET and a new Bill of Law. During
1999 provincial education departments provided services
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In terms of the inclusion of educational technology
in school programming and the level of development of
technology in the country, South Africa resembles developed Western countries in some respects much more than
it does other sub-Saharan African states. For example, the
telephone system in South Africa is more advanced than
in some Western European states. By 1999 South Africa
had 33 Internet hosts for every 10,000 persons, 58 Internet service providers operating in the country, and 55 personal computers for every 1,000 persons. Televisions and
radios are in widespread use and have been incorporated
in attempts to provide greater access to education to
South Africa’s population throughout the country. In
1998 there were 14 AM radio stations operating in South
Africa, 347 FM radio stations (plus 243 repeaters), and
1 short-wave radio station. The previous year 556 television broadcast stations (plus 144 network repeaters)
transmitted television programming in South Africa. In
1997 about 5.2 million televisions and 13.8 million radios
existed in South Africa. Innovative educational programming using radio transmissions has been developed in
South Africa and put to good use for a number of years
through the Open Learning Systems Education Trust
(OLSET), founded in 1990 to facilitate the application of
educational technology for the benefit of impoverished
South Africans. The main activity of OLSET is the Radio
Learning Project, which is used to provide education to
primary level pupils and to train teachers through a combination of radio broadcasts, printed materials, and face
to face instruction.
Correspondence courses leading to formally recognized degrees and post-graduate qualifications are also
widely available in South Africa, where about 35 percent
of the students enrolled at the tertiary level in the late
1990s were taking courses of this type. The University
of South Africa provides such coursework in English and
Afrikaans through a modular education system that can
yield degrees as high as the doctorate. Qualifications
earned through this method are considered equivalent to
those earned in more traditional tertiary settings and arrangements. The Technikon South Africa provides distance education via English or Afrikaans that leads to
degrees at the Bachelor’s and post-graduate level, as long
as the Bachelor’s program includes a component of inservice training.
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TEACHING PROFESSION
Teacher training traditionally has been provided at
Teacher-Training Colleges located in the provinces, but
at the start of the twenty-first century South African educational reforms also included the relocation of teacher
training to the National Department of Education and
various Universities running three or four year diploma
courses for those who wish to teach in primary schools.
Certain universities and technikons also provide teacher
education of this sort. Secondary school teachers are
trained at universities and technikons through degree
level courses. Tertiary level educators often receive their
credentials at the same universities where they eventually
become employed. In the late 1990s, for example,
UNESCO noted, ‘‘40 percent of academic staff obtained
their highest qualification at the University in which they
are employed, 30 percent at another South African University, and 30 percent at a foreign university.‘‘
Teachers’ unions and associations covering a wide
range of political perspectives and advocating a variety
of visions for the future of South African education have
long been active in South Africa and continue to enjoy
widespread popularity among professional educators in
South Africa. Coming from a long tradition of labor organizing and civic activism, much of which developed out
of the struggle to end Apartheid, many South African educators belong to unions and organizations representing
their professional interests and intended to facilitate the
negotiation of policies beneficial to them and their students as the country charts its course through new waters
in the educational field.

SUMMARY
South Africa faces a number of formidable challenges in the years ahead in the realm of education. Some
of the newly proposed and developed educational reforms in South Africa, including OBE and Curriculum
2005, involve sophisticated educational concepts that require better-skilled teachers than were produced in South
Africa under the Bantu education system as well as resources most schools cannot afford. Additionally, many
of the new education policies are as yet unenforceable
(e.g., provisions for free and compulsory education and
the language policy), although they express the ideals and
common values that underlie education in post-Apartheid
South Africa and provide guidelines for further action.
Resource constraints, both human and material, on implementing the new policies and their associated programs
will limit the speed at which the educational system can
be reformed and high quality education can be made accessible to all in South Africa, especially for the very
poor. The major constraints in most sectors of South African education, as already noted, are trained personnel and
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adequate material resources. Strategies have to be
evolved for training the trainers at just about every level
education if the outcomes envisaged by the Ministry of
Education are to be realized. Turning around the legacy
of Apartheid education in South Africa in all probability
will take several generations.
Furthermore, the as of yet immeasurable impact of
HIV/AIDS will likely be devastating on the entire educational system, debilitating and destroying the lives of
countless teachers, administrators, and other educational
staff either directly or indirectly in the years to come and
diminishing the number of students able to participate in
education as the rates of infection and death from HIV/
AIDS grow. The educational sector has a special obligation and responsibility to attend to the HIV/AIDS pandemic and its various ramifications in South African
society, including the schools. Designing and implementing a well-structured campaign to combat this ravaging
disease is essential, and educators must take their part in
the campaign, as the Department of Education has noted
in its May 2001 report on the status of education in the
new South Africa.
The funding available for education, even with donations from the United Nations, the European Union,
Japan, Canada, Britain, U.S., and other international
sources, currently is inadequate to address the scale of
South Africa’s education problems created by Apartheid
in the near future. In August 1997, for example, the
Schools Register of Needs was launched to determine the
exact location of each school, the state of physical facilities, condition of buildings, services provided, and available resources. The survey of more than 32,000 schools
found that no water was available within walking distance of 24 percent of the schools and that only 43 percent of the schools had electricity. In the northern
province, where conditions are most severe, a staggering
79 percent of the schools had no electricity and 41 percent of the buildings were in a serious state of disrepair.
More than half of the schools used pit latrines with 13
percent of them having no toilet facilities of any description. The survey also found the most appalling conditions
imaginable in the estimated 5,400 schools countrywide
located on land owned mostly by white farmers. The task
alone of developing these schools—public schools on
private property—to the required level would require the
country’s entire education budget.
In its May 2001 review of educational accomplishments in the post-Apartheid era, South Africa’s Department of Education underscored the importance of
education for equalizing the opportunities and improving
the future prospects of all South Africans. The report’s
authors emphasized that ‘‘education is pivotal to economic prosperity, assisting South Africans—personally
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and collectively—to escape the ‘poverty trap’ characterizing many of our communities. It has also to reach beyond economic goals, enabling South Africans to
improve the quality of their lives and contribute to a
peaceful, concerned, and democratic nation.’’ The burden of attending to the requisite demands of the transformative process is Herculean indeed, and improving South
Africa’s education system will require the dedicated perseverance of South Africans from all backgrounds for
many years to come. As the authors of the May 2001 Department of Education report observed,
The national project of education transformation is
multi-faceted and complex—requiring systemic transformation at all levels and in all sectors. It takes account of
widely disparate conditions, characterized by differing
degrees of capacity, poverty, inequality, and privilege. It
must go beyond mechanisms of delivery seeking to mobilize educators, young people, and communities to celebrate learning: as a celebration of human nature and as
a means to personal and social development, employment, and opportunities for a better quality life.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:
Academic Year:
Number of Primary
Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Foreign Students in
National Universities:

Republic of Korea
East & South Asia
47,470,969
Korean, English
98%
March-February
5,721
9 years
3.7%
2,143
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Libraries:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Teachers:

Student-Teacher Ratio:
Female Enrollment Rate:

304
Primary: 3,794,447
Secondary: 4,662,492
Higher: 2,541,659
Primary: 94%
Secondary: 102%
Higher: 68%
Primary: 122,743
Secondary: 192,947
Higher: 114,231
Primary: 31:1
Secondary: 25:1
Primary: 94%
Secondary: 102%
Higher: 52%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Korean peninsula is situated in northeast Asia
between China and Japan. Korea, one country for more
than 1,000 years, has been divided between North and
South since 1945. The South is officially called the Republic of Korea (ROK) (Han’guk or Taehanmin’guk) and
hereafter referred to also as Korea. Korea had a population of 47,275,000 as of 2000 (KNSO 14).
Korea’s strategic location amid east Asia has been
a crucial factor in its political and cultural history. Korea
has figured greatly in east Asian civilization, mutually
prospering with her neighbors but also falling prey to
their ambitions at times. Since antiquity, Koreans have
studied abroad in China, India, and Japan, frequently acting as a bridge between nations. In spite of foreign invasions, Korea remained independent until succumbing to
Japanese domination (1910-45). Shortly after liberation,
Korea suffered the further agony of national division and
a cruel civil war (1950-53), which is still not officially
ended. Over the half century of division, reunification has
been a constant wish for all Koreans and an important political cause in both North and South Korea. Meanwhile,
rapid economic progress, accompanied by extreme patterns of migration, urbanization, and democratization,
following the dissolution of the traditional class system,
radically transformed Korean society.
The most important characteristic of Koreans is their
zeal for education (Ch’oe et al. 380). This fervor for
learning, often labeled the ‘‘education syndrome,’’ is not
a new trend but comes from the Korean people’s traditional respect for knowledge and belief in continuous
human development. Probably the most important characteristic of Korean culture is its tenet that only the most
learned should rule the country and society. Donald S.
Macdonald summarizes this tradition:
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The enormous importance attached to education in Korea
is a principal reason for the nation’s rapid development.
This attitude, however, is only partly motivated by current realities: it springs from the Confucian tradition, in
which entry into government service was by superior
merit obtained through years of study of the Confucian
classics, proven by examination. Government position
and scholarship were intimately related: the social ideal
was the scholar-official, and scholarship in effect served
the state. At a time when government positions were the
only way to rise in the world, education thus was key to
fame and fortune. (84)

Educational attainment has long been accepted as a fair
measure of a person’s worth, and scholars are still called
upon to fill some of the highest government positions. It
is also seen as an effective, essential instrument for nurturing national strength. The South Korean government
thus takes a strong interest in the country’s education, and
the Ministry of Education (MOE) is one of the most important executive branches. In a continuous effort at amelioration, a series of governmental reforms has greatly
altered the educational system over the last few decades.
In January 2001 the MOE was restructured and renamed
the Ministry of Education & Human Resources Development (MOEHRD), indicating its expanded scope.
Originally intended by the elite for its own edification, education was at first provided to prospective leaders from aristocratic families to ensure high quality of
leadership. The graduate would gain not only wisdom but
also a sense of morality in governance. It served as a
check against incompetent or cruel government. Education perpetuated the elite’s exclusivity through selfimprovement, thereby justifying their special status even
more.
Modern education, born at a time of a great influx
of Western democratic ideals, has become accessible to
everyone. Ironically, democratic education has now become a mechanism of creating and legitimizing new
classes, albeit offering a chance of upward mobility even
for people of the humblest origin. In recent times, as literacy has neared 100 percent, the focus has shifted from
‘‘basic literacy’’ to ‘‘life skill literacy’’ or ‘‘functional
literacy’’ education.
Cultural History: Korea’s recorded history goes back
about 2,000 years and can be divided into four major political periods: antiquity (57 B.C.-A.D. 918); the Koryô
dynasty (918-1392); the Chosôn Dynasty (1392-1910);
and the modern era (1910-present). Regarding education,
another tripartite division is often preferred: pre-modern
(fourth to nineteenth centuries), modern (1880-1945),
and contemporary (1945-present) eras (Kim-Renaud
1991).
Korean tradition has arisen in close association with
various influential belief systems. Earliest was a polytheWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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istic form of animism (shamanism), which involved finding a spiritual presence in everything living and nonliving
that was thought to control people’s lives. Shamanism
emphasizes spirituality and ethics, especially goodness
and piety. Legends, fables, and other linguistic expressions demonstrate Koreans’ faith in inevitable retribution
for good or bad intentions and deeds, and their optimism
that a person’s sincere wishes will be fulfilled.
Buddhism was introduced in A.D. 372 through
China, first to the Koguryô, but was soon embraced by
both aristocrats and commoners throughout the peninsula. It became the national religion for 865 years (5271392). Buddhism, with its tenet of benevolence, its spirituality and sacredness, and its sense of democracy, has
offered a respite from different forms of suffering. Chinese characters were imported with Buddhism, and art
and scholarship flourished. Buddhist temples served also
as centers of learning. Great scholar-monks developed
important Buddhist schools in east Asia. In particular,
Great Master Wônhyo, who strove to harmonize the doctrinal differences of various schools, is considered ‘‘the
originator of the ecumenical tradition characteristic of
East Asian Mahāyāna Buddhism’’ (Lee 1993, xix-xx).
Confucianism arrived in the Korean peninsula much
earlier, but it was the Chosôn Kingdom or Yi Dynasty
(Chosôn Dynasty) that adopted the neo-Confucianism of
Chu Xi (1130-1200) as the official code for maintaining
social and political order and for promoting harmony.
Korean Neo-Confucianists believed in the transcendent
dignity and goodness of man, and in human perfectibility
(Lee 1993). They laid special emphasis on education
aimed at sagacity and moral rectitude. Human emotionality and rationality alike were viewed as needing cultivation and control (Ching). Koreans first established and
then rigidly adhered to principles of propriety, earning
the country the nickname of ‘‘the Eastern nation of etiquette.’’
Confucianism emphasized fairness and meritocracy.
The Koryô Dynasty’s official religion was Buddhism. As
the dynasty advanced, however, Confucianism became
the guiding principle of social organization. The civil service, for example, created to check abuses of power by
the ignorant and immoral, increasingly emphasized the
Confucian classics, which naturally became the focus of
its examination-driven educational system. Passing the
civil service examination carried great prestige and the
guarantee of social success.
Taoism, an important thought system in East Asia,
provided a cosmology emphasizing the cyclic, dynamic,
and basically harmonious character of man and nature.
Many Taoist tenets are manifest in other religious practices in Korea, not only Confucian, but also shamanistic,
Buddhist, and even Christian. Taoism has thus been a
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

guide throughout Korean history as well as east Asian
history in general (Grigg).
Western ideas were first introduced to Korea by
Roman Catholics in the late eighteenth century and reintroduced by Protestant missionaries in the late nineteenth.
Clearly it was not through proselytizing but rather on
their own initiative—bringing treatises from China, such
as ‘‘First Steps in Catholic Doctrine’’ (Ch’ônhak
ch’ôham)—that Korean Catholics developed a profound
interest in the new religion (Lee 1984, 239). With it came
new democratic ideals and respect for Western pragmatism. The old reverence for knowledge, traditionally
identified with competence gained through humanistic
and liberal education, has now come to encompass fields
previously considered less noble: medicine, engineering,
mathematics, manufacturing, commerce, foreign languages other than Chinese, professional (as opposed to
amateur), fine and performing arts, and others.
Since the war, South Korea has been in close contact
with foreigners. Many of today’s leaders have had extensive experience with other cultures. Contacts with Americans have facilitated much of the fifth year globalization
of Koreans. Many have gone to study in the United States
and returned with terminal degrees in practically all
fields. More recently elite and non-elite Koreans also
have studied and lived in Japan, China, Australia, Russia,
European countries, and elsewhere.
Until the sixteenth century, foreign ideas and beliefs
arrived in Korea mainly through China. In modern times,
however, Japan emerged as a strong modern military
force in northeast Asia. By the end of the sixteenth century, not only were the Japanese equipped with long years
of combat experience from the many campaigns of their
Warring States period, but, unlike the Koreans, they possessed firearms. In 1592, Japan embarked a bloody campaign in Korea with the ultimate goal of conquering
China. War raged sporadically for six years with a disastrous impact upon both Chosôn Korea and Ming China.
Korea lost not only population but also cultural treasures,
including major palace and temple structures, books, and
historical records.
In the early seventeenth century, amid the numerous
social and political ills following the invasion, one critical cultural development was a movement called sirhak
(Practical Learning). Sirhak thinkers, mostly southerners
(namin) outside the political process, meant to censure
those with political power and criticize such age-old systems as the civil service examination. Serious about
changing the traditional order to achieve what they
viewed as an ideal society, sirhak scholars stressed the
need for popular education and the promotion of realistic
thinking and technocracy. Their inquiries extended to social sciences such as politics and economics and far be1245
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yond Chinese classical studies to historiography
(especially Korean history), geography, linguistics, astronomy, natural sciences, Western technology, agriculture, medicine, martial arts, and many more including
virtually every branch of learning (Lee 1984, 232-33).
An outstanding scholarly activity in the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries thus was the compilation of encyclopedias, both general and specialized. Yi Su-gwang,
the first Sirhak scholar to display an interest in Korean
history, began the trend with his encyclopedic work
called Chibong yusôl (Topical Discourse of Chibong,
1614). Yi discussed astronomy, geography, botany, and
Confucianism, inserting his own views on society and
government during earlier Korean dynasties (Lee 1984,
236, Han 331-32). Greatest among sirhak thinkers was
Chong Yagyong or Tasan. During his 18 years of exile
following the Catholic Persecution of 1801, Tasan wrote
many works criticizing the conditions of his time and proposing various reforms. Had the sirhak scholars been
heard by the ruling aristocrats, many Koreans feel that the
nation’s modern history would have been totally different.
Koreans continued to struggle to correct all kinds of
societal ills until eventually they were conquered by the
newly westernized, industrialized, and imperialistic
Japan. In 1905, immediately after the Japanese defeated
Russia—one foreign rival for hegemony over the peninsula—in the Russo-Japanese War (1904-05), Korea became a Japanese protectorate and in 1910 completely lost
its independence for the first time in its 2,000 year history. During 35 years of colonial rule (1910-45), Koreans
were subject to harsh colonial policies.
The government of Japan turned to formal education
as a nonmilitary means of ensuring the proper implementation of its policy of educating only as many Koreans as
needed, i.e., to improve ‘‘market worth’’ of the colonized
to the Japanese interests. The harshest policy was that of
assimilation under the slogan of naesôn ilch’e (‘‘Japan
and Korea are one entity’’), which the Japanese government adopted from 1930 to 1945 in a sweeping campaign
to eradicate Korean national identity (Lee 1984, 353).
Koreans were forced to change their names, even family
names, to sound Japanese, and the Korean language was
prohibited in all official situations, especially at schools
and in publications. Thus, ironically, the colonial relationship brought the Japanese and Korean cultures, which
already shared a good deal, including close linguistic and
philosophical foundations, even closer.
Other byproducts of the Japanese occupation include
the Koreans’ thirst for modernization and increased appreciation of Western culture—aspects Koreans perceived as having strengthened Japan. Even before
occupation, though, many Koreans had been interested in
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Western ideas and practices as possible solutions to the
many ills in their legacy. Therefore, the question of
whether Japanese rule actually helped accelerate Korean
modernization or interfered with it is much debated.
The religion that has emerged as a strong new
thought system in Korea is Christianity. Catholicism, introduced to Korea in 1784, was first studied as a Western
philosophy and later as heterodoxy, subversive and harmful to the nation. Protestantism arrived exactly 100 years
later, just as Koreans began embracing modern Western
civilization. Christianity soon became a patriotic religion
of the Korean people, offering them hope. The number
of Christians in Korea has exploded over the recent years.
In the early 1960s, there were barely one million Christians. As of 1997, there are 11 million Protestants and 3
million Roman Catholics, making up one-third of the
total population (Korea Web Weekly).
Determined to rebuild following the Japanese occupation and the Korean War, the nation has undergone dramatic changes. Pragmatism, perceived as helpful to
advancement, has become not only inevitable but also respectable. Economic development was the focus of the
first national agenda, especially during the 30 years of
military government (1961-92). As Koreans’ economy
and politics required constant contact with foreigners,
their international awareness intensified.
The nation’s division and economic agenda have
often been excuses for different regimes to become dictatorial, against which the now fiercely democratic Korean
populace continuously protested. With a new confidence
based on their rapid economic development and the return of the presidency to a civilian, Koreans mean to be
players on the world stage. In the information age, the society has given added respect to science and technology,
while the gifted and talented in other specialized fields
are also now esteemed.
Educational History: The Korean educational tradition has been shaped by two main cultural characteristics.
First is the extreme class consciousness of the Korean
people. Birth into a good family was regarded as a heavenly mandate or at least a reward for merit in a previous
life. In pre-modern times nobility was strictly hereditary,
and upward mobility into a higher class was not possible,
except in very rare cases of merit. The second and most
important characteristic is that Koreans have long believed society’s leaders to be the most educated.
Formal education in Korea started in the Three Kingdoms era. It is recorded that the people of Koguryô (37
B.C.-A.D. 668), the kingdom closest to China, were already studying the Five Classics of Confucianism, as well
as Sı̄-mă Qiān’s ‘‘Historical Records’’ (Shı̆ jì) and
Bāngù’s ‘‘History of the Han Dynasty’’ (Hàn shū), the
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Yùpiān Chinese character dictionary, and an anthology
of Chinese literature called the Wén xuăn (Lee 1984, 58).
The first public educational institution, called
T’aehak (Great Learning, Highest School of Learning, or
the National Confucian Academy), was founded in 372
by King Sosurim of Koguryô. This was the first formal
school in East Asia outside of China (HEK). The king,
who officially adopted Buddhism, embarked on a series
of reforms to speed national recovery from devastating
invasions by educating youth for officialdom. T’aehak
was modeled upon Chinese institutions, teaching the Chinese language and the Confucian classics (Han 63).
Soon after the establishment of T’aehak, private
schools called kyôngdang were erected in each locality
at a main crossroads, in order to educate the unmarried,
non-aristocratic youth of Koguryô. Kyôngdang, like
T’aehak, emphasized a balanced education in letters and
martial arts. The curriculum at both institutions typically
consisted of the reading of Chinese texts as well as archery practice (Lee 1984, 58).
Paekche, the second to Sinicize of the three kingdoms, had a curriculum for the Paksa (Savant or Erudite
Scholar), a term now used to refer to the holder of a doctorate, which was given to teachers of the Chinese classics, as well as philosophy and history.
Shilla (57 B.C.-A.D. 935), being the farthest from
China, is thought to have been the most authentically Korean kingdom. It had a well-organized and original educational system, called hwarangdo (The Way of Flower
Knights), to train young men for beauty and strength of
mind and body with the eventual objective of national defense; this, indeed, led to the unification of the three kingdoms by Shilla in 668. Confucianism came relatively late
to Shilla as compared with Koguryô and Paekche. Not
long after unification, Confucianism appeared to rival
Buddhism as a distinct system of thought in the establishment of Kukhak (National Learning) in 682. Around 750,
this state institution was renamed the T’aehakkam (National Confucian University) and offered three different
courses of study with the ‘‘Analects’’ and ‘‘Classic of
Filial Piety’’ as required subjects in each course. A kind
of state examination system was established in 788 for
selecting government officials (Lee 1984, 83).
The goals of the national educational institutions
were twofold: (1) attainment of general knowledge, especially in Confucian classics for able leadership; and (2)
training of bureaucrats. At first both aims were equal, but
later, education became largely certification and testoriented (Kim-Renaud 1991).
During the Three Kingdoms period, students went to
study in China. The students typically stayed about 10
years in China and then returned home, unlike those
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

going abroad in recent times. At least 59 students from
Shilla passed the Chinese civil service examinations
(Kim-Renaud 1991).
Koryô Dynasty: The Chinese-style civil service examination was first administered in Korea in A.D. 958 during
the Koryô Dynasty and served for recruiting government
bureaucrats who were much needed to solidify the new
dynasty. The dynasty’s national school was founded in
930 specifically to train future bureaucrats. A full-scale
national school called the Kukchagam (National University) was established in 992. This system, although based
on the Tang model again, was accessible only to aristocrats, who were further distinguished by their family’s
social rank. Programs training lesser bureaucrats enrolled
the offspring of lower bureaucrats, while higher level
trainees had a curriculum mainly involving Confucian
classics. Technical fields were to be studied only by those
of lower social position. The stipulation of such entrance
qualifications offers still another insight into Koryô class
consciousness.
The Kukchagam came to resemble a modern university at the time of King Injong (1122-46). It was comprised of a number of colleges, namely the so-called Six
Colleges of the Capital: University College (Kukchahak),
High College (T’aehak), Four Portals College (Samunhak), Law College (Yurhak), Writing College (Sôhak),
and Arithmetical College (Sanhak). Students’ familial social status rather than their interest decided in which
school they would be matriculated (Lee 1984, 119-20).
New to the Koryô was the rise of private, rather than
public, academies as the principal agencies for the education of aristocratic youth. The first and most famous of
Twelve Assemblies was the Kuje haktang (nine course
Academy), established by Ch’oe Ch’ung, called haedong
kongja (‘‘the Confucius of the East’’), during Munjong’s
reign (1046-83). Ch’oe Ch’ung and the other masters of
the Twelve Assemblies had officiated at the state examinations. These facts, together with the emphasis placed
on lineage, made it a greater honor for the sons of aristocratic families to attend one of these private academies
than the government’s Kukchagam (Lee 1984, 129-30).
Chosôn Dynasty: As the Chosôn Kingdom or Yi
Dynasty adopted neo-Confucianism, the goal of education was to create moral men, who would practice proper
judgment in actions—qualities thought essential in all
leaders, including the king himself (Haboush 1985). Respect for knowledge and scholarship was absolute. Members of the Chiphyônjôn (Hall or Academy of Worthies),
a royal research institute founded by King Sejong (r.
1418-50), the inventor of the Korean alphabet, enjoyed
exceptional privileges, including the freedom to pursue
their individual intellectual interests at home or in remote
areas (Hejtmanek 21).
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A national school called the Sônggyun’gwan (National Confucian Academy) was established in 1398
shortly after the dynasty’s foundation in 1392 for reasons
similar to those inducing Koryô to found a national institution at its outset. Again Confucian classics became a
major educational focus. However, the system became
increasingly examination-oriented and continued to serve
mainly the aristocrats with the specific goal of passing the
civil service examinations. Although in principle anyone
could sit for these examinations, in actuality opportunities to prepare for them were available only to the offspring of yangban aristocrats.
At an early age, a yangban youth entered a private
elementary school (sôdang) that could be found in any
community nationwide. There he achieved literacy in
Chinese characters. At the age of seven, he would advance to one of the Four Schools (sahak) in Seoul or to
a county school (hyanggyo) elsewhere, which prepared
students for their first examination. After a few years,
youths passing the ‘‘licentiate’’ examination were admitted to the Sônggyun’gwan in Seoul, the highest institution of learning. Only those who attended this National
Academy could sit for the highest level examination
called munkwa.
The private academies, called sôwôn, emerged in the
mid-sixteenth century and prospered through the late
nineteenth, when their number reached about 300. These
schools seem to have differed from the national college
in detail and scale only. Again, liberal, humanistic, and
Confucian studies were considered the ultimate, while
technical subjects such as agriculture, manufacturing,
commerce, mathematics, and medicine were despised as
caphak or ‘‘miscellaneous learning.’’ Practical knowledge was considered merely ‘‘functional,’’ allowing people to perform limited and superficial activities, while a
liberal education was thought to offer general competence to handle unanticipated situations.
Many sôwôn were established by ex-officials out of
court favor or in retirement. Some historians see their development largely as the result of the withdrawal of the
Confucian literati collectively known as the sarim (forest
of scholars) from national politics to avoid persecution,
pursue their studies of neo-Confucian philosophers, and
lead a quiet rural life. Others view the rise of private
academies rather as a manifestation of the rise of sarim,
a new breed of scholar-officials, ambitiously committed
to the cause of neo-Confucianism and determined to realize the goals of the Confucian thinkers. As sôwôn were
perceived as centers of neo-Confucian scholarship and
moral cultivation, every administrative district had at
least a private academy, and many had two or more by
the middle of the seventeenth century (Ch’oe 27).
Because women were supposed to stay within the
boundary of the home in Chosôn Korea, they were ex1248

cluded from formal education meant to prepare men for
public service and scholarship. Even in an increasingly
confucianized Korea, however, the notion persisted that
women, as essential figures in family and society, needed
proper education (Haboush 2000, 46). A textbook entitled Naehun (Instructions for Women, 1475), by Queen
Sohye is an example of how elite women of Chosôn
Korea sought, within the constraints of the Confucian
gender system, to define a space wherein they could play
meaningful social, cultural, and political roles (Duncan).
Modern Era (1880-1945): In the late Chosôn, patriotic
leaders and members of the enlightenment movement
saw education as a key to modernization and national independence. The government established the English
School in 1883 and Yugyông Kong’wôn (Garden of
Youth Education) in 1886. King Kojong authorized, in
the Royal Decree of 1895, the establishment of other
state-run modern schools, comprising primary, normal,
and vocational schools. He emphasized the importance of
education for the training of competent citizens and national revival. In 1895 the government established Hansông Normal School, a foreign language school, and a
training school for various government officials and bureaucrats, including army officers, teachers, and trade officials (Han 427).
The first modern school in Korea, however, was the
Wônsan Haksa (Academy), a private school founded in
1883 by Chông Hyôn-sôk, a county magistrate in Wônsan, at the request of the Wônsan traders’ group and other
locals. Korea’s first modern school was thus established
at the initiative of the residents of a newly opened port
city with their own resources in response to a challenge
from abroad (Lee 1984, 332).
Koreans also welcomed foreign missionaries who
brought modern medicine and the liberal arts. In 1886,
under King Kojong’s patronage, American missionaries
started three private schools: Paeje haktang (Hall of
Learning), Kyôngshin School, and Korea’s first educational institution for women, Ewha(Ihwa) haktang, which
is today’s Ewha Women’s University. In 1890, Chôngshin Girls’ School was added.
In 1905, Posông College, which is today’s Korea
University, was founded by Yi Yong-ik. The first two departments—Law and Commerce—were intended to introduce Western legal, commercial, and technical
knowledge to the Korean people struggling to maintain
their country’s independence (MOE).
By 1908, two years before the country succumbed to
Japanese colonial domination, Korea’s 5,000 vocational
schools enrolled about 200,000 students (Kim-Renaud
1991). Of these schools, 796 were established by Christian missionaries; schools for girls outnumbered those for
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boys (HEK). Modern-style education thus began for
women at the same time as for men in Korea (KimRenaud 1991).
The medical school of today’s Yonsei (a portmanteau name originating from Yônhûi-Severance) University goes back to 1885, when King Kojong opened the first
modern hospital, the Kwanghoewôn, under the direction
of Dr. Horace N. Allen of the Korean Mission Presbyterian Church in the United States. In March 1886, the
Kwanghoewôn accepted 16 students to be trained as
Korea’s first modern medical doctors. In 1904 the medical center was renamed the Severence Union Medical
College and Hospital. In 1915, the Chosun Christian College was founded through the efforts of Dr. H. G. Underwood, a pioneering Protestant missionary and the
College’s first president. Two years later, renamed Yônhûi College, it became Korea’s first modern college.
Throughout the colonial period, the democratic
ideals and individuals’ self-esteem heralded by private
schools offering Western-style education became a catalyst for Korea’s independence movement. Conservative
elements, which comprised the great majority of the society, considered the new education inappropriate and corrupting, especially for women; nevertheless, private
schools for both genders continued to flourish, producing
a new elite class, as the traditional belief in educated leaders persisted. Thus, even for women, education became
a means of upward social mobility. New fields besides
Confucian classics became important, such as medicine,
mathematics, geography, and foreign languages. Women
began to have a professional life outside the home.
Women participated fully in the 1919 independence
movement, which was initiated by Yu Kwansun, a young
woman from Ewha Haktang. Taking notice of the private
schools’ nurturance of nationalist thinking, the Japanese
Government General began controlling them and closed
many.
After the aborted 1919 independence movement,
however, the Japanese established new schools to prove
their ‘‘cultural administration,’’ which was adopted
under the pressure of world opinion, to make deceptive
gestures in the direction of liberalizing their rule in Korea
(Han 479). The most significant was Kyôngsông Imperial
University, which is today’s Seoul National University,
founded 1924. Even there, however, more than twothirds of the students (68-70 percent in 1935) were Japanese (Ono). Furthermore, secondary schools emphasized
menial skill training; the majority of boys’ schools had
adjoining land for farming practice, and sewing and embroidery occupied much of girls’ curriculum (HEK).
However eager Koreans were to learn, they could not
meet the challenge of Japanese imperialism, and the
harsh Japanese rule of 35 years left the majority of Koreans illiterate.
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Contemporary Era: No sooner were Koreans liberated
from the Japanese than the country was artificially divided. There were new occupational forces on the peninsula:
Soviets in the north and Americans in the south. To overcome Japanese influence, the U.S. military occupation
(1945-48) undertook a drastic revision of the basic educational structure and curricula using the American system
and democratic ideology as a model. Initially Koreans ardently studied American educational theory by scholars
such as John Dewey, E. L. Thorndike, William Kilpatrick, and Harold Rugg. Equal educational opportunity for
all was their primary concern (HEK). Since 1945, the Korean language has been used exclusively for classroom
instruction, except in foreign language classes.
Once the Korean War (1950-53) ended, Koreans embarked on a major recovery. The explosive expansion of
Korean education at all levels in less than 50 years produced drastic changes in both the quantity and the quality
of education. Whereas once the goal was to make education available to everyone, now the aspiration is to produce enlightened and efficient future citizens who will
contribute to national welfare and reconstruction.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The MOE is in charge of all education—general as
well as professional or technical. However, the Ministries
of Finance and Economy (MOFE), Science and Technology (MOST), and Labor (MOL) all participate in formulating and implementing policies related to education and
professional training. For example, the MOFE allocates
government funds for education, setting economic and
social development as its priority. MOST’s priority is science and technology, in accordance with the government’s determination to make Korea an advanced nation
in basic research and technology. MOL, with reducing
unemployment its priority, engages in vocational training.
The Education Law promulgated in 1949 adopted
the motto Hong’ik in’gan (‘‘to benefit humanity’’)—
attributed to Korea’s legendary founder Tan’gun—as the
guiding principle of Korean education. The prevailing
contemporary philosophy, however, is a strong sense of
egalitarianism.
The Constitutional Law of the Republic of Korea
(Article 31) declares:
• All citizens have an equal right to receive an education corresponding to their abilities.
• All citizens who have children to support are responsible at least for their elementary education and other
education as provided by law.
• Compulsory education is free of charge.
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• Independence, professionalism, and political impartiality of education and the autonomy of institutions
of higher learning are guaranteed under the conditions as prescribed by law.
• The state promotes lifelong education.
• Fundamental matters pertaining to the educational
system—including schools and lifelong education,
administration, finance, and the status of teachers—
are determined by law.
The Education Law, promulgated in 1949, stipulates
a school system on the 6-3-3-4 plan with extra years offered for kindergarten and graduate work (including medicine and dentistry) and other variations in the case of
special schools. The following levels of education are
chartered:
• Preschool education: kindergartens
• Elementary education: elementary schools and civic
schools
• Middle school education: middle schools and civic
high schools
• High school education: high schools and trade high
schools
• Special schools
• Miscellaneous schools.
The law specifies goals for the schools by level and
regulates their administration and supervision. The elementary and secondary school curricula, established by
MOE by 1955, were amended in 1963, 1973 and 1981.
Both public and private schools have adopted standardized school curricula and time allotments for each subject. The revised curricula for elementary and middle
schools was published on 30 December 1997 and those
for kindergartens and special schools on 30 June 1998.
They are being implemented, starting with kindergartens
in 2000 and continuing through 2002.
Following the initial pursuit of the ideal of democratic education, the Korean government turned its attention
to producing highly select academic talents who would
excel in teaching and research and be internationally
competitive in the ‘‘knowledge-based’’ twenty-first century. Such an elite was deemed necessary not only for educating the future generation but also for the sake of
international exchanges and cooperation in the global environment.
One of the government’s most daring education
plans for the twenty-first century has been what it calls
Brain Korea 21 (BK21). This policy, launched in the
spring of 1999, aims to lift a handful of institutions of
higher education to the rank of world-class research uni1250

versities. The government allocated 1.4 trillion won
(about US$1.2 billion) for higher education over 7 years.
This budget made it possible for graduate schools to hire
faculty with reduced teaching loads, teaching only graduate courses, so that they may concentrate on basic research. It also gave graduate students in those selected
schools generous grants for tuition, living allowances,
and study abroad. Funds also were used to improve the
infrastructure for academic research. Funds are provided
to research teams within an institution or between colleagues of different institutions domestically and internationally, after a rigorous evaluation of the education
reform carried out by the institution the team belongs to.
Through this project, the government hopes to nurture
three to four internationally known research universities.
Another $285 million, 7-year project, which was
begun in 1999, promotes specialized programs in each regional university to meet the needs of local industry and,
it is hoped, to be highly competitive internationally. An
important benefit of this project was thought to be decentralization of programs of excellence, which traditionally
have been concentrated in Seoul.
However, the BK21 project is severely criticized by
many as elitist or as a scheme that will make the rich richer and the poor poorer. Although some support has
been provided for provincial graduate schools, most special funds have gone to those few in Seoul. This, combined with the continuous growth in the number of higher
education institutions in Korea, has contributed to what
is viewed by some as a minor crisis in the university system, especially at less prestigious private universities in
the regions, due to the ‘‘domestic brain drain,’’ more
from rural areas to Seoul (Fouser 15).

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Compulsory Education: Primary education is compulsory. It has been free since 1979. At the age of six,
children are admitted to a school in their residential area.
By the late 1960s, the primary school enrollment rate
reached 100 percent. Once children enter primary
schools, they automatically advance to the next grade
each year.
Middle school education is compulsory for all students ages 12 to 15, but free only to a limited number of
students. Free middle school education began in 1985 in
farming and fishing areas and is to be expanded nationwide step by step (MOE). The middle school enrollment
rate reached 99.9 percent in 1994. The high rate is attributed to the policy dropping the entrance examination in
1969.
Educational Attainment: Since the Korean War, education has expanded enormously. As of 2000, there were
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536 higher education institutions with 1,434,259 students
in a country of 47 million; and in 1945, there were 19
such institutions with 7,819 students (in 1949 the population was just a little over 20 million). This means that the
number of tertiary schools increased by a factor of 28 and
students by a factor of 18.3, while the population only
doubled. Korea boasts a literacy rate near 100 percent and
one of the highest levels of education anywhere in the
world. This is a dramatic change over the past 70 years.
In the late 1930s the adult literacy rate stood at less than
30 percent, in spite of the Confucian respect for learning
and the easy to learn Korean writing system, han’gûl. In
1995, it was about 98 (UNESCO).
As of the late 1990s, almost all Koreans of school
age were able to finish high school. Even at college level,
the enrollment reached 61.8 percent in 1996, compared
with 6.7 percent in 1966 (UNDP). The enrollment rate in
primary education reached 100 percent as early as the
1960s. The dropout rate is negligible in secondary
schools. In 1985, the transition rate from primary school
to middle school reached 99 percent. The transition rate
from middle to high school exceeded 91.4 percent at the
onset of the 1990s and 98.7 percent in 1996.
The transition rate from high school to higher education has also been increasing. Until the late 1980s, however, the government, while trying to make universal
education available to precollege students, strongly controlled the expansion of higher education for fear of creating an oversupply of college graduates for available jobs.
Following the government’s relaxation of such control
beginning in the 1990s, the transition rate from high
school to higher education reached 79 percent in 1996.
As of 2000, upon birth, a child has a 77 percent probability of receiving a higher education. Though the rate of
high school graduates advancing to college has been increasing for both men and women, 92 percent of male
high school graduates ages 18 to 21 went on to colleges
in 1998, whereas the share for women was just 55.5 percent. Some scholars point out that concentration of male
and female students in specific areas of study leads to
gender discrimination and employment inequality
(Shim).
Almost all high school graduates would be attending
an institution of higher education were the quota increased and financing available. The overwhelming majority of Korean parents want nothing less than a college
degree for their children. For example, in 1993, about
86.5 percent of the Korean parents expected their sons to
get a college or university degree and 79.4 percent, their
daughters (KEDI 1994, 33). Many who cannot pass their
preferred institution’s examination study abroad.
As of 1995, about 28 percent of Koreans ages 25 to
29 had college degrees. This figure can be roughly comWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

pared with percentages of college degree holders in other
countries among those ages 25 to 34: Canada, 20.1 percent; France, 12.4 percent; Germany, 12.9 percent; Italy,
8.3 percent, Japan, 22.9 percent; the United Kingdom,
15.2 percent; and the United States, 26.5 percent (National Center for Education Statistics).
As of 1999 the number of students enrolled in higher
educational institutions was 3,154,245 compared to
2,343,894 in 1995, a 35 percent increase in just 4 years
(MOE 2000, 68).
The ever-increasing frenzy for education and the extent of Korean educational attainment are most evident
in the number of doctoral degree holders. In 1966, the
ratio of doctoral degree holders numbered 35 per
1,000,000. It increased to 200 per 1,000,000 in 1980, to
945 in 1995, and to 1,144 in 1997 (KEDI). The number
has continued to explode; as of 2001, Korea had a total
of 90,983 doctoral degree holders—70,360 from Korean
institutions and 20,623 from abroad—meaning almost 1
in 500 Koreans held a doctorate.
Academic Year: Elementary and secondary schools
have more than 220 school days (34 weeks) per year.
Considering daily class hours and calendar length, as well
as after school instructional hours (academic and extracurricular), the amount of time spent by each student on
education becomes significantly higher. On top of five
full weekdays of instruction, students also attend school
half the day on Saturdays. A high school student in Seoul
typically starts school at 7:30 A.M. and ends at 5:00 P.M.
Some students also undertake a year or more of extra college preparatory work when they do not at first pass their
desired college’s entrance examination. Although it has
sporadically been declared illegal, high school students
have been forced to remain at school for ‘‘self-study’’ as
late as 9:00 or 10:00 P.M. to prepare for the college entrance examination.
College-level institutions provide classes for no
fewer than 32 weeks per year. The academic year typically consists of two semesters: 1 March through 31 August
and 1 September through 28 or 29 February. Summer vacation generally lasts for about 45 days during July and
August; the winter vacation lasts about 70 days from midDecember to the end of February.
Public & Private Institutions: In curriculum and administration, at the primary and secondary levels, there
is little difference between public and private educational
institutions other than their founders. Admission to high
schools in equalized areas is randomized.
The public educational system has experienced a
shortage of financial resources due to an increasing number of students. Limited government budgets have led to
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an increase in private schools and an increased reliance
on private lessons or tutoring.
In 1994 the Presidential Commission on Education
Reform (PCER 1994) suggested basic principles and
guidelines for private school reforms. The PCER recognizes three categories: independent private schools, private schools with public financial support, and
semipublic private schools under the jurisdiction of
MOE. The governmental subsidy will be provided only
to semipublic and subsidized private schools. Independent schools will enjoy more autonomy in their admission and tuition policies.
Under the new ‘‘School Choice Program,’’ students
and parents play an active role in choosing schools when
applying to middle and high schools. In 1997, PCER
noted that, despite the vital role private schools have
played in Korean education, they are disadvantaged compared to public schools. While recommending increased
government support for private institutions, PCER also
emphasized the need for their responsible, accountable,
and transparent administration (PCER 1997, 118-21).
Curriculum & Textbooks: To further democracy, Education Law 155 establishes the standard curriculum for
each level up to high school and the criteria for textbooks
and instructional materials. The national curriculum and
regional guidelines allow schools to implement criteria
and adopt textbooks according to their individual characteristics and objectives. MOE and the Korea Institute of
Curriculum and Evaluation (KICE) are responsible for
developing the national curriculum at elementary, middle, and high school levels.

impossible to change majors after admission. More recently, colleges have shown some flexibility in allowing
students greater freedom in changing majors and specific
courses.
To correct what was viewed as monopolistic textbook standardization, MOE revised its textbook publication policy in 1995. Textbooks and teachers’ manuals
compiled within the new framework are classified into
three types: Textbooks published by MOE, called Category One (iltchong) Textbooks; those published by private publishers and authorized by MOE, called Category
Two (ijong) Textbooks; and those published by private
publishers and recognized by MOE or superintendents as
relevant and usable, called Category Three Textbooks.
Individual schools have the freedom to choose textbooks in the second and the third categories to meet student needs. Total Category One and Two textbooks
published for fall 1999 and spring 2000 amounted to
137,636 volumes in 2,439 titles. Of these, 75.1 percent
were Category One textbooks (KEDI 2000). Because of
its open-ended nature, the exact number of volumes is not
available for Category Three.
Instructional Technology: Contemporary Koreans are
firm believers in and users of technology. Korea is
making various efforts to provide a national information infrastructure with a view to joining the ranks
of the advanced information societies in the twenty-first
century.

Until recently, precollege students had little freedom
to choose specific courses for themselves. In high
schools, students learn all subjects in small increments at
each level rather than concentrating on a few chosen
subjects at a time as in the United States. Primary and
secondary schools require extracurricular activities, although the degree of emphasis varies from school to
school. These include journalism, chorus, orchestra, athletic groups, calligraphy, or fine arts. All are supervised
by regular faculty members.

According to the Republic of Korea’s Ministry of Information and Communication (MIC), the information
technology (IT) industry has become a core sector of the
national economy, accounting for 11.8 percent of GNP
in 2000 and 12.8 percent in 2001. There were 15.34 million Internet users in South Korea as of July 2000, representing approximately one-third of the population. As of
2000, there was 1 computer per 13.7 students in elementary schools, 1 per 10.2 students in middle schools, 1 per
11.2 in general high schools, and 1 per 3.5 in vocational
high schools (KEDI). The nation’s progress in the adoption and use of information technology has been remarkable. By April 2001, every teacher had his or her own PC,
and every elementary and secondary school in Korea was
connected to a Local Area Network (LAN) and the Internet—the first such achievement in the world. According
to NetValue, as of April 2001 more than half of South
Korean Internet users enjoy broadband connections,
ahead of any Western economy, while 10,700,000 households—almost every household—had a computer. The
number of Internet users rose explosively to 27 million,
or more than 1 out of 2 Koreans as of April 2001, compared to 1.6 million in 1997.

Formerly one’s college major, including premedical,
was decided at the time of admission, and it was almost

The MOE established a computer education development plan in 1988, which supported computer assisted

The national curriculum is subject to periodic revisions (seven times since 1945). The seventh national curriculum, devised in 1997, came into use in 2000. Some
of the main objectives in the sixth and seventh national
curricula are democratization and local autonomy to
allow flexibility to meet individual needs and to enhance
character, creativity, and diversity, while imparting basic
knowledge.
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instruction in schools and computerization of school administration. In the same year, the Educational Technology Research Center was established under the KEDI to
conduct research in computer education and develop instructional computer software. MOE has provided computers to schools since 1989. Between 1989 and 1994,
KEDI developed and distributed about 600 computer assisted programs to schools (OECD 34).
To meet the demands of a high-tech industrial society in the 2000s, several policy measures have been
adapted, which include recruiting bright students into science and technology via scholarships and other privileges. Faculty members are also encouraged to conduct
joint research, promote internship programs, and conduct
seminars. Scholarly exchanges with other technically advanced countries are encouraged. Resources have also
become available for research facilities, and the government facilitates cooperation between schools and industry (MOE).
In 1999, the Korea Education and Research Information Service (KERIS) was established, combining the
Korea Multimedia Education Center (est. 1997) and the
Korea Research Information Center (est. 1996). KERIS
has been developing high quality software and an electronic platform to support the research activities of teachers. It also operates the Cyber School for student selfinstruction and a certification system for excellence in
commercial educational software.
Beginning September 2001, Ewha Women’s University’s Multimedia Education Institute is to administer
Korea’s first ever ‘‘international cyber university,’’ with
online courses to 30 institutions around the world. The
international Cyber University, in collaboration with
eight other local colleges, is to provide five courses,
mainly in women’s and Korean studies. These will initially be taught via the Internet and later complemented
with videoconferencing and field trips to East Asia
(Cohen). Information technology has also been an excellent solution for lifelong education and those who cannot
attend school for various reasons.
Women’s Education: Modern Korean women have
had the same opportunity as men for education, although
cultural factors account for their somewhat lower educational attainment. Nevertheless, contemporary Korean
women are highly educated and share a thirst for study
with their male compatriots. The proportion of women
with college and advanced educational backgrounds has
steadily increased from 2.4 percent in 1975 to 13.1 percent in 1995. In the case of men, the share of those with
college and higher educational backgrounds was 26.6
percent of the total male population in 1995 or twice that
for women. In 1999, women made up 37.2 percent of stuWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

dents enrolled in professional colleges and 35.8 percent
in academic higher educational institutions.
Ewha Women’s University, started as a school for
young girls in 1886 under the name of Ewha Haktang,
achieved full university accreditation in 1946. As of
2001, with an enrollment of 17,000, it was the world’s
largest institution of higher education for women. With
14 colleges, 13 graduate schools, and special graduate
courses, it offers 56 majors. The graduate school offers
master’s degree courses in 55 areas and doctoral degree
courses in 42. Each year, more than 900 candidates graduate with master’s degrees and 80 with doctorates.
Despite Ewha’s remarkable record, Korean women
in general do not get the same education as men. Not only
do they receive fewer years of education on average than
men do, they pursue what have traditionally been considered women’s fields. As of 1998, female students were
a majority in such traditional fields. For example, 73.1
percent of all students at teachers’ colleges were women.
Female students accounted for 64.8 percent in educational departments, 57.3 percent in arts and athletics departments, 56.1 percent in humanities departments, and 44.2
percent in departments of medicine and pharmacology.
In social and natural sciences departments, the share of
female students were 32.9 percent and 22.1 percent, respectively. Gender inequality at higher educational institutions was particularly acute in the sciences and
engineering. In the natural sciences, the share of women
earning M.A. and Ph.D. degrees is very low. In engineering, female students accounted for only 5 percent of all
recipients of B.A.s, 4 percent of M.A.s, and 2 percent of
Ph.D.s. This trend of gender separation makes it all but
impossible for women to explore various career paths
without regard for gender restrictions while substantially
increasing the likelihood of women being employed in
traditional women’s areas. In an age when science and
engineering are key, the paucity of women in those areas
is viewed as a grave problem for women’s advancement
in society. Underlying causes include separate curricula
for men and women, textbooks that reinforce traditional
gender role divisions, and teachers’ attitudes discriminating between male and female students (2000).
The situation for women is rapidly changing, however. As of 2001, more than 35 percent of high level information technology positions were held by women and
more than 100 of Ewha’s Information major graduates
held chief executive positions at companies specializing
in new technologies (Cohen).
Special Education: The Special Education Promotion
Act, enacted in 1977 and amended in 1994, guarantees
that students with disabilities receive appropriate and
equal educational opportunity with special educational
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curricula and approaches to enhance their personal development, future employability, and social participation.
According to the September 2000 National Assembly Report, special education’s share of the budget ranged from
1.5 to 1.9 percent between 1995 and 2000.
It is estimated that 2.4 percent of all school age children need special education. Only about half of severely
handicapped children are enrolled in special schools.
Some 44 percent of the mildly handicapped are enrolled
in special classes at regular schools; the rest attend regular classes (OECD).
To better serve the disabled, several measures have
been adopted since 1988. Training programs in special
education are offered to regular teachers, and special education courses are compulsory in teachers’ colleges. The
revision of the Special Education Promotion Bill in 1994
guaranteed early education for the disabled at regular kindergartens. Furthermore, reflecting public sentiment, a
law to promote vocational employment of the handicapped was enacted.
In 1999, some 123 special education institutions
served a total enrollment of 24,091 severely handicapped
children, who were taught by 4,244 special education
teachers—a student to teacher ratio of less than 6 to 1.
Children with lesser impediments are taught in special
education classes in regular schools; in 1999 there were
26,178 such students taught by 3,812 teachers in 3,764
special classes, which were offered by 2,990 regular
schools (MOE). As of April 2000, according to the National Assembly Report, there were 129 special education
schools—13 times the 1962 total of 10 schools and more
than double the 53 in 1979, only 2 years after the passage
of the Special Education Promotion Act in 1977.
The National Institute for Special Education, established in 1994, which is in charge of research and development in special education, supplies teaching and
learning materials and trains teachers of students with
disabilities. Special education teachers, who are deemed
qualified either by passing an examination for special education or through supplementary in-service training for
special teachers, are assigned to kindergartens and elementary and secondary schools. In addition to 20 graduate schools of education, 4 national colleges, 10 private
colleges, and 3 special graduate schools train special education teachers.
Programs for the Gifted & Talented: Abolition of
middle school entrance examinations in 1969 caused
worries that extreme standardization and democratization
of curricula would not produce outstanding leaders.
Many felt unusually gifted and talented students need
special attention as well as those with disabilities. MOE
designated specialized high schools in the 1990s for sci1254

ence, foreign languages, the arts, and athletics. With
strong governmental support, these schools aim to identify gifted and talented youngsters at an early age and develop their potential in these specialties. These schools
enjoy autonomy in their admission processes, faculty recruiting, curriculum development, and financial management. The Education Law was revised in 1995 to promote
special education for the gifted and talented and accelerated grade advancement and graduation programs in regular schools.
For the education of scientifically talented youth,
Kyônggi High School of Science was founded in 1983.
In 1994, about 9 percent of primary schools, 17 percent
of middle schools, and 8 percent of high schools offered
special education for the gifted and talented in science,
mathematics, the Korean language, foreign languages,
arts, and computer science (OECD 39). In 1996, nationwide there were 15 science high schools (16 in 1999), 14
foreign language high schools, 16 arts high schools, and
13 athletic middle and high schools. Those completing
two years in a science high school are eligible for admission to the exclusive Korea Advanced Institute for Science and Technology (KAIST). Other such institutions
include the Kwangju Institute of Science and Technology, Seoul National University, and the Pohang Institute
of Technology (MOE).
As of 2001, KAIST had about 7,000 students in undergraduate and graduate programs. KAIST was established in 1971 by and remains under the auspices of the
Ministry of Science and Technology, not MOE as is the
case with all the other universities. The original institution, then called the Korea Advanced Institute of Science
(KAIS), was founded in a specific governmental effort to
reverse the brain drain to foreign countries and to create
an environment conducive to the return of scientific researchers active abroad.
It soon expanded its mission and size to maintain a
closer relationship with industry while pursuing basic scientific research and education. It merged first with the
Korea Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) in
1981, under the new designation KAIST, and again with
the Korean Institute of Technology (KIT) in 1989. KIST
had been a research institute and KIT an undergraduate
college established in 1985 to educate scientifically gifted students. In 1989, the KAIST campus was relocated
inside the strategically located Taedôk Science Town, in
which are gathered not only other universities, but also
public and private research institutes and venture businesses. Thus KAIST, as Korea’s best research-oriented
science and engineering educational institution, plays a
leadership role in developing and advancing the nation’s
science and technology. By 2001, KAIST had produced
about 18,500 graduates, including 3,800 Ph.D. degree
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holders who occupy key positions in science and technology in both the public and private sectors, at home and
abroad.

citizens, but also to protect the welfare of poor children
and of working mothers, whose number has increased
with rapid industrialization (Yoo 156ff).

Role of Education in Society & Development: Although not actually decreed by law, the Korean government tried to instill anti-communism into children’s
socialization as an important ideology (Yoo). Policies of
President Kim Dae-jung and his dramatic encounter with
North Korea’s Chairman Kim Jong-Il in 2000 have considerably altered the South Korean stance on this issue.
The future of the Korean peninsula is, however, still too
volatile for anyone to be overly enthusiastic or pessimistic about current political developments.

Early childhood education has developed partly from
the nursery system, the structure of which is entwined
with welfare policy. The nursery system was established
in 1952 and in 1962 put under the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Welfare in accordance with the Act for Infant
Welfare. During the Fifth Republic in the early 1980s, the
Integrated Plan for Infant/Early Childhood Education
was developed as part of a national agenda to enhance the
image of a ‘‘Welfare State.’’ The new Act for Infant/
Early Childhood Education in fact stipulated that infant
and early childhood education facilities in South Korea
be made up of kindergarten under the jurisdiction of
MOE and the New Village Nursery under the Ministry
of Interior. It is also important to note that infant education via nursery facilities was instituted, in the wake of
Korea’s full-scale industrialization, for the relief of working mothers. Hence the wealthier classes have chosen
mostly private kindergartens and preschools and the
poorer classes, mostly the government-run nurseries,
such as the Children’s House and New Village Nursery.

More important than anti-communism have been the
South Korean educational ideals of democracy and freedom. Korean students, especially at the college level,
have felt that they were the ultimate and just arbiters of
the corrupt government and adult society. Students have
been an important part of the Korean political process toward the democratization of Korea.
Scholars have often indicated that during the past
four and half decades, Korea’s overall development has
largely resulted from the growth of a well educated population. Even in the very early phase of economic development in the 1960s, Korea’s educational level was far
above those of other developing countries with equivalent incomes, such as Hungary and Italy. Even in the
1960s, the nation’s illiteracy rate was only 27.9 percent
and primary school enrollment measured 59 percent.
Moreover, over the past 45 years, enrollments at secondary and tertiary schools have exploded, providing a sufficient pool of modestly paid but well educated workers
needed for economic growth. Human resources are acknowledged as the key factor in both economic and social
development. The key to Korea’s rapid development was
the rapid expansion of the educational system, coupled
with relatively high educational attainment (UNDP).
Increasingly Korean leaders, performers, visual artists, and scholars—a significant number of whom have
earned doctoral or terminal degrees in foreign countries—are active on the world stage. As Korea becomes
more and more visible internationally, its scholarship and
culture will gain the world’s attention as much as its
products. In this age, when knowledge and material
goods are exchanged around the globe, education takes
on added significance for South Korea.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preschool: Early childhood education in South Korea
is designed for the national interest—that is, not only to
prepare young children to become healthy and intelligent
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Kindergarten education is not subsidized and depends on private resources. The ratio between private and
public kindergartens is 7 to 3. Preschool education, a
rather recent phenomenon, has mostly been initiated by
religious, social, and private organizations. Because it is
often considered inessential, the preschool enrollment
rate has generally been low. In an effort to raise enrollment, the government has enacted legislative bases for
preschool education, such as the Kindergarten Facilities
Standard Ordinance (1969), Kindergarten Curriculum
Ordinance (1969), Preschool Promotion Act (1982), and
the first and second Promotion Plans for Preschool Education. To raise the level of preschool education to that
of other advanced nations, the government has also developed and disseminated teaching materials and tools
and created teacher training and administrative support
systems.
The number of preschoolers increased dramatically
in recent years. In 1980, there were only 901 kindergartens with 60,665 children attending them or only 7.3 percent of 5 year olds. The number of kindergartens grew
almost tenfold to 8,828 by 1999 with 535,379 children
(43.2 percent of 5 year olds) attending. MOE projects enrollment will reach 100 percent by 2005.
Elementary School: Primary education has been compulsory since 1945 but free only since 1979. At age six
(or earlier, by choice), children must enter a primary
school near their residence; they then automatically advance to the next grade each year. An accelerated grade
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advancement system was recently introduced to allow a
gifted and talented child to skip a grade.
The curriculum is focused on nine subjects: Korean
language, mathematics, science, physical education, social studies, moral education, music, fine arts, and practical arts. As part of a globalization policy adopted by the
government of President Kim Young Sam, MOE made
an important innovation in Korean elementary education.
Since 1997, English has been taught two hours a week
in elementary schools, beginning with the third grade.
In the 1970s and 1980s—amid rapid industrialization—the school-age population was heavily concentrated in urban areas, while rural schools became underpopulated. Overcrowded classes caused some city
schools to resort to the double shift system, which was
considered a major setback.
The government imposed an education tax in 1982
to improve school finances and raise teacher pay. As a
result, the number of elementary school students per class
has dropped to 35.8 in 2000, compared with 62.1 in 1970.
In 2000, the student to teacher ratio in elementary schools
was 28.7 compared with 56.9 in 1970 (KEDI).
By the late 1960s, primary school enrollment rates
reached practically 100 percent and stayed there. In 1945,
the year of liberation, elementary schools numbered
2,807 with the total enrollment at 1,570,000. As of 1999,
elementary and branch schools numbered 5,544 and 739,
respectively, with a total enrollment of 3,935,000. Thus,
while the number of schools doubled, the enrollment rate
of the relevant cohort rose from 64 percent in 1945 to almost 100 percent in 1999 (MOE 2000).
Middle School: The program is divided into compulsory subjects, elective subjects, and extracurricular activities. Basic required courses consist of moral education,
Korean language, mathematics, social studies, science,
physical education, music, fine arts, home economics,
technology and industry, and English. Elective subjects
include Chinese characters and classics, computer science, environmental studies, and others.
Since 1995, native speakers have been hired to teach
English in middle schools in an effort to enhance English
acquisition and prepare students for the ‘‘Age of Globalization.’’
As of 2000, average class size remained large at 38,
but had hugely improved over 1970, when there were 62
per class (KEDI).
In 1969 entrance examinations by individual middle
schools were abolished and all applicants have been assigned to schools near their residence by lottery in an effort to democratize secondary education. Before then,
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middle schools had clearly been ranked. A person’s eventual elite status was guaranteed upon his or her admission
to a top-ranked middle school such as Kyônggi Boys’ or
Kyônggi Girls’ Middle School in Seoul. The school bond
continues to be so strong and prestigious that, even decades after abolition of the middle school entrance examination, an older person’s worth is measured by the
secondary school he or she attended.
By 1998, almost 100 percent of elementary school
graduates went on to middle schools. As of 1999, middle
school students, usually ages 12 to 15, numbered
1,896,956—an increase of 2,347 percent from 80,828 in
1945. The number of middle school teachers increased
even more dramatically from 1,186 in 1945 to 93,244 in
1999—a 7,862 percent increase (MOE 2000, 34).
Despite the superficially democratic appearance, the
current situation gives advantage to those students residing in affluent areas over those who live in poorer areas
or rural districts. For example, there still exists a Kyônggi
Girls’ Middle and High School, and it is still considered
a first-rate school. However, while the former Kyônggi
Girls’ School admitted students based on a strict entrance
examination open to candidates from the whole nation,
students today are there thanks to the economic status that
allows their families to reside in that particular locality.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Middle school graduates or those with an equivalent
academic background, usually about age 15, are admitted
to high schools. Students bear the expenses of their high
school education, which lasts three years.
Traditionally, entrance examinations to individual
high schools for most students were largely symbolic, as
a middle school and high school carrying the same name
were in effect a single entity sharing a single campus. Examinations were extremely challenging only for those
who tried to move upward into a better-rated high school.
The progress of a middle school graduate to high school
was more the function of parents’ financial ability.
Entrance examinations by individual high schools
were abolished in 1974. Instead, admission was based on
middle school grade point average (GPA) and records
and on the scores on the national qualifying or ‘‘selection’’ examination, established in order to limit the number of high school students.
While successful applicants for general high schools
are assigned to a school by a lottery system, applicants
to vocational high schools compete based on the school’s
own examination or the student’s middle school record.
In actuality, however, the national selection examination has lately become meaningless, because the size
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of the group entering high school has been decreasing,
thus no one is turned away from high school. In 1999,
about 99.4 percent of middle school graduates advanced
to high school, compared with 90.7 percent in 1985
(KNSO 61). The number of high school students, usually
ages 15 to 18, in 1999 was 2,251,140, an increase of
5,590 percent over their total of 40,271 in 1951. (High
school teachers numbered 105,304 in 1999 compared
with 1,720 in 1951—an increase of 6,122 percent.)
Since 1995, high schools have been able to consider
many factors besides selection examination scores in admissions. A new phenomenon for private schools is their
right to self-governance, which allows for operation and
maintenance by a school foundation and by student tuition and fees. Since 1998, private schools, if they so desire, have been given the right to set tuition and select
students themselves; in such a case they would lose their
customary government subsidy (MOE 2000, 62). Since
1998, some cities or provinces have started to admit new
high school students based simply on their Middle School
Activities Records. Students are also to have much greater opportunities in selecting their schools.
The Education Law stipulates that high schools must
furnish both general and specific education to middle
schoolers. Article 105 establishes these objectives:
• To educate students to be equipped with fine character and competence expected of good citizens by
continuing to provide general education.
• To improve students’ capacity to understand and
form sound judgments on social and political issues.
• To promote students’ awareness of national missions, to seek to improve physical conditions of the
students, to help them choose future life courses appropriate for themselves as individuals, to heighten
the level of their culture, and to increase their professional skills.
First year students in high schools must all take identical courses, but from the second year students take electives as well as requirements. They choose from four
different tracks, according to their abilities, interests, and
future career plans: humanities, social science, natural
sciences, and vocational training. Common compulsory
courses for high school students are ethics, Korean language and literature, basic mathematics, social studies,
history, basic science, physical education, music, fine
arts, and English. Electives include Chinese and Korean
classics, foreign languages, non-basic mathematics, nonbasic science, ancient civilization, philosophy, ethics,
logic, psychology, education, economics, religion, environmental science, drama, and dancing. Among general
high schools, several specialized institutions concentrate
on particular areas, such as foreign languages, science,
and physical education.
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High school enrollment increased almost fourfold
from 590,382 in 1970 to 2,251,140 in 1999. As of 1997,
there were 764 vocational high schools with 868,395 students. In 1998, there were 1,085 general high schools
with 1.4 million students. Of middle school graduates, 98
percent advanced to high school in 1997.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher education institutions are increasingly diversified. In addition to regular undergraduate programs,
there are industrial universities, universities of education,
junior colleges, the Air and Correspondence University,
technical colleges, seminaries, and other schools that students attend after graduating from high school. Military,
Naval, and Air Force Academies provide leadership in
national defense. Medicine and law are studied at regular
universities. All college level programs last four years except for medicine and dentistry, which require six. All
(except for KAIST, which reports to MOST) are under
the jurisdiction of MOE, which controls such matters as
student quotas, qualification of teaching staff, curricula,
and degree requirements. For other matters, universities
comply with decisions made by a consortium called the
Council for Higher Education. Deans and presidents of
national and public universities are appointed by the president on the minister of education’s recommendation.
The presidents of private universities are elected by the
boards of trustees, which are subject to the approval of
MOE. As of 1998, there were 350 institutions of higher
learning with a total of 2.95 million students, taught by
5,410 faculty members.
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in 1979 to educate and train mid-level technicians. As of
1999 there were 161 junior colleges with an enrollment
of 589,720. Emphasis is on practical education, including
hands-on training, in close cooperation with industry
through internships. Students concentrate on their specialties in preparation for the National Certification Examination. They can major in humanities and social
studies, natural sciences, engineering, arts and physical
education, nursing, clinical pathology, physical therapy,
radiology, dental and other medical technology, mechanics courses, or aquaculture.
Junior vocational colleges emphasize practical education, but it is not necessarily an endpoint. Students who
so wish could continue their education at the university
level. For employed students, junior colleges provide
channels for continued education.

Regular Colleges & Universities: In 1994 universities
were allowed to decide their own school affairs, including the calendar and graduation requirements, and incrementally were given more control over student quotas. In
1996, the government granted autonomy to seven provincial universities with the most superior educational conditions. The objectives of the new education system, as
laid out by PCER, include full autonomy by higher educational institutions, while the necessary support for high
quality research is provided by the government (1997,
23).
Each university sets the requirements for each credit
(usually one semester hour), the minimum credits necessary for graduation, and the number of credits students
may carry per semester. The curriculum consists of general and professional courses and includes required and
elective courses.
To help universities diversify, as each carry different
strengths, government grants have been increased. Furthermore, the government has made it possible for private
foundations to establish small, specialized colleges, graduate schools, and universities. Seventeen such colleges
were approved in 1996.
Government financial support for universities has increased to 1,013.6 billion won in 1996 from 329.7 billion
won in 1993. With the introduction of post-doctoral training, government research grants also increased to 90 billion won in 1996 from 27.2 billion won in 1993. The
support has been unevenly distributed, depending on institutions’ and individuals’ performance.
Junior Colleges: Junior colleges, providing two or
three years of postsecondary education, were established
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Graduate Schools: The purpose of graduate education
is to offer an in-depth study of a specialized field and to
enhance creativity and leadership in academic research.
The Education Law stipulates that, to be called a university, an institution must have at least one graduate school.
As of 2001, there are 115 academic graduate schools, 8
professional graduate schools, 514 evening special graduate schools (including 14 special graduate schools established in industrial universities), and 15 independent
graduate schools without undergraduate programs.
The minimum requirement for a master’s degree is
24 semester credits, as well as a required thesis, in most
cases; students normally finish in 4 semesters. The minimum requirement for a doctoral degree is a doctoral dissertation after completing 60 credits of coursework,
which is usually completed in 3 academic years. Doctoral
candidates must first complete the required credits and
pass two foreign language examinations and a comprehensive examination before writing their dissertations
(MOE).
Enrollment: The enrollment rate for higher education
was 68.8 percent of 18 to 21 year olds in 1997. As of
1999, higher education students numbered 3,154,245—
400 times the number of 7,819 in 1945. The total would
be much higher were more spots available for higher education, especially at prestigious schools in Seoul. The
college entrance examination is fiercely competitive, and
Korea is probably the only country in which numbers of
applicants to specific schools are announced daily by
public media during the application period, as candidates
are frantically calculating the probability of their matriculation at choice institutions.
Admissions Procedures: As students compete fiercely
for limited college spots, studying for tests is far more
important than trying to build one’s character. In a major
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reform program, MOE thus proposed a new college entrance system called the College Scholastic Ability Test
(CSAT) to root out these problems and to cultivate students’ individual talents and characteristics. The CSAT
has three versions, one for students on the humanities
track, the science track, and the sports and arts tracks.
The new system has been conceived under the slogan
of ‘‘diversification, specialization, and professionalization,’’ which allows each university or college to develop
its own admissions criteria. Each may require varying application materials from students to determine their
talents, such as School Activities Records, essays, interviews, and letters of recommendation. Applicants with
unusual circumstances, such as living in a rural area or
fishing village, being an orphan, or winning prizes at concerts, may receive preference. This reform measure is intended to enhance creative and professional human
resources, to ensure more flexible primary and secondary
schooling, and to lessen the need for private tutoring.
The college entrance system has become a public
issue, especially since the disappearance of entrance examinations for secondary schools. College admission
policies have been changed more than 10 times since
1945. Initially (1945-1953), college admission was based
uniquely on applicants’ national test scores; later, high
school grades were also considered. These criteria have
put tremendous pressure on students and their parents, as
whole families go through ‘‘examination hell.’’ Students
concentrate all their energy on test preparation, and families sacrifice much time and money to support their college preparatory students, trying to improve the study
environment, provide private tutoring, and help in other
ways.
Since the early 1990s, higher educational institutions
have generally used ‘‘total’’ or ‘‘comprehensive entrance
examination scores,’’ which include the results of aptitude tests and students’ high school profiles. Until then,
college admission was largely based on individual
schools’ achievement tests. In 1988, MOE embarked on
reforming the college entrance examination system to reflect changes in the educational and social environments.
In 1993, MOE started to administer the CSAT once a
year nationally in an effort to provide reliable and objective data in selecting students for colleges and universities, hoping to improve the quality of high school
education as a result (KICE). Since 1998, electives have
been added, including mathematics, sciences, and foreign
languages besides English. In general, the CSAT score
is one of the most important pieces of data for college
level admission, counting 40 percent of the total scores
in the decision process.
To promote the autonomy of higher educational institutions and to reform examination oriented high school
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education, a new entrance examination system went into
effect in 1994. Public institutions obligatorily weighted
high school grades at 40 percent but were allowed leeway
concerning the CSAT and their own entrance examinations. As of 2002, the Korean Military Academy most
heavily weighs CSAT scores (70 percent) in admissions,
along with high school activity record (20 percent) and
interview (10 percent).
A special policy applies to foreigners and Korean nationals returning from a sojourn of longer than two years
abroad. Each college or university may admit 2 to 10 percent of total incoming students from this pool; in 2000,
5,249 students at 127 colleges and universities benefited.
Each institution sets its own criteria, but in general these
students are exempt from certain subjects or allowed a
lower passing score for such courses. Usually, subjects
tested include Korean, mathematics, foreign languages,
and expository writing (essay), with interviews part of the
selection process. Information on this policy’s implementation by institutions is collected and published by MOE
and distributed to embassies, consulates, and overseas
Korean schools (MOE).
Korean Studies: Koreans have been studying Western
culture and scholarship with ardor since the end of the
nineteenth century, but since their liberation from the
Japanese and with their increased status on the world
stage, interest in Korean culture, history, and intellectual
and political life has steadily grown both within and outside Korea.
With this in mind, the Academy of Korean Studies,
a graduate school for a select group of highly specialized
Korean studies fields, was founded on 30 June 1978.
Through its publications and numerous national and international conferences and workshops, the Academy has
been critical to internationalizing the field of Korean
studies. As of 1998, the Academy had graduated 349
master’s degree candidates and 87 doctoral degree candidates in 7 fields—philosophy and religion; history; arts;
language, literature, and classical studies; society and
folklore; politics and economics; and education and ethics. As of 2001, some 60 students were enrolled in each
of the Academy’s master’s and Ph.D. programs.
The government has supported many universities
abroad that offer courses in Korean language and studies.
As of 2001, some 167 universities and research institutes
in 37 countries conduct research in Korean studies. The
Korean government developed the Korean [Language]
Proficiency Test (KPT) for foreigners and overseas Koreans. A total of 1,722 people passed the first test, administered in 1997. In 1999, the test was given in seven
countries.
As of 2001, Korea has bilateral agreements with
some 80 countries. The government has also been an ac1259
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tive participant in exchange programs initiated by international organizations, including APEC (Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation), OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development), and UNESCO.
The Korean National Commission for UNESCO has also
been active in promoting international cultural understanding and exchanges of personnel, hosting international conferences and training programs, and supporting the
exchange of academics, professionals, and students.
Students Abroad: For decades, Koreans have thought
their education was not really complete without study
abroad. In 1999, there were 154,219 students studying
abroad: 96,778 in North America, 20,577 in Europe,
36,552 in Asia-Pacific countries, 138 in Africa, and 174
in South America (MOE). The United States continues
to lead in popularity, but Koreans’ foreign study destinations have become diversified. As of 1999, the share of
those who went to the United States to study was 27.81
percent, considerably lower than 1997’s rate of 42.9 percent. Even so, as of 2000, the 41,191 Korean students
studying at American colleges and universities made up
8 percent of all international students studying in America and ranked fourth after those from China, Japan, and
India (Open Doors).
Previously students generally completed their basic
education through college or at least high school in Korea
and went abroad for higher degrees. As the government
relaxed its control on students going abroad, however,
demand for overseas studies has grown so much that even
young children are sent away from home to start their education early, albeit in only insignificant numbers.
It is no longer uncommon for precollege students to
go abroad to study. Since September 2000, youth study
abroad has been limited to middle school graduates only.
From March 1999 to February 2000, some 11,237 precollege students went to study abroad, mainly in the United
States. In 2000, more than 20,000 precollege students
studied abroad, usually at their own expense. Since 2000,
the government has provided 70 college graduates evidencing outstanding achievement with full scholarships—$18,200 per year for two to three years—to study
at overseas institutes of higher learning. In addition, a fellowship of $38,000 per year per person for 3 years was
available for those in doctoral programs at overseas institutions. Furthermore, elementary and secondary schoolteachers have also been given additional opportunities for
overseas training and short term study tours. The number
of students going abroad on government scholarships between 1977 and 1999 amounted to 1,639 (MOE). The
Korea Research Foundation is usually responsible for facilitating research and activities for scholars and students
who wish to study abroad.
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To help students returning from abroad reintegrate
into domestic schools (elementary, middle, and high
schools), international schools have been established in
Seoul.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Education ranks first in the government budget and
draws substantial nongovernmental funds. Education in
Korea is funded largely by the central government from
tax revenues, but also by local government and private
or school foundations. A supplemental education tax instituted in 1982 and made permanent in 1991 became an
important financial resource for the central government
budget, as it represented 26.2 percent of MOE budget in
1999. From 1996 to 1998, educational policy secured an
allotment of 5 percent of the GNP for education; in 1999
it measured 4.3 percent.
The central government budget funds offices of elementary and secondary school education, operating funds
for the national universities, some support for private universities, and money for education-related administrative
and research organizations. Elementary and middle
school education is compulsory. Elementary school is
free, but as of 2001, only 19.5 percent of middle school
students—those in farming and fishing areas—received
their education gratis. Middle schools in urban areas,
high schools, and higher educational institutions charge
tuition to supplement government funding. Funds also
come from private sources, mostly from parents but also
from private organizations. By 2004 compulsory education will become completely free (MOE).
Of elementary and secondary school education, 85
percent is funded by the central government; 15 percent
by parents and local government. About 80 percent of junior colleges and universities are private. Private school
financing heavily depends on tuition from parents and
other organizations, both private and public.
As of 1994, private education expenses amounted to
464 billion or 5.75 percent of GNP. If costs for kwa-oe
(literally, ‘‘extracurricular’’)—private tutoring and other
out of school supplementary education—are added, an
additional 2.7 percent of GNP is spent by families with
primary and secondary school students (KEDI 1996, 13).
As of 2000, more than half (55 percent) the total households said that the kwa-oe was burdensome for their family budgets. The education reform of 1999 was perceived
as encouraging even more private lessons.
Expenses for out of school education are the highest
at elementary ages (OECD 43). Preschool and postsecondary education is entirely covered by individuals. In
1994, private kindergartens made up 77.8 percent of preschools. The share of private colleges and universities
amounted to 81.9 percent in 1995 (OECD 28).
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Hardly any secondary school student has a paying
job and regular college students rarely do. When they do
work, it is usually privately at such jobs as tutoring or as
office assistants. All precollege costs and also many
higher education costs are borne by students’ parents or
guardians.
The Korean Educational Development Institute
(KEDI), a quasi-governmental think tank established in
1972, has played a principal role in Korea’s emergence
as an educationally advanced nation. The Korea Institute
of Curriculum & Evaluation (KICE), a governmentfunded educational research center established in 1998,
strives to improve school education through research and
development for school curriculum, textbooks, instructional materials, and educational evaluations. KICE develops tests (administered by the Metropolitan/Provincial
Educational Authorities) and analyzes and reports results.
The Korea Research Institute for Vocational Education and Training (KRIVET), established in 1997, carries
out policy-oriented research in vocational education and
training and helps people prepare for lifelong learning
and gain employment in industry.
The Korea Research Foundation, Korea’s foremost
funding agency for basic research, was established in
1981 in accordance with the Korean Scholarship Promotion Act. It incorporated the Korea Institute for Educational Exchange in 1984 and the Korea Scholarship
Foundation in 1999. KRF has expanded its mission beyond supporting basic research to offering scholarships
and conducting its own research to act as a clearing house
on research and activities for the entire academic world
(KRF).
The Korea Foundation (KF), established by the
Korea Foundation Act in 1991, endeavors to contribute
to a better understanding of Korea in the international
community and to promote international goodwill between Korea and foreign countries. Unlike the Korea Research Foundation, which belongs to MOE, KF is under
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Between 1992 and 2000, KF helped create Korean studies
professorships at 37 universities worldwide: 27 in North
America, 4 in Europe, 5 in Australia and New Zealand,
and 1 in Asia. In addition, KF granted support for establishing Korean studies courses at 60 universities in North
America, Latin America, Europe, Oceania, Asia, and the
Middle East. KF has also funded both basic and applied
research, textbook projects, exhibitions, performances,
and numerous international academic conferences and
supported visiting scholars and students who come to do
research or study in Korea. It also publishes journals on
Korean studies.
In 1997, in accordance with the national slogan of
segyehwa (‘‘globalization’’) of Koreans and Korean life,
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the government provided special funds to nine graduate
schools of international studies (GSIS) to promote research and specialized training necessary for international trade and relations, which require the students to deal
with a wide variety of world affairs and people from different cultures with different strategies. All subjects are
taught in English by outstanding specialists in particular
fields. There are more than 200 international students in
these schools.
Area studies, encompassing Asia, the Middle East,
Europe, North America, Central and South America, and
Africa are gaining momentum at institutes of higher
learning. Foreign languages have become an integral part
of international studies. A whole range of foreign languages are taught in Korean universities: African languages, Arabic, Czech, Chinese, Dutch, English,
German, French, Hindi, Hungarian, Indonesian, Italian,
Japanese, Malay, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Rumanian,
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Turkish, and Vietnamese.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Almost all Koreans believe that they need supplemental education to excel in their educationally competitive society. Those who can afford to take private lessons
in music, fine arts, information technology, and sports do.
But more students take supplemental academic courses,
such as math and foreign languages, in cram courses offered at commercial outfits called hagwôn (‘‘academies’’). Because of the concern that extra instruction
could give unfair advantage to those who can afford more
and high quality private lessons, the government has tried
to control private tutoring in an effort to democratize education. For example, the 1980 Education Reform banned
private tutoring in anything other than artistic subjects.
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This was criticized, however, as usurping parents’ rights
to educate their own children and also as depriving some
poor college students of their opportunities for extra income by becoming private tutors—the most popular part
time work (called by a German word, arbeit) for students.
Hagwôn and private tutoring have been allowed, as people expressed their dissatisfaction with the quality of formal education, which has suffered from the high student
to teacher ratio, poor instructional quality and facilities,
and low morale of the teachers.
According to the 1998-2000 MOE-KEDI report,
hagwô totaled 57,935 with 3,412,430 students enrolled in
performing arts (45.2 percent), technology (11.6 percent), liberal arts (24.2 percent), and administrative business (19.0 percent). The share of the students taking
liberal arts courses was 40.7 percent; technology, 13.8
percent; performing arts, 28.9 percent; and administrative
business, 16.6 percent.
During the year 2000, each student spent 889,000
won (approximately $800) compared to 1999 in which
they spent 865,000 won; 34.5 percent of the total households surveyed reported they spent more than 20 percent
of their income on private tutoring in 2000, compared to
31.8 percent in 1999.
Adult Education: The Social Education Promotion
Act was enacted to meet the demand for alternative educational opportunities, particularly of employed youths
and adults who have not been able to attend regular
schools. By law the government is to provide support for
the promotion of lifelong education. Industry also actively responded to this program, establishing schools and
special classes to meet the educational needs of their employees.
The so-called para-schools, which give equivalence
certificates to regular school programs, include civic
schools (elementary school equivalency), civic high
schools (middle school equivalency), industry-attached
schools (middle and high), school-attached evening
classes (middle and high), air and correspondence high
schools, and industrial universities.
Even in higher learning, there are various degree alternatives that may not be available in other countries.
One option is the Bachelors’ Examination System by
which students may earn a degree simply by passing a set
of examinations administered by the government. Another option, called the Academic Credit Bank System, allows students to bank the credits earned in any accredited
institution of higher learning. The government grants a
pertinent degree, after KEDI certifies that a particular student has earned the required number of credits at qualified institutions (Wiedman and Park).
Distance learning institutions—Air and Correspondence high schools and the Air and Correspondence Uni1262

versity—and industrial universities have been founded,
followed by numerous private institutes established by
social and religious organizations. An examination system has been institutionalized to qualify those who have
not gone through a regular school system for progress to
formal schools. In 1999, some 13,724 enrolled in 40 Air
and Correspondence high schools, offering 308 classes
taught by 1,188 teachers.
The Korea Air and Correspondence University
(KACU) was instituted in 1972, first as a branch school
of Seoul National University with a two-year junior college program in five departments. In 1981, it had grown
to a five year program, offering coursework leading to
B.A. and B.Sc. degrees. In 1982, it became an independent national university with nine departments. In 1992
the entire university became a 4-year degree program
with 17 major fields. In 1999 the university had 203,246
students in 18 departments with 168 faculty members. As
of September 2001, a legal foundation is being laid such
that the university may offer a graduate program. The
university has conducted its lectures via distance education systems, using such media as satellite TV, CDROMs, video conferencing, the Internet, printed materials, radio, and audiocassettes. Therefore, regardless of
their location, students can have access to an open, flexible education environment and one to one educational
opportunities with their lecturers. The university also has
13 regional centers. The majority of students enrolled are
workers in industries, government officials, soldiers, and
teachers (MOE).
The number of industrial universities, which offer
mid-career education, grew to 19 with 158,444 students
in 1998—only 6 years after the first of its kind, Kyônggi
Open University of Technology in Seoul, was founded by
a private foundation in 1992. Classes are held in the evening, which allows students to be employed full time
while attending classes.
Vocational Schools: Vocational high schools provide
advanced general education as well as vocational training
in agriculture, technology, industry, commerce, home
economics, fishing, and oceanography, among other subjects. Since the 1980s, vocational high schools have offered diverse field training to provide a skilled labor force
that can respond to the rapid changes in industry and society.
In the 1970s, technical education was driven by manpower needs in heavy and chemical industries. In the
1980s, in step with rapid change in technology and development, technical education aimed at producing multiskilled technology workers. As of 2000, all vocational
schools emphasize cyber-communication, information
processing skills, new managerial skills, and foreign lanWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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guages in order to prepare students for practical work in
an industrialized and globalizing society. While financially supported by the government, vocational high
schools enjoy greater autonomy than other high schools.
To address rural labor shortages caused by migration
into industrialized urban areas, agricultural education in
high school focuses on scientific farming and mechanization and training future cadre and experts in agriculture.
Candidates for agricultural schools are given incentives
such as tuition waivers, free housing, settlement funds,
and preferential treatment in military service and scholarships. Fishery and oceanography high schools, located in
the harbor cities along the coasts of the Korean peninsula,
use maritime resources to teach navigation technology.
Practical experience at sea with six months of on-site
training is required for graduation.
The curriculum at vocational high schools consists
of both general courses, which make up 40 to 60 percent,
and vocational courses.
In rural areas or small and medium-sized cities, there
are schools which combine academic and vocational
courses, called ‘‘comprehensive high schools’’ (MOE
2000, 66).
Educational Broadcasting System: The Educational
Broadcasting System (EBS) was established in December 1990 by KEDI to support and complement school education, with a mission of cultivating and strengthening
national identity. EBS thus incorporates the air and correspondence education programs, which offer the opportunity for lifelong education and general education
programs for children, youth, teachers, parents, and the
general public. While MOE sets up general policies and
offers administrative and financial support (50 percent of
the total budget), EBS plans, organizes, and produces the
actual broadcasts.
As of 2001, EBS has 1 TV and 1 FM radio channel,
which were operated by a staff of 630. The Korean
Broadcasting System transmits the program on television
8 and a half hours daily (18 hours on Sundays) and on
FM radio 20 hours a day. In step with the national agenda
for the new knowledge-based global century, EBS gives
special attention to information technology and foreign
language education in its programming (MOE).
Edunet: Edunet, a free educational information system
that gives teachers, students, and parents easy access to
high quality educational information through PC communication, began on 11 September 1996. It had a membership of 860,000 in March, 1999, and has provided both
text and Web service so that users will not be limited by
their computer equipment. Sixty-four percent of subscribers are students and 18 percent teachers; the rest are
parents, guardians, and others.
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TEACHING PROFESSION
All teachers have the status of national civil servants
in Korea, and teacher training is centrally regulated.
However, teachers’ affairs are delegated to the superintendents at the metropolitan and provincial offices of education. University professors still enjoy the prestige
given to teachers traditionally. Although teachers at the
precollege level are no longer loved and respected as formerly, they are still considered key to the system’s proper
functioning.
As part of the goal of excellence in the educational
system and to ensure the sense of professionalism and
commitment to teaching, licensure under legal criteria is
required of graduates of teacher training institutes.
Teachers are classified into teachers (first and second
level), assistant teachers, professional counselors, librarians, training teachers, and nursing teachers. They must
meet specific standards for each category and be licensed
by the Minister of Education, as regulated by presidential
decree.
Teacher education is offered by universities of education, colleges of education, graduate schools of education, general colleges and universities with departments
of education and teaching certificate programs, junior
colleges, and the Air and Correspondence University,
from which approximately 25,000 teachers are recruited
every year. To enhance professionalism in educational
leadership, the government established the Korea National University of Education in 1985. This university was
designed to conduct research on kindergartens and elementary and secondary schools, as well as to produce an
elite corps of dedicated teachers—not only future teachers but also in-service trainees.
Teachers are recruited locally on the basis of apparently rather mechanical selection tests administered by
district education authorities. College students concentrate on preparing for these exams rather than studying
the subjects they intend to teach or other classroom management skills. OECD reviews have also found no direct
links between teachers’ expertise and the subjects they
teach. Major fields in colleges and universities have not
been found to match important subject fields in the secondary school curriculum. In 1995, about 55 percent of
all secondary teachers came from universities that were
not specifically designed for teacher education (OECD
136).
As attention is increasingly directed toward the quality of education rather than its quantity, general teachers’
qualifications have become one of the core issues in Korean education. Many believe the teaching profession
suffers from mediocrity and is often unable to cope with
the fast-changing society. Lack of professionalism is di1263
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agnosed as due to poor training and to the difficulty of
recruiting bright young people into the profession, which
is little respected in modern Korea. Therefore, the goal
of the 1995 Education Reform was to train excellent
teachers who could meet the challenges of increasingly
assertive students, the information age, globalization, and
the changing field itself. The training programs emphasize pedagogy, ethics, and information management ability, as well as class management and counseling skills
(MOE).
The PCER thus recommended reforming teach certification and in-service training to encourage lifelong education and initiate diversified, learner-oriented education.
The PCER proposed a contract teacher program, increased use of circuit teachers, and diversification and enrichment of in-service training (PCER 1997, 111).
To make space for young talented teachers, the retirement age for teachers was adjusted from 65 to 62 in
the fall of 1998. As a result, an estimated 16,000 teachers
retired, and the vacancies were filled with new skilled
teachers. Superior teachers among those retiring were invited to return to teach with fixed contracts. Many competent teachers with a variety of titles such as lecturers
and business school partnership teachers have thus been
recruited into the school system as well as teachers with
fixed contracts and native speakers for language courses
(MOE).
Because most teachers are still very young, inservice training has become an urgent need. Various opportunities and incentives have been offered for those
who were retrained. Between March 1997 and February
1998, in spite of the Korean financial crisis, 356,335
teachers underwent in-service training, including 545
who received overseas training.
In higher education, the government sponsors refresher programs abroad, especially in science and technology to help professors keep up with the rapidly
changing times. From 1978 to 1998, a total of 106 professors went abroad to do research with government support
(MOE).
Another incentive for teachers’ dedication and high
performance is a merit-based salary system based on the
evaluation of individual teachers, which also has direct
implications for promotions and various privileges.
Unions & Associations: The Korean Federation of
Teachers’ Associations (KFTA) is an umbrella organization for the nation’s teachers’ associations. KFTA was established in 1947 and, as of 2001, about 250,000 teachers
are members (60 percent of all teachers). Its main tasks
are to improve teachers’ work sites, to conduct research
on teachers and training, to protect and enhance teachers,
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to publish educational books, and to provide benefits for
members. A special 1991 law on Improving Teachers’
Status allows KFTA to negotiate with the government
twice a year to improve the position of teachers. Among
KFTA’s publications are The Korea Education Newspaper (weekly) and New Education, an annual report on education (MOE).
Forming nongovernmental teachers’ unions was
long illegal. But new legislation passed in January 1999
guaranteed the teachers’ right to organize and bargain
collectively, and the Korean Teachers and Educational
Workers’ Union commenced full-scale official operation.
Thus teachers and educational workers at primary, middle, and high schools can organize unions at metropolitan, provincial, and national levels. Teachers’ unions may
bargain collectively on matters of wages, terms of employment, and benefits to improve their members’ economic and social status. However, they are not supposed
to exercise the right of collective action, in view of the
special status the general public has historically bestowed
upon educators (Koilaf Publications).

SUMMARY
Korea has long retained a Confucian notion that man
is perfectible through education. With the traditional
class system’s obsolescence, educational attainment has
become the principal measure of a person’s worth. The
government plays a central role in terms of educational
policy and research and their implementation, although
recent educational reforms have emphasized the need for
more autonomy for individual schools or regions. Under
democratic ideals, the traditionally neglected population
with disabilities has also been getting increased attention
from government and society. Koreans have achieved remarkable progress in making education available to all,
and the literacy rate quickly reached almost 100 percent.
Koreans are among the most educated people of the
world.
Having achieved the urgent initial goal of equity in
educational opportunities, the Korean government and
people have set for themselves a new aim of global competitiveness in the information-oriented twenty-first century. Research and development have been promoted,
especially in science and technology, while the gifted and
talented in other areas—including the humanities and the
fine and performing arts—have also been given special
encouragement. Applied research, with close cooperation
between academic researchers and industry, as well as
basic research, were promoted. Koreans have joined the
ranks of the advanced nations in information technology
despite the severe financial crisis of 1997 from which
Korea has not completely recovered.
International Programs: The rapid ascendance of
northeast Asia has given each country of the region a
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more distinct image. Korea is increasingly regarded as a
key area of East Asia both historically and at present. As
Korea’s international visibility has increased, Korean
studies has emerged as an academic field. Foreigners
traveling to study in Korea have mushroomed. In 1971,
7,632 students from 42 foreign countries studied in
Korea; by 1999, there were 154,219 from 71 countries.
Of these 96,778 were from North America, 36,552 from
other Asia-Pacific countries, 20,577 from Europe, 174
from South America, and 138 from Africa (MOE).
The government has also provided scholarships for
foreign students and overseas Koreans to study in Korea
for advanced degrees or to attend a short term language
and culture study tour program. It also affords various
conveniences to foreigners engaged in education and research activities in Korea. Between 1977 and 1999, a
total of 607 foreign students studied in Korea under Korean government scholarships.
The Fulbright grant program in Korea began in 1950,
and the bilateral Korean-American Educational Commission (KAEC) was established in 1963. It is the only program funded and sponsored by both the Korean and U.S.
governments. Fulbright grants support the exchange of
more than 100 students, researchers, and teachers annually. The U.S. Education Center informs Korean students
and scholars of educational opportunities in the United
States. It also provides various official testing services to
students who want to study abroad and helps U.S. institutions seeking to meet students or learn about institutions
in Korea.
A fairly new international exchange program involves youth. In 1988, during the Korea-Japan summit
conference, a Korea-Japan youth exchange agreement
was signed. A Korea-America youth exchange agreement
was signed in 1993 during a summit meeting between the
Korean and U.S. presidents in the United States, as proposed by the governor of California.
Korea and Japan have exchanged 150 university students and teachers annually since 1990. From 1999, other
Korean university and secondary school students were
sent to Japanese universities of engineering. Four hundred seventy secondary students were to be sent to Japan
each year over a decade. One hundred university students
were sent to Japanese universities of engineering in 1999,
and the number was to be increased annually until reaching 1,000 in 2010. To promote better understanding and
goodwill between Koreans and African-Americans, the
Korean government has invited 50 to 70 AfricanAmerican students annually since 1994 for 4-week programs on Korean culture and society. Korea-Japan exchange students are responsible for their own airfares,
while the host country provides room and board and their
programs of study. The Korean government has provided
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all expenses for the African-America students. Between
1990 and 1996, some 1,042 Korean students went to
Japan on this program, while 1,101 Japanese students
have gone to Korea. Fifty-three African-American students were invited into this program in 1994, 68 in 1995,
40 in 1996, 36 in 1997, and 31 in 1998 (MOE).
Korean studies has emerged as a new, steadily developing academic field of study abroad. As of 1996, some
100 institutions of higher learning in the United States offered Korean-language programs as part of their regular
academic curriculum (Sohn 70).
Heritage Education: To help overseas Koreans—
emigrants, dependents of diplomats, and other short term
foreign residents—cultivate a sense of identity and learn
about their cultural roots, the Korean government established ‘‘Korean Schools,’’ where Korean language, culture, and history are taught. As of 2000, there were 23
Korean Schools in 14 countries with more than 5,000 students taught by 660 teachers. In addition to these schools,
there are various ‘‘Saturday schools’’ often called
han’gûl schools (Korean Language Schools), which are
established mostly by independent volunteer groups including religious organizations. As of 2000, there were
1,664 Saturday schools in 95 countries with 96,784 students taught by 10,531 teachers (KEDI 2000).
The National Institute for International Education
Development (NIIED), originally established as part of
the Seoul National University Korean Heritage Education Center in March 1962, came under the jurisdiction
of the MOE by presidential decree in 1992. NIIED’s
many programs support international exchanges, including scholarships for students from newly developing
countries. As of 2000, approximately 85 percent of overseas Koreans who study the Korean language with
NIIED’s 9 month program are given scholarships. Of students taking a 3 month language program, 60 percent receive scholarships. As of 2001, overseas Koreans from
Japan, China, Uzbekistan, Brazil, Russia, Kazakstan,
Germany, Bolivia, Suriname, Denmark, Chile, Taiwan,
the United Arab Emirates, and Ecuador have taken this
course. NIIED also provides language programs for Koreans living abroad and foreigners studying Korean on
the Internet, called ‘‘Kosnet.’’
Needs for Changes—Future: Koreans, both intellectual leaders and ordinary citizens, have shown disparate
reactions to the ambitious scope and dizzying speed of
recent educational reforms. The current debate centers on
the theme of equity versus the need for elite education for
national competitiveness, which has created a new ruling
class. Some extreme measures were taken to eliminate
elite education by abolishing the severely stratified secondary school structure. Students competed fiercely to
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get into top-ranked schools, whose admission depended
uniquely on entrance examinations. Now that education
has become egalitarian, some have fretted about the lack
of elite education; there have been only limited attempts
to address this perception. While the former elite education through select high schools emphasized general liberal arts training, the new elite education seems to be bent
on highly specialized skill acquisition, although interdisciplinary work seems to be encouraged to some extent.
Many also fear that, outside the few select schools and
programs, the general school system will suffer from low
morale among both teachers and students, reduced funds,
and a general drop in quality in those institutions not chosen for such privileges.
The eager Korean government has been listening to
proposals for education reforms from both domestic and
international sources. Some frequently discussed suggestions concern decentralization of higher educational institutions, school autonomy, escape from exam-oriented
education, the need for educating the whole person, and
promoting creative thinking in education, as well as the
need for practical education that includes technological
savoir-faire for global competitiveness. All these issues
seem, in fact, related, and various attempts at meeting the
current challenges seem reasonable.
However, the Korean education system suffers from
a thorny structural problem—the excessive weight it carries in Korean society. Extreme reliance on educational
attainment as the sole or primary criterion of a person’s
worth must be repudiated. Next, education reformers
must consider measures for promoting a new standard of
personal qualifications. As long as there is no major
change in perception, children growing up in such an atmosphere cannot avoid concentrating on means of getting
themselves to the next distinguished diplomas and certifications. Abolishing the examinations altogether does not
seem to be a solution either. In such a competitive environment, if the admission process were completely based
on overall records, recommendation letters, and personal
essays, then the possibility of subjective assessment and
the lack of safeguards against corruption could be major
threats to fair evaluation.
Promoting creative thinking is, of course, crucial and
frequently presented as a problem in Korean education.
Traditional thinking in Korea, as was often the case in
most traditional liberal studies, emphasized ‘‘achievement’’ of creativity based on instilling the basics with a
heavy reliance on the classics. The mantra of ‘‘creativity’’ should not be misunderstood as eliminating the rigor
and formal nature of Korean educational tradition, which
some Western educators envy. Often Korean educational
methods have been accused of depending mainly on rote
memory, but it is crucial for Koreans not to abandon
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these methods altogether, just because some learning appears to be less than a creative activity.
The new trend for specialization at a precollege level
may be viewed as early preparation for expertise. However, broad and balanced curricula at all levels of primary
and secondary schools are desirable to provide solid,
basic education at formative ages and, more important,
to make it possible for students to find their own talents
and preferences, rather than choosing a field by its reputation or some other perception.
One of the crucial problems has to do with dispiritedness among teachers with their class sizes, workloads
and, worst of all, examination-oriented schooling. Teacher morale should be restored by strengthening professional preparation and by offering teachers better working
conditions, which are commensurate with traditional respect for teachers. In-service training should be provided
and innovative teaching materials and methods encouraged and rewarded. Teachers’ unions, which have recently become officially recognized, will contribute to
ameliorating the situation.
Despite a huge improvement in the higher education
gender gap, women still tend to concentrate in traditionally female fields. Girls from poor families tend to be
forced into vocational schools, which is much less true
for boys from the same economic milieu. Political and
economic leadership positions are still dominated by
men. Express measures to help change the mentality of
the society in this regard are needed.
Koreans bear a tremendous financial burden for their
education. However, a significant proportion of that goes
to private education (kwaoe), which is money not being
contributed to the overall national educational developmental. One way of overcoming this waste might be to
institute school-based initiatives for private education, so
that some of the financial investment now going to kwaoe
could be put towards improving school facilities, among
other uses.
Current reforms, including educational reform, aim
at granting maximum autonomy to local governments
and schools. However, the involvement of the central
government in setting general standards in education policy, curriculum, and implementation is not necessarily
bad. What is highly desirable, though, is that actual educators play a key role as both advisers and participants
in planning and as part of an evaluation mechanism.
Finally, to correct structural problems, it will be necessary to institute some kind of affirmative action for
those whose excellence is apparent without their necessarily having obtained advanced degrees. In a very unKorean way, leadership positions might be filled based,
not on educational attainment, but on other general
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criteria, such as experience, community service, innovative openness of mind, and a person’s well-rounded character.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Spain, also known as the Kingdom of Spain, is made
up of 504,782 square kilometers and is located on the IbeWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

SPAIN

rian Peninsula in southwestern Europe. It borders Portugal on the west and France on the north. In terms of
geography, it borders the Bay of Biscay and the North Atlantic, the Pyrenees Mountains, the southwest of France,
and the Mediterranean Sea. Spain is made up of a high
central plateau, which is broken up by many mountains
and rivers. In addition to the landmass of the peninsula,
Spain also includes the Balearic Islands (Majorca, Minorca, Cabrera, Ibiza, and Fomentra), the Canary Islands
(Tenerife, Palma, Gomera, Hierro, Grand Canary, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote) and five territories of sovereignty on and off the coast of Morocco: Ceuta, Melilla,
the Chafarinas Islands, the Peñón of Alhucemas, and the
Peñón of Vélez de Gomora. The population of Spain is
estimated to be 39,996,671 people, with a 0.11 percent
population growth. There are three major cities: Madrid
(4 million people), Barcelona (2 million), and Valencia
(754,000).

to 450,000. The traditional nomadic and segregated lifestyles of the Gypsies have dictated inequitable access to
welfare services, housing, and education.

In terms of religion, Spain is known to be 66.7 percent Roman Catholic, 1.2 percent Muslim, 0.8 percent
Protestant, and 31.3 percent other. There are four recognized languages: Castilian Spanish, the official language
spoken by 74 percent of the population; Catalan, spoken
by 17 percent; Galician, spoken by 7 percent; and
Basque, spoken by 2 percent. The Spanish population has
a literacy rate of 97 percent. About one percent of men
and two percent of women are illiterate.

With respect to the government, Spain is a parliamentary monarchy ruled by the Chief of State, the King,
and a head of government, the president the Popular Party
(PP). The Spanish legislative system is bicameral and
made up of General Courts (Cortes) a type of national assembly, which is made up of a Senate whose members
are directly elected by popular vote, and 51 others appointed by the Regional Legislatures and the Congress of
Deputies, also elected by popular vote. Spain is divided
into 17 autonomous communities.

During the Franco Period, there was no discussion
of cultural or ethnic diversity. Spain believed that Castilian was the only permissible language. In any discussions
of Basque, Catalan, or Galician peoples, the lines between ethnicity and nationalism became fused. From the
perspective of the National government, Basques, Catalans and Galicians were nationalities within a larger and
inclusive Spanish state or nation. However, for many
Basque and Catalan nationalists, there is no Spanish nation but only a country made up of ethnic nations or autonomous communities. To further complicate this issue,
one must also consider the role of immigration of peoples
to these areas, especially the Basque Country and Cataluña to find work. These non-ethnic groups are faced with
learning and using the languages of these areas.
In addition to Basques, Catalans, and Galicians,
there is another important minority group, Spanish Gypsies. Gypsies refer to themselves as Rom and to their language as Romany. Gypsies in Spain are usually divided
into two groups: Gitanos (Gypsies) and Hungaros (Hungarians). Historically, Gitanos live in the southwest and
central regions of Spain. Traditionally, many have
worked as street vendors and entertainers. Hungaros are
said to be Kalderash; they are generally poorer and more
nomadic than the Gitanos. The exact population of Gypsies in Spain is unknown. Estimates range from 300,000
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Since the nineteenth Century, illiteracy in Spain had
been on the decline. It was estimated that during 1860
and 1900, it was between 75 and 63 percent. It had decreased at an important rate to about 15 percent in the
1950s. The highest rate of illiteracy is found in rural areas
among women.
Spain is in the progress of evolving its economy and
integrating into the European Union. It suffered a recession in the 1990s and saw an upturn in 1994. However,
Spain has also suffered from a very high unemployment
rate of up to 25 percent. The GNP is 44.5 billion (estimated 1998) and the per capita GDP is $8,300. The most significant economic progress has been in the area of
tourism.

The most important political pressure groups in
Spain include business and land-owning interests, the
Catholic Church, the Basque group, free labor unions, the
radical independence group known as Basque Fatherland
and Liberty (ETA), the Anti-Fascist Resistance Group
(GRAPO), the Opus Dei, a conservative Catholic organization, the General Union of Workers (GTU), university
students, and the Workers Confederation. Among the
most important political parties are the Popular Party
(PP), the Convergence and Union Party of Cataluña, the
Spanish Socialist Workers Party (PSOE), and the Spanish
Communist Party (PCE).
Spain, as part of the Iberian Peninsula, is made up
of an interplay between a diverse geography, which fostered a series of separate regional communities and a history of foreign invasions. Spain’s geography is made up
of a central plain, a series of coasts, and substantial
mountain ranges. Iberia, as the political and cultural basis
of modern Spain, did not exist in antiquity and only came
into being as a series of small kingdoms during the Middle Ages. The indigenous people of Iberia were overrun
by Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Greeks, Celts, and most
importantly by the Romans. Iberia or Hispania as the Romans called it, became a late Roman colony. Among all
the invaders of the Iberian Peninsula, it was the Romans
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who brought unity through a series of important cultural
reforms. From the beginnings of the second Punic War
(218-201 B.C.) and for the next 600 years, Iberia became
part of the Roman Empire and was under Roman rule.
Changes in the Roman substratum of Iberian culture were
brought about through the arrival of Christianity and the
invasion of the Visgoths, a Germanic people from northern Europe.
The cultural changes, which Spain experienced at
this time, were profound, especially in terms of religion.
The Visgoths maintained many of the Roman traditions,
but only within a Christian context. At the level of language, however, Latin continued as the linguistic substratum. While Latin would eventually evolve into Castilian,
Catalan, or Galician, the language of daily life, as well
as the language of academic life, continued to be Latin.
Thus, the formal history of education in Spain must
begin with the history of Roman education because it established the basis for subsequent educational thought
and literature for many centuries. Romans brought their
system of education to Spain, and it flourished as in all
parts of the Roman Empire. Roman education in Spain
took many forms. It usually started with the education of
children in the family by parents and relatives or tutors.
Fathers frequently educated their sons by using paternal
precepts (pracepta paterna). It was often the case that
private tutors from distant lands, at times slaves, were
also used to educate children. This was especially true in
the case of teachers of Greek. Primary and secondary education was in the hands of the pedagogues, preceptors,
or magisters. These teachers were in charge of teaching
the young the basic notions of language (Latin and
Greek), as well as with the basics of literature, rhetoric,
and philosophy. There also existed special schools for the
specific teaching of grammar and literature. Teachers in
these schools were known as grammatistes and students
who attained high levels of grammar were known as
grammatikos.
Higher education also flourished in Spain from the
period of the late Republic onwards. Many famous orators, poets, political figures, philosophers and educators
came from Roman Spain. This list might include the
older and younger Seneca, Mela, Columella, Martial, and
Quintilian. Quintilian was born around A.D. 35 in
Calagurris in the northern Roman Spanish province
known as Hispania Tarraconensis. He was a famous
teacher of Latin and rhetoric. During his early years, he
studied in Rome and later returned to Spain to teach rhetoric and work as a lawyer (advocate). He returned to
Rome during his later years.
During the fifth century, western and southern Europe experienced large-scale invasions by the Visigoths,
Germanic peoples from the north of Europe. These
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groups were quick to become Christianized, and they
took over the control of Roman governmental administration while keeping many aspects of Roman culture.
Education in the Middle Ages became much more
formalized in Spain during the Middle Ages with the establishment of monastic schools in the fifth century. It
was the primary role of the Church to educate literate
clergy for Spanish medieval society. In the Islamic period, Moorish invaders overran Visigothic Spain at the beginnings of the eighth century. At this time Moorish
peoples from the North of Africa (mostly Berbers)
crossed the Straits of Gibraltar in 711. Seven years later
in 718, most of Iberia was under Islamic control. Of all
the invasions that Spain was to experience, this was the
most significant. The Moors developed a strong military
and technologically advanced society in Iberia, which
was known for more than eight centuries for its cultural
arts and tolerance of beliefs. At this time, Christian, Muslims, and Jews—the principal populations of Spain—
lived in comparative harmony.
During the second half of the ninth century, and in
the tenth century, important Islamic academies were
founded in Moslem Spain, especially in the city of Cordoba. In these academies, education originated mostly
from close studies of the commentaries of the Koran and
philology. Muslims, Spanish speaking Ibero-Roman
Visigoths, and Hispanic Jews shared in each other’s educational traditions. At the beginning of the Middle Ages,
Judaism developed its own system of education, which
was, for the most part, based on the famous Talmudic
Schools of the Near East. Important changes to this system arose during the tenth century. During this time, Jewish schools changed emphasis. Spanish Jews, known as
Sephardi, were strongly influenced by Islamic educational thought and thus changed their areas of focus to include philosophical, scientific, and linguistic subjects.
Jews made important contributions to Spanish culture
during the Middle Ages, but these contributions must be
considered within the context of Islamic Spain, especially
during the years 711-1100. Important Jewish communities existed in the cities of Seville, Toledo, Burgos,
Valeria, and Saragossa, as well as in other cities like Cordoba and Segovia.
Jews continued to make significant contributions to
Spanish culture and education throughout the late Middle
Ages, especially in the areas of medicine, philosophy,
and literature. Jewish education in Spain was closely tied
to Jewish temples, as well as to Arabic and Christian centers of learning. Unlike today, scholars from Jewish temples, Islamic mosques, and Christian cathedrals were in
constant conversation. Centers of higher learning existed
throughout independent Spain and these centers were especially well known for the teaching of medicine. In
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Spain, medieval education was intimately connected with
religion in all the three major religious faiths—Christian,
Moslem, and Jewish. The system that was based on the
classical traditions of the Roman Period eventually went
into decline. However, the Christian system of education
continued to be based on the study of the seven liberal
arts (the Trivium and Quadrivium).
During the fifteenth century, Renaissance humanism
spread from Italy to Spain. As in other European countries, Renaissance education in the humanities was a
court phenomenon. The Spanish court of Alfonso V, in
Naples, provided a direct flow of Italian educational ideas
from Italy to Spain. At the center of this exchange of
ideas and information was the Spanish College of San
Clemente at the University of Bologna, where many
Spanish students studied. During the second half of the
sixteenth century, Spanish higher education started to decline; this decline began during the reign of Philip II and
the application of the Ley Pragmática of 1559, whereby
Castilians were prohibited from studying in foreign universities, with the exception of those in Rome or Naples.
The Counter Reformation and the Spanish King’s siding
with the Council of Trent continued Spain’s isolation and
curtailed any reforms brought on by Renaissance humanism in educational thought. At the end of the seventeenth
century, and at the beginning of the eighteenth century,
a small group of Spanish thinkers began to speak out
against Spain’s intellectual isolation. This group of scholars, known as the Novatores denounced Spain’s backwardness and called for the introduction of modern
science and thought into Spain’s cultural landscape.
The eighteenth century in Spain was a period of reform and one of the principle instruments of reform was
education. In fact, education offered one of the greatest
possibilities for bringing about reform in Spanish society.
During this time, education in Spain was in a dismal state.
Some Spaniards had read about the critiques of education
in the writings of Rousseau, as well as in the writing of
Spanish intellectuals such as Father Benito Feijoo and
Luis Antonio Verney. There was no true educational system in eighteenth-century Spain. Education was governed and controlled for the most part by municipalities,
town councils, and by the church through the teaching efforts of religious orders.
The reforms put forth by the liberal Spanish governments of the early nineteenth century were similar to
those of the eighteenth century. The educational thought
of M. Quintana and Gil de Zárate sought to free Spanish
educational institutions from the restrictions of the past.
However noteworthy these attempts at reform seem to be,
in the end, they failed. Spanish liberals believed that
Spain had to provide for the most important services and
needs of the population. Clearly, education was one of
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paramount importance. According to the Constitution of
1812, education was the basic responsibility of the State.
It was not until the middle of the nineteenth century that
there were any real efforts for constructing a true system
of education for Spain. This systematic provision of education was not at all successful. Throughout the nineteenth century, from 1821 to 1857, a great deal of
educational legislation was put forth to better Spain’s educational system. Basic educational reform had to be restructured into new governmental offices.
The later half of the nineteenth century was a period
of political conflict between those who sought to establish a democratic constitution and conservatives who
wished to continue and restore the power of the Crown.
The Revolution of 1868 and the subsequent establishment of the First Republic (1873) highlighted the importance of academic freedom and the separation of Church
and State in the matters of education. With the coming
of the Restoration (1874), King Alfonso XII returned to
the throne and conservatives sought to re-establish
church control in education. Throughout the nineteenth
century, liberals and conservatives engaged in bitter battles over educational issues. One of the most important
conflicts arose in 1875, when the government proclaimed
the Decree of 1875. This decree directed university presidents (Rectores) to oversee that ‘‘nothing contrary to
Catholic dogma or morality’’ would be taught in their
universities. The decree set off a controversy and protests
from many university professors. Opponents saw the decree as a violation of their academic freedom. Many professors were dismissed or removed from their chairs.
The Revolution of 1868, and the establishment of the
First Republic in 1873, was a period of political tensions.
Special attention was given to the importance of academic freedom but the vast majority of educational reforms
were not successful. In 1874, after a brief period of Republican efforts, the Monarchy was restored, and education fell into a constant battle between liberals and
conservatives. The political instability of this period can
also be seen in the many attempts at reforms in the areas
of secondary and higher education. The period of the
Restoration ended with the military uprising of General
Primo de Rivera in 1923 and his attacks on academic
freedom in Spanish higher education. During this period,
many Spanish intellectuals and university professors
were exiled or silenced, among them, the noted poetphilosopher Miguel de Unamuno.
With the coming of the Second Republic in 1931, a
new Constitution brought new important educational reforms, including the call for free compulsory Primary Education, academic freedom and non-religious instruction.
All these changes came to an end with the failure of the
Republic and the success of the Nationalist forces of Gen1271
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eral Franco at the end of the Spanish Civil War in 1939.
During subsequent years, education in Spain was converted into the transmission of Franco’s views of Spanish
Nationalism and Catholic ideology. There were important reforms in the 1950s with some changes to elementary and secondary education and the establishment of preuniversity course of study.
Important changes in economics and demography
came to the forefront in the 1960s. This was a period of
significant economic and demographic growth, as well as
an intense time of industrialization. However, the authoritarian Franco government did not provide for democratic
reforms; thus, this period is also characterized as a time
of internal conflict, especially in Spanish Universities.
Five years before the death of Franco, the Spanish government carried out its most significant educational reform since the Moyano Law of 1857. This reform, known
as the General Law on Education (LGE), sought to reorganize the whole of the Spanish educational system. In
the end, only limited reforms were enacted and these
were quickly out of date due to the increasingly fast social and economic changes that Spanish society was forcing.
One of the most important events, which changed
not only contemporary Spanish education but also the
whole of Spanish society and culture after the death of
Franco, was the Spanish Constitution of 1978. One of the
first attempts at reform, which came about after the establishment of the new Constitution, was the Organic Law
of 1980 (LOECE) which, while short lived, laid the foundations for the University Reform Law (LRU) of 1983.
This reform established the basis for the Organic Law on
the General Organization of the Educational system of
1990 and the subsequent Organic Law on Participation
(LOPEG), which characterizes the basic nature and structure of Spanish education at the beginning of the twentyfirst century.
The Catholic Church has always played a significant
role in the history of Spanish education. The relationship
of the Church throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries had been complex and significant. A series of
Concordats with the Vatican have solidified these relationships. The first in 1851, established Catholicism as
the official state religion of Spain. However, this Agreement was revoked in 1931 with the coming of the Second
Republic and a series of anticlerical government measures. With the success of Franco, after the Spanish Civil
War, the power and status of the Church was restored
with the approval of the 1952 Concordat. This agreement
had important implications for education. According to
this agreement, Catholic religious instruction was to be
mandatory in all schools, even in public schools. Additionally, the Church was given the right to establish uni1272

versities. With the coming of democracy, the reduction
of state subsidies for education was established. By the
end of 1987, however, issues surrounding government
subsidies for Church education had not been resolved. At
the end of the twentieth century, the government continued to subsidize private Church-affiliated schools. In
1987, the Church received $110 million. These subsidies
have continued in the creation of educational institutions
that are private but receive state funds.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Educational legislation in Spain is built and guided
by the principles of law as established in the Constitution
of 1978 and four basic organic acts: the Organic Act on
University Reform of 1983 (LRU); the Organic Act on
the Right to Education (LODE) of 1985; the Organic Act
on General organization of the Educational System
(LOGSE) of 1990; and the Organic Law on Participation
and Administration of Educational Establishments
(LOPEG) of 1995. As such, the fundamental legal text
of education is the LOGE. Among the basic stipulations
of this law was most of the repeal of the 1970 Law of
General Education (LEG). The General Education Law
of 1970 was the first and most important law of modern
times. Among its fundamental characteristics were compulsory education of all the Spanish population between
the ages of 6 and 14; a demonstrated concern for quality
education for all; and support for private education at
non-higher education levels.
The General Educational Law of 1970 soon became
obsolete because of the important political, social, and
economic changes, which Spain went through in the late
1970s, especially because of the changes brought on by
the death of Franco. The changes in the government were
a transition from a military dictatorship and the transition
to a democracy. Other important changes in Spanish society, which occurred during this time were the incorporation of Spain into the European Economic Community
(later European Union) and the reorganization of Spain
into autonomous regions with home rule.
After the General Education Law of 1970, the next
important educational legislation in Spain was the Law
of University Reform (LRU) of 1983 and the Organized
Law for the Right of Education of 1985 (LODE). The
University Reform Law called for autonomy and selfregulation for universities and distributed the responsibilities for higher education among the State, the autonomous communities, and the universities themselves. It
aimed at a decentralization and more democratic organization of Spanish universities. In addition it sought to
simplify the hierarchy of the university teaching staff and
thereby encourage higher quality in university teaching
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and research. The LODE, the Right of Education Law,
of 1985 affirmed the right and educational opportunity of
all Spaniards and it also provided for a greater role for
‘‘society’’ in the educational system. In addition, it provided for economic funding for both public and private
educational centers.
The next important piece of educational legislation
was the LOGSE, The Organic Law for the General Organization of the Educational System of 1990. This legislation called for the reorganization of the academic system
of compulsory education for children from the ages of 6
to 16. Its purpose was to increase the quality of the educational system by including periodic assessment and evaluation, as well as the improvement of professional
teacher training and the establishment of general educational objectives for the whole student population.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The educational system was reorganized in the following manner: preschool (from 0 to 6 years) was organized into two cycles (0 to 3 years and 3 to 6 years);
elementary education (ages 6 to 12 years) was organized
into three cycles (6 to 8 years, 8 to 10 years, and 10 to
12 years); compulsory education (ages 12 to 16 years)
was divided into two cycles (12 to 14 years and 14 to 16
years); and secondary education (16 to 18 years) included
either bachillerato (preparation for university studies) or
professional training (vocational training). One of the innovations of the LOGSE was the introduction of constructivist approaches to learning and teaching based on
the ideas of Piaget, schema theory, and the social constructivism of Vygotski.
Compulsory education in Spain is provided by the
LOGSE legislation. According to this law, compulsory
free education is for the 10-year period of all children
from 6 to 16 years of age. This compulsory education is
divided into two stages of education—primary education
from ages 6 to 12 and secondary education (Educación
secundaria obligatoria or ESO) from ages 12 to 16. The
later is divided into two, two-year cycles. The most common ages for the first cycle is 12 to 14 years, while the
ages for the second cycle are and 14 to 16 years. Compulsory education is considered to be public service and, as
such, is publicly funded.
According to the Ministry of Education, during 1999
student enrollments were as follows: preprimary,
1,131,044 students; primary education, 2,526,565 students; special education, 27,160 students; first cycle of
ESO (compulsory education), 968,233 students; second
cycle of ESO, 1,037,251 students; and bachillerato level,
484,260 students. A total of 70 percent of students attended public schools and 30 percent attended private institutions.
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For the most part, women in Spain have reached
equality. They represent equal, near equal, and sometimes above equal representation in all levels of education. At the preprimary level, they represent 48.0 percent
of students; at the primary level, 48.0 percent; at the secondary level (ESO), 48.9 percent; at the bachillerato
level, 53.0 percent; vocational training (FP), 47.0 percent; and university level, 53.2 percent.
The official school calendar is not established by the
state, but by each autonomous community, according to
minimum standards. The same calendar must be in effect
for all cities, towns and areas within the autonomous
community. In Spain, the layout of the school year varies
according to the educational level. For preschools, the
school year begins in the first week of September and
ends in the last week of July. In Spain, most schools have
one-week holidays at Christmas and Easter, as well as the
entire month of August. Individual autonomous communities also offer particular individual holidays. For primary education, the term is from September to June. For
secondary education it is from September to June; however, for higher education, the school year is from October to June.
According to the Spanish Constitution of 1978
(amended in 1992), ‘‘The Spanish Nation promotes and
protects all Spanish people in the exercise of human
rights, their culture, tradition, and languages.’’ In Article
3 of the Constitution, it is stipulated that Castilian Spanish is the official language of the nation, together with the
co-official languages of the autonomous communities:
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Catalán (Catalonian) in Cataluña and the Baberaric Island; Basque (Euskera) in the Basque Country and in Navarre; Galician (Gallego) in Galicia; and Valencian
(Valenciano) in Valencia. It should be noted that Catalán,
Gallego, and Valenciano are romance languages derived
from Latin and Basque, a non-proto-type-European language of unknown origins. The Spanish Constitution further recognizes the right of the autonomous communities
to use their languages in administration and teaching.
Spanish and the regional languages of the autonomous
communities are the languages of instruction in all centers of compulsory education. The use of the various languages of the autonomous communities varies and is
subject to the politics of language policy.
Spanish institutions of higher education have also included the use of regional languages so that Basque is
used in Basque’s universities, Gallego in the Universities
of Santiago and Vigo and Catalán, and Valenciano in the
areas of Cataluña and Valencia. It should be noted that
Catalán is also used in areas of Aragon, and that Valenciano is closely related to Catalán; some would consider
it a dialect, but there is no official agreement on its relationship to Catalán. In most Spanish universities, the language of the autonomous communities, where they are
different from Spanish, is the language of administration;
however, Spanish is used throughout in teaching.
Grading at the secondary level is done on a 1 to 10
point scale, with the following notation: 10, Excellent
(Sobresaliente, Matricula de honor); 8.5 through 9, Outstanding (Sobresaliente); 7 through 8.4, Very Good (Notable); 6 through 6.9, Good (Bien); 5 through 6, Passing
(Suficiente); Below 5, Failure (Insuficiente). Grading at
the university level is also done on a 10-point scale. The
grade of 10 is Excellent (Matricula de Honor); 9 through
9.9, Outstanding; 7 through 8.9, Good; 5 through 6.9,
Passing; Below 5, Failure.
The bachillerato (baccalaureate) curriculum requires
two years of study with a common curriculum for all students and specific curricular paths for students in art, natural science and health, humanities and social sciences,
and technology. The common curriculum includes physical education, philosophy, foreign language, religion, and
electives. The different autonomous communities offer
differences in educational paths and timetables but the
greatest differences are in the area of electives. Most of
the autonomous communities include electives with content and subjects, which are specific to each region such
as history of the Canary Islands or geography of Andalusia. Since 1978, the bachillerato curriculum also includes
the regional language of the autonomous communities
(Catalan, Gallego, Basque, and Valencian). The study of
languages includes English, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Latin, and Greek. In addition to the latter,
most schools must offer at least two foreign languages.
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Textbooks for primary and secondary levels are selected by the National School Council in collaboration
with the educational administrations of the Autonomous
Communities. The National School Council selects materials, which will be used in common for all of Spain, and
the Autonomous Councils select those materials that are
specific to regions.
Special Education & Learning Disabilities: Learning
disabilities as they are defined in the United States and
other countries does not exist as a legal category in the
area of special education. There is no legislation that has
considered learning disabilities as a diagnostic category,
and IQ-achievement is not used for the identification of
learning disabilities. In Spain, it is conceptualized in a
much broader sense, which ranges from permanent deficits (sensorial, physical motor, and intellectual) to socalled ‘‘transitory’’ or less severe deficits.
Special education does indeed have a long history in
Spain though. It dates perhaps back to 1550, with the
work of Pedro Poncé de León and his attempts at educating deaf children. In 1785, the first school for the education of deaf-mutes was established in Spain. As one
might imagine, throughout Spanish history there have
been many prejudices associated with the concept of deficiency. Popular negative attitudes have not met with the
needs for the education of this population. Plans for the
compulsory education of all Spanish children during the
twentieth century further underscored the problems and
needs for special education in Spain.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
The first legislation on primary education in modern
contemporary Spain appears in the Constitution of 1812.
It is mentioned but not discussed in detail. The first real
discussion of primary education with the context of a
total educational system is found in the Moyano Law of
1857. According to this law or educational act, elementary schooling was to be compulsory and free. This law
also established the foundations for private education in
Spain, which at the time were mainly Catholic Schools.
During the years 1874 to 1923, the time of the Spanish Restoration and the Dictatorship of General Primo de
Rivera, a series of educational reforms were established
in Spain but they did not change the fundamental character of Primary Education as established by the Moyano
Law of 1857.
Some of the most important changes to primary education came with the establishment of the Second Republic in 1931. During this time, the single school unit,
together with compulsory and free primary education,
was established. Other important changes during this
time regarded the use of regional languages as languages
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of instruction and the non-compulsory teaching of religion.
From the end of the Spanish Civil War until the
1970s, especially with the death of Franco, one of the
principal functions of primary education was the teaching
of Francoist ideology of ‘‘national Catholicism.’’ Important educational legislation was enacted in 1945 (The Primary Education Act of 1945) and in 1953 with the
Educational Establishment Law. According to the latter,
the Spanish Educational system was organized into two
different systems. The first was a system of primary education for students aged 6 to 13 years, who terminated
their studies at age 13. The second system was organized
around primary education from 6 to 9 years of age, which
was followed by secondary education from the ages of 10
to 17. The later was designated as the group that would
have access to higher education.
This system was significantly altered by the General
Education Law of 1970 (LGE), which reorganized the entire educational system for the first time since the Moyano Law of 1857. According to this legislation, general
education was to be universal and compulsory (full
schooling) for students between 6 and 14 years. It was organized around general basic education (EGB) and was
made up of both primary and secondary education. This
legislation was again reformed in 1990 by the creation of
the Organic Law on the General Organization of the Educational System (LOGSE). This law stipulated that both
primary and secondary education (ESO) were to be free
and compulsory. Furthermore, this law provided for a
new level of instruction for students in primary education
between the ages of 6 and 12 years.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
After the 1990 Legislation, compulsory secondary
education lasted for four years, which was divided into
two two-year cycles and which followed six years of general primary education. Upon graduation from secondary
school, students received the degree Graduado en Educación Secondaria (Degree in Secondary Education). After
secondary education, students would go on to the bachillerato if they planned to attend a university. After the
completion of the bachillerato, students were required to
take a university entrance examination, known as Prueba
de Acceso or Selectividad.
Secondary education is organized in content areas
similar to those set out for primary education. The curriculum is divided into two cycles: First Cycle and Second
Cycle. Required subjects are emphasized in the First
Cycle and students have more options for electives in the
Second Cycle. Each cycle is divided into two, two-year
groups.
Curricular content in secondary education is divided
into common compulsory subjects and electives. MiniWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

mum core curricula are set by the state, and the Autonomous Community defines core curricula. Common
compulsory subjects include natural science, physical education, plastic and visual education, social studies, geography and history, foreign languages, Spanish, the
official regional language of the Autonomous Community (where there is one), literature, mathematics, technology, and music. All secondary schools must offer religious
education, but it is not compulsory.
According to the stipulations of the statutes of the
ESO Law, evaluation and assessment of students at the
secondary level must be continuous and global and applied at the specific subject area. Evaluation must take
into account the skills acquired at each level through the
educational objectives of the various subject areas. Assessment is carried out by each level’s teaching team, the
individual teachers and is coordinated and supervised by
the Counseling Department of each school. All data and
information on student assessment must be included on
the student’s permanent academic record. Grades or evaluations are expressed in the following terms: Unsatisfactory (In), Satisfactory (Sf), Good (B), Very Good (N+),
and Excellent (Sb).

HIGHER EDUCATION
Historically, the Spanish university system has been
a very uniform and centralized educational organization.
For many years it was characterized by an autocratic system of Catedraticos or permanent professors who controlled departments and subject areas. For most of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, much of the Spanish
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Spanish universities are structured around the following administrative bodies: university council, governing board, faculties and department councils. The
university council is made up of professors, students, and
staff. The governing council or junta de gobierno is made
up of the rector or president of the university along with
vice-rectors, deans, and representatives of the students
and professors. Each faculty, such as the faculty of philosophy and letters is governed and administered by the
faculty council, which is made up of deans, associate
deans, the directors or heads of departments, and representatives of professors and students. Departments, in
turn, are administered by the department council, which
is made up of the director of the department, professors,
and students. The rector or president, as well as all deans,
associate deans, and department deans, are elected by
popular vote. Each university also has a university manager who is in charge of technical administrative matters.
This is an appointed position.

university system was regulated by the state. During the
1960s and 1970s, a system of university departments was
introduced in order to reform the outdated system of
Catedras or professional chairs. The new position of Professor Numerario (University Professor) was created.
During these years, student populations in universities increased, as did labor issues associated with university
professors.
One of the most important changes to the university
system came with the adoption of the Spanish Constitutions of 1978 and the creation of Autonomous Communities. Along with these changes came the recognition of
autonomy for universities and the decentralization of the
system of Spanish higher education. However, the most
important reform in higher education came with the
adoption of the University Reform Law of 1983. This
legislation not only renewed the legal foundation of the
university, but it also set out to regulate working conditions for university faculty.
The Spanish Constitution of 1978 provides for the
existence of both public and private universities. There
are two types of private universities in Spain: those that
are Catholic, and those that belong and are administrated
by other private organizations. There are four Catholic
universities: The Pontifical University in Salamanca, The
University of Duesto in Bilbao, The Comillas University
of Madrid, and The University of Navarre in Pamplona.
The first three of these universities are Jesuit and the last
is run by the Opus Dei. There are four other important
private universities: The S.E.K. University of Segovia,
The CEU-San Pablo University, The Europa University,
and the Pompeu Fabra.
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As of 1999, Spain had 62 universities; the majority
were public. Eight of these universities were Catholic.
Catholic universities have traditionally been regarded as
very effective and influential. Two Spanish public universities, the Complutense University of Madrid and the
Central University of Barcelona, accounted for almost 20
percent of all students enrolled in Spanish universities.
Before the establishment of the Law on University
Reform in 1983, universities were under the direct control of the government’s Ministry of Education and Science. As a consequence of the 1983 Law on University
Reform, one of the first educational reforms put in place
by the new socialist government, control by the central
government of universities was weakened and autonomy
was increased. In the past, senior faculty exercised a great
deal of control in university matters. The new law stipulated a shift of power from the faculty or a university
council or Claustro. The Spanish university system is divided into two very distinct tracks. The first of these, the
more academic, is a track where students follow a fiveyear or some six-year programs in liberal education and
professional programs offered in facultades (academic
departments in faculties) or three-year programs in socalled ‘‘University Schools’’ such as teaching or nursing.
Spain’s universities exhibited a dramatic growth in
the 1960s, more so than primary or secondary schools.
From 1960 to 1972, university enrollments increased
from 70,000 to more that 200,000. In the 1970s, the government was forced to reintroduce university entrance
exams. The General Law of Education of 1970 had guaranteed places for all students who had completed the
bachillerato program. The entrance of university bound
students had to be restricted. Nevertheless, during subsequent years in the late 1980s, universities continued to
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enroll large numbers of students. The vast majority of
those students were enrolled in the traditional faculties
(law, medicine, philosophy and letters). In many cases,
especially in medicine, the university was producing too
many young people for professions that were already
over crowded. Too many university graduates were not
able to find jobs in professions for which they had been
trained. This also contributed to Spain’s already high rate
of unemployment.
The ability to pay for a university education has also
presented another problem. Most Spanish students have
depended upon parental economic support for their education. Very few can work while completing their
studies. For many years Spain has lacked the sufficient
number of scholarship and student subsidies necessary
for university age population. As a consequence, a university education remains the privilege and opportunity
for the more financially secure population.
Women’s enrollment in a university program has
also increased in the 1980s. In 1984, about 47 percent of
Spain’s university enrollment were females. However,
women were not and are not represented in all academic
areas. The largest numbers of women are found in professions such as pharmacy, teaching, and journalism, professions which have always attracted large female populations.
Issues of autonomy and self-regulation have been
central to the reforms in Spanish higher education from
1977 to the end of the twentieth century. Political events
associated with the death of Franco and the coming of democracy brought about significant transformation in the
structure and organization of Spanish universities. As indicated, Spanish higher education during the nineteenth
century was characterized by a system of rigid centralization with power and control in the hands of the Ministry
of Education. The 1960s and 1970s witnessed a further
increase in government control in higher education. This
system of centralization was characterized by very limited autonomy in a system where the central government
appointed Rectors and controlled higher education
through bureaucratic agencies.
Spanish universities focused their efforts on professional training and neglected scientific research. Universities were organized in traditional faculties (law and
medicine) that produced the most students. Other faculties, (humanities, social science, and natural science)
were not linked to the needs of the labor marker. Within
the faculties, control over teaching was in the hands of
a special corps of full professors known as catedráticos,
who were also civil servants. In order to enter this corps,
one had to pass through a rigid and formal system of admissions and examinations known as oposiciones (national examinations). In most cases, universities had little
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or no control over the admission and examination process
for catedráticos. These full professors organized their
teaching around their catedras (chairs) and they were not
dependent on formal academic departments. The catedra
was the department. It was often the case that there was
only one chair per academic department or area of teaching. Junior lectures worked in the apprentice model
teaching in and for the catedra while working on their
doctorates. The catedraticos exercised total power and
often had substantial freedom, autonomy and influence.
During the late 1970s and early 1980s, Spanish
higher education experienced attempts at deregulation
and greater autonomy. These attempts focussed on
strengthening of managerial autonomy of universities
and the progressive reduction of direct supervision by a
central administration.
Demographic and political changes during the 1960s
and 1970s stimulated the calls for more autonomy in
Spanish universities. First, there was an enormous growth
of students in Spanish universities. From 1960 to 1970,
the student population in Spanish universities grew from
76,000 to 213,000. As the student population grew, however, the basic structure of the universities did not grow.
Students experienced over crowding and were taught by
following outdated and outmoded curricula teaching
methods. Frequently, recent graduates faced increasing
unemployment.
The 1960s and the 1970s were also times of increased political unrest. Students frequently protested
poor conditions in the university, especially teaching by
staff who held non-permanent positions. There was also
continued protest against the authoritarian government of
Francisco Franco. Students also pointed to the failures of
the Franco educational reforms, notably the failures of
the General Education Act of 1970. With the death of
Franco in 1975, and the coming of the transition toward
democracy, beginning with the first democratic election
of 1977, calls for autonomy and self-regulation in higher
education were again heard. The government responded
with the creation of the University Reform Law. At the
center of these calls for reform were the new Spanish
Constitutions of 1978, which proclaimed that university
autonomy was a fundamental right.
The drafting of the then new university law needed
to be contextualized within complex political debates between new political parties, the traditional political parties of the transition and the new Socialist party.
Increasing discussions on regional autonomy also fueled
these disputes, especially by nationalists from Catalonia
and the Basque Country. The University Reform Law
could not be enacted until the victory of the Socialist
Party in 1982. It was not passed until August 1983. The
principle objectives of this legislation were to provide
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universities with greater autonomy and further extend the
process of political decentralization. This law stipulated
that university autonomy was not to be in the hands of
professors but rather in the hands of university decision
making bodies controlled by a consejo social (social
council). The law also gave regional governments more
control in the funding and management of universities in
autonomous regions. Furthermore, the law stipulated that
on the national level, universities were to be coordinated
by a National University Council.
The University Reform Law focused on issues of
equal access and quality of teaching and research. The
law was intended, first and foremost, to provide equal access for all Spaniards in order that they might have the
same opportunities in terms of university education. This
law also sought to improve teaching and research by improving the departmental structures within universities,
thus reforming the traditional chair (catedra) based system. Furthermore, the law sought to improve the quality
of teaching by raising academic standards and provide
the university with a more flexible system of recruitment
for new lecturers and professors. The later stipulation
gave universities the power to create new posts and exercise influence and control over them. Finally, the new law
gave universities more flexibility over course standards
and curricula.
The establishment of the University Reform Law,
brought with it some desired and some undesired results.
First, there is no doubt that Spain witnessed an increase
in political decentralization during the years from 1983
to 1996. During this time, there was an overall expansion
of the university system in Spain. As a consequence of
decentralization, the central administration of individual
universities saw their control and power increased because of increased autonomy. However, universities experienced a different rate of autonomy. Autonomy in
higher education was closely connected with increased
autonomy of different regional governments. It was not
until 1996 that this type of control was given to other regions. We must recall that the coordination of this decentralized system was in the hands of the University
Council.
From 1983 to 1996, Spanish universities saw the
number of their student bodies rise. This population increased from 692,000 in 1982 to 1,370,000 in 1994. With
this increase came an increase in public funding for
higher education. However, these increases were not
enough to support the increase in student numbers, and
Spain still lagged behind other European countries in
terms of public expenditure on higher education. With
some success, there also came failure in terms of university reform. The imprisonment that the University Reform Law hoped to attain in terms of quality had not been
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met. Among the failures of these reforms we can cite:
failures to improve the department structures of the university; failures in improving the quality of teaching standards; and, failures in the modernization of the
curriculum. But not all was failure. During the years of
1983-1996, Spain witnessed an increase in scientific research carried out in universities. But we must also remember that in Spain, not all research is done in
universities. A substantial amount of research is carried
out under the umbrella of The Higher Council for Scientific Research (CSIC), which competes with the universities for government funding. In addition, more and more
university-based scholars are seeking external funding
for their research projects.
In short, changes to the basic structure of higher education in Spain have been modest. There has been a
marked increase of autonomy and decentralization of the
political administration of Spanish universities. The numbers of Spanish universities had increased, as had the output in research. However, the quality of teaching and the
recruitment of teaching staff have not attained the levels
sought by the reforms of 1983. Little progress has also
been made in the course of study programs and curricula.
While there have been some changes, the organization of
courses into a system of credits, greater choice in electives and the division of the academic year into semesters, tradition modes of instruction based on lecture
format teaching and note learning by students has not
changed. Increased autonomy has solved the problems of
localism and endogamy, which plague Spanish higher education. For the most part, Spanish universities while
being bureaucratic institutions have not been able to
structure themselves into more efficient bodies without
appropriate regulatory or evaluative mechanisms.
Another significant reform in Spanish higher education provided for by the University Reform Law of 1983
concerned access and appointment to university teaching
positions. Since 1983, university professors are hired at
public universities through a system of competitive examinations consisting of two exercises. The first deals
with a discussion of the professor’s academic and research record, his or her curriculum vitae, and a detailed
syllabus for the academic subject which is the candidates
specialty. The second part of the examination includes a
delivery and defense of the candidate’s major theme. A
jury of university professors awards these appointments.
Candidates may apply for various types of university professorships, all of which require competitive examinations.
Those candidates who apply for university full professorships must hold the same position at another university or have up to and at least three years as professor.
All candidates for these positions must have a doctorate
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degree in the area of specialization. In order to sit for the
examination for professor, candidates must only have a
Doctorate degree. Those who wish to apply for the position of full profesor licenciado need the Architect or Engineer degree. There are other venues of university
appointment. Candidates may also seek a university position by means of applying for a contract. Each Spanish
university has its own procedure for hiring by means of
contracts. According to legislation stipulated in the University Reform Law of 1983, universities may also hire
visiting professors or associate professors on a part-time
or full-time basis. These positions are usually offered to
well known experts in their fields of study. Spanish universities may also grant several types of honorary degrees, including profesor de honor or profesor honorario
and professor emeritus, which is reserved for retired professors who have served the University for at least 10
years.
Finally, universities frequently hire full-time assistant professors for a maximum of two years. In order to
apply for these positions, candidates must sit for a special
examination and in addition, must have completed all
their coursework for the doctorate as well as several years
of research. These types of contracts may be reviewed for
a period of up to three years providing the candidate has
completed his or her Doctorate in the university period.

In 1985, the public expenditure (percent of GNP)
was 3.3 percent. Public expenditure in terms of the total
percent of the government budget for the years 19931995 was 12.6 percent. Expenditures on primary and secondary education (percent of all levels) for the year 19941995 were 75.5 percent and 14.7 percent for higher education. It should be further noted that, in 1998, countries
of the European Union spent 5 percent of their GDP on
education and training.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

The culture of evaluation and assessment is too new
to the Spanish system of education. It can be argued that
the system was first evaluated and assessed in global
terms for the first time in 1976, when the National government called for results based on the General Education
Law of 1970. Several evaluation centers have been created to undertake evaluation of the system. Among these
are the Center for Research, Documentation and Evaluation (CIDE), which worked throughout the 1980s, and
The National Inspections of Regional and local Educational Centers. At the level of higher education, there
have been several notable attempts at evaluation during
the period from 1992 to 1995. Among these efforts is the
Program on the Evaluation of University System Quality
(1992-1994), which was connected to the Project for
Evaluation Quality set forth and administered by the European Union.

The Spanish educational system is administered on
many levels and in many ways, but the general administration of the system is in the hands of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport. The Ministry of Education
administers the educational system through the following
organisms: the State Secretariat of Education, the Secretarial of Universities, and the Secretariat of Research and
Development. Other important administrative organisms
include the Interministerial Commission for Science and
Technology, the General Direction for Higher Education
and Scientific Research, the General Secretariat of Education and Vocational Training, and the Higher Council
for Scientific Research (CSIC).
In addition to these central administrative bodies and
because of the self-regulation of the Autonomous Communities, much of the administration on the regional and
local levels are in the hands of the governments of the
Autonomous Communities. Local municipalities oversee
educational centers at the preprimary and primary education levels. They are in charge of the construction, maintenance and repair of these centers. They also oversee
compliance of compulsory education. Local municipalities may also create local school councils to oversee the
individual educational centers.
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Significant attempts at evaluation, especially institutional self-evaluation take place at all schools and educational centers. For example, the Center for Educational
Research turned its attention away from evaluation and
concentrated its efforts on educational research, innovation, and documentation. In addition, the governments of
the autonomous communities carried out important efforts at evaluation and assessment. These involved
education for evaluation, assessment, and institutional research at all institutions of learning.
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NONFORMAL EDUCATION

TEACHING PROFESSION

Distance Learning became reorganized at the end of
the twentieth century. It is administered through The
Center of Innovation and Development of Distance
Learning (CIDEAD). This organization is an outgrowth
and restructuring of an earlier institution INBAD, or the
National Institute on Secondary Education Distance
Learning, which primarily focuses on non-university distance learning and training. The CIDEAD is attached to
the Ministry of Education and works with the open university (UNED) as well as distance learning organizations that belong to the Autonomous Communities. It
carries out work in the areas of teacher training and
didactic research and evaluation. In addition, it offers
classes in the areas of primary education, secondary education, pre-university coursework, language learning, and
vocational and technical training. In 1996 more than
80,000 students were enrolled.

Training for secondary education teachers has taken
place historically at the university level. Secondary education teachers majored in various disciplines at traditional university faculties without receiving any specific
teacher training. All that was needed was a university degree. This changed with the General Education Law of
1970 when future teachers were required to do specific
pedagogical course work for teaching. Thus, in addition
to university degrees (Licenciado, Engineer, Architect, or
Diplomas for Technical or Vocational Training), secondary teachers also needed a special certificate, ‘‘Aptitude
Certificate’’ or CAP, which indicated that they had completed coursework in pedagogical training. These certificates could be obtained at Educational Science Institutes.

Distance training courses from the proprietary sector
are also offered through The National Association of Distance Learning Centers (ANCED), which is a private distance learning institution. Private institutions within this
organization offer more than 600 different courses, most
of which are vocational. Spain has two, so-called open
universities that offer higher education through distance
learning. They are the National Distance Learning University (UNED) and the Open University of Cataluña.
The UNED was established in Madrid in 1971 and began
offering classes in 1972. Degrees from the UNED are of
an equal status to those in any other Spanish university,
and students from the UNED may transfer to any other
university. In 1997, the total enrollment of the UNED
was 186,000 students. It is interesting to note that the
UNED has associated centers in Bonn, Caracas, Brussels,
Geneva, London, Mexico City, Paris, Rosario (Argentina), and San Paulo.
The next distance learning university, the Open University of Cataluña was established in Barcelona in 1995,
and was a creation of the autonomous community of Catalonia. Among its areas of concentration and focus are
the study of the Catalan language and culture. The UOC
was founded as a distance learning university, but it has
based its teaching structure on that of a virtual campus.
During the academic year 1994-1995, some 200 students
enrolled at the UOC. In February 2000, Spain’s UNED
Distance Learning Center joined the World Bank Institute’s Global Learning Network in order to provide Spain
with the most advanced multimedia learning environments through the use of the latest communication technologies (interactive video, electronic classrooms,
satellite communications) and the use of the Internet.
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The LOGSE of 1990 brought further changes to
teacher training for those in the area of secondary education. This law called for the establishment of two different groups of secondary teachers: secondary teachers, or
those teaching ESO (secondary education and bachillerato), and technical teachers of vocational training.
The foundations and regulation of training primary
school teachers dates back to the eighteenth century, but
the most significant efforts for the development of teacher training centers are from the nineteenth century. It
seems that the first teachers college (Escuela Normal de
Maestros) was founded in 1839. It served as a model for
primary teacher training until the Law of General Education in 1970.
According to the 1970 law, university schools for
teacher training were established to prepare teachers for
teaching basic general education (EGB). During the
1970s, teachers received specialized training in their
areas of curricular interest: preschool, humanities, philology, and special education. The next significant reforms
to primary education teacher training were those indicated by the LOGSE Law of 1990. According to this law,
training was to be in the first cycle of university study and
the degree of Maestro would be awarded upon completion of the course of study. The law required all teachers
at the preschool and primary school level to have the
Maestro degree.
In 1992, salaries for Spanish teachers, primary and
lower secondary, were as follows: for starting primary
teachers, $22,964 with a maximum of $35,394; for
lower secondary teachers, $22,964 with a maximum of
$30,632. The two most important teachers unions in
Spain are the Federation of Teachers (Federación de Enseñanza), which belongs to Comisión Obreara (Workers
Group) and the Federation of Workers in Education,
which is associated with the Socialist General Union of
Workers (UGT). While these unions periodically hold
demonstrations throughout Spain, they do not represent
the majority of Spanish teachers.
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SUMMARY
In 1996, the Ministry of Education and Culture proposed that the National Institute for Quality and Evaluation undertake an examination and diagnosis of the
Spanish educational system. Committees focused on the
following areas: student academic performance, teaching
plans and methodology, school functioning, the role of
teaching, and the relationship between schools and society. In its final report, this diagnostic study spoke to
‘‘symptoms’’ rather than ‘‘strengths and weaknesses’’ of
the system. Among the most concerning symptoms and
challenges for the future, it cited the following: the low
academic performance by students throughout the entire
system; increased incidences of vandalism and physical
aggression in schools along side of a general lack of discipline; the insufficient training of teachers both at the beginning of their careers as well as ongoing faculty
development; lack of communication between families
(parents) and schools; the need for a clarification of values both for teachers and families, especially in light of
a more pluralistic, democratic, and globally connected
Spain; the need to harmonize the obligatory secondary
system of education with the needs of a common course
of study, the individual needs of students, and the needs
of training students for careers and professions necessary
for the demands of the Spanish economy.
Some of the newest important features of the Spanish
educational system are related to Spain’s incorporation
in the European Union. This cooperation with the European Union dates from 1986 with Spain’s entrance to the
Union, but more importantly it corresponds with the 1992
Treaty of Maastricht, which clarified the role of education in the Union. Among the significant aspects of this
cooperation are the inclusion of Spanish students, professors, and educational specialists in European exchange
programs, especially the Socrates Program, the Leonard
Di Vinci Program, and the Youth with Europe Program.
The Socrates Program, which was approved in 1995, establishes inter-university contracts among universities of
the European Union. In addition to exchanges of students
and faculty, the Socrates Program also deals with programs that involve language study and teaching, issues
of multiculturalism and diversity, teacher training, and
databases on European Education Networks such as The
Eurydice Educational Network. The Leonardo Di Vinci
Program, which was created in 1994 concentrates on European technical and vocational training. Its purpose is to
improve technical training in all the countries of the European Union through innovative techniques in the area
of vocational training through international exchanges.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Democratic Socialist
Republic of Sri Lanka

Region:

East & South Asia

Population:

19,238,575

Language(s):

Sinhala, Tamil, English

Literacy Rate:

90.2%

Academic Year:

January-December

Number of Primary
Schools:

9,554

Compulsory Schooling:

9 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

3.4%

Foreign Students in
National Universities:

55

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 1,843,848
Secondary: 2,314,054
Higher: 63,660
Primary: 109%
Secondary: 75%

Teachers:

Primary: 66,339
Secondary: 103,572
Higher: 2,636

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 28:1
Secondary: 22:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 108%
Secondary: 78%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Historical Evolution: The history of Sri Lanka before
1500 C.E., as recorded in its Great Chronicles, is considered unverifiable and is largely an obscure, confusing,
and conflicting set of records about wars, invasions, usurpations, and dynastic rivalries. Beginning with the thirteenth century C.E., Sri Lanka was divided into three
major kingdoms: a Tamil kingdom in the north, a Sinhalese kingdom in the southwest, and the kingdom of
Kandy in the interior. In 1505, the Portuguese came to the
island and established settlements on the west and south
coasts. Despite Portuguese efforts to subjugate the entire
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island, the Kandyan kingdom remained independent. In
1612, the king of Kandy formed an alliance with the
Dutch, successfully defeating and dislodging the Portuguese by 1656. Unfortunately, in removing the Portuguese, Kandy traded one European colonial master for
another. Sri Lanka was subservient to Dutch interests for
over a century and a half. British trading interests in Sri
Lanka led to the ouster of the Dutch in 1796. The 1815
unification of the island’s three kingdoms under British
rule continued until 1948, when Great Britain granted Sri
Lanka its independence.
Ethnically, Sri Lanka’s population is divided among
Sinhalese (74 percent), Tamils (18 percent), Moors (7
percent), and Burghers, Malays, and Veddas (1 percent).
Most of the people of Sri Lanka migrated to the island
from India more than 2,500 years ago, often in the interest of trade, war, religion, economic opportunity, or colonization. The Sinhalese are allegedly the descendants of
the Aryan Prince Vijaya, from India, and his 700 followers; they came to Sri Lanka about 485 B.C.E., chased
from their homes for their marauding activities. Tamils
fall into two groups: Sri Lankan and Indian. The Sri Lankan Tamils came to the island in the third century B.C.E.,
moving across the strait from India as part of the expansion by India’s southern kings. The majority of Indian
Tamils were imported by the British to work on the coffee and tea plantations in the island’s interior during the
second half of the nineteenth century. A few Indian Tamils came as traders. The Moors, or Muslims, came to Sri
Lanka in the eighth century C.E., and are descendants of
Arab traders. The Burghers are descendants of marriages
contracted between Portuguese and Dutch settlers, or between the Europeans and the Sinhalese or Tamils. The
Dutch brought over Malays as soldiers, and the Veddas
are the aboriginal forest dwellers of Sri Lanka.
Sri Lanka’s history left the island with a diverse population composed of self-conscious ethnic groups, differentiated by religion, language, and social customs.
Hinduism, the island’s first religion, came from India
during its era of unrecorded history and is the faith of Sri
Lanka’s largest minority group, the Tamils. Theravada
Buddhism was introduced from India during the third
century B.C.E. and is the religion of the island’s Sinhalese majority. Arab traders and western colonists brought
Islam and Christianity in the tenth and sixteenth centuries
C.E., respectively. In the modern era, Buddhists constitute 69 percent of the population, Hindus 15 percent,
Christians 8 percent, and Muslims 8 percent.
Sri Lanka’s commitment to education began more
than 2,500 hundred years ago, when Hindu kings and
chieftains received their education from Brahmins
(Hindu priests), and education is thus closely tied to the
religious history of the island. Similarly, early in Sri
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Lanka’s history, education became associated with high
caste status and privilege. The sweep of Buddhism from
India into Sri Lanka in the third century B.C.E. converted
kings and people. Monasteries were erected to educate
bhikkus, or monks. These monks built the first pirivenas,
or temple schools, in the villages, educating the laity in
religion and secular subjects. Little information exists on
the schools of Sri Lanka’s minority populations of Hindus and Muslims, but it is generally assumed that each
faith had temple and mosque schools, respectively, which
provided an elementary education with emphasis on religion, reading, and writing.
Portuguese rule of Sri Lanka brought both Franciscans and Jesuits, who founded 41 parish schools, and
three Franciscan and two Jesuit colleges. Converting the
island’s diverse population was a primary focus of this
educational mission. The Dutch, who followed the Portuguese, replaced the Catholic parish schools with schools
affiliated with the Dutch Reformed Church. Both the Portuguese and the Dutch used religious conversion to promote access to educational opportunity. Native Sri
Lankans quickly realized that if they wanted to gain a
public office or qualify as a schoolmaster, they had to
convert to the Dutch Reformed faith, and did. A Dutch
seminary in Colombo, the capital, provided additional
higher education. The Dutch educational system in Sri
Lanka continued to foster the public’s perception of a link
between education and financial success.
When the British began their occupation of Sri
Lanka, they gave responsibility for the island’s education
to Christian missionary societies who promoted an English, western-oriented education designed to ‘‘civilize’’
the Sri Lankan people. English schools charged fees and
received British government grants. The island’s nonEnglish vernacular (secular) schools were taught in Sinhala or Tamil, Sri Lanka’s two principal languages. Vernacular schools were traditionally under financed
because they were denied government educational grants.
Without government subsidies, these schools could offer
only the basics of an elementary education. Buddhist
temple schools, primarily in rural areas, suffered the
most: in addition to being denied government funding,
they could not charge fees, the result of successful lobbying by the missionary societies who wanted the elimination of any rival religious schools. Under British rule, Sri
Lankans who spoke English were eligible to become
teachers. Colonial administrators only recruited only English-speaking Sri Lankans for government service. Thus
the Sri Lankans who prospered under British colonial
rule were more likely to be better-educated, high-caste
Hindu Tamils, Tamils who converted to Christianity and
were educated in English schools, or descendants of the
Burghers.
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Christians, the island’s smallest minority, were historically the best educated. In 1901, approximately 55
percent of Christian males were literate, compared to
only 35 percent of Buddhist males, 34 percent of Muslim
males, and 26 percent of Hindu males. Among Christian
women, 30 percent were literate, compared to 5 percent among Buddhist women, 3 percent among Muslim
women, and 2.5 percent among Hindu women. The lower
literacy rates among Hindu males can be attributed to the
inclusion of the uneducated and stateless imported Indian
Tamil males who worked tea plantations. Cultural factors
account for the low literacy rates among Buddhist, Muslim, and Hindu women. By 1921, within just 20 years,
literacy rates among the island’s male population rose to
66 percent for Christians, 50 percent for Buddhists, 45
percent for Muslims, and 37 percent for Hindus. For
women, 50 percent of Christians were literate, while literacy rates among Buddhist, Muslim, and Hindu women
rose to 17 percent, 6 percent, and 10 percent, respectively. When independence was granted in 1948, Sri Lanka
had 5,895 schools enrolling more than 1 million students.
The nation’s literacy rate was 57.8 percent, the highest
among both Great Britain’s colonies and Asian nations.
Independence did not eliminate a colonial perception
among the majority of Sinhalese that British rule had favored an English-speaking Tamil minority who benefited
from better education, which led to higher incomes and
more valuable careers.
Political, Social, & Cultural Bases: For centuries Sri
Lankan Tamils used education to promote their social
mobility. The Tamil region in northern and eastern Sri
Lanka is arid and infertile compared to the rest of the island and is unsuitable for profitable farming. The Tamils
depended on education to prosper. Under British rule the
Tamil minority received a disproportionate share of university and government positions. Higher earnings
among Sri Lankan Tamils plus the income sent home by
overseas Tamils generated greater economic prosperity
in the Tamil regions than in the rest of the country.
Independence changed the balance of power. Two
major political parties formed—the United National
Party (UNP) and the Sri Lankan Freedom Party
(SLFP)—and both political parties competed for the vote
of the Sinhalese majority. The parties promoted Buddhism, nationalism, socialism, and non-alignment in the
Cold War era, with little thought for Tamil issues. From
independence until 1956, the more conservative UNP,
advocating a mixed economy and private enterprise,
maintained a parliamentary majority. However, during
the 1956 election, SLFP leader S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike
encouraged xenophobic fears among the Sinhalese majority, allying himself with Marxist parties advocating the
nationalization of banks and industry and Sinhalese Bud1283
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dhist extremists who wanted to replace English with Sinhala as Sri Lanka’s official language. After Bandaranaike
won the parliamentary elections of 1956, the SLFP approved the change of language, and established quotas
limiting Tamil entry into government service and higher
education, particularly in the fields of medicine and the
sciences. The number of Tamil students admitted to medical school and engineering schools fell by 50 percent and
67 percent, respectively. Tamil recruitment by the central
government in the general clerical services fell from a 41
percent high in 1949 to a mere 7 percent among recruits
nationally in 1963. Less than 5 percent of Tamils were
in the nation’s police force and national army. By the
1970s, only 6 percent of newly hired teachers were
Tamil, and university placement for Tamils in the science-based disciplines fell to 11 percent in 1974 from 35
percent just four years earlier.
Tamils organized to protect their interests, and extremist factions of all parties and nationalities employed
violence to bring national attention to their concerns. The
violence temporarily ended in 1959, when Prime Minister Bandaranaike was assassinated. During the 1960s and
1970s both the UNP and the SLFP competed with each
other for a parliamentary majority among the Sinhalese.
Consistently, Tamil interests were again ignored or forgotten by the central government and the politicians. In
1972, the Sinhalese majority voted to end its status as a
monarchy, which had come to represent Sri Lanka’s colonial past. The Constitution of Sri Lanka was substantially
revised, and parliamentary government was replaced
with a presidential republic dominated by a Buddhist,
Sinhalese majority. President J.R. Jayewardene was
elected in 1978; the Jayewardene administration continued reforms tending toward reconciliation of Sri Lanka’s
warring factions.
The civil war has persisted into the twenty-first century, fought primarily in the Tamil regions of eastern and
northern Sri Lanka, but Tamil guerrillas have brought the
war to all parts of the country. President Jayewardene’s
attempts to grant Tamil autonomy under Indian supervision caused great fear among the Sinhalese majority of
the nation’s impending division and permanent Indian
occupation. Later Sri Lankan presidents accepted Indian
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi’s offer to mediate the dispute between Tamils and Sinhalese. Gandhi’s efforts
ended tragically with his assassination in 1991, by Tamils
opposed to Gandhi’s use of Indian troops to suppress the
Tamil insurrection in Sri Lanka. Two years later in 1993,
Sri Lankan President Ranasinghe Premadasa was assassinated five years into his presidency when he proposed
substantial grants of autonomy in Tamil areas. Although
blamed, the Tamil rebels rejected responsibility for his
death.
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Chandrika Kumaratunga, president of Sri Lanka
since 1993 and the daughter of a previous prime minister
and president, both named Bandaranaike, has scaled back
many oppressive and discriminatory aspects of education
and language laws that precipitated the civil war. Surprisingly, the university system in the Tamil region remains
open and funded by the central government while Sinhalese universities suffer from Tamil insurgency. Longterm peace in Sri Lanka depends on the creation of a pluralistic and multiethnic nation. Proposals of the
Kumaratunga government bear a striking similarity to the
Bandaranaike-Chelvanayagam Pact of 1957, which proposed that Sri Lanka be a multiethnic state with Tamil as
a national language in the northern and eastern sections
of the country. The government would provide full protection for non-Tamil speakers and regional councils
were permitted authority over centralized political system favoring the majority. Locally elected leaders could
administer land development projects.
In December, 1999, as President Kumaratunga prepared to begin a second term of office, she barely survived an attempted assassination, and she did lose an eye.
Her reelection came with 51.2 percent of the vote, the
lowest percentage in the nation’s history, and a realization that Sri Lankans were discouraged with politics. The
assassination attempt increased President Kumaratunga’s
resolve to institute national reforms.

CONSTITUTION & LEGAL FOUNDATIONS
In 1931, the British government granted universal
manhood suffrage to Sri Lankans. Within 10 years of getting the franchise, Sri Lanka passed legislation granting
free and compulsory education throughout the island for
all ethnic and religious groups. British intent was to unify
Sri Lanka’s diverse population by fostering a British parliamentary-style government, educational system, and independent judiciary. The island’s linguistic divisions
were overcome by legislation making English Sri
Lanka’s official language, with Sinhala and Tamil as national languages.
Along with the constitutional reforms of the 1970s,
Sri Lanka began the first of many national studies to determine the manner educational reform should take to
promote national reconciliation and reduce minority
claims of discrimination. President Jayewardene made
Tamil the official language for the administration and
courts of the Tamil regions in the north and east. The
Jayewardene government also worked to establish scholarship programs for the urban poor and among rural children and authorized new technical curricula in secondary
schools. Government policy encouraged the construction
of new facilities in engineering, medicine, and science to
serve the countryside. Section 22 of the Sri Lankan ConWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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stitution entitled each Sri Lankan the right to be educated
in either Sinhala or Tamil, although central government
appointments still required fluency in Sinhala. In spite
of a disruptive civil war between Tamils and Sinhalese,
educational reforms were instituted by the central
government.
Because of civil war, Sri Lanka has faced serious
funding shortages and a lack of books and equipment,
and qualified teachers. The nation’s central education
ministry has been charged with being too autocratic and
insensitive to regional and minority demands, while minorities have accused the education system of discrimination in funding, admissions, and curriculum majors.
President Kumaratunga made 1997 the ‘‘year of education reforms and restructure’’ and promised to implement
educational reforms in 1998. These reforms showcased
improvement in the quality of primary and secondary education, increased career guidance programs, expansion
and diversification of the university curricula, and increased vocational and technical training for rural youth
and women.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary education is voluntary and entirely private. Most of the schools are in urban areas. Primary education includes grades one to five. It is free but, by
tradition, was not compulsory until 1999, when the Sri
Lankan government established new regulations making
primary education compulsory as part of a reform program. An estimated 14 percent of children ages 5 to 10
years were not attending school. Village committees are
now empowered with the authority to raise and monitor
school attendance. Public awareness programs are being
carried out to encourage educational attendance. The
most recent statistics indicate that 90 percent of Sri Lankan children are enrolled in primary education.
The curriculum for the first three years of primary
education includes religion, the mother tongue, English,
and numbers. In grade four the same subjects are continued and physical education, constructive activities, and
environmental studies added. The goal of primary education is to promote a useful role in the local community.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
In 1999, the Sri Lankan government recorded a total
student population for both primary and secondary
education of approximately 4.3 million students attending a total of 11,031 schools. Student enrollments are distributed among 10,394 government schools, 306 national
schools, 77 private schools, 560 pirivenas, and 637
schools of other affiliations. International schools find increasing favor with wealthier families, but statistical data
is unavailable on this educational choice. The student
teacher ratio in 1999 was 22 students for each teacher, a
decline of one student since 1990. The majority of teachers (60 percent) are trained, and 27 percent are graduate
teachers. The remaining teaching staff consists of certified teachers, uncertified teachers, and volunteer
teachers.
During the 1990s, in spite of ongoing civil war, the
people of Sri Lanka witnessed a steady increase in the
number of primary and secondary schools of all types,
except private schools. This was coupled with a steady
increase in literacy among Sri Lanka’s school-age population. Private schools declined by two during the period
1995 to 1999, although at 77 the number of private
schools was still higher than the 61 private schools in
1990. The number of teachers at both the primary and
secondary levels increased from a total faculty of 184,822
in 1990 to 196,726 in 1999. Government expenditures for
primary and secondary education increased from approximately 9.6 million rupees in 1990 to approximately 29.3
million rupees in 1999.
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Junior secondary education covers grades six to
eight. The curriculum consists of 10 compulsory subjects
including English and science. Technical and prevocational studies constitute 20 percent of the curriculum. Examinations in the mother tongue and mathematics are
taken to establish eligibility for senior secondary education. Students must pass four other examinations from
among English, science, religion, social studies, aesthetic
studies, health and physical education, or technical subjects. Satisfactory passes in ‘O’ level are required to enter
senior secondary school. Students may need to repeat the
last year of junior secondary in order to achieve entry to
senior secondary.
Senior secondary education begins at grade nine.
Five curriculum areas are available for students: physical
sciences, biological sciences, social studies, humanities,
and commerce. Specialist curricula are designed to
groom students for university entrance requirements.
This course of study lasts two years and leads to the Sri
Lanka General Certificate of Education (A/L) examination for university entrance. Only one out of every 100
students is accepted into a Sri Lankan university after 12
to 14 years of education.
Reforms at the junior secondary stage were implemented in 1999 for grades six to nine. New syllabi were
developed and textbooks rewritten. The number of subjects required by students planning to qualify for the GCE
(A/L) examination was reduced from four to three subject
areas of study. A Common General Paper, designed for
testing students’ awareness of current affairs, reasoning
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ability, problems solving ability and communication
skills, became a required part of the GCE (A/L) examination. A compulsory new course on general English was
introduced for GCE (A/L) students, although the scores
will not be added to the aggregate marks for university
entrance. In addition, the government has offered a oneyear pre-university course of instruction to improve entrance prospects for those from poorer, particularly
Tamil, regions of the country. Other educational reforms
at the secondary level include a program to develop better
school facilities at divisional levels for disadvantaged
groups, particularly rural children. A total of 325 existing
schools have been designated for maintenance improvement, better teacher-training programs, and human resource development.

HIGHER EDUCATION
General Survey: Sri Lanka’s university system is financed by the central government. Its Board of Governors includes the Vice-Chancellor; the Ministers of
Education, Planning, and Finance; and the presidents of
all the university campuses. The Board reviews the internal administration of the university system. University
senates govern academic affairs, and a university president and board supervise each campus.
At the time of independence, the Ceylon Medical
College, the Ceylon University College, and the science
section of the Ceylon Technical College were merged to
form the University of Ceylon (later the University of Sri
Lanka). To accommodate the national requirements for
increased education after the primary and secondary levels, however, new universities became necessary. A rapidly expanding population demanding higher educational
opportunities led to the additional construction of university campuses at Peradeniya, Vidalankara, and Vidyodaya. These schools offer majors in languages, art, and
Buddhist studies. A building campaign in the 1970s
added new universities at Colombo, Katubedde, and Jaffna. The latter university was the first one in a Tamil region of Sri Lanka. In 1980, the Open University was
added, along with two new universities at Ruhnne and
Batticaloa. Curriculum emphasis is undergraduate education. Technical and teacher-training institutes were built
to foster specialized training. In 1999, Sri Lanka added
a university at Wayamba, which enrolls 11,324 students,
or about 15 percent of the students who meet the minimum requirements for university entrance and 8 percent
of the number of students who passed the GCE (A/L) examinations.
Tamils’ complaints of preferential treatment in university placement to lower-scoring Sinahalese ended in
the 1980s, when more places became available in an expanding higher education program. Tamils received in1286

creased opportunities to enter degree programs in general
teacher training colleges for primary teacher training and
specialist teacher training colleges for secondary teacher
training, in addition to university programs leading education degrees, university programs culminating in the
Ph.D., and degree programs at a polytechnic or technical
institute. Among university admissions into degree programs in the arts, commerce and management, law, physical science, mathematics and statistics, bioscience,
medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, agriculture, engineering, architecture, and quantity surveying, 40 percent of acceptances are based exclusively on merit.
District quotas select 55 percent of university applicants,
and the remaining 5 percent of university entrants are admitted on the basis of educational disadvantages by district.
Competition for graduate degree programs in one of
Sri Lanka’s six post-graduate institutes has intensified.
Five higher education institutes, the Institute of Aesthetic
Studies, Institute of Computer Technology, Institute of
Indigenous Medicine, Campaha Wickramarachchi
Aayurveda Institute, and the Institute of Workers’ Education, provide additional higher education options. The
Open University of Sri Lanka enrolled an additional
18,495 students in 1999, offering 10 degree programs and
31 diplomas. Private institutes in cooperation with foreign universities offer higher education programs in the
fields of information technology, commerce, and business administration. The University Grants Commission
and Sri Lanka universities offered scholarships to 5,700
students in 1999. Students not eligible for scholarships
received limited funding from government bursaries.
Enrollment: During the 1990s, the number of universities in Sri Lanka increased from 9 universities enrolling
29,471 students with a teaching faculty of 2,040 in 1990
to 13 universities in 1999 matriculating 40,174 students
with a teaching staff of 3,200. These data do not include
higher education enrollments for the Open University.
The number of university graduates increased from 4,522
students in 1990 to 6,758 students in 1998. For the year
1998, the 6,758 university graduates included 2,518 in
arts and oriental studies, 1,180 in commerce and management, 171 in law, 1,110 in science, 551 in engineering,
812 in medicine, 42 in dental surgery, 250 in agriculture,
50 in veterinary science, 25 in architecture, and 49 in
quantity surveying. All degree majors witnessed steady
increases in graduates since 1990, except architecture,
which demonstrated a steady decline during the 1990s.
Educational Reform: Government-directed university
reforms focus on the expansion of the university system,
curriculum reform, quality assurance, staff development,
career guidance, counseling, and finance. All Sri Lankan
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universities have initiated action to reform existing curricula to accommodate a modular course unit system,
which provides students with greater flexibility in selecting degree programs and individual courses. Continuous
assessment will replace the final examination system traditionally used to evaluate academic progress. New academic faculty at the university level will be required to
attend an induction course at staff development centers
established at the Universities of Colombo, Peradeniya,
Kelaniya, Jaffna, Sabaragamuwa, and Sri Jayawardanapura. Six universities have already set up Career
Guidance Units to link potential graduates with privatesector careers. The Sri Lankan government plans to increase the number of dormitories on university campuses to accommodate up to 75 percent of the student
population.
Even though the central government is responsible
for review of the university system, the adoption of reforms and the pace of reform are left to the individual
school. Students are required to accept the reforms. The
government is intent on improving the overall quality of
the higher education system. In particular, the government plans to increase the number of university-industry
links, with the hope of intensifying the study of advanced
applied research with foreign universities, in order to
challenge both the teaching staff and the students. An increased number of student exchange programs are being
offered to expose students to university programs in other
countries.
Technical Education & Vocational Training: Technical and vocational education includes the fields of engineering, commerce, business studies, and agriculture.
Prevocational programs at the secondary level of education are designed to train students for acceptance into
higher education in the above-identified fields. The number of technical institutes has increased to 20. Minimum
age for admission is 17 years. Diploma and certificate
courses from one to four years qualify graduates to certificates from craftsman to technician. Admission to these
advanced programs requires the completion of the Higher
National Certificate of Education or the GCE (A/L). Engineering, commerce, and business degree programs are
offered at Sri Lanka’s polytechnic institutes.
Recognizing the increased demand for graduates in
technical and vocational fields, the government of Sri
Lanka approved the creation of the Tertiary and Vocation
Education Commission to prepare and publish plans for
five priority industry sectors: gems and jewelry, construction, printing, textiles and garments, and hotel and
tourism. Government funds were allocated to promote
skill training at private sector industrial establishments at
33 locations. The Department of Technical Education
and Training, a major provider of technical education and
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vocational training, increased its services to 36 technical
colleges enrolling 16,170 students in 1999. The Sri Lankan Institute of Advanced Technical Education conducted higher-level courses in engineering, accounting,
commerce, and agriculture for an additional 2,839 students. In rural areas the Vocational Training Authority
(VTA) enrolled 21,092 students in different curricula
programs.
It is expected that the VTA will expand its training
facilities to 36 new sites and establish 6 new special vocational training centers. An additional 20,118 students
were enrolled in the National Apprentice and Industrial
Training Authority, studying over 180 courses. The National Institute of Technical Education was re-established
in 1999 as an autonomous institute to effect teacher training and curriculum development in the technical and vocational fields. Over the next five years development
funds from foreign governments will increase technical
and vocational skill-development programs of study
among the nation’s population. The government of Sri
Lanka intends to encourage the private sector to do more
in the education and training of students in vocational
fields.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Ministry of Education: In 1978, the Ministry of Education was divided into a Ministry of Education and a
Ministry for Higher Education. The former agency oversaw elementary and secondary education. In 1979, a Ministry of Education Services was created to provide books
and materials and to review the condition of school facili1287
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ties. The promotion and recruitment of teachers was assigned to the Public Science Commission. The Minister
of Education is appointed by the president of Sri Lanka,
is a member of the presidential cabinet, and is assisted by
three Deputy Director-Generals of Education, each responsible for school organization, curriculum development and teacher education, or planning. The island is
divided into 15 regions, each with a regional director with
authority for school construction, maintenance, repair,
and teacher supervision. The regional director recruits the
teachers, assigns them to schools, and arranges transfers.
Funding & Support: Foreign governments and agencies provide needed additional funding to further improvements in the Sri Lanka educational system. The
World Bank funds teacher education and teacher deployment projects to improve teacher quality and make education more widely available to the general population.
The Secondary Education Development Act funded the
renewal of 178 secondary schools and 14 newly established teacher-training colleges, consultancy services for
curriculum development, and a new building complex to
house the Department of Examinations. The Japanese
government funded development work on 12 new junior
secondary schools, while the United Kingdom, under the
Department for International Development, continues to
fund primary mathematics, primary English, and primary
education planning projects.
Under the Development of Schools by Divisions
Project, 393 schools were refurbished, and under the National Schools Development Project, 185 new school
buildings were constructed. Provincial councils provided
money to support the educational infrastructure in their
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areas. Government money was allocated for free school
uniforms and textbooks. Recognizing the importance of
computer technology, 1,795 computers and 601 printers
were distributed among 601 schools in 1999. Twelve
computer resource centers were set up in selected schools
in the same year. The government’s 2002 budget has proposed special incentives to set up 50 institutes for information technology. All institutes would be connected to
the information technology parks at Malambe, Kesbew,
and Pugoda. The private sector contributes to Sri Lanka’s
general education system by funding private schools, international schools, private tutories, and private preschools.
Research & Reform: Even though preschools are
under the jurisdiction of provincial councils, the central
government plans to establish policies that will regularize
the education being offered throughout the nation on the
basis of curricula and teacher training. To facilitate this
effort, the Open University has established a Child Study
Center to undertake research in early childhood and development and to improve teacher training for preschool
teachers. The Sri Lankan government, in spite of continued domestic distress, is making every effort to educate
parents and students about educational reforms, the availability and fair distribution of resources, and the provision of teaching material at primary and secondary levels.
The Ministries of Education and Higher Education are
developing an incentive program to encourage teachers
to work in less advantaged areas among the urban poor
and the rural regions of the country to extend education
to all Sri Lankan children.
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TEACHING PROFESSION
Additional education reforms include improved
teacher education programs of study. There are 12,000
untrained teachers in the educational system. A distancelearning program is in place with 9,625 teachers enrolled.
The remaining untrained teachers will be sent to teachers’
colleges. The government has set the year 2002 as a deadline for achieving a completely trained teaching faculty.
There will be no further recruitment of untrained teachers. The National Colleges of Education have been designated to train all new teachers. There will be 84 Teacher
Centers, 72 of which had been established by 1999 with
money provided by the World Bank under the Teacher
Education and Teacher Deployment Project. Renewal
courses, as part of teacher in-service training, were extended to 30,704 educators.

• The public media should be more ethnically sensitive, with television and radio programs catering to
a multiethnic society.
• Subtitles should be provided in film and television.
• Joint radio programs should be broadcast in both
Sinhala and Tamil.
• Print media should be given the responsibility to promote multicultural awareness.
In spite of the civil war more students are being educated, the number of schools and teachers is increasing,
the student to teacher ratio has improved, and national literacy has increased. Tamil overtures for peace in 2000
and 2001 and a reduction in armed conflict offer encouragement that an improved future awaits all the people of
Sri Lanka. Education reform is an essential component
to solving and ending the civil war.

SUMMARY
The civil war in Sri Lanka has affected every aspect
of the nation’s development. Since the war began in
1983, over 800,000 people, primarily Tamils, have become refugees, and over 62,000 Sri Lankans have lost
their lives. There are five Tamil guerrilla groups; the
most feared are the Liberation Tiger of Tiger Eelam.
Peace mediation efforts by India failed in the 1980s. Norway has offered mediation in the 1990s. It is evident that
not all Tamils want an independent Tamil state, but guerrilla warfare has coerced into service those Tamils who
would prefer peaceful compromise leading to increased
autonomy. Under the leadership of President Chandrika
Kumaratunga, many of the oppressive and discriminatory
aspects of education and the language laws that contributed to the civil war have been scaled back. The university
system in the Tamil region remains open and funded by
the central government, even as many Sinhalese universities have suffered from Tamil insurgency.
Long-term peace in Sri Lanka will require the creation of political, legal, educational, and cultural institutions that will foster a pluralistic and multiethnic
environment. The Report of the Presidential Commission
on Youth (1990) could be a bridge to resolving educational issues. Among the commission’s recommendations:
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SUDAN
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of the Sudan

Region:

Africa

Population:

35,079,814

Language(s):

Arabic, Nubian, Ta
Bedawie, Nilotic, NiloHamitic, Sudanic,
English

Literacy Rate:

46.1%

Academic Year:

August-April

Number of Primary
Schools:

11,158

Compulsory Schooling:

8 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

0.9%

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:
Teachers:
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Primary: 3,000,048
Secondary: 405,583
Higher: 37,367
Primary: 51%
Secondary: 21%
Primary: 102,987
Secondary: 15,504
Higher: 2,165

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 29:1
Secondary: 26:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 47%
Secondary: 20%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Originally the term Sudan was one used to signify
a large sub-Saharan swathe of Africa from the eastern to
the western edge of the continent. Bilal al-Sudan, meaning literally ‘‘the land of the blacks,’’ extended far beyond the borders of today’s modern political boundaries
drawn by the colonial powers who prescribed for Sudan
a much smaller allotment of the African continent in the
nineteenth century scramble for Africa. Even so Jamhuriyat as-Sudan (the Republic of the Sudan) is today the
largest country in Africa, bordering Chad and the Central
African Republic to the West; Egypt and Libya to the
North; Ethiopia and Eritrea to the East; and Kenya, Uganda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo to the
South. On the east coast is the Red Sea, and from north
to south within Sudan flow the Nile River and its tributaries. The total land area of the country totals 2,505,810
sq km (967,491 sq mi), about one quarter the size of the
United States.
As of 2000 the estimated population was 35,079,814
with an average population growth rate of 2.8 percent.
But Sudan’s population has suffered interminably with
drought and politico-military induced famine; nearly a
million Sudanese were on the verge of starvation in early
2001, and millions more, as many as 4.5 million, have
been displaced by the civil conflict and warfare that have
gripped the nation in a humanitarian disaster of catastrophic proportions.
Since its independence in 1956, Sudan has had three
military dictatorships interspersed with brief attempts to
introduce a parliamentary democracy. Under the dictatorships, more progress and development seem to have been
made than under the rule of elected officials. The transition to true democracy has been deceptively elusive, particularly because the perceived success under military
rule in developing the country’s resources has made military leaders more attractive to voters than candidates
from other political factions in Sudan.
As a victim of colonialism, Sudan has a history of
using education as an ideological and political weapon.
But there are positive aspects to an Islamic-oriented education. Islamic approaches to education are more flexible
in nature. Students can begin their education at any point
in life, and the process of learning is lifelong. There is
much to be said for a system that accepts students whethWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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er they are in their young, formative years, or at a somewhat later stage in life when responsibility and maturity
will evidence a serious dedication to learning.

same, and shall as well strive to encourage all form of
art and strenuously seek to elevate society towards values of religiousness, piety, and good deeds.

In a traditional Islamic educational context, there is
less importance attached to the awarding of certificates,
degrees, and diplomas than in the West. But such qualifications do exist in the form of the ijaza, a diploma conferred upon students by the Islamic teacher, and the
isnad, which lists the names of Islamic teachers who have
passed on traditions and teachings. This intellectual and
spiritual pedigree of sorts, validates the teaching of its
holder, and places him in a line of scholars reaching back
to the early scholars of Islam, the companions of the
Prophet Mohammed, and the Prophet himself. Teachers
in possession of an isnad bearing the names of respected
scholars will themselves be esteemed in proportion to the
prestige accorded to the scholars listed on the isnad.

Article 14 emphasizes the implementation of education policies and also hints at the politico-religious nature
of the educational process in protecting children from
spiritual neglect and overseeing the moral care and spiritual cleansing of Sudanese children and youth:

In Islam, the search for knowledge is a duty of Muslim believers. Traveling in quest of knowledge has a long
history in Islamic tradition, and learners are exhorted to
‘‘Seek wisdom though it be in China.’’ Learning and the
search for wisdom are equated with worship, and the successors to the prophets are those who seek knowledge. In
the collective body of recorded traditions surrounding the
life of the Prophet Mohammed, the Hadith, a stamp of approval is given to those on the path to knowledge, and rewards are promised in the hereafter for men and women
of learning: ‘‘God eases the way to paradise for him who
seeks learning,’’ and ‘‘angels spread their wings for the
seeker of learning as a mark of God’s approval’’ (Bray,
Clarke and Stephens 1990).

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Through a national referendum in 1998, the people
of Sudan approved the Constitution of the Republic of the
Sudan after it had been passed by the national assembly
on March 28 of the same year. This new constitution embodies the Islamic ideals of the Muslim umma, or community of believers, and the social order as revealed in
the Quran and hadith or traditions of the Prophet Mohammed.
In this new constitution, Articles 12 and 14 of Part
I spell out the aims of educating the next generation of
Sudanese. Article 12 sets forth the aim of eliminating illiteracy and raising the level of educational, scientific,
and artistic achievement within the confines of religiosity:
Article 12 The State shall enlist official capabilities and
mobilize popular forces for the purpose of eradicating illiteracy and ignorance and intensifying the systems of
education, shall strive to encourage sciences, scientific
research and experimentation and facilitate acquiring the
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Article 14 The State shall care for children and youth and
protect them against exploitation and physical and spiritual neglect, and shall direct policies of education, moral
care, national guidance and spiritual cleansing to grow
a good generation.

Further on, the constitution guarantees in Article 24
of part II the ‘‘freedom of conscience and religious
creed’’ and the ‘‘right to. . .manifest the same by way of
worship, education, practice or performance of rites or
ceremonies; and no one shall be coerced to adopt such
faith.’’ And in the following Article 25, the further rights
of the populace with regard to freedom of thought and expression are guaranteed, ‘‘without coercion by authority.’’

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Early Foundations of Sudanese Education: The educational system of modern Sudan is rooted in the Islamic
culture of the northern riverain Arabs, and influenced by
previous British imperial policy and the Mahdist nationalist sentiment prior to the Anglo-Egyptian Condominium era. In this exclusivist and missionary-minded system
of education, the Arab language is the medium of instruction and socialization into the Islamic umma, or community of Muslims, distinct from those outside the
community who are collectively referred to as the kafir,
or nonbelievers in the message of the Prophet Mohammed. The Islamization of the Sudan has been a sometimes
gradual, sometimes violent and sudden process of conversion, coalescing, integration, and intermarriage, until
the various communities and social institutions of northern Sudan became woven into the very fabric of the greater Islamic umma. Islamic rituals, such as the observance
of juma’a (Friday) prayers, the observance of holy days
such as Eid Al Adha and Eid Al Fitr, and the establishment of Shari’a (Islamic law), identify the Muslim faithful as members of what is believed to be the universal
true religion, whose adherents follow the final revelation
of Allah (the one god), such revelation having been given
through the Prophet Mohammed. In reciting the shahada,
or the confession of the oneness of Allah and the prophethood of Mohammed, ‘‘There is one God, and Mohammed is the prophet of God,’’ the believers submit
themselves to Allah and the societal structure ordained
in the Quran and the hadith, or traditions of the Prophet.
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Islamic societal governance is so closely intertwined with
religious doctrine that the distinction between secular and
sacred does not exist in fundamentalist Islamic ideology.
Unfortunately, the rule of Islamists in modern day
Sudan, notably since the NIF (National Islamic Front)
backed military coup of 1989, has gone against Islamic
tradition. Rather than reaffirming the positive social aspects of the Islamic faith, Islam in the Sudan has been the
path to political power, and a potent ideological weapon
for maintaining that power. Hourani (1991) observed the
dangers of such misguided use of religion for political
ends:
The inherited wisdom of the ’ulema was that they should
not link themselves too closely with the government of
the world; they should keep a moral distance from it,
while preserving their access to rulers and influence
upon them: it was dangerous to tie the eternal interests
of Islam to the fate of a transient ruler of the world.

It would seem that exactly the opposite has happened
in the Sudan over the past several centuries, and the effects of rule by the religious elite, and their attempts to
impose on a fractured society their particular version and
interpretation of an Islamic state, has been disastrous for
the societal structures of the Sudanese. Education has become less a means of enlightenment, than a means of coercive indoctrination, conversion, and enslavement.
Instead of uniting, rule by the religionists has fractured,
destroyed, and eliminated the very lives of the people
who should have been—according to Islamic principle—
protected and enabled to live moral lives of purity
through peaceful measures. Instead, the use of Islamist
ideology as a path to power has been fraught with abuse
of religious principles toward political ends, a path
strewn with the casualties of warfare, Muslim and nonMuslim alike.
The modern Sudanese educational infrastructure has
its proto-origins in the times when the need for learning
followed close on the heels of the call to Islam. Learning
the Quran, for example, necessitated the establishment of
khalawas (religious schools) affiliated with mosques for
teaching the Quran and Arabic literacy skills. Further religious education developed for the study of such topics
as fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence), literature comprising
praises to the Prophet, and exposition of Shari’a principles. This growth of Islamic education in the Sudan, concurrent with the spread of the Islamic religion itself,
continued through the seventeenth century until the
Turco-Egyptian administration that began in 1820 and
continued until 1881. With the centralized government of
the Turco-Egyptian regime, the foundations of the modern Sudanese educational system were established concurrently with the further development of the traditional
religious educational systems that began with the coming
of Islam.
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Missionary Education: It was during the TurcoEgyptian administration (1820-1881) that the foundations of a modern, centralized educational infrastructure
were put into place. Under this administration, missionary education was encouraged, and Christian missionary
societies were allowed to open schools such as the Khartoum Catholic School, begun in 1846. There were missionary efforts in the southern regions of Sudan, but not
as much educational investment as in the North. The
catholic missionary Daniel Comboni, with his Kordofancentered missionary drive in the Sudan, was successful
in developing vocational and technical education. The El
Obeid school in 1876 was training 100 young men in various trades, and to the South of El Obeid in Malbes, families were receiving agricultural training in 1881. About
200 girls and 300 boys were enrolled in the Khartoum
school by 1877, and the successes of Comboni were instrumental in Governor General Charles Gordon’s later
decision to promote missionary work in the South, paving
the way for the important achievements made in education through missionary efforts after the brief interruption
of the Mahdist regime.
The Mahdist regime (1881-1898), with its emphasis
on Islamic reform, brought a temporary halt to missionary education and to the centralized educational system
established during the Turco-Egyptian administration.
The Mahdia, or Mahdist regime, dismantled the work of
the missionaries and Turco-Egyptian administration, so
that by the time the Sudan was reconquered in 1898, the
only education to be had was in the small number of traditional religious schools allowed by the Mahdi and his
successor, the Khalifa ’Abdallahi (Reyero 1995).
Mahdist Reforms & Prohibitions: In order to understand the Islamic nature and character of educational policy in modern Sudan, it is very important to consider the
influence of the Mahdia, a revolutionary regime which
was ‘‘born by the sword, lived by the sword and perished
by the sword’’ (Zulfo 1980). The Mahdi was the leader
of this revolution who inspired and inflamed the Sudanese of his day to sacrifice their lives for the cause of
Islam, an inspiration which endures today in the form of
resistance to Westernization and the jihad (holy war)
against the South. The Islamic martyrs of this jihad are
held up as heroes of the faith, and institutions such as
Khartoum University boast the number of martyrstudents they have offered in the holy war to conquer the
southern rebels.
The legacy of the Mahdia was a jihad-inspired military takeover of the governmental administration of
Sudan, and the implementation of reformist, puritanical,
Mahdist Islamism, which oversaw the reactionary dismantling of the previous advancements made in education. The attitude seemed to be that anything tainted by
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foreign influence had to be done away with. Religious
schools in the vein of ‘‘true’’ Islam, or Islam according
to the visions of the Mahdi, were the only educational institutions allowed to continue during the Mahdist regime.
Condominium Educational Policy: In 1898 the
Sudan was reconquered by combined British and Egyptian forces, and up until independence in 1956, the country was governed by the Condominium administration,
which resulted from the signing of the Condominium
Agreement in Cairo on January 19, 1899, thus inaugurating the co-domini Anglo-Egyptian rule. From the beginning of the Condominium, Sudanese involvement in
education and employment quickly led to a level of political awareness that would later find expression in the nationalist movements toward eventual independence.
The first governors general of the Condominium administration, Sir Herbert Kitchener and Sir Reginald
Wingate, set in motion the educational policies that were
to guide the content and aims of Sudanese education. The
first Director of Education, James Currie, appointed in
1900, set in place the patterns that continued in one form
or another for most of the twentieth century. Currie’s system of education was envisaged as one that would allow
the Sudanese ‘‘to understand the elements of the system
of government.’’ Also envisaged was the preparation of
‘‘a small class of competent artisans’’ as well as ‘‘a small
administrative class for entry to the government service.’’ This limited system of education stemmed from
budgetary constraints and fears that an educated elite
would be dangerous for the status quo. When Gordon
College opened in 1902 as the next step for the first intermediate and secondary schools, it reflected a system of
education that was politically influenced and designed to
meet the needs of governmental departments rather than
the needs of the broader Sudanese populace of the North
(Holt and Daly 2000).
Under the Anglo-Egyptian rule, khalawas (traditional religious schools) were modified to incorporate secular
additions to the traditional Islamic curricula, and this
combination of the secular and religious became the basis
of elementary education in Sudan. Government supported kuttabs (Quranic schools) were encouraged in a
policy of cultivating orthodox Islam in favor of ‘‘fanatical’’ Islam. After the elementary levels, vocational training was introduced but limited to those being trained for
government service. The educational reforms were intended to prevent a revival of Mahdism and the resurgence of Islamic ideology hostile to the government.
Also under the Condominium administration, missionary education was begun anew by the Verona Fathers
(Comboni missionaries) and the American Presbyterian
Mission. But the activities of the missionaries were curWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

tailed and proselytism became a heated issue of debate,
because the government did not want to instill mistrust
among Muslims and provoke a reaction to perceived
sanctioning of Christian missionary proselytism. Concerns and questions notwithstanding, missionaries were
permitted to begin their work in the South. Missionary
work began in the North too, but with many prohibitions.
At first, the missionaries were permitted to open schools
in Khartoum for Christian children, but not Muslims,
until 1901, when schools outside Khartoum were opened
and were allowed to enroll Sudanese Muslim children.
But there was still much distrust and suspicion of the
‘‘foreign’’ schools and educational reforms. Rural Sudanese especially, but the general populace as well, preferred the traditional to the modern, the religious to the
secular. The strongest influence was wielded by the traditional religious schools, even when it became apparent
that there were many benefits to receiving vocational
training and a combined education with elements of both
the secular and the sacred. The traditional religious
schools represented for some Sudanese the backward
state of educational policy, but for others, in particular the
Islamic elite, the traditional elements of Islamic education were a protection of societal status, a buffer against
the evils of modernization and the imposition of a foreign
system of education.
Educational policy as implemented under AngloEgyptian rule was tied to the needs of the administration
and political service in that administration by the educated elite of the Sudanese. Gordon Memorial College, the
forerunner of today’s Khartoum University, was established to commemorate Governor General Charles Gordon. It became the center of the Condominium’s
educational system, and the all-male Sudanese student
body was educated and socialized after the European
model. Although westernized by having learned to speak
English and to dress like Europeans the students retained
traditional religious and cultural beliefs. The bonds of Islamic unity forged during the Mahdia in the stand against
the enemy were not to be so easily undone through policy
which could change the external, but which could not invade the inner being of a people’s awakened national
self-consciousness.
To cater to those students seeking a more traditional
religious education, the government-sponsored Islamic
Religious Institute of Omdurman was inaugurated in
1912. But unlike graduates of Gordon Memorial College,
graduates of the institute were not on a track toward eventual service in a government administrative capacity.
With the failure of state schools to provide enough places
for students, and to subsequently train them for jobs in
the administration, ma’hads (nongovernment institutes)
proliferated and offered students a traditional Islamic ed1293
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ucation—an alternative to the administrative-track studentships offered in government sponsored institutions—
but without the same potential for employment upon
completion.
With little opportunity for profitable employment,
the nationalist movement of the 1920s, and everincreasing perception that the Condominium administration’s educational policy was more for the benefit of its
own needs instead of the Sudanese populace, there were
calls for reform. As a result of such pressure for reform,
there were changes in the 1930s including the establishment of private schools, the coordination of educational
policy with Egypt, and attempts to standardize the curricula of mission schools in the South. After World War II,
there was expansion at all levels of education to deal with
the growing numbers of students, such as the opening of
postsecondary schools like the Khartoum Technical Institute, the Omdurman Higher Teachers’ Training Institute,
and a Khartoum branch of Cairo University, later to become the nationalized El Nileen University (University
of the Two Niles) in 1992.
Prior to independence in 1956, the failures, disparities, and discontinuities of the educational system under
the co-domini powers became glaringly evident. Illiteracy was rampant, as high as 86 percent, and only 10-12
percent of eligible children were in primary school. With
independence the nationalized government faced serious
challenges in expanding and modernizing the educational
system so that schooling would be available for all Sudanese, meeting the needs of a linguistically, culturally, and
religiously diverse population. It would be easy to blame
educational policy under the Condominium administration for the subsequent failures and problems encountered in the postindependence era. And indeed, it has
been argued that Condominium policy reinforced disparities between northern and southern Sudan, between Arab
and non-Arab, and Muslim and non-Muslim, the disparities that were to lead to the southern ‘‘problem’’ and the
interminable civil warfare of the postindependence era.
Education in the South: Both before and after the
Mahdia, the southern educational policy was influenced
by Christian missionary activities, and after the reconquest of the Sudan, the Condominium administration was
concerned with preventing a revival of Mahdisim and the
spread of Islamic radicalism to the southern regions. The
South was cut off from the North in terms of language
planning policy, educational policy, and employment
policy of the government administration that prevented
northerners from taking up government posts in the South
and vice versa.
Southern educational policy differed from northern
policy in that Christian missionary organizations were re1294

sponsible for educational development and planning in
regional spheres of influence relegated to the various
missionary societies. The South was economically backward and sparsely populated with a remarkable linguistic
diversity among tribal populations, some of them nomadic. Amidst a suspicious xenophobia sown among southerners during the slave-trading eras, the Christian
missionary groups met the social, educational, and developmental challenges of southern Sudan. The Verona Fathers (Comboni missionaries), the Church Missionary
Society, and the American Presbyterian Mission divided
the South into spheres of influence and proselytism under
regulations established in 1905. The Catholic educators
offered vocational, technical, and industrial training,
whereas the Church Missionary Society and the American Presbyterian Mission focused in their educational
planning on the development of literacy skills.
Unlike the educational system of the North, dominated by the modified Islamic religious institutions and government-sponsored kuttabs using Arabic as the medium
of instruction, the southern schools employed English as
the language of instruction, with the exception of Bahr
al-Ghazal, where Arabic was used. The southern schools
after Sudan’s reconquest were nearly all for boys except
for several elementary schools established for girls. At
the time of the reconquest, when missionary activities
were renewed after the Mahdist era, the missionary educators could not have foreseen the influence that their
policies would have on the future sociopolitical dynamics
of the Sudan, the cleavages between north and south,
Muslim and Christian, Arabs and non-Arabs, and ‘‘true’’
Muslims versus ‘‘other’’ Muslims. The challenges of
working among varied and linguistically diverse tribal
ethnic groups on a meager budget left little option but to
adopt a common language for education. The pidgen Arabic that was common at the time could just as easily have
been chosen, but Mahdist revivalism fears negated such
an option. Perhaps one of the many tribal languages could
have been used in education, but there could have been
no unity of educational policy and planning, and who is
to say whether such a choice would have been less divisive than adopting English? What is clear is that the adoption of a Western tongue, and the perception by northern
Arab Muslims that this represented a foreign intrusion,
later justified in the minds of Arab northerners the future
programs of Arabization and Islamization in the name of
Allah. It also legitimized the jihad against the southerners
to expel the foreign influence from the Sudan, the imposition of Shari’a law, and the establishment of a state
founded upon the platform of political Islam.
The Rejaf Language Conference of 1928 further legitimized the linguistic and educational policy that divided the North from the South and deepened the gap
between the Arab Muslim north and the African Christian
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and Animist south. The educational system in the South
expanded throughout the 1920s, but due to the differing
spheres of influence and the different approaches of the
missionary societies, there was a lack of uniformity in the
South that highlighted not only the North-South divide,
but also the interregional divides in the South.
Thus, the educational administration of the South
being an indirect one under the Condominium administration seems to have prevented the interregional unity in
the South that might have been achieved through a centrally coordinated policy of education. But although this
indirect rule facilitated cleavages along religious, regional, and ethnic divides, progress was made in training Sudanese nationals for government service in the South, in
facilitating development of literacy and technicalvocational skills, and in raising the level of awareness of
the southern Sudanese of themselves as a distinct entity
from the North as indeed they had been even before the
coming of the missionaries.
Whatever the failures or successes of the educational
policy in the South in forestalling capitulation to northern
aggression and the sword of political Islam, the resulting
divisions and cleavages underlined the fact that the southern Sudan was different from northern Sudan, and the
people had visions of their destiny which differed sharply
from the Islamic future that the northerners envisaged for
the South. The northern Islamic elite viewed the south in
a sense as their ‘‘lost brother’’ who needed to be brought
back into the fold of Islam (Abdel Wahab El-Affendi
1990).
With the movements toward nationalism and independence in the 1930s and 1940s, the fears of the Condominium administration began to be realized—the way
was being prepared for a postindependence sociopolitical
movement that advocated Islamization and Arabization
of the entire Sudan. The sociopolitical impasses between
North and South had been deepened through lack of unifying the country on principles other than exclusivist Islamism. It seemed that the advantages gained through the
particular educational policies in the South were eclipsed
altogether by the sociopolitical divisions. There was virtually no freedom of movement between North and South
in terms of employment opportunities for the educational
elite, and after independence it was the placement of
southern troops under officers of northern origin that
prompted mass mutiny and rebellion.
With the determination of the nationalists and Islamists to extend Islam into the South in the 1930s, the maturation of the discourse of independence, nationalism,
Arabization, and Islamization was well underway. After
independence in 1956, the educational backwardness and
state of underdevelopment of the South in relation to the
North prompted reforms oriented toward a strict policy
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of Islamization and Arabization to bring the southern regions into line with the Islamist vision for the newly independent Republic of the Sudan.
Postindependence Arabization & Islamization:
Since independence in 1956 the educational policy of the
Sudan has been influenced by the ongoing program of
Arabization and Islamization. But the Islamist vision has
been shown to be incompatible with the ethnically and
linguistically diverse populace of the Sudan, particularly
the South. Ideally an Islamic state recognizes the rights
of linguistic and ethnic minorities, and such a policy of
minority recognition remains the stated official line of the
Bashir regime as set forth in the constitution.
There are benefits to homogenization, but politicized
educational policy has been disastrous for those who
have resisted the eclipsing of their autonomous identity.
In the displaced persons’ camps, it seems that the Islamic
relief agencies such as the Islamic African Relief Agency
of the 1980s and the Da’wa Islamia, working under the
aegis of the NIF and government sponsorship, have been
more concerned with religious ‘‘needs’’ than physical
needs. The services provided by Islamic relief agencies
have been woefully inadequate, not meeting the basic
food and health needs of refugees, and the services have
been manipulated to ‘‘encourage’’ conversion to Islam.
The main focus of Da’wa Islamia, as Peterson (1999)
notes, was the providing of schools at the relief camps so
that displaced children could be taught according to the
Islamic curriculum of the Khartoum regime.
Through education, the Arab Umma hopes to regain
the ascendancy now being usurped by the West. In Sudan
the Islamists are using education to further religious doctrine, and they are manipulating the government social
services apparatus toward that end. As Peterson (1999)
has observed, ‘‘Islamists in charge have a firm grip on
power,’’ they are ‘‘unlikely to be displaced in the foreseeable future’’ and they intend to ‘‘Islamize all of
Sudan. . .spread their brand of political Islam far and
wide. . .[and] they will pursue a strategy of dividing and
overcoming those Sudanese who oppose them, and they
will work to gain support from groups and individuals in
the United States and Western Europe in order to soften
or end policies unfavorable to Sudan.’’ Caught right in
the middle of the conflict surrounding Khartoum’s policies and programs are the children of Sudan. In 1995 a
Nuba refugee named Yusuf said ‘‘The intent of the Government is complete and utter elimination of Nuba culture. Its intent is not new. I myself believed I was an Arab
until high secondary school; that is what we were
taught. . . .Our great concern is for our children. For the
last eight years, since 1987, there has been no education
for children’’ (Winter 2000).
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PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Although traditional religious instruction has been
combined with instruction in other subjects in Sudan’s
modern education system, Quranic schools are still an
important component of educating Sudanese Muslim
youth. Quranic schools existed as the first educational institutions in Sudan, and even today the Quranic schools
are the first educational experience for many children,
and there can be elaborate, formal ceremonies for pupils’
first admission to the Quranic school—for example,
shaving pupils’ heads and writing bismallah ar-rahman
ar-rahim, on the palms of students’ hands, committing at
the start the children’s education to the cause of Islam in
the name of Allah.
Classes in Quranic schools begin each day with a
morning session, followed by an afternoon session, and
a later evening session for students who cannot attend the
day sessions—for example, if they are enrolled in a primary or elementary school. Thus, students have the option of attending both Quranic and primary school at the
same time. The school week in Sudan runs from Saturday
to Wednesday, as in most Islamic nations, with the weekend being on Thursday and Friday.
Children normally begin study in the Quranic
schools between the ages of three and six. The curriculum
consists mainly of memorizing the Quran, and learning
the Arabic alphabet for this purpose. Equipped with a
wooden slate and a simple ink made of soot mixed with
gum, students are economically prepared to begin writing
the Arabic alphabet and sections of the Quran. Complete
memorization of the Quran normally takes around five
years, sometimes longer, and there are ceremonies at the
end of each of five stages of memorization.
Competitions for children to demonstrate their ability in reciting the Quran from memory offer rewards to
those students who have successfully mastered the memorization challenge. The Quranic schools are not without
their critics inside and outside the Muslim world. One of
the main criticisms leveled against Quranic schools, in
some cases by students who have gone through such
schools early on in their education, is the fact that rote
memorization and the ability to recite the Quran without
understanding are seen as pointless aims of the Quranic
curriculum. In many Quranic schools in countries with
non-Arabic speaking Muslim believers, there are students
who do not understand the words they are being taught
to chant with religious fervor, and hence there is no true
progress in understanding Arabic without the comprehension of memorized Quranic verses. To some, the ability of a child to chant the entire text of the Quran without
understanding the words is evidence for divine inspiration, while to others the practice denotes a futile use of
minds that could be put to better tasks.
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In the past, some Quranic schools did not always follow this tradition of memorization without comprehension—emphasizing instead poetry, composition,
arithmetic, and Arabic grammar in the curricula before
moving on to detailed study and memorization of the
Quran. There are critics of the Quranic curriculum, but
advocates argue that at a minimum, students are introduced to Arabic, and get a foundation for further instruction. It may also be said that the schools socialize
students into an Islamic community, instilling and inculcating respect for Islamic scholars and culture.
As Stephen Amin (2000) reported, going to school
can be a deadly undertaking for primary school-age children in the Sudan. A missionary-sponsored primary
school in Kauda Fouk, in the Nuba mountains of central
Sudan, was bombed on 8 February 2000, along with numerous displaced persons camps where Western aid
agencies were operating. At Kauda Fouk, four bombs
were dropped by a Russian-made Sudanese Airforce Antonov plane on the school where over 600 students attended daily. Ten children and a teacher were killed
instantly, while four more died in transit to the hospital.
Witnesses note that the plane had identified the schooltarget several days previously in a flyover of the school
premises, during which the terrified schoolchildren fled
from the school.
So why would the military directly target a primary
school? The answer, according to Ramadan Hamid, is
that Khartoum wishes to ‘‘create insecurity among civilians, in order to stop life supporting activities such as
schooling and farming, to give the civilians no other option apart from ‘peace camps.’’’ Another eyewitness explained, ‘‘The government of Sudan is not just trying to
fight us physically, they want to prevent even our education.’’ Khartoum’s strategy succeeded. After this attack,
surrounding schools closed their doors and students expressed their terror-stricken state of mind: ‘‘I will stay at
home, why go to school and die.’’
The young minds of many primary school-age children in Sudan are being terrorized, to the point that they
refuse to come to school for fear of being killed by more
attacks. The memories of bombed out classrooms, mutilated classmates, burned churches and mosques, have
been etched forever into their tender minds as victims of
fratricidal civil war atrocities. Intimidation and terrorism,
and the genocidal onslaught of the Khartoum regime,
have not spared the innocent children. Their education
has been one conducted according to the policy of intractable warfare, whose casualties number in the millions
of minds scarred by loss of family, dislocation, malnourishment, psychological intimidation, and desperate
privation.
In many refugee camps, school sessions for children
might be held under the shade of a tree, and instead of
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a blackboard there are markings in the dust. Among the
4.5 million plus displaced Sudanese, a whole generation
of children has grown up without any formal education.
In addition to severe problems with the provision of
social services among the displaced populations, statistics from the Sudanese Ministry of Education for the year
2000 reveal the existence of serious problems apart from
those school-age children directly affected by the war.
Out of 111,141 teachers at the primary level in the Sudanese education system, only 43 percent had received professional training. So not only are there problems among
the displaced populations and a total lack of education in
the South, but in the Sudanese education system outside
the war zones, there are serious problems including a lack
of trained teachers, poorly paid teachers who must resort
to handouts from students’ families, a lack of facilities,
and poor transportation to and from schools. On top of
all this there are the budgetary deficiencies resulting from
the diversion of funds to the war effort’s aim of crushing
the southern rebellion.
Pupil enrollment statistics for 2000 reveal the financial problems brought about by a war that devours around
half of the annual national budget, an estimated $1 million per day. Teachers are not paid, or severely underpaid, and at the preschool level (kindergarten and nursery
schools), only 349,306 out of an estimated 1.8 million eligible school-age children were enrolled in schools. At the
primary level, out of a targeted population of 6.6 million,
less than half (47.2 percent) or 3.13 million students in
the 6 to 14 age bracket were enrolled in primary schools.
The Ministry of Education explains that the meager enrollment rates are a result of the civil war. The buying of
munitions and military hardware has been a greater priority than paying teachers’ salaries and developing the educational infrastructure. An education system that should
have been a government-provided education free of
charge for all Sudanese has resorted to desperate measures to support teachers trying to educate less than half
of the school-age Sudanese children, a large proportion
of whom have been adversely affected by the war.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
In the context of a historical, traditional religious education, graduates of Quranic schools went on to an Ilm
school of higher learning where they would study a range
of Islamic subjects relating to literature, theology, and
law. Tafsir, the study of Quranic exegesis, passed along
the traditions for interpreting the sacred text of the Quran.
Literature studies centered mainly on the texts resulting
from scholarly commentary on the Quran, and the study
of the hadith focused on the traditions surrounding the
life of the Prophet Mohammed. Traditions governing
marriage, divorce, inheritance, and personal conduct are
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derived from how the Prophet himself had behaved and
conducted himself in his lifetime, but a modern application and interpretation of these traditions is necessary for
use in Islamic societies of today.
Fiqh, or Islamic jurisprudence, is the body of theory
surrounding the Islamic sacred law (Shari’a) that orthodox Muslims believe to be applicable not only to Muslims, but to all men and women. The various subjects of
the Ilm schools, fiqh, hadith, tafsir, madih (praises to the
Prophet Mohammed), sira (prose and poetic verse narrating stories of the Prophet), and Wa’z (literature discussing Islamic notions of paradise and hell) completed the
socialization process of students into the Islamic scholarly community. Students went on after graduating from
the Ilm schools for further specializations in fiqh or
hadith, for example at the world famous Al Azhar university in Egypt, or they went on to serve as prayer leaders
(imams), or judges (qadi) in their respective Islamic communities.
Understanding the influence of traditional religious
education in the Islamic world is very significant in explaining the development of the modern Sudanese educational infrastructure. As for many citizens in countries of
Africa, Islam represented for the Sudanese the ideology
needed for development and nationalization in the postcolonial, postimperial era. In Africa, leaders saw the need
for strengthening the moral character of their people, and
Islam provided a sense of community (Umma), society,
and dignity in resisting the imperialists. Islam provided
an identity amid the sweeping changes affecting their
countries.
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The early to mid-1900s was a time when Arab nationalism was sweeping the Islamic world, and Sudan
was not the only country, or the first, to address the challenge of how to best nationalize and develop a system of
education that would meet the needs of a generally uneducated, illiterate populace. In Sudan, an educated elite
had already developed a vision for such development,
and that vision led from the logic of nationalism and independence to the mass education of the entire populace.
This was one of the first tasks of primary importance to
the national government. But there were problems such
as a large population, about 10 million at the time of
Sudan’s independence, and an ever-increasing population
that equated with a need for building an educational system to accommodate not only the unschooled students,
but also the steadily increasing number of school-age
children who needed to be enrolled in the state schools.
The result of the fast-paced development meant that
schools were opened with large class sizes. Teachers
often lacked professional qualifications and training, and
the level of education was not adequate, especially at the
secondary level, and students were nominally equipped
for further studies. As in the Condominium era, education
focused on preparation for government service instead of
vocational and technical training, a repetition of problems inherent in the Condominium era educational policy. Independence in Sudan was not the result of a
revolution per se, but a transfer of administrative control
to the nationalists.
The schools that were inherited from the AngloEgyptian administration were nationalized under the unified educational system and brought under the control of
the state. In the South the subsidized missionary schools
came under scrutiny after independence. A report in 1954
by an International Commission on Secondary Education
had advocated transfer of missionary schools to government control and replacement of English with Arabic as
the language of instruction. Such insensitivity to the
southern dilemma went even further when in 1957, a year
after formal independence, the government proclaimed
its decision to nationalize the mission schools. They were
integrated into the national education system shortly
thereafter. More forceful measures were later taken with
the aggressive policies surrounding Arabization and Islamization, and six intermediate Islamic institutes were
opened in the South, new mosques were built, and Christian missionaries were not allowed to open any more
schools. Furthermore, Sunday as a day of rest was done
away with in favor of the Islamic juma’a, the Friday day
of Muslim worship.
The Islamic traditional schools and religious institutes in the North were also incorporated into the state
system of education, but they were never harassed as the
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mission schools in the South have been since independence. And although the integrated missionary schools
have been allowed to continue up to the present day, the
increase of restrictions since the Missionary Societies Act
of 1962 has resulted in continued interference and disruption over the years to missionary activities; and there has
been outright hostility as in the expulsion of missionaries,
and most recently in the bombing of the Comboni Primary School and the bulldozing of mission schools. In line
with other Arab countries, the Sudan instituted a policy
of Arabizing the schools that presented problems for the
southerners who had been taught until then in an English
medium of instruction environment. There was, therefore, no Arab-educated elite in the South as there was in
the North to institute such a policy of Arabization.
Modern Sudanese education at the secondary level
has inherited a system of education that incorporated Islamic schools and Islamic subjects, and the English medium missionary schools of the South, into a centrally
controlled national educational infrastructure—that has
evolved into a modern system of imparting the previous
elements of a traditional religious education, and also the
so-called secular subjects requisite for a liberal education
in the humanities, arts, and sciences.
The success of the system in passing along the Islamic traditions is fairly obvious, at least in the northern regions. But the failure to unify the country, and the
alienation, polarization, and enmity resulting from the
programs of enforced Arabization and Islamization of the
southern regions especially, can only be seen as dismal
failures to accommodate the needs of important elements
of postindependence Sudanese society. And this failure
has had ramifications for the educational system as a
whole, economically, socially, ideologically, and psychologically. Funds have been diverted for the war effort.
Transportation from rural areas to schools has been disrupted. And education has been used in the recruitment
of youths for the war effort against parents’ knowledge
and wishes in many cases. The government has even
gone so far as rounding up youths off the streets for conscription into military service, and they have withheld the
secondary school educational certificates of Sudanese
youth who did not enlist for service in the southern jihad.
Factionalization and fracturing of diverse societal components against each other in fratricidal slaughter represent symptoms of the graver problems underlying the
obvious deficiencies in modern Sudan’s educational
policy.
The meager statistics for school enrollment at the
secondary level reveal the modern failures of the educational system in Sudan to provide a basic foundational
level of schooling to the Sudanese populace. In 2000,
only 401,424 students were enrolled in secondary schools
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out of 2.22 million eligible students. The financial constraints in the midst of warfare have meant that students
must pay fees to support teachers who should have been
salaried by the state, and the financial plight of teachers
is only aggravated by the absence of school equipment,
supplies, and adequate facilities.

HIGHER EDUCATION
In discussing higher education and scientific
achievement in the context of historical Islam, it must be
remembered that the Arab Empire’s commercial blockade of the West imposed from the seventh to the twelfth
centuries left European urban society impoverished,
while the Muslim countries became economically and
culturally enriched through their control of trade with
India and the Far East. The indebtedness of the West to
the Islamic world has been de-emphasized to the point
that even the rebirth of learning and scholarship in Europe was at one time believed to have resulted from the
direct influence of Greek and Roman sources without any
input from the ‘‘barbaric’’ Muslims. In fact, the Arabs
had translated and preserved the classical works of antiquity, and when the Muslims occupied Spain, Sicily, and
southern Italy, they brought their high standards of scholarship and learning to be established in Muslim communities, part of the greater network of scholarship
throughout the Muslim world. Although the Arabs never
occupied all of Europe, they quite literally conquered
Western civilization by cordoning it off through their
blockade that extended from the Atlantic Ocean to Central Asia, preventing commercial interaction and cultural
exchange with the East. The Arabs preserved the writings
and cultural accomplishments of ancient Greece and
Rome, and they passed along their scholarship and forms
of educational systemization to Europe. That is to say, the
body of knowledge that Europe inherited from the Arabs
made possible the foundations of modern scientific inquiry. In mathematics the Arabs donated the foundational
numerals used for computation, and Arabic numerals replaced the unwieldy Roman numerals. The Arab’s mathematical bequeathal also included such advancements as
logarithms, algebra, and trigonometry. In other branches
of science as well, such as medicine, botany, natural history, and zoology, and the technical-vocational specializations such as paper manufacture, which the Arabs
learned from the Chinese, the Muslim world was centuries ahead of backward Europe before the Renaissance.
Today this historical bequeathal is an embarrassment of
sorts for a civilization such as the West, which in the history of human knowledge and systems of thought would
like to believe that it alone has always occupied the lofty
perch of the most advanced civilization in the world.
The European university was not a direct product of
the Islamic world, but the form which it was to take in
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the West from its inception in the Middle Ages, as a vitalized, corporately structured entity in the thirteenth century, resulted from what had been inherited from the
Islamic structures of higher education. Higher learning in
the Islamic world was organized along the lines of charitable trusts and endowments. A madrasa, or boarding
school for higher learning most often associated with a
mosque, was established through the gift of a benefactor,
and the income from the endowment, such as the rental
income from a property given or purchased as part of the
endowment, was used for paying teachers, funding student stipends, and other educational-related purposes.
The main purpose of such endowments was most often
the study and teaching of fiqh and Islamic jurisprudence.
Endowments provided for a given number of students to
study law, hadith, sufism, and other subjects in the madrasa. Teachers of the various subjects were supported by
the endowment, and the holder of an endowed chair in
a particular subject would be supplied with teaching
assistants much in the same manner as the needs of modern university departments are served by teaching and research assistants, part-time lecturers, and adjunct
professors.
Students would learn through exposition by a mudarris (teacher) in oral lectures followed by clarification
in tutorials and exercises supervised by teaching assistants, learning over several years the consensus of scholarship on particular legal and social issues of the day.
Those students wanting to move on to become teachers
themselves, or qadi, (judges) or muftis (Muslim legal experts), studied longer than other students, and they were
trained in ijtihad, the process of logical dispute and reasoning by which a consensus was reached. At this higher
level of learning, students received an advanced certification attesting to their competence in ijtihad, a higher level
of ijaza (educational certificate), which authorized them
to practice as teachers, judges, and legal experts within
the Muslim Umma.
The university that the Islamic world borrowed back,
so to speak, from Europe in the nineteenth century was
an institution replete with Islamic elements that were the
unrecognized inheritance earlier bequeathed to Europe
by the Arabs—the foundational knowledge in mathematics, science, and classical studies that made possible the
modern advancements and branches of inquiry—and the
organization of the educational infrastructure, including
the endowments and charitable trusts that made possible
the forms of higher learning that developed throughout
Europe in the form of university communities. Europe
took the borrowed system of knowledge in the Middle
Ages, organized this borrowed knowledge, and developed it into a corporate system undergirding the branches
of modern scholarship and scientific inquiry. So from a
‘‘borrower’’ in the Middle Ages, Europe became a
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‘‘lender’’ in modern times, retransmitting to the Islamic
world through colonialization and imperialization that
which Islam had previously transmitted to the West. The
branches of scientific inquiry and the system of education
had been changed and christianized by European scholars
and scientists, many of whom saw in God’s creation the
structure and orderliness of intelligent design, which man
(and woman) could discover through scientific inquiry.
To Christian minds, Christ was the force by ‘‘all things
consist’’ (Colossians 1:17). The Christian belief that intelligent design had resulted in an orderly creation
spurred some of the greatest minds in Christian Europe,
Isaac Newton for example, to diligently search out in an
orderly fashion, with scientific methodology, the laws,
structure, and composition of a marvelous creation.
Western civilization as a debtor to the Arabs, became a
debtor to the great minds who demonstrated what scientific advancements could be achieved in searching out the
orderly structures of God’s creation from the vantage
point of a Christian worldview. Both Muslim and Christian controlled governments had shown how scientific
advancement could be curtailed by religious interference
in politics, but the notion of freedom of conscience to be
enunciated in the Protestant Reformation that swept Europe in the sixteenth century was to liberate great minds
to do great works with fewer restrictions from overbearing interference by men of religion who sought to maintain their power base under the guise of religiosity.
In the Sudan, the western influence was represented
in the complex administrative bureaucracy of Sudan’s
Condominium government, the missionary schools in the
South, the establishment of Gordon Memorial College in
Khartoum, and various other social institutions transferred from the Condominium to the national administration at independence. The Islamic counterparts to this
influence both before and after the nationalist takeover
of the Sudanese government took the form of social institutions developed specifically for the purpose of fostering
the growth of an Islamic elite. The establishment and increasing influence of traditional Islamic schools and institutes such as the Islamic African Center of Khartoum
(Al Merkaz Al Islami Al Ifriqi bi’ Khartoum), formed in
1977 by the government to offer African societies an alternative model of modernization to the Western model,
was seen as a way to counteract the pervasive Western
influence. The center’s aim was to combat negative perceptions of Islam, and to reverse the work of the European imperialists and Christian missionaries through the
development of an Islamic educated elite, young Muslims drawn from not only the Sudan, but other countries
in Africa as well. The vision for extending Islam’s frontiers beyond Sudan was strikingly reminiscent of the
Mahdist Islamic vision.
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The high level of instruction in Islamic and Arab culture at the center under highly qualified teachers was designed to reinforce Islamic orthodoxy and improve the
general standards of education in communities throughout Sudan from which students had been drawn. The low
standards of education among Sudanese youth in the
1960s and the domination of anti-Western nationalist
thought in the wake of independence, inspired the Muslim political factions to more firmly embrace Islamization and Arabization as the vehicle for cultural
decolonization of the Sudan. Strictly speaking, the Sudan
had never been colonized because the joint administration under the co-domini powers represented a continuation of the Ottoman-style rule of the Sudan through
Egypt’s overlordship. But the effect was the same, and
of the co-domini powers, Britain wielded the real authority. In the process of de-emphasizing and reversing the influence of the West, the new Muslim-educated elite,
missionaries of the new Islamic revivalism (Al Sahwa Al
Islamia—Islamic awakening), were being prepared to
take on the challenge of competing with Western style
education, and Western-educated intellectuals. And from
this process of cultural liberation from the ‘‘West is best’’
ideology as well as the ‘‘Mecca versus mechanization’’
dichotomy (Eickelman 1999), there were studies done by
Islamists to analyze the possible models of Islamic teaching and research in the modern era.
Religious orthodoxy was needed to liberate the Sudanese from the shackles of European cultural colonization from Sudan’s recent past. But in southern Sudan, the
policy of Islamization and Arabization failed due to—as
Islamists themselves realized—the deep-seated rejection
of Islamization for ethnic and religious motivations driven by a desire for autonomy in the face of possible subordination to the new imperialist Islam. In the minds of
southerners, Arabization became equated with Islamization. As the loga al Islamiyya (the language of Islam), the
Arabic language was heavily freighted with the religion
of Islam, and the one entailed the other.
It was hoped that the formation of a new Islamic elite
from among the Sudanese youth would stimulate change
in favor of the Islamist vision for Sudan. Prior to the establishment of the Islamic center in Khartoum, a center
had been established in Omdurman in 1966, the Islamic
African Center, created by government decree and
housed in a building provided by the Sudanese Wahhabi
movement. But from the initial cultural Islamization
aims, the goals were to be transformed into the spread of
militant Islam, not taking into account the large sectors
of Sudanese society who did not want to be Islamicized,
or who did not agree with the propagation of militant
Islam—for example, nonfundamentalist, secularist Muslims of the North fearing the non- realization of their own
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vision for a multiethnic, multireligious, multicultural
Sudan.
The Muslim elite-in-training were expected to be
able to evince a dynamic image of Islam, and students
were trained in high standards of religious instruction.
Additionally, they were granted scholarships and free
maintenance allowances. The period from 1971 to 1982
saw the center transformed from having a cultural orientation to being militantly and fundamentally Islamist. By
1987 the center was also considering opening a center for
female candidates as well for the training of the new elite.
From the center, the students would go on to university,
for example, the Islamic University of Omdurman, or
with a diploma of Da’wa (extending the ‘‘call’’ to the
Muslim faith, Islamic proselyzation and preaching), they
were qualified as Muslim missionaries to propagate Islam
in Sudan and elsewhere. The ideology of Da’wa equates
with a militant, missionary activity in modern societies,
combining the secular studies with the religious, in the
formation of the ideal Muslim man. Of course, less importance was attached to the indoctrination of women.
Their role was one of subservience, to comply with being
driven from public view back to the domestic scene, behind the veil of religious seclusion. The center was defined by its opposition to Westernization, particularly
Western modernization brought about by the missionary
activities of the Christian organizations. Combating such
Western influence with an indigenous Islamic discourse
was a priority. After a governmental decree in 1992, the
center became the International University of Africa, a
model of an ideal African Islamic institution of higher
learning.
Other changes in this period included the reincorporation of the Islamic University of Omdurman as the
Quranic University of Omdurman, and the nationalization of the Khartoum branch of Cairo University, which
was reincorporated as the University of the Two Niles (El
Nileen University). The transformation of universities
posed new challenges for educational development in the
final decade of the 1900s. Finding highly qualified lecturers to fill teaching posts and integrating student populations from diverse backgrounds was difficult, but the
center was successful in that the young, modern, urban
youth were attracted to—and by and large successfully
initiated into—the Islamist vision being propagated by Islamic centers such as the Islamic African Center of Omdurman and the Islamic African Center of Khartoum. But
the effect on the Muslim to non-Muslim discourse cannot
be seen in any sense as a success. For militant movements
such as the brand of political Islam espoused by Sudan’s
NIF regime since 1989, compromise is not an option.
Strategic retreat perhaps, but never compromise.
During the 1990s there was a large increase in university student enrollment in Sudan. The number of new
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universities created in the last 15 years of the twentieth
century is impressive. But this expansion in numbers has
not necessarily been accompanied by a correlating
growth of educational services in terms of quality of education and scientific research. From 4,000 university students in 1990, university enrollment increased to 30,000
in 1999, and the number of universities mushroomed
from only 6 in 1989 to 26 in 1999. But as of the year
2000, the exodus from Sudan of qualified lecturers and
teachers to the oil-rich Gulf states continued. In Gulf
countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and the United
Arab Emirates, Sudanese educators could be sure of a
regular salary, a degree of stability, and adequate facilities for their professions. This exodus of Sudanese professionals has made necessary the hiring of foreign
educational professionals from Iraq, Egypt, Syria, and the
poorer countries of the Arab world.
The growth of the Sudanese university system occurred after the 1989 military coup of General Omer
Ahmed el Beshir, under whose administration a new educational policy was developed and implemented. This
policy became known as the New Educational Policy of
1991, and it involved a reorganization of the entire educational system. The new policy targeted the curricula of
state schools and the management of higher institutions
of learning. As of 1991, the Ministry of Education issued
orders instituting Arabic as the sole language of instructions at all levels of education, a directive which has not
necessarily been strictly implemented, for example at Al
Ahfad University where English remains the language of
instruction. In the words of the 1998 constitution, other
languages are ‘‘tolerated.’’ The directive seems to have
been aimed at the lower levels of education, in particular
the schools in the South where English is still used. The
Arabization of all universities and institutions of higher
learning has meant that any student wanting to go for
higher education in Sudan, must have a grounding in Arabic at the primary and secondary levels if he or she is to
have any chance of obtaining a university placement.
Also of importance, many universities were opened
under the new policy, and students studying abroad at the
time were requested to return to Sudan to enroll in one
of the national universities. Additional changes included
the reincorporation of the Khartoum Polytechnical Institute as the Sudan University of Science and Technology.
Also as a result of the New Educational Policy of 1991,
four new regional universities were established in Darfur,
Kordofan, the Northern Region, and the Eastern Region,
along with other specialized universities such as the Quranic University of Omdurman.
Additionally, the University Act gave the government authority over officer appointments for all universities, and according to this act all state postsecondary
institutions had to be affiliated with one of the state uni1301
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versities. The main criticism of the new policy has been
that it has been informed more by the politics of the day,
namely the politics of Islamization and Arabization, to
the detriment of multicultural diversity and plurality of
ideology instead of the recommendations of professional
educators.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
As part of a centrally organized system, Sudan’s educational institutions are tightly controlled by the Khartoum regime, and heavily influenced by the politics of the
day. The Ministry of Education has three branches. The
General Directorate of Education Planning is responsible
for the planning and implementing of public educational
policy, which includes:
• Development and implementation of planning policies
• Statistical data collection, analyses, and publication
• Personnel training and coordination
• Educational research and surveys
• Problem resolution
• Budget planning
• Conference and seminar sponsorship/participation.
The General Directorate for Training and Education
Qualifying is in charge of:
• Preparing training plans/programs
• Supervising the educational professional training
process
• Designing curricula for training programs
• Qualifying trainers for conducting specialized training sessions.
And the National Committee for Education, Science,
and Culture is responsible for:
• Cooperating with Arab and Islamic states in coordination of educational policy
• Organizing programs and national activities in education, science, culture
• Facilitating participation in international conferences.
The civil war has devoured the funds needed so desperately for education, not to mention the more basic
needs of food and shelter for the displaced populace. The
meager enrollment in the state schools testifies to the educational catastrophe that continues as many Sudanese
youths reach maturity without having been educated in
a formal, systematic manner throughout their formative
years.
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In an ideal Sudan, the Ministry of Education’s policies would ensure the provision of adequate educational
services as outlined by the General Directorate of Education Planning. According to the Ministry of Education,
these policies are centered on maintaining the plans and
programs of education according to a nationally envisioned, inclusive strategy, in line with the objectives and
educational policies prescribed by the government. A national educational strategy was devised by the NIFdominated Bashir-Turabi regime in June 1989. Their
government formulated and implemented the New Education Policy of 1991, targeting the national curricula of
public schools, the management of higher institutions of
learning, and the Arabization-Islamization of all schools
within Sudan—thereby tightening control over the process of religious and ideological homogenization.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
In 2001 less than half of eligible Primary school-age
students and less than one quarter of eligible secondary
school-age students are enrolled in schools; there are
thousands of displaced school-age children receiving no
education whatsoever; and sitting on the ground under a
tree is considered ‘‘school’’ by many students. It can be
argued that nonformal education constitutes the most important means of schooling in war-ravaged Sudan. In the
areas outside the famine zones relatively unaffected by
the fighting, there are schools filled with children. But in
the rural areas of Sudan, the educational process has suffered greatly. Erratic patterns of education and frequent
disruptions in the learning process are characteristic features of education in Sudan.
With more internally displaced persons than any
other country, Sudan poses tremendous challenges for
educators in working with the repeatedly displaced populace in refugee camps. Amidst such hardship, a sporadic
educational enterprise is conducted. According to the
U.S. Committee for Refugees (USCR), 80 percent of the
displaced population are very poor, spending about 80
percent of their income on food and meeting barely half
of their nourishment needs. In Khartoum, only one third
of the displaced children attend school. Such poverty
means that most of these children never will attend
school.
Rural Extension Programs: Among populations other
than the children of displaced war refugees, nonformal
education endeavors include programs to train women in
rural extension projects. Al Ahfad University, the only
university for women in Sudan, is a leader in this area,
and its School of Rural Extension Education and Development has made important contributions in areas such
as nutrition and health education, family planning,
women’s studies, and early childhood development. With
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over 4,600 students enrolled in the university, many of
whom participate in the rural extension programs, the
university has pioneered the contribution of educational
projects to communities who need help and training the
most. Other pioneering projects include the Ahfad Journal: Women and Change, the only professional journal
regularly published in Sudan today, reporting research on
the roles of women in Sudan, and the contributions that
women can make to the development of their communities. Ahfad University also sponsors educational initiatives such as the Sudan-American Foundation for
Education (SAFE), an organization that provides books,
journals, and educational supplies for use at Ahfad and
other universities. The secondhand materials donated to
this organization from schools and individuals in the
United States are a welcome contribution to the cashstarved educational sector in Sudan, and the materials are
put to good use.
As far as rural education programs are concerned,
Ahfad University has taken the lead in the nonformal education sector with regard to community outreach programs targeting the needs of women and the roles for
them as positive agents for change within their communities. Through Ahfad University’s Rural Extension Program, families in rural areas of Sudan are helped to
improve their quality of life. Students involved in these
extension programs live in rural areas, planning and participating in projects that help local women to educate
themselves, organize community projects, develop leadership, and earn certificates in training. For example, past
studies have investigated how women can become involved in small-scale economic enterprises to better feed
their families. Other projects have involved training
women how to implement better food-processing and
storage techniques and new technologies in water management and animal husbandry. Education videos and
films have been produced on health topics such as childbirth and midwifery, and also topics relating to the prevention of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis, STDs,
and malaria.
Education of women through such programs is very
important because the illiteracy rate among Sudanese
women is around 90 percent (Badri, Haga Kashif 1994).
Programs such as those sponsored by Ahfad’s Rural Extension Program are vitally needed to raise the level of
nourishment in the famine zones. Women, in the experience of aid groups, have been more honest than men in
controlling the food better and using it to nourish their
families instead of stealing and diverting it for the support
of militia troops, whether Khartoum-sponsored or rebelsponsored.
Since the establishment of the Sudanese Women’s
Union (SWU) in 1952, which was outlawed later by IslaWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

mists, and had to find other outlets for expression, the
level of women’s involvement in politics has varied, and
some important gains have receded in recent years. But
progress continues through nonformal education programs and rural extension outreaches such as those sponsored by Ahfad University. For example, issues such as
improving the standard of learning for women and girls,
healthcare and nutrition, literacy and numeracy, freedom
in decision-making, and economic and political empowerment will be addressed and hopefully improved.
The social predicament of women (Duany, Julia
Akery 1999) reflects the systematic gender-segregation
in Sudanese society. Access to education for women is
severely limited by traditional beliefs about women’s
roles and by familial inability to finance a girl’s education; if progress is to be made in empowerment and education of women, important steps can be taken at the
nonformal level of education.

TEACHING PROFESSION
The General Directorate for Training and Education
Qualifying in the Sudanese Ministry of Education is responsible for overseeing the qualifying and preparation
of educators and teaching personnel for service in the
teaching profession. Designing training programs and
curricula, and qualifying professionals for the educational training process, are among the directorate’s mandates.
Teachers and tutors for elementary and intermediate
schools, holders of Sudan’s Certificate of Higher Education, school headmasters, directors and supervisors, are
enrolled for both short-and long-term training courses in
university faculties of education throughout Sudan.
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By requiring enrollment in such training courses for
teachers and tutors who have never completed their professional qualifications, the Ministry of Education hopes
to raise the level of instruction in the public education
system. Since the New Educational Policy of 1991, and
the accompanying new curricula, the need has become
clear for refresher courses and sessions in basic subjects
including Islamic religion, education and educational
methodology, Arabic, English, Applied Arts, mathematics, and social studies. Specific training is offered for
teachers working among the displaced populations, but
one can only surmise as to the true agenda behind the educational process in ‘‘peace’’ camps to which forcibly
displaced refugees have fled to escape ‘‘starvation
traps,’’ violence, and government-planned deprivation.
For many, an education is obtained at the cost of being
socialized into the Khartoum- subordinate Islamist culture.
Grants and scholarships are made available to teachers for further professional development in areas such as
Islamic studies, education diplomas, math, technical and
vocational studies. But education in Sudan is generally
a subsistence-level enterprise. The war-induced poverty
of Sudan has translated for teachers into unpaid salaries
and poor working conditions, leaving teachers to rely on
students’ families for support and subsidy, and resulting
in an exodus of qualified teachers amidst the civil strife
and instability.

SUMMARY
It is an interesting fact that some of the very criticisms leveled against the Condominium educational policy have become the criticisms of the modern Sudanese
educational policy. Namely, education has been subordinated to the interests of the Khartoum regime whether to
conscript youths for service in the southern jihad or to Islamize refugee children in the so-called ‘‘peace’’ camps.
Rather than addressing the real needs of the entire populace, Khartoum has engaged in a protracted civil war
against its citizens in the South while maintaining a posture of compromise. And this pseudowillingness to hold
out the olive branch has meant that educational endeavor
in the South has come to a standstill.
In other regions of the country, education has suffered from the diversion of funds to the war effort and the
exodus of qualified teachers. The meager enrollment of
school-age children testifies to the failures of the Sudanese government in meeting the educational needs of
large sectors of the Sudanese populace. Such troubling issues prompt many questions. How will the alienation of
southerners be dealt with in future educational policy
planning? Will the accommodative ideals expressed in
the constitution be upheld to allow a limited degree of autonomy and freedom from coercion?
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What is clear though is that the Khartoum regime has
the upper hand in the civil war. It is very likely to win
the war, especially with the money earned from the oil
pipeline and refinery exports. How to rebuild after the
war and assimilate the displaced persons and populations
of the South in forging a national unity will be a responsibility involving future educators. A difficult task indeed
will be the rebuilding of an intact system of governance
and social service after so many years of fratricidal war
and bloodshed. The ‘‘lost brother’’ may be brought back
from the ‘‘evil’’ influence of the West to the fold of
Islam. But how many of the displaced Sudanese will survive this process? Will those who do survive merely bide
their time, regrouping for a number of years, until they
are ready again to assert their southern identity in resisting Khartoum?
The poisoned relations with the South, a poisoned
image in the worldwide community, and a poisoned record of human rights violations have no antidote but the
diluting passage of time. From Sudan’s experience with
political Islam, religion poisoned by political ambitions,
or vice versa, will continue to be seen by many—and not
just in the West—as yet another failure of a system that
combines and intertwines religion with politics to the detriment of social services and provision of basic educational foundations to citizens. The Bashir regime has
given ample proof that it is a ‘‘repressive system that survives by force.’’ The 1990s for Sudan were years that
gave ‘‘credence to the thesis that any government based
on religious fundamentalism and intent on propagating its
religious beliefs will by its nature be tyrannical, intolerant
of dissent, and prepared to use any means, including violence against its own people, to maintain itself in power’’
(Peterson 1999).
If only educational objectives had been formulated
to comprise solutions other than violent homogenization
and cultural extermination. If only tolerance had prevailed. If only there had been a genuine willingness to
compromise on all sides in light of the multicultural, multireligious, multi-lingual heritage of the Sudan. The poisoning of the education process is perhaps one of the
saddest results of the Sudan’s ongoing civil war. When
there is little or no education for the children, educators
have little hope of reversing the historical cycles of factionalization, violence, and bloodshed in the name of politicized Islamist religiosity.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Suriname, situated on the Atlantic coast of northern
South America, became a Dutch colony in 1667 and won
independence in 1975. Its population of 431,000 consists
of Creoles, East Indians, Javanese, Chinese, Africans,
and Amerindians, most of whom live in the country’s
narrow coastal plain and capital, Paramaribo. Dutch is the
official language, but English is spoken, as well as Hindustani, Javanese, and Sranang Tongo. In 1887 the first
government school opened, patterned after the Dutch
high school. In the 1940s the Dutch government divided
the schools into primary and junior secondary schools,
and a teacher-training college. A senior secondary school
and law school were added by 1950. The country’s Constitution of 1987 made education both free and compulsory from age 6 to age 12. More than 90 percent of the
children in the coastal areas attend primary school. When
the University of Suriname was established in 1968 (renamed Anton de Kom University in 1980), it absorbed
the School of Law and School of Medicine, and added
a School of Social Sciences. A need for trained technical
workers led to the founding of the Natural Technical Institute in 1973 and later the Commercial Institute. Since
the 1970s further changes in the educational system have
focused on the curricula of primary and secondary
schools.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Free access to education is guaranteed by the Surinamese constitution. Tuition is minimal at all levels.
About half the schools are public; the rest are religious,
most of them Protestant and Roman Catholic, which also
receive government funding. The education system comprises preschool, primary, junior secondary, senior secondary, and tertiary schooling. The country has about 400
primary schools and 5 high schools. The University of
Suriname has faculties of law, medicine, social science
and economics, engineering, and natural resources. Three
technical schools and five teacher-training colleges also
exist. Although many Surinamese speak only Hindi or
Javanese at home, Dutch was used in school until 1980,
when this rule was relaxed, but most of the textbooks and
other reading materials are still written in Dutch. The
school year begins October 1 and ends in mid-August. It
is divided into 3 terms, one 14 weeks long, another 13
weeks, and a third 12 weeks. The school day runs from
7:00 or 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
About 90 percent of all Suriname’s four- and fiveyear-old children enroll in preschool. The 16,000 children enrolled in nursery school in 1993 were taught by
about 600 teachers, virtually all of them female. After
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their second year, the children enter primary school,
which consists of grades one to six. In 1993 about 71,000
students were enrolled in 297 primary schools, an increase of only 7.7 percent over the previous 10 years.
About half of these students were enrolled in religious
schools. Successful completion of primary school is
based on an examination administered nationwide at the
end of grade six. Those who pass continue to one of the
junior secondary schools. Unsuccessful candidates remain at the primary level until they pass the exam or
reach the end of compulsory schooling.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary education consists of junior secondary
school and senior secondary school. In junior secondary
school, students place in one of six streams according to
how they perform on their sixth-grade examination. High
scorers attend general junior secondary school, a fouryear academic course that includes accounting, mathematics, physics, biology, and the like. Low scorers attend
the junior secondary general vocational school and take
a preprofessional course leading to further education.
Those who do not qualify for the junior secondary general vocational school may attend one of the three-year junior secondary technical schools to learn carpentry,
automobile mechanics, and other trades. Those with even
lower scores attend an elementary vocational school to
learn handyman skills; a vocational home economics
school to learn homemaking; or a special education
school. Of the 26,000 students enrolled in junior secondary education in 1994, some 49 percent attended a general junior secondary school, 31 percent were enrolled in
the junior secondary general vocational school, and 19
percent were enrolled in the terminal vocational and technical options.
Students in the general junior secondary stream take
an examination at the end of grade 10 to transfer to senior
secondary school. In 1997, about 54.5 percent of the students passed, and 39.6 percent failed out of the 2,788 taking this examination. Students with the highest scores can
enter a three-year academic stream, which offers courses
leading to university study. Those with lower scores may
enter a two-year senior secondary vocational stream,
which prepares them for areas such as law and journalism. Those with lower scores can enter a four-year teacher-training college for primary-teacher training, or they
can attend a commercial college to learn accounting, general management, or secretarial skills. Students who are
even less academically able may attend a junior secondary level elementary vocational program, a vocational
home economics program, or a special education program. Higher education is provided by the University of
Suriname, the Academy of Arts, and the Advanced
Teacher-Training College.
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ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The education system of Suriname is funded by the
Minister of Education and Human Development and is
regulated by the Ministry’s Directorate of Education,
which is represented in each of the 10 administrative districts by a district inspector. About half of all primary and
junior secondary schools are operated by religious organizations, mostly Hindu, Muslim, or Catholic that operate
with government subsidies. The religious organizations
maintain the school facilities and hire their teachers from
the graduates of the teacher-training college.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Training for preschool and primary teaching is provided through a four-year program at three teachertraining colleges, all of them in Paramaribo, though a
part-time program is offered in one of the other districts,
where students can study four days a week and at a teacher-training college on weekends. Training for junior secondary teaching is provided by the Advanced Teacher
Training College. Vocational and technical teachers are
trained at a special training college for vocational teachers. In their third year students learn pedagogical techniques and practice-teach in a school one day a week. The
entire fourth year is spent in practice teaching.

SUMMARY
Suriname’s schools generally are in poor condition.
Many of the schools in rural areas lack toilet facilities,
running water, or electricity, and many that were damaged during the civil war in the 1980s remain unrepaired.
When instructional supplies are provided, if they are not
stolen, they arrive many weeks after school begins. Conditions are so dire that the government has instituted a national construction plan, with financial assistance from
other countries. The interior regions have no junior or senior secondary schools. The quality of instruction also
varies between the urban and interior areas. Whereas
about half of students in the Paramaribo area qualify for
entrance to the academic track of junior secondary
school, only about 30 percent of students in the interior
do so.
Education is widely available, particularly at the
lower levels, and most Surinamese can afford to send
their children to school, but the number of qualified graduates remains low, mainly because of high dropout and
repetition rates, poor instruction, lack of education materials, and deteriorated school buildings. About 9 out of
10 Surinamese children start school, but fewer than 4 in
1,000 finish senior secondary school. Special programs
have been set up for those who never enter or who drop
out, but these programs cannot keep pace with demand.
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Apathy has also become a problem in the school system. Less than 1 percent of the students in teachertraining school want to teach. Morale among teachers in
the schools is low because of poor pay, poor facilities,
and a lack of teaching materials. Between 1980 and 1994,
teachers’ salaries declined by four-fifths in real terms,
thereby contributing to an outflow of qualified teachers
who could get jobs abroad. Many teachers do not come
to work although they continue to collect their salary.
Finding teachers willing to serve in the interior or distant
coastal districts has been a long-standing problem. The
practice of shunting academically weak and unmotivated
students into teaching leaves many teachers poorly prepared for their work. The system needs an entrance examination for teacher-training colleges that is separate from
the national examination so as to screen out unmotivated
and academically weak students, thereby improving instruction throughout the system.
Suriname receives some educational aid from a number of countries, principally the Netherlands and
Belgium. Dutch support has focused on providing instructional materials and supplies at the primary level,
particularly in the interior, developing apprenticeship
programs in vocational-technical education and supporting higher education. Much of the international assistance to education has been at the tertiary level, in the
form of assistance to the University of Suriname and
scholarship programs to support Surinamese students
studying abroad.
Despite these financial ties, Suriname’s economic
interests are increasingly shifting toward countries in
which English, Portuguese, and Spanish are the official
language. The dominance of Dutch in Suriname’s education system has slowed the development of a curriculum
that better serves the country’s needs. Suriname could
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strengthen its educational system by including instruction
not only in English but Portuguese and Spanish, especially as students advance through the higher grades. The
Ministry of Education needs better management so that
schools are repaired in a timely fashion, budgets are allocated equally among interior and urban schools, and
abuses are curtailed. By improving teacher training, the
number of well-qualified teachers would increase, and in
turn students would be better educated and more of them
would reach the higher levels of education.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Kingdom of Swaziland, surrounded by South Africa and Mozambique, is a country of rolling grassy hills
and pine forests covering mountains reaching up to 4,500
feet above sea level. It is the home of the Swazi, a grouporiented, Bantu-speaking people of Nguni descent who
settled in the region of what is today Maputo in Mozambique around 1600. Since 1967 archaeologists have
claimed that the Bomvu Ridge in the northwestern part
of Swaziland is the site of the oldest iron mine in the
world, confirming the belief that the knowledge of iron
had its origin in this part of the world long before its use
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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was discovered in the Middle East during the Neolithic
period. Exploration of open-pit mines and underground
adits revealed extremely ancient mining tools and some
charcoal that, when dated, established that Africans in
southern Africa had mastered the complicated process of
separating iron from iron ore already during the Middle
Stone Age, long before anybody in the rest of the world
had. Archaeologists also found mines exploited for their
black and red specularite. Black specularite, a highly valued glittering hematite, was used in the manufacturing of
cosmetics and other facial creams. Cosmetics made from
black specularite were valued because of their unique
quality of enhancing beauty. Red specularite was used in
funerary rites. Both black and red specularite were used
for curative purposes. Beads and bracelets found amongst
the chisels, hammers, wedges, and ax heads discovered
at the iron mining sites have led to speculations that
women assisted men in mining. These discoveries make
Swaziland the original home of the science of cosmetology and metallurgy.
In the 1700s the Swazi chief, Ngwane II, led a group
of his people over the Lebombo Mountains to what is
today southeastern Swaziland. There they came upon the
powerful state of Shiselweni whose people they united
with the Swazi. During the nineteenth century, the Swazi
came into conflict with the powerful Zulu nation. British
traders and Boers (Dutch farmers from South Africa) also
came to Swaziland in the 1830s. In the 1840s King
Mswazi appealed to the British for help against the Zulu.
In 1881 the British and the Transvaal governments guaranteed the independence of Swaziland. When gold was
discovered in the 1880s, prospectors rushed into the region and deceived the Swazi leaders who could not read
and write into signing away control of the land. In 1894
the British and the Boers agreed that the South African
Boer Republic would govern Swaziland. This remained
in place until 1899. After the South African Boer Republic lost a war with the British, Great Britain took control
of Swaziland in 1902. In 1963 it became a British Protectorate, and on 6 September 1968 the independent Kingdom of Swaziland under the rule of King Sobhuza II was
established. In 1973 the Ngwenyama (king) abolished the
constitutional monarchy imposed by the British and Swaziland became governed as a modified traditional monarchy with executive, legislative, and limited judicial
powers as are currently vested in King Mswati III. He
rules by decree, according to unwritten law and custom,
with the assistance of a council of ministers and national
legislature and the help of the Ndlovukazi (mother of the
king). Polygamy is legal in Swaziland and many Swazi,
including the Ngwenyama, have several wives.
Western style education was introduced into Swaziland in 1902 and was designed to provide an education
for the European children in this British colony. It was
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modeled on the segregationist system developed in the
Transvaal province in South Africa. By 1916 eight government-maintained schools for European children had
been founded and by 1920 free and compulsory education was available to all white children. The education of
Swazi children, which never became free and compulsory under British rule, remained primarily the domain of
the various Christian missions in Swaziland who established the first ‘native’ schools around 1900. By 1924,
some 17 percent of school-age Swazi children were attending missionary and government-controlled schools
where literary education was only provided in so far as
it was perceived to be ‘useful’ for Swazi children. The
emphasis was on agricultural and manual training. By
1929 the Swaziland Progressive Association advocated
the direct involvement of the Swazi people in issues related to education. In 1940 the British administration enacted the Native Education Proclamation, giving the
European Director of Education complete authority over
all African schools. This was challenged in the years to
come. In the years before the Second World War, the
British Colonial office moved to increase the amount of
education offered to Africans in the colonies and to increase literacy rates. This process was continued after the
War as colonies were prepared for self-rule.
In 1963, as the Kingdom of Swaziland approached
independence and saw as one of its goals the evolution
of a non-racial society, the racially segregated educational system which had been developed in South Africa was
rejected and a racially integrated school system was implemented. By 1965, there was a decreasing emphasis
placed on ‘industrial arts’ or manual labor and an increased emphasis on arithmetic, English, Zulu, and other
academic subjects in the syllabi for both primary and secondary schools instead. In 1968 a study authorized by the
Resident Commissioner of Swaziland recommended that
secondary education in Swaziland be reorganized so as
to meet an independent Swaziland’s need for a trained
labor force, which included specialized workers, bureaucrats and professionals. After Independence in 1968, the
goal of the new government was to attain universal primary education by 1985. In 1975 the National Education
Commission set new guidelines stating that education
should reflect Swazi life and custom and that the emphasis should not be solely on the academic, but also on the
practical. During the 1990s the Swaziland Ministry of
Education proposed a nine year basic education program
that diversified the curriculum and included both academic and ‘practical subjects’ such as agriculture, home
science, technical subjects, and commercial studies. Presently, further proposals are being made to increasingly diversify the curriculum at the senior level and increase the
number of practical subjects in order to support a larger
agricultural program. Today, in a country where the liter1309
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acy rate is between 70 and 80 percent, the debate continues over the relevance of and the changes which might
need to be made to the present educational system.
Traditional African society is, even in modern times,
centered around the homestead, the principal social unit.
As a result, traditional education, the responsibility of
the entire community, seeks continuity and intergenerational communication as parents and older relatives teach the young respect and obedience as well as
about their accumulated knowledge, ways, and traditions,
which are related to the child’s surroundings, to prepare
them not only for adulthood and employment, but for
every stage of life. Individualism is tempered with a
group identity which is created because all Swazi people
pass through various life stages together with their age
mates and are taught to share, cooperate, be generous,
brave, and loyal.
Through the process of colonization and the dominance of the Western style of life, Western formal education, which strives for change and relies on curriculum
and an abstract examination system, is an alien import
often in direct contrast to traditional African education
and values, which creates a dichotomy with the existing
traditional cultural value structures. Swazi students must
cross between these two cultures every day. Yet, little attention has been paid to helping them adapt to their educational environment, which is in total contrast to the one
they have inherited, and come to terms with Western formal education, which, though disruptive, is becoming increasingly important. Success at a Western-style school
is the prerequisite for formal sector employment. Swazi
parents generally wish their children to have access to
both a Western-style education and to be grounded in the
traditional practices of Swazi culture.
The process of acculturation and learning to live between cultures has been made even more difficult for the
Swazi child whose father is part of the migrant labor
force. Although Swaziland is primarily an agricultural
society and has a varied economy and rich agricultural
and mineral resources, most families have at least one
member engaged in wage employment, most of which
takes place in the gold mines and industries of South Africa. As Swazi children, even those born outside of marriage, can only gain family inheritance and status in
society through their father, it is extremely important that
they not only know their father, but grow up within the
cultural kinship structures which ensure their acceptance
and future identity in society. When fathers are continually absent, the place of the children in society often becomes ambiguous, and they exhibit negative attitudes
toward formal learning. It is likely that the absence of fathers could be part of the problem behind the high drop
out rate in Swazi schools and the relatively small number
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of students who go beyond primary school. As is the case
in the majority of Africa, AIDS is becoming a serious
threat. It is not yet apparent how this will affect educational patterns in the years to come.
Political, Social, & Cultural Bases in Education:
Swaziland has a traditionally British-style formal education system. This means that the structure of the education system reflects that of England, that English is both
a subject taught and the medium of instruction, that the
education is Euro-centric rather than Afro-centric, and
that the standards and rules for examinations are set in
England and not in Mbabane. As students are prepared
for the Cambridge Overseas School Certificate, the
higher education, which follows the school leaving exam,
will also be modeled along British lines, rather than according to African needs and criteria. While it can be argued that such an education gives those who are able to
succeed greater access to international education and research, it can also be seen as one of the reasons for the
high dropout rate. Since 1989 Swaziland has embarked
on a program to localize senior high school level examinations.
Until the mid-1970s Swaziland shared a common examinations board and university with the other two former British Protectorates in the region, Lesotho (the
former Basutoland) and Botswana. Even though Swaziland is landlocked and, except for the eastern border
which adjoins the People’s Republic of Mozambique, to
a large extent surrounded by South Africa, once itself a
British colony, its education system reflects little of its
neighbor’s system. Its dependence on foreign educators
means that multinational characteristics are apparent in
some of the developing educational structures. However,
even though the government of Swaziland spends 34 percent of its total budget on education, some of the main
challenges facing Swaziland’s educators have been a lack
of financial resources, which are needed to offset the
growing demand for well-educated local teachers, as well
as the need for literacy and vocational and technical training outside of the formal academic setting.
In modern day Swaziland a number of laws, which
directly address children’s issues, attest to the government’s concern with the rights and welfare of children.
A government task force educates the public on children’s issues. Even though the government does not provide free, compulsory education, it has a 99 percent
primary school enrollment rate. The government pays
teachers’ salaries while student fees pay for books and the
building fund. Because of the high dropout rate, about 25
percent of primary and secondary students do not continue to attend school, in some cases because parents cannot
afford the fees. Many capable youngsters find patrons to
pay their fees or obtain scholarships in order to continue
their schooling.
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
In the first post-independence National Development
Plan of 1969 and the 1972 Manifesto signed by the Imbokodvo National Movement, the Government of Swaziland proclaimed that education, whether in state
subsidized or private schools, was to be controlled by the
Government of Swaziland and an inalienable right that
all children and citizens have regardless of their capabilities. The bias inherited from the colonial school system
was to be uprooted, and students were to be educated not
merely as clerks, teachers, and nurses, but also in other
areas. As the purpose of education is to produce an enlightened and participant citizenry, its content must be
work-oriented from the primary to the higher levels. The
government sees as its goal the universal, free primary
education for every child of Swaziland and that merit and
aptitude will be the only criteria for selection into secondary and other forms of higher education. The government
will continue to provide special state bursaries and scholarships for higher education; improved and enlarged facilities for secondary education, with special extra-mural
facilities; and special schools and specialized educational
institutions for handicapped and retarded children. Love
for the land, loyalty to the King and the country, selfrespect, self-discipline, respect for the law, the highest
degree of knowledge, and the building of character are
the goals of education. The Manifesto emphasizes that
teachers are crucial in the implementation of Swaziland’s
educational policies and should be well provided for.
Swaziland has set and monitored its educational
goals within the framework of five-year National DevelWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

opment Plans. The First National Development Plan
(1969-1973) focused mainly on the expansion and improvement of primary and secondary education, the training of teachers, and curriculum development. A particular concern was the eradication of illiteracy and that all
Swazi citizens should be provided with an education appropriate to their needs and abilities and to the country’s
development requirements. Progress made in these first
five years after Independence was such that the Second
National Development Plan (1973-1978) could place emphasis on the restructuring and the raising of the quality
of education. By the time of the Fourth National Development Plan (1984-1988), the government was able to
focus on improving quality and relevance in education
and expand teacher training. While continuing dropout
and failure rates, overcrowded classrooms, and inadequate educational facilities indicate that many of the
goals were not met, the plan is evidence of the Swazi government’s commitment to education.
Language Policy: At independence Swaziland, like
most other African countries, faced the need to make a
choice regarding both the national and the official language they were to use. Such a decision involves practical issues of survival, such as economic trade and
development and international communication. There
were also issues relating to political, social, cultural, and
personal identity. In the Anglo and Francophone countries, the languages of the colonial powers were already
the official languages used for administrative, legal, and
economic purposes. They were, however, also the language of the oppressor, the one being asked to give the
indigenous nation its independence and leave. The na1311
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tional language, on the other hand, is the language of the
people, the language of pride, self-worth, and cultural and
national identity. It is the language that was ignored or
even ridiculed by the colonial power, and at best it was
a minor subject taught in school. It is, however, also a
language not equipped as a vehicle for wider communication and trade. Unlike many other African countries,
Swaziland has only one national language, siSwati. The
dilemma facing educators is that in the midst of the process of encouraging students to gain their own national
and cultural identity through education, there is the implicit suggestion that their own language is inadequate
and therefore inferior.
Though the education system was inadequate and the
formal education received by Swazi children was unequal
to that of whites, Swaziland, like most British colonies
and in comparison to some of its immediate neighbors,
had a relatively useful educational system at independence. However, English was the medium of instruction.
It was thus almost inevitable that English would continue
to be the language used in the classroom. Also, in 1966,
when Swaziland became independent, it would have been
difficult to provide secondary school education through
siSwati as the latter had not yet been developed as a written language. In 1967 siSwati was introduced as a school
subject and other languages such as Zulu and Afrikaans,
two of South Africa’s languages, were phased out.
SiSwati was tested for the first time at the Primary School
Examination in 1975, the Junior Certificate level in 1978,
and the Senior Certificate level in 1980.
The early years of primary school are generally
taught in siSwati, and English is one of the subjects
taught. English, as the medium of instruction for all subjects, is used exclusively from the secondary level onward. It is also taught as a subject. It is impossible to pass
either the Junior or the Senior Certificate exams without
passing English. The country’s bilingual education system causes some concern for educators. Psychologically
the learning of English, the requirement that students
speak it fluently to whose who speak English as a first
language, and the studying of all subjects in a language
totally foreign in style, cultural base, and concept to one’s
own, as well as having to compete with others in their
mother-tongue, is far too exacting a task for any but the
most linguistically talented students. It is highly probable
that this state of affairs disadvantages many students’
prospects and can be one of the reasons for the high failure and dropout rate. On the other hand, English is the
language of international access and studying in English
gives those able to attain the necessary language skills access to the international world of science, technology,
commerce, and politics as well as to the Internet.
Efforts to promote cultural identity and nationalism
through the regular use of siSwati have met with positive
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responses since it gained recognition as a written language rich in literature and vocabulary. In order to develop a sense of national pride and emphasize the
importance of having one’s own language, siSwati is
taught from a pure linguistic and historical linguistic
point of view at the university level. Local writers are
being encouraged to write within the local environment,
and book publishers such as Macmillan and Longman are
running writing workshops to further these endeavors.
Well-known writers from South Africa have given talks
at these workshops, and UNESCO has sponsored a research project which includes lexicographical field work
to promote the love, awareness, and importance of Swazi
culture.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Swaziland’s school system consists of twelve school
years. The seven years of elementary or ‘‘Junior School’’
(Grades 1 to 7) culminate in the Swaziland Primary Certificate. The three years of junior secondary school (High
School - Forms I to III) culminate in the Junior Certificate
(J.C.). The two years of higher secondary school (High
School - Forms IV to V) lead to the Cambridge Overseas
School Certificate (C.O.S.C.) at the Ordinary Level (O
levels).
There are very high dropout rates throughout elementary and secondary school. The government has insufficient resources to provide either enough secondary
schools or to provide alternate education or training for
those who do not complete elementary or secondary
school. Poverty and traditional constraints also play a role
here.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
There are very few preprimary or nursery schools in
Swaziland. Nearly all preprimary schools are privately
operated. Consequently, only a very small percentage of
Swazi children are enrolled.
Government-maintained primary schools in Swaziland cater to more than 155,000 students. Influenced by
the British colonial system, primary education consists of
seven levels. The first two years are called Grades 1 and
2, and the next five years are called Standards 1 to 5. At
the age of six or seven, children attend comprehensive,
academically oriented schools and study a core of general
education subjects. SiSwati is the medium of instruction
until Standard 2, and English is one of the subjects taught.
In Standard 2 the transfer to English is made. SiSwati is
then taught as a school subject. Other core courses offered are mathematics, Zulu, science, and social science.
Agriculture, home economics, physical education, and
developmental studies are also offered in some schools.
At the completion of the seventh year of ‘‘junior
school,’’ the Swaziland Primary Certificate exam, preWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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pared by the Department of Education, is administered.
The result of this exam is the most important criteria for
admission into secondary education or ‘‘high school.’’
However, because of the shortage of secondary school
places, passing the Swaziland Primary Certificate does
not guarantee admission into a high school.
According to official statistics, there were twentyeight primary school students per teacher in 1996. However, these figures are misleading as numbers vary dramatically in rural and urban areas.
Urban & Rural Schools: Often there are much older
children and even some adults in the elementary school
classrooms. This is not as common an occurrence as it
used to be when Western-style formal education was first
introduced and is not generally regarded as a problem either by the students or the teachers. Primary school teaching varies in the different areas and is largely dependent
on the qualification and level of sophistication of the
teachers. The latter will vary in the rural and urban areas.
The acute shortage of teachers has out of necessity led to
the use of unqualified teachers.
Repeaters & Dropouts: In 1993 the United Nations
Children’s Fund indicated a 100 percent enrollment rate
of the primary school age population. In reality, however,
the Swaziland Government predicted in 1992 that for
every hundred pupils entering grade one that year, only
22.4 percent would complete primary school within the
seven year time period and only 6.6 percent were expected to complete the entire secondary school cycle and
enter tertiary level education.
By the mid-1990s the national average for children
dropping out before reaching Grade 5 was 5.2 percent.
The dropout rate is higher in the rural areas rather than
in the urban areas where the best schools and the wealthiest people can be found, all of which leads to lower dropout rates. There were also more repeaters in the rural than
in the urban areas, and statistics released by the Swaziland Government show that 17 percent of boys repeated
but only 13 percent of girls did. Of those who dropped
out in the rural areas, most did so because of personal crises, the majority related to lack of financial resources and
secondly to pregnancy, rather than because of lack of academic readiness or qualifications. Inability to pay tuition
fees and purchase uniforms means that children are sent
home until parents can afford the tuition payments. The
need for boys to tend livestock, especially when the father is a migrant worker, leads to absenteeism and repetition. Because of the breakdown of traditional Swazi
culture and the absence of migratory fathers, women can
no longer depend on the institution of marriage and the
extended family to support them and their children. Thus
girls are often more highly motivated to attain a good education than boys are.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

SECONDARY EDUCATION
General Survey: Government and government-aided
secondary schools in Swaziland cater to more than twenty thousand students. Entrance into a secondary school
depends on whether students have passed the Swaziland
Primary Certificate Exam and whether there are seats
available in a secondary school. Only about one in five
students enrolled in primary school can go on to secondary school. Secondary education is neither free nor compulsory, fees are charged for tuition and books, and all
secondary schools are comprehensive and geared towards the goal of obtaining entrance to a university. Recently, more practical education in the form of optional
vocational courses are being offered.
Most schools provide study periods within the
school day for the preparation of homework. Extracurricular activities, such as sports and clubs, occur after the
school day. Many schools provide boarding facilities for
students. According to official statistics, there were 16
secondary school students per teacher in 1996. However,
these figures are misleading as numbers vary dramatically in rural and urban areas.
Curriculum—Examinations, Diplomas: Forms I to
III, the first three years of junior secondary school, lead
to the Junior Certificate (J.C.), administered originally by
the Examinations Council of Botswana, Lesotho, and
Swaziland but more recently by the Swaziland Ministry
of Education. Forms IV to V, the last two years of High
School, prepare students for the Cambridge Overseas
School Certificate (C.O.S.C.) examinations at the Ordi1313
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nary (O) level. Only three schools in the three countries
offer Form VI which leads up to the Advanced (A) level
examinations.

School, an international private school, not part of the
Swazi educational system, offers an A-level curriculum.

As the J.C. is the most common entry-level qualification for employment, there has been greater emphasis on
the curriculum for Forms I to III. Consequently, the syllabus leading up to the O level exam has often been unrelated to the syllabus of the previous years, causing students
to have to cram the entire syllabus into their last two
years of study. Today there is greater coordination between the two different levels.

Teachers: Secondary school teachers are, theoretically, trained at the postsecondary level. In practice, however, there is a severe shortage of qualified secondary
school teachers and those who are qualified will often
elect not to teach in remote areas or in areas where there
is no electricity or running water. Which courses are offered depends on the ability of an area to attract qualified
teachers. As a result of the teacher shortage, there is a
heavy reliance on expatriate teachers, in some areas as
high as two-thirds, supplied by the United States or
through the Peace Corps, for example. This state of affairs provides neither continuity nor cultural understanding of the pupils in the educational system.

The curriculum leading to the J.C. exam is based on
seven subjects a year, with forty 40-minute periods each
week. The core subjects are English—nine periods a
week; integrated science—eight periods a week; mathematics—seven periods a week; and siSwati—four periods a week. Four periods a week are devoted to either
development studies, geography, or history. Another four
periods are devoted to a practical subject such as agricultural studies, typing or bookkeeping, domestic science, or
woodwork.
In order to comply with the requirements of the
Cambridge Overseas School Certificate Examinations
(C.O.S.C.), the Swaziland Ministry of Education recommends that students choose the arts curriculum which
consists of seven subjects requiring forty periods per
week and the following subjects: five periods per week
English Language; four periods per week English literature; seven periods per week mathematics and biology;
five hours per week of either siSwati or French; four or
five hours per week of two subjects from the group Development Studies—geography and history; and five
hours per week of one practical subject.
Should students wish to follow the Cambridge Science Curriculum, the core curriculum consists of five periods per week of English Language, seven periods per
week of Mathematics, five or six periods per week of Biology, and eight hours per week of Physical Science.
Promotion at the end of each year is based on final
exams and on overall evaluation of the students’ work
during the year. The principal, the teachers, and the community set the grading standards. Often grading standards
vary. This is due to the fluctuating availability of teachers
and to the fact that some courses are often not taught in
the more remote parts of the country. Consequently, the
examination results do not always reflect the students’
aptitude for further education.
In an attempt to diversify the secondary school curriculum, Matsapha Swazi National High School offers an
increased number of courses in development studies,
home economics, and commercial subjects, as well as
the traditional academic subjects. Waterford-Kahlamba
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Vocational Education: Two types of technical and vocational education are available: Pre-service vocational
education in, amongst others, agriculture, commerce, or
nursing is obtained in a school setting within a formalized
system of education; and In-service, which is out-ofschool education where apprenticeship is the primary element of the program. Most of these programs, though
supported by the government, have been established with
foreign technical and financial assistance and are therefore influenced by foreign educational systems.
The Swaziland College of Technology (S.C.O.T.) in
Mbabane works in close cooperation with the University
of Swaziland, which is responsible for setting the regulations and awarding certificates to students who train to
be technical teachers at S.C.O.T. Certificates awarded
qualify recipients to teach at the J.C. level, and diploma
courses qualify recipients to teach through Form V. Certificates are also awarded in library studies and in English
proficiency related to technical studies.
During the 1970s the debate in Swaziland centered
around the concern regarding whether education should
be for a few or for all, whether quality should be stressed,
and how much tradition should be incorporated in regarding the need to adapt to modern technological demands.
It was decided that education should be integrated with
work, and students should be prepared at any stage for
life in predominantly rural communities. Accordingly,
subjects were introduced which would prepare students
to participate more fully in industrial, agricultural, and
community development and not only in the academic
areas. Today agricultural subjects, elective subjects in the
J.C. and O level exams, prepare students for practical participation in the Swazi economy and also qualify them for
further academic studies.
The Faculty of Agriculture of the University of Swaziland offers agricultural education at the certificate and
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diploma levels as well as at the degree level. The J.C. is
required for admission to the two year secondary-level
certificate course. The C.O.S.C. with credits in English
and mathematics is required for entrance to the two-year
programs that award diplomas in agriculture, agricultural
education, animal production and health, and home economics. All students undertake practical assignments,
some, for example, on the experimental farm run by the
university.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The University of Swaziland (UNISWA), the National University of Lesotho, and the University of Botswana, are offshoots of a common university. These
universities had their origin in the Pius XII College, a
Catholic University College which was founded by the
Roman Catholic Hierarchy of Southern Africa on 8 April
1945 on a temporary site at Roma. The objective of the
College was to provide African Catholic students with a
post-matriculation (high school exit exam) and religious
education. In 1946 the College moved to its permanent
site, and by 1959 it had 171 students from the original 5.
By 1963 the number of students had grown to 180 and
necessary facilities had been added.

The other two constituent colleges continued as the University of Botswana and Swaziland until July 1982, when
separate universities were established. The University of
Swaziland (UNISWA) has two campuses - one at Luyengo for agricultural faculty and another at Kwaluseni for
academic and professional courses. Undergraduate and
post-graduate degrees in the arts, sciences, commerce,
education, and law are offered. Courses are also available
in accounting, business management, and marketing. The
enrollment for the 1996-1997 academic year was 2,533
full-time students.
Admission to degree courses require the C.O.S.C.
with a credit in English language and in mathematics if
the student wishes to follow the B.Sc. program or the Matriculation Certificate of the Republic of South Africa,
provided credit has been gained for English at the Higher
Grade Level. Bachelor’s degree programs are generally
four years in duration with the academic year broken into
two semesters of fifteen weeks each. A final exam is administered at the end of each year. In the grading system,
the grade of A, a First Class degree, is rarely given.
Grades of B and C are considered very strong grades and
to receive a D is to receive a respectable grade. In order
to receive a degree, an overall D average must be obtained.

At that time there was a special agreement with the
University of South Africa in Pretoria, a distance education institution which examined the students and offered
degrees in Arts, Science, Commerce, and Education. In
the early 1960s, as apartheid legislation in South Africa
became more restrictive, problems arose with regard to
student residence requirements. Consequently, an independent, non-denominational university was established
by Royal Charter through the High Commission for Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swaziland. On 1 January
1964, under a Charter granted by Queen Elizabeth II of
England, the Pius XII College became an integral part of
the independent, non-denominational University of Basutoland, Bechuanaland, and Swaziland. In 1966, after
independence was granted to present day Botswana and
Lesotho, the name was changed to the University of Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland. Its first degrees in 1967
were offered in four-year programs in science and education and a law degree, which included two years of study
at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland. The University was funded equally by the governments of all three
countries, but the main campus was in Lesotho. There
was also no university presence in the other two countries
with the exception of the beginnings of the Faculty of Agriculture in Luyengo, Swaziland. After independence in
1966, campuses were established in Gaborone, Botswana
and Kwaluseni, Swaziland.

In line with the British influence, Master’s degree
programs are normally research-oriented, though some
coursework may be required. Masters degrees are offered
in the arts, science, and education. Ph.D. Programs are research-oriented. UNISWA’s professors are well qualified. Many are expatriates, which gives the university an
international character. Special care has also gone into
the funding and setting up of the library.

On 20 October 1975, the Roma campus in Lesotho
withdrew to become the National University of Lesotho.

Economic constraints, vast distances between cities,
and the remoteness of large numbers of the population in
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UNISWA’s Division of Extra-Mural Services
(D.E.M.S.) provides part-time studies in several fields
and has developed a distance learning program for the
Certificate in Adult Education that provides basic professional training to personnel already engaged in adult education. Prerequisites for admission are the Junior
Certificate in Education plus two years of relevant work
experience. Other alternative qualifications are considered. The Department also offers correspondence courses
based on the Cambridge GCE O-level syllabus.
Higher education is free for qualified students. Apart
from UNISWA’s two campuses there are three teachertraining colleges, two nursing colleges, various vocational institutions, and the Swaziland College of Technology.
The government provides adult education to improve literacy.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
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even a relatively small country like Swaziland make it
necessary for many people to obtain education, especially
higher, through distance education. It is thus not always
easy to distinguish between formal and nonformal education. The Swaziland International Education Centre,
which opened in 1973 in Mbabane, provides continuing
education for adult Swazis throughout the country. It supervises an intensive program of correspondence courses
leading to the junior certificate examination. Numbers
enrolled exceed 1,500 individuals per year, of whom approximately 1000 are over 20 years of age. The Emlalatini Development Centre, funded by the Ministry of
Education and sponsored by the Danish Development
Agency, provides alternative educational opportunities
for school children and young adults who have not been
able to complete their schooling because they have failed
to obtain adequate examination results. Through correspondence material, short residential courses and radio
they offer English, mathematics, social studies, science,
siSwati, religious studies, and home economics to students wishing to complete either their Secondary Education or vocational training.
The Swaziland government’s keenness to further education in the country is seen in the large amount of the
budget it allocates both to education and to telecommunications. By 1968 Swaziland Broadcasting Service made
9 hours of educational radio broadcasting per week available, by 1991 some 18 hours per week were allotted, and,
during school terms, one third of all week day programs
are directed to school use. The Ministry of Education,
aided by UNESCO, has conducted training courses in the
production of educational television programs and has
built a special studio for educational television program
production and broadcasting so that transmission can be
extended throughout the nation. Commercial companies
have also donated television sets to some schools.
The Institute of Development Management in Swaziland, with the help of funds from Canada, organizes
courses for middle and senior levels of management in
the civil service and state-run concerns. Telecommunications technical training is available at the Swaziland College of Technology. Swaziland also operates a Multi
Country Training Centre jointly with Malawi, Lesotho,
and Botswana.
In 1980, several African countries comprising mainly of the so-called front-line states, those countries most
affected by the political struggle in and most economically dependant on South Africa—Angola, Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Zambia, and Zimbabwe—joined together to form the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference
(SADCC). In 1992 they were joined by Namibia. In 1994
South Africa became the eleventh member of the organi1316

zation, which was then renamed the Southern African
Development Community (SADC). The role of these organizations was to encourage economic independence for
its members through the improvement of national and
inter-country communications infrastructures, the growth
of inter-country trade and cultural ties, and the mutual
support of each country’s educational system. By implementing joint training facilities and organizing joint training sessions in these countries, the Southern African
Transport and Communications Commission (SATCC),
one arm of the SADC, promoted cooperation in human
resource development. SATCC also promotes cooperation among the telecommunications administrations of
the region via the Pan African Telecommunications
(Panaftel) microwave network and satellite links, international gateway exchanges, and earth stations. These projects undertaken by Penaftel are vital for the furthering of
distance education both in Swaziland. Swaziland’s strong
telecommunications infrastructure, the high literacy and
educational level of its population, and its welldeveloped radio and television network make it a practicable proposition for distance education initiatives of organizations such as the Commonwealth of Learning.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Teacher training takes place at both the secondary
and tertiary levels. Programs are offered at both teacher
training colleges and universities. While the Swaziland
Primary Certificate is generally regarded as too low a
standard of admission, it may be accepted, especially because of the shortage of teachers. Most programs, however, require either a J.C. or the C.O.S.C. with passes in
English and mathematics. Students who are admitted
with a J.C. are expected to catch up with C.O.S.C. holders. Most programs require two years, some require three.
Programs at Swaziland’s three teacher training colleges:
• The Primary Teachers’ Certificate, requiring a J.C.
plus two years secondary education.
• The Secondary Teachers Certificate, requiring the
C.O.S.C. plus two years tertiary education.
The teacher training colleges also offer professional
certificates for in-service study. These range from lower
certificates for upgrading unqualified and underqualified
teachers to higher certificates for furthering the training
of qualified teachers.
Programs offered at the University of Swaziland:
• The Certificate in Primary Education, requiring the
C.O.S.C. plus three years of tertiary education.
• The Diploma in Education, requiring the Primary or
Secondary Teachers’ Certificate plus two years experience and one year tertiary education.
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• The Diploma in Adult Education, requiring the
C.O.S.C. plus four years experience and one and a
half years tertiary education.
The Secondary Teacher Training Program consists
of education courses and a basic core of English, social
studies, and the preparation of teacher aids. Students may
specialize in either home economics or elementary technology. They may also choose English, in which they
cover general composition and general literature, siSwati,
or religious knowledge as their major area.
The University of Swaziland offers university level
education programs which may lead to a Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.), a Concurrent Diploma in Education, a
Post Graduate Diploma, or a Masters of Education
(M.Ed.).
Unions & Associations: The Swaziland National Association of Teachers claims membership of 75 percent
of the nation’s teachers at all levels. The relationship between the Teachers Union and the Ministry of Education
is tense at times, primarily because the Education Ministry is answerable to the Swaziland central government,
and the latter, being more concerned about its politics and
finances than about the changing conditions in the nation’s classrooms, resents criticism of the nation’s education bureaucracy.

SUMMARY
Education in Swaziland needs to increasingly reflect
the character and the culture of the people themselves
without sacrificing either vocational or workplace preparedness or access to the international community. The
long history of colonization has called into question the
cultural and national identity of the people. Now the
threat is that international globalization and the attempt
to educate young people for a life in Europe or in the
United States, instead of in their own culture, or to be
merely marketable in the commercial arena once again
threatens the identity of the Swazi people. The reasons
for high dropout and high repeater rates are not necessarily to be found only in the school system itself. For the
children of Swaziland to succeed in school and for the educational system to be truly relevant with regard to both
the international and the domestic requirements of the
people, there needs to be closer collaboration between the
educational system and the perceived wishes, needs, and
anxieties of the general population. Parents who desire
that their children should be educated but, because of lack
of education or lack of personal involvement, feel alienated from the school system that educates their children
need to be included in decision-making processes. Greater dialogue between parents, educators, school administrators, and political, economic, and social leaders is
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

essential if the frustration many feel at the discrepancy
between expectations and possible achievement of academic and personal goals is to be reduced.
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SWEDEN
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Kingdom of Sweden

Region:

Europe

Population:

8,873,052

Language(s):

Swedish, Lapp, Finnish
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Literacy Rate:
Academic Year:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Libraries:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Teachers:

Teacher-Student Ratio:
Female Enrollment Rate:

99%
August-June
9 years
8.3%
12,189
1,702
Primary: 690,630
Secondary: 829,295
Higher: 275,217
Primary: 100%
Secondary: 140%
Higher: 50%
Primary: 58,365
Secondary: 78,732
Higher: 33,498
Primary: 12:1
Primary: 107%
Secondary: 153%
Higher: 57%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Sweden is a Scandinavian nation of nine million people living in a country of 450,000 km in size. Many of
the inhabitants live in cities in the warmer south. Much
of the state, particularly in the arctic region, remains
sparsely settled. Sweden’s government has evolved over
the centuries. It has changed over the years from an elected ruler to an absolute monarchy to the current government largely run by an elected parliament with a
constitutional monarchy. In 2001, King Carl XVI Gustav
survived an attempt by many voters in Parliament who
wanted to do away with the monarchy altogether.
Sweden in the 1950s throughout the late 1970s had
a standard of living that many civilized nations wanted
to emulate. However, in the 1980s and 1990s, Sweden
found itself battling high unemployment even as it wrestled with the problem of assimilating a fast-rising immigrant population. For a number of reasons, including a
shift from a liberal parliament to a conservative parliament, the government of Sweden undertook reforms in
every level of education in the early and mid-1990s, hoping to keep the literacy rate from plummeting and to increase the number of people with jobs. By 1995,
Sweden’s literacy rate reached 99 percent. In March of
2001, the country’s employment situation approached a
healthy state again, with only a 3.9 percent unemployment rate.
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Sweden is a European country with a comparatively
short history because of violent climactic changes many
years ago that drove residents southward. The area that
makes up today’s Sweden, together with connected nations today called Scandinavia, emerged after the
departure of the glaciers that had covered all terrain
for millenniums. Once woods, vegetation, and grains
emerged from the soil, predator and prey prowled the
land, followed by early homo-sapiens hunters from the
warmer lands to the south (in what is today Europe). Not
until 100 B.C. did Sweden’s climate warm enough to encourage wider settlement, approximately equaling
today’s climate by the eighth century. Thus, the culture
and lifestyles of the people here lagged far behind Roman
and Grecian civilizations.
That today’s Swedes are so literate is intriguing, particularly because early Swedes were a non-literate people, leaving no written records. Information about these
early Swedes comes from the observations of literate foreigners—mainly the Roman conquerors—plus secrets
that archaeologists have obtained digging in the earth for
artifacts such as primitive hatchets and arrow tips.
For hundred of years Sweden was a country beset
with widespread unrest. Most notably, chaotic conditions
were caused by invasions of warlike peoples such as the
Germanic tribes in the fourth and fifth centuries (A.D.).
Not surprisingly, the Swedish language contains words
drawn from the languages of its primitive, so-called
‘‘pagan’’ tribes, as well as Germanic and English words
that show the influence of invader and missionary alike.
The Swedish language is characterized as IndoEuropean, and it has much in common with Danish, Norwegian, and Icelandic.
Some Viking conquerors that invaded Europe came
from parts of Sweden, as well as from Denmark. The
early Christian missionaries (ninth through twelfth centuries) were intent on bringing their religion to serf and
king alike in feudal Sweden, but they brought with them
the gifts of reading and writing as they brought the native
people through the process of conversion. The first
schools in the country were cathedral schools established
in the twelfth century and common in the thirteenth century.
By the reign of Eric IX in the twelfth century, Sweden had become a Christian nation and would become an
official Lutheran country (under authority of the king) by
the early seventeenth century.
Sweden’s king united with the kingdoms of Denmark and Norway, late in the fourteenth century, under
the Kalmar Union. Then, Sweden fell for a time under the
domination of Denmark. The Danish King Christian II
massacred many Swedes in 1520 in the city of StockWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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holm, including the assassination of a senator who was
the father of the future Swedish King Gustavus I (14961560). Gustavus I, imprisoned by the Danes for a time
until his escape, was elected king by the Swedish Riksdag
(Parliament) in 1523. That event coincided with the secession of his nation from the Dane-controlled union and
led, in 1527, to the founding of a national Protestant
Church.
The Swedes built a powerful navy and became a
dominant political power in Europe under Gustavus I,
backing up demands with the use of force. Gustavus also
used force to extricate his country from the economic tyranny of the Hansas, the powerful north German tradesmen dominating foreign trade who banded together in a
federation of more than seventy cities under the feudal
mercantile power known as the Hanseatic League.
Sweden was one of the later nations in Europe to
begin schools of higher education. From the thirteenth
century, the country’s young scholars traveled to Paris,
France; Prague, Czechoslovakia; Greifswald in Pomerania; or to Leipzig, Germany, for their studies at the university level. At last in 1477, the Swedes established the
University of Uppsala with a charter granted by the Pope
in Rome. Following the dissent of Martin Luther with
some teachings of the Catholic Church posted on a Wittenberg church door in 1517, the Reformation swept
across Sweden, leading to a strong interest in learning so
that all citizens would become capable of reading the
Bible. Lutheran teachings were especially popular with
the nobility in Scandinavia, many of whom already were
chafing at the confining regulations of the Church in
Rome, as well as the church habit of taking properties it
coveted.
Gustavus I defeated the Germanic city of Lübeck in
1537, which allowed Sweden to defeat the tyranny of the
Hanseatic League and to emerge as an economic power
in Northern Europe. At the height of his power, in 1544,
Gustavus I ordered the cessation of the practice of electing a king in favor of succession to the crown by members of the Vasa family, starting with his male heir and
son, Eric XIV.
In 1571, following the example of the spread of
schools in Germany after the Reformation, Sweden
passed legislation authorizing the establishment of grammar schools that the nation’s youth could attend for eight
years. Sweden’s equivalent of secondary schools materialized in 1611. The state passed a law that added four additional years of education in selected cities that had
cathedral schools.
Sweden entered a long and violent period of aggression toward other nations under King Gustavus II, better
known as Gustavus Adolphus, who conducted an almost
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nonstop succession of wars during his time of rule from
1611 to 1632. The affairs of the country, at the height of
Sweden’s stay as a world power, were conducted by its
chancellor, Count Axel Gustaffson Oxenstierna (15831654). Following Gustavus Adolphus’ fall on the battlefield and early death, Count Oxenstierna wielded enormous power under the rule of Christina, daughter of
Gustavus II, who never married. During her short reign,
Christina was patron and backer of the arts, literature and
scholarly endeavors, but her enlightened attitude toward
learning was accompanied by near-diffidence toward affairs of state.
After she stepped down in 1654 to convert to Catholicism and to live in Rome, Christina’s throne was taken
over by her cousin King Charles X, although Count Oxenstierna remained a strong voice in national affairs.
From 1655 to 1708, Sweden continued its path of aggression, winning a war against Denmark but suffering a staggering defeat in battle on the soil of Russia. (A century
later, during the Napoleonic Wars, Sweden ceded Finland, its grand duchy, to Russia in 1809.)
The Swedish nation began to look to education as a
civilizing and stabilizing force in the late eighteenth century. That was a time of national concern and political
trauma following wars with Russia, Denmark, and Norway, and the 1792 political assassination of King Gustav
III, an enlightened but contradictory and power-hungry
despot, who spoke several languages and was passionate
about world literature, while he was in attendance at a
masked ball.
Literacy rates improved dramatically as the state emphasized the need to read and write. About half the population of Sweden was able to read by 1800. Nonetheless,
Sweden’s class-conscious society practiced a segregation
of upper class children from those perceived as belonging
to the lower class.
Sweden’s last war was a confrontation with Norway
in 1814. Since that time, most of two centuries, Sweden
has stayed neutral in wartime. It replaced its lust for warfare with a zest for quality education.
In the 1820s, Swedish thinkers began to consider
ways to reform schools in the nation, and perhaps the
most important educational development in the nineteenth century was the decision to make education compulsory. The state, looking for even greater success in the
development of an educated people, passed a law in 1842
requiring compulsory education of boys and girls. Sweden was a poor country then, and many of the 1.5 million
who left the land for America and other nations in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries did so because hunger
had become a daily nemesis. Emigration continued into
1930 but eventually lessened, as Sweden became an in1319
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dustrial power and an attractive state to dwell, following
the close of the 1940s It also became a welfare state,
guaranteeing citizens a free education and healthcare at
citizen expense.
Under the reign of Karl XV (1859-72), a system of
local self-government was adopted in 1862. Parliament
then was reformed in 1866, becoming bicameral; that
system lasted more than a century until Parliament became a unicameral system in 1971. The citizens of Sweden appointed members of Parliament via election. The
elected assembly in 1866 was hardly representative of the
Swedish population as a whole, and the nobility and special interest groups such as the Lutheran clergy were
given high status. Nonetheless, those who made a living
from the land, while generally not high in status, were unlikely to object given the harsh treatment of peasants and
serfs in nearby Poland and Russia.
Although participation was not compulsory, in the
nineteenth century Sweden’s brightest pupils, selected by
examinations, attended elite schools of learning. This was
changed by the state in 1904 into a ten-year program divided into the primary and junior secondary school (realskola) of six years, followed by four years in an upper
secondary school referred to as the gymnasium.
At that time, a fifth of Sweden’s population lived in
Stockholm, the capital, and other cities, and many more
were destined to move to urban pockets from rural areas
to work in industry throughout the twentieth century;
Swedish leaders thought the time was right for improvements in education. Swedish industry, communications,
and government all found a place for educated or vocationally savvy youth. The twentieth century saw Sweden
thrust from an agrarian economy into an industrialized
society. Perhaps as a civilizing influence, throughout the
twentieth century, Swedish schools at every level have
emphasized theater, music, and the arts. This influence
harkens back to theater-loving Gustav III, whose own assassination ironically later was the subject of a fictive
opera by Verdi, ‘‘A Masked Ball.’’
Massive changes occurred in Sweden in the 1990s,
as public opinion soured on the government after years
of high unemployment, soaring taxes, and government
welfare spending. After more than a half-century with socialists in the ruling party, the Moderates were voted into
Parliament in 1991, with Carl Bildt as prime minister.
As of 2001, school and university decentralization
continues to take the power to govern directly out of the
government’s hands and puts much decision-making directly into the hands of educators at the local level. The
Swedish Parliament outlines its objectives for quality education and the education of teachers. Individual administrators at Swedish schools strive to fulfill those
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objectives. In the 1990s through 2001, many in Sweden
talk about a need for further reforms. Although literacy
is high, scores by Swedish youngsters on standardized
tests have been disappointing when compared to scores
of similar youths from other developed nations.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Sweden’s Education Act mandates that all local municipalities make available preschool activities for infants
and children one year to six years old. In addition, many
municipalities also have private preschools operating in
their area as well. Such schools are not compulsory, but
many families choose to have their children admitted.
The state’s interest is to assure the safety and development of children, offering all an opportunity to secure the
best education possible with the assistance of local authorities. The preprimary level of education is not graded.
The Swedish Parliament passed a statute in 1962, decreeing that students be compelled to attend a comprehensive school for nine years. Prior to that time, students
were compelled to attend an elementary school of seven
or eight years’ duration and a junior secondary school or
secondary school for girls.
The higher educational system in Sweden was dramatically overhauled again in 1989 and in the 1990s. Before these reforms, Parliament and the Ministry of
Education and Science, with assistance of various national education boards, determined Sweden’s educational
policies.
After the reforms were implemented, these boards—
the National Board of Education (for compulsory
schools) and the National Board of Universities and Colleges—were done away with in the early 1990 and the
system of education was essentially decentralized. This
gave Sweden’s institutions of higher education more control and power over admissions, as well as increasing authority for self-government.
In the year 2001, Swedish students from seven to sixteen years old attend grundskola (compulsory school).
Each municipality is responsible for the students in its
district; students who wish to attend another municipality
for its academic offerings may do so, and their own municipality pays the tuition. (This is similar to the U.S. system of vouchers). Swedish is mandatory from age seven
up (although those natives who have another mother
tongue other than Swedish can make that their compulsory language). English is mandatory when students reach
ten years old; substitutions for other languages such as
German or French can be made as students go into higher
grades.
Educational Philosophy: Sweden’s educational system stresses equal opportunity to get an education for all
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citizens. At every level of education, tuition is free, as in
compulsory schools (grades one through nine) are all
other school-related expenses. While the government sets
standards, the burden to provide a quality education falls
on smaller Swedish governing units known as municipalities.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Structure & Organization: Sweden’s school system
oversees the state’s compulsory schools and voluntary
schooling. Until the 1990s, the government directly controlled the schools. Reforms agreed upon by the state
began to take place in the 1990s. Instead of governmentrun schools, a system of decentralization was put in place
to give local authorities more voice in the running of
schools. Ever since, the government has acted in an advisory role as the setter of academic standards for all
schools to strive to reach.
Several significant reforms were enacted between
1995 and 2001. All vocational upper secondary schools
must offer a three-year program, a full year more than
prior schooling. Programs in secondary school and higher
education allowed for greater self-sufficiency on the part
of schools and less rigidity on the part of the government.
Finally, institutes of higher education instituted improvements in choices available to students and in degree system requirements.
Areas under compulsory school are as varied as a
statewide compulsory basic school system, schools for
the Sáámi native peoples of northern Sweden, special
schools for children with impaired hearing, sight, or
speech, and compulsory schools for persons adjudged to
be mentally handicapped. Sweden’s voluntary schools
make up such educational units as upper secondary
school, education for mentally handicapped adults, and
municipal adult education.
State schools do not charge for tuition or expenses
related to education. The state assumes all costs for teaching materials, computers, media services, school meals,
health care, and transportation to schools.
Sweden is a world leader in the establishment of low
pupil to teacher ratios. Swedish primary schools, according to 1993 figures, have a 17:1 preprimary ratio, a 10:1
primary grade ratio and a 9:1 secondary school ratio of
pupils to teacher.
Financial Aid to Students: Swedish citizens not only
have a fundamental right to an education, but they have
the reasonable expectation that the state’s central government will do all in its power to pay for much of that education. The philosophy is that a well-educated citizenry
is more likely to lead to a prosperous society that is low
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on crime and benefiting constantly from the fruits of its
citizens’ labors. Consequently, Sweden spends an astounding 8.3 percent of the Gross National Product on education, far more than most nations do.
Primary through secondary education is fully paid
for by the government. At the level of higher education,
for example, the government pays the tuition of its students up to approximately the age of forty-five. While it
does not pay for living expenses and textbooks, it does
make student aid such as grants and loans available—
based on the individual student’s income, not that of a
spouse or parent. There also are certain time restrictions
that an applicant must follow. Most aid gets cut off after
six years, although exceptions are sometimes made for
students pursuing doctoral or professional degrees that
often take many years to finish. Students also must show
evidence of satisfactory progress toward a degree.
Not all Swedish students wish to attend universities
in Sweden. In the event that a student pursues an education at a recognized foreign institute of higher learning,
he or she may be eligible for government assistance.
Enrollment: Sweden’s figures of enrollment demonstrate the country’s great success in enrolling most of its
population in classes. For example, 100 percent of all
youngsters eligible for compulsory school at the primary
level do attend. At the lower secondary level, also compulsory, 99 percent of males and 100 percent of females
attend school. These figures are for 1990-1995.
With regard to higher education, according to NAE
figures, the total number of undergraduate enrollments in
1997, the last year such figures were available, was
300,400 students.
The Academic Year: The school year at the primary
and secondary levels in Sweden is broken into two terms.
The two terms combined add up to forty weeks and must
total 178 or more school days and twelve holidays. Students attend classes Monday through Friday. The fall
term begins in late August and ends just before Christmas
holiday season in December. The spring term starts in
January and ends in June. There are some variations in
the school calendar from one locale to another.
Attendance is compulsory up to age sixteen. Students attend a minimum of 178 days and a maximum of
190 days annually. Students attend the first two grades
for six hours daily. Older grades require them to attend
eight hours daily.
The academic year at institutes of higher learning in
Sweden is divided into two semesters. Although there is
no official religious break during the academic year at
Christmas, lectures usually are suspended at that time.
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The autumn semester goes from mid-August to midJanuary. The spring semester goes from mid-January to
early June.
Courses & Qualifications: After Swedish undergraduate education was reformed, students were empowered to
choose their path to graduation more independently and
to have greater freedom to take course electives of interest to them. Courses taken in prescribed fashion at many
universities are part of an educational program.
In spite of greater freedom, undergraduates adhere to
a Degree Ordinance that sets forth requirements for
courses to be taken depending upon the area of study. In
general, colleges set forth requirements and recommendations when their faculties establish a curriculum that
satisfies state standards for a quality education.
Depending upon the program, an undergraduate degree can take a student between two and five-and-a-half
years to earn the first degree. A course may be as short
as five weeks or as long as eighteen months. In general,
students are expected to devote about forty hours per
week to full-time study. One week of full-time study
equals a single point. One semester of full-time study is
the equivalent of twenty points. Many programs require
undergraduates to successfully complete either a degree
project or thesis.

• A three- or four-year degree representing the satisfactory attainment of 120 points or more for a Bachelor’s degree. At least 60 points must be in the major
subject for this degree. A thesis or major project is
mandatory.
• A Master’s degree awarded for at least 160 points,
representing at least four years of study, with a thesis
and at least 80 points in the major subject.
Education for Ethnic Minorities: Sweden’s population of nine million mainly speaks Swedish and is highly
homogenous in many respects for centuries except for its
pockets of nomadic tribes and Finns, as well as the twentieth century influx of immigrants.
Sweden’s ethnic minorities may be divided into
those peoples who are native to the land and those who
have come to the country in search of a better life and opportunities in a nation long known for the general health
of its economy. Ironically, challenges to that economy
have come from the admitted immigrant groups.

In Sweden, professional and general degrees are two
kinds of first degrees. The professional degrees, upon
completion, satisfy requirements for specific professions
such as medicine or teaching. The general degrees are
these:

First to be examined here are the native peoples or
Lapps. Lapland is the area made up of Sweden, Norway,
Finland and the former Soviet Union’s Kola Peninsula
where the Lapps or Laplanders live. This ethnic minority
only is made up of approximately 65,000 people, perhaps
20,000 of whom live in Sweden, where they are known
as the Sáámi. Those that dwell in Sweden make a living
as reindeer herders and other occupations. Their native
language is one of several related dialects described as
Finno-Ugric.

• A two-year Diploma after studies amounting to at
least 80 points

Missionaries in the seventeenth century often forced
Sáámi children to attend missionary schools whether the
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children and parents wanted an education or not. In 1632,
for example, a school for Sáámi was established in Lycksele, Sweden. The hope was that natives could learn
Swedish, develop as Christians, and that some would
serve as missionaries among their people throughout
Lappland.
The state established so-called nomad schools in
1913. The aim was to provide a basic education even as
the children retained much of their own culture. Children
are given the option of receiving an education in a state
school or in the so-called Nomad schools.
In 2001, Sáámi children are able to choose between
attending government Sámi schools or regular municipal
nine-year-compulsory schools where they can also receive instruction in Sámi as well as Swedish. In 1950, a
high school was constructed in Jokkmokk that offers
courses in Sámi culture to natives and non-natives. Since
1974, offerings in Sámi were made available at the University of Umea and the University of Uppsala.
Owing to the influx of immigration that has led to
the settlement of more than one million foreigners in
Sweden, the Swedish for immigrants program is intended
to provide a knowledge of Swedish as a second language—as well as a good introduction into the state’s
customs and society. All municipalities must make sure
Swedish for immigrants’ classes are made available to
new adult immigrants. Often, one or more municipalities
will combine their services to offer multiple class
choices.
The National Agency for Education has taken a
strong interest in the education and vocational training of
immigrants and refugees, always stressing the rights of
the child and a respect for native and immigrant cultures.
The curricula stresses a respect for the values present in
other cultures even as it prepares students to exist in a society different from their own.
While stressing the need to learn Swedish as a second language, the curriculum also stresses the need for
non-native speakers to learn about and respect the culture
of Sweden. Fluency in Sweden is stressed so that the nonnative speakers can benefit fully from educational opportunities presented to them in the Swedish system of secondary education and higher education. The National
Agency for Education takes a supervisory role to assure
that municipality schools and private schools educate
non-native-speaking children in accordance with all NAE
rules and recommendations.
Technology in the Classroom: To assess the usage of
computers in primary and secondary schools in Sweden,
the National Agency for Education has conducted biannual surveys since 1993. According to the 1999 survey,
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the last year for which information is available, the number of computers purchased for use by administrators,
faculty and pupils increased dramatically in the late
1990s, owing perhaps to the widespread use of the Internet. By 2001, many schools put up web sites that explored some of the educational programs and student
extracurricular interests at these institutions.
In 1999, for example, the NAE reported the purchase
of nearly 40 percent more computers compared to 1997,
reducing the number of students sharing a single unit.
Less dramatic but still impressive increases in computer
purchases were also reported in 1999 by municipal and
county upper secondary schools—a 22 percent increase
from 1997. Independent upper secondary schools increased their number of computers by 91 percent from
1997 to 1999, making one computer available for every
three students.
Sweden also has come closer to the goal of assigning
a computer to every schoolteacher. According to the
NAE, six primary-secondary teachers share every computer, while only two upper secondary teachers share a
computer. All teachers at the independent upper secondary schools are assigned their own computer.
Textbooks: At the higher education level, students assume the cost of their textbooks, which may be written
in Swedish, or in some subject areas, in English.
Curriculum & Evaluation: Sweden has opted to standardize what is taught in its preprimary classes and in its
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compulsory schools up to the ninth year. This is done
through the adoption of a formal curriculum for preschools and compulsory schools. The state approves a national syllabi and sets forth its formalized educational
objectives.
Each school and municipality has a certain freedom
in determining how those objectives are to be carried out,
but accountability is ensured by evaluation of all pupils
in their fifth and ninth years in compulsory school. For
example, in rural areas, schools may consist not of single
classes but rather several grades in a single school facility. There is no single teaching method preferred by the
state.
Private Schools: In the eighteenth century, the general
public had grown dissatisfied with church schools. A
need arose for the formation of private schools, including
specialty private schools for female and vocational education.
In the second half of the nineteenth century, however, the growing excellence of public primary and secondary schools caused private schools to lose some of the
popularity they had enjoyed.
In the twentieth century, private schools received the
benefit of a voucher system that has drawn interest from
private school educators in the United States. The National Board of Education in 1991 took the responsibility for
direct school management under the control of municipalities, and it gave parents a choice (in many urban locales) of either state schools or private schools for their
child’s education.
Of the some 850,000 pupils in Sweden, one percent
attend one of only about 200 private schools in Sweden.
These mainly are situated in the large urban population
centers. The National Agency for Education grants these
schools accreditation and makes sure they conform to the
same regulations adhered to by public compulsory
schools.
Students are not compelled to attend state schools if
they attend a private, parochial school with comparable
standards and requirements to state-mandated education.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Childcare, Preschool, & Nursery Schools: Sweden’s
push for educational reforms has included childcare and
nursery schools since 1998. The state delegated responsibility for their supervision to the National Agency for Education (NAE). The NAE oversees childcare, including
preschool children and nursery schools. The state also
provides after-school childcare sites that look after children younger than seven years old, while their parents are
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at work or pursuing educational opportunities. The last
state regulations for activities in after-school care were
written in 1998.
Local constituencies follow goals for childcare and
preschools established by the Swedish Parliament, the
Riksdag. Thus, even allowing for individual needs of one
locale from another, the government requires certain
goals and procedures that remain consistent throughout
the state. Responsibility for carrying out those objectives
falls directly upon the National Agency for Education. To
ensure future reforms and continuous updating as technology changes and new educational theories are considered, the NAE also is responsible for educational research
and development.
Primary Education: In the seventeenth century, following Gustav Adolphus’ attempts to improve and expand university education in Sweden, the nation imposed
a sense of civic responsibility on local communities, asking them to provide elementary education for the well
being of the citizenry. Church law limited the focus of the
curriculum to reading and religious instruction, the purpose being more to elevate or save the souls of children
than to elevate their minds. In 1842, the voluntary aspect
of education was removed, and law introduced compulsory education. From that time, the curriculum became
more expansive, and the focus no longer was on Bible
readings by 1870, but on a broad range of academic subjects.
Compulsory primary education was established in
1842 for the earliest grades. One hundred years later, reformers worked to expand compulsory education to the
age of 16. Since 1972-1973, primary education became
compulsory for the first nine years of schooling, encompassing all of primary school and the first two years of
secondary education. Some children begin primary
school at age six, but it is only compulsory at age seven.
The Education Act allows parents to choose either a public or private school for their children’s compulsory stay
in school.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Under Gustav Adolphus, the reformer, the state
began to support secondary schools known as the gymnasia with schools established in the towns of Västerääs.
Sträängnääs, and Linkööping. These offered classes in
classical languages, religion, the sciences, mathematics,
and geography, along with optional local course offerings. They were preparatory classes intended to prepare
students for rigorous university classes. Instead of generalists, scholars were specialists called senior masters. The
language of instruction was Latin. Students learned to
read and showed their mastery of a subject by memorizing and reciting material.
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In the late nineteenth century, secondary education
was shaped to prepare students for the intellectual rigors
of university life. As secondary schools improved in
quality, the dependence on private tutors, who were engaged by families wanting the best education for their
children, lessened.
Grades seven through nine are compulsory and refer
to Sweden’s system of lower secondary education. Swedish school authorities often lump primary and lower secondary education together, referring to the first nine years
of school.

Pupils no longer are ranked against one another
under the reformed system, but rather are measured in
how well they fulfill goals for the course and obtain mastery of the subject. The National Agency for Education
determines the standards to decide grades of fail, pass and
pass with distinction for national courses. For local
courses, the education board establishes fail, pass and
pass distinctions with guidelines for each. Students may
repeat failed courses once and, with special permission,
twice. The grade goes on the final leaving certificate.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Upper Secondary Education: Upper secondary
schools are not compulsory. Nonetheless, approximately
98 percent of all students voluntarily continue schooling
in the three-year program after they turn sixteen. State
law compels Swedish local municipalities to provide an
opportunity for upper secondary education without
charge.
As of 2000, students going on to upper secondary education may choose from a wide variety of vocational and
college preparatory programs. Students may attend upper
secondary school until turning twenty. At that age, they
would be required to seek an education through adult
upper secondary education.
In 1994, the curriculum for upper secondary school
was reformed. The Education Act defines the school’s
basic role and program objectives. Each municipality
chooses an education plan.
In Sweden, there are sixteen national programs, providing a general education or the groundwork of preparation for advanced study. All national programs possess
important core subjects such as English, mathematics,
natural sciences, civics, Swedish and religious education.
About 95 percent of Sweden belongs to the Lutheran
Church, and the figurehead monarch of Sweden must belong to the Lutheran Church or abdicate.
These subjects are divided into courses. Depending
on complexity and difficulty, courses may earn a student
50, 100, 150 or 200 points toward graduation. Courses
are graded, and graduates fall into three categories: those
who pass, who pass with distinction, and who pass with
special distinction. Graduates are awarded the leaving
certificate and a transcript summarizing courses taken
and grades earned.
In addition to the above, upper secondary school is
open to those with learning or physical disabilities that
need additional time and teacher aid to complete all subjects in the curriculum successfully. Having fewer programs (such as college entrance subjects) than the
aforementioned upper secondary school, the secondary
schools for students with disabilities tend to offer programs more vocational in setup.
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In the medieval ages, a universitas was quite unlike
the sophisticated places of learning of modern times,
amounting to a sort of guild of scholars with interest in
learning. Back then, a universitas existed with a charter
granted by the Catholic pope. Because of the charter, religious studies were always associated with these early educational gathering places that often amounted to study
sessions in rented rooms. As merchants became successful in trade, many wanted their sons to gain social skills
with other sons of influential men and to acquire knowledge of use throughout life. Society possessed a need for
educated persons as clergy, secretaries to courts, physicians and other professional positions.
The first universities in France, Germany, England
and Italy were founded when feudalism was at its height,
unlike the founding of the University of Uppsala in 1477,
a strong feeling of national pride resulted in an attempt
to collect and organize the historical records of Sweden.
The best known historian of the day was the scholar and
university teacher Ericus Olai.
The university received little support and actually
folded in the sixteenth century (1510) under Gustavus
Vasa, then was reopened, with little additional support
until early in the seventeenth century when there was perceived a need for educated public servants. The university in 1595 reopened and had no connection to Rome.
Gustav Adolphus undertook a reform of the University of Uppsala, in part to halt the flow of young scholars
out of the country who had to seek an education in other
countries. The university received a large endowment
from Gustav Adolph, increasing the faculty size and curriculum offerings. At first the main reforms were in the
subject areas of theology, accounting and philosophy.
Sweden took the important step of adding a medical
school in 1663. Also in the seventeenth century, a law division was offered.
According to the writings of historian Franklin D.
Scott, even some peasant lads were permitted to obtain
a university language in the seventeenth century; they
paid their way by begging and by singing.
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Other important institutions of higher education followed. Universities were built at Dorpat in 1632, Åbo in
1640, and Lund in 1668.
The Swedish state has, from the inception of higher
education in the country, taken governing authority and
responsibility for the education of its students. Even two
former private universities, the University of Gothenburg
and the University of Stockholm, respectively became
state universities in 1954 and 1960.
The higher education system was extensively reformed in 1977. Nearly all postsecondary education was
included in a single system, as the state created a uniform
system that reached every level of postsecondary tertiary
education. Reforms in 1977 and 1979 established broader
policies for higher education, making entrance requirements into many study specialties far more rigorous than
they had been.
In general, Swedish schools of higher education became far more selective. Higher Education programs
were categorized into five specialties: administration and
economics; technology; teaching, healthcare and medicine; and cultural work and social care. There also was
greater emphasis on increasing the research component
in schools of higher education. These reforms were the
result of nine years of planning and discussion that followed recommendations by a 1968 higher-education
fact-finding committee.
Another reform established by the government in
1977 was a cutoff point for the number of students that
could be accepted by schools of higher learning. The decision on where to draw the line on the number of acceptances passed from the government to the institutions
themselves during the transition to autonomy status during the 1993-1994 school year. Institutions were given
some leeway to accept more students than the ceiling
calls for if the institution can demonstrate it does so without relaxing its standards for a quality education for all
students.
Both government or institutionally controlled
schools are free of tuition in Sweden. That makes universities and colleges competitive since they must limit
themselves to a certain number of acceptances each year.
The aforementioned changes in the administration of institutes of higher education in the 1990s also resulted in
the various institutions of higher education becoming
generally more competitive. Also outlined were ways
that independent colleges and universities can be established with the authority from the state to grant degrees.
The reforms also expanded the system of electives
for students, giving those enrolled more flexibility in
choosing studies reflecting their own professional and
cultural interests. After the Swedish Parliament adopted
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reforms in 1992, the following year the Higher Education
Act governed the system. The reforms led to a 50 percent
increase in student enrollments in less than a decade. As
of 1996-1997, just under one-third (30 percent) of Swedish upper school graduates attended a Swedish university
or college within five years after finishing their secondary schooling, according to figures supplied by the Swedish Embassy in the United States. First-time enrollments
annually reach 65,000.
Female students enroll in slightly higher numbers for
undergraduate studies than do male students, according
to 1996-1997 enrollment figures. In 1996-1997, some 57
percent of all higher education students at the undergraduate level were female for a total of 300,400. However,
at the postgraduate level, women only made up 37 percent of all students, numbering approximately 17,000 females. The figures for undergraduate and postgraduate
schooling include part- and full-time studies.
Instruction at the higher education level often is in
lecture format to hundreds of students, as well as in seminars of about thirty students. The language of instruction
is usually Swedish. Much course literature is in English,
however.
Admissions: Swedish institutions of higher education
require students to show evidence of completion of certain preliminary requirements. In addition to basic qualifications that are the same or similar at all higher
education institutions, there are special qualifications and
requirements for many specialties and programs. Basic
requirements are certain standards set for all applicants.
In general, students meet requirements if they hold a diploma from a Swedish upper secondary school or if they
have a mastery of Swedish and equivalent qualifications
from a foreign secondary institution. Applicants from another country may need to take and pass an intensive preparatory course in Swedish. Also requisite is a reading
and speaking knowledge of English.
A certain number of admittance slots are held for
new students. If applicants exceed places, selection is
made on the basis of upper secondary grades or a voluntary national university aptitude test. For areas such as
medicine, special tests of skills and interviews may be required.
Student Unions: It is mandatory for all students enrolled at Swedish institutions of higher learning to join
student unions. These associations are dues-supported.
Reminiscent of (though little resembling) trade guilds of
the medieval era, these latter-day unions work to benefit
students and to serve their interests. The unions have
elected officials that give the students a voice in the
state’s educational system. They provide students with
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recreational, social, and visiting speaker opportunities.
They also provide some welfare benefits at a time when
student opportunities to earn an income are lower than
they will be following graduation.

• Senior lecturers hold the doctorate and are mainly
engaged in undergraduate teaching and research.

Nationally, the majority of unions belong to an umbrella group known as the National Association of
Student Unions (NASU). NASU in 2001 serves approximately 200,000 students in Sweden.

• Lecturer appointments do not mandate that the candidate hold a doctorate. All faculty involved in
teaching must demonstrate satisfactory teaching
skills to obtain an appointment. Research assistants
are often doctoral students or graduates seeking a
full-time teaching position.

Healthcare & Disabled Students in Higher Education:
All citizens in Sweden are entitled to medical care paid
for by the government. In addition, each university and
college operates health centers with healthcare professionals on staff.

Swedish higher education is under the supervision of
the Ministry of Education and Science with one main exception. That exception is: The University of Agricultural
Sciences is supervised by the Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Fisheries.

Students with disabilities are given special attention
by Swedish universities, and in recent years there have
been modifications of facilities on most or all campuses
to meet the requirements of students with special needs.
Universities are required by the government to apportion
up to 15 percent of annual undergraduate expenditures to
meet the needs of the disabled. Other funding options
from the government and private sources also are available to institutions of higher learning.
The government maintains a central office to coordinate the disbursement of state funds benefiting disabled
students that are awarded institutes of higher education.
The national coordinating office is located on the campus
of Stockholm University.
Academic Appointments: Since the 1993-1994 academic year, when institutes of higher education were
given great autonomy by the state, individual institutions
received complete authority to appoint staff and establish
teaching chairs. The state, through the Higher Education
Ordinance, continued to mandate the categories of academic appointments. Also, following procedures established by the state in 1986, academic duties may include
any or all of the following responsibilities: teaching, research, counseling, educational and administrative duties.
University academic appointments are state civilservant positions. These appointments under four categories in descending order of importance: professors, senior
lecturers, lecturers and research assistants.
• Professors’ main responsibilities are to research and
supervise post-graduate studies; they also perform
some teaching. Research has held an elevated place
in the Swedish national consciousness for hundreds
of years. In the eighteenth century, the esteemed natural scientist Carolus Linnæus (1707-78) was awarded a seat in the Swedish House of Nobility. Also in
the eighteenth century, astronomer and mathematician Anders Celsius (1701-44) was the Swede who
created the Centigrade measurement system.
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Economic Aspects of Higher Education: In 1993,
Sweden’s government introduced sweeping changes in
the way it disburses funds for undergraduate education.
The new system is said to be results-oriented. What that
means, in essence, is that continued and additional funding is given out by state agencies based upon specified
criteria met or exceeded by colleges and universities.
More than half (60 percent) of the annual government
grant is drawn up based upon the number of credit points
earned by students. The rest (40 percent) is directly dependent upon the number of full-time students enrolled
at a particular college or university.
After the Government decides upon amounts of aid
based on this formula, moneys are paid by the state to
each college and university. Money for post-graduate education and research are paid through one funding source.
Undergraduate education is paid for through another
source. Parliament also pays for such expenses as campus
upkeep, classroom furniture, and updated equipment.
The entire maximum allotment that an institution
might receive is legally set up in a three-year ‘‘education
task contract’’ agreed upon by the Ministry of Education
and Science and each institution.
Postgraduate Education: Postgraduate education is
offered by a relatively small number of Swedish universities (for example, Gothenburg, Linkööping, Lund, Stockholm, Umeää, and Uppsala), the Karolinska Institute
(Stockholm), Luleää University of Technology, the
Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm), the Stockholm School of Economics, Chalmers University of
Technology (Gothenburg), the University College of
Jöönköping, and the University of Agricultural Sciences
(Uppsala).
Postgraduate education requires an applicant to have
completed an undergraduate program equivalent to at
least three years’ full-time study. Admission to a specialty requires an applicant to have completed at least sixty
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points in the specialty subject. A faculty admission board
assesses each applicant’s potential to complete doctoral
studies.
Postgraduate education leading to the doctorate is
generally the equivalent of four years’ study, coursework,
and dissertation research and writing. The doctoral student is assisted by a committee and senior faculty members who provide individual supervision. The dissertation
must receive a defense and is graded pass or fail.
In place of doctoral studies, some students pursue a
licentiate degree which is a research degree normally taking two years, the equivalent of a master’s degree in the
United States. Some who get this degree later elect to
pursue doctoral study as well.
Many generous means of support are available for
students pursuing postgraduate studies. Money is channeled to university faculties to be given to students for
fellowships or teaching assistantships that can be renewed up to four years. Other money for qualified students can be obtained by working on funded research
projects.
Vocational Education: Vocational education in Sweden began long before it was established as an industrialized nation. Christopher Polhem, an engineer, is credited
with being the first to begin a technical school in 1697.
Vocational education received considerable state
support in the 1940s. Following World War II, vocational
education began to fall under the province of the state’s
authorities, and by the 1970s, this system was fully implemented in Sweden. During the late 1980s, the central
government was fully responsible for vocational education.
As of 1993-1994, while the state continued to stress
the importance of quality vocational education, it ceded
power to supervise to municipalities as education across
the board became decentralized, and private industry provided considerable financial support.
In the 1990s, as the manufacturing industry changed
rapidly, vocational improvements in education and training had to be made to keep up. For a time, industry officials had criticized vocational education, claiming that a
gap existed between the skills employees needed to possess and those they polished in schools. Various interest
groups put pressure on school authorities in various municipalities to introduce improvements in the curriculum.
Perhaps the biggest improvement in the late 1980s
and early 1990s was a shift from the two-year curriculum
emphasizing practical skills in workshops without many
apprenticeship opportunities, to a three-year industrial
program combining practical knowledge with extensive
theoretical knowledge and the ability to solve problems
at work.
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In 2001, Sweden’s industrial curriculum continues to
be a three-year, full-time, upper secondary education program. In addition to required classes, students are offered
some optional classes to pursue subjects of their greatest
interest and internship or apprenticeship opportunities on
the job. Swedish commentators have remarked how the
reforms have given the labor market a steady supply of
skilled workers.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Following Sweden’s decentralization of its education system, that system of education was assigned to the
Ministry of Education and Science, and the National
Agency for Education Skolverket was named to serve as
the administrative unit for the schools.
The National Agency for Education came into existence in Sweden in 1991. The bureaucratic agency was
formed to fill such needs as childcare oversight as the
state moved to decentralize its schools over a ten-year period that was completed in July 2001.
The state moved to give local municipalities and systems both autonomy and responsibility for their schools.
Local schools reorganized, controlled their staffing, and
tightly watched over resources such as the adoption of
computers and other technology into the schools. Each
school also submits its own plan of operation after it has
been considered and voted upon by the local municipal
council or other local government body. Such a plan is
a comprehensive look at school operations, school objectives, and the characteristics of the students within the
local system. There also is a needs assessment based on
the scores and performances of the district students.
Schools follow syllabi and evaluation standards developed by the National Agency for Education. NAE
administrators are also available for comment or consultation as they continuously update data and survey information about Sweden’s schools that help local
administrators make informed choices. Schools traditionally have received generous funding from the state in the
past. Local organizations of the NAE track educational
developments and successes that other school districts
may emulate, and a free exchange of ideas among schools
is encouraged. Parent input is encouraged, and surveys
are taken of parents, teachers, administrators and students
to ascertain changing attitudes and to track areas of satisfaction and dissatisfaction within Swedish school systems.
Local educational units are fully responsible and
held accountable for decisions. The NAE oversees evaluations of schools that are conducted by authorities in education deemed to have the necessary qualifications for
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helping to determine strengths and weaknesses of these
programs. The consultants, in reports to the NAE, also
make evaluations and recommendations for ways to improve systems judged to be flawed in some area. Such
evaluations are then followed up, and the NAE notes
areas in which progress toward reform has been made.
The main administrative offices of the NAE are located in Stockholm. In the year 2001, an additional eleven branch officers were located strategically throughout
the country for convenient access by local school administrators and other educators. Each local branch is directly
responsible for supervising schools and childcare within
its jurisdiction. Local branches may be found in the
Swedish communities of Gothenburg, Karlstad, Linköping, Luleå, Lund, Skövde, Stockholm, Sundsvall, Umeå,
Uppsala and Vääxjö.
In addition to evaluation and bureaucratic functions,
the NAE also funds research proposals made by university educators and researchers. The NAE does not function
itself as a research facility. The agency does make an effort to see that research is conducted that is representative
of the various specializations reflected in the curriculum
of Swedish schools. It also puts on conferences and intensive workshops for educators.
Mobbing: Since the late 1990s, the NAE and local
schools have taken a far more serious examination of a
bullying practice referred to as mobbing in Sweden, as
well as other forms of abuse. In 1999, a Swedish district
court ordered the municipality of Grums to pay court
costs and damages to a woman, 20, who years before
dropped out of school after being mobbed by her peers.
The ruling was interpreted to mean that school districts
had to show that administrators had taken proper precautions to monitor, stop, and punish mobbing abuses in
school.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Likely the first attempt to raise professional standards for teachers arose in 1803. The state required teachers to pass a university examination to demonstrate
proficiency in academic studies in order to teach. The
first teacher-training center was instituted in 1842, coinciding with a perceived need for professionals that would
be needed in the classroom with the passage of mandatory school attendance by law. Localities known as parishes
were required to engage the services of one or more
trained individuals as teachers. Before 1842, most of
Sweden’s teachers were male and were often priests.
Sweeping changes with regard to the qualifications
of teachers took place in 1977. Before that year, the educational institutions for the training of primary school
teachers were not a part of the government-run system of
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higher education. Qualifications for secondary school
teachers were more stringent than those imposed on the
primary teachers. The secondary teachers were required
to obtain a full university degree, almost always majoring
in two subjects that often became the subjects they taught
their students, plus one additional year while taking required training in education.
In 1977, after the reforms, both primary and secondary teachers took their work in a recognized institution
or education institute belonging to Sweden’s system of
higher education. In addition, potential teachers in specialties such as art, music, and physical education (as they
had before 1977) went to special places offering training
to those seeking an expertise in order to teach.
Until sweeping improvements in teacher education
and certification were introduced in 1988, there were
large-scale differences between the amount and quality
of training of teachers in Sweden at the three main levels
of compulsory schools.
• The first level was the lågstadielärare, or lowerlevel teachers, requiring 100 credit points for a certificate in primary education, grades one through
three.
• The next level was the mellanstadieläärare, or intermediate grade teachers, requiring 120 credit points
for a Bachelor of Education in Primary Education,
grades four through six.
• The third level was äämneslärare, or teachers for the
upper level, also known as lower secondary school.
The level required between 160 and 180 credit
points. The degree was Master of Arts or Master of
Science with a notation as to subject specialty and
specialties.
• Outside these levels, there were teaching positions
that came under the categories of the arts and practical subjects. These had additional requirements for
credit points set by the state.
More changes in the requirements for teachers to
successfully gain authorization to teach in Sweden were
passed by the state in 1988. These reforms particularly
addressed teachers in compulsory schools. Among the requirements, teachers needed to:
• Take and pass one year of education courses to satisfy a 40-point course requirement. Some students take
the requirement in a single year or sometimes even
longer than one year should unusual circumstances
dictate. Some take the required coursework a few
points each year while attending an institute of
higher learning until the 40-point total is reached. In
Sweden, one week of full-time studies earns one
poäng or credit point, and 40 points is one year’s required work in pedagogy and practice teaching for
teacher certification.
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• These courses, referred to as praktisk-pedagogisk utbildning, include teacher training, practice teaching,
and pedagogy.
Behind all this training is the reasoning that those
who seek a teaching career in Sweden must be prepared
to satisfy rigorous requirement for teacher certification.
Teachers form a sort of professional guild in this nation,
and those whose university degrees were earned with a
teaching career specifically in mind have traditionally
been chosen by the government for teaching positions.
However, with decentralization going into effect in
2001, and earlier reforms in place as early as 1992, the
headmasters or other administrative heads of local
schools have been the taking control of the teaching profession from government. Thus, regulations need not be
so restrictive as to, for example, keep potential teachers
out of the classroom who have made this professional decision later in life after already having one successful career. Potential employers can evaluate a teaching
candidate’s curriculum and determine if this person’s experiences and academic preparation make him a good
candidate for the position or not.
In 2000, the agency in charge of evaluating the credentials of non-Swedish applicants and applicants for
permanent teacher certification is the National Agency
for Higher Education (NAHE). Essentially, the NAHE
examines the qualifications and Swedish language competency of those who apply for certification, determining
whether the candidate roughly measures up to those
teachers who obtain teacher certification through standard means of a diploma from an accredited institution
offering training for teachers.
Numerous important teacher education reforms were
implemented nationwide on July 1, 2001. These were
part of a government bill passed by the Swedish Riksdag
(parliament) in October, 2000. Of utmost importance for
reducing bureaucracy, the practice of awarding eight separate teaching degrees was ended, and henceforth only
one degree is to be awarded with two minor exceptions.
The separate-degree exceptions are these two only: the
Diploma of Education for the Folk High School and the
Diploma of Education in Aviation.Although there is one
diploma, there are some important differences in the
credit points that teachers must take. Preschool, recreation, and compulsory school teachers of lower grades
must take 140 credit points, the equivalent of 3.5 years
of study. Music teachers take 160 hours. Compulsory
school teachers of the higher grades must take 180 credit
points.
Those who successfully complete Sweden’s teacher
education are awarded a diploma specifying specialization and status of qualification. The reforms reflected the
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desire of state authorities to award a diploma that required all candidates to demonstrate mastery of certain
knowledge area in common, including the field of teacher
education. To that end, students in common will take a
maximum of sixty such credit hours, representing the
equivalent of 1.5 years’ coursework. The remaining coursework reflects the specialization and/or special study
areas, including the requirement that students satisfy either a thesis or special project in order to graduate with
a teaching credential.
Teachers already practicing can have access to the
new teacher requirements through coursework available
through traditional academic studies or through distance
education. Rather than lock students into studies for life,
the program allows students to qualify for new areas of
specialization after taking the requisite additional coursework. The proposed requirements will allow for some individual variances in teacher preparation at the various
institutions of study.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Labor market training offers vocational or jobrelated education for the unemployed. The state apportions grant moneys to the National Labor Market Board.
That board disperses the funds to various municipal labor
boards or employment offices. Such training is usually
formal and serves the needs of unemployed workers and
the business community.
Training is also available for workers who are trying
to enhance their value in the workplace or who find their
skills and knowledge in areas such as technology not
equal to the demands of the workplace. To meet company
needs, many businesses offer training to their employees
on-site or at various vocational and higher education
sites. In addition, some private enterprise companies
offer training packages to business, and some consultants
offer their services to train employees on site.
Adult Education: Adult education in Sweden is a sophisticated educational enterprise run by the state. It is intended to provide greater competence in the workplace,
greater cultural and academic preparation, and life satisfaction. It includes education for the ordinary adult population, as well as for immigrants and adults with mental
handicaps.
Reforms in municipal adult education allowed adults
without degrees to pursue basic and/or upper secondary
adult education. Founded in 1968, the program was expanded in 1994. The basic adult education provides
equivalency to the nine-year compulsory basic school
and can be used by the student to go on to further study.
Adult basic education allows students to proceed at their
own pace, taking into consideration that students may
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have learning disabilities or commitments to job and/or
family. Successful graduates are entitled to a diploma or
‘‘leaving certificate’’ that attests to proficiency having
been obtained in the core curriculum of Swedish (or
Swedish as a Second Language), English, mathematics
and civics. Additional core subjects in which proficiency
was achieved through successful completion of coursework also will be printed on the leaving certificate.
As of July 1994, adults who wish to pursue a leaving
certificate in upper secondary schooling must pursue the
same curriculum and syllabi offered to students in the ordinary, teen and young adult upper secondary schooling
program. There are some differences in the two programs, however, with regard to the material studied and
stressed, depending on the municipality where upper secondary schooling is pursued, according to state regulations. The adult program requires 1,420 upper secondary
schoolpoints for a leaving certificate.
Some adult education classes provide no diploma,
offering instead supplementary training for a new work
position such as computer or technical training. These
programs typically are offered for one year or less and
can make a worker more skilled or eligible for a work
promotion. For example, folk high schools and adult education associations offer learning and cultural or recreational opportunities in an educational setting. The
Council for Popular Adult Education administers state
grants and evaluates such programs.
Adult Education for the Mentally Disabled: Offering
educational opportunities for adults with mental disabilities, this educational program offers a curriculum identical to regular adult upper secondary education, but its
syllabi are geared to the capabilities of mentally disabled
adults. Students may thus get a compulsory school equivalency certificate or gain vocational training, as the need
may be.
Distance Learning: Distance learning, previously delivered in the form of correspondence courses or courses
offered via television, has taken a new turn, particularly
in Sweden’s far-flung rural sections, with computerbased coursework. Many state and a few private institutions of higher education offer courses that can be taken
by adults regardless of where they reside or whether or
not they have family and work obligations. In addition to
home computers and their electronic mail systems, materials for courses and course assignments are transmitted
with the aid of fax machine and interactive video. The
Swedish government has put considerable resources into
the development of distance learning course options for
the future.
Two National Schools for Adults, one in Norrkööping and one in Härnosand, have made particular strides
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in making distance education a reality for numerous
adults in Sweden. The schools are particularly valuable
in that they offer adult education to persons who live too
far from a municipality to take adult education courses
in residence. The latter programs may require part of a
term to be spent in residence, although the primary learning is done at home.

SUMMARY
Because Sweden has instituted a statewide system of
school choice between state-run and private schools,
much of the world, particularly the United States, is keeping close tabs on the Swedish educational system to learn
from its successes and failures. High taxes led to a shift
in the 1990s from a strictly socialistic government that
had existed more than 50 years to one that is highly conservative.
As a result, Sweden’s relatively small number of private schools and universities may expand in number in
the future. State-run schools very well may slash budgets
as the push to lower national taxes continues. Swedish
education officials now have put responsibility for upholding standards into the hands of local municipalities.
Whether this will result in uneven levels of educational
quality from municipality to municipality or even higher
accomplishments from all students is a matter of debate.
Nonetheless, Swedish officials have been most concerned because the academic test scores of primary and
secondary students have slipped when compared to the
scores of youth in other developed nations.
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Population:
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on Education:
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National Universities:
Libraries:
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Swiss Confederation
Europe
7,262,372
German, French, Italian,
Romansch
99%
9 years
5.4%
24,093
2,344
Primary: 477,643
Secondary: 559,924
Higher: 148,024

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Switzerland, located in the heart of Europe, is among
the small nations of the world. It is 41,300 square kilometers and shares its borders and its three main languages
with Germany, France, Italy, Austria, and Liechtenstein.
The Helvetic Confederation, the Latin name for Switzerland, can be divided into three natural regions: the Jura
mountains in the northwest, the central lowlands between
the Lake of Constance and Lake of Geneva, and the Alps
in the south and east. Although the Alps and the Jura
Mountains cover more than half of Switzerland, most of
the Swiss people live between the two mountain ranges.
The estimated population in 1998 was 7,374,000, including foreign workers, who made up almost 19 percent of
the population. In the central lowlands are most of Switzerland’s industries and its richest farmlands. Switzerland’s capital city, Bern, and its largest city, Zurich, are
located in this area. The population, with a density of 179
people per square kilometer is 68 percent urban and 32
percent rural.
The population is divided between three major and
one minor language groups. According to the 1990 census of the resident population, 63.7 percent spoke German, 19.2 percent French, 7.6 percent Italian, 0.6 percent
Romansch, and 8.9 percent other languages. German,
French, and Italian are deemed official languages, whereas Romansch, which is spoken by less than 1 percent of
the population in the Grisons, is considered a national
language. With regard to religion, in 1990 some 46.1 percent of the population were Roman Catholics, 40 percent
were Protestants, 5 percent belonged to other denominations, and 8.9 percent were ‘‘nonreligious.’’
Switzerland has limited natural resources, but it is a
very affluent industrial nation. Using imported raw materials, the Swiss manufacture high- quality goods including electrical equipment, machine tools, and watches.
They also produce chemicals, drugs, chocolate, cheese,
and other diary products.
The Swiss have a long tradition of freedom. The
Swiss Confederation was created over 700 years ago in
what is now central Switzerland. The original defensive
alliance formed in 1291 of the three mountain cantons of
Uri, Schwyz, and Unterwalden, gradually increased to 13
by 1513. Similar to other parts of central Europe, education started in church schools, which were primarily dedicated to training the clergy. It was not until the late
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Middle Ages that schools for reading and writing for
more practical purposes were established in some towns.
During the Reformation and Counter-Reformation era
education was largely the privilege of the upper classes
of society. As part of the new democratic system, elementary schools were established at the end of the eighteenth
century. These schools provided education for a much
broader cross-section of the population.
Education has played a very important role in the
Swiss Confederation. The Swiss Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827) developed many of the basic pedagogical approaches and teacher training principles that are
used in many western countries of the world. Pestalozzi’s
ideas spread as far as the United States by the 1860s, and
his theories influenced Friedrich Froebel, the German
founder of the first kindergartens, as well as many other
educators and philosophers. A report on Popular Education in France from 1861 that also analyzed Popular Education in Switzerland commented on the quality of Swiss
schools.
The principle of direct democracy is an important
part of Swiss democracy and firmly rooted in the federal
constitution. The electorate frequently votes, either to
elect representatives or to vote on initiatives or referendums. Decentralization and direct democracy are also an
important part of the education system. Education has remained primarily the responsibility of the cantons (states)
and municipalities. Switzerland is made up of 26 cantons,
which enjoy a considerable degree of autonomy. The cantons are further divided into communes or municipalities,
approximately 3,000 in all.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Two essential hallmarks of the Swiss education system are federalism and pragmatism. Federalism delegates
most education responsibilities to the cantons and municipalities. Except for narrow areas the cantons are responsible for compulsory education. The constitution stipulates that the cantons shall exercise all rights, which are
not expressly delegated to the federal government. The
responsibility for ‘‘adequate’’ primary education is delegated to the cantons. The constitution mandates for state
education to be available to children of all creeds without
any restrictions with respect to freedom of conscience or
belief. Attendance at primary school is compulsory and
free of charge. Each canton has its own legislation concerning education. The definitions of the goals of education are, therefore, not the same throughout Switzerland.
Pragmatism takes the form of various agreements for
educational cooperation and coordination. An important
legal instrument for coordinating the education system is
the ‘‘Agreement on the Coordination of Education’’
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known as the Concordat, which was drawn up by the cantons in 1970. Its mission is to harmonize cantonal legislation on education. Twenty-five cantons have signed this
agreement in order to coordinate their legislation on education with respect to compulsory schooling, duration of
compulsory school attendance, and the school calendar.
Because of the extremely fragmented Swiss educational
system and the system of direct democracy in Switzerland it has taken over 15 years to adopt the existing system. In addition, important agreements have been signed
between the cantons concerning intercantonal recognition of qualifications, university funding, admission to
educational institutions in other cantons, and funding for
communal institutions.
The 1970 Concordat and subsequent agreements
have set out the following requirements for compulsory
education: (1) the age for entry to compulsory education
at six, (2) the duration of compulsory education for at
least nine years, and (3) the period of schooling between
the start of education and sitting for the matura, or
school-leaving certificate (which allows a student to enter
the university) at least 12 years.
Responsibility for compulsory and higher education
is relatively complex in Switzerland because of the federal system and distribution of power between the federal
government and the cantons. Although there is no federal
or national Ministry of Education, the Federal government has a limited, but important role in harmonizing education in Switzerland. The Confederation is responsible
for supervising ‘‘a sufficient level of primary education,’’ which is compulsory, free and for which the cantons are responsible. A second responsibility is to provide
legislation concerning vocational training for industry,
trade, commerce, agriculture, and domestic service. The
federation also regulates the teaching of physical education. In the area of higher education, the central government controls the Federal Institutes of Technology in
Zurich and Lausanne, the Swiss Pedagogical Institutes
for vocational training (Berne, Lausanne, Lugano) and
the Federal College of Physical Education in Macolin. It
also regulates admission to medical studies and to the
Federal Institutes of Technology. Through these regulations the Confederation legitimizes the requirements for
the matura.
In addition, the central government subsidizes the
cantonal universities, and scientific research. Grants from
the federal government help support the poorer cantons
and provide grants for Swiss schools abroad. Through
legislation the federal government also promotes the education and integration of handicapped children and adolescents.
In special circumstances the Swiss parliament may
temporarily delegate responsibility to the Confederation
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in order to fulfill important tasks of national importance
such as programs for nonuniversity higher education,
university exchanges, or Swiss participation in European
research and training programs. In most cases where legislative powers are held by the Confederation, the Federal
Assembly passes the necessary laws and delegates the
corresponding executive powers to the cantons or, in rare
cases, to private bodies. The cantons usually delegate the
responsibility for setting up and maintaining certain types
of schools, including kindergartens and compulsory
schools to the municipalities.
The cantonal government and its Department of Education, along with the Education Council in certain cantons, are responsible for organizing and running the
cantonal education system. The ‘‘cantonal minister,’’
who is the head of the education department, is elected
by the people and is reelected every four or five years.
Almost all cantons set up education services, including
cantonal offices for statistics, research, and documentation during the 1960s. Their goal is to ensure the proper
functioning of compulsory education and to help in technical matters, including school improvement and curriculum planning.
One of the major problems with the Swiss educational system is its lack of coherence. Until World War II, the
cantonal education systems were very fragmented, in
spite of the fact that as early as 1897 the heads of the cantonal departments of education set up a Conference with
the aim of exchanging information and coordinating the
education system at a national level. From the 1960s onward the need for more coordinated educational policy
produced new and restructured organizations, often in
collaboration with the Confederation.
The Swiss Conference of Cantonal Directors of Education (EDK/CDIP) was restructured and provided with
a secretariat and four regional organizations. These four
regional Conferences included French-speaking Switzerland and the Ticino, northwest Switzerland, central Switzerland, and eastern Switzerland. Language, geography,
and history have played an important part in these regional Conferences. Each region coordinates the publication
of common curricula, educational material, and joint running of educational institutions, as well as agreements on
recognition of qualifications and admission to schools
and colleges.
The fragmented nature of the Swiss educational system makes it difficult to evaluate. In reality there are 26
slightly different educational systems in this small country. The responsibilities of the Confederation in education are as follows:
• It supervises the cantons, which are responsible for
providing ‘‘a sufficient level of primary education’’
that is compulsory and free.
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• It is responsible for legislation with respect to vocational training for industry, trade, commerce, and agriculture.
• It regulates the teaching of physical science.
• It is responsible for the Federal Institutes of Technology in Zurich and Lausanne, the Swiss Pedagogical
Institutes in Berne, Lausanne, and Lugano, and the
Federal College of Physical Education in Macolin.
• It regulates admission to medical school as well as
the Institutes of Technology and through regulations
specifies the requirements for admission to higher
education (by specifying requirements for the
school-leaving diploma).
• It subsidizes the cantonal universities, scientific research, and Swiss schools abroad.
• It promotes the education and integration of exceptional children and adolescents through legislation
with respect to disability insurance.
Globalization and the need to be part of a common
Europe have produced significant changes in the Swiss
education system, particularly at the higher secondary
and nonuniversity levels of higher education. Although
Switzerland is not a member of the European Community, in order to compete in a global society the confederation coordinated many changes at the end of the twentieth
century and beginning of the new millennium in order to
bring its educational system in line with most European
countries. Many of these changes are still in the process
of implementation at the beginning of the twenty-first
century.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The structure of the educational system starts with
preschool education. It is called kindergarten in Germanspeaking Switzerland, école enfantine in the Frenchspeaking area, and scuola dell’infanzia in the Italianspeaking canton of Ticino. Preschool was first introduced
in the first half of the nineteenth century in a few large
cities, in Geneva in 1826 and Zurich in 1845. Since that
time it has spread to all the cantons.
Preschool is followed by compulsory education,
comprising the primary and first level of secondary
school. These differ widely in structure throughout Switzerland, although there are moves toward intercantonal
coordination. In general the Swiss educational system reflects the continental system. The period of primary education varies by canton. In general it lasts six years, but
in some cases only four years (like the Grundschule in
Germany), or five (like the scola elementare in Italy).
This shorter period in primary school is offset by a longer
period at the next stage of secondary school. For examWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ple, in Ticino, the Italian-speaking canton, primary education lasts five years and is followed by a single scola
media lasting four years. In French-speaking Valais, on
the other hand, primary school lasts six years and secondary education, considered as an orientation cycle, is only
three years.
There is a single teacher per class, not only in primary schools, but also in some first cycle secondary schools.
However, in practice other teachers are involved, particularly for various types of remedial reading and optional
arts and technology subjects. There is a particularly
marked differentiation of methods in the case of children
with learning difficulties—roughly five percent of a particular age group—who are taught in smaller classes.
During compulsory education, children are taught in
their mother tongue, French, Italian, or German, depending upon the canton. In bilingual cantons, schools follow
the predominant language of the municipality or commune. In German-speaking Switzerland, this presents a
special problem because dialect rather than Standard German is spoken. In Switzerland, dialect usage is prevalent
in all parts of German Switzerland. The widely used term
Schwyzertütch, or Swiss German, represents not a single
language but a wide range of local and regional dialects.
Although quite different in the various Swiss German regions, most of the dialects are mutually comprehensible
without difficulty. Unlike the Swiss German majority,
French and Italian Swiss are not dialect-speakers.
Virtually all German Swiss children must learn High
German in school, starting in the early primary grades.
Most German Swiss become bilingual between dialect
and standard German during the first few years of elementary schooling. School is the institution where more
High German is spoken than anywhere else. It is the responsibility of the schools to teach High German to children who have only a very vague and passive knowledge
of Standard German when they start school. During the
first year at school, nothing but dialect is spoken. In the
second year, the teacher changes gradually from High
German for certain subjects, whereas the texts for reading
are in High German from the very beginning. This imposes high demands upon German-speaking Swiss children, for they have to learn to read, write, and use a
relatively unknown language all at once. Later on, the
language spoken during the actual lessons is mainly High
German.
There is a need to learn additional languages because
Switzerland is a multilingual society and a small country
in the heart of Europe. The requirement that a second language be taught from the fourth grade onwards (usually
German in the French-speaking cantons and French in Ticino and the German-speaking cantons) makes additional
demands on primary schools. In the canton of Zurich, at
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the end of 2000, the education director, responding to the
pressure from pupils and their parents, changed the first
foreign language to English with French only learned in
later grades. The movement toward English as the first
foreign tongue to be learned in the schools in Germanspeaking cantons has generated concern in French Switzerland, which encompasses less than one-fifth of the
Swiss population.
Most cantons provide several types of education at
the lower secondary level, with several different sections
with two or three different categories of requirements.
Other cantons provide more crossover points from one
track to another. The first level of secondary school has
resulted in a complex and varied system among the cantons, which is, at the beginning of the twenty-first century, undergoing attempts toward more standardization
between cantons.
The postsecondary or upper secondary level consists
of Maturitätsschulen, or general education schools,
which are attended by 17-20 percent of a student group.
Teacher training colleges are attended by less than three
percent of the appropriate age group. Schools offering a
technical diploma enroll about four percent of students.
The dual system of schooling and apprenticeship enrolls
almost 70 percent of the 16-19 year olds. The remainder
of the group attends technical high schools or other programs.
One of the most marked features of postsecondary
education in Switzerland is the contrast between two
highly specific tracks. The larger of these is the system
of apprenticeship known as the dual system. Students go
to a vocational school for approximately two days a
week, with the rest of the time spent in on-the-job training. This cycle of upper secondary education is usually
started at the age or 16 or 17. Approximately 70 percent
of students opt for the apprenticeship system and over 90
percent of them are awarded a certificate of proficiency.
The federal law on vocational training applies to 260
professions in industry, trades, and commerce. A separate
law covers the fields of agriculture and forestry. Apprenticeships tend to last for three or four years, depending
on the field. The less academically oriented students may
go into elementary vocational training, which lasts only
one or two years. Only one percent of the apprentices
choose this option. At the end of elementary vocational
education successful students are awarded an official certificate instead of the federal diploma (CFC).
The gymnasium provides an academic general education for those students who plan to attend university.
It is an elite and selective publicly funded school. The
number of those taking the matura or maturité exam has
increased in recent years. Between 1986 and 1998 the
percentage awarded this certificate almost doubled to 19
percent.
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A third track is also emerging in Switzerland between the gymnasium and apprenticeship dual education
system. A series of full-time vocational training programs provide education for social workers, primary
school teachers, and for a large number of middleranking business and technical careers. Usually these
schools provide an intermediate diploma rather than the
maturité certificate. They comprised about 11 percent of
the 1998 graduates.

German-speaking Switzerland, where they predominate,
five were located in central Switzerland, nine in eastern
Switzerland, and five in northwest Switzerland. More
than 20 were located in the two most populous Germanspeaking cantons of Zurich and Bern. Nonuniversity
higher education is a very important part of the Swiss education system. For example, the cantonal institutes of
technology produce three times more engineers than the
two Federal Institutes of Technology.

The tertiary level of education is comprised of university, teacher training schools for postprimary students,
and higher vocational schools and apprenticeship programs. There are 11 traditional university level institutions in Switzerland. Four cantonal universities (in Basle,
Zurich, Berne, and St. Gallen), the Swiss Institute for
Further Training in Upper Secondary Education in Lucerne, and the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich
are in the German- speaking part of Switzerland. German
Switzerland encompasses three-quarters of the population and 20 cantons. The other cantonal universities (Lausanne, Geneva, Neuchâtel, and Fribourg, the latter
offering courses in French and German) and the Federal
Institute of Technology in Lausanne are located in the
French-speaking part of Switzerland, which encompasses
around 19 percent of the population. Ticino, the only Italian-speaking canton that comprises eight percent of the
Swiss population, also has its own university. It is the newest of the Swiss universities only coming into existence
in the mid-1990s. The distribution of universities illustrates the ability of the Swiss to accommodate, and overrepresent the minority language groups at the university
level.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION

In addition to universities, there are also local specialized institutions of higher learning that do not require
the federal matura certificate for entrance. These applied
institutions include the areas of engineering, administration and commerce, the hotel trade and tourism, health
care, counseling and applied psychology, social work,
media, communications and information technology, and
arts and design. In order to enter these schools one must
have a Berufsmatura, which is earned with a year of intensive study after the apprenticeship or appropriate
upper secondary school.
The Fachhochschulen, or nonuniversity institutes of
higher learning, stress a high level of applied skills. They
are a relatively new part of the higher education system
in Switzerland. Fachhochschulen are meant to fill the gap
in the new postindustrial society for highly skilled
individuals without a university education. Most of the
institutions are cantonal or regional in nature. Fachhochschulen are distributed throughout Swiss society. By the
beginning of the twenty-first century there were 20 in
French-speaking Switzerland, and five in the Ticino. In
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In all cantons children have the right to a preschool
education for at least one year. In some cantons two years
of preschool education are financed. Preschool education
is not compulsory; however, it is almost universally attended. An average of 99 percent of all children throughout Switzerland receive preprimary education during the
year before they start compulsory education, and 63 percent attend for two years. In Switzerland the cantons and/
or municipalities are responsible for organizing and funding preprimary education. Kindergarten is generally
housed in a separate building from the primary grades.
In preprimary education, although the cantons follow slightly different curriculums, the aim is to promote
social skills and to acquire the skills needed for primary
school. Another important goal is to integrate foreign
mother-tongue children and handicapped children into
the school system and to identify children with learning
problems. In Geneva, for example, almost half of the
children do not speak French. In German Switzerland
where dialect is spoken, non-German dialect speakers receive special instruction in the Swiss dialect. In the 1994/
95 academic school year 23 percent of those attending
kindergarten were of foreign mother tongue. A new curriculum came into effect during the 1994/95 school year
for preprimary teachers in all the French-speaking cantons. In the German-speaking cantons, kindergarten
teachers tend to follow the curriculum set by their professional associations.
In the German-speaking part of Switzerland, children attend kindergarten for approximately two hours in
the morning and two hours in the afternoon. They return
home for lunch between the two sessions. In the Ticino,
however, kindergarten usually stays open from 8:45 a.m.
to 3:45 p.m. The organization of the school year is the
same as primary education.
Kindergarten classes have between 17 and 19 children. In German- and Italian-speaking Switzerland, children stay in the same group for the duration of their
preschool education. In contrast, in some of the Frenchspeaking cantons, the teacher changes from year to year.
According to the Agreement on the Coordination of
Education, children who have reached the age of six by
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June 30th are eligible for compulsory education. Each
canton has its own laws regarding education, which defines the way in which compulsory education is organized. In 20 Swiss cantons primary education lasts six
years, in four cantons for five years, and in two cantons
for four years.
Cantonal authorities fix the curriculum. While a few
regions have established common curricula, ultimately
the canton is responsible for what is taught in separate
subjects. With the exception of mathematics, foreign languages and some aspects of mother-tongue language
classes, the teachers enjoy considerable freedom in deciding the content of the syllabus that governs the various
subjects. There is little specialization in primary school
and generally the teachers teach all the subjects. The only
exception is specialized teachers in some schools in physical education and art.
The primary school curriculum stresses the teaching
of the mother tongue as well as the fundamentals of science and mathematics. A second language is also introduced, usually in the fourth grade. In French-speaking
Switzerland, German is generally learned and in Germanspeaking Switzerland, French or in some cantons English. Virtually all Swiss children attend primary school.
In Switzerland in the 1994/95 school year there were
6,400 primary schools that enrolled 437,400 pupils. Of
these pupils 18.7 percent were of foreign mother tongue.
The average class size in primary schools in 1994/95
was between 15 and 20. Most schools include children
only at one level, but in remote areas one class may include different grades in one class. In general, children
are not put in different tracks in primary school. Pupils
receive a report card two or three times a year in which
grades are given for each subject. The average grades at
the end of the school year are used to determine whether
the pupil should go into a higher class. Many cantons do
not grade students in the first few years of primary
school, but rather depend on assessment meetings and periodic reports. In all cantons there are regulations allowing for pupils to repeat a year. If after repeating a year,
a student still experiences difficulty, parents in collaboration with the teacher and other school authorities decide
whether to transfer the child to a special class. The trend
is to integrate slower children into normal classes during
primary school.
Throughout Switzerland, the first year at primary
school comprises on the average approximately four
hours of teaching per day. This increases to slightly over
five hours per day in the final year at primary school.
School is held in the morning and afternoon. Some cantons have school on Saturday mornings and one afternoon during the week free. Usually the children go home
for lunch, however, there has been a trend towards chilWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

dren staying at school for the lunch pause, especially in
urban areas. Depending on the canton, the school year
comprises between 35.5 and 40 weeks.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Swiss secondary education is divided into a lower
secondary and an upper secondary branch. Lower secondary education is defined as the part of compulsory education immediately following primary schooling,
usually grades seven to nine. Depending on the length of
primary education (four, five, or six years), lower secondary education consists of three to five years of schooling.
Most cantons provide several types of education at
the lower secondary level. There are often two or three
different sections with very different requirements.
Lower secondary school is compulsory and free. The sections with basic requirements, which have various names
throughout Switzerland, prepare the pupils for basic vocational training. About one-third of the pupils in the
same age group will be in these sections, with more boys
then girls.
The sections with higher requirements contain about
two-thirds of the pupils in lower secondary education. In
most cantons these are divided into two types: Sekundarschule with general requirements and Progymnasium
with advanced requirements. Lower secondary school
lasts three, four, or five years depending on the canton.
Although there has been some experimentation with
comprehensive schools, they have not survived the experimental phrase with the exception of the prespecialization classes in the canton of Geneva, the Ticino, and
Valais. Some cantons have managed to develop some
characteristics of comprehensive schools by improving
the ability to change tracks and by reducing the number
of tracks. The concept of a unified system of compulsory
education, such as in the United States, has not been accepted in the Swiss school system.
Elementary tracks (known as practical, modern, or
prevocational) prepare pupils for entry into vocational
education. Tracks with broader requirements (general,
science, modern languages, classics) prepare for Progymnasium, or more advanced training and school-leaving
certificate schools. In some cantons, the lower division
in school-leaving certificate schools is integrated into
lower secondary education as a distinct track.
The mother-tongue language is taught in all sections
of general secondary education, along with mathematics,
a second national language, natural science, geography,
history, civics, history, art, and physical education. In the
sections with basic requirements, emphasis is also placed
on mechanical and industrial arts; in the sections with
higher requirements, there might be a third language
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(mainly English), bookkeeping, computer skills, or technical drawing. In the Progymnasium section more advanced subjects are introduced. The number of hours of
school varies from one canton to another, but pupils generally have between 30 and 35 lessons per week. In principle, the choice of the school curriculum and choice of
materials is fixed at the cantonal level, but the schools
and teaching staff have a certain degree of freedom of
choice in these matters.
Continuous assessment throughout the year is basically the responsibility of the teacher. Switzerland does
not have a general examination at the end of lower secondary school. In some cantons pupils can take a written
and oral examination in their main subjects in order to get
a certificate; in other cantons this is not the case.
The private schools that include the compulsory period and enroll Swiss students, follow the same basic curriculum and use of teaching materials of the canton in
which they are located. Others that primarily enroll nonSwiss, have complete freedom in establishing their curriculum. About 9 percent of all students below the university level are enrolled in private schools. About twothirds of these schools receive some public funds.
Public schools, being both compulsory and yet offering guidance for educational and occupational choices,
are faced with conflicting aims. On the one hand, teachers
in a democratic society need to allow pupils to make
choices, which may be changed several years later; on the
other hand, their task is to prepare them for upper secondary education, primarily for the dual system of education.
This continues to be a challenge for secondary education
in Switzerland.
Academic High Schools: In Switzerland, upper secondary school, which prepares students for university
level work, takes place in separate schools called gymnasium. The gymnasium lasts between four and five years.
At the end of the gymnasium, one must pass the matura,
or school-leaving certificate in order to enter university
or the two Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology. The
Swiss maturity diplomas are officially recognized both
by the Confederation and the cantons, thus setting a comparable standard for the access to universities. This is the
reason that there has thus far been no need for additional
entrance examinations to the universities and the two federal institutes of technology.
The Swiss Maturity regulations were revised in
1995. They are regulated both by the Confederation at the
federal level and the cantons. The 1995 regulations abolished the previous system of five predetermined types of
gymnasium education or tracks recognized in Switzerland. Previously there were five types of school-leaving
certificates: type A: classics (Latin and Greek), type B:
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modern languages and Latin, type C: mathematics and
natural sciences, type D: modern languages, and type E:
economics. The 1995 regulation allowed for more flexibility and a greater range of subjects. There is also an increased emphasis on economy and law and Italian as a
third national language. In addition to examinations in
nine subjects, the students must write a comprehensive
Baccalaureate paper or maturity thesis. This is similar to
the requirement set by the International Baccalaureate,
which is offered in some high schools in the United
States. The first updated maturity diplomas were awarded
in 1999. These new regulations have made the Swiss system comparable to most other European forms of school
leaving-certificates.
According to the new law the basic subjects are: first
language; a second national language; a third language,
which can be either English or a classical language; mathematics, science, including as compulsory subjects biology, chemistry, and physics; humanities, including as
compulsory subjects history and geography, as well as elementary economics and law; visual arts and/or music.
The specific option is chosen out of eight subjects and the
additional option out of 13. For the basic subjects the proportion of teaching allocated to each area is as follows:
languages 30-40 percent; mathematics and science 20-30
percent; humanities 10-20 percent; arts 5-10 percent; and
15-25 percent to other optional subjects.
Pupils’ work is subject to continual assessment and
students are promoted into a higher class on the basis of
the results they obtain throughout the year. At the end of
the gymnasium, the Federal School-leaving certificate
Matura Commission supervises examinations. Special
federal examinations are held for young people and
adults who have studied for their certificates at private
schools, at evening classes, or through correspondence
courses. For the subjects in which an examination is
taken, a grade is awarded on the basis of results obtained
during the final year and results obtained in the examination, each factor being of equal weight. For the other subjects, the final grade is awarded on the basis of the results
obtained during the final school year, which is based on
examinations both written and oral. Under the new law,
all students must learn basic English as part of their gymnasium studies.
Gymnasium education in Switzerland continues to
carry a great deal of prestige. It is an elite and selective
publicly funded preparatory school. In 1998, about 18
percent of all 19-year-olds passed the maturity diploma.
Slightly more women (18.7 percent) than men (16.5 percent) successfully completed the matura. There has been
a significant increase in the percentage of young women
obtaining the school-leaving certificate, from 30.6 percent in 1970 to 48.6 percent in 1980 to over half in 1998.
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Between 1980 and 1998, the percentage of students
awarded the school-leaving diploma increased from 11
percent to 18. In French and Italian-speaking Switzerland
the percentage completing the matura is higher (almost
24 percent) than in German-speaking Switzerland (15
percent). This is related to earlier school reforms and a
more equalitarian school system in French and Italian
Switzerland. The urban German-speaking cantons of
Basel, Zurich, and Schaffhausen are also above the Swiss
average. Rural, Catholic inner Switzerland, on the other
hand, has the lowest percentage (approximately 12 percent) of students awarded the maturity diploma.
Gymnasiums have a long tradition going back to the
Middle Ages. The recent 1995 change in standards and
objectives of these schools are still based on nineteenth
century humanist and scientific ideals, which have been
partially brought up to date by the demands of modern
society. Gymnasiums have very high standards and hold
almost a complete monopoly on access to the university.
Although all cantons have gymnasiums, only eight cantons have a university. Cantons, without universities have
a particular interest in maintaining national matura standards in order to ensure that their students can gain access
to higher education.
Technical High Schools: Before and immediately
after the Second World War some cantons and municipalities established upper secondary schools, which offered a general education but whose requirements were
lower than the gymnasium. They were called technical
high schools, general high schools, paramedical schools,
and schools of tourism. Their successful students went to
work in health care, kindergartens, tourism, transport and
social service jobs. At the time there was no uniformity
between these schools with regard to curriculum, structure, or length of courses after compulsory education. In
1987, after more than 15 years of discussion, an agreement was reached between the cantons concerning curriculum and other requirements. Two proposals: ‘‘Guidelines for the recognition of diplomas’’ and ‘‘curriculum
framework for technical high schools,’’ were adopted in
1987 by the Swiss Conference of Cantonal Directors of
Education. The high school courses of two or three year’s
duration are recognized by all the cantons as long as the
technical high schools adopt the approved curriculum and
framework developed by the Commission for Technical
High Schools.
The technical high schools have helped to bridge the
gap that existed in the type of education offered at the
upper secondary level. These schools offer an opportunity to a broader spectrum of the student population to complete their general education at a higher level and an
opportunity to learn about future professional activities.
Students can do this without committing themselves to
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an apprenticeship program. Technical high schools require their students to acquire a general training and education, which will enable them to go on to higher,
nonuniversity training in fields such as teaching, health
care, social work, administration, and the arts.
The curriculum at technical high schools encompasses a common core of general subjects and a choice of
technical subjects. The general studies include mothertongue language, other languages including at least one
other national language, mathematics, science, humanities, art, and movement. The technical options depend on
the field of study and include, for example, paramedical
studies, social work, or business administration. The
guidelines set forth by the Swiss Conference of Cantonal
Directors of Education apply to all Swiss cantons. The
regulations concerning assessment of pupils in lower secondary education also apply to technical high schools.
Under the terms of the new law issued in 1995, a written
examination, which may be accompanied by an oral examination, must be taken in five out of six subjects. In
addition there are examinations in their technical subjects. If students fulfill all the requirements for the diploma for the technical high schools, they are recognized by
all the cantons.
Teacher-Training Colleges: Most Swiss cantons carry
out the training of preschool teachers in upper secondary
school. Cantons offer two types of training for primary
school teachers: teacher training colleges (upper secondary level) and university after secondary education in a
gymnasium. Basic training for gymnasium teachers is
given at the universities and the Federal Institute of Technology in Zurich. In some cantons, reforms since the
1980s have resulted in changing from teachers’ training
colleges to studies at universities following the matura
examination, although most cantons still prefer the teachers’ training system.
The training takes five years, or three years following the matura. The primary school teachers’ examination provides access to the teaching profession or (with
certain limitations) to studies at the university. Teacher
candidates for lower secondary levels attend a university
or university institute for seven or eight semesters. The
training corresponds to language regions (French, German, or Italian), and there is a trend toward a mutual recognition of the diplomas. The teacher candidates
specialize in either mathematics and natural sciences or
languages and history. Teachers at the upper secondary
level receive specialized training at a university as well
as specialized professional education.
There are currently 100 institutions that train teachers for compulsory education, technical high schools, and
other colleges of further education. In Switzerland teach1339
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er training of primary teachers has been the subject of serious discussion in almost all cantons.
Teachers of vocational education have different
qualifications from those teaching compulsory education
and the gymnasium. The majority of teachers at technical
colleges are employed by the cantons. The teaching staff
of technical colleges is generally trained at the Swiss Pedagogical Institute for Vocational Training, which is a federal institution. Those teaching general subjects must
already possess a teaching diploma for primary or secondary education. The teachers of technical subjects must
possess an engineering diploma or a higher technical diploma. For teaching at commercial colleges, a university
degree is required. In the workplace, individuals must
have several years of experience in their trade and have
taken a special course for training apprentices, organized
by the professional associations or the cantons, in order
to supervise apprentices.

monthly salary, which ranges from a few hundred Swiss
francs to over a thousand (roughly $150-$700 a month),
depending on the branch they are in, the size of the firm,
and how many years of training they have already completed.
After two to four years, the apprentices take a final
examination. If they are successful, they are awarded a
federal diploma (CFC), which is recognized all over the
country. The final examinations comprise a practical part
and a theoretical part. The examinations are normally organized by the cantonal authorities and carried out in collaboration with consultants from industry. As far as
possible the examinations are standardized for an entire
linguistic region (French, German, or Italian). An upper
secondary vocational diploma does not normally qualify
students for admission to university, but it does allow
them to enter further vocational training in the nonacademic branch of tertiary education.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Vocational Training: The comparatively low level of
youth unemployment in Switzerland has been attributed
to the dual apprenticeship system. The dual system has
existed in Switzerland for over a century and is well developed as a cooperative effort between the cantons, federal authorities, and professional organizations. The
majority of Swiss youth (approximately 70 percent) continue their education after compulsory schooling in vocational education. The dual system of vocational education
is comprised of a practical course in a private or public
company and parallel attendance at a vocational training
school, which provides basic theoretical knowledge, general subjects, and physical education. Students go to
school for one to one and a half days per week and engage
in an apprenticeship for the rest of the week. The vocational school education complements the practical vocational experience gained on the job. In addition, basic
skills are taught by supplementary introductory courses,
which are organized by the professional association.
Therefore, vocational education is in reality a threefold
system.
The trainee signs a contract with a company, which
must be approved by the cantonal vocational training authorities. The scope of vocational training courses, the
subjects taught, and number of lessons is fixed for each
profession in close collaboration with the corresponding
professional association within the framework of a program drawn up by the Federal Office for Industry and
Labor (BIGA/OFIAMT). The federal law on vocational
training applies to about 260 professions in industry,
trades, commerce, and domestic service.
Young people who go into basic vocational training
do not pay any college fees. Apprentices who are trained
within the framework of the dual system are paid a
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University Education: Swiss higher education before
1800 developed along much the same lines as that of
Central Europe. Education was the task of the monasteries. The first university in Switzerland was founded in
Basle in 1460. Since that time there has seen a steady increase in universities and university education in Switzerland. There are 12 state-run university institutions in
Switzerland. Switzerland ranks among the countries having the highest university density, with one university for
every 600,000 inhabitants. The cantonal universities are
situated in Basle, Zurich, Berne, St. Gallen, Lucerne,
Lausanne, Geneva, Neuchâtel, and Fribourg. In 1996 the
canton of Ticino, with only four percent of the population
and the only Italian-speaking canton, opened a university
of its own. Universities are disproportionately distributed
in the language minority cantons. In addition to the 12
universities, there are two federal institutes of technology
in Zurich and Lausanne.
Although each university has its own characteristics,
they are basically similar in structure. They are divided
into departments or faculties, including law, economics
and social science, art, natural science, and medicine.
Two of the smaller universities, Fribourg and Lausanne,
offer only the basic courses in medicine. St. Gallen specializes in economics, social science, and law. Lucerne,
located in a Catholic canton, offers Catholic theology and
philosophy, as well as law and the arts. The Italianspeaking university offers courses in architecture, social
science, and arts. The two Federal Institutes of Technology produce highly qualified engineers, architects, and
natural scientists. Unlike the United States, there are no
private universities in the Swiss Confederation.
Each university is administered under the cantonal
Department of Education. A considerable amount of auWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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tonomy is allowed under cantonal law. The two institutes
of technology are exclusively maintained by the Confederation, with their autonomy assured by the Federal Act
of 1993. In order to aid the cantonal universities, the
‘‘Federal Act concerning the financial aid to the universities’’ was implemented in 1968, amended several times
and completely revised in 1999. The Federal Act of 1999,
which extends until 2008, constitutes the legal basis for
the federal subsidies to university cantons.
In order to offset the high costs associated with
maintaining a university, the Intercantonal Agreement of
1981 initiated an agreement for all cantons, both those responsible for university and nonuniversity cantons to
share costs proportionally to the number of their own students in the cantonal universities. In return for this intercantonal equalization of the financial burdens, the
cantonal universities grant equal access to students from
all contributing cantons. The partnership between cantons and the Confederation is a hallmark of Swiss federalism and education policy.
Individuals who want to enroll at a Swiss university
must earn a state-recognized Swiss matriculation certificate (matura) or a foreign school-leaving certificate of
equivalent value. All Swiss university level institutions
have the same basic requirements. The Swiss maturity diplomas are officially recognized both by the Confederation and the cantons, thereby setting a comparable
standard for access to Swiss universities.
Studies at Swiss universities grant basic and postgraduate degrees. Some differences exist between the
various universities with respect to the length of study,
the structure of the courses, and the required subjects.
Since 1990 there have been several interdepartmental
agreements to harmonize the study courses in specific
subjects (such as law, engineering, sociology, German
literature, etc.). At this writing in 2001, the Swiss universities are in the process of introducing the European credit transfer system (ECTS). The basic classes, which are
of four years duration (eight semesters) lead to a first academic degree, a licentiate, which is roughly equivalent to
a master’s degree (M.A. or M.S.) or diploma. The completion of this degree allows further specialization and research in the chosen field leading up to a doctorate or to
other specializations in professional schools or other
postgraduate studies. Swiss universities do not grant
Bachelor’s degrees. At the beginning of the new millennium, changes toward a universal degree program are
under discussion in order to comply with the American
and British traditions and the Declarations of Sorbonne
and of Bologna of 1998/99.
In the last decades of the twentieth century the two
Federal Institutes of Technology set up continuing education departments that organize postgraduate courses. In
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Switzerland, continuing education is aimed at working
university graduates. The courses range from a few days
to a few semesters duration. Private institutions also offer
continuing education, primarily in the area of business
administration.
There has been a marked increase in the number of
students studying at Swiss universities since the 1980s.
From 1980-2000 there has been a 62 percent increase in
student numbers, reaching almost 96,000 in the 19992000 academic year. About one-fifth of the corresponding age group of 20- to 24-year-olds attends university.
By 2003 the university student body is expected to rise
by 20 percent. Switzerland has a particularly high percentage of foreign students, amounting to almost onefifth of the student population. Female students account
for 45 percent of the total enrollment. There is a higher
percentage of both foreigners and females at the Italian
and the French-speaking universities than at Germanspeaking universities in Switzerland.
During 1990-2000 the number of students studying
humanities, social sciences, and engineering increased.
With the growing numbers of students, the institutions
are becoming increasingly crowded. Medical students
and students from other faculties such as psychology
have to take a national aptitude test and may have to accept transfers to a Swiss university other than their first
choice. So far all applicants who have complied with university entrance requirements have been granted entry to
a university. If numbers continue to increase at their present rate, this situation may change in the future. The
teaching staff has generally not kept up with increasing
student numbers, which poses another problem at Swiss
universities.
Fachhochschulen/Hautes Écoles Spécialisées (Technical Colleges): In order to face new challenges related
to an increasingly technological society, Switzerland created the Fachhochschulen (FH)/Hautes écoles spécialisées (HES) (Universities of Applied Sciences) in the mid1990s. The new FH/HES system shares a similar level
with the traditional scientific universities; however, it is
more applied and accepts individuals who have completed a higher vocational education. The curriculum and research are oriented toward practical application rather
than pure research. Under limited conditions students
may transfer from the Swiss Universities of Applied Sciences to traditional university studies.
The new FH/HES-Universities have grown out of
the former Colleges of Higher Education in engineering
and business administration, agriculture and sports, fine
arts, design, music, health care, social work, and teachertraining. Some of these came under federal auspices
while others were cantonal in nature. They still tend to
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ment, and design. By the end of 2003 the four subjects
listed above are expected to enroll approximately 20,000
students. In the 1999/2000 academic year slightly under
17,000 students were enrolled.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

service regional rather than national labor markets. There
are seven regional centers of Universities of Applied Sciences. It is still unclear whether a FH/HES education will
have the same status and job mobility as that provided at
the traditional universities.
The Fachhochschulen offer alternatives to the academic university education at the tertiary level. The degree courses are slightly shorter in length than the
traditional universities. The first FH/HES degrees were
awarded in 2000. They qualify professionals to work independently by providing them with both the necessary
theoretical and academic job background with a practical
training of the necessary skills. Admission to the FH/HES
is granted to those holding a Berufsmatura, maturité
professionnelle (Federal Vocational Maturity Certificate). The degree was introduced in 1993 jointly by the
Confederation and the cantons. It is achieved after three
years of apprenticeship followed by a one-year, full-time
general education course. Admission is also available
through a federal matura and at least one year’s practical
experience in industry. The diplomas from the FH/HES
have been developed to be approximately equivalent to
the Bachelor Degree. For example, the first degree in economics is equivalent to a Bachelor of Business Administration (in comparison with the first degree at the
traditional universities which is comparable to a Master’s
degree or M.B.A.).
The Federal Act for the Universities of Applied Sciences was adopted by the Federal Parliament in 1995, and
revised in 1999. The first stage, which lasts until 2003,
concentrates on the fields that are supervised by the federal authorities: engineering, economics and manage1342

Neither the Confederation nor the cantons has a
unique educational administrative ministry that covers
the entire educational system. At the federal level responsibility for education is shared by two different ministries: the Federal Department of the Interior and the
Federal Department of Economics. The Federal Department of the Interior oversees the two Federal Institutes
of Technology, subsidies for universities, grants, science
and research, and physical education. Responsibility
within the Interior ministry is assumed by the Science
Agency (GWF/GRS) and the Federal Office for Education and Science (SHK/CUS). The Federal Department
of Economics is in charge of vocational education. Within the Economics department is the Federal Office for Industry and Labor (BIGA/OFIAMT), which governs the
vocational training sector. The Federal Office for Agriculture, also under the Federal Department of Economics
is in charge of training in the field of agriculture.
The cantonal government and its Department of Education, along with the Education Council in some of the
cantons, are responsible for organizing and running the
cantonal education system. The cantonal minister, who
is the head of the education department, is a popularly
elected official who must run for office every four or five
years. The size of the Department of Education is dependent on the size of the canton.
Funding for education is mostly a cantonal responsibility. Municipalities generally are responsible for buildings, equipment, teaching materials, and part of the staff
salaries. The cantons are responsible for the major part
of teacher’s salaries. The source of funding for upper secondary schools and the universities comes primarily from
the cantons. The Confederation is totally responsible for
the two Federal Institutes of Technology including some
research costs, and subsidizes the cantonal universities.
The Confederation, cantons, and professional associations share the cost of vocational training.
In 1993 expenditures for the various levels of education were divided up as follows: municipalities 35 percent, cantons 53 percent, and the Confederation 12
percent. Resources are allocated on the basis of precise
budgets rather than block or global grants. In 1997, almost 21.5 million SFr (approximately 14.5 million U.S.
dollars) were spent on all levels of education by the Confederation, cantons, and municipalities. This equaled
18.3 percent of the national domestic budget. The Swiss
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education system is one of the best funded in the world,
exceeded in 1999 only by those of the United States, Norway, and Denmark.
Although educational research has been carried out
in Geneva since the late nineteenth century, the establishment of educational research in a systematic way
throughout Switzerland did not take place until the mid1960s. Because of the highly decentralized nature of
Swiss education, most educational research takes place
in a large number of decentralized institutions. Switzerland does not have a national educational research institute. As a consequence there are many microlevel studies,
primarily in the fields of educational psychology and didactical studies during compulsory education. The cantons are the largest source of funding for educational
research (47 percent of the total). The Confederation contributes 44 percent, primarily through the Swiss National
Scientific Research Fund. The municipalities or communes (three percent) and the private sector (about six
percent) play a less significant role.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
In 2001 there does not yet exist a Swiss academic institution of distance learning or an Open University.
However, a limited number of technology and distant
learning classes were inaugurated in summer 2000. These
are subsidized by the Confederation. Because of the small
size of the country, the great density of universities, and
the multilinguistic nature of Switzerland, it is unlikely
that a distance learning university will become a reality
in the near future. Switzerland is characterized by great
diversity. It contains 26 cantons, each responsible for its
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

own educational system and three major languages.
There are, however, contacts to Open Universities of
other European countries, which have led to the establishment of study centers, including the German Fern University Hagen in Brigue and the British Open University
in Geneva.
In addition there are also a number of activities on
the Internet that are related to education. The Center for
Continuing Education at the Swiss Institute of Technology (ETH) provides up-to-date information about all the
opportunities in continuing education. ‘‘EduETH,’’ the
education server of the ETH Zurich, provides a platform
to exchange subject matter and information for secondary
students. Most elementary and secondary schools in
Switzerland have access to computers and the Internet.
Nonuniversity continuing education plays a very important role in Switzerland. Approximately 28,000 individuals were enrolled in a nonuniversity course in 1992/
93, which is about a quarter of the population of the
relevant age group. Many of these courses are offered at
the FH/HES. Adult education is recognized as an integral
part of the educational system in Switzerland and is promoted by the Confederation, the cantons, and the municipalities. However, it is financed and run mainly by
private educational organizations. Public facilities such
as courses for parents, adult education classes, and advanced education are supplemented by the services provided by club schools and groups allied to churches, trade
unions, or political parties. The Swiss Association for
Adult Education comprises approximately 30 coordinating and individual organizations. Because adult education is not a university subject, there is little research
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available on this topic. Available statistics indicate that
approximately 40 percent of the working population is
engaged in specialized professional adult education.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Swiss teachers are very well paid and hold a generally high status in the community. Teacher training and pay
depend upon the level taught, with higher grades requiring longer periods of education and higher salaries.
Training for kindergarten teachers varies among the
various cantons. In the majority of cantons, kindergarten
teachers are trained for three or four years at teacher
training institutions. In most cantons, primary school
teachers also receive their training in teacher-training colleges. They are able to enroll after passing an entrance
examination, as soon as they have completed compulsory
education. In some cantons it is common for teachers to
be trained at an institution attached to a university. In
nonuniversity cantons, teachers are usually educated in
separate teacher-training colleges. The diploma for primary school teachers is a specialized one and not the
same as a university diploma. The teacher-training course
normally lasts five years. Prospective teachers are assessed on their moral, psychological, and intellectual
character as well as their knowledge and professional
qualities.
There are basically two types of teachers in secondary school. Those who teach in the sections with basic requirements are, as a rule, primary school teachers who
have had specific additional training. They are not specialized in any subjects. Those who teach in sections
with higher requirements are specialized in one to three
subjects. These teachers often possess a university education. This is reflected in the profile of gymnasium teachers who are specialists in one subject and university
educated.

SUMMARY
Switzerland’s educational system is experiencing a
period of rapid change at the beginning of the new millennium. Both internal and external factors have influenced educational reform. Globalization and a unified
European Community, even though Switzerland is not a
formal member, have put significant pressures on the educational system. In order to meet the growing demand
for qualified workers and to work towards international
recognition of Swiss diplomas, the nonuniversity higher
education sector has been modified and reclassified as
technical colleges. These include most teacher colleges.
The dual system of higher education is comparable to
similar institutions in Germany, Austria, and Holland,
which include university level institutions and technical
colleges. In Switzerland the different schools comprising
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the technical college level are still very fragmented.
Transferability between the two sectors of higher education still remains problematic, with few clear paths between the FH/HES and the universities and Swiss Federal
Institutes of Technology.
The number of students attending the gymnasium
has increased significantly in the last 20 years. In the last
decade women have made significant progress in completing the gymnasium and continuing to university
studies. The ratio of maturity graduates is considerably
higher in the areas of the Suisse romande (French and
Italian Switzerland), where children are tracked later than
in German-speaking Switzerland. In contrast, children of
foreign workers and those from lower socioeconomic
backgrounds are less likely to complete higher secondary
educations or to go on to higher education. There is also
significant disparity between the educational systems of
the mountain regions and those of urbanized Switzerland.
Future educational reform needs to be directed toward
questions of equity in the educational system.
Education in Switzerland continues to be very decentralized and fragmented, although important strides
have been taken toward reducing the disparities between
the cantonal educational systems. Coordination measures, such as the introduction of standards for middle
schools or maturity certificates, and the development of
less elitist forms of higher education, take years to institute. As a whole, Switzerland has a very good educational
system; however, free transfer from canton to canton is
impeded by the 26 different cantonal educational systems
and the lack of common educational standards.
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Region:
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Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
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on Education:
Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Teachers:
Student-Teacher Ratio:
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Syrian Arab Republic
Middle East
16,305,659
Arabic, Kurdish,
Armenian, Aramaic,
Circassian, French,
English
70.8%
10,783
6 years
3.1%
11,790
Primary: 2,690,205
Secondary: 957,664
Higher: 215,734
Primary: 101%
Secondary: 42%
Higher: 16%
Primary: 114,689
Secondary: 64,661
Primary: 23:1
Secondary: 17:1

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Geography & Population: The Syrian Arab Republic,
commonly known as Syria, is a Middle Eastern country
located at the east end of the Mediterranean Sea. The
country was formerly known, with Egypt, as the United
Arab Republic. It is known locally as Al Jumhuriyah al
Arabiyah as Suriyah; the shortened form of this name is
Suriyah. Syria is bordered on the north by Turkey, on the
east by Iraq, on the south by Jordan and Israel, and on the
west by Lebanon and the Mediterranean Sea. In 2001 the
total land area of 184,050 square kilometers included
1,295 square kilometers of Israeli-occupied territory.
Geographically, Syria can be divided into four regions. A narrow fertile coastal plain runs along the Mediterranean border and extends inland to a narrow range of
mountains and hills. The coastal climate is moderate with
hot, dry summers and mild, wet winters; the average annual rainfall is this area is between 30 and 40 inches. The
mountainous region runs from north to south, parallel to
the Mediterranean Sea. The interior semiarid plains region is found to the east of the mountains. Much of the
southeastern part of Syria is desert region that extends to
the borders of Jordan and Iraq; most of the desert is a rock
and gravel plateau that receives less than four inches of
rain annually and is extremely hot.
Until the 1960s and 1970s, Syria was primarily an
agricultural country. Because much of the country is
semiarid and desert, only 28 percent of the land is arable
land, and much of the farmed land must be irrigated.
Since 1974, oil has become Syria’s most important
source of revenue and its greatest export. Pipelines from
Iraq and Jordan cross Syria, and there is a pipeline to the
coast as well. Forty percent of the labor force works in
agricultural areas, 40 percent in service areas, and 20 percent in industrial areas.
The population of Syria is approximately 16.3 million, of which 90.3 percent are Arab; Kurds, Armenians,
and nomadic groups make up the remaining 9.7 percent.
The annual population growth rate was estimated at 2.58
percent at the turn of the century, with 41 percent of the
population 14 years of age or younger, 56 percent between 15 and 64, and 3 percent aged 65 and older. Educational facilities have expanded since the mid-1960s, but
illiteracy is still widespread among older Syrians living
in rural areas and among women. In 2000, Syria’s literacy
rate was 70.8 percent. More males were literate (85.7 percent) than females (55.8 percent).
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trading settlements along the coast sometime after 1250
B.C. From the eleventh to the sixth century B.C., Syria
was invaded and intermittently controlled by Assyrians.
Babylonian conquerors periodically held parts of the
land, and even Egypt tried to reestablish positions in
Syria. Alexander the Great conquered Syria between 333
and 331 B.C. His empire was conquered a short time later
by the kings of Syria, the Seleucids, who founded cities
and military colonies. In 63 B.C. the area was incorporated into the Roman Empire. Following the decline and
collapse of the empire in the fourth century, Syria became
part of the Byzantine Empire and remained so for almost
250 years.

Although 90 percent of all Syrians are Muslims, they
belong to different sects. Approximately 74 percent are
Sunnites, and another 16 percent are members of Alawite, Druze, and other Muslim sects. The non-Muslim
population is largely Christian; the largest group is Greek
Orthodox, but there are also Armenian Catholics, Maronites, Armenian Orthodox, and Syrian Orthodox. There
are small Jewish communities in Damascus, Al Qamishli,
and Aleppo. The country’s legal system is based on Islamic law and civil law system, and there are special religious courts.
Arabic is Syria’s official language and is spoken by
of 85 to 90 percent of its people. Kurdish is the largest
linguistic minority (11 percent), but Armenian, Aramaic,
and Circassian are also widely understood. The older citizens often speak French, and English is widely understood and spoken among the younger and middle-aged
groups. Most Arabic speakers are bilingual, so there are
few communication problems resulting from language
differences.
Historical Evolution: Three geographical factors have
influenced Syria’s history: its location on the trade and
military routes, its varied topography, and the encroaching desert. Although the modern Syrian state was not established until after World War I, Syria has been
inhabited by various powers since ancient times. The
Amorites, coming in 2100 B.C. from the Arabian Peninsula, were the first important Semitic people to settle in
the region and establish many small states. From the fifteenth to thirteenth century B.C., the area was probably
part of the Hittites’ empire. The Phoenicians established
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The most important and lasting conquest took place
in A.D. 636, when Muslim Arabs took over the region.
During the following century, most Syrians converted to
Islam, and the culture of the area became distinctly Arab.
By the late eleventh century, the Crusades led to the incorporation of part of Syria into the Christian kingdom
of Jerusalem. When the Seijuk Turks captured the area
at the end of the twelfth century, Jerusalem was overthrown. In the mid-thirteenth century, Mongols under
Hulagu Khan invaded Syria, destroying and sacking
major cities and massacring tens of thousands of inhabitants.
The Ottoman Turks incorporated the region into
their empire in 1516, and it remained in their possession
for the next four centuries. Rulers established military
and civilian schools; missionary and foreign schools were
also established during these years, but most of the population attended the Islamic schools. In the late eighteenth
century, the European powers began to have an increasing interest in Syrian affairs: the British were friends of
the Druze, the Russians protected the Orthodox Christians, and the French became allies of the Roman Catholics. Growing Arab nationalism and opposition to
Turkish control led to a British-supported rebellion prior
to World War I.
The efforts to form an independent state were thwarted, however, when in 1922 the League of Nations made
Syria part of the territory controlled by France and drew
the geographical boundaries that have defined Syria into
the twenty-first century. In an effort to maintain control,
the French limited changes in the educational system as
they tried to impose their own culture and language. The
public education system was administered and controlled
by French officials, who patterned the schools and the
subjects taught after those in their homeland. As a result,
the curricula did not consider the local traditions and customs. Many individuals chose not to attend these schools.
Those who could afford private, foreign, or missionary
schools often sent their children to these rather than the
French public schools.
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Following many years of political disturbances and
uprisings, in September 1941 the French proclaimed the
creation of an independent Syrian republic. In 1945 Syria
became a charter member of the United Nations, and on
April 17, 1946, Syria was proclaimed an independent
country. The new state established an educational system
that would provide needed manpower and include instruction that maintained local traditions and customs.

vise and guide education in a manner consistent with the
requirements of society and of production.’’ Women, in
Article 45, are guaranteed ‘‘all opportunities enabling
them to fully and effectively participate in the political,
social, cultural, and economic life. The state removes the
restrictions that prevent women’s development and participation in building the socialist Arab society.’’

Much of Syria’s post World War II history has been
turbulent. Between 1949 and 1963 there were several
military coups and frequent changes in government. In
1958 Syria and Egypt merged to form the United Arab
Republic, but the agreement dissolved in 1961. In 1963
the Ba’ath Socialist Party came to power by military coup
and the country began to stabilize. Another coup took
place in 1970, and Hafez al-Assad, then Defense Minister, became president; he remained president until his
death in 2000 when his son, Dr. Bashar al-Assad, became
president. During the 1990s, Syria began working to improve diplomatic ties with the West and with the Arab
world.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
In 1967, Syria signed the Arab Cultural Unity Agreement with Jordan and Egypt establishing a uniform threelevel education system and determining curricular examination procedures and teacher-training requirements for
each of the levels. Since then all Syrian schools, colleges,
and universities have been under close government supervision, overseen by the Ministry of Education.
The Syrian Arab Republic’s constitution was adopted on March 13, 1973. The Ba’ath Party’s emphasis on
building a national identity is evident in the third part of
the constitution: Educational and Cultural Principles. According to Article 21 of that section, Syria’s educational
and cultural system ‘‘aims at creating a socialist nationalist Arab generation which is scientifically minded and attached to its history and land, proud of its heritage, and
filled with the spirit of struggle to achieve its nation’s objectives of unity, freedom, and socialism, and to serve humanity and its progress.’’ A portion of Article 23
underscores this commitment and responsibility: ‘‘The
nationalist socialist education is the basis for building the
unified socialist Arab society. It seeks to strengthen
moral values, to achieve the higher ideals of the Arab nation, to develop the society, and to serve the causes of humanity. The state undertakes to encourage and to protect
this education.’’
The right to an education is guaranteed in Article 37,
which states that elementary education is compulsory and
free. This article also notes that the state ‘‘undertakes to
extend compulsory education to other levels and to superWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

Schooling is divided into six years of primary education (ages 6 to 12), followed by three years of intermediate education (ages 12 to 15), and three years of general
secondary or technical secondary education (ages 15 to
18). The role of education is to transmit the traditional
culture as well as teach the approved view of subject area
knowledge. The Syrian Ministry of Education approves
all curricula and all textbooks and support materials. The
textbooks are written by state-approved authors and
printed by the General Institute for Schoolbook Printing.
Instruction is in Arabic.
Following the establishment of the three-level system in 1967, student enrollments increased dramatically.
Between 1970 and 1976, primary school enrollments increased 43 percent, lower secondary enrollments increased 52 percent, and higher secondary enrollments
increased 65 percent. During these years, enrollments in
postsecondary institutions increased more than 66 percent. These increases are largely because of the government’s goal to eliminate illiteracy by 1991; primary and
preparatory schools were built in many areas, and mobile
schools traveled into remote desert areas.
In 1981, an estimated 42 percent of the population
over age 12 could not read or write. By 1984, approximately 57,000 Syrians had attended literacy classes sponsored by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of
Social Affairs and Labor. Although the goal of having a
literate population was not achieved, by 1997 the number
of citizens who were literate had increased to almost 71
percent.
Between 1970 and 1998, the number of female students enrolled at each level of schooling increased dramatically. The number enrolled in primary school
increased from approximately 297,000 to over 1,267,000,
and the number of females enrolled at the upper secondary level tripled, increasing from 14,000 to over 52,000.
Many 12- to 15-year-old girls marry and are often unable
to pursue an education beyond the compulsory level. Between 1970 and 1998, the number of female university
students increased from 17,000 to 72,000, and the number receiving vocational education and training increased
from 600 to 63,000. In 1998, females represented 47.7
percent of the students enrolled in primary schools, 45
percent of those in preparatory schools, 50.7 percent of
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those in the secondary general schools, 45.3 percent of
those in technical and vocational schools, and 46.6 percent of those in universities. In 2001 Syria adopted a slogan of ‘‘education for girls’’ as part of its participation
in the celebration of the annual Women’s World Day on
March 8. This underscores the country’s commitment to
having qualified women in the workforce and to helping
women become more self-sufficient.
Private schools supplement the public schools, but
less than 5 percent of the Syrian students attend them.
There are two international schools in Syria for grades
pre K-12 that serve the American and international community: ICARDA International School of Aleppo, which
had an enrollment of 275 for the 2000-2001 school year,
and Damascus Community School, which had an enrollment of 329 for the 2000-2001 school year. Both schools
have a college-preparatory, American-based curriculum.
The teachers at these accredited schools incorporate
American teaching methods and offer a variety of extracurricular and intramural sports and activities. Students
may enroll at any time during the school term. There is
also a separate educational system run by the United Nations for Palestinian refugee children.
The Syrian Arab Republic is an active member of a
number of organizations that benefit education. Among
these are the Arab Organization for Education, Culture,
and Science; the Islamic Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (ISESCO); the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO);
the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF); and the
World Health Organization (WHO).

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Optional paid preprimary kindergarten programs are
available for three- to five-year-olds. These programs are
provided by private, tuition-charging institutions and by
some government institutions. Approximately 7 percent
of three- to five-year-olds attend an early childhood development program. The tuition charges at the government institutions are very low, and the students enrolled
there are primarily the employees’ children. In 19981999, almost 45 percent of those enrolled in a private
early childhood development program attended public
primary schools.
Primary education is free and compulsory for all Syrians ages 6 to 12. Students in the primary program are expected to complete one grade level each year; thus the
program covers grades one to six. In 1999, there were
11,213 primary schools in Syria. The official Syrian curriculum is taught at each grade level to all students using
syllabi and lesson guides provided by the Department of
Primary Education and Kindergartens, a branch of the
Ministry of Education. Teachers are trained in state1348

approved programs. Subjects include history, national
(pan-Arab) education, geography, literature, social education, and Islamic education. Those completing the primary education program receive an End-of-Stage
certificate.
Since 1961 Syria’s educational system has been
guided by five-year development plans. The fourth fiveyear plan (1976-1980) established a goal of enrolling all
boys of primary school age by 1980 and of enrolling all
girls of primary school age by 1990. By the early 1980s,
Syria achieved the goal of enrolling all males in primary
school, but the goal for female enrollments was not attained.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Even though many students, especially in remote
rural areas, do not take advantage of the secondary education programs, the public’s demand for these programs
has remained constant over the years. Many Syrians view
completing secondary and postsecondary educational
programs as a way to advance in society. Secondary education is an intermediate stage between the compulsory
primary program for 6- to 12-year-olds and specific types
of higher education and training.
In 1999, there were 3,440 secondary schools. Like
the primary program, there is a rigid format: each student
is expected to complete the required curriculum in one
year of instruction. The first three years of secondary education provide intermediate courses; students enter the
program at age 12 and complete it at age 15. Students
identified as being gifted attend schools especially designed to address their needs. These schools are equipped
with electronic libraries and learning laboratories. Teachers are trained to incorporate more hands-on activities
and activities that promote creative thinking and problem-solving strategies. Those completing the intermediate program sit for the Al Kafa’a (Intermediate Level
Diploma).
This stage is followed by another three years of general education for 15- to 18-year-old students. Students
who are accepted into this program may either enter the
general stream or technical track; entry is based upon the
Al Kafa’a examination. Those entering the general
stream receive one year of general introductory courses
and then enter either the literary or scientific track. Students competing the general secondary program sit for
the Al-Shahâda Al-Thânawiyya-Al’Amma (Baccalaureate
Secondary School Leaving Certificate). The literary track
examination has a minimum pass score of 102 out of a
possible 240, and the scientific track has a minimum
passing score of 104 out of 260. Based upon the examination results and the availability of openings, students may
continue at the university level for six additional years or
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they may attend a two-year intermediate institute program.
In 1995, some 70 percent of those completing intermediate schooling entered the technical track. Students
who enter the technical track are placed in either the industrial or commercial track. At the end of the three-year
program, these students sit for the Al-Shahâda AlThânawiyya Al-Fanniyya (Technical Baccalaureate). The
results of this examination determine entry into the Institute of Technical Education.
As a result of the decision in the 1970s and 1980s
not to train teachers or revise the curricula to include
computers and information technology, Syria had to
make dramatic changes in the late 1990s when the Ministry of Education placed top priority on incorporating information technology into the secondary and preparatory
programs. The state’s five-year development plan for
1996-2000 focused on adding compulsory information
technology courses in secondary schools, technical intermediate institutions, and vocational and technical education centers. The plan for 2001-2005 targets the teaching
and use of information technology in all secondary level
classes and in technical and vocational schools as well as
expanding computer training in other levels. By 2000, all
secondary schools had computers, and by 2002, computers should be available in the preparatory schools.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Public Universities: The Ministry of Higher Education
supervises Syria’s universities: Damascus University,
Tishreen University, the University of Aleppo, and AlBaath University. The ministry has worked cooperatively
with the United Nations Development Program (UNDP)
and UNESCO to develop the Syrian Higher Education
and Research Network (SHERN), a national network for
higher education with connection to the Internet. The
project began in January 1999, and the core development
is scheduled for completion in mid-2001. A presidential
decree in 2000 led to the establishment of a Faculty of
Computer Science and Engineering at the four universities with 150 openings at each site.
Al-Baath University was founded in 1979 in Homs
and housed the country’s first departments of petroleum
engineering and veterinary medicine. In 2000, the university had 16,274 students and 505 teachers. Tishreen University was founded in 1971 as the University of Lattakia.
It offers an undergraduate degree in architecture.
The University of Aleppo, founded in 1960, offers
courses with French, English, and Arabic as the language
of instruction. In 2000, the university had 53,465 students
and 3,377 teachers. There are a number of institutes attached to the University of Aleppo: the Agriculture ReWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

search Center, the Institute for the History of Arabic
Science, the Intermediate Institute for Agriculture, the Intermediate Institute for Commerce, the Intermediate Institute for Engineering, the Intermediate Institute for
Medicine, the Intermediate Institute for Dentistry, the Intermediate Institute for Secretariat, and the School of
Nursing.
Damascus University, founded in 1903, is Syria’s
oldest and largest university. In 2000, there were 81,173
students and 2,809 teachers. Undergraduate students
must complete a compulsory computer course, but the
university has a limited number of computers for student
use. In 1999 only 5 of the university’s 21 computer laboratories had open access for students. The university’s divisions include 13 faculties or areas of specialization, 7
intermediate institutes, and one higher institute, the
Higher Institute of Administrative Development. Damascus University has close cooperative ties with a number
of Arab and international organizations; faculty and staff
work cooperatively on research and exchange programs.
The university awards the following degrees: bachelor’s,
Diploma of Qualification and Specialization, postgraduate diploma, master’s, and doctor of philosophy. The university’s library is the center for Syria’s Directorate of the
Universities’ Libraries.
The Higher Institute of Applied Sciences and Technology (HIAST) in Damascus trains engineers to head
and guide scientific research and to propose projects that
will address Syria’s current and future needs. Many of
these projects focus on improving and expanding the
country’s computer system, updating software, and pro1349
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viding an interface in Arabic for software programs.
HIAST has been designated as a Center of Excellence
and one of the 13 members of the Network of International Science and Technology Centers for Sustainable Development. Founded in 1955, the institute serves
approximately 700 researchers, faculty, and students and
awards the following degrees: bachelor of science, master of science, and doctor of philosophy.
Specialized Institutes: Several other institutes in Syria
are not affiliated with any university. Aleppo Institute of
Music, founded in 1955, has departments of Eastern and
Western music. The Institute of Electrical Engineering
and Electronics, located in Damascus, was founded in
1974 with help from Germany. Germany also assisted
with the founding of the Institute of Technical Training
in 1978; this institute offers only two-year courses. On
September 19, 1999, Presidential Decree Number 4 established the Higher Institute for Management. This institute works collaboratively with the European Union. The
Arab Language Academy of Damascus was founded in
1919. It is devoted exclusively to the study of Arabic language, literature, history, and culture.
Non-university level technical and vocational institutes, known as Intermediate Institutes, offer two-year
training programs in a variety of areas for those having
the Al-Shahâda Al-Thânawiyya Al-Fanniyya. These institutes award an Associate Degree, the Wathîqat Takharruj
or Musaddiqat Takharruj certificate. One month of practical training must be completed in the summer as a part
of the curriculum. The non-university level technical and
vocational institutes are the overseen by the Supreme
Council of Intermediate Institutes.
Courses, Semesters, & Diplomas: All higher education institutions are state controlled and financed. The
Ministry of Higher Education and the Council of Higher
Education coordinate higher education programs. The academic year is typically September to June. Arabic is the
language of instruction. Based upon the results of their
secondary examinations, Syrian students may enter nonuniversity level technical/vocation postsecondary programs or university studies or teacher education programs.
The Ministry of Education maintains agreements
with many sisterly Arab and foreign countries that encourage cultural and educational exchanges. Foreign students may study at one of Syria’s higher education
institutions if they have obtained visas from the Syrian
embassies abroad, have a residence permit, and meet the
institution’s admissions requirements. Foreign students
may enroll in language proficiency courses at the Training School for Foreigners so they can master the Arabic
language.
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University studies are available in three sequential
levels: Licence or Licentiate (bachelor’s degree), postgraduate diploma and master’s degree, and the doctorate.
The time required to earn the Licence or Licentiate varies
from four to six years. Arts, humanities, Islamic law, economics, social sciences, and fine arts programs each require four years. Five years are needed to complete
engineering, architecture, agriculture, pharmacy, dentistry, and veterinary science programs. Medical students receive the Docteur en Médecine after six years of study.
Those studying an additional year beyond the Licence or
Licentiate receive the postgraduate diploma, and a master’s degree is conferred after a minimum of two years
of study beyond the Licence or Licentiate. The doctorate
is awarded to those who, after receiving the master’s degree, complete three additional years of study, conduct
personal research, and defend a thesis successfully.
The primary grading system used by higher education institutions is based on a percent system: those scoring in the 90-100 percent range earn Martabet al Sharaf
(Honors); 80-89 percent, Momtaz (Excellent); 70-79 percent, Jayed Jeddar (Very Good); 60-69 percent, Jayed
(Good); 50-59 percent, Makboul (Pass); 0-49 percent,
Raseb (Fail).

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The Ministry of Higher Education, led by the Minister and four deputy ministers, is responsible for all aspects of curricular development and administration of
Syrian schools, colleges, and universities. Syria’s schools
are used to teach political ideology and to train those
needed for the nation’s current and projected future economic and political needs. They remain microcosms of
the authority and order found in society; teachers’ instructions and assertions are not to be questioned.
Because of government regulations, the general public’s access to many forms of communication has been
limited. Fax machines were illegal until 1995. In 1999,
when the Internet first became available, access was limited because of the lack of phone lines and servers available, and because most Syrians had no training in
information technology’s uses. In fact, in 2000 there were
only about 2,000 Internet subscribers in Syria. In 1999
Syria began a government-controlled pilot program that
made Internet access available for the first time to government institutions and universities. At the first SyrianLebanese computer forum in April 2000, Bashar alAssad, then president of Syria’s Computer Society, recognized the importance of information technology and
stated that Syria was planning an immediate expansion
of Internet access so it would be available to every household. This expansion will impact research in a myriad of
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ways as knowledge is shared. Transferring technology
from some countries, including the United States, was
still banned, however, in 2001.
In September 1991, the government’s National Information Center opened. The center has a two-fold purpose: collecting and preserving documents and selecting,
collecting, analyzing, processing and storing information
electronically. Syria’s first optical archiving network
began operation in 1993. The network enables researchers and decision makers to access records and documents
quickly and easily. The National Information Center established an Internet site in 1997, but there was no online
access to its records and files.
In February 1994, the center supported the creation
of the National Coordination and Cooperative Committee
for Information. One goal of the National Coordination
and Cooperative Committee for Information is to work
with existing organizations to create and maintain a national database with a uniform documentation system.
Only those who receive prior approval, however, may use
the information. Since August 1994, the National Information Center has periodically published a magazine to
report its activities and those of other organizations.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Libraries are educational centers supervised by the
Ministry of Culture. There are over 300 libraries in Syria.
The major public libraries are the National Assad Library
in Damascus and the university libraries in Damascus and
Aleppo. The first academic library was the Medical College Library in Damascus. In addition to providing library services, Syrian libraries organize and present a
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range of cultural activities such as lectures, workshops,
training course, art exhibitions, and showing of educational movies. Since 1974 a section of the Ministry of Education has supervised school library organization and
provided for the training of librarians.
American Middle East Educational & Training Services, Inc. (AMIDEAST), a private nonprofit organization based in Washington, DC, was founded in 1951 to
promote cooperation and understanding between Americans and people of the Middle East and North Africa
through education, information, and development assistance programs. The site in Syria opened in 1955, closed
in 1967, and reopened in 1978. AMIDEAST Syria administers the Fulbright Program for students from the
Middle East and North Africa, distributes basic advising
materials and information on education in the United
States, administers standardized tests required by universities in the United States, and coordinates study tours
and programs in Syria for groups of American undergraduate students. Since 1996, AMIDEAST has offered both
English and Arabic language courses for adults and for
children. The American Language Center (ALC) was established in 1986 by the United States Information Service to teach the English language to Syrians and to
expose students to American life and culture. The center
had 45 native-English instructors in 2000 and up to 2,000
students each term.
Distance education is limited in Syria. Until the late
1990s, the Ministry of Education focused only on traditional forms of instruction. Educational television and
programming are the responsibility of the Ministry of Education’s Directorate of Teaching Technologies Center,
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which develops and produces educational resources. The
televised programs have primarily been used to provide
general information or series of programs designed to introduce and teach computer applications.
The Syrian Computer Society was founded in 1989
as a non-profit organization to promote and to contribute
to the diffusion of information technology in Syria. The
organization provides different levels of training programs that are open to the public; offers training programs for profession; and organizes workshops,
seminars, and conferences. The Syrian Computer Society
has worked closely with the Ministry of Education to
form the Syrian National Policy for Information Technology in Education. This policy provides a timeline for
training teachers, providing computers and other equipment to schools, and adding computer science and information technology courses in all levels of education.
Syria’s Internet infrastructure should be completed by
mid-2001. At that time Internet providers will be licensed, and by 2001 approximately 50,000 people should
be able to access the Internet. The plan calls for each
school to have a Web site and to be connected to an approved Internet provider. In addition, free computer
courses are available to all citizens at a number of accessible training centers. Future policies will address the development of online courses and other forms of
nontraditional education.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Syria recognizes the importance of teacher training
and preparation. Teachers in the Syrian Arab Republic
are transmitters of the country’s culture and political
ideology. They must not only teach the approved curricula but also instill and support patriotism, discipline, and
the value of placing society and country before the individual.
There are 14 teacher-training schools in Syria. Students are typically 14 years old when they enter teachertraining programs after two years of intermediate education. They receive training for teaching at either the
primary level or the secondary level. Upon completion of
the program, primary school teachers receive the Shahâdat Ahliyyat Al-Ta’lîm Al-lbtibâ’l (Primary Teaching
Certificate).
More specialized training is provided for teachers at
the intermediate level. Those who hold a baccalaureate
degree must complete a two-year training program.
Those wishing to teach at the secondary level must complete a one-year program of study from the Faculty of Education at the universities; they then receive a diploma
and a special diploma in education. Preparatory school
teachers may be trained in two-year programs at an intermediate institution before being allowed to teach in a pro1352

gram with a shortage of qualified instructors. Vocational
secondary teachers must receive the Technical Baccalaureate and then complete a two-year program at an intermediate institution. To teach in at the higher education
level, a teacher must have earned a master’s degree or
doctorate.
Because of the Ministry of Education’s commitment
to teaching computer science as an integral part of the
curricula and using computers as instructional tools,
teachers must be trained to teach computer science and
promote computer-assisted instruction. There are five
centers, each in a different province, that provide one
year of intensive teacher training in these areas to selected teachers. More teachers are also being trained to incorporate student-centered hands-on activities and experiments in the classroom. This is especially evident in
workshops and teacher-preparation courses for science
teachers.
Changes in the area of teacher qualifications will
take place sometime after 2001. A university degree with
a diploma in education will be required of all teachers.
Teachers will be selected based on interviews and written
tests. Those selected will be required to attend a mandatory training program designed to address the new role
teachers are playing in Syrian education. They are expected not only to create a classroom climate conducive
to learning but also to council and to advise students who
are studying self-paced programs. Teachers are expected
to know and to be able to teach the ever-changing curriculum.

SUMMARY
Schools in the Syrian Arab Republic reflect the philosophy of the state and mirror the nation’s commitment
to providing appropriate educational programs at each
level. While transmission of the national culture is the
cornerstone of the educational system, the state also recognizes the need to integrate traditional curricula with
computer science and technology training. In 2000, some
45 percent of the population was under the age of 15, and
15 percent of the population was under the age of 5. Thus,
many Syrians will be educated in schools that are undergoing continual and dramatic changes in curricula and instructional techniques. The implementation of computers
and information-technology training at all levels of formal education will have a significant impact on future
generations. In addition, the ability of university students
and faculty to access information via the Internet will improve teaching and research. Syria’s commitment to increase the availability of computers and Internet access
in homes and workplaces will allow more Syrians to
apply the skills learned at schools.
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TAIWAN
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:

Taiwan, Province of
China
East & South Asia
22,191,087
Mandarin Chinese,
Taiwanese (Min), Hakka
94%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Taiwan, or the Republic of China (ROC), is an island
nation located nearly 161 km (100 miles) off the southeast coast of mainland China. It is approximately 395 km
(245 miles) long from north to south and 145 km (90
miles) across at its widest point. Since 1949, its largest
city, Taipei, has been the seat of the Nationalist Chinese
government, which is called the Guomindang (GMD) or
Kuomintang (KMT); spellings differ because there is no
direct translation from Chinese to English. In addition to
controlling this main island, the Nationalist government
also has jurisdiction over the 22 islands in the Taiwan
group and the 64 islands to the immediate west in the Pescadores Archipelago, which is a total area of 36,179 sq
km (13,969 sq miles). Taiwan is bounded by the East
China Sea on the north, which separates it from the Ryukyu Islands, Okinawa, and Japan. To the east is the Pacific Ocean, and to the south, Taiwan lies the Bashi
Channel, which separates it from the Philippines. Finally,
on the west, the Taiwan (Formosa) Strait separates the island from mainland China.
The population in 2000 was estimated to be just over
22.3 million, of which slightly more than half was under
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

the age of 30. During the first half of the twentieth century, the population of Taiwan tripled. However, from its
peak at about mid-century, the rate of growth has steadily
declined from about four percent to less than two percent
per year. During this period, modern health measures decreased the death rate, while the birth rate temporarily increased due to increased rural employment opportunities
and Nationalist land reform. More recently, however, in
response to increasing urban opportunities, families have
begun concentrating more resources on fewer children.
In addition, the government has begun to actively promote family planning and birth control.
The population is divided into three main groups:
Malayo-Polynesian aborigines, who are the island’s original inhabitants (two percent of the population); those
now called Taiwanese, who are descendants of the original immigrants from the mainland Chinese provinces of
Fujian and Guangdong (83 percent of the population);
and much more recent immigrant who were adherents to
the former mainland Nationalist government (15 percent
of the population). The aboriginal population is now organized into nine diverse ethnolinguistic groups. The
largest of these groups are the Ami, Atayal, and Paiwan.
Chinese immigrants largely displaced or assimilated the
plains aborigines and carried on a protracted conflict with
the mountain aborigines, who were subdued only by the
Japanese in the early twentieth century. Nearly all of the
aborigines now live in the foothills and highlands of the
island. Although several aboriginal dialects and many
tribal customs have been retained, the aborigines have increasingly become assimilated—linguistically and culturally—into modern Taiwanese society.
The Taiwanese, who comprise the majority of the
population, consist of two major ethnolinguistic groups.
The Hokkien—or Southern Min—are originally from
southern Fujian and constitute the larger of these groups;
their dialect of Chinese is often referred to as the Taiwanese dialect. The Hakka, originally from northern Guangdong, are also prominent, and they have their own distinct
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Hakka dialect. The most recent immigrants to Taiwan,
who arrived from all parts of China in the late 1940s,
speak mainly Mandarin. Because those recent immigrants have had a disproportionately prominent presence
in the ruling Nationalist government, Mandarin has become Taiwan’s principal language.
Soon after discovering Taiwan at the beginning of
the seventh century C.E., the Chinese named the island
Liuqiu and began settling it no later than the twelfth century. However, the first permanent settlements—actually,
trading posts—were established only as early as the late
Ming period (1368-1644). At that time, settlers from the
Fujian coast—mainly Chinese and some Japanese fishermen—began to land on and settle the western coast of
Taiwan. The Portuguese arrived in 1590 and named the
island Formosa (meaning ‘‘beautiful’’); they also attempted to disrupt the preexisting trends in colonization.
The Portuguese were displaced by the Dutch, who arrived
in 1624 and established a colonial government at the
southern end of the island near present-day Tainan. The
Dutch had to reckon with a comparable foothold at the
northern end of the island that was established by Spanish
colonists, who occupied that land in the wake of the Portuguese. The Dutch succeeded in ousting the Spaniards
in 1641 and conquered the entire island in 1642. However, within just two decades, the Dutch were defeated at
the hands of the Chinese Ming loyalist renegade Zheng
Chenggong (also called Koxinga or Coxinga), who expelled them from the island in 1661.
Zheng Chenggong’s victory over and expulsion of
the Dutch coincided with the consolidation of the newly
established Qing dynasty (1644-1911) on the Chinese
mainland, and those factors led to an acceleration in Chinese immigration to Taiwan. That surge in immigration
continued even after Manchu forces arrived in 1683 to incorporate the island into the Chinese empire as part of the
Fujian province. Chinese settlers soon appropriated Taiwan’s fertile western plains and drove the aborigines who
lived there into the mountains. Taiwan was made an independent province in 1886 and progressed rapidly toward
modernization. However, in 1895, China abruptly ceded
Taiwan to Japan as part of the treaty terms that concluded
the humiliating Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895.
During its five-month campaign to occupy Taiwan
during that war, Japanese troops encountered staunch resistance from elements of the native population—both
aborigines and Chinese—who opposed the takeover out
of fear and resentment. Japanese soldiers indiscriminately victimized and terrorized the general population because of their inability to distinguish members of the
resistance from neutral citizens. Killing, burning, and
looting was widespread, and, by antagonizing the population, the Japanese greatly incited the opposition tha was
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already aligned against them. For a span of three years
that concluded in 1898), rebellious bands of Chinese residents defied the Japanese forces, and a defiant public refused all contact with the invaders.
Despite this troubled and turbulent beginning, during
its half-century as a Japanese possession (1895 to 1945),
Taiwan made its most important formative strides in the
area of education. In fact, education was just as integral
to the Japanese colonial enterprise as was military conquest, for it was viewed as an indispensable tool in pacifying any newly acquired foreign territory. At the time
of the Japanese takeover, the first pieces of the traditional
Chinese education system were already well-established
in Taiwan. Since the mid-1600s, Confucian schools had
been established and civil service examinations held at
regular intervals. However, even after two centuries of
existence, these institutions serviced only the tiny sprinkling of literati and affluent merchants who were among
the droves of immigrants that had moved to the island;
most colonists remained poor, illiterate, and unable to
participate in the transplanted education system.
The Japanese primarily sought to impose the recently developed educational paradigm and principles of the
Meiji Restoration era (1868-1912) upon Taiwan. This
paradigm consisted of two main components. The first
was a small number of secondary institutions and an even
smaller number of postsecondary facilities. The second
was a much larger and more widely dispersed number of
elementary education institutions. It was the latter of
these two components—the elementary institutions—that
served as the education model that the Japanese imposed
on Taiwan beginning in 1895.
Thus, the initial Japanese contribution to education
in Taiwan was taking the education system that had earlier been transferred from mainland China—one that the
Japanese themselves regarded as ‘‘backward’’—and supplanting it with one that was more progressive and less
elitist. This task was accomplished in many ways. During
the first half of the twentieth century, the Japanese installed a democratized education system that extended
primary education to ordinary Taiwanese in an effort to
cultivate a loyal citizenry and produce literate workers
for their colonial empire. The motivation behind this effort was of course highly imperialist, but the result was
that individuals who would formerly have had no access
to a primary education now received one. Nevertheless,
throughout this period, the old, Chinese system continued
to exist residually, and the Japanese continued to regard
Chinese classical studies with suspicion because of their
close association with Taiwan’s past under Chinese rule.
Confucian morality was meticulously divorced from its
historical context: when classical tradition nurtured loyalty and deference to one’s superiors, it was encouraged,
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but when it nurtured cultural identification with China,
it was forbidden. The end result was that, under Japanese
patronage and direction and by the standards of the time,
Taiwan was on its way to becoming one of the besteducated populations in Asia, second only to Japan itself.

as the lead defense attorney for the accused democratic
activists involved in the Kaohsiung Incident of 1979.

In 1945, with Japan’s defeat in World War II, Taiwan was returned to China as an independent province
under the conditions of the former 1886 arrangement.
However, years of acculturation to Japanese rule made
the population considerably resistant to the Chinese Nationalist government, or Guomindang. Beginning on February 28, 1947, the Nationalists brutally and harshly
suppressed a series of uprisings by Taiwanese residents.
Only in 1949 did the island come firmly under Nationalist
control, and this only after the Chinese Communists
drove the Nationalist government—along with nearly
two million people—off the mainland, forcing it to relocate to Taipei, Taiwan.

The Nationalist government’s claim to rule Taiwan,
which it considered a province, was originally predicated
on its claim to rule all of China. However, the political
reality is that the People’s Republic of China (PRC) so
strongly opposes Taiwan’s independence that the 1947
Nationalist constitution has become more and more exclusively applied only to the island of Taiwan. Nevertheless, Chapter 10 of the constitution exhibits a federated
flavor that extends autonomy in education administration
from the national level down to the provincial, county,
and municipal levels, and it seems that that autonomy is
genuine. Chapter 13, Section 5 of the constitution affirms
the right of every child to receive nine years of compulsory education, through the age of 15 (Articles 159 and
160); and it also mandates that the various levels of government administration reserve a prescribed percentage
of their budget for educational, scientific, and cultural
pursuits. These percentages are as follows: central government, 15 percent; provincial government, 25 percent;
and county and municipal governments, 35 percent. In
summary, the ROC constitution clearly stipulates that
priority be given to funding education.

Sustained in its early years by generous aid from the
United States and defended by U.S. military power, the
Nationalist regime oversaw noteworthy advances in Taiwan’s economy. Those advances directly influenced the
substance and direction of Taiwanese education. The
most fundamental trend upon Taiwan’s return to Chinese
control was the adoption of a conciliatory stance toward
the values and heritage associated with Confucian classical education. The general view that evolved was that the
content of classical education could complement and coexist with the modern aspects of the Japanese education
infrastructure and curriculum.
The Guomindang (GMD), beginning with president
Chiang Kai-shek in the 1950s, has historically taken consistent steps to facilitate this hybrid form of education, a
trend that continues to the present day. Moreover, even
the opposition Democratic Progressive Party(DPP),
which was founded in 1986 and was first successful in
the elections of 1989, shares a perspective similar to that
of the GMD concerning education. Consequently, the efforts to consistently adhere to the established education
path have become concerted. The two most recent presidents of Taiwan—Lee Teng-hui and Chen Shui- bian—
have both promoted education and are highly successful
examples of the benefits of the democratic trend in education that began under Japanese domination. Lee, who is
a Hakka and was the first native-born president of Taiwan
and the first winner of a direct popular election in 1996,
attended both Kyoto University (in Japan) and National
Taiwan University as an undergraduate; he completed his
graduate studies in the United States. Chen, who is also
native-born to a poor farming family, was the first member of the opposition party to win the presidency when
he claimed 39.3 percent of the vote in 2000. He is a National Taiwan University law school graduate who served
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Compulsory Education: As mandated by the Compulsory Education Law of 1982 and its implementation
guidelines of 1984, the basic structure of the educational
system in Taiwan is based on a nine-year compulsory education program originally formulated in 1968 that is
now referred to as the ‘‘Nine-year National Education
Program.’’ In order to emphasize its comprehensive
scope, the former elementary and junior high school programs (called 6-3, which meant six years of primary
school and three years of middle school) have become
relegated to ‘‘stage’’ status in the national program—
stages one and two, to be precise. The consequence of
this change has been that many customary terms related
to this all-important compulsory education period are
now used interchangeably or, as is the case with terms
like elementary and primary education, have fallen into
obsolescence. The term basic education has come into
usage, with restricted reference only to the kindergarten
and elementary portions of Taiwan’s educational program. This overlap of terminology is further complicated
by fundamental cultural differences in conceptualization:
Americans, for example, distinguish between preschools
(day-care centers) and kindergartens; in Taiwan, the distinction between the two is not nearly so firm, if it exists
at all.
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Preprimary or kindergarten education in Taiwan,
which serves children the age of 4 to 6, is not compulsory, but its systematic development has been greatly aided
by the passage of the 1981 Early Childhood Education
Law. Also optional is education at the three-year senior
secondary level, for which one must pass an entrance examination before entering either an academic or vocational track. University attendance requires both senior
high graduation and the successful completion of an entrance examination. While the typical undergraduate
study program lasts the standard four years, students may
be required to commit to five to seven years of study before obtaining degrees from the departments of law, medicine, and dentistry. Thus, it is not uncommon for
students in Taiwan to have already completed as much
as 21 years of schooling before commencing graduate
study. Supplementary schools for nontraditional students
and special schools for the disabled complete the educational system as it currently exists in Taiwan.

ratio was 19.83:1 and the average number of students per
class was 36.44. Finally, the compulsory nature of the initial stage of formal education in Taiwan has no doubt had
some effect on enhancing the civic appreciation for education as a lifelong enterprise and thus fostered its voluntary pursuit. During the 1997-1998 academic year, 23.79
percent of the citizenry of Taiwan (or about 5.2 million
people) attended an educational institution of some type;
this contrasts with only 13.9 percent (or perhaps 1.2 million) in the early 1950s.

The successful codification of Taiwan’s compulsory
education initiatives is supported by noteworthy statistical results. Figures on educational attainment for 1995 indicate that only 9.1 percent of the age 25 and over
population has no formal schooling. Additionally, 6.9
percent have a less-than-complete primary education, and
23.9 percent received only a primary education. Statistics
at the secondary level (for which the senior portion is not
compulsory) are less impressive, as 26 percent of the
population has an incomplete secondary education, while
20.5 percent have a complete secondary education. As for
optional education levels, 8.2 percent have completed
some college and 5.4 percent have completed an undergraduate education or higher. Moreover, literacy figures
are just as impressive as the 1995 statistics regarding
compulsory education. In 1995, those in the population
age 15 and over deemed to be literate stood at 15,006,668
(93.7 percent), including 8,156,195 males (97.6 percent)
and 7,149,455females (90.2 percent).

Language of Instruction: Mandarin Chinese remains
the principal language of instruction in Taiwan’s schools.
Instruction in Mandarin remains an educational policy
norm. However, recent national conversations concerning indigenous populations, multilingualism, and multiculturalism indicate that an increasing percentage of the
population (about 45 percent, according to a 1998 ROC
Mainland Affairs Council poll) embraces dual ChineseTaiwanese identity. Shifts such as this have undermined
the former Mandarin-only policy as exclusionary. Today,
Taiwanese (as well as Hakka and certain aboriginal languages) is beginning to be taught at the elementary school
level. However, for the present, the tacit instructional
norm at the elementary level and certainly beyond it remains Mandarin.

In 1999, it was found that 92 percent of those who
completed the standard nine-year compulsory education
chose to pursue higher studies. Also in 1999, the exceedingly powerful Ministry of Education (MOE) announced
that the illiteracy rate was a mere 5.09 percent. Nonetheless, the MOE allocated the equivalent of US$9.18 million to a program aimed at reducing the illiteracy rate to
less than two percent within the next five years. Finally,
no statistics better indicate the effectiveness of the Taiwanese compulsory model of education than the percentages of enrolled students in the targeted age groups. The
percentage of the population age 6 to 14 that was enrolled
in school in 1997 was 79.26 percent; that same year, the
figure for students age 6 to 14 was 98.38 percent.
In 1998, the total number of registered schools at all
different levels in Taiwan was 7,657. The student-teacher
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Academic Year: Although it is punctuated with important holidays, the academic year for all students is essentially the same as the calendar year. Classes begin on
August 1 and end on July 31 of the following year. The
academic year consists of two semesters—the first, from
August 1 to January 31, and the second, from February
1 to July 31.

Instructional Technology: With respect to technology, Taiwan’s entire educational system has directly benefited from the nation’s hugely successful economy,
which specialiizes in information technolog manufacturing. In fact, Taiwan has emerged as a world leader in the
manufacturing of high-technology products. In 2000,
sales of personal computers and related information technology products exceeded US$2 billion, and Taiwan is
already the world’s largest supplier of motherboards,
monitors, keyboards, scanners, mice, and power supply
systems. The number of broadband Internet users in Taiwan is projected to reach 820,000 by the end of 2001, an
increase of 228 percent from the previous year. Therefore, it is not surprising that Taiwan’s educational system is also one of the world’s most advanced in terms of
information technology infrastructure and computer
literacy.
Curriculum—Development: The MOE is empowered
to set curriculum standards at all educational levels. First,
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the MOE commissions experts in a given field to act as
an ad hoc advisory committee. That group examines the
issues and submits its curriculum recommendations, after
which any and all changes must be generated by the ministry itself. One indication of the extent to which the
MOE is a direct extension of vested government interest
in the educational process is the significance it places on
the promotion of scientific and technical studies, often at
the expense of the humanities. This emphasis on scientific, engineering, and mathematical studies clearly indicates the conviction that the interests of the nation should
take precedence over the desires of individual students.
But national and cultural loyalty is also an important aspect of Taiwan’s educational curriculum at every level
and, as a result, textbooks for moral education are also
either designed or authorized by the MOE. Most textbooks and curriculum materials used throughout Taiwan
are produced and distributed by the National Institute of
Compilation and Translation, based on MOE guidelines.
An important staple of Taiwan’s educational system
is a unique type of civic and moral education. Since it was
first proposed by the late president Chiang Kai-shek in
1953, civic and moral education has become the fixture
of the educational system that has undergone the least
change. Although many of its attendant activities are nonformal, civic and moral education is taught by accredited
teachers through an established battery of formal courses.
‘‘Life and Ethics’’ is the first course in the compulsory
curriculum, ‘‘Civics and Morality’’ is the second stage;
and a class simply called ‘‘Civics’’ is offered at the senior
secondary level. The goal of civic and moral education
is to develop a citizenry that wholly subscribes to a set
of principles for ethical living based on the teachings of
Confucius. These principles include respect for parents,
loyalty to the family and the state, and deference to authority. A concomitant goal of civic and moral education
is to develop a patriotic citizenry that is vigilant in maintaining Taiwan’s national defense.
Foreign Influences on Educational System: From its
inception as a modern entity under the stewardship of
Japan, Taiwan’s educational system has conducted extensive academic exchanges with foreign institutions. Since
1945, the United States has overwhelmingly been the favorite destination of Taiwanese exchange students. In the
1998-1999 academic year, 31,043 Taiwan nationals were
studying in the United States, which accounted for just
over half of the total of 61,257 overseas students. However, during the 1999-2000 academic year, the number of
Taiwanese students studying in the United States fell to
29,234, a drop of six percent. Moreover, this figure represents a drop of 22.2 percent from the peak year of 19931994, when 37,581 Taiwan students enrolled at 921 accredited colleges and universities across the United
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States. The MOE’s Bureau of International Cultural and
Education Relations attributes this decline directly to a
combination of more students opting to pursue graduate
studies in Taiwan and the growing popularity of studying
in nations other than the United States. The leaders
among this competition for Taiwanese students are Great
Britain, Australia, Germany, and France, and this emerging trend of study abroad in countries other than the United States is expected to continue.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary Education: The government of Taiwan
has vaguely recognized the desire for early childhood education since 1902, but it was not until 1981 that an Early
Childhood Education Law was finally enacted to develop
kindergarten programs. Until quite recently, preprimary
or kindergarten education in Taiwan was predominantly
part of the private school system. As recently as 1968,
private kindergartens outnumbered public ones by a 3 to
1 ratio. But today there is near-parity between the number
of private and public kindergarten facilities. In 1998,
there were 2,849 registered preschools (or kindergartens), compared to only 28 in the early 1950s.
Primary Education: Primary, or elementary, education consists most specifically of the six-year course of
study for students aged 6 to 12. However the new ‘‘stage
one/stage two’’ model also includes the three-year course
of study for students aged 12 to 15, which is provided by
the government free of charge. In conformance with the
Compulsory Education Law regarding access to schools,
nearly all of the elementary and junior high schools in
Taiwan are public schools (2,540 elementary and 719 junior highs in 1997). Also in 1997, approximately 1.9 million students attended elementary school, resulting in an
average of just over 750 students per school, and nearly
1.1 million students attended junior high school, resulting
in an average of nearly 1,495 students per school.
One of the government’s major concerns regarding
primary education has been the goal of upgrading the
qualifications of elementary school teachers. Until 1960,
most teachers in primary education were products of
three-year normal school programs. In that year, the
three-year programs were expanded to five-year programs, with the institutions becoming designated as junior teachers’ colleges. Then, in 1987, all nine of
Taiwan’s junior teachers’ colleges were elevated to the
status of four-year teachers’ colleges. As such, they became accountable for developing strategies for upgrading
the qualifications of currently working teachers who were
trained in the past. These newly designated colleges generally contain a core of at least four departments: elementary education; language and literature education; science
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and mathematics education; and social science education.
Among the additional special departments that can be
represented are music, arts and crafts, physical education,
and special education.
Recent reforms at the elementary school level have
led to the introduction of new teaching methods, curricula, and textbooks, as well as to more liberal standards. For
example, since 1996, the MOE has permitted elementary
school administrators to select their own textbooks. Also,
general Chinese history has been de-emphasized in favor
of Taiwanese history and culture, as well as world history
topics.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Although experimental programs such as ‘‘comprehensive’’ junior-senior high schools and ‘‘bilateral’’ high
schools are becoming more commonplace, secondary education in Taiwan has customarily consisted of three
main types: a senior academic high school, a senior vocational high school, and a five-year junior college. The
normal ages for attending the first two are 15 to 18; for
the junior college, 15 to 21. Although there are fewer vocational high schools than there are academic ones (204
as opposed to 228), 509,064 students attended vocational
high school in 1997, as opposed to the 291,095 that attended academic high school during that year. Both academic and vocational high schools tend to be public
schools. The five-year junior college program articulates
with the junior high school in that it provides three years
of secondary studies plus two years of college work. The
last two years of this option closely approximate the
structure of junior college programs found in the United
States, and while it can lead to college, the five-year junior college is less effective than the academic high
school in preparing students for the prerequisite college
entrance examinations. Junior high school students must
take an entrance examination to qualify to enter junior
college; most of Taiwan’s junior colleges are private.
The attendance of a senior vocational high school is
not a presumed avenue to college entrance, and it is likely
to be a student’s final educational experience. On the
other hand, the predominant preoccupation of students in
senior academic high schools in Taiwan is preparing for
the college entrance examinations. In July 2000, approximately 131,000 graduating high school students took the
Joint University Entrance Examination (JUEE), which is
also sometimes called the Joint College Entrance Examination (JCEE). The test is Taiwan’s uniform national test
for college admission. Initiated in 1954, the examination
still looms as an unavoidable hurdle to be surmounted by
all Taiwanese youth who aspire to a college education.
However, in recent years, the JUEE has come under increasing criticism because of its emphasis on the rote
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memorization of texts, which is now seen as a major impediment to creative and independent thinking. As a result of this criticism and the broader call for educational
reform, authorities have implemented a plan to replace
the JUEE, which will be administered for the last time in
July of 2002. The new test will be part of a more pluralistic system.
Under this new system, which is designed to reduce
the importance of taking exams in the admissions process, graduating high school students in Taiwan will have
at least three avenues to college entrance that can be deployed either separately or in combination. First, students
will be able to secure college by qualifying for school
recommendations on the basis of their performance. Second, they will be able to earn admission on the basis of
results from the Scholastic Attainment Test of CollegeBound Seniors (SAT), which a record 132,168 graduating high school students in Taiwan took in February 2001
(thus surpassing the number that took the JUEE in 2000).
Finally, the old JUEE is to be replaced in 2003 by a new
test called the Designated Subject Test (DST). All testing
will be conducted by the College Entrance Examination
Center (CEEC), a government foundation established especially for the purpose of better facilitating the admissions process by improving examination quality. The
new system for university admission will require that almost all students take the Taiwanese version of the SAT,
which is comprised of five subjects: Chinese, English,
mathematics, natural science, and social science. However, although they may refer to test results as criteria for
admittance, admissions officials will no longer be permitted to use such results to dictate a student’s collegiate future, as was the case with the JUEE.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Institutions of higher education in Taiwan are conventionally classified by both type and the level of overseeing authority. In descending order of rank, there are
four basic classifications: universities, including research
institutes or graduate-level programs; colleges, which at
the undergraduate level represent the major subdivisions
in universities; junior colleges, including both two- and
three-year schools, in addition to the five-year institutions already described; and schools. In descending order
of prestige, there are four basic classifications of overseeing authority: national, provincial, private, and military
and police. As in most other aspects of education in Taiwan, even the categorizing nomenclature that may be assigned to each type of institution is quite strictly
regulated. For example, by law, an institution may be
called a university only if it is multifaculty and contains
at least three undergraduate colleges. During the 19961997 academic year, there were 78 colleges and universities in Taiwan, attended by 373,702 students. By far, the
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most prestigious of Taiwan’s universities is Taipei’s public National Taiwan University, founded in 1928 as Taihoku Imperial University when the island was under
Japanese control.
Since 1945—and especially for the past four decades—the overwhelming favorite subjects in higher education in Taiwan have been engineering and business. For
example, figures from the 1983-1984 academic year indicate that, whereas 17 percent of Japanese students and 26
percent of Korean students pursued engineering studies,
nearly one-third of all students in Taiwan who were enrolled at the higher education level chose engineering.
Moreover, during the same period, a significantly higher
percentage of university students studied mathematics
and computer science in Taiwan than was the case in either Japan or the Republic of Korea. These and other
trends continue as Taiwan continues to invest more heavily in educational areas that emphasize modern technology than even its most technologically advanced
neighbors.
There are also, however, many areas in which higher
education in Taiwan has already changed rather strikingly, as well as areas of greatly anticipated change. One
such change that has already occurred is in the level of
women’s participation in higher education. In the transitional years, 1964, 1973, and 1985, the proportion of
women enrolled as students in higher education increased
from 29, to 37, to 43 percent, respectively. That number
is continuing to increase each year, and the average educational level of women in Taiwan much surpasses that
of women in other rapidly developing Asian nations.
With regard to anticipated change, imminent reforms
in university admissions procedures will greatly affect
class composition and the interests of students enrolled
in higher education in Taiwan in the future. Those reforms are likely to have an even further democratizing
and diversifying effect than has occurred to date. Several
higher education institutions have already begun, on a
trial basis, to admit students who have not taken the
JUEE, accepting them instead on the basis of their applications, recommendations, and SAT scores only. In the
fall of 2001, a total of 756 departments at 57 universities
enrolled 9,864 students via the two methods. Yet another
forthcoming change is largely political in nature and is
intended as an insurance against any potential onset of the
‘‘brain drain’’ phenomenon, which occurs when greater
numbers of Taiwanese students pursue educational opportunities abroad and do not return to their homeland.
Beginning in 1997 and culminating in 2000, the MOE has
proposed the recognition of academic degrees from accredited colleges and universities on mainland China.
This gesture—should it receive legislative support—is
doubtless extended as a possible enticement to graduates
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of mainland institutions. In addition, there is a related
proposal pending that will authorize private educators in
Taiwan to establish branch schools on the mainland. Both
proposals, should they become law, will be implemented
gradually, with a mind toward preserving Taiwan’s national security.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Despite the victory by the DPP opposition party in
the 2000 election, the GMD continued to hold a slender
majority (52.2 percent) of seats in the legislative Yuan
(the main parliamentary body of the government), which
allowed it to assert its education agenda. During the 40year period in which the GMD has been in power, that
agenda has had the same primary goals—to produce a
loyal and educated workforce. However, the number of
reforms that were proposed at the start of the twenty-first
century make it clear that those fairly narrow objectives
are beginning to expand. The MOE is the division of the
executive Yuan that is officially charged with oversight
of all of Taiwan’s educational programs. Among its departments are higher education, technological and vocational education, secondary education, elementary
education, social education, physical education, general
affairs, and international, cultural, and educational affairs. In 1994, the Yuan set up a Commission on Educational Reform that is reputedly independent of the MOE
and is charged with deliberating on issues in the educational system and recommending reforms. In the fiscal
year 1998, government spending on education, science,
and culture exceeded US$13.24 billion, or about 4.8 percent of the gross national product.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Nonformal education in Taiwan has historically consisted of forms of social education that are designed to
augment the levels of cultural education (for example, in
fine arts, music, and dance) and vocational training (for
example, cooking and traditional crafts). However, since
the enactment of the remarkably inclusive Compulsory
Education Law in 1982, almost all aspects of education
in Taiwan have become highly formalized, so much so
that nonformal educational options have been largely
eclipsed. Within the formal system, the demand that parents present children for an education is absolute, with
penalties (usually fines) administered for dropping out,
chronic truancy, and disobedience. As might be expected,
the comprehensive nature of such a system has necessarily obliged the government to be increasingly responsive
to accommodating the needs of the disabled. Although
the first Special Education Law was enacted only as recently as 1982, the incorporation of students who formerly had only nonformal options into the formal system is
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the area in which the educational system of Taiwan has
made its greatest strides. Thanks to that law, the dispersal
of appropriate services to the disabled has become both
a reality and a matter of public record. Moreover, as Article 160 of the ROC constitution stipulates, anyone who
can substantiate a failure to benefit from the system (for
example, an older individual whose compulsory education was neglected or interrupted) must be legally redressed and compensated by having educational access
and supplementary instruction made available free of
charge.

TEACHING PROFESSION
As was the case in traditional China, teachers in
modern Taiwan enjoy (even if only residually) a favored
position as an elite class. In Taiwan, the term laoshi,
(teacher) denotes a scholar who is entrusted with and responsible for the moral and instructional training of
young people. One important symbolic indication of the
respect that teachers continue to command in Taiwanese
society is the fact that Teachers’ Day (an official holiday
every September 28) also commemorates the birthday of
Confucius. Particularly during the last half-century, educators and theorists in Taiwan have wrestled with the
conflicting desires of wanting to help usher in modernized techniques in pedagogy while simultaneously seeking to find ways of connecting new generations of
students with the Confucian ethical past.
Since the installation of the nine-year compulsory
program (with its free three years at the junior high or
middle school level), Taiwan has experienced a critical
shortage of teachers. Conventionally, teachers for the
compulsory section of the educational programs were recruited through the junior college, normal college, and
university systems, which meant the new teachers had to
be certified. However, the shortages have at times been
so extreme that college and university graduates have
been solicited, with the result that certification has become less consistent. Ironically, the recent success of
Taiwan’s economy and an average unemployment rate of
less than three percent per year for the last decade have
also exacerbated the teacher shortage in Taiwan. Both
may well be decisive factors in dissuading graduates
from pursuing careers in education in favor of more lucrative finance, business, and industry careers. Guaranteed government retirement plans and insurance benefits
have helped only marginally in recruiting teachers to help
overcome this shortage. In short, as is the case in the industrialized West, the teaching profession in Taiwan has
become increasingly regarded as a ‘‘thankless’’ one to be
pursued as a last resort, especially because, in light of
their educational attainment, teachers are not well paid.
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SUMMARY
Despite the many changes that either have occurred
or are likely to occur, if there is a single overarching
theme that can be said to characterize education in Taiwan, then it is probably centralization. Particularly in the
last two decades, education has advanced at a pace on a
par with Taiwan’s burgeoning economy. But it has always done so in a manner that is prescriptive and congruent with precedents established in the middle of the
previous century.
Educators in Taiwan today confront difficulties that
are consistent with those confronting most of their rapidly developing Asian neighbors, and those difficulties
seem to center on how to reduce the overall sense of disjunction between the present and the past. To their credit,
those authorities have already moved to eradicate many
of the most pressing difficulties. In Taiwan, where the
pressures for academic success have been enormous and
wholly dependent upon the single avenue of a university
entrance examination, the move to diversify the criteria
for admittance is a welcome one. This important reform
will likely have some corrective effect on the persistent
‘‘brain drain’’ phenomenon, if only because it will encourage the admission of students into a system who feel
that system is inherently more fair. The whole question
of how Taiwan will continue to replenish its pool of qualified teachers in the future remains a problem of the first
order. However, judging from the inherited ingenuity and
increasing adaptability that has already been demonstrated, Taiwan’s success in surmounting this educational
hurdle is undoubtedly close at hand.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Tajikistan, literally the ‘‘land of the Tajiks,’’ has ancient cultural roots. The people now known as the Tajiks
are the Persian speakers of Central Asia, some of whose
ancestors inhabited Central Asia at the dawn of history.
Despite the long heritage of its indigenous peoples, Tajikistan has existed as a state only since the Soviet Union
decreed its existence in 1924.
Tajikistan borders China to the east, Kyrgyzstan to
the north, Uzbekistan to the West and Afghanistan on its
southern frontier. The 1999 population was estimated at
six million. Two-thirds of its people are ethnic Tajik,
about a quarter are Uzbek and other groups make up the
rest. Russians, who numbered roughly half a million a decade ago, fled the country en masse during the recent civil
war.
Of the five Central Asian states that declared independence from the Soviet Union in 1991, Tajikistan is the
smallest in area and the third largest in population. Landlocked and mountainous, the republic has some valuable
natural resources, such as waterpower and minerals, but
arable land is scarce, the industrial base is narrow, and
the communications and transportation infrastructures
are poorly developed.

TAJIKISTAN
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:

Republic of Tajikistan
East & South Asia
6,440,732
Tajik, Russian
98%

Number of Primary
Schools:

The origin of the name Tajik has been embroiled in
twentieth century political disputes about whether Turkic
or Iranian people were the original inhabitants of Central
Asia. Until the twentieth century, people in the region
used two types of distinction to identify themselves: way
of life—either nomadic or sedentary—and place of residence.

3,423

Compulsory Schooling:

9 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

2.2%

Foreign Students in
National Universities:

Most if not all, of what is today Tajikistan was part
of ancient Persia’s Achaemenid Empire which was subdued by Alexander the Great in the fourth century B.C.
and then became part of the Greco-Bactrian kingdom.
The northern part of what is now Tajikistan was part of
Soghdiana.

6,726

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 638,674
Secondary: 724,056
Higher: 108,203
Primary: 95%
Secondary: 78%
Higher: 21%

Teachers:

Primary: 27,172

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 24:1
Secondary: 16:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 94%
Secondary: 74%
Higher: 13%
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As intermediaries on the Silk Route between China
and markets to the west and south, the Soghdians imparted religions such as Buddhism, Netorian Christianity,
Zoroastrianism, and Manichaeism, as well as their own
alphabet and other knowledge, to peoples along the trade
routes. Islamic Arabs began the conquest of the region in
earnest in the early eighth century. In the development of
a modern Tajik national identity, the most important state
in Central Asia after the Islamic conquest was the Persian-speaking Samanid principality (875-999). During
their reign, the Samanids supported the revival of the
written Persian language. Samanid literary patronage
played an important role in preserving the culture of preIslamic Iran.
During the first centuries A.D., Chinese involvement
in this region waxed and waned, decreasing sharply after
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the Islamic conquest but not disappearing completely. As
late as the nineteenth century, China attempted to press
its claim to the Pamir region of what is now southeastern
Tajikistan. Since the breakup of the Soviet Union, China
occasionally has revived its claim to part of this region.
Beginning in the ninth century, Turkish penetration
of the Persian cultural sphere increased in Central Asia.
The influx of even greater numbers of Turkic peoples
began in the eleventh century. The Turkic peoples who
moved into southern Central Asia, including what later
became Tajikistan, were influenced to varying degrees by
Persian culture. Over the generations, some converted
Turks changed from pastoral nomadism to a sedentary
way of life, which brought them into closer contact with
the sedentary Persian speakers.
Until 1991, Tajikistan was part of the former USSR.
In Soviet times, the investment in social structures allowed Tajikistan to reach a high level of development
within the education system. Up until the beginning of
the 1990s, literacy among the adult population (99 percent according to the 1989 census) and well-educated
labor force were maintained: 77 percent had a secondary
education and above. The educational institutions at all
levels were accessible to the majority of the population.
Following independence in 1991, Tajikistan faced a
series of crises. Separation from the Soviet Union caused
an immediate economic collapse. Noninclusion in the
ruble zone caused a cash crisis which was exacerbated
when Russia delayed payments on shipments of cotton
because of Tajik debts to Russia. A civil war in 19911993 resulted in significant loss of life and property and
left close to 500,000 people homeless and set back children’s education. General damage is estimated at US$7
billion.
As of 2000, Tajikistan ranked among the 20 poorest
nations of the world. With an average per capita annual
income of some US$130, about 85 percent of Tajiks live
below the poverty line.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Immediately after the war, the government approved
a law that made education a right for all. However, this
right is yet to be implemented.
According to the Constitution (Article 41) and the
law ‘‘About Education’’ (Article 12) all children must
complete nine years of classes of basic education. The
state also guarantees free entry into state educational institutions, general secondary education (11 classes), secondary professional and vocational education (according
to abilities and on a competitive basis), secondary special, and higher education. The former uniform education
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system was replaced by multiprofiled, multialternative,
and other ways of education as well as the concept of the
‘‘national school’’ approved by the government on 13
June 1994 (basic education).
According to the law of the Republic of Tajikistan,
‘‘About Education’’ (27 December 1993), the purpose of
education is to satisfy the requirements of the person in
all-around development for realization of all abilities,
survival, existence, and improved quality of life and
work, thereby improving the economic, cultural, and
spiritual legacy for maintaining the social and economic
development of Republic of Tajikistan. In June 1994 the
concept of the ‘‘national school’’ (basic access) was ratified.
Ratification by the government of Tajikistan in 1993
of the UN Convention of the Rights of the Child imposes
obligations, as stipulated in Article 4 of this document,
about realization of children’s rights recognized by this
convention. A number of programs were developed:
‘‘The Program of Development of the Population of the
Republic of Tajikistan Until 2005,’’ ‘‘The Program on
Improvement of the Role of Women and Family, Both
Care of Motherhood and Childhood Until 2005,’’ and
others.
The Republic Tajikistan on 29 June 1993 ratified the
Convention on Liquidation of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women. The equal rights of the women with
men are reflected also in the Labor Code (since 11 June
1997), Criminal Code (since 1 September 1998), and the
Codes about Family and Marriage. Following the instructions of an international conference on population and development, the government of the country set up a
commission, one task of which was elimination of gender
imbalance in the country. On 10 September 1998 the resolution of the government ‘‘About the Statement of the
National Plan of Actions of the Republic of Tajikistan on
Increasing the Status and Role of Women from 19982005’’ was passed.
On 4 June 1997, the government accepted the Resolution No. 266 ‘‘About the Statement of State Standards
of General Secondary Education of the Republic of Tajikistan,’’ in which, under the law of the Republic of Tajikistan ‘‘About Education,’’ state standards of general
secondary education are established.
The Constitution and laws of the Republic of Tajikistan also grant religious bodies the right to establish independent educational facilities so long as the education
offered by them conforms to accepted standards, and
some Islamic madrassahs have been reestablished in recent years.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Tajik education has been multicultural, the languages of education being Tajik in most schools, folWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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lowed by Uzbek, Russian, Kyrgyz, and Turkmen. The
younger population (those below 17 years of age) makes
up more than 40 percent of the Tajik population.
The Tajik educational system consists of four levels:
preschool, secondary (which also includes primary
grades one through nine), specialized secondary and vocational, and university/higher education. Preschool education, which can begin as early as three years, is only
partially intended to prepare children for entry into the
more formal education system and actually encompasses
most of the elements of day care.
Prior to independence, the universal language of instruction was Russian, and literacy almost exclusively
meant literacy in Russian. In the early 2000s, education
is at least nominally available in five languages throughout the country: Tajik, Russian, Uzbek, Kyrghyz, and
Turkmen. In practice, however, the location of schools
offering instruction in a family’s preferred language
(other than Tajik) may prohibit their children’s attendance.
Nobody knows exactly how many children were and
are out of school in Tajikistan, which was devastated by
brutal civil strife that orphaned some 55,000 children. At
least 126 schools were totally destroyed during the war,
while another 130 school buildings need repair.
In recent years, gender disparities in education have
also widened. The EFA assessment report says the boys
to girls ratio has dropped from 52:48 in the first grade to
62:38 in the eleventh grade. Girls usually drop out in the
eighth to ninth grades. The boys to girls ratio in colleges
is 74:26.
In order to implement the resolution of the Board of
Ministry of Education, ‘‘On Girls from Remote Villages,’’ a plan has been devised for receiving graduates
of remote schools into institutions of higher education in
pedagogical specialties. Also a plan was prepared for receiving the quota of youth, including girls, from remote
mountain regions, in full-time and correspondence
branches of institutions of higher education without entrance examinations, at the expense of the state budget for
1997, particularly in pedagogical, technical, agricultural,
medical, economic, and legal specialties as well as journalism. A total of 491 places were allocated, including
269 places for girls.
In recent years new government and nongovernment
types of educational institutions have appeared. There are
also combined educational complexes: kindergartenschool, school-university, technical universities, and others.
During the transition period, the prestige of education started to decline, being replaced by an incomeWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

generating imperative that does not require education.
Young people, when faced with continuing to study or
working, are choosing the latter. This has implications
both for the young people in terms of their future ability
to participate, and also for society in lower overall human
capital.
With transition the meaning of ‘‘free’’ education has
also changed. High inflation and reduced real government expenditure has given rise to an increasing number
of self-financed educational establishments. Access to
good education is becoming determined by money rather
than by ability. This may result in social stratification
with the exclusion of children from poor families.
Although enrollment remains high, it is only part of
the story since some children who are enrolled cannot attend schools and do regulated household work or trade
in the streets. According to World Bank data one child
in every eight is not actually receiving any formal education. Dropouts from primary and secondary schools in
1997 were estimated as high as 37,900. As the costs associated with education increase, this number is expected
to rise. Many poor families are unable to purchase textbooks, uniforms, or books, or to cover transportation.
Conversely children need to supplement the family income by working in the home or in informal industry.
Guaranteeing continued access to primary and secondary education for all remains a priority of the government of Tajikistan. To overcome social disparities, the
Ministry of Education is taking measures to find new
ways of financing, training, and retaining staff; improving the quality of teaching; and attracting children to
schools, to increase education enrollment and attendance.
The Academy of Education was set up in 1996 to reduce
inequities.
The creativity of Tajik scientists, artists, and teachers
is recognized internationally. In 1998, Buri Karimov, expert UN ESCAP, was awarded ‘‘Man of the Year’’ for
1997 to 1998 and ‘‘Honorable Medal’’ by the Biographic
Centre in Cambridge, England. The rector of Tajik State
Medical University, Mirzohamdam Rafiev, was awarded
the Gold Medal of Albert Sweitzer for his contribution
to health careers in Tajikistan. Among 200 laureates, the
Tajik medical professor was the only representative of
the Central Asia region. The people’s artist Subrob Kurbanov was awarded the title of Kyrgzyzstan Academy of
Arts.
The Ministry of Education places great weight on the
reduction of illiteracy among the adult population and in
particular inequalities between the literacy levels of
women and men. Despite the destruction wrought by war
and the limited funds available for all purposes, the numbers of schools has steadily, if modestly, increased since
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1990, from 3,112 schools in 1990 to 3,400 in 1994. The
number of students actually enrolled, however, has
shown a fluctuation that appears to be a direct reflection
of the disruptions occasioned by the civil war.
By the beginning of the 1995 school year, total enrollment had nearly returned to pre-war levels but still
comprised only 81.7 percent of the eligible age group.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Over the period 1994-1998 the number of kindergartens shrank by 200, to 562. During the same period the
number of children enrolled more than halved, from
109,000 to 53,000.
The percentage of children aged between ages three
and six enrolled in kindergarten has fallen steadily since
1989. In 1996 only 7.7 percent were enrolled. Increasingly, it appears that Tajik families prefer to take care of
their children’s education in their home, due to lack of
heating and personnel, and concerns over rising food
costs in the public schools.
Likewise, primary enrollment dropped from 164,000
in 1990 to 130,000 in 1993, but grew to 177,000 in 1998.
School dropouts are estimated at some 25 percent of children aged between ages 7 and 17.
There is some international support for primary education in Tajikistan. In Dushanbe city and its environs,
CARE supports 60,000 schoolchildren in grades one
through four. The economic crisis has severely affected
Tajikistan’s school system, and the support to the Education Project provides a daily meal to primary school students; helps revitalize parent-teacher associations;
supplements teachers’ salaries which had fallen to approximately US$8 per month; physically rehabilitates 40
schools in conjunction with local communities; provides
coal to schools in winter and purchases, with UNICEF assistance, 60,000 sets of basic textbooks. The project is
funded through the monetization of 25,000 tons of U.S.
government wheat.
Special emphasis is placed by the state on preschool
education, since the development of this branch of education systematically lags behind the requirements of the
population. In 1994, some 141,400 children were in preschool institutions, while, in 1998, only 44,200 were enrolled (only 4.3 percent of children of preschool age). The
‘‘Concept of Preschool Education’’ was developed and
adopted by the Ministry of Education. A rule about preschool education was then adopted by the resolution of
the government of on 12 October 1995.

kind of education. The enrollment rate for primary and
secondary schools remains at 94 percent of all those aged
between 7 and 16.
The inherited Soviet structure of the curriculum is
very strong in traditional schools, especially in language
and numeracy. However, it is being modified to account
for the new needs of the market economy and sustainable
development. The secondary and tertiary education system in the past produced narrowly trained specialists,
whose number was determined by predilection and inertia, rather than demand.
Specialized Secondary & Vocational Education:
Both specialized secondary and vocational education are
designed primarily to train students to fill specific needs
of the various economic sectors. The specialized secondary schools tend to have a slightly more ‘‘professional’’
and academic focus in their training while the vocational
schools tend to be training students to fill a specific job
in a specific enterprise.
In 1994 specialized secondary education was provided at 50 institutions with 34,900 students, while an additional 75 vocational schools catered to 32,500 students.
Unlike the pattern of enrollment in the general education
system, there has been a steady decline in the enrollment
in these sectors of the educational system since 1990,
with no upsurge in enrollment following stabilization of
the political situation.
Schools offering specialist education in medicine
and nursing, teacher training, and the industrial professions represent more than half of the number of both
schools and student enrollment. Female students are
mostly represented in the schools of medicine and nursing and of teacher training, where they comprise 79.7 percent and 48 percent of total enrollment respectively.
Overall, female students comprised 43.4 percent of total
enrollment in specialized secondary schools in 1994, up
from 41 percent in 1990. Total enrollment at this level of
education, however, is down 15 percent since 1990 and
the number of graduates has declined by 20 percent.

SECONDARY EDUCATION

Vocational schools provide training for 156 occupations in all sectors of the economy, including the Industrial Pedagogical Institute that trains teachers for other
vocational schools. Forty of the vocational schools (53
percent) provide training in agricultural occupations, and
rural students outnumber urban students two to one in the
system as a whole. Because of their location in rural areas
of the south and southwest, 45 vocational schools were
damaged and had their fixtures and equipment stolen during the civil war, with total losses calculated at 1993 values of RR 14.6 billion (US$14.7 million).

In 1998, some 1,556 young people out of 2,294 aged
between 7 and 23 (78.8 percent) were enrolled in some

Students of vocational schools are entitled to free
meals, lodging, and uniforms, and receive half the normal
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salary of the job for which they are training. In the l990s
and early 2000s, however, they have been subject to the
same cutbacks and shortages that have afflicted all other
students, and receive no clothing and only irregular pay.
As most enterprises in the country, especially industrial
plants, have reduced production and laid off workers, the
future of vocational school students has looked even
bleaker than that of others. As a consequence, these
schools have suffered the greatest attrition rates, both for
students (25 percent) and for graduates (33 percent).
Those who do graduate all too frequently join the ranks
of the unemployed, losing even the modest incomes and
benefits associated with their status as students.
Secondary school is the core of the Tajik educational
system, comprising the whole period of compulsory education. Prior to independence, eight years of education
was compulsory. This was expanded to nine years in
1993. The secondary school system is itself divided into
three stages or phases of education, consisting of primary
grades 1-4, incomplete secondary grades 5-9, and upper
secondary grades 10-11. Children enter grade 1 at age 6
or 7 and graduate from grade 11 at the age of 17 or 18.
Admission to Phase III of secondary school (upper
secondary), as well as to specialized secondary education, is only an option for those who can pass appropriate
entrance examinations given in grade eight. Like enrollment at university level, the number of students admitted
to each of the specialized secondary schools has, in the
past, also been limited by the anticipated demands of employers. Specialized secondary schools offer training in
teaching, health sciences, and a wide spectrum of industrial and technical trades and professions, including
agronomy.
Vocational schools offer courses similar to those offered in many specialized secondary schools and, indeed,
there is some overlap. These schools, however, are attached either to the Ministry of Labor and Employment
or to individual industrial or agricultural enterprises, and
exist primarily to train individuals to fill specific jobs
within specific enterprises. Many students who have a
special interest in a trade or profession but who have not
gained admission to the specialized secondary schools
are enrolled in the vocational schools.
Just as the inability to provide adequate nutrition is
a problem in preschool establishments, so is the inability
to provide hot meals in the secondary schools a matter of
increasing concern. At the beginning of the 1994-1995
school year, only 1,455 schools (43 percent) had dining
room facilities, and then only sufficient room to accommodate one in five students. Urban schools are far better
equipped, both in numbers of facilities and in capacity,
than rural schools. During the 1994-1995 school year,
202,000 students (15 percent) were provided with hot
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

meals. Dushanbe and the Leninabad (Khujand) region
fared best, with 30.3 percent and 30.4 percent respectively of students supplied meals. In Khatlon Oblast, only 2.5
percent of students were fed in schools; in GornoBadakhsthan, owing to a lack of foodstuffs, students were
provided with no hot meals at all.
If all students enrolled in specialized secondary and
vocational schools are added to enrollment in the general
secondary school system, the combined enrollment ratio
for the age group 7 to 18 years (primary and secondary
education levels) is still only 68 percent. In simpler terms,
three of every 10 children in Tajikistan are currently receiving no formal education at all. For girls, the situation
is even worse. Their enrollment ratio is only 60 percent,
meaning two of every five girls between the ages of 7 and
18 years are not currently in school.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The number of students in postcompulsory education
has fallen. The duration of training is four years. The
numbers enrolled in higher education establishments are
remarkably constant. At present there are 24 higher education institutions in Tajikistan, offering training in 130
specialties. However, it is estimated that the country still
needs 2,000 specialists trained outside the Republic, particularly in the field of railways, aviation, and industry.
There is an excess of some specialists and a lack of others.
Competition for places to study subjects such as economics, management, business, foreign languages, and
trade is fierce, as returns are higher. The competition con1367
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stitutes up to five applicants for one seat in these departments.
Higher education is mainly provided by universities
and institutes. They fall under the responsibility of the
Ministry of Education. Languages of instruction are Tajik
and Russian. Higher education credentials include Attestat o Srednem Obrazovanii, junior specialist diploma,
bachelor’s, specialist diploma, master’s, doctorate,
Kandidat nauk, and Doktor nauk.
University credentials for the first stage include junior specialist, bachelor’s, and diploma of specialist. The
junior specialist degree is conferred after two years of
study. The bachelor’s degree is awarded after four years
of study. The diploma of specialist in a given field is conferred after five year’s study.
University credentials for the second stage include
master’s and Kandidat Nauk. the master’s degree is
awarded after two years study beyond the bachelor’s degree. The Kandidat Nauk degree is conferred after an additional three years study beyond the specialist degree
plus defense of a thesis.
University credentials for the third stage include the
doctorate and Doktor Nauk. The Ph.D. is conferred after
an additional three years study beyond the master’s degree. The Doktor Nauk is conferred after an additional
three years beyond the Kandidat Nauk plus defense of a
thesis.
A secondary school credential, Attestat o Srednem
Obrazovanii is required for admission to university level
studies. There is also an entrance examination for certain
universities.
University student expenses for Tajik natives ranges
from 0 to 800,000 Tajik rubles. For foreign students, fees
ranges from US$800 to 1200.
Of all levels of education, only that at university
level and above have actually expanded since 1990.
There were twice the number of institutions of higher
learning (22) in 1994 than in 1990; student bodies have
increased by nearly 7 percent. The participation of
women, however, has sharply declined from 37 percent
of total enrollment in 1990 to only 28 percent in 1995 and
there has been a decline of over 20 percent in the actual
number of female students.
A 1993 State Statistical Agency study of students at
the six institutions with the highest enrollment indicated
the predominance of children from more highly educated
parents. Overall, children of the intelligentsia comprised
50.2 percent of the enrollment, children of workers 32.9
percent and children of farmers only 16.9 percent. The
largest percentages of farmers’ children were found in the
agricultural and technical universities; workers’ children
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predominated at the medical and technical universities;
and the children of the intelligentsia dominated enrollment at Tajik State University (the most competitive and
highly esteemed university) and the Tajik Commercial
Institute.
Despite a growth in quantity and enrollment, institutions of higher learning are beset by the same problems
as other levels of the educational system: inadequate
funding; lack of textbooks, instructional materials, equipment, and even basic office supplies; departure of faculty
members and administrators; and the absence of rational
curriculum reform.
Students continue to receive stipends, but irregularly. In any case, a stipend of 100 Tajik rubles per month
(approximately US$0.30), as of December 1995, is sufficient for only one or two days’ food. Dormitories are frequently unheated, lack hot water or gas for cooking and
are often in such poor repair that five or six students
crowd into one room originally intended for two. Some
universities continue to operate student clinics, but medications are in extremely short supply and often outdated.
Some institutions have found ways to broaden their
base of financial support, and this is, in fact, a stated goal
of current government education policy. In 1994, some
15 percent of university students were contracted students, the cost of whose education was borne by employers, effectively subsidizing other students’ education.
Beginning in 1992, at least three institutes of higher
learning are ‘‘commercial’’ universities, supporting their
programs of instruction through a combination of contracted students, partial tuition payments, and fees
charged to enterprises who subsequently employ their
graduates: the Technological University of Tajikistan;
the University of Municipal Services; and the Commercial University. The Technological University of Tajikistan has become a member of the International
Associations of UNESCO—the only member in the Central Asian area.
Beyond the undergraduate level there are 14 postgraduate programs at six universities and eight research
institutes offering advanced studies in 19 major subject
areas and 114 narrower specialties. A total of 607 students were enrolled in these programs in 1994.
At present, tertiary-level education reaches only 14
percent of the age-eligible population. Among women,
fewer than one in twelve (7.7 percent) in the 18- to 22year-old population is enrolled at the university level.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The total damage to the education system done by
the civil war is estimated at US$100 million. Between
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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1997 and 1999, various U.N. agencies and donors like the
World Bank have given funds to help restore and reconstruct schools around the country as well as providing
food and clothing to boarding schools. In 1999 the World
Bank announced approved of US$5 million for the Tajikistan Education Reform Credit which will improve access
to high quality education and will raise learning achievements of students.
This project will introduce innovation and reform in
primary education in Tajikistan, focusing on primary
grades and carried out through the Ministry of Education,
piloting new methods of teaching, school rehabilitation,
and textbook development in a participatory approach. It
will involve central, regional, and school administrations,
as well as parents, students, and the community at large.
The total cost of the project is US$5.5 million, including US$0.5 million from the Tajikistan government.
The credit will be disbursed on standard terms with a maturity of 40 years, including a 10-year grace period. Since
Tajikistan joined the World Bank in 1993, commitments
total approximately US$147 million for eight projects.
Educational facilities were established throughout
the former Tajik Soviet socialist republic according to a
rigid set of geographic and demographic criteria so as to
ensure that all children, at least in the lower grades, had
access to schools in their village or neighborhoods that
could be reached on foot without crossing major roads.
Except in the south and southwest, where damage and destruction of schools was widespread during the civil war,
this pattern still holds.
Construction of new educational facilities was extremely limited in 1995, only 2,566 new places were
added. Of these, the 560 that were added in Khatlon
Oblast and the 582 that were added in the Regions of Republican Subordination mostly represented restoration of
previously destroyed facilities. Of the remainder, 1184
were added in the relatively prosperous Leninabad (Khujand) region and 240 in Gorno-Badakhshan. It is worth
noting that most schools (73 percent) in the country operate on two shifts owing to insufficient capacity to accommodate all students in their catchment area at the same
time.
Work on development of the standards is also underway. Leaning on the experience of Russia, educational
standards in view of national and regional peculiarities
of the country have been produced. The general requirements, purposes, problems, and the principles of standardization of education are defined by the government,
and the content of training, that is the standards of education under the basic educational programs, are affirmed
by the Ministry of Education.
The legislative basis and budget financing of the education system is determined solely by the Madjlisi Oli
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

(Parliament) of the country. The government is responsible for execution of the decrees and orders of the president, laws, and resolutions of the Madjlisi Oli. It carries
out state policy in the field of education; considers and
approves the republican programs of development of education, including interstate and international; makes financial decisions; and establishes the state specifications
and order of financing of education system. The Ministry
of Education is working to implement state policy. The
local authority (Khukumat of areas, towns, regions) carries out state policy in the field of education, develops
and realizes territorial (regional) programs of development of education in view of national and socioeconomic,
cultural, demographic, and other peculiarities of the district. In the formation of state policy in the field of education, the active participation of urban and village
(jamoats) educational establishments, and public and
nongovernmental organizations, is accepted.
Education funding plunged from 9.5 percent of the
stage budget in 1990 to just 2.2 percent in 1998. In 20032005, a new system of normative financing of educational institutions will begin calculated on the basis of costs
per student, instead of per class, as was earlier done. Normative financing will be calculated depending on the
number of pupils or children within a certain age group.
There will be the development of self-financing schools,
ensuring transparent use of nonbudget means, such as parental payments. To enter mechanisms of credit for educational purposes, concessionary terms in material and
resource maintenance of sphere of education are required. All measures of this period should be directed on
achieving financial stabilization of the education sector.
It has always been the practice in Tajikistan to create
interdepartmental commissions, or councils, within the
central government and local Khukumats, on youth, chil1369
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dren, and women, where problems of education for all are
considered. However, in modern conditions it has become necessary to create special interdepartmental commissions within the government and an advisory council
under the president to address certain questions, consulting experts in the field of education, scientists, experienced teachers, and other representatives of the public.
The forms and modes of work of these bodies should be
modern and correspond to the requirements of a democratic and open civil society as opposed to the former
practice.
According to Order No. 6-0 ‘‘About the Statement
of Measures of the Ministry of Education on Realization
of the Law of the Republic of Tajikistan ‘About Education’’’ signed on 24 March 1994, rules about preschool
establishment, comprehensive school, secondary special
school, nonschool child care establishment, students’ organizations of all types, and higher education institutions
are authorized. Similarly, the concepts of preschool education, concept of learning at schools, criteria of state
standards of education, and mechanisms of their introduction are determined.
The concept of ‘‘national school’’ is the major document in the education sector, as it defines the purposes,
tasks, and prospects of education. Taking into account the
importance of this document, the Ministry of Education,
on 3 January 1995, issued the order ‘‘About the Statement of Measures of the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Tajikistan on Realization of the Concept of
National School.’’ The developed measures cover questions of organization, including maintenance of the control, preparation, and increase of qualification of the
pedagogical staff; development of urban problems; definition of the contents of education; study of the existing
educational programs; textbooks and their updating; and
realization of experimental work.
The Ministry of Education supervises educational
programs and textbooks. The Ministry of Education, on
29 May 1993, issued the Order No. 88 ‘‘About Improvement of Development and Ordering of the Program, Textbooks and Educational Methodical Literature for
Secondary Comprehensive Schools of the Republic.’’
The present order authorizes measures for drawing up
and improving the quality of educational programs, textbooks, and educational methodical literature for comprehensive schools.
Taking into account the acute shortage of experts in
the education sector, the government passed Resolution
No. 406 ‘‘About Some Measures on Improvement of Use
of Young Experts after Graduation from Higher and Secondary Special Educational Institutions,’’ on 12 June
1995. Thereby, the government obliges the graduates
who finish high school at the expense of the state budget
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to not less than three years of work according to assignment and direction of ministries and departments. This
document has become the legal basis for the Ministry of
Education to provide work for graduates of high and secondary special pedagogical educational institutions.
Item 3 of Article 12 of the Law ‘‘About Education,’’
grants all children the right to receive a basic nine-year
education. The Ministry of Education has issued the Orders No. 476 (21 August 197), No. 608 (27 October
1997) and No. 654 (25 November 1997). These orders estimate conditions, define the number of school-aged children, and involve them in training with special emphasis
on the continuation of girls’ studies and compensation for
the loss of studies by refugee children now returning to
the country.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Not all learning takes place in schools. The Tajikistan cultural heritage sector has suffered from a lack of
infrastructure. Between 1995 and 1998, not a single club
was built by public funds and the number of books in the
stocks of the rural libraries declined thousand of copies.
City libraries are supported mainly by international organizations, and mainly school students visit libraries. Cultural employees get small salaries, equaling the average
budget salary (approximately US$3.00).
Education experts say innovative programs, like distance education, could be one of the answers to education
pains in countries such as Tajikistan. Distance education,
based upon new information technologies, offers an opportunity to ‘‘reach the unreached,’’ explains Dr. Mikhail
Karpenko, rector of the Moscow-based Modern University of Humanities (MUH). MUH has tens of thousands of
distance education students throughout Russian and former Soviet states. The university, which is also mulling
projects in China, has set up an outlet in Khudjant, Tajikistan, recognizing the high potential for distance education in this mountainous country.

TEACHING PROFESSION
The plight of Tajik teachers is a major concern, as
their working conditions have deteriorated and do little
to ease the sorry state of education. For instance, their
monthly salaries dropped from US$12.8 a month in 1994
to US$6.89 in 1998.
University faculty members have, like other teachers, been subject to low salaries irregularly paid and
sometimes paid only in credits or in kind. A considerable
number have been among the emigrants to Russia and to
other countries of the Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) or have turned from teaching to employment
with international organizations, nongovernment organiWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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zations, or private enterprises. This has had a particularly
pronounced impact on regional universities, such as those
set up since independence in Khorog, Kulyab, KurganTyube, and Tursun-Zade.
Until the early 2000s, the number of teachers showed
a fluctuation nearly identical to that of the number of students, and teacher-student ratios were actually at higher
levels than in the late 1980s (about 1:13 as compared with
1:14.5 earlier). However, when the 1995 school year
opened, nearly 12,000 teachers, or one out of eight of
those who made up the teaching faculty in 1994, did not
return to work. In Khatlon Oblast alone, 4,000 teaching
vacancies exist.
In order to compensate for inadequate numbers of
teaching staff, upper-level students are being called upon
to teach lower forms, with graduates and students still
studying in the teaching colleges teaching upper forms
and specialized courses. A number of students from the
teaching colleges and universities have also been called
upon to suspend their studies to teach in rural schools that
would otherwise be forced to cease instruction. Teaching
faculties have always been predominantly female and this
only worsens, as male teachers are usually the first to
leave.
Traditionally, Tajik culture has placed a high value
on being educated and was known as a seat of learning
in the past, with those members who were educated held
in high esteem. The decisions of teachers were rarely
questioned. The Soviet period reinforced this emphasis,
widening the experience to the whole of society with universal education.
The average teacher’s salary is established by law as
‘‘higher than the average salary for industrial workers.’’
In November 1995, the average monthly industrial salary
was 2,371 Tajik rubles (US$14.00), the average monthly
salary for all workers was 1,032 Tajik rubles (US$6.25),
and the average monthly teacher’s salary was 601 Tajik
rubles (US$3.65). In addition to salary, teachers are entitled by law to free health care, rent, electricity, and heating. Teachers with more than 10 years experience are also
entitled to cost-free privatization of their flats or houses.
Still, as with all forms of employment, there have been
long periods of time, especially in 1994 and 1995, when
teachers were not paid at all or were paid only in part or
in kind.
The Ministry of Education has also focused its attention on the question of maintaining schools by the pedagogical staff and increasing their professional skill.
Therefore—with the purpose of complex definition of
qualification of the pedagogical workers, estimation professional, business, personal qualities of the teacher, final
result of his labor in training and education of the puWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

pils—a Rule about the order of realization of certification
of the pedagogical workers and retraining of the staff was
developed and was authorized on 4 June 1997 by Government Resolution No. 264. Under this rule, the functions
of the certification commission and the order of its work
as well as qualifying requirements for certification are
determined.
The government regularly considers questions related to the increasing of wages and social welfare of educational workers. On 25 December 1997 the government
accepted Resolution No. 550 ‘‘About Additional Payments and Extra Charges to the Working Tariff Rates and
Salaries of the Workers of the Educational System of the
Republic,’’ which promoted increased social status of
teachers.

SUMMARY
Until 1991, Tajikistan was part of the former USSR.
In Soviet times, the investment in social structures allowed Tajikistan to reach a high level of development
within the education system. Up until the beginning of
the 1990s, literacy among the adult population (99 percent according to the 1989 census) and well-educated
labor force were maintained: 77 percent had a secondary
education and above. The educational institutions at all
levels were accessible to the majority of the population.
Following independence in 1991, Tajikistan faced a
series of crises. Separation from the Soviet Union caused
an immediate economic collapse. Noninclusion in the
ruble zone caused a cash crisis which was exacerbated
when Russia delayed payments on shipments of cotton
because of Tajik debts to Russia. A civil war in 19911993 resulted in significant loss of life and property and
left close to 500,000 people homeless and set back children’s education.
As of 2000, Tajikistan ranked among the 20 poorest
nations of the world. With an average per capita annual
income of some US$130, about 85 percent of Tajiks live
below the poverty line.
Owing largely to its impoverished state, education
has severely deteriorated in Tajikistan. Schools are physically falling apart and are often unable to supply students
with quality equipment and supplies, there is a critical
teacher shortage, curricular reform is lacking, and students are often faced with a choice between going to
school or working to help support their families. It is
hoped that recent international aid will allow the country
to rehabilitate schools and curricula and recruit more
teachers, along with involvement by parents, students,
and their communities.
Quality education is critical for enabling people to
participate actively in the economic and political process
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of development. It is also crucial for objectives of economic development. Education is the one of the keys to
a higher standard of living and is vital for the future of
Tajikistan.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

United Republic of
Tanzania

Region:

Africa

Population:

35,306,126

Language(s):

Kiswahili (Swahili),
Kiunguju, English,
Arabic

Literacy Rate:

67.8%

Academic Year:

January-November

Number of Primary
Schools:

11,290

Compulsory Schooling:

7 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

3.4%
Primary: 4,057,965
Secondary: 234,743
Higher: 17,812
Primary: 66%
Secondary: 5%
Higher: 1%

Teachers:

Primary: 109,936
Secondary: 12,496
Higher: 1,822

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 36:1
Secondary: 17:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 66%
Secondary: 5%
Higher: 0.2%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Tanzania is about twice the size of California or
939,652 square miles in area (363,950 square kilometers). Its capital city, Dar es Salaam, has nearly 2 million
residents. The proposed new capital, Dodoma, has just
over 1 million residents. Tanzania has 32 million people.
Zanzibar has 1.5 million people, while mainland Tanzania has 30.5 million inhabitants. Most Tanzanians live
along the edges of the country on the coast and in the
mountains, such as the Kilimanjaro region, the Pare, and
the Usambara Mountains of the north. Many also live
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

along the fertile lakeshores of Lake Victoria and Lake
Tanganyika and along the fertile southern highlands. The
center of the country is very dry, sparsely inhabited, and
infested with tsetse flies that cause sleeping sickness in
cattle and humans. This limits population buildup despite
desirable land. Similarly, the fertile southern highlands
are under populated due to disease; this explains why no
dairy industry has developed there. Tanzania’s population is growing at 2 percent per year, modest by African
standards. Approximately 75 percent of the population is
rural, and most people are subsistence farmers or pastoralists. The remaining 25 percent live in a handful of cities, such as Dar es Salaam, Tanga, Arusha, Moshi,
Bukoba, Iringa, and Mwanza. Tanzania’s urban population, however, is exploding. At independence in 1961,
only 6 percent of Tanzanians were urban. Most urban
growth is due to rural to urban migration. Roughly 99
percent of Tanzanians are Africans with the remaining 1
percent divided among East Asians, Europeans, and
Arabs.
Life expectancy at birth is 42 years, and the infant
mortality rate is 104.8 per 1,000 births. Tanzania has 1
doctor for every 22,900 people. The average person consumes 87 percent of the recommended daily caloric intake. Tanzania’s African population can be divided into
120 ethnic groups. The majority is of Bantu origin, and
the largest ethnic group is the Sukuma. Nilotic speaking
groups such as the Maasai, are also quite large. Tanzania’s population is 30 percent Christian, 30 percent Muslim, and 40 percent animist.
Tanganyika is a republic, which attained selfgovernance on 9 December 1961 within the British Commonwealth of Nations. It attained complete independence
in 1962 and became a republic. By 1964, mainland Tanganyika united with the People’s Republic of Zanzibar to
form the United Republic of Tanzania.
No Tanzanian African languages were written, so
youth learned by listening carefully to older people and
by watching and imitating their behavior. Having a good
memory was important. The Waswahili ethnic group was
formed between A.D. 200 and 500 along the Tanzania
and Kenya coasts. These people are Bantu speaking Africans who intermarried with Arabs, East Indians, and Portuguese. Their language reflects these mixtures because
it includes many Arabic and Hindi, as well as Portuguese
and German, loanwords. Originally it was written by
using an Arabic script, with extra letters to denote vowels; today written Swahili uses the Roman alphabet. From
A.D. 700 on, Arabs colonized large regions of Tanzania.
They introduced both spoken and written Arabic through
Koran schools, which they used to teach their religion,
Islam. Swahili speakers lived in coastal city-states, much
like ancient Athens in Greece. Malindi and other city1373
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states traded with distant lands, such as India and China.
Armed struggle was ongoing against foreign invaders and
by the early 1500s the Portuguese, using technology unknown in East Africa at the time, conquered many Swahili city-states. The Portuguese ruled the East Coast of
Africa for roughly two centuries, but the Swahili never
accepted them, and constant war was the norm.
When Germany colonized what was then Tanganyika in the 1880s, it introduced European education, science, mathematics, and engineering, as well as the
German language. Such education went no further than
elementary school and was limited to a few missionarycontrolled schools.
In 1891 the German Governor, Von Soden, created
a Western system of education to help cement the loyalty
of Africans and provide inexpensive labor. The difficulty
experienced suppressing the Bushiri Muslim revolt engendered respect for Islam in Von Soden. He paid Muslim teachers to visit government schools and used
Swahili as the main medium of instruction. In an official
1903 circular he stated that his goals were:
1. To enable the native to be used in government administration.
2. To inculcate a liking for order, cleanliness, diligence,
and duty and a sound knowledge of German customs
and patriotism. (Cameron 56)
From 1918 on, England administered Tanganyika
and Zanzibar as League of Nations Trust territories. England added government subsidies to the German educational system, but otherwise did not fundamentally
change it. Mission schools offered basic literacy, hygiene, mathematics, and religious and moral education.
Most Africans found schools disruptive of their agricultural cycles and avoided them as superfluous.
Under a dual mandate England was to control Tanganyika and Zanzibar until they could learn to govern
themselves, at which point it was to grant them independence. Fearing that this would not take place, Julius
Nyerere argued in favor of immediate independence following World War II, and, in 1961, Tanganyika peacefully won its independence. Tanzania however was ill
prepared for independence. The first secondary school
was opened in 1930, and when World War II ended in
1945, only one school offered education through the
twelfth grade in the entire country. It had six students.
Colonial education expanded after 1950, but mainly in
urban areas. Bright high school graduates were sent to
Makerere College in Uganda or the Royal Technical College in Kenya (Nairobi University). By 1959 only 70
Tanzanian African had earned university degrees and 20
of these were teachers.
In 1954, less than 10 percent of Tanzania’s children
were in school. The colonial educational system was in1374

adequate for the needs of an independent nation. Illiteracy was so widespread that elementary education was
offered to all who desired it. Talented students won seats
in high schools and at universities free of charge. After
independence, education was offered by the government
to all who could prove that they could benefit from it. As
costs mounted, this policy became too expensive and was
modified.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Since 1964, there has been one constitution, but two
governments. Zanzibar exercises autonomy over its internal affairs. A Union government is responsible for common defense, foreign affairs, and other matters, such as
higher education, civil aviation, postal services, and telecommunications. Primary, secondary, and vocational education are regulated separately; agriculture and industry
are also considered internal matters on Zanzibar and the
mainland. Tanzania is divided into 25 administrative regions. Agriculture and tourism are the principle economic activities, although industry is growing steadily.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Between the ages of 7 and 14 education is compulsory and free. The adult literacy rate is 68 percent, which
is high for Africa. The national language is Swahili, but
English is widely used in schools. Chagga, Gogo, Haya,
Hehe, Sukuma, Maasai, and other languages are also spoken, but rarely used as the medium of instruction
In the 20 years preceding World War I, Germany
created a three-tiered system of education. There were 60
nebenschulen (primary schools), which offered 3 years of
courses in reading, writing, and arithmetic; there were
also 9 hauptschulen that offered 2 additional years of vocational training. Germany built one oberschule or high
school in Tanga, which offered clerical, industrial, and
teacher training, as well as some academic courses. At its
zenith, the high school had 500 students and 4 German
teachers on its staff. Although Swahili was the language
of instruction, German was offered as a foreign language.
Missionaries were also encouraged to create schools for
the indigenous population. By 1900, there were 600 missionary schools with a combined enrollment of over
50,000 students. In 1914, more than 95 percent of students enrolled in Tanganyika’s schools were in mission
schools. The number of schools had grown to over 1,000,
and total enrollment climbed to 150,000 students. Government schools aimed to produce clerks, tax collectors,
interpreters, artisans, and craftsmen, while missionaries
aimed to produce westernized Christian converts, alienated from their own traditional culture. Since missionaries
educated most Africans, it is not surprising that at indeWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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pendence many were hostile to traditional chiefs. Missionary schools were uncompromising spearheads of
Westernization.
The German system did not educate girls because
Western education began along the Muslim Coast where
custom dictated that girls not be educated. It emphasized
submissiveness, not enlightenment, in women.
This educational system laid a firm foundation for a
national language, Kiswahili, and secular education. German administrators often corresponded in Swahili. The
Germans laid a small but solid foundation for Tanzania’s
educational system. In 1903 there were 8 government
schools and 15 mission schools. No statistics are available on the number of students in 1903. By 1911 the German colonial government had built 83 schools, while
missionaries built 918 schools in Tanganyika. Government schools had 3,192 students, while missionary
schools taught 63,455 students. In 1914, there were 99
German colonial government sponsored schools. By contrast, missionaries had constructed 1,852 schools. Government schools educated 6,100 students, but missionary
schools educated an amazing 155,287. Clearly, missionaries educated the overwhelming majority of Tanganyikan
pupils during the German colonial era.
The German system of education put emphasis on
practical education and health improvement. When England took over, they were impressed by the standard of
literacy reached by Tanzanian Africans, especially those
who had had the opportunity to study science and math
in Germany. They produced skilled workers for the German colonial enterprise. Their schools were less like the
German gymnasiums, which emphasized Latin and classical learning, and more like the German Volksschule,
which were geared to the general public. The British
adopted the German policy of cooperation with mission
schools in the fight against illiteracy.
All education stopped in Tanzania during World
War I. With Germany’s defeat, the victors divided the territory between Portugal, Belgium, and Britain. Britain
administered what came to be known as Tanganyika, a
trust territory, under a League of Nations mandate. Britain’s stated educational purpose in 1920 was to develop
the people, as far as possible, on their own lines and in
accordance with their own values and customs. Britain allowed missionaries to play a major role in education and
subsidized schools, which gave them greater control over
the curriculum. The Universities Mission to Central Africa (UMCA) schools were Anglican and very British. Anglican schools had the biggest single influence on
Tanzanian education during the British era. Despite this,
over 80 percent of mission schools were foreign, nonBritish. This presented a security problem after 1926
when the League of Nations readmitted Germany, and
German missionaries returned to teach in Tanzania.
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The British government needed to educate the children of the local elite to make their policy of indirect rule
work. They opened a special school at Tabora in 1924 for
sons of chiefs. Their aim was to produce future administrators, clerks, and artisans. They created a bold experiment at the Malangali government school whereby
Africans were to be helped to preserve and modify their
own culture until a satisfactory adjustment was made to
the Europeanized environment. Missionaries denounced
this school on the grounds that tribal elders were using
it to inculcate pagan, non-Christian beliefs. Their hostility caused the school to fail. Missionaries opposed also
native authority schools paid for by African chiefs to train
their own elite. These schools ultimately failed, too. The
missionaries’ goals were to produce devout, educated
Christians. They were not concerned with manpower
needs. Missionaries devoted attention to vocational training so that African Christians could make money to take
care of themselves, as well as give to the churches. Thus,
they built many ill-equipped bush schools. The British
government, on the other hand, wanted to produce only
as many graduates as it planned to hire for existing work.
The most critical element in the British vocational
curriculum was agriculture. This quickly degenerated
into school headmasters exploiting free student labor on
large school farms. Parents resented this. For most African farmers, education was one way to remove themselves from harsh rural living, not a means of returning
to rural areas with improved techniques and the ability
to make farming pay more through the application of science. Each family felt that it needed at least one salaried
person to earn money in urban areas and remit cash to village relatives. Africans did not want to return to the land,
so they pressed for post primary education. The British
continued the German pattern of using Swahili as the medium of instruction. The use of vernacular languages for
instruction was losing ground. However, as Africans discovered that knowledge of English was associated with
higher pay, English began to force out Swahili as the language of instruction in high schools and universities. Just
prior to independence it was common to use English as
the medium of instruction from the fourth grade on. Swahili was used in the lower grades.
Between 1923 and 1961, enrollment in Tanzanian
schools can be described in the following manner. British
colonial education in Tanzania in 1923 witnessed enrollments of 4,907 students in government schools. That
same year mission schools educated 115,000 students
and no statistics are available on Assisted schools. By
1931 British colonial schools were educating 7,505 students, while Mission schools educated 159,959; again, no
statistics are available for Assisted schools. The year
1935 saw 8,105 pupils in British schools, 217,736 pupils
in Mission schools, and no numbers are available on the
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number of pupils in Assisted schools. In 1941, there were
13,370 students in British colonial government schools,
no numbers are available for Mission schools, and 26,300
students were attending Assisted schools. In the midst of
World War II, British schools enrolled 17,005 students,
no figures are available for Mission schools, and Assisted
schools enrolled 31,200 students. A new pattern emerged
when World War II ended. America entered the war
based on the Atlantic Agreement, which guaranteed that
if the United States helped Britain win, Britain would end
colonialism and open its lucrative markets to American
competition. It was not surprising, therefore, that by
1961, in preparation for independence, Mwingira reported that British government schools enrolled 486,470 students. No statistics are available on enrollments in 1961
for either Mission or Assisted schools.
On Zanzibar, the vast majority of schools were governmental schools. In some ways, Zanzibar’s system
compared favorably with mainland Tanganyika’s. African primary school students received six years of education rather than four, and no school fees were charged on
the islands; mainland children paid fees. In rural areas
Africans attended primary school up to grade six, after
which they went to middle school through grade eight.
City students attended primary school uninterrupted from
grades 1 through 8. Urban schools were better funded,
had better teachers and, consequently, more children
from urban schools gained entry into secondary schools.
In 1958, approximately 63 percent of primary school
aged urban children attended school. By contrast, in the
same year, less than 35 percent of rural children attended
primary school. Africans faired better on the mainland
where 45 percent were in school. On the island of Pemba,
only 14 percent of rural children were enrolled in school.
The few missionary and private schools on the islands
had a negligible influence on the educational system. For
all intents and purposes Zanzibar’s educational system,
before the revolution, was one of the sparks that ignited
revolution.
Former president Nyerere opposed a system that allowed money to buy votes and advantaged entrance into
high cost, high quality schools for rich children, thus excluding the majority of students who might be just as intelligent, but lacked basic necessities. All schools became
nationalized. Most colonial schools were run by missionaries and were private. Independence ushered in an
era in which public schools dominated the training of
Tanzania’s next generation of workers, professionals,
and leaders. Some ethnic groups, such as the Chagga,
grew cash crops, had efficient cooperatives to help farmers succeed, and could afford a better education for their
children. Other ethnic groups, like the Hadza, who hunted
animals and gathered nuts and fruits for a living, were
poor and had no idea what advantages an education could
1376

confer upon their children. To insure equal educational
opportunities, Nyerere created a school entrance system
based on ethnic quotas. He did this in the interest of fairness and to make the future workforce and leadership representative of all Tanzania’s citizens. Without a doubt,
this selection system excluded some bright, hard working, deserving students. It also admitted some illprepared students from other ethnic groups, but it created
a national culture of inclusion, reduced ethnic tensions,
made students from all ethnic groups feel that they had
opportunities for advancement, and brought national stability and peace. It seems a small price to pay for the tranquility it has bought Tanzania.
United Nations’ surveys of education in Tanzania reveal that in 1980 Tanzania enrolled 3,361,228 students
in primary schools, 67,396 students in secondary schools
and no statistics are available on university enrollment.
A decade later, primary schools enrolled nearly 3.3 million students, while secondary schools enrolled 167,150
students, and Dar es Salaam University enrolled 7,468
students. The year 1996 saw these numbers increase as
there were nearly 3.9 million students enrolled in primary
schools, an additional 211,664 students enrolled in secondary schools, and university enrollments had doubled
to 14,882. The year 1997 witnessed 4 million students enrolled in primary schools throughout Tanzania, an additional 234,743 students enrolled in secondary schools,
and 17,812 students enrolled in universities in Tanzania
(United Nations Statistical Yearbook 57).

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Since independence, the primary, secondary school,
vocational training, adult education, and university levels
of education are self-contained and separate, though
linked enough to insure smooth transitions between them.
Many Tanzanian parents depend upon their children’s
labor to run their farms. Some cannot afford to hire workers. Taking this into account, Nyerere raised the entrance
age for grammar school to age seven. This also meant
that when students graduated, those who did not advance
to secondary school were mature enough to begin working. Moreover, rather than prepare students solely to take
secondary school entrance examination, primary school
students also study trades, machine repair, and agriculture. Farms and workshops are now part of most Tanzanian primary schools. Food grown by the school is either
consumed by school children themselves or sold to raise
money to help support the school or pay teachers’ salaries. Urban and rural children learn practical, as well as
academic subjects. Due to the pent-up demand for education, primary school construction exploded after independence. So rapid was its growth that to meet the demand
for teachers, grammar school graduates between the ages
of 15 and 17 years often were induced to teach.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Primary education, since independence, has been
free, compulsory, and universal. It extends from grade
one through grade seven. Swahili is the language of instruction and Tanzania’s national language as well. English is studied as a second language. Classes are offered
five days per week, and most textbooks are locally published in both English and Swahili. Under the colonial
system, students were forced to pass a national entrance
examination for admission to grade five; this was abolished in 1968. Any child who is admitted to standard
(grade) 1 is assured all seven years of primary education.
In 1972 all primary school fees were abolished. Local authorities were encouraged to build primary schools as
part of the self-reliance campaign. The policy of equal
opportunity for schooling meant that the Tanzanian government concentrated its efforts in areas formerly considered underprivileged. Districts that had less than 50
percent of the classrooms required for primary school
were given more aid.
An estimated 93 percent of primary school aged children attend school. This represents a remarkable improvement over the colonial system that never admitted
more than 44 percent of those seeking primary education
or 10 percent of the school age population. Colonial governments blocked and limited the growth of African educational opportunities; the opposite is true of independent
Tanzania. At the primary level Tanzanians have clearly
benefited from independence.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary education was given priority immediately
after independence because most civil servants only
needed a high school diploma to hold office, and the ruling party, then known as TANU (Tanganyika African
National Union), was eager to Africanize the Civil Service and replace British expatriate workers. Swahili is
compulsory, and students must receive a passing score in
this subject to earn a form four certificate. Secondary
schooling has two levels known as Ordinary or ‘‘O’’
level, which extends from form one through form four,
and culminates with an examination leading to the National School Certificate award and Advanced or ‘‘A’’
level. The advanced level courses are similar to U.S. junior college courses; however, most students planning to
attend university must complete this level and take an examination leading to the National Higher School Certificate before applying for entrance into a university in
Tanzania. Students take frequent tests to encourage good
study habits. Students are also graded on their attitudes,
patriotism, demonstrated dedication to social causes, and
overall behavior. This assessment counts for one-third of
a pupil’s grade. Four subjects are stressed in agriculture,
commerce, technical skills, and home economics. They
are offered to help achieve the goal of self-reliance. Each
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student takes one of these subjects. In forms five and six,
students are required to study languages, arts and sciences, mathematics, commercial subjects, technology,
and military science.
Several decades ago, each region of Tanzania had
one or more secondary school, usually in an urban area.
These were boarding schools in most cases, since students’ homes were far from the schools. Quality varied
from region to region. Students wore uniforms to minimize class distinctions. Pupils from all ethnic groups had
a reasonable chance of advancing to university due to the
ethnic quota system. As the primary school base enlarged
dramatically and secondary school enrollment stagnated,
the number of grammar school graduates who went on to
high school dropped from 30 percent in 1970 to a mere
4 percent by 1980. Since 1980, excess demand has forced
the government to allow private schools to help meet the
great demand for secondary education in Tanzania. Little
difference has been noted in the quality of education in
Tanzania’s private and public schools, even though many
believe that low-income students have less access to private schools. After 1980, with private sector involvement, secondary schools have expanded faster than
primary schools.
Secondary education has grown more slowly than
primary education in Tanzania because the government
limited output to graduates it could absorb through employment. Planned growth called for an increase of 30
percent enrollment every 5 years. The growth of private
secondary schools has meant that this target has been exceeded. High school graduation is a privilege extended
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to a few who are expected to bear the responsibility for
running the community.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Only 70 Africans held university degrees just prior
to independence, and 20 of them were teachers. Most had
attended Makerere University in Kampala, Uganda or the
Royal Technical College (now the University of Nairobi)
in Nairobi, Kenya. A few had also studied in England or
the United States. Clearly, the system had to dramatically
expand educational opportunities if it was to meet the
needs of an independent nation. Adult illiteracy hovered
at 73 percent.
No Tanzanian student is admitted to national universities unless they serve for two years in the national service, regardless of how intelligent they are. Those
unwilling to prove their commitment to nation building
are forced to attend foreign universities at their own expense.
Prior to independence Tanzania did not have a university. Students seeking university education were
forced to travel to other countries, notably Uganda and
Kenya, but England and the United States were also possibilities. The University of Dar es Salaam was established in 1970. It offers degrees in agriculture, law,
business and commerce, medicine, engineering, and science. The faculty of agriculture is located in Morogoro,
while most of the other faculties are located in Dar es Salaam. It normally takes three years to complete a Bachelor’s degree and four years to complete a law degree.
Examinations are held once a year at the end of yearlong
courses. External examiners give additional assessments
of learning. Admission to the university is based upon
several criteria. Students must work for two years or
compete two years of national service before applying for
entrance to university. There are three hurdles that must
be crossed: first, they must have high academic standards; second, local CCM (Chama Cha Mapunduzi/Party
of the Revolution—the party in power) representatives
must attest that a student is devoted to national policies;
and third, coworkers, employers, or commanding officers
must testify to the student’s character and on-the-job performance. If they pass all three tests and are admitted,
then they must sign a contract stating that they will work
for five years wherever the Tanzanian government
chooses upon earning their degrees.
Numbers cited above show that enrollments are doubling every seven years on average. Undergraduate degrees are awarded in four categories: first class (A
average), upper class (B+ average), lower second (B average) and pass, with all but pass being honor degrees.
As Tanzania’s economy continues to modernize and diversify, the demand for college graduates and profession1378

als will grow along with it. Students who take degrees
abroad often do not return because salaries in England,
Canada, and the U.S. are significantly higher than in Tanzania.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Despite opposing goals for Africans, financial shortages during World War II made both systems more dependent on African native authorities to finance
education. By 1942, native authorities (chiefs) paid 92
percent of the cost of running schools in Tanzania. African chiefs paid teachers salaries; built, furnished, and
maintained schools; and created a system of local financing for schools. Britain liked this because those who benefited paid for their own education. This saved the mother
country a lot of money.
The share of the government budget spent on education dropped from 17 percent in 1970 to 11 percent in
1994 making private sector growth more important. Private schools in 2001 enroll 55 percent of all secondary
school students in Tanzania. Public spending on education is declining. International Monetary Fund (IMF) and
World Bank imposed cuts in government spending
throughout the 1980s and early 1990s contributed to the
decline in public spending on education.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Adult education tried to eradicate illiteracy in Tanzania. At independence, over 70 percent of adult Tanzanians were illiterate. The object of adult education in
Tanzania was not merely to teach literacy, but to help
adults find solutions to other problems such as hunger,
ignorance, disease, and soil erosion. Nyerere stated,
‘‘First we must educate adults. Our children will not have
an impact on our development for 5, 10, or even 20 years.
The attitudes of adults, on the other hand, have an impact
now’’ (1967). The Tanzanian government achieved great
success in expanding education among adults. Adult education was seen as vital to the spread and implementation
of ujamaa or African Socialism in the countryside. Approximately 10 percent of the total education budget was
set aside for adult education. Students were told repeatedly to fight fatalism and that they could change their own
fate or destiny.
In 1970 a nationwide campaign was launched to impart functional literacy called ‘‘The Choice Is Yours.’’
Learners participated in decision-making and development. In 1973 another campaign was launched known as
‘‘Man Is Health.’’ This emphasized good health habits
and hygiene, while 1974 witnessed the emergence of the
‘‘Agriculture for Life’’ campaign. In all of these campaigns reading, writing, and counting were taught, as well
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as knowledge that could immediately improve lives. Students progressed through eight graded stages of increasing difficulty. Books and materials were provided free of
charge. Radio education programs kept in touch with students weekly, as did folk development colleges that offered one to three weekly classes in folk handicrafts,
home economics, and mechanics. Rural libraries were established, and the goal became to have a library in every
village. The reading of rural newspapers was encouraged
to reinforce good reading habits and lifelong learning.
Backyard garages were worked into lessons, as were tinsmithing, watch repair work, and many others. These programs were oriented to local needs.
Class size varied from 10 to 60 students. Clientele
included school dropouts and rural migrants who were
never exposed to school before. Voluntary contributions
and government aid financed these schools. Swahili is the
language of instruction. By 1973 almost 3 million people
had benefited from literacy campaigns. Workers’ Continuing Education was compulsory in government offices,
factories, industries, parastatals, town councils, and public institutions. Public protest halted the campaigns in
1975, but 3 million people had by then acquired third to
fourth grade literacy. Nearly 700,000 teachers (60,000 of
whom were salaried) taught in these campaigns, aided by
local TANU cell members and coordinated by the Institute of Adult Education. Due in large measure to the success of these adult literacy campaigns, Tanzania has
reduced illiteracy to 35 percent or less. This is a far cry
from the 70 percent illiteracy rate they inherited at independence and is an impressive accomplishment, especially given their limited resources. Clearly the government
was succeeding in its war on illiteracy. Had the program
continued, illiteracy would now be a distant memory.
Other avenues exist for Tanzanians to acquire education such as the Institute for Public Administration, Institute for Swahili Research, Institute of Fisheries, and the
Business Training Institute. Most offer diploma courses
that take an average of two years to complete. Graduates are issued certificates. Short in-service courses are
common.

SUMMARY
Tanzania inherited an elitism educational system but
broadened it to create ample opportunities for its citizens.
Most Africans were illiterate before independence, but
this has been reduced to a minority of 35 percent and that
number is still falling. Tanzania still plans to eradicate illiteracy, as well as ensuring full primary education to all
Tanzanian children, improving the quality of education,
and stressing science and technology in its schools. Access at all levels has dramatically increased since 1961.
The Ugandan invasion caused massive diversions of exWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

penditures and set back literacy campaigns and the expansion of educational opportunities. Despite this,
primary education is now offered to almost every student,
and secondary chances are expanding fast with the help
of private schools. A growing gap between rich and poor
students needs to be watched carefully, as does recurrent
textbook shortages, low teacher salaries, and regional inequalities that persist. Swahili has grown in prominence
since the Germans elevated it to the medium of instruction in their colonial schools. It is still the major medium
of instruction at most levels of Tanzania’s educational
system. University populations are growing very fast, and
Tanzania may soon be in a position to attract high tech
industries because of the number of qualified engineers,
computer programmers, and skilled workers that it is producing. Tanzania truly earned the World Bank’s assessment of it as a ‘‘rising star’’ and a nation to watch, despite
on-going problems.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Kingdom of Thailand is one of the few developing countries never to have been colonized. It is located
centrally in Southeast Asia with both extensive Pacific
coasts (Gulf of Thailand) and Indian Ocean (Andaman
Sea). It shares borders with Myanmar (Burma) to the
west and northwest, the Lao PDR to the north and northeast, Cambodia to the south and east, and Malaysia to the
south. Thailand occupies an area of 514,000 square kilometers (319,194 square miles). Its population is
61,230,874 (estimated in July 2000), making it the sixteenth largest country in the world.
Though not as culturally diverse as other Southeast
Asian countries, such as Myanmar, Laos, or Indonesia,
Thailand has, nevertheless, considerable ethnic diversity.
The three major groups are ethnic Thais (roughly 45 perWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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cent), Thais of Lao-Isan (northeast) ethnicity (roughly 30
percent), and Sino-Thais (roughly 14 percent) who are
generally well-assimilated. Among the other three major
ethnic groups are diverse hill peoples in the north and
west such as the Hmong and Karen, Islamic Malay peoples in the southernmost four provinces of Thailand, and
Khmer-Thais in the lower part of the northeast.
Prior to 1939 and from 1945-1949 the country was
known as Siam. In 1949, the name reverted to Thailand,
literally meaning land of the free. The country’s origin
dates back to 1238 when the Sukhothai Kingdom was established (1238-1378). The Sukhotahai Kingdom was
followed by the Ayuthaya Kingdom (1350-1767), Thonburi Kingdom (1768-1781), and the current Chakri
Dynasty-Bangkok Period (1782 to present). The country
has had a literate culture from its beginning. Its phonetic
alphabet was invented by King Ramkhamhaeng in 1283
and was derived originally from a form of the Brahmi
script of Southern Indian called Grantha (Pongsak 2001).
Traditionally, education took place in Buddhist temples (wat). Teachers were Buddhist priests who were considered the learned members of the community and they
provided both moral training and the basics of a literary
culture. This system prevailed from the thirteenth to the
nineteenth centuries. A lasting influence of this system
can be seen today in what are known as ‘‘temple
schools’’ located on the grounds of Buddhist monasteries
(approximately 20 percent).
In the late nineteenth century under the visionary
leadership of its modernizing monarch, King Chulalongkorn (King Rama V) (1868-1910), Siam established a
modern secular system of education. The introduction of
a modern printing press by Western missionaries in the
mid-1800s made it possible to print books in the Thai language, an extremely important development for the future of Thai education. In 1858, King Mongkut (Rama
IV) had the first government printing press established.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
In 1871 King Rama V issued the Command Declaration on Schooling, representing the beginning of formal
education in Siam. At that time, however, such schools
were essentially elitist and served the royal family and
their adoptees. Later schools were established to serve
commoners. An English school was set up at the Palace
to prepare princes and other royals for study overseas. In
1887, King Rama V established a formal Department of
Education, responsible for the administration of all
schools in the Kingdom (34 at that time) and religious affairs. As part of a major administrative reform of government, King Rama V established 13 ministries and the
Department of Education was transformed into the MinWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

istry of Education. In 1902, the National System of Education in Siam was promulgated providing for two types
of education: general and professional or technical. The
system specified various age limits for admission. In
1921, the Compulsory Primary Education Act became
law, requiring compulsory four years of schooling.
Eleven years later in 1932, Siam was transformed
from an absolute to a constitutional monarchy through a
bloodless revolution. Following that transition, the first
National Education Scheme was introduced. It articulated
the ideal of equality of opportunity for all regardless of
gender or socioeconomic background. In 1960, compulsory education was extended to seven years, four years
of primary education and three years of lower secondary.
This new law though was not vigorously enforced and
most Thais, especially in rural areas completed only four
years of formal schooling. In 1977, Thailand’s educational system was changed from a 4-3-3-2 to a 6-3-3 structure, with six years of compulsory education, three years
of lower secondary, and three years of upper secondary.
This change was designed to ensure that more Thais
would complete a complete cycle of basic education.
On August 14, 1999, His Majesty King Bhumibol
Adulyadej signed a new National Education Act, reflecting the basic policies of educational reform mandated by
the new democratic constitution approved on October 11,
1997. This new act called for 12 years of free education
for all Thais and 9 years of compulsory schooling.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Thailand has a large and complex educational system. Basically, the system is a 6-3-3 one followed by a
wide variety of postsecondary options. Public preschools
are under the control of the Ministry of Education or Interior and serves children aged three to five. Private preschools serving the same age group are under the
supervision of the Private Education Commission. Public
primary schools accommodate children from the ages of
6 to 11 and are supervised by the Ministries of Education,
Interior, and local municipalities. Private primary schools
are under the control of the Private Education Commission. Secondary schools educate children between the
ages of 12 to 17 and overseen by the Ministry of Education and local municipalities in the public sector and by
the Private Education Commission in private schools.
Students between the ages of 14 to 17 who are seeking admission to selective universities or students seeking
admission to highly selective schools attend private
coaching schools. There are also private international
schools teaching 5-to 18-year-olds under the supervision
of the Private Education Commission. Selective public
universities (undergraduate programs) teach 18- to 21year-olds and are under the supervision of the Ministry
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of University Affairs. Selective public universities, offering graduate masters and doctoral programs are supervised by the Ministry of University Affairs. The ‘‘open
universities’’ (both open admissions and open distance)
serve the over 18 working population and are overseen
by the Ministry of University Affairs.
International colleges and universities, private universities, teacher training colleges, institutes of technology, colleges of physical education, and nursing colleges
offer undergraduate and master degree programs. These
institutions of higher learning are controlled by the Ministry of University Affairs, the Ministry of Education, or
the Ministry of Public Health depending upon their content.
There are 44,903 preprimary schools (6,619 private)
in Thailand. The number of public primary schools and
lower secondary is 31,129. Public lower and upper secondary schools number 2,660. There are 409 public vocational schools (upper secondary and postsecondarycertificate levels), 42 international schools and colleges,
36 Rajabhat Institutes, 50 Rajamangala Institutes of
Technology, 13 special science schools, 13 colleges of
physical education, 6 sports schools, 15 colleges of fine
arts, 2 Buddhist universities, 11 original public selective
universities, 8 recent new public universities, 2 public
open universities, and 49 private universities in Thailand.
In addition to these genres of education supervised
by the Ministry of Education, Ministry of Interior, and
Ministry of University Affairs, a number of other ministries and agencies administer various kinds of schools
and academic institutions. For example, the Ministry of
Public Health administers nursing colleges, public health
colleges, and a college of medical technology and public
health. The Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives administers an irrigation college, a veterinary school, and
a cooperative school. Seven other ministries and bodies
administer schools and colleges of various types.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary education is neither required nor guaranteed by the government for all students. With the rapid
growth of the Thai economy, though, the high level of female participation in the labor force, and intense competition for entry to quality primary schools, the demand for
preschool education has grown steadily. In 1995, approximately 73.7 percent of the three to five age group was
enrolled in preschools, but by 1999 this percent had risen
to an impressive 96.9 percent. The Eighth National Education Development Plan (1997-2001) calls for all preschool children to have access to at least one year of a
school readiness program before 2001 and that no less
than 90 percent of children aged three to five will have
access to preprimary education in the year 2001. Reflect1382

ing the importance of this level of education, a special
National Institute for Early Childhood Education
(NECE) was established.
There are three basic types of preprimary education:
Child development centers; Preschool classes offered by
private schools, and public schools; and Formal kindergarten education offered by private and public schools.
The primary school curriculum is for six years. For
each school year, there are 40 weeks of instruction with
25 hours per week resulting in a total of 1,000 hours of
instruction per year. The curriculum is focused on five
key competency areas rather than specific individual
courses. The five areas are: Basic skills group (Thai language and mathematics); Life experiences; Character development; Work-oriented experiences; and Special
experiences (grades 5 and 6 only).
Most students study at this level in public schools
(88 percent). Though primary education is compulsory,
it is still not universally attained as there are significant
numbers of children from the ages of 6 through 11 not
in primary school. These are children primarily in remote
rural areas or urban slums. The overall enrollment percentage for primary schools in 1999 of 103.6 percent is
misleading and is higher than 100 because of repeaters
and those enrolled who are either under or overage (younger than 6 or older than 11). Thailand’s net primary
school attendance rate for 1997 was 88 percent, even
lower than Vietnam’s.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary education is divided into three years of
lower secondary and three years of upper secondary education. To expand educational opportunities in remote
rural areas, the Office of the National Primary Education
Commission (ONPEC) has established extensive lower
secondary programs around the country. Also, inspired
by Her Royal Highness Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn, the Ministry of Education has established a Sema
Life Development Project to provide special scholarships
for secondary education to rural girls vulnerable to potential exploitation by the commercial sex industry.
Upper secondary education is divided into two basic
tracks: general academic and vocational. Of those in
upper secondary, 57 percent take the general academic
track and 43 percent the vocational. In both lower and
upper secondary, students study for a total of 1,400 hours
per year. The curriculum of both lower and upper secondary have four basic elements; Core subjects such as Thai,
mathematics, science, and English which must be taken
by all students; Prescribed elective subjects which differ
according to local conditions and needs (the special needs
of schools in Islamic areas of the south); Free elective
subjects depending on the interests of learners; and Activities.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Enrollments at the secondary school level are critically important for economic and social development.
This is an area where Thailand has lagged behind many
of its Asia-Pacific neighbors. Japan and Korea, for example, have achieved universal secondary education. Also
in terms of secondary school enrollment ratios, Thailand
lags behind its major Southeast Asia neighbors like Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, and the Philippines. As late
as 1990, only 39 percent of those finishing government
primary schools continued on to secondary education. As
the result of historically low secondary school enrollments, in the year 2000 around 80 percent of the total
Thai population was not educated beyond the primary
level.
In recent years there have been significant improvements in the transition from primary to lower secondary
education, resulting in higher secondary enrollment ratios. By 1999, the transition rate from primary to lower
secondary education had improved to 87.1 percent. Also
from 1995 to 1999, the overall secondary school ratio improved from 53 to 71 percent. Despite such important improvements, nevertheless, 30 percent of 12-17 year olds
have no opportunity to study at the secondary level. Thailand’s net secondary school attendance rate of 47.6 percent (1997) ranked it much lower than many other
countries in the Asia-Pacific region.
Another serious problem relates to regional disparities in the access to lower and upper secondary education.
In the whole kingdom 43.3 percent of the population received 4 years of education, 90.8 percent had completed
the primary program, 74.2 percent the lower secondary,
and 47.4 percent had completed the general and vocational upper secondary programs. Percentages for the central
region show 42.1 percent had completed 4 years of education, 100 percent had completed the primary grades,
78.4 percent the lower secondary program, and 51.2 percent the general vocational or upper secondary programs.
Percentages in the northeast, north, and south were somewhat less than the central region, with the remotest and
most economically disadvantaged northeast lagging behind other regions.
The less than complete enrollment ratios at both the
secondary and primary level are reflected by the significant numbers of youth not in school. Some 143,900 children between the ages of 6 and 11; 231,000 between the
ages of 12 and 14; and 231,000 from ages 15 to 19 are
not in school. Of the population between the ages of 20
to 24, some 5,043,000 are not in school.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The Thai monarchy actively supports Thai higher
education. Thailand’s first and premier university was established on royal lands in 1916 by King Vajiravudh
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

(King Rama VI) and named in honor of his father, King
Chulalongkorn. All students receive their university degrees personally from the Royal Family. His Majesty the
King himself is an active scholar and researcher and his
daughter, H.R.H. Princess Maha Chakri Sirindhorn took
a Ph.D. in Thailand and is an extremely active scholar
who speaks numerous languages (both Asian and Western).
The Thai system of higher education is both large
and complex with a myriad of potential opportunities for
those graduating from the secondary school level or having met secondary equivalency requirements through non
formal education. Amazingly there are a total of 780 institutions offering some type of higher education. Most
secondary school graduates aspire for admission to one
of the highly selective prestigious public universities.
Admission to these universities (except NIDA) is based
primarily on success in a standardized national university
entrance examination administered by the Ministry of
University Affairs. This examination has been used since
1962. This has resulted in a meritocratic system that
clearly favors those of higher socioeconomic background
from the best secondary schools, often in Bangkok or
other urban areas of the country. A thorough analysis of
the examination results for students from all regions of
the country indicates rather dramatic disparities. Students
attending school in more remote economically disadvantaged areas such as many parts of the north, northeast,
and some parts of the south have much less chance of taking and/or passing the university entrance examination.
To combat such inequalities, regional universities have
developed special quota systems to ensure a specific
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number of slots for university students from their own regions.
In applying for admission to selective universities
and taking the national university entrance examination,
students indicate specific faculties and institutions in
terms of priorities. Thus, some students may choose
fields in which they do not have a genuine interest (where
competition may be less keen) to enhance their chances
of gaining admission to the most prestigious university
possible.
Chulalongkorn University, established in 1916, has
26,381 students enrolled. Thammasat University was established in 1934 and has 20,667 students. Mahidol University has 26,859 students, and Kasetsart University has
27,366 students. Silapakorn University has 7,339 students. The latter three all opened in 1943. King Mongkut
Institute of Technology with three campuses opened in
1959, 1960, and 1971. Total enrollment at the institute is
34,912. Chiang Mai University in the north opened in
1964 and enrolls 21,550 students. Khon Kaen University
in the northeast also opened in 1964 with 17,938. The National Institute of Development Administration was established in 1966 and has 6,225 students. Prince of
Songkla University in the south opened in 1967 and has
15,033 students. Srinakharinwirot University (formerly
the major teacher training college) began in 1974 and has
13,452. All offer bachelor, masters, and doctorates with
the exception of the National Institute of Development
Administration which only offers master and doctorate
degrees. Prince of Songkla University offers only bachelor and master degrees. All except Silapakorn, Chiang
Mai, Khon Kaen, Prince of Songkla, and Srinakharinwirot are located in Bangkok.
These elite selective universities are quite diverse in
nature and tend to specialize, though Chulalongkorn and
the three major regional universities are comprehensive
in their offerings. The diversity of higher education in
Thailand is a reflection of the nation’s special status of
never having been colonized. Thus, in establishing various universities it has been rather eclectic. Chulalongkorn University has somewhat of a British flavor, while
Thammasat University is noted for politics and is more
French oriented. The literal meaning of Thammasat is
moral sciences. Mahidol University is noted for medicine
and science and it is named after a Prince who studied at
the Harvard Medical School. Kasetsart, which has an agricultural orientation, was somewhat modeled after a U.S.
land grant institution and is noted for its extensive and effective outreach programs.
For students who can not gain access to these selective elite public institutions of higher education there are
multiple options. In recent years, a number of new public
universities have been established in local areas. Each
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provides special quota admissions for students for their
respective regions. In some cases branch campuses of
Bangkok universities became separate universities. Local
politicians have actively worked to support this development as a mechanism to provide more higher education
opportunities for those in the regions and those of rural
backgrounds.
Some of the more recently established public universities and their enrollments include Burapa University in
the southeast (1990) with 6,613 students; Mahasarakham
University (1994) in the northeast with 12,400 students;
Naresuan University (1990) in the north with 14,104 students, Suranaree University of Technology (1990) in the
northeast with 5,473 students. In the south Thaksin University (1996) has an enrollment of 3,609 students. Ubon
Ratchatani University in the northeast was established in
1990, and Walailak University in the south was established in 1992 and has 2,153 students. Mae Fah Luang,
which began in 1997, in the north has a projected enrollment of 350 students for the year 2001.
Suranaree University of Technology in the northeast
and Walailak University in the south were established as
fully autonomous public universities. Thus, they can establish salary levels and personnel policies, independent
of the University Civil Service system and the normal
regulations of the Ministry of University Affairs. They
provide possible models for the education reform proposal to make all public universities more autonomous.
Another educational opportunity for students is attendance at one of Thailand’s two large open universities.
In an earlier period Thammasat University had been an
open university. In 1971 Ramkhamhaeng University was
established as Thailand’s first formal open university to
meet the growing social demand for higher education
which could not be met by the existing selective universities. Ramkhamhaeng now offers both bachelor’s and
master’s degree and has a large student body of 355,352.
This institution is an open admissions university, which
is basically a conventional university with direct classroom learning and instruction complemented by media.
It also serves working adults who may be interested in a
second degree and/or enhancing job-related skills in a
specific area. In 1978, Thailand established a second
open university, Sukhothai Thammathirat Open University (STOU), which is an open distance university, basically an innovative university without walls. It has
students in all 76 provinces of Thailand learning by television, radio, correspondence, and the Internet. Its total
enrollment is 209,680. STOU has targeted working adults
as a major clientele for its programs and has plans to develop several doctoral programs.
Another option for higher education is a group of institutions known as Rajabhat Institutes, which were forWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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merly teacher training colleges. There is one of these
colleges located in every other province, providing convenient access to those residing in remote areas of the
country. When they were transformed from Teacher
Training Colleges into Rajabhat Institutes in the early
1990s, their curricula were diversified to provide training
and learning in many practical fields, such as tourism
management and business administration.
For students interested in technology and technical
fields, there are 50 Rajamangala Institutes of Technology
around the country, which like the Rajabhats offer the
bachelor degree.
In recent years the growing demand for higher education has stimulated the private sector to offer more opportunities for students to finish secondary school. These
institutions tend to be more expensive than the public
ones. There are 49 private universities in Thailand, enrolling 199,464 students (1999), serving almost as many
students as the original selective public universities.
Fifty-five percent of these private universities are located
outside of Bangkok, thus, help to serve higher education
needs in the regions. The first to be granted university
status was Payap University in Chiang Mai in 1974. It has
a liberal arts orientation with strong strengths in areas
such as music and sports. It receives special funding
through its missionary affiliation and in the past received
major U.S. aid funding for renovation of its campus. The
largest private university is Bangkok University with
22,135 students.
Given its central location in both Asia and Southeast
Asia, Thailand has been considered a potentially attractive location for international universities and colleges.
The most well-known institution of this type is the Asian
Institute of Technology (AIT), sometimes referred to as
the ‘‘MIT of Asia.’’ It serves students throughout the
Asia-Pacific region and has an international faculty. AIT
grew out of the SEATO School of Engineering and was
established as AIT in 1967. The Thai government provides roughly 20 percent of its funding. Assumption University, a private university, uses an exclusive English
language curriculum and has many international faculty.
Also a number of Thai universities collaborate with overseas institutions to offer special international programs.
An example is the Sasin Graduate Institute of Business
Administration, an internationally oriented English language MBA program housed at Chulalongkorn University and established in 1982, conducted in collaboration
with the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania and the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management
at Northwestern University. This was Thailand’s first English language graduate management program. Mahidol
University has an International College embedded within
it which uses an exclusively English language curriculum
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and serves both Thai and international students who need
higher education offered in English.
During the economic boom of the 1985-1995 period,
there were many plans to establish new international colleges and universities. With the economic crisis of 1997,
many of these plans collapsed since they were highly dependent upon private sector funding. Prior to the economic crisis, Thailand was also developing international
academic programs to serve the needs of students from
transitional economies such as Cambodia, the Lao PDR,
and Vietnam. As Thailand recovers from its economic
crisis, such programs are likely to be revitalized and expanded.
Starting with the reforms introduced by King Chulalongkorn in the late 1800s, Thailand has also had a
strong tradition of sending students abroad for higher education. In fact, there is a Thai word, chup dua, which
means to acquire prestige by going abroad for further
study or training. Many of those in leadership positions
both in the public and private sectors have studied overseas. His Majesty King Bhumibol was educated in Switzerland, and His Majesty’s father, Prince Mahidol studied
medicine at Harvard. The prime minister of Thailand has
a doctorate from the United States. Prior to the Pacific
War, Europe, especially England, was the most popular
site for overseas study. In the post-war period, overseas
opportunities have greatly diversified. In the 1960s and
1970s, during the Cold War period, there was considerable U.S. funding available for talented Thai students to
pursue advanced studies in the U.S. A high percentage of
top-ranking Thai civil servants have studied abroad. The
Thai government itself has also provided considerable
funding in support of overseas study. In 1999, there were
3,223 Thai students abroad being supported by Thai government fellowships. Even if Thai civil servants do not
receive a fellowship for overseas study, they automatically receive their full government salary while on approved
study leave, either internationally or locally. This has
been a major source of support for overseas education
and training.
With respect to enrollment at the higher education
level, in 1999, approximately 25.7 percent of the 18 to
21 age group were enrolled, leaving roughly 3,300,000
of this age group not participating in any institution of
higher education. Despite Thailand’s major economic
crisis, higher education enrollments actually increased
19.8 percent between 1998 and 1999. There were two
major reasons for this. First, the Thai government introduced a major loan program to assist students to help
meet the costs of both upper secondary and college level
education. Second, with the economic crisis and related
higher unemployment levels, the opportunity cost of pursuing higher education certainly declined.
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ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
As illustrated by the sweeping educational reforms
introduced by the visionary monarch, King Chulalongkorn in the late 1800s, education has been strongly influenced by politics in Thailand. Until 1932, Siam had a
system of absolute monarchy, which was transformed in
a bloodless revolution into a constitutional monarchy in
June 1932. From 1932 to 1973, the military dominated
Thai politics for much of the period, and there were often
significant constraints limiting the freedoms of Thai intellectuals, scholars, and students. A major student revolution, which erupted in October 1973, fundamentally
changed the future direction of Thai politics and education. Three military tyrants were expelled from the country and replaced by a prime minister who had been a
professor at Thammasat University. From 1973 to 1976,
Thailand experienced its most open period ever in terms
of intellectual fervor and the tolerance of diverse perspectives. Great concerns about educational equity and equality emerged and were addressed in a major educational
reform initiative. Unfortunately this reform movement
was cut short by a counter coup by the police and military
on October 6, 1976, when police stormed Thammasat
University, which was housing student protesters. The
more open environment was restored after another coup
in October 1977, which ushered in the current democratic
period. In the subsequent period there was only one successful military coup in February, 1991, which was reversed in a people power confrontation with the military
in May 1992. This event opened the door for the political
and educational reforms initiated in the late 1990s.
Prior to 1980, there were three separate ministries
administering education: Ministry of Interior (most primary education), the Ministry of Education (secondary
education and some postsecondary education), and the
Ministry of University Affairs (responsible for institutions of higher education.) In 1980, demonstrating able
leadership and vision, Dr. Sippanondha Ketudat, a Harvard-trained technocrat serving as Minister of Education,
orchestrated a transfer of authority for basic primary education from the Ministry of Interior to the Ministry of Education. Since the budget for basic primary education
represented approximately 10 percent of the national
budget, this was a remarkable example of the potential
for structural change in Thai education.
The administration of Thai education is exceedingly
complex given the multiple actors and agencies involved.
A number of different ministries and agencies are involved in administering education in Thailand. They are
the Ministry of Education, Ministry of University Affairs,
Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives, Ministry of Transport and Communications, Min1386

istry of Defense, Ministry of Public Health, Ministry of
Science, Technology, and Environment, Ministry of Justice, and the Thai Red Cross Society.
There is considerable overlap and redundancy
among ministries and agencies providing education. This
has made effective planning complex and difficult. For
example, both the Ministry of University of Affairs and
the Ministry of Education have been actively involved in
preparing teachers. This created a crisis in a tremendous
overproduction of education graduates relative to need.
Also nine different agencies are involved in providing
primary education.
In general, the system of education is highly centralized, especially the part administered by the Ministry of
Education, which houses a large bureaucracy in the capital of Bangkok. The 14 departments within the Ministry
are extremely strong and are even commonly referred to
as the ‘‘14 fiefdoms.’’ This over centralized system results in excessive funds being spent on administration
rather than for educational improvements. Also, this over
centralization has contributed to inefficiency and an inability to be responsive to the diverse needs of local communities.
In terms of educational finance, Thailand actually
spends an impressive amount of both its GDP and national government budget on education. In 1998, the government budget for education was 3.9 percent of GDP and
despite the serious economic crisis of the late 1990s, education in fiscal years 1998 and 1999 was about 25.0 percent of total government expenditures, the highest ever.
The budget approved by Parliament for the year 2000
represented 25.7 percent of the national budget.
While the majority of funds for education come from
the national budget, over time an increasing amount of
local funds have become available to support education.
This has been particularly true of the Bangkok Metropolitan Authority (BMA), where 28.1 percent of its budget
is derived from its own local funds. In the future it is likely that other wealthier urban areas, such as Haadyai, Pattaya, Phuket, and Chiang Mai, will provide considerable
local funding in support of education.
Thailand also receives considerable international assistance in support of education in the form of loans and
technical assistance. Major multilateral assistance has
been received from the Asian Development Bank, the
World Bank, and the OECF. Major bilateral assistance
has been provided by Austria, Denmark, and Germany.
Compared to other countries of its size and stage of
development, Thailand has produced extensive educational research and the Thai publishing industry has
grown dramatically in recent decades with much research
published in Thai as well as in English. The origins of
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Thai educational research date back to 1955, when the International Institute for Child Study was established in
Bangkok. The Institute has now become the Behavioral
Science Research Institute and has conducted both basic
and applied research. In the 1960s, the Thai government
began actively supporting research, primarily done by divisions of the Ministry of Education and the National Education Commission. In 1974, the Office of University
Affairs issued new regulations requiring research work
for the promotion of faculty, which led for the first time
to the systematic encouragement of research. In the Thai
context, the development of textbooks was counted as
‘‘research’’ for purposes of promotion. In 1998, only
21.5 percent of faculty in public universities and 7.8 percent in private universities had Ph.D. research degrees,
which is an important barrier to Thailand’s overall research capacity at the university level.
Extensive educational research is conducted by the
Office of the National Education Commission (ONEC),
Thailand’s major educational R&D center, which is part
of the Office of the Prime Minister. This office did important and extensive research underlying the education
reform initiative (1999-2002). Another major source of
research is provided by the faculty and students of Thailand’s many universities, especially in faculties of education. Some research is also done by the Ministry of
Education itself, particularly by its Department of Curriculum and Instructional Development. That research focuses on testing, curriculum, and text development.
Combining English and Thai language materials, there
have been more than a total of 1,000 publications of educational research in recent decades.
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Another important research-oriented institution is
the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and
Technology (IPST), which is responsible for R&D and
related training to improve the teaching of science and
technology in Thailand. IPST participated in the Third International Mathematics and Science Study. To facilitate
research, a new Library Network has been established in
Thailand that will electronically link the National Library, university libraries, the Rajabhat Institute Library,
the Rajamangala Institute of Technology Library, and
other libraries around the country.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Around 1978, the concept of ‘‘life-long education’’
was introduced and led to the expansion of nonformal education to cover all ages of the population. Under his brilliant leadership, the late Dr. Kowit Vorapipatana, ‘‘the
father of nonformal education in Thailand,’’ transformed
a rather modest Division of Adult Education (established
in 1938) into an important department of Nonformal Education (1979) which now has a presence in every district
of Thailand. Influenced by the Brazilian educator, Paulo
Freire, he introduced the important pedagogical concept
of khit-pen, which literally means to be able to think for
yourself.
An adult literacy campaign under the leadership of
Dr. Kasama Varavan in the early 1990s, was carried out
by the Nonformal Education Department. Thailand’s literacy rate is an impressively high 94 percent with female
literacy at 91.6 percent. For its success in combating illiteracy in Thailand, the Department won the ESCAP
Human Resources Development Award. Its special
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equivalency programs offer Thais a major second chance
to complete primary and/or secondary education.
The various genres of non formal and informal education present in Thailand offer a rather remarkable array
of potential learning opportunities to both enhance quality of life and employment productivity and capability.
Programs include basic education, literacy, primary and
secondary equivalency, vocational education, handicraft
training, reading and science programs, religious and
tribal programs, language studies, health education, politics, and environmental studies.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Teacher education in Thailand has a long tradition,
dating back to 1892 when the first training school for elementary school teachers was founded as part of King
Chulalongkorn’s reforms. Relative to other countries at
its early stage of development, Thailand has a welleducated teaching force. Eighty-six percent of primary
school teachers hold a bachelor’s degree. Contributing to
this achievement was the establishment in the 1960s of
teacher training colleges in every other province. With
such proximity to remote rural areas, these colleges have
been the primary opportunity for social mobility for
bright and motivated youth from a rural background. The
Thai government also established a special scholarship
program for those willing to return to their rural areas
after completing their studies in teacher education. As in
many countries, a major problem is a failure to attract the
most talented and qualified students to faculties of education. Data indicate that the most talented Thais tend to
prefer study in fields such as medicine, engineering, or
business, primarily because of the prestige and higher
earnings in such careers.
There are a total of 114 postsecondary institutions involved in preparing future teachers. Teacher training
courses are being primarily offered by faculties of education in 16 public universities, 36 Rajabhat Institutes (RIs)
(formerly teacher training colleges), vocational education
colleges, physical education colleges, and dramatic and
fine arts colleges. The latter types of institutions train vocational teachers. Fourteen public universities offer master’s level training in education as do two private
universities. Doctoral programs in education are offered
by four public universities (Chulalongkorn, Srinkharinwirot, Kasetsart, and Silapakorn).
With so many institutions offering teacher training
under different administrative centers, there has been a
vast overproduction of those trained in teacher education.
As a result, Thailand has one of the lowest studentteacher ratios in Asia, especially at the primary school
level. Also contributing to this situation is Thailand’s remarkable success in family planning and fertility reduc1388

tion. Population growth is only 0.93 percent per year
(estimated for the year 2000). This has resulted in the
problem of having many small schools particularly in remote sparsely populated areas. Thailand has also had a
tradition of a school in every village, also contributing to
small schools and an overly low student-teacher ratio. In
negotiations with the Asian Development Bank for social
sector funding related to the economic crisis, the Thai
government agreed to raise the teacher-student ratio to
25:1 by fiscal year 2002 by strictly controlling the hiring
of new primary school teachers. Achievement of this goal
should enhance the internal efficiency of Thai education.
While Thailand actually has an adequate number of
teachers, there are serious problems related to the allocation and distribution of these teachers. Some areas and
provinces have far more teachers than classrooms, while
other areas do not have enough teachers to cover all classes, thus, requiring multi-grade teaching, which has adverse effects on educational quality.
Related to the many complex issues related to teacher issues (including traditional pedagogy emphasizing
rote memorization of facts), a special Teacher Education
Reform Office (TERO) was established in 1997 to examine strategies for enhancing the teaching profession and
improving the quality of teaching in Thailand. TERO has
also directly assessed the complex problem of the overproduction of teacher education graduates who have no
prospects for obtaining teaching jobs and has also proposed innovative strategies for upgrading the existing
teaching force.

SUMMARY
During the past several decades Thailand has
achieved impressive success in expanding its educational
system quantitatively at all levels and improving its basic
educational infrastructure. This success was facilitated by
the extremely high economic growth experienced in
the period, 1985-1995. The euphoria concerning such
macroeconomic success tended to mask the important reality that, among lower middle-income countries, Thailand’s social and educational development was
significantly lagging behind its economic development.
With the advent of the economic crisis in July 1997, even
this rapid economic growth proved unsustainable. The
crisis also stimulated a more critical, deeper, and more
systematic analysis of Thailand’s complete development
structure, including its educational system.
Thailand faces what has been termed the ‘‘mid-level
technology pinch.’’ Thailand can no longer compete with
countries with extremely low labor costs (such as India
and Vietnam) in manufacturing labor intensive products,
but has not yet developed the strong research and development capability to compete with high technology manWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ufacturers in industrial countries. With higher level
wages but an average educational level of 5.3 in its workforce, Thailand faces serious problems in international
competitiveness and in improving the productivity of its
workforce. It also must find ways to enhance the development of local indigenous R&D to respond to the challenge of the mid-level technology pinch.
The Asian economic crisis represented a valuable
‘‘wake-up call’’ to Thailand; it demonstrated the urgent
need to improve education and human resource development. The crisis set in motion new public and political
forces leading to a major educational reform initiative
mandated in the October 1997 constitution and codified
legally in the National Education Act of August 1999. A
public organization, the Education Reform Office (ERO)
was established in 1999 to implement the critically needed educational reforms.
The reforms have the following key elements: major
structural changes in the management of education, including decentralization to local education areas and rationalization and reengineering of the administration of
education. A new national Ministry of Education, Religion, and Culture will be established comprised of four
basic organizations: National Council for Education, Religion, and Culture; The Commission for Basic Education; The Commission for Higher Education; and the
Commission on Religion and Culture; greater fiscal and
administrative autonomy for Thai public universities;
provision of free basic education to all Thai youth with
12 years and 9 years of compulsory schooling; shift to demand-side financing of education with a reform of the
budget process; de-institutionalizing education and expanding choice, represented in the popular slogan of the
educational reform campaign: ‘‘Education for All and All
for Education.’’ The education for all concept reflects the
thrust for greater equity as an important element of reform. There is also an emphasis on the utilization of local
wisdom and knowledge and a National Institute for the
Development of Thai Wisdom and Education (NISE) has
been established; and fundamental change in pedagogy
away from teacher-centered learning emphasizing rote
memorization to student-centered learning fostering independent thinking and creativity. Related to this reform,
the visual metaphor of children with heads of parrots is
being used in the campaign’s critique of conventional
learning approaches and patterns.
The proposed reforms are intended to provide all
Thais with the opportunity to complete quality secondary
education in accord with their own needs and preferences. The reform opens up opportunities for more home
schooling, charter schooling, and other alternatives, including a greater role for the private sector. Major budgets are to be decentralized to local education areas,
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which can then make decisions about the use of educational resources. Under the old centralized system,
money often came at the wrong time for the wrong
things. Under the new system, educational services and
curricula can be more responsive to local needs.
To assure accountability in the new system, a special
office for external quality assurance is being established
to monitor the quality of schools under the new system
and provide educational consumers with better opportunities for more informed choices. A system for licensure
for both teachers and administrators is also being introduced. To revitalize the teaching profession and to reward outstanding teaching performance, a system to
recognize and provide special National Teacher Awards
for outstanding innovative teachers was established in
1998. As part of the learning reform initiative, individuals will be recognized and designated as National Teachers and Master Teachers to spearhead student-centered
learning reforms.
Another critical arena directly related to the reforms
and the technology pinch is the promotion of R&D in the
science and technology area. Thai universities as a whole
produced only 135 Ph.D.s in 1997. In honor of His Majesty King Bhumibol’s 50 years on the throne (1996), a
Royal Golden Jubilee Ph.D. Program was established to
provide fellowships for the most talented Thais to obtain
Ph.D. level training in the next twenty years. The target
of the Ph.D. Program is to produce 5,000 Ph.D.s during
Phase I (1997-2011) and 20,000 Ph.D.s during Phase II
(2011-2021). The Program utilizes a ‘‘sandwich strategy’’ in which Fellows will receive their Ph.D.s from Thai
institutions but with international experience and collaboration. Also, the Eighth National Education Development Plan (1997-2001) calls for no less than one percent
of GDP to be invested in public and private sector R&D
by the year 2001. In 1995, R&D as a percent of GDP was
an extremely low 0.17.
Related to R&D is the development of information
technology (IT). This is an area in which Thailand has
made considerable progress and has excellent potential.
A survey completed by Mahidol University indicates that
63 percent of urban youth and 34 percent of rural youth
are able to use a computer. Thomas Friedman in his book,
The Lexus and the Olive Tree argues that those countries
that are deficient in IT will be left behind. If he is correct
in his assessment, this should augur well for the future
of Thailand. Interestingly, Thailand’s prime minister, Dr.
Thaksin Shinawatra, elected in January, 2001, is a former
leading entrepreneur in IT development for Thailand and
the region.
The Lexus and the Olive Tree also raises the issue of
the tension between globalization (the lexus) and preservation of local culture (the olive tree). That potential cul1389
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tural collision is also embedded within elements of
Thailand’s educational reform initiative. With a noncolonial heritage, the Thais are confident, however, that
they can globalize in their own unique way and still preserve their rich Thai cultural heritage. The King’s project
of economic self-sufficiency, for example, draws upon
traditional culture but is responsive to the need for sustainable development. At times unilinear thinking exaggerates potential contradictions between modernity and
tradition as illustrated in the fundamentally progressive
essence of Buddhist epistemology as expressed thousands of years ago in the Kalama Sutra of the Lord Buddha:
Yes, you may well doubt, you may well be
uncertain. . . .Do not accept anything because it is the authoritative tradition, because it is often said, because of
rumour or hearsay, because it is found in the scriptures,
because it agrees with a theory of which one is already
convinced, because of the reputation of an individual, or
because a teacher said it is thus and thus. . . .But experience it for yourself.

in turn should contribute to a higher quality of life and
standard of living for all Thais in the Kingdom in the
twenty-first century.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:
Number of Primary
Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Libraries:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Togolese Republic
Africa
5,018,502
French, Ewe, Mina,
Kabye, Dagomba
51.7%
3,283
6 years
4.5%
480
23
Primary: 859,574
Secondary: 169,481
Higher: 13,124
Primary: 120%
Secondary: 27%
Higher: 4%
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Teachers:

Primary: 18,535
Secondary: 5,389
Higher: 443

there is a strong southern migration by central and northern inhabitants. The Éwé speech community predominates in this all-important southern third.

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 46:1
Secondary: 34:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 99%
Secondary: 14%
Higher: 1%

The term ‘‘speech community’’ is preferred here because there are a large number of clusters of groups within which several ethnic groups distinguish themselves on
historical and social grounds but who speak mutually intelligible languages. The significant four in terms of numbers and political dynamism are the Éwé cluster (45
percent of the population), the Kabiyê cluster (22 percent), the Moba cluster (10 percent), and the Tem, often
called Kotokoli and sometimes spelled Cotocoli, (7 percent). The Éwé cluster belongs to the Kwa subfamily of
languages within the broad Niger-Congo family of subSaharan Africa. The Kwa subfamily covers the languages
from southeastern Nigeria, including Ibo, all the way
west along the coast to the Akan languages of Ghana. The
other three language clusters, or ‘‘speech communities,’’
belong to the Gur (also known as Voltaic) family of languages within Niger-Congo. The Gur subfamily is primarily spoken in the Sahel region of West Africa,
including the northern segments of Togo and Ghana, and
much of Burkina, and Mali.

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Republic of Togo is situated in West Africa. It
is bounded by Benin (previously Dahomey) in the east,
Ghana in the west, Burkina (Burkina Faso, and earlier,
Upper Volta) in the north, and the Atlantic Ocean in the
south. Togo’s landmass is 56,000 square kilometers. It is
approximately 600 kilometers in length and about 70 kilometers at its widest point. Its government is constitutionally based on a parliamentary system. In practice,
however, it has had a lifetime president in the person of
General Gnasimbe Eyadéma, who took power in 1969.
Togo was placed under French administration first
as a League of Nations ‘‘mandate,’’ then as a United Nations ‘‘trust’’ territory. Up to and through World War I,
the country now known as Togo and a sizable eastern
segment of what is now Ghana were one entity under
German colonial rule. In the transition from a German
colony to a French ‘‘trust’’ territory, a significant western
portion of German Togoland was ceded to Britain’s colonial administration of Ghana. In the process, a major
speech community, the Éwé, found themselves partitioned in roughly equal numbers into two different political entities, Ghana and Togo. The percentages are now
slightly in favor of the Éwé population in Ghana. Whereas the Togolese government has not fully reconciled itself
to the loss of its western territories of German Togoland,
it takes no practical steps to exercise its frustrations. The
area in question is fully integrated into the Ghanaian industrial and agricultural infrastructure.
Togo’s population at independence and up to the late
1970s was between 2 and 3 million. The population is
cited, as of 2000, to be between 5 and 7 million. The large
disparity in population estimates is due to the difficulty
in gathering population statistics, especially in assessing
birth and mortality rates. The vast majority of the population lives in the southern third of the country. The capital,
Lomé, is in the extreme southwestern corner adjacent to
Ghana and actually spills over into that country. This portion is known as Aflao. The southern third also includes
the best educational, industrial, infrastructural, medical,
and economic facilities available in the country. Hence
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In geographic terms, the four main clusters from
south to north are as follows. The Éwé occupy the southern third of the country. The Tem occupy the central section just north of the Éw. The Kabiyê occupy the
northwest section to the northwest of the Tem bordering
on Benin. The Moba occupy the northernmost section of
the country bordering on Burkina. However, Togo’s ethnolinguistic map is more complicated than these four neat
clusters might suggest. There are approximately 30 ethnolinguistic groups that form part of the clusters mentioned above as well as outside those clusters.
Several communities grouped within large clusters
would prefer to be listed separately. The most prominent
among them are the Mina in the southeastern corner of
the country around the city of Aneho, sometimes spelled
Anecho. The Mina, along with many among the Fon
speech community on the Benin side of the border, are
descendants of Afro-Brazilian returnees in the 1800s.
The Mina, particularly, insist on calling their language
Mina, not Éwé. Yet lexically and structurally it is a variant, a marginally distinct dialect, of Éwé. The same is
mostly true of Fon. Fon, however, is slightly more distinct. Political ambition, economic status, and a consciousness of their Brazilian heritage motivate the Mina
position. It is interesting to note that members of their
community held leadership positions in the immediate aftermath of independence until overthrown by General
Eyadéma in 1969. The conflict between the Eyadéma
government and the families and descendants of the preEyadéma leadership continues, muted most of the time,
but with frequent and vehement public discourse.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Superimposed on the linguistic, ethnic, and social
mosaic of Togo is the French language and culture. In
spite of the legally designated ‘‘trust’’ territory status,
after independence on April 27, 1960, Togo was, for all
practical purposes, a French colony and remained within
the French sphere of influence, including the Franc zone
and a commonwealth-like association of Francophone
countries. Inevitably Togo has inherited a wholly French
educational system in programmatic structure, curriculum, and language of instruction at all levels. French is
also the official language used in government and the
practical language for all commercial activity. This is not
to suggest that Éwé and Kabiyê, and indeed any of the
other Togolese languages, are excluded. Togolese languages have in fact a surprising degree of presence in all
facets of life at the informal level, including informal exchanges between teachers and students at all educational
institutions.
The government, in power since 1969, instituted in
the late 1970s and early 1980s the adoption of two African languages, indigenous to Togo, as national languages. The two are Éwé and Kabiyê, sometimes spelled
as Kabyê or Kabrê. In 1977 the government established
a pedagogical research institute, Direction de la Formation Permanente de l’Action et de la Recherche Pedagogique (DIFOP) to produce Éwé and Kabiyê textbooks
and generally oversee the training and preparation of
teachers for these two languages. DIFOP was located on
the campus of the University of Benin (Université du
Benin) in Lomé. The ultimate intention was to replace
French, the colonial language, with the two designated
Togolese languages. Concurrent with the switch in language was the intention to ‘‘nationalize’’ the curriculum
so as to be more Togo sensitive and to produce educated
citizens in harmony with Togolese culture and the needs
of Togo. Mr. Kondé Gnon-Samwa, Director of DIFOP at
the time, in a speech in 1979 at a conference organized
by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in Dakar claimed that
more than 2,000 primary school teachers were trained to
teach the two languages in question and that more than
7,000 pieces of instructional material were distributed to
various schools. However, the financial component of
such a linguistic transformation is staggering. The results
as of 2001 are inconclusive, and the effort is inevitably
slow. As a result French continues to dominate the formal aspects of Togolese life, including the educational
system.
There is a concern among some Togolese that the effectiveness of French, currently the only medium of education and the communicational medium of society’s
infrastructure and commercial life, will be reduced preWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

maturely. There is evident decline in the instructional
standards of the French language. Formal and universal
instruction of Éwé and the use of Éwé, and of Kabiyê for
that matter, in formal and official contexts is not yet feasible. Also the capacity for enforcing universal education
at the primary level is absent. The rate of failure from one
grade to the next is exceptionally high. The numbers of
enrollees appear high in official statistics because of the
large numbers of repeaters. This is especially true at the
university level.
The United States Information Services has a strong
presence in Lomé. It offers nightly classes to large numbers of young Togolese adults. The role of the United
States in the world lends credence to the need for English
language competence. The strongest effort for English
language within the educational system is at the university level. To fulfill this need the University of Benin has
a very strong English department.
Togo’s educational system is highly restricted. It is
broadest at the primary level then sharply reduced at the
secondary level and even more sharply reduced at the
university level. Moreover, Togolese society lacks a traditional system of formal education in the context of its
respective ethnolinguistic communities that might possibly apply throughout the country.

SUMMARY
The challenges that educational policy planners in
Togo face are not simply financial. Informal education at
the very age levels when children would attend primary
schools progresses as it has from time immemorial. Cul1393
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tural information and language fluency is passed down
from generation to generation quite effectively. However, the trouble with this mode of education is that it is naturally and inevitably splintered across ethnic lines. In real
terms this kind of education is divisive. The numbers of
those who attend school long enough to learn French and
as a result acquire a common denominator across ethnic
lines are very small. The small number educated in
French and the French system provides further problems
by introducing an elite group that is by definition estranged from the rest of Togolese society. This further
complicates the development of a rational educational
system.
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The system was reviewed in 1997, and most of the
earlier policies were changed and modified. The goals of
the educational system include providing learning opportunities for the country’s children and assisting the development of its future human resources. Schooling is
compulsory and free for the first 10 years. Each atoll has
a school that caters to the preschool level (5 years of age)
through year 10 level (14 years of age), as well as one
national class for the whole group. Each atoll takes a turn
hosting the national (year 11 level) for five consecutive
years on a rotational basis. The language policy underwent modification as well when Tokelau and English became the languages of instruction.
The Education Department is accountable to parents,
village councils, and the national government through the
director and support staff. Each school has a principal, a
deputy, and teaching staff organized into three syndicates
with a leader responsible for a group of teachers and
classes. The academic year is divided into four terms with
two-week holiday breaks.
Last year, the total number of students attending the
three schools was 529, made up of 264 girls and 265
boys. The teaching staff stands at about 30 qualified
teachers, assisted by a number of teacher aides. The department has also recruited three New Zealand VSA
teachers with the assistance of the New Zealand Government.
Internal assessment, end of term tests, and final examinations are the basis of evaluating student progress
and the curriculum. There is however, a national examination at the completion of the national year 11 level
where a number of scholarships are selected for further
studies in Samoa. Further selections for students to study
in higher learning institutions in New Zealand and the
surrounding region are based on regional examination
passes.
—Kelihiano Kalolo

BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:

Tokelau
Oceania
1,458
Tokelauan, English
NA

Tokelau consists of three atolls—Atafu, Fakaofo,
and Nukunonu—located in the middle of the South Pacific with a population between 1,700 and 1,800 people. Declared a British Protectorate in 1889, Tokelau was
transferred under New Zealand administration in 1925.
The church established the first institutionalized schools
in the 1860s.
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TONGA
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:

Kingdom of Tonga
Oceania
102,321
Tongan, English
98.5%
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The Kingdom of Tonga is located in the central
South Pacific, east of Fiji and south of Samoa, and comprises more than 150 islands. Tonga is the only remaining
Polynesian monarchy, and it has a population of 110,000
citizens (2000 estimate). Tongan, universally spoken, is
a dialect of Polynesian; English, which is taught as a second language in schools, is used mainly for business.
Wesleyan missionaries introduced formal education into
Tonga in 1826, followed by Roman Catholic and other
Protestant denominations beginning in 1846. The educational system still reflects this colonial/missionary history.
Primary education has been compulsory in Tonga
since 1876 and is free for students between the ages of
6 and 14. Education consists of six years at the primary
level, three years at the junior secondary level, and three
years at the senior secondary level. The first eight years
are compulsory. Of the 115 primary schools (1994), 104
were government schools, while 11 were church schools,
with a total of 16,540 students and 701 teachers. In 1993,
the student to teacher ratio among primary schools was
22:1, with 7 percent of the teachers being females.
In 1994, there were 47 general secondary schools or
colleges, with a total of 15,702 students and 809 teachers.
There were 8 technical and vocational colleges with 614
students and 45 teachers. The only teacher training college had 210 students and 22 teachers. Churches sponsored the majority of these schools. The student to
teacher ratio among secondary schools averaged 18:1 in
1993 with 79 percent of the teachers being females.
Tertiary institutions include: the Institute for Vocational Education and Training, the Polytechnical Institute, the Teacher’s College, Queen Salote School of
Nursing, and the Tonga Police Training School. In 1985,
a total of 705 students were enrolled in these programs:
211 in education, 100 in humanities, 192 in social sciences, 127 in natural sciences, and 75 in medical schools.
Of these students, 308 were male and 397 were female.
In 1990, there were 230 Tongan students studying overseas on government scholarships.

including primary, secondary, and tertiary schools. In addition, it manages the adherence of private schools to the
national laws on education and the National Examination
programs. Annual examinations are required for placement of primary school students into government
schools; the Tonga School Certificate is the national examination for secondary school students at their fifth
year, and the Pacific Senior Secondary Certificate examination is given at the sixth year. Examinations and assessments are developed internally or delegated to an external
source, but they are monitored and coordinated by this
unit of government. Examinations are set in the English
language with a strong emphasis at the college level on
maintaining knowledge and skills of the Tongan culture.
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TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Trinidad
and Tobago

In 1992, education expenditures totaled 8.8 million
pa’anga. Of this sum, 3.4 million was allocated to primary education, 2.1 million to secondary education, 0.6 million to tertiary education, and 2.6 million was not
distributed. These public expenditures on education
translated to 4.7 percent of the gross national product, or
17.3 percent of total government disbursement. Tongans
view education as important and have a near-universal
literacy rate (98.5 percent in 1996) that is among the
highest in the Pacific.

Region:

Puerto Rico & Lesser
Antilles

Population:

1,175,523

Language(s):

English, Hindi, French,
Spanish, Chinese

Literacy Rate:

97.9%

Number of Primary
Schools:

476

Compulsory Schooling:

7 years

The Government’s Ministry of Education oversees
the management of government schools in all provinces,

Public Expenditure
on Education:

3.6%
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Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Educational Enrollment:
Educational Enrollment
Rate:

142
Primary: 181,030
Secondary: 104,349
Primary: 99%
Secondary: 74%
Higher: 8%

Teachers:

Primary: 7,311

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 25:1
Secondary: 21:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 98%
Secondary: 75%
Higher: 7%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Republic of Trinidad and Tobago is a twin island, parliamentary democracy located between the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, northeast of
Venezuela. Colonized by the British in the nineteenth
century, Trinidad and Tobago became independent of
Britain on 31 August 1962. The country measures 5,128
square kilometers, its terrain primarily plains with some
hills and low mountains. The climate of the islands is
tropical, with a rainy season lasting from June to December.
Trinidad and Tobago’s population was estimated to
be about 1.3 million in 1999, with a high population density: 252 people per square kilometer. About two-fifths
of the population is of African ancestry, another twofifths is identified locally as ‘‘East Indian’’ (although
they are immigrants mainly from northern India), nearly
one-fifth is considered ‘‘mixed,’’ less than 1 percent is
white, and about 1 percent is Chinese or other. Regarding
religious affiliation, the population is about 29 percent
Christian, 24 percent Hindu, 11 percent Anglican, 6 percent is Muslim, 3 percent Presbyterian, and 27 percent
other. While English is the nation’s official language,
several other languages are spoken on Trinidad and Tobago, among them Hindi, French, Spanish, and Chinese.
Nearly three-quarters (73.6 percent) of Trinidad and
Tobago’s population lived in urban areas in 1999, with
many Trinidadians and Tobagonians living in and around
Port-of-Spain, the national capital. That year, the total
fertility rate was estimated to be 1.8 (i.e., a woman bearing children throughout her childbearing years at current
fertility rates would have about 2 children). The infant
mortality rate in Trinidad and Tobago was 15.7 per 1,000
lives births in 1999, with the under 5 years child1396

mortality rate 20 per 1,000. One-quarter of Trinidad and
Tobago’s population was 14 years old or younger in the
year 2000, while 68 percent was 15 to 64 years of age,
and 7 percent of the population was 65 or older. That
year, the life expectancy at birth in Trinidad and Tobago
was 68.0 years—65.5 years for men and 70.6 years for
women.
Trinidad and Tobago’s gross domestic product in
1999 was US$6.9 billion, with much of the islands’ economy tied to oil and natural gas. The unemployment rate
was estimated to be about 14 percent in the year 2000,
as the economy gradually recovered from a sharp decline
experienced between 1983 and 1993 caused by falling oil
prices. Unemployment among youth was significantly
higher, reaching 30 percent for the 15- to 19-year-old age
cohort. An economic reform package implemented in
1995 had successfully turned the economy around, and
international investments in Trinidad and Tobago have
increased substantially since then. In 1997 an estimated
9.5 percent of the labor force was employed in agriculture; 12.4 percent in construction and utilities; 14 percent
in manufacturing, mining, and quarrying; and 64.1 percent in services. The contribution to the national economy in terms of percentage of GDP by sector was
estimated as 1.9 percent from agriculture, 39.7 percent
from industry, and 58.3 percent from services in 1999.
Gross national product per capita (measured by the Atlas
method) was US$4,750 in 1999. Nonetheless, an estimated 20 percent of the population was living in poverty at
the start of the new millennium.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Trinidad and Tobago is a parliamentary democracy
whose constitution dates from 1 August 1976. The country’s legal system is based on English common law. All
Trinidadians and Tobagonians, women and men alike,
are eligible to vote at age 18; men are considered fit for
military service from age 15 through age 49. The country’s chief of state is a president, elected to a five year
term of office by an electoral college composed of members of the House of Representatives and the Senate. The
head of government is a prime minister, usually the majority party leader in the House after elections are held,
who is appointed from among the members of parliament. The executive branch at the national level also includes a cabinet of ministers, also chosen by their fellow
members of Parliament.
Trinidad and Tobago’s legislative branch at the national level of government consists of a bicameral parliament composed of the House of Representatives and the
Senate. The House has 36 members elected to 5-year
terms by popular vote; the Senate has 31 members apWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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pointed by the president to serve a term of up to 5 years.
The third branch of the national government, the judicial
system, consists of a Supreme Court composed of the
High Court of Justice and the Court of Appeals. Judges
are recommended by the prime minister and appointed by
the president. The islands are administered at the local
level through a system of eight counties, three municipalities, and one ward (Tobago).
Despite problems with the economy in the 1980s and
early 1990s, Trinidad and Tobago in 2001 was a relatively stable democracy. The country has received significant
overseas development assistance from international
agencies and intergovernmental and nongovernmental
organizations to develop its infrastructure, support its
growing oil-based economy, and develop its human resources. In the year 2000 Trinidad and Tobago had three
ongoing World Bank projects, including one in basic education that was initiated in 1995 and designed to strengthen all aspects of the islands’ educational system. In
addition, a bank-funded Youth and Social Development
project was begun in the 2000-2001 school year to create
and improve programs for impoverished youth and to devise and support better strategies and programs to enroll
and keep students in school. Approximately 30 percent
of secondary age students have not been attending school,
primarily due to economic constraints and space limitations. The Bank project was aimed at encouraging more
youth to participate in better quality educational programs designed to meet their academic needs and to provide them with work-related training for employment.

EDUCATION SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
In 1999 the adult literacy rate for Trinidad and Tobago was about 94 percent—95.4 percent for men 15 years
of age or older and 91.7 percent for adult women. The
Ministry of Education—comprised of an elaborate system of divisions, commissions, offices, centers, and
units—is the principal government organ charged with
overseeing the planning and implementation of education
policies and practices in Trinidad and Tobago. The Ministry of Planning and Development and the Ministry of
Finance have been charged since 1991 with administering university level education in the country and provisioning the National Institute for Higher Education,
Research, Science, and Technology. Other government
ministries, such as the Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs and the Ministry of Social and Community Development, play their part as well in certain education and
training initiatives related to children and youth.
English is the official language of instruction in Trinidad and Tobago’s public schools to facilitate communication across the country’s several language groups.
Education is compulsory for children between the ages
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

of 6 and 12. Primary schooling, where children 5 to 11
years old are enrolled, includes 2 preparatory (‘‘infant’’)
grades and 5 ‘‘standard’’ grades, with children starting
at age 4 or 5 and some 4 year olds entering directly into
the first grade. Although the government covers most of
the tuition costs of primary education, many primary students have problems attending due to their parents’ inability to pay the costs of transportation, lunches,
uniforms, textbooks, and school supplies. The structure
of the secondary school system was under revision at the
start of the new millennium, but traditionally secondary
schooling has been divided into 2 cycles: a first cycle
lasting 5 years for children and youth 11 to 16 years of
age, for which graduates receive the Caribbean Examinations Council Secondary Education Certificate, and a second cycle lasting 2 years, whose graduates receive the
General Certificate of Education Advanced ‘‘A’’ Level
or the new Caribbean Advanced Proficiency Examination, which is replacing the GCE ‘‘A’’ levels.
Secondary education can be provided either as traditional academic instruction or as a more diversified curriculum including technical and vocational studies.
Efforts to reform the secondary education system to make
schooling more enticing, palatable, and useful to students, especially those from poorer socioeconomic backgrounds, have been directed toward adding more
experientially based courses and classes. Training students in technical and vocational skills is also seen as a
way of helping students realize the practical value of education and of making learning a more positive experience
with greater payoffs in the end.
Higher education is provided through a variety of institutions, including the University of the West Indies
(UWI), the St. Augustine campus, the National Institute
for Higher Education, Research, Science, and Technology (NIHERST), technical colleges, teachers’ colleges,
and a range of private, tertiary institutions. The academic
year lasts from September to July, and the entire month
of August is a time of vacation.
Good potential exists for developing educational
programs to be made available as distance learning
through the mass media in Trinidad and Tobago, which
had an estimated 425,000 televisions (on average, 1 for
every 3 inhabitants) and 680,000 radios (nearly 1 for
every 2 inhabitants) in 1997. The country had 2 AM radio
stations and 10 FM stations in 1998 and 4 televisionbroadcast stations operating in the country in 1997. Educational technology is also improving and can become
even more important as the nation develops its service
sector and creates new employment opportunities for
those in the high technology field. In 1999 there were 5
Internet service providers (ISPs) in Trinidad and Tobago,
28.2 Internet hosts for every 10,000 people, and 54.2 personal computers for every 1,000 people.
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PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Gross enrollment ratios at the primary level of education were estimated to be 99 percent overall, 99 percent
for boys, and 98 percent for girls in 1999. Nearly all
schools at the primary level are publicly funded or subsidized. In 1992 the country had about 476 public schools
and 54 private schools at the primary level. About 97 percent of the primary students enrolled in schooling in the
country were taught in tuition-free, government-financed
schools in the early 1990s. From 1991 through 1995
about 55-60 percent of the annual public budget for education was allocated to primary education. Thirty percent
of primary students during this time period went to government-operated schools while another 67 percent were
taught in schools with government subvention and run by
denominational boards. Only 3 percent of primary students in the early 1990s—the children of the wealthy—
were enrolled in private schools. In terms of numbers,
177,651 students (including 4 year olds) were enrolled in
public primary schools in the 1994-1995 school year
while 7,000 students were enrolled in private schools at
the primary level.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
At the secondary education level, gross enrollment
ratios at the end of the 1990s were 88 percent for both
male and female students and net enrollment ratios were
72 percent for males and 75 percent for females. However, gender equity did not fully exist at the secondary level.
A shortage of seats in secondary schools meant admission was dependent on the scores students earned from
the primary examinations known as the CEE. Although
more girls than boys scored highly on this exam, girls and
boys were admitted to secondary schools in the late 1990s
in equal numbers. As the authors of a June 2000 World
Bank report noted, ‘‘Despite their higher registration and
scoring on the CEE, females were placed in secondary
school spots about 4 percent less frequently than males
during the 1990-1996 period.’’ The problem of lack of
space in schools at the secondary level is a serious one.
In 1996, of 29,773 students who were examined with the
CEE, 22,468 passed but only 18,201 were placed in secondary schools. According to the World Bank authors,
post primary centers and youth camps enrolled 1,378 students who did not enter regular secondary programs,
2,695 students repeated Standard 5 (i.e., the fifth and final
standard grade of primary school), and 6,805 remained
educationally unaccounted for, apparently having
dropped out of the system without going on (at least not
immediately) to secondary instruction.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The tertiary enrollment rate in Trinidad and Tobago
is relatively low, despite the wide variety of program1398

ming that exists to serve the needs of students beyond the
secondary level. In 1996 the gross enrollment ratio for
higher education was only 8 percent (8 percent for males
and 7 percent for females)—about 5,000 students in all.
In 1995 only 4 percent of the country’s population over
age 25 had completed tertiary studies. About 13.3 percent
of all public spending on education went to the tertiary
level that year.
At the University of the West Indies in Trinidad and
Tobago, Bachelor’s degree programs generally require
three years of study, except in medicine, which takes six
years, and law, where only the first year of instruction is
available at the university. Master’s degree programs are
also available and typically require two years of study
(three years for medicine) beyond the Bachelor’s degree.
Doctoral programs generally require an additional two
years of study beyond the Master’s. Besides the programs
offered at the university, a large number of nonuniversity educational institutions, both public and private, offer courses leading to the National Technician
Certificate. Higher education offered through NIHERST
is provided in four main teaching divisions and leads to
the Associate’s degree, a Diploma, or a Certificate. Nonuniversity tertiary studies include colleges and institutions providing instruction in teacher education, agriculture, forestry and fishery, technical and information
technology, management and banking, languages, nursing and healthcare, and theological education.

SUMMARY
Around the year 2000, secondary schooling and the
needs and problems of youth in Trinidad and Tobago
were drawing special attention from government officials
and international development specialists. A Youth and
Social Development project developed by the World
Bank in collaboration with the Ministry of Education is
designed to address the very serious problem of insufficient space at the secondary level and the lack of relevance of much of the academic programming to students’
real world needs. Summarizing a comprehensive World
Bank report detailing the challenges and prospects of reforming secondary education, World Bank authors highlight their findings that ‘‘poverty, reduced family care,
and exposure to youth protective services and the judicial
system pose developmental risks that may contribute to
negative outcomes such as youth involvement in crime
and drug culture, early sexual activity and pregnancy’’
(World Development Sources). According to the authors’
abstract, the Bank report illustrates ‘‘that investments in
youth services will help reduce these existing barriers and
bring substantial economic and social returns for the individual and for society.’’ The report considers one of the
weightiest problems facing educators in Trinidad and Tobago in the first years of the new millennium to be how
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to mesh the vibrancy and enthusiasm of youth on the
verge of adulthood with appropriate guidance and instruction to ensure that those students who face sometimes overwhelming odds against successful entry into
adulthood will be able to negotiate a course of study and
experience that leads to a future where prospects for success and prosperity are enhanced and not diminished.
This is the challenge faced by virtually all societies as the
transformation of the global economy propels even small
island nations collectively forward towards increasingly
complex and intermingled opportunities for social advancement if the attendant risks and demands on their
human resources are handled wisely and well.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Tunisia

Region:

Africa

Population:

9,593,402

Language(s):

Arabic, French

Literacy Rate:

66.7%

Academic Year:

September-July

Number of Primary
Schools:

4,428

Compulsory Schooling:

9 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

7.7%

Foreign Students in
National Universities:

2,861

Libraries:

340

Educational Enrollment:

Primary: 1,450,916
Secondary: 882,730
Higher: 121,787

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 118%
Secondary: 65%
Higher: 14%

Teachers:

Primary: 60,101
Higher: 6,641

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 114%
Secondary: 63%
Higher: 13%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Geography: Officially known as the Republic of Tunisia (Al Jamhuriyah at-Tunisiyah in Arabic), Tunisia lies
at the top of the African continent, bordered by the Mediterranean Sea along its northern and easternmost sides.
One hundred thirty-seven kilometers southwest of Sicily,
Tunisia is two hours by air from Paris or Geneva and only
45 minutes by air from Rome. With Algeria to the west
and south and Libya to the southeast, Tunisia has 1,298
kilometers of coastline. Measuring 163,610 square kilometers—slightly larger than the U.S. state of Georgia—
Tunisia is the smallest of the North African countries. In
terms of history and culture, however, Tunisia is arguably
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the richest. Strategically located at the crossroads of the
Mediterranean, Africa, and the Middle East and just a
short distance from Europe, Tunisia has long been the
scene of interactions among countless tribes and peoples
of Africa, Asia, and Europe as they have traded with each
other, drawn from and sometimes conquered each other’s
civilizations, and built their personal and collective fortunes.
Cultural Background & History: Tunisia is home to
an impressive array of cultural traditions and archaeological treasures left by the great variety of peoples who
have lived in this northern corner of Africa over the
course of time—the indigenous Berbers and other African tribes and the invaders and traders who arrived over
the centuries: Vandals, Byzantines, Phoenicians, Romans, Jews, Arabs, Andalusians and Spaniards, Ottoman
Turks, and the French. With a population 98 percent Arab
Sunni Muslim, about 1 percent European Christian, and
about 1 percent Jewish and other, Tunisia is one of the
few countries in North Africa or the Middle East today
where people of different religions live in mutual tolerance and respect. In recent years the Tunisian government has taken special precautions to protect Tunisia’s
Jewish population, which by the year 2000 had diminished to about 1 percent of its size in 1948 due to emigrations mainly to Israel and France after incidents of
violence in Tunisia associated with Arab-Jewish clashes
in the Middle East. Despite these periodic setbacks to ethnic peace that occurred as recently as 1985, contemporary
Tunisia has a reputation for successfully accommodating
the interests, needs, and tastes of the diverse peoples who
visit and live in the country.
Archaeological treasures found in the northeastern
Cap Bon area of Tunisia just across from Sicily at Kerkouane and Kelibia, two ancient Punic (Phoenician) towns,
indicate that highly developed civilizations had taken
root along Tunisia’s northeastern coast centuries before
the birth of Christ. The Phoenician city of Carthage (now
a suburb of Tunis, Tunisia’s capital city) was founded in
814 B.C. by Queen Dido, also called Elyssa, sister of the
Phoenician King Pygmalion of Tyre, an ancient city on
what is now the Lebanese coast. Richly endowed with architectural treasures and remnants of utensils and pottery
used by Phoenicians from all classes, the Punic ruins at
Carthage, Kelibia, and Kerkouane are elegant reminders
that well-developed civilizations have existed in Tunisia
for millennia. Despite—or perhaps because of—the
wealth and care with which these cities were built and the
various occupations practiced by their peoples, the Punic
cities were destroyed by Roman invaders during three
very bloody wars waged by the Phoenicians against
Rome in the three centuries before Christ. Just before the
start of the Christian era, the Romans established their
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first colony on the African continent in ‘‘Ifriqiya,’’ their
name for present-day Tunisia.
The Roman colony of Ifriqiya flourished from 146
B.C. until 439 A.D., with an economy based on trade and
agriculture. (Sections of the 90-mile Roman aqueduct
that once carried water from Zaghouan to urbanites in the
Roman-rebuilt Carthage are still visible today in the
countryside outside Tunis.) The Romans, susceptible
themselves to conquest, were overtaken in 439 A.D. by
Vandals in boats that were pressed out of Spain. Less
than a century after the Vandal conquest, Carthage was
retaken in 533 A.D. by the Byzantines, Christian invaders
from Emperor Justinian’s Constantinople, the city destined to later become Istanbul, Turkey. The Byzantines,
too, lasted only a century in Tunisia, succumbing to an
Arab Muslim invasion at Sbeitla in 647.
The years 647-698 A.D. marked the start of the Arab
Muslim era in Tunisia. The city of Kairouan in the central
Sahel region was founded in 670, and Carthage was taken
by the Arabs in 698. Islam continued to expand over the
next several centuries throughout what is now Tunisia
with the establishment of the Dynasty of the Aghlabides
and the construction of the Zitouna (Olive) Mosque in
Tunis. Kairouan became the political and intellectual
center of the Maghreb (North Africa) at this time. The
Aghlabides were followed by the Fatimide and Ziride
Dynasties from 909-1159, and from 1159-1230 the Almohades unified the countries of the Maghreb with the
Andalusian Muslims in what is now Spain.
In 1236 the Hafsides, vassals of the Almohades, declared their independence from their rulers and established a new dynasty in Tunisia that lasted until 1574,
when the Ottoman Turks annexed Tunisia to their empire.
Tunisia remained under Turkish control until 1705 when
the Husseinite Dynasty was founded, which lasted until
Tunisia became a republic on July 25, 1957.
During the late nineteenth century as the European
colonial powers spread through Africa and decided
among themselves who would control which African territories, Tunisia fell to the French, who marked the consolidation of their efforts to control Tunisia with a treaty
forced upon the local authorities on May 12, 1881 making Tunisia a French protectorate—essentially, a colony
of France. Strong Tunisian resistance to domination by
the French was apparent throughout the 75 years of
French colonization. The anti-colonial struggle heightened with the founding of the Destour party in 1920 and
was re-energized by the neo-Destour Party, founded in
1934.
As the countries of Africa began to declare and win
their independence from the European colonizers during
the post-World War II period, Tunisia was one of the first
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to declare independence. On March 20, 1956, Tunisia became independent of France, and one year later, on July
25, 1957, the country proclaimed itself a republic and
Habib Bourguiba the first President. Tunisia’s first republican constitution was adopted nearly two years later,
on June 1, 1959. Four years afterward on October 15,
1963, the French evacuated the northern coastal city of
Bizerte, the last foreign military base in Tunisia. Bourguiba remained President until November 7, 1987, when
in a constitutional change Prime Minister Zine El Abidine Ben Ali succeeded him in office, Bourguiba having
been declared senile by several doctors and thus incompetent to continue to serve. Ben Ali was invested as President of the Republic on November 7, 1987, by the
Tunisian parliament to serve out the rest of former President Bourguiba’s term; Bourguiba quietly retired, taking
up residence in his home city of Monastir on the eastern
Mediterranean coast for the next eleven years until his
natural death in the year 2000. April 2, 1989, marked the
first legislative and presidential elections under Ben Ali,
during which the Head of State was officially elected
President by the Tunisian electorate. On March 20, 1994
and again on October 24, 1999, Ben Ali was re-elected
President of the Republic of Tunisia.
Social Conditions: Much of Tunisia’s relatively small
population of 9.5 million people lives in the northern and
eastern coastal cities, towns, and rural areas and the central Sahel region. The western mountain region is somewhat more sparsely populated, and even fewer Tunisians
live in the southern half of the country where the Sahara
desert begins, although even in the desert south settlements and towns have flourished for centuries. Approximately 65 percent of Tunisia’s population lived in urban
areas in 1999. With a population density of only 60 persons per square kilometer, Tunisia has made significant
progress in overcoming the challenge of educating a rural
population that has included sufficient numbers of nomadic herders and small farmers scattered throughout the
countryside to have made the building of accessible
schools genuinely problematic. By 1995 approximately
two-thirds of Tunisians age 15 and older were literate
(able to read and write)—78.6 percent of the male population and 54.6 percent of girls and women. Literacy
since that time has continued to increase. In 1999, approximately 80 percent of Tunisian males and almost 60
percent of Tunisian females ages 15 and up were literate.
Youth literacy was significantly higher, with 92 percent
of 15- to 24-year-olds literate in 1998. By the late 1990s
the female adult literacy rate was only 70 percent of the
male rate, however, as women’s equality with men in
terms of school enrollments and completion rates has
been a very recent phenomenon, especially in the rural
areas. Female participation in government and business
is steadily increasing. Women’s heightened status and in1401
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volvement in the paid workforce is reflected in the fact
that in 1997, more than 12 percent of administrators and
managers were women and more than 35 percent of professional and technical workers were women.
The Tunisian population, estimated at 9,593,402 in
July 2000, had a growth rate that year of only 1.17 percent, the result of very consciously organized familyplanning programs in the last decades of the twentieth
century that began during the presidency of Bourguiba,
Tunisia’s much-beloved first President. Bourguiba did
much to emancipate women and strengthen women’s
rights in Tunisia. In 1961 the Tunisian government introduced a policy supporting the use of birth control, and in
1967 abortions were legalized. Contraception prevalence
(the percent of married women between 15 and 49 regularly using contraception) was 60 percent by the late
1990s. The total fertility rate in Tunisia in 1999 was 2.5
(i.e., a woman bearing children for her entire childbearing years at the current fertility rate would produce
2.5 children). Approximately 3 of every 10 Tunisians in
2000 was 14-years-old or younger while nearly twothirds of the population was between 15 and 64 years of
age and about 6 percent of Tunisia’s population was 65
or older.
Far better off than most other African countries in
terms of pre-natal care and infant and maternal health,
Tunisia had an infant-mortality rate of 24 per 1000 live
births in 1999, half the rate for the North African/Middle
Eastern region. In 1999 the under-five-years childmortality rate was 30 per 1000, less than half the rate of
63 for the North African/Middle Eastern region. The average life span of Tunisians in the year 2000 was 73.7
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years (72.1 for men, 75.4 for women). However, with 807
doctors per one million Tunisian citizens, Tunisia still
faces formidable challenges to improving its public
health system to the point where all citizens of Tunisia
stand a relatively equal chance of receiving high-quality
healthcare. The methods used by Tunisian doctors may
parallel, and in some cases surpass, those used by doctors
in the West, since Tunisian doctors have benefited from
substantial development assistance and medical training
programs abroad as well as from medical education in
Tunisia. However, this shortage of physicians means that
even adequate care may be unavailable to the many patients who in the late 1990s could find themselves sitting
for hours (sometimes all day, even with appointments) at
the few specialized health centers that treated patients
with chronic and potentially fatal diseases (e.g., the Institut Salah Azaiz in Tunis, recognized as North Africa’s
premier cancer treatment center by the World Health Organization). The Tunisian government acknowledges the
need to expand the quality and breadth of healthcare, including through private initiatives, so that all Tunisians,
regardless of social status, will be able to receive the care
they require. The question of where sufficient resources
are to be found to finance such an expansion remains unanswered.
Economic Status: For centuries the Tunisian economy
was primarily agricultural. However, the large service
sector that developed in late-twentieth-century Tunisia,
much of it attached to the vigorously growing tourist industry, led to a restructuring of the Tunisian workforce,
where 23 percent of the labor force was employed in industry in 1995, about 55 percent in service jobs, and only
22 percent in agriculture. By the late 1990s the Tunisian
economy enjoyed an annual growth rate of roughly 6.2
percent of the gross domestic product (GDP), and Tunisia’s annual per capita income in 1999 was about $2,100.
Despite substantial exports of food and agricultural products, textiles, leather products, and petroleum, gas, and
derivatives, Tunisia required an infusion of US$148 million in overseas development assistance in 1998 to meet
its population’s basic needs and the demands of Tunisia’s
rapidly developing and increasingly privatizing economic sector. Nonetheless, Tunisia’s poverty rate dropped remarkably from 40 percent in 1960 to only 7 percent by
2000, thanks to a combination of diligent efforts by Tunisia’s government to eradicate poverty, an improving economic climate, and substantial international development
assistance. Rural poverty continues to be a challenge to
overcome, however. In 1995 some 13.9 percent of the
rural population lived in poverty compared with 3.6 percent in urban areas, and over 70 percent of impoverished
Tunisians were rural, in part due to the challenge of
spreading schools to the rural areas, a situation largely
overcome by the start of the new millennium.
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The World Bank summarized Tunisia’s economic
situation in 2000 by noting that Tunisia had followed a
state-led plan of economic development until the mid1980s, emphasizing human-resource development and
gender equity. By 1986 Tunisia faced growing financial
imbalances, a poor harvest, and the collapse of oil prices.
With President Ben Ali’s accession to power in 1987, Tunisia revised its economic strategy and began implementing a series of economic reforms supported by the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank that
were designed to maintain a stable macroeconomic structure, improve resource allocation by gradually liberalizing trade, investments, and prices, and free up privatesector resources. While the Tunisian government
continued to maintain certain economic controls, state
subsidies were reduced and liberalization efforts were expanded in the 1990s, and the reforms led to gradual but
steady improvements in the Tunisian economy.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Tunisia is a multi-party, parliamentary democracy
with a republican form of government. The governmental
structures were established by the Tunisian Constitution
of June 1, 1959, which was amended July 12, 1998.
Based on a combination of French civil law stemming
from the period during which Tunisia was governed as
a French protectorate (1881-1956) and Islamic law
(Sharia) based on the Koran and the sayings of the Prophet Mohamed (the Hadith), Tunisian law reflects a blending of Western and North African concepts, traditions,
and legal norms pertaining to how society should operate
and be governed. Tunisia was the first Arab state to revise
its legal code with respect to women, although additional
reforms are still needed to guarantee that women’s rights
are equal to men’s not only in law but also in practice.
In the early years of Tunisia’s independence Bourguiba
promoted a new legal code governing the rights of
women in Tunisian society that became instrumental to
granting women more-equal status in Tunisia than in
other Arab states. Bourguiba’s Code of Personal Status,
introduced in August 1956, five months after Tunisia’s
independence from France was declared, outlawed polygamy, established a formal court procedure for divorce
where the wife as well as the husband could initiate a
legal divorce, set a minimum age for marriage, and established that a woman could not be married off by her relatives without her consent. Bourguiba also facilitated the
establishment of the Union Nationale des Femmes de
Tunisie (UNFT—National Union of Tunisian Women),
which has worked to advance the personal, social, and
economic situations of women since the 1950s. He also
encouraged Tunisian women to forsake wearing the traditional veil, a practice that already had begun to unravel
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during French colonial days. Tunisian women in the
twenty-first century wear a diverse array of clothing, each
woman choosing her style of dress based on personal
taste, religious values, and family circumstances.
Political Participation: All Tunisians, men and
women alike, are eligible to vote at age 20; men are also
eligible for military service at that age. (Women were
granted the right to vote under Bourguiba in 1957.) Tunisia’s democratically elected chief executive and head of
state, the President, is elected to a five-year term of office
and can be reelected twice consecutively. The executive
branch of the Tunisian government also includes a prime
minister and cabinet. Since November 7, 1987, Zine El
Abidine Ben Ali, a member of the majority RCD
(Rassemblement Constitutionnel Democratique, or Democratic Constitutional Rally) party that also rules the legislature, has been President of Tunisia. At the national
level the Tunisian legislative branch consists of a unicameral Chamber of Deputies (Majlis al-Nuwaab) of 182
seats. The Deputies, 11.5 percent of whom were women
by the late 1990s, serve five-year terms. A constitutional
change in October 1997 lowered the eligible age for Deputies to 23 years from the previous age requirement of 25
that had been set in 1988. Legislative acts are subject to
a limited amount of judicial review by the Supreme Court
acting in joint session. The third branch of Tunisia’s national government is the judicial branch, consisting of a
Court of Cassation (Cour de Cassation). Tunisian local
affairs are administered through a system of 23 governorates that function in a rather similar way as states or
French departments, although perhaps with less autonomy from the national government, and through locally
elected city and town councils.
Despite the enlargement of the political playing field
in 1994 when candidates from five parties other than the
majority RCD won seats in the Chamber of Deputies, in
2000 the incumbent Tunisian government continued to
limit political challenges by non-RCD politicians and displayed only minimal tolerance for multi-party competition or expressions of political dissent. Due in large
measure to internal security concerns that Tunisia could
become another Algeria (where armed Islamicists have
battled government and paramilitary forces since January
1992), some Tunisian authorities have strictly interpreted
Tunisian laws to contain political dissent and suppress
critiques of the government. Cited repeatedly by international human rights organizations such as Human Rights
Watch and Amnesty International as a persistent violator
of human rights, including freedom of the press and freedom of association, the Tunisian government in the 1990s
established its own human rights organs and began a
campaign to educate Tunisian public officials and Tunisian citizens about human rights. However, as of early
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2001 academic freedom and political pluralism continue
to be somewhat limited, and self-censorship continues to
be rather widely practiced.
Tunisia has participated regularly in many regional
and international organizations and conferences to foster
international cooperation and economic development. To
some extent Tunisia has served as a model for other countries in the Arab world and in Africa in setting precedents
for economic reforms and development efforts. For example, in 1962 Tunisia became the first country in the
Middle Eastern-North African region to receive an education loan from the World Bank. In 1998 Tunisia became the first non-European Mediterranean country to
enter into a bilateral partnership agreement with the
countries of the European Communities, to gradually liberalize trade relations and work towards establishing a regional free market zone by 2008. Receiving sustainable
development assistance in the form of grants and loans
from international bodies such as UN agencies, Tunisia
also has formed bilateral partnerships with a number of
European and other countries. For example, the Bureau
of Educational and Cultural Affairs of the U.S. Department of State announced early in 2001 that it would provide grants to collaborative partnerships of American and
Tunisian universities, governmental and nongovernmental organizations, and non-profit service and professional
organizations interested in designing and strengthening
university-level curricula in Tunisia as well as faculty
and student training programs in business management,
public administration, and other areas where the potential
impact on the Tunisian economy is likely to be positive.
Educational Philosophy & Policy: Education in Tunisia carries high social value, and parents throughout Tunisia, whether rural or urban, see education as the key to
a successful future for their children. Parents and teachers
work closely together, and Tunisian teachers command
a generally high level of respect from students and parents alike. Presenting his recommendations for improving higher education in October 1999, President Ben Ali
summed up the overall Tunisian sentiment on the importance of education by stating, ‘‘Knowledge is the key to
success.’’
Shortly after independence Tunisia worked actively
to upgrade the quality of its education system and make
schooling more inclusive. Examining the connection between education and social and economic advancement
in Tunisia, James Allman wrote:
In 1958, two years after independence, there was a basic
educational reform that was implemented by a minister
of education who had ten years to carry out his program
under conditions of national political stability. Attempts
were made to coordinate educational planning within the
framework of comprehensive economic and social de1404

velopment plans. By the end of the first decade of education development, Tunisia was spending a proportion of
its per capita gross domestic product on education exceeded by few other countries of the world. (Allman 1213)

The essential philosophy underlying Tunisia’s educational system is reflected in Tunisian Minister of Education Ridha Ferchiou’s opening remarks at a two-day,
World Bank-sponsored seminar on ‘‘The School of Tomorrow’’ held in Tunis in May 1998 that brought together Tunisian educators and government policy-makers as
well as educational specialists from abroad. According to
Minister Ferchiou, Tunisian education is characterized
by: 1) care in balancing moral, linguistic, social, scientific, artistic, and physical components, 2) openness to modernity, 3) development of a critical spirit, and 4)
reinforcement of the spirit of tolerance and the study of
human rights. Although these ‘‘characteristics’’ are more
like goals not yet fully realized than existing features,
consensus on their importance appears widespread
among Tunisian educators and government officials as
well as among international specialists such as the World
Bank team supporting educational reforms in Tunisia.
Depicting Tunisia’s educational progress and the
challenges lying ahead, Minister Ferchiou presented a
clear synopsis of government views on necessary educational reforms, highlighting several major goals: 1) reinforce evaluation and improve educational management,
2) increase decentralization, 3) integrate new technologies by installing computers and Internet access in all
high schools and preparatory schools by 2001, 4) accentuate the essential in teaching programs and manuals, emphasizing basic competencies and reflecting new
scientific and technological concepts, 5) reinforce initial
teacher training through continuing education for teachers to improve teaching quality, 6) restructure and reinvigorate pedagogical research and innovations partly by
transforming the former Institut National des Sciences de
l’Education (INSE, or the National Institute of Pedagogical Sciences) into a more dynamic structure operating by
modern management methods, based on scientifically designed and implemented research programs linked to national and international competencies, and 7) improve
teacher laws and working conditions. In fact, the two
seminar days in May 1998 prefaced a World Banksponsored educational reform project directed toward improving the quality of Tunisian education and upgrading
teacher training, financed through the World Bank
FY2000 Education Sector Reform Loan for Tunisia—
the US$99 million ‘‘Education Quality Improvement
Project.’’
Laws Affecting Education: The most recent comprehensive reforms of Tunisia’s education system were
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begun in 1989 and crystallized into Law No. 965 on July
29, 1991, which established the first nine years of basic
education as compulsory for all Tunisians ages 6 through
15. Additional significant laws were passed during the
1990s to improve the structure and function of Tunisian
public education. The Ministry of Education itself was restructured through Decree No. 98-1799 of September 14,
1998; the Ministry of Higher Education already had been
structured by Decrees No. 95-470 of March 23, 1995 and
No. 97-495 of March 14, 1997. Multidisciplinary institutions attached to Tunisia’s University of the South and
University of the Center were supported through Decrees
No. 89-1939 of December 14, 1989 and No. 93-423 of
February 17, 1993. The Offices of University Operations
in charge of student scholarships, loans, residences, sociocultural activities, and recreation were created and
regulated through Decrees No. 90-1122 of June 26, 1990
and Nos. 95-1953 and 95-1954 of October 9, 1995.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Public Education: In 1998, approximately 2.5 million
Tunisians were enrolled in primary, secondary, and university institutions out of a population of about 9 million.
Enrollment levels in basic education (the compulsory
first nine grades of schooling) had reached 99 percent. As
already noted above, all Tunisians ages 6 through 15 are
required to attend school, as of the early 1990s. The educational system is structured into cycles, with the first, or
primary, cycle covering the first six years of schooling—
grades 1-6. The second cycle includes the next three
years of compulsory basic education, grades 1-3 of the
secondary level, with students taught in basic education
colleges. Grades 4-7 of secondary education cover the
final four years of pre-university public schooling, with
students taught in lycées. For two years in the lycées all
students take a common course of study; two more years
of specialized studies follow where each student selects
one particular field: experimental science, math, letters,
economics and business management, or technical
studies. The academic year in primary and secondary
schools is divided into three trimesters, with the school
year beginning September 15 and ending June 30. Summer sessions are not held, allowing students time off for
vacation.
Tertiary, or higher, education in Tunisia includes
three cycles of schooling, although not all students proceed through all three levels. The first cycle generally
lasts two to three years, after which the diploma for the
first cycle of university studies (diplôme d’études universitaires de premier cycle, or DEUPC) or the diploma for
technological university studies (diplôme d’études universitaires technologiques, or DUT) is awarded. The
first cycle prepares students to enter either the world of
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work or the second and third cycles of higher education.
The second cycle of higher education lasts about four or
five years and is capped with an engineer’s degree or a
teaching diploma that allows the graduate to work or to
continue studying in the third cycle. The third cycle of
higher education leads to terminal degrees at the doctoral
level, the professional Diploma of Specialized Higher
Studies (Diplôme d’Études Supérieurs Spécialisées, or
D.E.S.S.) or the academic Diploma of In-Depth Studies
(Diplôme d’Études Approfondies, or DEA). The academic year in institutes of higher education is divided into
two semesters, and training can be provided in the form
of coursework, work-study assignments, and possibly research projects. The university year begins in the month
of October and lasts twelve months, including two required semesters and an additional, optional session.
Higher education is delivered through a system of universities and two specialized types of institutes, Instituts Supérieurs des Etudes Technologiques (ISET, or Higher
Institutes of Technological Studies) and Instituts Supérieurs de Formation des Maîtres (ISFM, or Higher Institutes of Teaching Training).
The academic year 1999-2000 saw almost 2.3 million students enrolled in Tunisian schools from the primary through university levels. The same year, net
enrollments of primary students ages 6-12 was higher
than 92 percent. Of youth ages 19-24, nearly 17 percent
(180,000 young women and men) were enrolled in universities in 1998-99.
Foreign Influence: Because the French administrative
system was used to structure the Tunisian government
when Tunisia was governed as a French protectorate, the
Tunisian government-supported education system is infused with many of the principles and structures of the
French educational system. However, Arabic is currently
used as the language of instruction in Tunisian public
schools, with French taught as a second language starting
in the third year of primary school and English taught as
a third language beginning in the seventh year of school,
i.e., the first year of secondary school. (Only fairly recently did Arabic become the official language of government in Tunisia, and French and Arabic are both used
as languages of commerce.) Other foreign languages are
also offered to Tunisian students as they proceed through
the secondary grades.
Examinations: Tunisian primary and secondary students take exams at the close of each school trimester. In
addition, special examinations are taken at the end of the
two cycles of secondary schooling. After the first three
years of secondary education in the colleges (i.e., at the
end of the ninth year of schooling), a national examination is held. The students who pass progress on to the next
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four years of secondary studies and take the national baccalaureat (also referred to as bacc) examination after the
final year of their secondary education in the lycées. The
baccalaureat not only measures student achievement but
also serves as an admissions examination for universitylevel studies. Typically much more difficult than standard secondary-level examinations given in American
schools, the baccalaureat has a pass rate in any one year
that may be as low as 40-45 percent or as high as 70 percent. Many of those who fail to pass the bacc on their first
try will repeat the final year of secondary school or study
privately and retake the exam once or twice in a subsequent year (although age limits and repetition limitations
do apply). However, due to high unemployment rates, especially for Tunisian youth, many students who are unsuccessful at passing the bacc leave secondary school and
cannot find work. The same goes for a number of university graduates. As a result, the pressure to move abroad
in search of work, either legally or illegally, is very high,
producing large flows of Tunisian youth to Europe and
a somewhat lesser exodus to the United States in search
of jobs. (Unemployment in Tunisia was measured at
roughly 16 percent in the late 1990s but included unemployed household workers who typically would not be
counted in measures of unemployment in other countries.
Adjusting the rate accordingly, unemployment still hovered around 11 percent.)
Private Schools: Thirty-five private schools offered
primary education in 1995-1996 to 8,900 pupils taught by
455 teachers, with an average class size of 19.6. That
same academic year 68,500 students were enrolled in 340
private institutions covering the seven grades of secondary education, taught by 1,260 full-time teachers. Most
higher education in Tunisia is offered through publicly
supported universities, although numerous private institutions also exist. For example, the Groupe EEA-INTACULT is a consortium of seven schools based in Tunis that
includes the Free University of Tunis (l’Université Libre
de Tunis) and six other specialized institutions. Together,
the seven schools of the consortium offer preschool, primary, and secondary studies, technological and commercial studies, teacher training and pedagogical research,
correspondence courses for persons living outside Tunisia or mixing professional or family responsibilities with
schooling, and the publication of textbooks and other
teaching materials.
Religious Schools: Koranic (Islamic) kindergartens in
Tunisia offer training to young Tunisians from the age of
four in Muslim religious studies and the language of the
Koran. In addition, one of the seven public universities
in Tunisia—Universit,é Ezzitouna—is dedicated to training imams and Koranic scholars. Dorothy Stannard noted
in her 1991 guide to Tunisia that concern had arisen by
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the early 1990s over possible fundamentalist Islamic activity in Tunisian universities, especially at Université
Ezzitouna. She observed:
Fundamentalism in Tunisia shouldn’t, however, be overestimated or confused with ordinary expressions of
Islam—which, according to En Nadha [the governmentbanned ‘‘Renaissance’’ party], is precisely what the government does when public employees caught praying at
work are earmarked as religious zealots. Even in the absence of politicizing fundamentalists, Islam plays an important role in most Tunisian lives right from birth.

The fact that 98 percent of the Tunisian population is
Muslim reflects the depth of Muslim traditions in the
country, mirrored by the wish of many Tunisians to live
a life that balances worldly demands with religious practices and aspirations.
Some Catholic private schools also exist in Tunisia,
though their numbers are few considering that only 1 percent of Tunisians are Christian. Tunisia’s small Jewish
population of 1,500 has a range of private schools that
offer education from a Jewish perspective. Djerba, the
center of Tunisia’s Jewish community, has one Jewish
kindergarten, two Jewish primary schools, and two Jewish secondary schools. Tunis has three Jewish primary
schools and two Jewish secondary schools, while the
coastal city of Zarzis, just south of Djerba, has one Jewish
primary school. Yeshivot for training rabbis are found in
Tunis and Djerba.
Tunisian Students Studying Abroad: About 12,000
Tunisian students were studying outside of Tunisia in the
1998-1999 academic year. In particular, Canada and
France have developed cooperative educational partnerships with Tunisia to assist in making international education opportunities available to Tunisian students. The
Tunisian University Mission in North America, for example, is a Tunisian-government-sponsored institution
located in Montreal, Canada to facilitate student exchanges and other educational programs involving Tunisia, Canada, and the United States.
Instructional Technology: In 1995 the number of personal computers in Tunisia was 6.7 per 1000 people; by
1998 this figure had more than doubled to 14.7. The government began an intensive effort in the 1990s to add
computers to all the lycées in the country by the year
2000. In May 1998 the two-day seminar on ‘‘The School
of Tomorrow’’ included significant attention to the issue
of expanding new communications and information technologies for the benefit of Tunisia’s students. In the year
2000 all upper-secondary students were receiving instruction in computers and computer software programs
as well as in the use of the Internet. The goal is to expand
the use of computers through all the levels of schooling
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so that Tunisian students can benefit from technological
advances and distance learning throughout their school
years.
Textbooks, Audiovisuals, & Curriculum Development: At the start of the new millennium, Tunisia was
producing a full range of textbooks covering all course
subjects at all educational levels. With several presses operating in Tunisia to publish texts and other scholarly
books, Tunisia is becoming increasingly well equipped
to respond to the demands of the educational reforms now
taking place. During their two-day seminar on ‘‘The
School of Tomorrow,’’ Tunisian educators acknowledged the need to produce a broader range of higherquality audiovisual materials for use in Tunisian schools
and universities. With the advent of computer technology
and video cameras, more multimedia materials can be
produced at increasingly less expensive prices, making
the delivery of quality educational support materials a
less formidable challenge than in the past.
Improving pedagogical research and teacher training
programs and developing curricula that reflect scientific
and technological advances also have been the focus of
government attention as Tunisia attempts to make itself
economically more competitive with the developed countries of Europe and the Mediterranean region. Preparing
new textbooks and upgrading instructional materials go
hand in hand with these efforts. Significant attention is
being placed on developing training materials that will
better prepare Tunisian students for jobs in the hightechnology and business sectors, where a major increase
in service-sector employment is expected to occur over
the coming years. In addition, increasing the transferability of skills from the classroom to the workplace has
been the focus of curricular reforms. Substantial investments already were being made by the year 2000 by the
Tunisian government, the World Bank, and bilateral donors to modernize and improve the curricula used in Tunisian schools and to improve the match between the job
skills of graduating youth and the needs of the labor market.
Role of Education in Development: As already noted,
Tunisia has long recognized the important role played by
education in the socioeconomic development of a country. In fact, this was true as early as the 1960s and 1970s,
when Tunisia became one of the first countries in the region to receive development assistance from the World
Bank and the U.S. Peace Corps to expand education,
build schools, make schooling more accessible to the
rural poor, and increase the enrollment of girls. Tunisia’s
continuing collaboration with international organizations
and donors to improve its education system and training
opportunities and to increase the employability of youth
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represents further evidence that Tunisians at official levels and among the general public strongly support the
belief that education offers the best chance for improving
the quality of life for Tunisian citizens. Other key donors
supporting Tunisia’s efforts to upgrade education and
strengthen economic development include the European
Union, the Kuwait Fund, and several national governments such as France, Italy, Japan, Germany, Belgium,
and Switzerland.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
General Survey: Although kindergartens exist in Tunisia, improving and expanding quality early-childhood
programs will be supported through future World Bank
funding, in collaboration with the Tunisian government.
Primary schools, in contrast, are now plentiful throughout
Tunisia, the government having made it a priority over
the last several decades of the twentieth century to expand primary education so that all Tunisian children
could be enrolled, an effort rewarded with remarkable
success. School subjects taught at the primary levels include spoken and written Arabic and French, mathematics, science, history, religion, art, and music. Future plans
to include training in computers and information technology at the primary level will be implemented after all secondary and preparatory schools in Tunisia are outfitted
with computers and connected to the Internet.
In 1998, approximately 1.5 million students were enrolled in the primary cycle of basic education, grades 1-6.
In 1995-1996 there were 4,349 public primary schools
delivering basic education to almost 1.5 million primary
students, 47.1 percent of which were girls. Taught by
59,430 teachers, the students were grouped in classes averaging 24.6 students each. An additional 8,900 students
received primary education in private schools. By the late
1990s, about 92 percent of all primary students were
reaching grade 5. Gross primary enrollment rates at that
time were 116 percent (119 percent for boys and 112 percent for girls); corresponding net enrollment figures were
97 percent for boys and 94 percent for girls. The enrollment ratio of girls to boys for the primary grades was 94
percent by the late 1990s.
Repeaters & Dropouts: For years, repetitions and
dropouts have been serious problems in Tunisian schools
from the primary through university cycles. In 1994-1995
the global repetition rate at the primary level was 17.27
percent; greater than one child in six was a repeater. The
same year, the dropout rate for the first six grades was
4.4 percent. In 1995-1996 high repetition rates were apparent in all six of the primary grades, ranging from 13.8
percent to 25.4 percent, with the worst repetition rate occurring in grade 6, marking the transition from primary
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to lower-level secondary school. These problems of high
repetition and dropout rates already drew attention in
1982, when an educational analyst wrote, ‘‘As does its
French counterpart, the highly selective Tunisian school
system generates large numbers of repeaters and dropouts
at all levels. Students are forced out of school if they fail
the end-of-cycle exams repeatedly or if they reach the age
limit’’ (Allman 34).

SECONDARY EDUCATION
General Survey: In 1998, approximately 800,000 students were enrolled in secondary schools covering the
three grades of the second cycle of basic education (the
lower-secondary level) and the four final grades of secondary education. Secondary schools numbered 760 public institutions in 1995-1996, educating 725,900 students
who were taught by 30,170 teachers in classes averaging
24.1 students each. An additional 68,500 students were
served by private secondary schools that year. Of the five
areas of pre-specialization taught in the final two years
of public secondary schools in 1995-1996, the greatest
proportion of students (37.3 percent) chose the field of
letters and the smallest (9.8 percent) chose the technical
track. An additional 17,700 students were enrolled in special technical training schools that year. By the late
1990s, 74.3 percent of students in the age-relevant groups
for the secondary grades were enrolled in secondary education.
Educational reforms during the 1990s at the secondary level were supported by a World Bank loan-funded
project, ‘‘Secondary Education Support Project.’’ The
objectives of the project were to assist the Tunisian government in implementing basic and secondary education
reforms designed to improve quality and efficiency and
to enable schools to accommodate the expected increase
in numbers of upper-basic and secondary students in the
coming years. These objectives were to be met through
Bank financing to improve educational performance
evaluation and assessment systems, to promote better
teaching and training practices for an estimated 26,000
teachers, pedagogic and orientation counselors, and
school inspectors, to strengthen feedback mechanisms
between the secondary schools and the Ministry of
Higher Education, to construct 30 upper-basic and 44
secondary schools, to rehabilitate upper-basic and secondary schools in greatest need of repair and to establish
preventive maintenance for schools, and to provide
teaching equipment, training, and technical assistance.
Repeaters & Dropouts: Only three-fourths of secondary students were promoted in 1994-1995, and the global
retention rate was 16.5 percent, meaning one in every six
students was held back. The global dropout rate that year
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was 8.7 percent, reflecting a continual problem in Tunisian schools of students’ falling out of the educational
system along the way. A review of the size of each grade
level indicates that as students progressed through secondary school, their numbers diminished with each
grade, the result of which was that in 1995-1996 the
grade 7 class of secondary students was only 36 percent
as large as the grade 1 secondary class.
Secondary-Level Vocational & Nonformal Education:
In addition to the technical skills-training classes included within the regular public secondary schools, private
schools, and the special technical-training secondary
schools, on-the-job training and apprenticeships have
been utilized in Tunisia as alternative methods of preparing skilled workers for employment. For example, local
artisans such as the potters and ceramics workers of the
eastern coastal city of Nabeul have long used the apprenticeship method to train skilled crafts workers. Besides
the more organized apprenticeships, on-the-job, and vocational training programs, informal training has traditionally been provided at home, especially in the rural
areas, in traditional crafts. For example, many rural girls
and young women learn to weave traditional kilim, the
colorful, geometrically patterned Bedouin dyed-wool
rugs of North Africa, in their homes, often using locally
grown wool they have spun into yarn. As Tunisia increasingly engages itself in tourism as a means of economic
development and advancement for the country, the crafts
produced by local artisans become increasingly valuable
and marketable. To this end, the Tunisian government
has established a cooperative society of artisans (SOCOPA) to assist in marketing artisanal crafts in Tunisia and
abroad. Throughout Tunisia, SOCOPA display rooms
and stores attract buyers and tourists interested in purchasing locally produced crafts ranging from basketwork
to pottery to glassware to leatherwork to finely detailed
gold and silver jewelry to delicately embroidered clothing.
The Tunisian educational reforms currently underway include fostering public-private partnerships between Tunisian schools and the business sector, leading
to greater collaboration on such educational programs as
on-the-job training and apprenticeships. The goal of Tunisia’s efforts in this area is to better match the skills
needed by business and industry with those in which
young Tunisians are being trained in order to reduce unemployment and stimulate the private economy. Additionally, efforts are being made to train students for selfemployment so they can earn a living even when wagelabor jobs are in short supply.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Rapid growth in the student population of Tunisia’s
higher education system in the decades since indepenWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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dence has posed a challenge to educators and administrators interested in developing a high-quality, wellintegrated system of public institutions to satisfy the
demands of the labor market and the interests of students.
Over a 25-year period student enrollments in the higher
education system grew more than ten-fold, jumping from
an enrollment of 10,350 in the 1970-1971 academic year
to an enrollment of 112,630 in the 1995-1996 academic
year. The average annual growth rate in higher education
over these years ranged from 6.6 percent to 18.1 percent,
with the greatest leap occurring at the start of the 25-year
run. Tunisia’s higher education system consequently was
due for widespread reforms and restructuring by the
1990s, reforms which were supported in the latter part of
the decade in large measure by a World Bank loan. Explaining the rationale behind Bank funding of this
‘‘Higher Education Reform Project’’ in Tunisia, one
Bank analyst wrote in 1997:
Higher Education in Tunisia, an overwhelmingly stateowned, state-operated and state-funded sector, is currently relatively well organized, well staffed and oriented towards quality. However, the combined effect of
demographic pressure, increased internal efficiency at
pre-university level, and automatic access for all secondary education graduates to higher education will result in
the doubling of enrollments within the next 10 years;
such an expansion will create a considerable strain under
current financial, managerial and pedagogical conditions.

Consequently, the Bank has supported Tunisian efforts to
increase the amount and quality of higher education, improve management and heighten the flexibility of the
higher education sector, and make public higher education more financially sustainable. The Higher Education
Reform Project was estimated to cost about US$150 million, of which US$80 million was anticipated to come as
a World Bank loan. Various partner donors in the international community (e.g., the EU and bilateral donors) have
supplemented the funding provided by the World Bank
to facilitate the desired reforms in Tunisia’s higher education system.
Public & Private: Tunisia has seven publicly funded
universities, encompassing a total of 90 higher-education
establishments in all: Université Ezzitouna (the university for Islamic studies), Université de Tunis, Université de
Tunis El Manar, Université 7 novembre àCarthage, Université de La Manouba, Université du Centre, and Université du Sud à Sfax. The total enrollment in academic
year 2000-2001 was 207,388, with the Université du
Centre having the greatest number of students (41,149)
and the Université Ezzitouna having the smallest number
(888). In addition, six Instituts Supérieurs de Formation
des Maîtres (ISFM), which are training institutes for primary-level teachers, matriculated 1,538 students, and
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eleven Instituts Supérieurs des Etudes Technologique
(ISET) enrolled 15,138 in 2000-2001.
At the close of the 1999-2000 academic year 21,442
diplomas were awarded to students graduating from the
first and second cycles of tertiary education. The average
success rate for the different cycles of higher education
studies that year was 64 percent. Of the 207,388 students
enrolled in the three cycles of higher education in the
public universities and institutes in 2000-2001, almost 52
percent (107,673) were women approximately 48 percent
(99,715) were men, a notable achievement for women,
considering past discrepancies between male and female
school enrollment and completion rates, and a tribute to
the efforts of the Tunisian government to promote gender
equity in education.
University education in Tunisia is provided virtually
free of charge, and the seven public universities and two
sets of public institutes charge no tuition but only a registration fee. Students at the universities generally live the
first two years of their studies in dormitories, after which
they are free to rent apartments. Fees for student room
and board are charged based on family income level, with
scholarships provided by the National Offices of Students
(l’Offices des Oeuvres Universitaires—one in the North,
one in the Center, one in the South) for students who cannot afford to cover these costs on their own. Students unable to pass the bacc but otherwise qualified for higherlevel studies may choose to attend private universities
and postsecondary schools such as the Free University of
Tunis, provided they have the financial means to cover
the costs of private schooling.
Admission Procedures: Admission to public universities in Tunisia is relatively automatic once students have
passed the bacc. At the close of their secondary studies,
students list their preferences of the schools and areas of
study they wish to pursue at the tertiary level; several
weeks after passing the bacc, graduates learn which university or institute has accepted them. For students who
fail the bacc but can afford to study privately, admissions
procedures vary depending on the school or institute of
higher education to which they apply.
Administration: The Ministry of Higher Education
administers Tunisia’s publicly funded postsecondary education system through an elaborate array of government
bureaus and agencies. Besides a ministerial oversight
committee (comité supérieur du ministère) and a board
of directors (conseil de direction), the Ministry includes
a cabinet, administrative and financial inspections department, common services, and specific services. The cabinet is further composed of seven bureaus and a group of
consultative committees, while each of the services contains several departments.
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Teaching Styles & Techniques: The style of teaching
in Tunisia traditionally has emphasized rote learning of
a set curriculum over the development of creative thinking, critical reasoning, and problem solving skills, a problematic situation noted as early as 1982 (see Jones 42).
Tunisian education officials and professionals recognized
in the 1990s that this style of education needed to be
changed since many Tunisian students could not apply
their classroom learning to real world situations outside
of school. University courses typically have been delivered in a lecture format, but there is increasing recognition of the value of interspersing on-the-job training,
apprenticeships, research, and other forms of practical assignments with academic coursework so that students are
given the benefit of learning to apply the concepts they
are taught in classrooms before they graduate.
Professional Education: As noted above, the public
university system contains two sets of institutes, ISET
and ISFM, whose mission is to prepare professionals in
the areas of engineering, technology, and teaching. ISFM
graduates are qualified to teach primary education.
Higher levels of education require diplomas conferred by
other university programs preparing teachers and faculty
in specific areas of instruction and expertise. In addition,
training in law and in medicine is provided through various faculties of the public university system located
around the country. The Ministry of Professional Training and Employment, created March 3, 1990, has the responsibility of overseeing the training programs that
prepare skilled and highly skilled workers, technicians,
and master technicians in Tunisia.
Research Centers & Institutes: With the reorganization of Tunisian higher education in the 1990s came the
establishment of a large number of publicly funded research centers and institutes throughout the country. Additional plans for research centers include attaching them
to university ‘‘poles’’ in the various geographical regions
of Tunisia so that each area of the country has its own
university center replete with research facilities. Nine research centers exist in Tunisia for the sciences and technology in the new millennium, located in Tunis, Sfax,
Salambo, and Hammam Lif. Ten research centers exist
for humanities and the social sciences, all in Tunis except
for one located in Kairouan, including a national institute
dedicated to preserving Tunisia’s cultural heritage and archaeological artifacts. Five additional research centers
for the agricultural sciences are located in Ariana, Sfax,
Medénine, and Tunis.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Government Education Organs & Agencies: Besides
the Ministry of Higher Education already described, the
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Tunisian public education system includes first and foremost the Ministry of Education as well as several other
ministries whose functions also include the administration of training and educational programs and programs
serving children and youth. These are the Ministry of
Youth, Childhood, and Sports, the Ministry of Women’s
and Family Affairs, and the Ministry of Professional
Training and Employment. Like the Ministry of Higher
Education, all the other education-related ministries consist of complex bureaucratic structures serving specific
functions and goals.
Because of its central role in administering public
education in Tunisia, discussion here will focus on the
Ministry of Education. This Ministry was most recently
reorganized in 1998 and is composed of a ministerial
oversight committee (comite supérieur du ministère), a
board of directors (conférence de direction), and a permanent evaluation committee coupled with the following
structures: the cabinet, the general, administrative, and financial inspection department, the general department of
common services, specific services, general departments,
and a National Commission for Education, Science and
Culture. Each of these ministerial organs is likewise composed of various sub-units, including regional departments to some extent so the Ministry’s work can be
appropriately decentralized.
Educational Budgets & Expenditures: In the 1990s
Tunisia spent about 19 percent of the national budget on
education, 7 percent on healthcare, and 6 percent on defense. In the mid-1990s government expenditures on education were equivalent to 7.7 percent of the GNP, and
preprimary, primary, and secondary education expenditures accounted for 79.7 percent of all public funding for
education. At the turn of the millennium, educational expenditures reportedly were almost 30 percent of the total
national budget, which allocated 60 percent to social expenditures. In 2000, approximately 3.54 percent of Tunisia’s national budget of about US$7.256 trillion went to
the Ministry of Higher Education. The World Bank loan
granted to Tunisia in 2000 for the Education Quality Improvement Project, valued at US$99 million, represented
additional funding for education, supplemented by other
grants and loans provided to Tunisia in the form of overseas development assistance for educational programming and improvements.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Adult Education: Until recently Tunisians have had
little opportunity to change their careers. Based on recent
recommendations made by Tunisian government leaders,
however, this is likely to soon change. As Tunisia adjusts
to the demands of the information age and prepares its
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population for the new service-sector jobs appearing on
the horizon, particularly in the high-technology and scientific fields, additional opportunities will open for adults
to return to school to resume their studies, supplement
their education, or change careers. This was made evident
in President Ben Ali’s presentation in October 1999 of
his recommendations for necessary education reforms,
especially in the area of higher education. The private
business sector already provides ongoing seminars, computer-related courses, and business-management courses
for businessmen and businesswomen. Expanding educational programming in other areas of study for the general
adult population also will be of clear benefit to Tunisia
as the country seeks to compete with its more economically developed business partners across the Mediterranean in Europe and around the globe.
One clear exception to the present relative lack of
opportunity for adult study in Tunisia is the well-known
and well-regarded Habib Bourguiba School of Living
(Modern) Languages, located in Tunis with a network of
language training centers throughout the country. The
Habib Bourguiba Institute is a university institution
linked to the University of Tunis-El Manar. Its primary
objective is to teach modern languages to all—students
and employees, adult Tunisians and foreigners alike. The
Institute also carries out applied research on pedagogical
methods for teaching modern foreign languages to adults.
Courses are available in modern standard Arabic, Tunisian Arabic, specialized Arabic, general and specialized
English, German, Spanish, general and specialized
French, Italian, Persian, Russian, Chinese, Hebrew, and
Turkish. Courses are offered in Tunis and in 23 other centers in other cities around Tunisia through day and evening courses and summer sessions. The day courses are
available in intensive and semi-intensive versions depending on the number of hours one wishes to study each
week (16 for intensive, 8 for semi-intensive). The annual
courses last from October through June, and a national
examination is given to culminate course studies and to
qualify students for the diploma issued by the Institute.
In all of the Institute’s courses, cultural activities are
blended in with formal language study to reinforce and
complement classroom learning. These activities take the
form of music, pronunciation exercises, videos, assemblies, and calligraphy during the courses themselves as
well as parallel activities conducted after class hours such
as cultural workshops conducted by specialists in oriental
dance, theater, Arabic music, the traditional culinary arts,
and diction, film showings, and Arabic educational
games. Additionally, guided visits and excursions outside
of class hours and during weekends provide Institute students with the opportunity to visit and learn about Tunisia’s historical and archaeological treasures, Arabic
Muslim civilization, and modern Tunisia. The summer
courses carry a residential option as well.
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Distance Education: Efforts to develop new methods
for delivering education at a distance are underway in Tunisia as of 2001, with special attention being given to developing computer technology so that courses can be
conducted via the Internet. The European Commission at
the turn of the millennium visited Tunisia and several
other countries to assess government and business policies on information technology and determine how the
European Commission could encourage the growth of an
information society. Regarding Tunisia, an analyst working with the Commission noted in the year 2000, ‘‘The
development of information society (including IT, telecom, new technologies) is understood by many high
ranking Tunisian officials as a strategic focus, that should
be part of Tunisia’s preparation to play an important part
in the service sector in the Mediterranean when the free
trade area opens in 2008.’’ One challenge yet to be overcome seemed to be that posed by Tunisian government
censorship. The analyst observed, ‘‘We should note that
the major brake on Internet development in Tunisia is essentially political: censorship policy applied on the Internet is an important block to all activities on the Net.’’ By
1999 Tunisia had four Internet service providers.
Television and radio have long been used as educational tools throughout Tunisia, where many families
even in remote rural areas have access to their own satellite dishes (parabol) with which they can receive not only
transmissions from Tunisia’s television broadcasting stations but also from Europe, other parts of the Maghreb,
and the Middle East. In 1997 there were about 920,000
televisions in Tunisia (about 1 for every 10 people), and
2.06 million radios (224 per 1,000 people), making entertainment and educational programming accessible to the
vast majority of Tunisians, particularly as Tunisia continued its electrification campaign throughout the countryside. In 1998 seven AM radio stations were operating in
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Tunisia, 20 FM radio stations, and two short-wave radio
stations, while 19 television broadcast stations and some
low-power stations were transmitting television programs around the country.
Micro-Credit & Micro-Enterprise Training: The
Tunisian government, Tunisian women’s associations,
and international aid donors have cooperated since March
1999 to make micro-credit loans and grants available especially to rural women in order to stimulate local enterprise and prepare greater numbers of self-employed
individuals who can generate income for themselves and
their families and spark economic growth in their communities. The Ministry of Women’s and Family Affairs,
created in August 1992 by President Ben Ali, manages
the technical assistance funds for women’s microenterprise from the Tunisian government side in partnership with women’s nongovernmental organizations in
Tunisia and community development NGOs who assist
in organizing and training the micro-credit beneficiaries.
Tunisian funds provided for this program are issued
through the Tunisian Solidarity Bank (Banque Tunisienne de Solidarité) at low interest rates, with interest accruing to the benefit of the partner NGOs.
Rural Women’s Associations: Besides the microcredit training projects described above, special government support is being provided for implementing a national action plan for rural women. The plan, adopted by
a ministerial council of the Ministry of Women’s and
Family Affairs in December 1998, involves the creation
in each governorate of a regional commission headed by
the governor charged with the task of planning and carrying out a customized plan of action for the rural women
in the governorate. Activity centers for rural women are
envisioned that will help mobilize community participation and respond to rural women’s needs regarding information and training.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Training & Qualifications: As noted above, teacher
training takes place largely through a set of institutes established to prepare primary-education teachers. The
question of how to best upgrade teachers’ skills and improve the quality of curriculum design and methods of instruction, as already mentioned, has received special
attention from educators and government educational officials in Tunisia since the late 1990s. Similarly, improving pedagogical research throughout the country, both at
special research institutes and through the applied research conducted on a daily basis by teachers in their
classrooms, is the subject of recent study among educators and administrators who want to ensure that Tunisia
is ready for the demands it must face as jobs become
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technologically more complex and Tunisian students
must be prepared to meet the demands of a rapidly shifting job market.
Unions & Associations: National organizations and
community associations are increasingly being organized
in Tunisia where members participate in developing and
implementing programs whose goals often resemble
those of Tunisia’s more formal educational programs and
institutions. The National Union of Tunisian Women, for
example, promotes rural education, healthcare, and
micro-enterprise development for women and girls. The
National Chamber of Women Heads of Enterprises
(Chambre Nationale des Femmes Chefs d’entreprises)
offers management training to women and assists women
in preparing investment proposals. Additionally, attached
to some of the government ministries are branches and
organs that carry out education-related work with specific
emphases. For instance, the Center for Research, Study,
Documentation, and Information on Women is a scientific arm of the Ministry of Women’s and Family Affairs
and monitors women’s progress in social and economic
areas, some of them related to education and training. As
international donor agencies provide funding to support
the development of civil society, Tunisia is bound to
flourish in the area of community mobilization and participation, having already gotten off to a good start with
Tunisian government-sponsored social welfare and assistance programs and rural development initiatives under
President Ben Ali, who has consistently worked to provide the necessary support for the social and economic
development of Tunisia’s population, both rural and
urban. The President’s efforts have been well appreciated
across Tunisia and have built him a strong base of public
support.

SUMMARY
General Assessment: Tunisia has come a very long
way in a few short decades in its efforts to spread educational institutions and programs to the Tunisian people,
no matter how far apart they may live from the capital.
Whereas few women and relatively few men in the rural
countryside were literate before independence, school
participation rates throughout the country are now sufficiently high that Tunisia is faced with the challenge of
creating enough institutes of higher education rapidly
enough to meet the needs of the growing numbers of
young women and men reaching university age. With
vigorous national programs to extend educational efforts
and diversify the types of programming and courses offered to Tunisia’s youth, coupled with foreign assistance
from international donors and other national governments, Tunisia’s government appears poised to satisfy
the educational requirements of the near future. ConsidWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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erable challenges remain to be met, however, so that the
extension of education proceeds in an equitable manner
for women and men, urban and rural, and so Tunisia will
be ready to adapt to the demands of the changing global
economic environment in which it is increasingly and
consciously becoming involved.
Proposed Education Reforms: As President Ben Ali
observed in announcing his new priorities for Tunisia’s
social and economic development in October 1999, key
challenges to be met in Tunisia over the next few years,
all of which have bearing on education, include: 1) increasing employment opportunities, especially to meet
the swell in labor expected to occur from 2000 to 2004;
2) consolidating educational reforms and gains and preventing school dropouts before age 16, strengthening preprimary education, and promoting and facilitating
distance learning; 3) investing more aggressively in information technology and telecommunications, and in
scientific and technological research; 4) continuing economic reforms, stabilizing finances, and increasing private investment so Tunisia becomes better prepared to
compete economically in a globalizing world; 5) continuing poverty-reduction measures, including access to basic
services and better social security provisions; 6) upholding women’s equality, preserving the importance of family, and promoting cultural activities; and 7) encouraging
regional growth through public investments, by providing fiscal incentives to private investors, and by giving
regions greater autonomy over their economic affairs. In
order to meet these challenges, Tunisian schools will
need to be retooled to a major extent so that students
emerge better equipped to apply their school learning to
problem-solving in the world of work and so they are
trained in the types of job skills the Tunisian economy
will need.
Among the reforms in the educational sector that the
World Bank identified for Tunisia in its country assessment of March 2000, the most significant appear to involve upgrading teacher skills so instructors are better
prepared to deliver high-quality educational programming adapted to student abilities, interests, and needs, revising the curriculum at the basic- and secondaryeducation levels so that students are given the skills they
will need in an increasingly technological and scientifically oriented world, and improving the match between
university-level training programs and the needs of the
job market so graduates will be able to find employment
and will not be faced with a future where their education
seems to have little value in the real world. Melded with
these efforts to improve education in Tunisia must always
be the vision of a motivated student population whose efforts are rewarded by progressive advancement through
the educational grades and cycles and who do not become
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discouraged by overly zealous educators whose instructional demands do not match the students’ abilities or
preparation levels. What must be turned around clearly
is the unfortunate problem of high rates of student retention and dropout—Tunisia cannot afford to lose its students along the way, neither can it afford to educate
students so poorly that they are unable to function in a
world of increasingly complex demands where their
skills will be tested ever more sharply.
Tunisia has done an admirable job of moving from
a level of economic underdevelopment to one of great
promise and accomplishment. The best the country can
do for the Tunisian people in this new millennium is to
offer them educational programming that provides them
the keys to a future of rapidly transforming opportunities
and challenges—keys forged in an educational atmosphere of warm discussion, heated debate, thoughtful inquiry, and experimental reasoning where each student’s
abilities are sharpened in the unique direction to which
that student is attuned so that each individual can contribute his or her best to the community and the larger society
as a successful member of the continually evolving, collaborative social venture popularly called Al Jamhuriyah
at-Tunisiyah.
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TURKEY
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):

Literacy Rate:
Number of Primary
Schools:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Foreign Students in
National Universities:
Libraries:
Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:
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Republic of Turkey
Middle East
65,666,677
Turkish, Kurdish,
Arabic, Armenian,
Greek
82.3%
47,313
8 years
2.2%
14,719
1,171
Primary: 6,389,060
Secondary: 4,760,892
Higher: 1,434,033
Primary: 107%
Secondary: 58%
Higher: 21%

Teachers:

Primary: 233,073
Secondary: 218,829
Higher: 50,313

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 28:1
Secondary: 24:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 104%
Secondary: 48%
Higher: 15%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Republic of Turkey is an independent country
in the Middle East located in southwestern Asia Minor
and southeastern Europe surrounded on three sides by the
Mediterranean, Aegean, and Black seas. It is known locally as Turkiye Cumhuriyeti; the shortened form of this
name is Turkiye. Neighboring counties are Greece to the
west; Bulgaria to the northwest; Georgia, Armenia and
Iran to the east; and Iraq and Syria on the south. The majority of these boundaries were established after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire. Throughout history,
Turkey has been the center of trade and migration route
because of her long shoreline and her strategic location
as a bridge between continents.
Turkey lies within one of the most active earthquake
regions in the world, the Alpine-Himalayan mountain
belt, and severe earthquakes, especially in northern Turkey, are not uncommon. There are many active fault
lines. In the 1900s seven major quakes occurred along the
North Anatolian fault. The Marmara earthquake occurred
on August 17, 1999, and was one of the most severe
earthquakes in Turkish history. The quake measured 7.4
on the Richter scale and was one the most devastating disasters of the century.
Approximately 3 percent of Turkey is located in
Thrace on the European continent. The remaining 97 percent, called Anatolia, is located on the European continent. In 1941, the First Geographic Congress divided
Turkey’s total area of 780,580 square kilometers into
seven geographical provinces: the Marmara Region, the
Aegean Region, the Mediterranean Region, the Central
Anatolia Region, the Black Sea Region, the Eastern Anatolia Region, and the Southeastern Anatolia Region. Four
of the regions (the Marmara Region, the Aegean Region,
the Mediterranean Region, and the Black Sea Region) are
named for the seas that are adjacent to them; the Marmara
Sea is an internal sea entirely surrounded by land and
connected to the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea through
straits. The other three regions were named in for their
location in the central plateau, the Anatolia.
In 2000, the population of Turkey was approximately 65.7 million. Approximately 30 percent of the popula1415
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quered them in 334 BC. Subsequently the land was divided into a number of Greek kingdoms.
The Romans invaded the region and by the middle
of the first century B.C. controlled all of Anatolia. In 324
Constantine I moved the capital of the Roman Empire to
the ancient city of Byzance and renamed it Constantinople; this move divided the empire into two segments: the
East and the West. Constantinople became the capital of
the Eastern Roman or Byzantine Empire.

tion is under age fifteen. Almost half of this number live
in costal areas. Approximately 80 percent of the population is Turkish, and 20 percent is Kurdish. The annual
population growth rate was estimated at 1.27 percent at
the turn of the century with 29 percent of the population
fourteen years of age or younger, 65 percent were between fifteen and sixty-four years of ages, and 6 percent
were aged sixty-five and older. In 2000, Turkey’s literacy
rate was 82.3 percent. More males were literate (91.7 percent) than females (72.4 percent). Some 45.8 percent of
the labor force works in agricultural areas, 33.7 percent
in service areas, and 20.5 percent in industrial areas.
About 99.8 percent of all Turks are Muslims; most
of these are Sunni. The small non-Muslim population is
comprised of Christian and Jews. Turkish is the official
language, but Kurdish, Arabic, Armenian, and Greek are
also spoken. English is taught in the compulsory primary
school, so its use is becoming more widespread.
Anatolia, the western portion of Turkey, is one of the
oldest continually inhabited regions of the world. The
earliest major empire in the area was the Hittites who
controlled the territory from 18th through the 13th centuries BC. An Indo-European people, the Phrygians, invaded the land and controlled the region until the
Cimmerians conquered them in the 7th century BC. The
state of Lycia was formed when this people defeated the
Cimmerians. During these years, Greeks were settling
along the west coast of Anatolia and using the ports to
transport goods produced in the region. Persians, coming
from the east, invaded the area and controlled Anatolia
for the next two centuries until Alexander the Great con1416

In 1055 the Seljoukites, a group of Central Asiatic
Turks, conquered Baghdad and established a Middle
Eastern and Anatolian empire. This empire was broken
up by Mongol invasions, but small Turkish states remained on the periphery of Anatolia. One of these
emerged as the Ottoman Empire. The Ottomans conquered Constantinople in 1453 and renamed the capital
city Istanbul. A series of sultans waged war on many
fronts and extended the territory controlled by the Ottomans. At the peak of their powering the 16th century, the
Ottomans controlled most of the eastern Mediterranean
and were one of the biggest empires in history.
As the Ottoman Empire began to collapse in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, European powers
began fighting for control of the territory. In 1908 a group
of young Turks led a successful revolution to regain control of the empire and introduced many civil and social
reforms. The Ottomans were drawn into World War I as
an ally of Germany. At the end of the war the empire was
formally dissolved the empire and its territory dramatically reduced.
Turkish nationalists led by Mustafa Kemal, a war
hero later know as Atatürk or father of Turkey, organized
a resistance force and took the offensive against the Allies in Anatolia. Following a series of impressive victories, he led the nation to full independence. In November
1922, the National Assembly became the government in
Turkey. In October 1923, the Republic of Turkey was
proclaimed and Kemal was unanimously elected President of the Republic. The constitution was ratified in
1924. Kemal moved the capital to Ankara and worked to
transform Turkey into a modern westernized nation. He
created a new political and legal system, abolished the
sultanate and caliphate, made both government and education secular, gave equal rights to women, changed the
Arabic script to a Roman alphabet and number system,
and advanced Turkey’s industry, agriculture, arts, and
sciences.
These reforms introduced by Atatürk before his
death in 1938 are still the ideological foundation of modern Turkey. Until 1950, the political party established in
1923, the Republican People’s Party, dominated all elections. From 1950-1960, the Democratic Party governed
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Turkey. In 1960 a military coup ousted the government;
a new constitution was written, and a civilian government
was reinstated in 1961. For the remainder of the twentieth
century, there were many political upheavals and
changes. The current constitution was ratified in November 1982. Throughout all the changes, the ruling government has remained committed to the basic principles
established when the republic was formed in 1923.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Because of Turkey’s emphasis on education, there
are many laws and regulations that deal with education.
Policies and programs for Turkey’s national education
system are determined and executed within the framework of Atatürk’s Thoughts and Opinions Concerning
Education, the country’s constitution, and the laws governing education and training. The government programs
and development plans emphasize education because it
is seen as the most important component for Turkey’s
economic, technological, and social developments.
According to Article 42 of the Constitution, everyone has the right to receive an education. Depending
upon individuals’ interests and capabilities, they are
guided through various programs and schools. The Education Integrity Law of March 3, 1924, made the Ministry
of National Education responsible for all educational institutions and all educational training.
Basic National Education Law Number 1739 provides for the organization and general structure of the educational system and delineates the State’s
responsibilities in education and training. The law states
that the objective of education is to educate individuals
who adopt the values of the Turkish nation, who know
and have accepted their duties and responsibilities to their
country, who have mastered the subject matter and can
apply that knowledge and technology, and who are democratic citizens that respect human rights. Article 2 of the
Law on Private Education Institutions stipulates that programs and curricula of all private education institutions
must be aligned with the Turkish National Education objectives and principles.
The Primary Education and Training Law Number
222 organized primary education in a systematic, integrated manner. Regulation Number 2201 on Guidance
Services of the Ministry of National Education recognizes the importance of training advisors and guidance
counselors to work with students and evaluate their interests, talents, and potentials in vocational and academic
areas. One provision of Law Number 2841 requires public institutions to provide reading and writing courses for
their illiterate employees.
Basic Law Number 1735 on National Education established the objectives and functions of secondary eduWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

cation, identified those eligible to attend, and delineated
the types of programs available. The law also provided
for early admission to the secondary program for those
who demonstrated special abilities in the fine arts.
The National Education Principal Law Number 1739
divided the Turkish educational system into two parts:
formal and nonformal. Formal education covered the
four-level school system: preschool education, primary
education, secondary education, and tertiary education.
Nonformal education covered vocational and training
programs for those who had never received any formal
education or who left the formal education program.
The Basic Law of National Education Number 1739,
passed in 1973, focused on higher education. In 1981, the
Higher Education Law was passed, leading to the reorganization of academies, teacher training colleges and vocational schools. Private universities were the subject of
Higher Education Law Number 2547, which was passed
in 1984. The Apprenticeship and Vocational Law Number 3308 of June 5, 1986, was enacted to develop Turkey’s vocational and technical education system so that
it is a cooperative program between schools and industries. This law established a system for students to attend
schools two days each week and receive on the job training for three days each week. The business pays the students who receive this skill training a set wage, and the
government provides students with insurance.
Turkey’s Five-Year Development Plan for 19962000 lead to the passage of Law Number 4306, which
went into effect in August 1997. This law extended the
number of years of compulsory primary education from
five to eight beginning with the 1999-2000 academic year
and provided for an increase in the number of teachers
and classrooms so that the maximum number of students
in each room is thirty. One of the first steps to implementing this provision has been hiring 27,000 new teachers.
Law number 4306 also directed that foreign language instruction would begin in the fourth grade rather than the
sixth and that computer and audio-visual equipment
would be more widely used.
Turkey’s formal and nonformal education and training are included in the country’s five-year development
plans. The State Planning Organization coordinates the
implementation and evaluation of the plans. The Five
Year Development Plan for 1996-2000 placed education
in the highest priority sector. A master plan for the educational system through 2010 is being developed. This plan
will stress the need to be flexible to meet the advancing
needs of the individual and the nation as well as the global demands for a changing society.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The Republic of Turkey places utmost importance
on the development of human resources; therefore, edu1417
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cation has always been one of its highest priorities. The
contemporary Turkish education system was established
in 1924 after Atatürk closed the religious schools, set up
new secular schools, and made elementary school attendance compulsory. Atatürk regarded education as the
force that would galvanize the nation’s social and economic development. When the republic was established,
less than 10 percent of its approximately thirteen million
people were literate. There were twenty-three high
schools, one university, and a small number of trade or
vocational schools. Turkey began a program to educate
both children and adults. From grade school to graduate
school, education was made free, secular, and coeducational. Five years of elementary school were made
compulsory. By 1938, one-third of the people were
literate.
One of the major factors contributing to this increase
in literacy was Atatürk’s decision in 1928 to abolish the
complex Arabic script that had been used for thousands
of years and replace it with the Latin alphabet. In the
early 1930s, other language reforms eliminated thousands of Arabic, Persian, and French words and replaced
them with original words, provincial expressions, and
coined words. This commitment to creating a national
language continued over the years. In the early 1920s,
over 80 percent of Turkey’s written language was Arabic,
Persian, and French words; by the early 1980s only 10
percent of the vocabulary was foreign words.
It took many years for the country to develop the infrastructure needed to provide universal primary education, but since the 1980s almost all children between ages
six and ten have been enrolled in schools. Turkey’s literacy rate in 1990 was 81 percent. Since then the number
of Turkish citizens who can read and write has increased
each year. The Turkish National Education System is
composed of two main sections: formal education and
nonformal education. Formal education includes preschool education, primary education, secondary education, and higher education. Nonformal education includes
all programs and activities outside the school or along
with the school for those who have dropped out of or
never attended formal education programs. A total of
14,668,444 students received formal or nonformal instruction in the 1998-1999 school year. That year a total
of 512,522 teachers worked in the 64,489 institutions.
Approximately 31 percent of Turkey’s population is between ages twelve and twenty-four. In an effort to deal
with the interests and problems of its young people, Turkey plans to establish the Higher Council of Youth with
representatives from both the public and private sectors.
This council will assume the responsibilities of the many
ministries that have been focusing on one or more components of youth, such as education, health, working life,
and utilization of free time.
1418

The importance of educating both males and females
has been recognized since the Republic of Turkey was established. While the principle of gender equality is present in the Constitution and various laws, females at all
levels have traditionally received less formal education
than males and had less opportunities because the great
majority of Turkey’s patriarchal society practice Moslem
beliefs. The position of females in modern society has
improved and several decrees have focused on eliminating gender discrimination. Women’s issues were key portion of the Fifth Five Year Development Plan (19851990). Part of this plan was the establishment of the
General Directorate for the Status and Problems of
Women in 1990. This directorate has been active, working to improve the status and opportunities for women.
Among the facilities now available are a central women’s
library, shelters for battered women, and women’s study
centers.
In 1995 at the Fourth World Women’s Conference,
Turkey adopted the conference platform for improving
education and job opportunities for women. One of the
goals was to increase the ratio of literacy among women
to 100 percent by 2000. This goal was not attained, however. In 1999, one-third of the women were illiterate although 135,000 had enrolled in literacy courses in 1998.
The increase in the number of years of compulsory education ensures that females will receive more formal education than in the past. The urban unemployment of
women is twice that of men; however, the unemployment
rate for urban, educated women (28.6 percent) is comparable to their male counterparts (30 percent), thus underscoring the value of education in Turkish society. The
number of women enrolled in higher education programs
has increased over the years. In 2000, almost one-third
of the students were women. Many of these were enrolled
in programs that have been traditionally considered appropriate for females, such as the humanities and social
sciences and fine arts, but the number of women studying
medicine and engineering has increased.
In 1999, Turkey had 106 youth centers where young
people could spend their free time in a variety of educational, social, cultural, and athletic activities or they could
meet with guidance counselors. Over 22,000 youths participated in youth center programs in 1999. In addition
to these programs, youths can visit one of the fifty-two
youth and guidance bureaus or participate in one of the
youth festivals that occur across Turkey. The General Directorate of Youth and Sports sponsored the Fourth International Folk Dance Festival in 1999 so Turkish young
people would become better educated about the cultures
of other countries and those countries’ youths would
learn more about Turkey’s customs and traditions.
Private schools are available at all levels of education. Because Turkey’s constitution prohibits the public
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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wearing of clothing of a religious nature, even those attending Islamic private schools must comply. The ban on
females wearing headscarves has been strictly applied in
public schools for some time, but the ban was not applied
in the private sector until 2000. This ban has been especially controversial. Although most Turks are Muslim,
the state is officially secular.
Most private schools are found in urban regions.
Their curricula often include an emphasis developing the
knowledge and skills needed to prepare university entrance exams. English is taught in many of the private schools, and in some schools is the language of
instruction.
The Ministry of National Education oversees private
schools and ensures the State policies and guidelines are
followed. In 1997, amendments were passed that allow
private schools to have a greater role. In 1999, approximately 1.6 percent of the students attended private
schools, but the number is increasing. The ministry projects that 15 percent or more of the population will attend
these schools. In the 1998-1999 school year, there were
1,704 private preschools, primary schools, and secondary
schools attended by 238,079 students. Approximately
21,000 teachers were employed at these schools.
There are over 200 special training schools and over
100 centers for students who need special services because of their physical, mental, emotional, or social development disabilities. Special training schools are
provided for children and youths in five different disabilities groups including blindness, deafness, orthopedic disabilities, mental retardation, and long-term illnesses. The
primary objectives of these programs are to meet the individual educational needs of the students, to integrate
them into society, and to provide them with a vocation.
Efforts are underway to integrate the special needs students at regular schools with students their own ages.
This process is called ‘‘combining,’’ In the 1998-1999
school year, over 32,500 students were in special training
schools and institutions. Approximately one-third of
these were combined in regular classroom programs. Job
and vocational programs are also available for adults with
special needs.
Turkey has educational, scientific, and cultural
agreements with many countries and is an active member
of a number of organizations that benefit education.
Among these are the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO); the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF); and the World
Health Organization (WHO). The Ministry of National
Education actively participates in the Center for Research
and Innovation (CERI) and the in the Educational Committee of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). Turkish youths are encouraged to
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

participate in international organizations and activities.
The Ministry of National Education has begun courses
aimed at educating youth leaders for exchange programs.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preschool education begins at birth and ends when
the child is six years old. The Ministry of National Education recognizes that education provided during these
years affects the development of the child in later years
and acknowledges this is an important stage of education,
but attending a preschool program is not compulsory.
According to the Basic Law on National Education,
the goals of preschool education are to provide for children’s physical, mental, and spiritual development; to the
help them acquire good habits; to prepare them for the
compulsory primary education program; to provide children with a common education opportunity, regardless of
the family income or environment; the ensure that children speak the Turkish language correctly and fluently.
The Regulation on Preschool Education Institutions covers public and private programs affiliated with the Ministry of National Education.
Optional paid preschool education programs were
established in 1953. Preschool programs are most common in large cities, where, since the 1980s, they have
been increasing in popularity. Beginning with the 19941995 school year, the Ministry of National Education in
cooperation with universities and other institutions, designated three primary types of preschool programs: kres
1419
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and yuva (day nurseries), anaokulu (kindergartens), and
anasinifi (preschool classes). The day nurseries are for
children from birth to 36 months old. Kindergartens are
for children 37 months to 60 months old, and preschool
classes are for those 67 months to 72 months old. In addition, private preschool institutions provide both full-day
and half-day programs. In the 1998-1999 school year,
there were 207,319 students enrolled in 7,946 preschools,
and there were 11,825 teachers.
The goal of Turkey’s preschool education program
is to prepare children for primary school by developing
their mental and physical abilities as well as their language skills. The Ministry of National Education regulates preschool programs and determines whether or not
additional programs are needed in an area. More parents
are learning about the benefits of preschool programs and
enrolling their children in one of the programs.
There are some government funded parenting programs. Mothers of preschool aged children (birth-2, 2-4,
4-6) attend classes to learn about childcare, child development, nutrition, immunization, accident prevention
and first aid, parent-child relationships, and similar topics. The goal of the program is to help mothers become
more involved with their children’s needs and realize the
importance of preschool education.
The ministry’s goal is to increase the number of students enrolled in preschool programs to 16 percent by the
end of 2000. To provide for the projected increase in preschool enrollments, an amendment to the Regulations for
Private Educational Institutions requires each primary
school to have at least one preschool class. The ministry
is also working toward development and standardization
of preschool educational materials and equipment.
Preschool education is compulsory for children diagnosed as having certain physical or mental disabilities.
Each child has an individual training plan. Parents work
with the teachers at each phase of the child’s education.
Primary education covers education and training of
children aged six to fourteen. Primary education is compulsory for all citizens and is offered free of charge at
state schools, but parents must buy the schools uniforms,
books, and school supplies. The Ministry of National Education oversees the primary education program and establishes guidelines for passing classes, exams, and
attendance. Prior to 1982, students began the primary
program at age seven. Turkey has allocated the funds
necessary to build additional schools and hire the teachers needed for the compulsory eight-year primary school
program. In the 1998-1999 school year, there were
9,512,044 students enrolled in 44,525 primary schools,
and there were 316,991 teachers. The success of Turkey’s
primary education program is evident: in 2000, only 3
1420

percent of males aged fifteen to nineteen were illiterate,
and only 10 percent of females in this age bracket were
illiterate.
The primary program’s objective is to provide children with the knowledge and skills needed for further education or skill training and with the behaviors and habits
of good citizens. The goals of Turkey’s primary education program focus on creating the type of educational environment in which students learn subject matter
knowledge and information about Turkish society; develop a comprehensive, broad view of the world; become
knowledgeable about information technologies; and develop interpersonal skills. Parental involvement is important because the family is viewed as an integral
component of the education system.
Students in the primary education program are expected to complete one grade level each year; thus the
program covers grades one to eight. They are graded on
a scale of 1-5. A grade of 2 is the minimum passing score.
Those who successfully complete the primary program
receive the Ilkögretim Diplomasi (Basic Education Diploma). The countywide average rate of repetition for
grades one five was 5.7 percent in 1997. There was no
significant difference in the number of males being retained and the number of females. The eighth grade repetition rate in 1997 was 3.1 percent for males and 2.1
percent for females.
The Ministry of National Education must approve all
materials used in schools. Students’ textbooks and worksheets as well as teachers’ resources are prepared by the
Ministry, which also develops and prescribes the curricula. All primary schools offer the same courses which include Turkish language and literature; mathematics;
social studies; science; civics and human rights; the history of the Turkish Republic and Atatürk’s reforms; a foreign language (English, French, or German); individual
and group activities; religious culture and ethics; art/
handicraft; music; physical education; traffic safety and
first aid; career guidance; and elective course.
When Law Number 4306 was passed in 1997 changing the primary education program to a compulsory program for six to fourteen year olds, the Basic Education
Program was initiated. This program’s purpose is to prepare Turkey’s schools for the twenty-first century. It is
increasing the coverage and quality of primary education,
promoting the public’s interest in primary education, and
making primary schools learning centers for their communities. Because of the program’s goals, many improvements are ongoing. Computer laboratories are being
installed in all primary schools and there is a transition
to computer-assisted education. All primary education
teachers are becoming computer literate and learning
how to integrate computer-aided instruction into the curWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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riculum. New schools are being constructed or renovated
in rural areas. The program also contains an Açik Ilkögretim Okulu (Open Basic Education School) that allows
students fifteen years of age and older to complete their
education as external students.
The Contemporary Education Project 2000 has been
implemented to improve primary education program.
Class size is being reduced to thirty pupils. Some students
that live in sparsely populated rural areas and attend
schools with multi-grade classrooms are being bussed to
centrally located schools which offer an improved education program; school uniforms, textbooks and other educational materials as well as lunch are provided for these
students.
Since 1962, those six to fourteen year olds who live
in rural areas, in villages, and sub-village settlements that
do not have schools or who are from poor families may
attend a Regional Primary Education Boarding School or
a Primary School with Pension; all expenses are paid by
the State. In 1999, pilot programs were initiated at some
of the education boarding and pension schools that target
preparing students for vocational training as well as for
the secondary school program. In 2000, there were over
280 regional primary boarding schools and over 250 primary schools with pensions. Over 100,000 students were
given the option of studying in boarding schools and in
pensioned schools.
Several primary school programs are underway in
cooperation with the United Nations. These are aimed at
improving students’ personal hygiene and health and at
bringing working children into primary education programs to increase their education achievement levels.
Many of these programs take place in remote, poverty
stricken areas where as many as 30 percent of the boys
and 60 percent of the girls work rather than attend primary school.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
An optional secondary education program follows
the eight years of basic education. Fourteen-year-old students who complete the basic education program may enroll in one of the over 1,300 public high schools whose
programs match their abilities and interests. All schools
are coeducational. The academic year is from October to
July. The percent of students choosing to enroll in the
secondary program has increased. In 1980, some 44 percent of males were enrolled, and in 2000, some 68 percent of males were enrolled. During that same period the
number of females secondary students doubled, increasing from 24 percent to 48 percent. In the 1998-1999
school year, there were 1,094,610 students enrolled in the
2,611 general high schools, and there were 70,936 teachers at these schools. During this school term, another
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

918,542 students were enrolled in Turkey’s 3,097 technical and vocational high schools; 68,728 teachers taught
at these schools.
The goal of secondary education is to provide students with general knowledge and prepare them for a profession and for higher education. The Ministry of
National Education supervises the high schools. Programs last for three to four years and cover general, vocational, and technical education. There are two main
categories of secondary schools: general high schools and
vocational-technical high schools. There are five types of
general secondary schools: Genel Lise (General High
School), Yabanci Dil Agirlilki Lise (Foreign Language
High School), Anadolu lisesi (Anatolian High School),
Fen Lisesi (Science High School), Anadoulu Güzel Sanatlar Lisesi (Anatolian Fine Arts High School), and Anadoulu Ögretmen Lisesi (Anatolian Teacher Preparatory
High Schools). Students completing these schools receive the Lise Diplomasi.
The Genel Lise (General High School) is a three-year
program that prepares students for higher education. In
the 1997-1998 school year, there were 1,606 general high
schools serving 928,545 students. The Yabanci Dil Agirlilki Lise (Foreign Language High School) is a four-year
program designed to prepare high achieving students for
higher education programs. These schools were first introduced in the 1992-1993 school year at twenty-eight
high schools. In the 1998-1999 school year there were
674 Foreign Language High Schools.
Anadolu lisesi (Anatolian High School) were first
opened in 1955 in several major cities as Ministry of Education Colleges. In 1975 they were renamed Anatolian
High Schools. These selective four-year schools use a
foreign language, often English, as the language of instruction in certain subjects. Admission to Anatolian
High Schools is based upon a competitive placement examination. The graduates of these schools are often score
well on the university entrance exams. In 1998-1999,
there were 406 Anatolian High Schools.
The first Fen Lisesi (Science High School) was established in 1982 to provide education to the exceptionally gifted mathematics and science students. In 19981999, there were thirty-nine Science High Schools. All
are boarding schools. The language of instruction is
Turkish. Class size is limited to twenty-four. These fouryear schools emphasize research and laboratory activities. The first Sanatlar Lisesi (Anatolian Fine Arts High
School) opened in 1989 for gifted students. In 1999, there
were nineteen Anatolian Fine Arts High Schools. The
first year of the four-year program is an intense foreign
language preparatory program.
Anadoulu Ögretmen Lisesi (Anatolian Teacher Preparatory High Schools) are four year schools designed to
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prepare teachers to enter university teacher education
programs. In addition to the core curriculum courses, students take courses in general education theory and methodology as well as the history of education. In 19971998, there were 23,437 students enrolled at 78 schools.
Students enrolled in all general high schools are subject to the Ministry of National Education Regulations
Governing Grading and Passing at Secondary Institutions. All examinations, homework assignments, and
projects are graded on a 100-point scale which correlates
with a five-point grading scale: five (85-100) is excellent,
four (70-84) is good, three (55-69) is satisfactory, two
(45-54) is passing, one (25-44) is failing, zero (0-24) is
failing and not included in the grade point calculation.
All secondary schools have the same core curriculum: Turkish language and literature, religious culture
and ethics, history, geography, mathematics, physics,
chemistry, biology, health, foreign language, physical education, military science, history of the Turkish revolution and the reforms of Atatürk, and philosophy. In
addition to the core courses, the General High Schools,
Anatolian High Schools, and Foreign Language High
Schools offer concentrations in six subject areas: science,
social studies, Turkish language and literature and mathematics, foreign language, fine arts, and sports. At Science
High Schools, only the concentration in science is available. Students at the Anatolian Fine Arts High Schools
can specialize in either art or music.
A select number of high schools in the largest cities
are bilingual, teaching classes in Turkish and either English, French, or German. Twelve high schools are open
to students from the three legally recognized minorities:
Armenians, Greeks, and Jews. These schools teach some
subjects in Armenian or Greek.
Meslek ve Teknik Lise (Vocational and Technical
High Schools) prepares students for employment or for
higher education. Meslek high schools are three-year vocational high schools (grades nine to eleven) that offer
courses such as binding and screen printing, ceramics,
electrical engineering and electronics, food technology,
library science, and telecommunications. Graduates of
these schools receive the devlet mesiek high schoolssi diplomasi (State Vocational School Diploma). Teknik high
schools are four-year technical high schools (grades nine
to twelve) that offer courses such as electronics, technical
drawing, and communications. Graduates of these
schools receive the devlet teknik high schoolssi diplomasi
(State Technical School Diploma).
There are four main groups of Vocational and Technical High Schools: Erkek Teknik Ögretim Okullari
(Technical Schools for Boys), Kiz Teknik Okullari (Technical Schools for Girls), Ticaret ve Turizm Ögretimi
Okullari (Commerce and Tourism Schools) and Din Egitimi Okullari (Religious Education Schools).
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Erkek Teknik Ögretim Okullari (Technical Schools
for Boys) train students to become skilled as technical
personnel needed in science and technology areas. Kiz
Teknik Okullari (Technical Schools for Girls) educate females to work in technical and scientific areas so they can
supplement the family income. These programs are available in both formal and nonformal education systems. Ticaret ve Turizm Ögretimi Okullari (Commerce and
Tourism Schools) train students for a variety of public
and private sector jobs as well as providing the skills
needed for higher education programs. There are a number of schools devoted to specialized areas such as hotel
management and tourism, foreign trade, commerce. culinary arts, mass communications. Many of these programs
provide on the job vocational training for students. The
number of students enrolled in Commerce and Tourism
Schools has steadily increased; in fact, more schools are
needed to accommodate all the applicants.
Din Egitimi Okullari (Religious Education Schools)
were established to prepare male student to become
imams (prayer leaders) and males and females to be
preachers or course instructors. In 1997-1998, there were
605 Religious Education Schools attended by over
178,000 students.
Most students with special needs are educated in special schools, but there is some mainstreaming of special
needs students at regular schools with students their own
ages. Special schools are designed for the visually impaired, the hearing impaired, the orthopedically impaired,
and the chronically ill. Each province has a special education guidance and counseling service unit to organize, coordinate, supervise, and evaluate the special education
services.
In addition to the public high schools, there are a
number of private educational institutions. Most of these
are preparatory schools for Turkey’s higher education
program. All of these schools operate under the supervision and control of the Ministry of National Education.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher education is comprised of all postsecondary
programs that are at least two years in length. The academic year begins in October and ends in July. The languages of instruction are English, French, German, and
Turkish. The higher education system consists of fiftythree state and nineteen private universities and nonuniversity institutions of higher education, such as
colleges and police and military academies. Public universities’ academic and administrative staff receive civil
service status and can earn tenure. Research assistants
and assistant professors are non-tenure track positions.
Until 1984, there were no private universities in Turkey. Higher Education Law Number 2547 allowed nonWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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profit foundations to establish universities that must be
accredited periodically. The Council of Higher Education
(YOK) supervises and regulates all private universities.
It is possible for a private university to receive public
funds, if it meets certain criteria.
The law founds universities, faculties, institutions,
and four-year schools. They offer degrees at three levels
or stages: bachelors, masters and doctorate. Student who
complete the first stage of a four-year two-stage program
earn a pre-Licenciate degree. When the four-year program is completed, they receive the Licenciate degree.
Dentistry and veterinary medicine programs are fiveyears long. Medicine is a six-year program that leads to
the Doktor degree. In engineering, a Mühendis Diplomasi
is awarded after completion of a four-year program.
To enter the second level of higher education, students must first take an entrance examination. If accepted
into a program, they must complete an additional two
years of study. The first is primarily devoted to course
work, and the second is primarily spent writing a thesis.
The Uzmanlik Belgesi (specialist certificate) is conferred
in agriculture, pharmacy, or veterinary medicine. To
work toward the Yüksek Lisans Diplomasi (Higher Licenciate Degree), an individual must first pass an entrance
examination and then complete two years of study.
Those completing of the third state of higher education earn a Doktora Diplomasi (Doctoral Degree). Candidates must have completed the previous stages and must
pass an entrance examination. The degree is conferred
after two years of additional study and completion of a
doctoral dissertation. The Tip Uzmanlik Belgesei (specialist certificate) in medicine is conferred on those who
complete advanced studies. This degree is the equivalent
of a Doktora Diplomasi.
In November 1981, Law Number 2547 established
the Higher Education Council (YOK), a twenty-two
member autonomous organization that connects all universities and higher education institutions and coordinates their activities. Seven of the members are elected
by the Interuniversity Council, seven are appointed directly by the President of the Republic, and eight are appointed by the government, mostly from the senior civil
servants. The term of office is four years, and council
member may be reappointed. A nine-member executive
committee elected by the council handles YOK’s day-today operation. The Minister of National Education represents higher education in Parliament and can chair YOR
meetings, but he has no vote. Decisions made by YOK
do not have to be ratified by the Ministry.
YOK prepares short and long-term plans to establish
and develop higher education institutions and to educate
the teaching staff needed either in Turkey or abroad. One
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of the council’s primary goals is reorganizing the current
higher education system and freeing it from a centralized,
bureaucratic structure. To accomplish this goal, YOK is
working to increase the power of the boards of directors
and faculty at the universities and faculties and to improve the relationships with industries. Another focus of
YOK is working to ensure the education-training systems
and programs meet international systems and standards.
Open university education using distance-learning programs has supplemented the formal education programs.
A non-profit foundation to establish higher education law
went into effect in 1981.
In addition to YOK, two other bodies greatly influence higher education administration: the Interuniversity
Council, which is comprised of all the rectors of all universities and one member elected by the senate of each
university, and the Turkish University Rectors’ Committee, which is made up of all university rectors and five
ex-rectors.
Effective 1998-1999, admission to higher education
is based upon a national entrance exam, which has verbal
and quantitative sections. Those scoring between 105 and
120 points on the exam are offered a limited choice of
programs. The Student Selection and Placement Center
administer the exam each year. This center was established in 1974. In 1981 it became affiliated with YOK.
Anadolu University offers both a two-year and a
four-year degree via distance learning. Lectures are televised. Students accepted into the program must meet
stringent entrance requirements.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Turkey invests a substantial amount of its budget in
education and educational research. The ratio of the annual cost of one pupil in primary education to per capita
gross national product was 9.6 percent in 1997.
The effectiveness of the five-year development plans
are continually assessed and data analyzed to determine
if the stated objectives have been met. Public documents
report the results of the comprehensive analysis. Educational research is the basis of many changes. Needs assessments, economic reports, government indicators are
some of the ways in which the Ministry of National Education gathers information. Since the establishment of the
Republic of Turkey, involving the public in educational
matters has been important. The country’s goal is to have
universal literacy and life-long learning.
A network linking all universities’ libraries and computing facilities’ networks with major international networks and databases is underway. This project is in
cooperation with the Scientific and Technical Research
Council of Turkey.
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NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Nonformal education is one of the two components
of the national education system. This component is for
those who never received any formal education, those
with certain skill and ability levels who are currently enrolled in a formal education program, and those who left
the formal education program without receiving a degree.
The objectives of Turkey’s nonformal education program are to teach reading and writing to adults who have
not mastered these skills; to provide these individuals
basic knowledge and, if they attended any formal education program, to build on the knowledge base of the last
level they attended; and to create new opportunities that
will help them earn a living. The program also explains
and promotes Atatürk’s reforms and principles to further
develop the country’s sense of national unity and solidarity. It is concerned with educating this segment of the
population about new agricultural and industrial technologies and techniques so the standard of living can be improved.
Nonformal education has two components: general
and vocational technical nonformal education programs.
Institutes providing nonformal education include the
practical arts schools for girls, advanced technical
schools for girls, industrial practical arts schools, technical education centers for adults, public education centers,
and apprenticeship training centers. The programs may
be classified as public education, apprenticeship training,
and distance education.
Most of the public education programs and activities
take place in formal education centers. Any individual,
regardless of age or educational background, can enroll
in literacy courses, vocational courses, and social and
cultural courses that are offered in many of the formal
education buildings. In the 1998-1999 school term,
1,055,936 individuals participated in public education
courses.
Apprenticeship training is available to fourteen to
nineteen year olds who have not received formal education, to those who completed the eight-year compulsory
program but were not eligible to continue their formal education, and to those who never completed the required
formal education program. Individuals between the ages
of fourteen and nineteen who have complete the primary
education program may enter a three to four year apprenticeship training program. The apprentices attend training
centers one day each week for eight to ten hours of training each time. Those who complete the training program
may take the journeyman examination. If they pass the
examination, they receive a journeyman certificate and
may take the master’s examination after three years of
work experience if they continue mastership training.
267,074 students received apprenticeship training in one
of 328 centers during the 1998-1999 school year.
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Other options are available for those who have completed formal vocational training. They may take the
master’s examination after one year of work experience.
Those who work at a workplace included in the law’s list
of vocations and who sign an apprenticeship contract are
classified as students and the Ministry of National Education pays their insurance premiums during the training
period. Those who complete the program receive journeymen’s certificates and may enter a three-year mastership-training program. Turkish law requires a master’s
certificate for anyone who is employed as a foreman or
who opens an independent business.
Every Turkish citizen may participate in distance education courses. Beginning in 1997 when the compulsory
primary education program was extended from five to
eight years, open primary education school programs
were available for those who, under the previous national
education program, had completed the required five-year
program but not continued for the then optional threeyear middle school program. This open primary education program allows individuals to compete the compulsory eight-year primary program. In the 1998-1999
school term, this program enrolled 69,076 students. The
open education high school program is available to three
groups of students: those who are unable to continue their
formal education, those who too old to continue in the
formal education program, and those who are currently
enrolled in a formal education program who prefer to
complete their formal education via distance learning.
There were 223,184 students in open education high
schools in the 1998-1999 school year.
In addition to these nonformal education programs,
Turkey provides educational and training services to
Turkish citizens living aboard. Turkish educational consultancies in twenty-one locations and educational attaches oversee these programs. In 1999, almost 800,000
Turkish students received education abroad; over 1,000
teachers were sent from Turkey to provide the necessary
instruction.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Turkey recognizes the importance of teacher training
and preparation. Students wishing to become teachers
must complete the secondary Anatolian Teacher Preparation High School program. They then must meet entrance
requirements at a university faculty of education and
compete the required curriculum before being allowed to
teach. Approximately 17,000 prospective primary teachers graduate annually. Primary education teachers for the
first five grades must complete at least a four-year bachelors program where they must obtain a Lisans Diplomasi.
They must also demonstrate teaching competencies in
order to receive the Primary Education Teachers CertifiWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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cate. To teach in grades six through eight, teachers must
complete additional more specialized subject matter
courses. When they begin to teach, the instructors must
successfully complete a one-year probationary program
before they are appointed as regular teachers.
In 1999 a project was begun to prepare teachers’
manuals that would guide teachers as they implement
pupil-centered instruction. Some teachers are having to
learn a new teaching methodology that emphases actively
involving students in the learning process. In-service
training programs have target teaching primary school
teachers more about computers and computer-assisted instruction. All teachers, inspectors (supervisors), and administrators should be computer literate by the end of the
year 2000.
Teachers at the secondary level must also complete
at least a four-year bachelor’s program where they obtain
a Lisans Diplomasi. In order to be considered for a teaching position at certain secondary schools, such as the Science High Schools, teachers must take a competitive
examination. To teach at a higher education institution,
individuals must meet various criteria. According to the
Higher Education Law, higher education institutions are
responsible for training their own academic staff.

SUMMARY
The Republic of Turkey recognizes that a quality education system is essential for the country’s development. High priority is placed on literacy and providing
opportunities for all citizens, regardless of age, to have
access to free programs that teach reading and writing.
The Ministry of National Education recognizes the need
to integrate traditional curricula with computer science
and technology training.
In 2000, the population of Turkey was approximately 65.7 million. Approximately 30 percent of the population is under age fifteen. Thus, many Turks are being
educated in schools that are undergoing continual
changes in curricula and instructional techniques. The
implementation of computers and information technology training at all levels of formal education will impact
future generations.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Turkmenistan

Region:

East & South Asia
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Population:

4,518,268

Language(s):

Turkmen, Russian,
Uzbek

Literacy Rate:

98%

Number of Primary
Schools:

1,947

Compulsory Schooling:

7 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

4.3%

Educational Enrollment:

Primary: 372,170
Higher: 76,000

Teachers:

Primary: 16,300

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Turkmenistan was known for most of its history as
a loosely defined geographic region of independent
tribes. Now it is a landlocked, mostly desert, nation of
about 4.2 million people (the smallest population of the
Central Asian republics and the second-largest landmass). The country remains quite isolated on the eastern
shore of the Caspian Sea, largely occupied by the Qizilqum (Kyzyl Kum) Desert. Many believe traditional tribal relationships still form a fundamental basis for
Turkmen society, and telecommunications service from
the outside world has only begun to have an impact. Like
the Kazaks and the Kyrgyz, the Turkmen peoples were
nomadic herders until the second half of the nineteenth
century when the arrival of Russian settlers began to deprive them of the vast expansion needed for livestock.
Today’s Turkmen territory was part of the ancient
Persian Empire until the forth century B.C. when Alexander of Macedonia took over the territory. Parthians
gained control after the Macedonian Empire crumbled
and established their capital at Nisa. Another Persian
dynasty, the Sassanids, gained control in the third century, but it was invaded in the fifth century by the Turks.
Mongol invasions took place in the tenth century, and
Turkmen trace their history from this time when Islam
was first introduced. Seljuk Turks seized control in the
eleventh century. The Mongol ruler Genghis Khan seized
power in the thirteenth century. Between the twelfth and
fourteenth centuries, the whole region was Islamized.
Mongols continued to rule until the Uzbek invasion.
The Turkmen people exercised opposition to the
Czarist forces in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
but were defeated and became part of what was called the
Transcaspian Region in 1885. The Bolsheviks attempted
to dominate the area but met with much opposition, pro1426

ducing years of political disorder. This ceased in 1924
when the Red Army took control of Ashgabat, the capital
of Turkmenistan, and the Turkmen Soviet Socialist Republic was established. During the next 60 years despite
religious and political repression, limited advances were
made under the Soviet system, especially in the health
and social areas. However, Turkmenistan was a relatively
neglected republic in the Soviet block. Very few investments were made in industry, and the development of the
infrastructure was somewhat neglected. The underrepresentation of the Turkmenistan republic in the Soviet
Communist party and the periodic purging of the Turkmenistan Communist party continued throughout this period. In 1985 Saparamurad Niyazov became the
Turkmenistan Communist party leader, and in 1991 he
became president of newly independent Turkmenistan.
In 1990 Turkmen was declared the official language
of the country, and the transition from Russian to Turkmen was to be completed by January 1, 1996. However,
given the ethnic diversity of the country and the lack of
updated technical vocabulary in the Turkmen language,
Russian is still commonly used by many people, including Turkmen, in urban areas. In May 1992, it was announced that Turkmenistan would change to a Latin
based, Turkish modified script. This is the third type of
script adopted by the country. In 1929 Arabic script was
altered to Latin. As a result of Soviet influence, Latin
script was exchanged for Cyrillic script in 1940.
During the 75 years of Soviet domination, Turkmenistan was completely dependent on the USSR for energy
resources, educational materials, banking, postal services, and all major planning and administrative activities. Since declaring its independence, the Republic of
Turkmenistan has been working to establish institutional
and economic stability. Turkmen nationalism and a reawakening interest in Islam is slowly taking place as traditional beliefs and ways of life are being encouraged,
and a new national identity is emerging after the dissolution of Communist rule. The introduction of several foreign influences after decades of isolation adds to the
changing social structure of Turkmenistan.
Living Standards: Although living standards have not
declined as sharply in Turkmenistan as in many other former Soviet republics, they have dropped in absolute
terms for most citizens since 1991. The availability of
food and consumer goods also has declined at the same
time that prices have generally risen. The difference between living conditions and standards in the city and
those in the villages is immense. Aside from material differences such as the prevalence of paved streets, electricity, plumbing, and natural gas in the cities, there are also
many disparities in terms of culture and way of life.
Thanks to the rebirth of national culture, however, the vilWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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lage has assumed a more prominent role in society as a
valuable repository of Turkmen language and traditional
culture.
Most families in Turkmenistan derive the bulk of
their income from state employment of some sort. As
under the Soviet system, wage differences among various
types of employment are relatively small. Industry, construction, transportation, and science have offered the
highest wages; health, education, and services, the lowest. Since 1990 direct employment in government administration has offered relatively high wages. Agricultural
workers, especially those on collective farms, earn very
low salaries, and the standard of living in rural areas is
far below that in Turkmen cities, contributing to widening cultural differences between the two segments of the
population.
In 1990 nearly half the population earned wages
below the official poverty line, which was 100 rubles per
month at that time. Only 3.4 percent of the population received more than 300 rubles a month in 1990. In the three
years after the onset of inflation in 1991, real wages
dropped by 47.6 percent, which caused a decline in the
standard of living for most citizens.
Government & Politics: The post-Soviet government
of the Republic of Turkmenistan retains many of the
characteristics and the personnel of the communist regime of Soviet Turkmenistan. The government has received substantial international criticism as an
authoritarian regime centering on the dominant power
position of President Saparmyrat Niyazov. Nevertheless,
the 1992 constitution does characterize Turkmenistan as
a democracy with separation of powers among the executive, legislative, and judicial branches. According to a
law passed in December 1992, all permanent residents of
Turkmenistan are accorded citizenship unless they renounce that right in writing. Dual citizenship is held by
Turkmenistan’s 4,000,009 ethnic Russians. Turkmen
President Saparmyrat Niyazov announced on 18 February 2001 that he would be stepping down in 2010 because
after 70 ‘‘age takes its toll.’’

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
On May 18, 1992 Turkmenistan became the first
newly independent republic in Central Asia to ratify a
constitution. It is also termed a presidential republic, one
that is ‘‘based on the principles of the separation of
power—legislative, executive, and judicial—which operate independently, checking and balancing one another.’’
The legal system is based on a civil law system, and suffrage beginning at age 18 is universal.
The Law of the Turkmen SR on Language (May 20,
1990) established the Turkmen language as a state lanWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

guage through Article 13. The law contains 36 articles
dealing with rights of citizens to choose/use language,
and it guarantees protection of such rights, establishing
frameworks for operation of the state language in public
authorities, enterprises, institutions, in spheres of education, science and culture, and administration of justice.
The law also regulates use of language in names and also
in the mass media. There is a special chapter for the protection of the state language. Russian is given the status
of ‘‘the language of interethnical communication.’’
Centers of Political Power: In 1994 members of the
former Communist Party of Turkmenistan continued to
fill the majority of government and civic leadership posts,
and much of the ideologically justified Soviet-era political structure remained intact. Besides serving as head of
the Democratic Party, as the reconstituted Communist
Party of Turkmenistan is called, and as chairman of the
advisory People’s Council and the Cabinet of Ministers,
Niyazov also appoints the procurator general and other
officers of the courts. Experts cite the ‘‘cult of personality’’ that has formed around President Niyazov. A law
‘‘Against Insulting the Dignity and Honor of the President’’ is in force.
At the same time, Western and Russian criticism
generally has revealed misunderstandings of the social
dynamics of the region that dilute the authority of such
evaluations. Beneath the surface of the presidential
image, political life in Turkmenistan is influenced by a
combination of regional, professional, and tribal factors.
Regional ties appear to be the strongest of these factors.
They are evident in the opposing power bases of Ashgabat, the center of the government, and the city of Mary,
which is the center of a mafia organization that controls
the narcotics market and the illegal trade in a number of
commodities.
Political behavior also is shaped by the ‘‘technocratic elites’’ who were trained in Moscow and who can rely
on support from most of the educated professionals in Ashgabat and other urban areas. Most of the ‘‘elites’’ within
the national government originate from and are supported
by the intelligentsia, which also is the source of the few
opposition groups in the republic. Tribal and other kinship ties rooted in genealogies play a much smaller role
than presumed by analysts who view Turkmen society as
‘‘tribal’’ and, therefore, not politically sophisticated.
Nonetheless, clan ties often are reflected in patterns of
appointments and networks of power.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
According to Soviet government statistics, literacy
in Turkmenistan was nearly universal in 1991. Experts
considered the overall level of education to be compara1427
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ble to the average for the Soviet republics. According to
the 1989 census, 65.1 percent of the population aged fifteen or older had completed secondary school, compared
with 45.6 percent in 1979. In the same period, the percentage of citizens who had completed a higher education
rose from 6.4 percent to 8.3 percent. In 1993, approximately 92 percent of the school age population was enrolled in the school system, spending an average of 5
years in school.
Education is free of charge; although, introduction
of fees is being considered by selected institutions. Formal schooling begins with kindergarten (bagcha) and primary school (mekdep). School attendance is compulsory
through the eighth grade. At this point, students are tested
and directed into technical, continuing, and discontinuing
tracks. Some students graduate to the workforce after
completing the tenth grade, while others leave in the
ninth grade to enter a trade or technical school.
The education sector has also been undergoing major
reforms as it tries to adapt to the needs of a market economy and of the next century. It is the largest branch of the
social sector, employing 47 percent of workers in the social sector, and receiving 61.5 percent of state budget expenditures allocated for social and cultural measures in
1994. Turkmenistan has achieved great success in education. By 1989 the level of literacy had reached 99.6 percent, and the number of workers with higher and
secondary education is growing at an increasing rate.
However, a new education policy was introduced in 1993
with a view to adapting the education and training system
to the future needs of the country. A similar process is
under way with respect to science and technology, in
order to reorient the areas of priority from away those required by the former Soviet Union toward the priorities
of the new state.
The Collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 not only
brought independence to the countries of the region, it
also accelerated the development of new attitudes toward
education. Free education and an extremely high (99 percent) literacy level were major achievements of the Central Asian countries as a part of the former Soviet Union
in terms of human development. The next challenge was
to maintain these achievement levels within relatively
less centralized administrative structures. As soon as
public education in Central Asia lost its compulsory and
universal nature after 1991, internal efficiency plunged
under the budgetary constraints of the transition period.
It took three to four painful years for public opinion in
Central Asian countries to accept that their decentralized
education systems were faced with imminent collapse.
The regional and local authorities that had taken over the
running of the schools simply did not have the necessary
human or financial resources to ensure state backing at
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the previous levels. This structural adjustment effectively
blocked the quantitative expansion of the systems; double
and triple shift systems were brought in to compensate.
In order to stop the decline of internal efficiency, strong
central authority was reestablished.
In Turkmenistan an education sector review process
was conducted from February through July 1997. The
purpose of the review was to analyze strengths and weaknesses of the system of education and training, to recommend solutions to priority problems, and to outline
possible priority areas for investment. Reforms of the education system in Turkmenistan are being implemented
in accordance with the National Program of New Education Policy Implementation of the President of Turkmenistan, 1993 to 1997. The report has been prepared in two
parts on the education and training systems, including a
detailed description of the system, explanation of recent
reforms, identification of problems, and recommendations for solutions. The review covers such education sections as Basic Education, Vocational Training, and
Higher Education. This report is subject to caveats that
the findings and recommendations can only be tentative,
subject to further elaboration, study, and change.
Although the education system in Turkmenistan retains the centralized structural framework of the Soviet
system, significant modifications are underway, partly as
a response to national redefinition, but mainly as a result
of the government’s attempts to produce a highly skilled
workforce to promote Turkmenistan’s participation in international commercial activities. Reforms also include
cultural goals such as the writing of a new history of
Turkmenistan; the training of multilingual cadres able to
function in Turkmen, English, and Russian; and the implementation of alphabet reform in schools.
Turkmenistan’s educational establishment is funded
and administered by the state. The Ministry of Education
is responsible for secondary education and oversees
about 1,800 schools offering some or all of the secondary
grades. Of that number, 43.5 percent are operated on one
shift and 56.5 percent on two shifts (primarily in cities).
Secondary schools have 66,192 teachers who serve
831,000 students. Thirty-six secondary schools specialize
in topics relevant to their ministerial affiliation. The primary and secondary systems are being restructured according to Western models, including shorter curricula,
more vocational training, and human resource development.
Instruction in 77 percent of primary and general
schools is in Turkmen; although, the 16 percent of
schools that use Russian as their primary language generally are regarded as providing a better education. Some
schools also instruct in the languages of the nation’s
Uzbek and Kazak minorities. Especially since the adopWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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tion of Turkmen as the ‘‘state language’’ and English as
the ‘‘second state language,’’ the study of these two languages has gained importance in the curriculum, and
adults feel pressure to learn Turkmen in special courses
offered at schools or at their workplaces.
The percentage of women within the total workforce
of Turkmenistan was 41.7 in 1989, reflecting a near constant since 1970 (39.5). The percentage of women within
the total number of specialists in the work force who have
completed middle and upper special education rose from
44.0 in 1970 to 49.4 in 1989. Workers under thirty years
of age who have completed a secondary general education accounted for 66.4 percent of Turkmenistan’s work
force in 1989; those with middle specialized education,
16.0 percent; those with an incomplete higher education,
1.6 percent; and those with a complete higher education,
8.7 percent. Plans call for the Ministry of Labor to be replaced by a State Corporation for Specialist Training,
with the bulk of the ministry’s non-training functions to
shift to the Ministry of Economy, Finance, and Banking.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
The Resolution on Transition to the New Alphabet
of Turkmen Language in Educational Institutions, September 29, 1994, by the President of Turkmenistan secured the transition to the new Turkmen alphabet in
primary and secondary schools beginning in the 19951996 academic year. The resolution obliged the Ministry
of Education, the Publishing Committee, and the Ministry of Trade and Resources to arrange the preparation and
publishing of textbooks in the new alphabet. It also
obliged the Ministry of Education and the State Professional Training Association (Senet) to start a gradual
transition, beginning on January 1, 1996, to the new alphabet in all educational and professional training institutions, giving special attention to the preparation of
respective curricula and to the appropriate training of
teachers and professors. The Ministry of Economy and
Finance are obliged to allocate funds for the program.
The overall supervision powers over the program are
given to the State organizational Committee, created to
implement the program.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The organization of Turkmen education does not include the concept of ‘‘secondary school’’ but is organized around a single nine year unit as discussed in the
previous section on primary education. Workers under
thirty years of age who have completed a secondary general education accounted for 66.4 percent of Turkmenistan’s workforce in 1989; those with middle specialized education, 16.0 percent; those with an incomplete
higher education, 1.6 percent; and those with a complete
higher education, 8.7 percent.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

The curriculum followed by schools is standardized,
allowing little variation among the country’s school districts. The prescribed humanities curriculum for the ninth
and tenth grades places the heaviest emphasis on native
language and literature, history, physics, mathematics,
Turkmen or Russian language, chemistry, foreign language, world cultures, and physical education. A few
elective subjects are available.

HIGHER EDUCATION
After completing school, students may continue their
education at one of the dozens of specialized institutes or
at Turkmenistan State University in Ashgabat. Admittance into higher education institutions often is extremely
competitive, and personal connections and bribes may
play a role in gaining entry and later advancement. Prospective students must pass a lengthy, pressure-packed
entrance examination. Like all the other tests and evaluations in the educational system, this examination consists
of both written and oral parts.
Completion of a course of study in higher institutions
may take up to five years. Attempts are being made to decrease the number of years one must study so that young
women may finish their higher education by their twentieth or twenty-first birthday, by which time they are expected to be married. Graduate study is an option for
outstanding students at the university or in one of the
Academy of Science’s many research institutes.
The recently formed Council of Higher Education
supervises Turkmenistan State University, the republic’s
eight institutes, and its two pedagogical institutes; these
institutes are located in Ashgabat with the exception of
a pedagogical institute in Charjew and an institute in
Mary. These higher education institutions served 41,700
students in 1991, of which 8,000 were enrolled in the
State University. Some institutes that train professionals
for specific sectors of the national economy fall under the
aegis of the relevant ministries. An education committee
also functions under the president of the republic.
In March of 2001 Turkmen President Saparmyrat
Niyazov harshly criticized the country’s higher education
system for poor professional standards and widespread
bribery. Speaking at a meeting with teachers and students
of the National Economy Institute in Ashgabat on 14
March, as broadcast by Turkmen TV the same day, Niyazov said:
You, our scholars, yourselves do not realize the potential
of our national economy. Here I mean our national currency, its circulation in Turkmenistan and its position
against other currencies. You have not carried out any serious research work or developed any theories in this
field. All your present books are copied from Soviet-era
articles. I myself sometimes read your articles, but they
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do not suit us. You are still using Soviet-era textbooks
and lecture notes because you yourselves have been
trained in this way.

Niyazov demanded that new Turkmen language textbooks on history and economy be published within a
year, stating:
We will buy for you computers and textbooks, but we
have to start publishing Turkmen national textbooks no
later than at the end of this year and there should be textbooks on history and on economics. Therefore you have
to set up a special group to translate them from Russian
and from other European languages. There are a lot of
books on economics for the young people and all of them
should be translated into Turkmen. But please do not expect any privileges or reward for this work and no one
should expect to be recognized the sole author of a textbook. All textbooks should be drafted by a group of authors.

Niyazov also said proper education could be a way
to fight corruption:
I have come here and demand that you train good students. So far, anyone I appoint to any post, immediately
starts to seek personal benefits. Such habits as stealing
are usually transferred to the next generation. It always
happens so that if the father is a thief, his son surely becomes the same. This cannot be seen immediately but in
the long run, bad habits are always inherited.

He also warned against bribery at higher education institutions when he told his students, ‘‘Bribery is said to be
practiced here; if one wants to be enrolled at an institute
he must pay, to pass exams one must pay too. Do not
work in such a way, you must feel your responsibility and
remember that you are living at the government’s expense.’’

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Plans call for the Ministry of Labor to be replaced
by a State Corporation for Specialist Training, with the
bulk of the ministry’s non-training functions to shift to
the Ministry of Economy, Finance, and Banking. On January 16, 2001 the National Institute for Government Statistics and Information told Interfax that Turkmenistan
had a state budget surplus of 98.6bn manat, the official
currency, or 0.43 percent of the Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in 2000. Budget revenues and spending totaled respectively 5,898bn and 5,799bn manat or 2 percent and
10 percent less than planned.
Tax revenues amounted to 5,706bn manat or 96 percent of all revenue. This included 1,687bn manat (23.5
percent) in value added tax; 1,200bn manat in contributions to government social insurance (21.3 percent);
769bn manat in excises (13.4 percent), 689bn manat in
1430

profit tax (12.07 percent); and 433bn manat in personal
income tax (7.5 percent). The oil and gas industry and the
consumer sector contributed respectively 50.7 percent
and 30 percent of all tax revenue. Spending on social programs and public needs totaled 4,203bn manat of 72.4
percent of the total. This included 1,554bn manat on education, 814.7bn manat on health care, and 990.7bn manat
on general government services. Turkmenistan’s GDP
measures 22,900bn manat in 2000. The official exchange
rate is 5,200 manat for one dollar. Budget expenditures
in education for 2001 comprised 28 percent of the budget.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
The first connection from Turkmenistan to the global
Internet was registered in May 1997; although, there had
been some earlier irregular contact. Information Technology (IT) is regulated by the ‘‘Laws on Communication’’
adopted December 20, 1996. A Presidential Decree of
February 24, 2000 under this law established ‘‘Provision
4584,’’ relating to licensing activities, and gave strong
powers to the Ministry of Communication. As a result a
number of licenses were repealed. The state provider
STC ‘‘Turkmen Telecom’’ has become essentially the
only method of access.
It is presidential policy reflected in the ‘‘Social and
Economic Reforms in Turkmenistan in the Period to
2010’’ decree to develop advanced IT in Turkmenistan.
At present the Web site hosts per thousand is 0.004/1000,
a very low participation. Internet users are listed at 0.24/
1000, and the number of country domains at 0.006/1000.
According to IT Forecaster research, Turkmenistan belongs to the category of Strollers—countries that face
more difficulties in catching up since their populations
and infrastructures constrain IT expression.
Due to a lack of infrastructure, most Internet access
center activity provides access to NGOs. An Internet Access and Training Project Center is administered by
IREX and is a part of the American Center. The Center
provides Internet training and the use of a computer room
for alumni of U.S. funded educational programs. In May
of 2000 the number of Internet registered users was 1200,
40 percent of whom were private users. Over 95 percent
of Internet and e-mail users are in Ashgabat.
The Turkmen-Turkish University (TTU) is the only
educational structure that provides Internet access and instructs students on use of the Internet. The university has
over 100 connected computers; 20 of them are for student
use, 50 for use in laboratories, and 30 for the faculty.
TTU enrolls 730 out of the total of 21,000 students in
Turkmenistan. There are two educationally based Web
sites. Of the 30 known Web sites, some of which are
based internationally, 13 are in Russian, 8 in English, 7
with English and Russian and 2 in Turkmen. The major
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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barrier to further expansion is the ‘‘last mile’’ problem,
the lack of electrical infrastructure and equipment.

4. Discontinuing the practice of guaranteed employment for graduates.

Turkmenistan joined the World Bank in September
1992. The Bank’s lending program, designed to provide
impetus to the implementation of critical structural reforms through the provision of technical assistance and
institution building, started with an Institution Building
Technical Assistance Loan (US$25 million) that was approved in 1994. The project is currently being restructured to focus on improved budget management and
computerization.

5. Converting from the Cyrillic to the Latin alphabet
and promoting the use of local languages for instruction.

Contrary to initial expectations that Turkey would
play a ‘‘big brother’’ role in Turkmenistan’s social and
cultural development following independence, Turkmenistan charts its own course in such matters. An example
is the adoption of a Latin script that owes little if anything
to that used for Turkish. However, Turkey has played a
prominent role in the development of Turkmenistan’s
economic potential. Turkish firms are constructing US$1
billion worth of enterprises, stores, and hotels in Turkmenistan. The Turkish Development and Cooperation
Agency manages a slate of projects in agriculture, civil
aviation, education, health care, minerals extraction, reconstruction of infrastructure, initiation of small enterprises, and the construction of a complex of mosques and
religious schools. Turkish high schools and universities
are hosting more than 2,000 Turkmenistani students, and
in 1994 Turkey began daily four-hour television broadcasts to the republic.

TEACHING PROFESSION
In early 2001 President Niyazov announced a cutback of 10,000 positions in education. Some teachers of
foreign language will be transferred to Language Learning Centers, which will charge tuition.

SUMMARY
There is an enormous concern to develop adequate
means for developing the region’s potential in education.
After an initial period of rejecting everything from the recent past and a rush to indiscriminately adopt everything
foreign, the transition is gradually moving from the present centralized system to one that emphasizes national
identity and diversity. Following are some of the new directions that have been adopted as new educational laws
within the Central Asian countries:
1. Reducing the length of compulsory education from
eleven to nine years, in order to avoid educational
wastage.
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The Turks and Caicos Islands is a group of islands
in the Atlantic Ocean near the southeastern Bahamas. As
a British territory, the educational system of Turks and
Caicos is based closely on the British model, and the primary language of instruction at all levels is English. Because residents are widely scattered among the island
system consisting of the Caicos Islands and the Turks Islands, which are separated by the Turk Passage, the creation of a standardized education system offering equal
access to all of the islanders has proved difficult. To
counter this problem, several church groups, businesses,
and individuals launched their own schools.
Education is free and mandatory for children aged
five to fifteen. Primary education lasts for six years. In
the 1990s, the island nation launched the Primary InService Teacher Education Project (PINSTEP) in an effort to increase the skills of its primary school teachers,
nearly one-quarter of whom were unqualified. Turks and
Caicos also worked to refurbish its primary schools, reduce textbook costs, and increase equipment and supplies
given to schools. For example, in September of 1993,
each primary school was given enough books to allow
teachers to establish in-class libraries. In 2001, the student-teacher ratio at the primary level was roughly 15:1.
Secondary education lasts for three years. The Turks and
Caicos Islands Community College offers higher education to students who have successfully completed their
secondary education. The community college also oversees an adult literacy program. The Ministry of Health,
Education, Youth, Sports, and Women’s Affairs oversees
education in Turks and Caicos.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Tuvalu

Region:

Oceania

Population:

10,838

Language(s):

Tuvaluan, English

Literacy Rate:

NA

Tuvalu has a geography of nine coral islands spread
over ten square miles in the southern Pacific Ocean. This
geography has been a major factor in the limited development of their educational system. Although nearly 40 percent of Tuvalu’s residents live on Fanafuti, the island that
serves as the nation’s capital, the other residents are scattered among the eight remaining atolls, which are accessible only by boat. Education officials in Tuvalu, which
gained its independence from Britain in 1978, adopted
the Education for Life (EFL) program in 1988, hoping a
more accessible and standardized system of education
would boost the island nation’s economic development.
To fund its educational overhaul, Tuvalu secured financial assistance from Australia and New Zealand, Can-
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ada, Japan, France, and other countries. Efforts began in
the 1990s to increase free compulsory education, and begins at age six, from eight years to ten years. The island
nation also began upgrading its classrooms, an initiative
scheduled to be completed in 2004. To secure a base of
more qualified teachers, Tuvalu started sending residents
who wished to become primary school teachers to international institutes of higher education. The secondary
school operated by the Tuvalu Christian Church was
merged into Tuvalu’s only other secondary school in
1998 as a means of saving operational costs. Plans for a
Technical Education Center that will offer training in carpentry, engineering, plumbing, and secretarial work were
also launched. This new center would be the third institution of higher education in Tuvalu; the University of
South Pacific Extension Center and Tuvalu Maritime
School already offer limited vocational, degree, and continuing education programs to residents.
Tuvalu spent 22 percent of its recurrent national budget on education in 1998, compared to 16 percent in
1990. The island nation received a financial boost in 2000
by licensing its internet address extension to a Californiabased company for US$50 million. The government is
spending a portion of the money on internet connections
for the islands, as well as computer education for secondary students.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Uganda

Region:

Africa

Population:

23,317,560

Language(s):

English, Ganda,
Luganda, Swahili,
Arabic

Literacy Rate:

61.8%

Number of Primary
Schools:

10,000

Compulsory Schooling:

6 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

2.6%

Libraries:

17

Educational Enrollment:

Primary: 2,912,473
Secondary: 292,321
Higher: 34,773

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 74%
Secondary: 12%
Higher: 2%

Teachers:

Primary: 82,745
Higher: 2,606

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 35:1
Secondary: 18:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 68%
Secondary: 9%
Higher: 1%
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Located in the heart of Africa, Uganda is a landlocked nation that straddles the equator. It shares a northern border with the Sudan, to its east it borders Kenya,
to its south it borders both Tanzania and Rwanda, and to
its west it borders the Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC). Slightly smaller than Oregon, Uganda covers
91,076 square miles in area. Its capital, Kampala, has
954,000 residents. Other major cities include Jinja,
Mbale, Masaka, Gulu, Soroti, and Mbarara. Uganda’s
population is 21,000,000 people and it is growing at a rate
of 2.14 percent (Ramsey 1999), which represents a dramatic decline from the 4.6 percent growth rate that was
normal during the 1960s. Tutsi refugees fleeing genocide
in Rwanda partly accounted for the high growth rates of
the 1960s. Uganda provides homes for hundreds of thousands of refugees from the Sudan, Rwanda, and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Almost 87 percent of
Ugandans are rural residents, while 13 percent are urban
dwellers. During the 1990s, reverse migration of Tutsis
from Uganda to their tragic homeland, Rwanda, caused
growth rates to slow, as did the return home of many
members of other ethnic groups to the Sudan and elsewhere. Diseases, such as AIDS, also dramatically cut
population growth rates.
The infant mortality rate is 98.4 deaths per 1,000 live
births. The average Ugandan woman gives birth to seven
children, but many die before reaching their fifth birthday. By 1988 Uganda had 980 health clinics, 81 hospitals
and 20,136 hospital beds. There is one doctor per 20,700
Ugandans and only 38 percent of Ugandans have access
to safe drinking water. Ugandans consume 83 percent of
the recommended daily average caloric intake. Life expectancy is 38 years for males and 40 for females due to
AIDS and war. Debate is open and, when President Museveni recognized that over 30 percent of Ugandans were
infected with the HIV virus, he made every department
of government take the epidemic seriously and the inci1435
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dence of HIV was reduced to 15 percent between 1986
and 1996 (Museveni 1993a).
Christians comprise 66 percent of Uganda’s population, 16 percent are Muslims and the remaining 18 percent of Ugandans follow indigenous religions. Uganda
has 40 ethnic groups, most of whom speak Bantu, Nilotic,
or Sudanic languages. The principal languages spoken include English (the official language) and Swahili, but
several Bantu and Nilotic languages are widely spoken
as well, such as Luganda. The adult literacy rate is 48 percent.
Uganda sits atop a huge plateau almost 4,000 feet
above sea level, surrounded by a rim of mountains to the
east, north, and west, with Lake Victoria defining most
its southern border. Swamplands are common along the
lakeshore. Arable soil is common and suitable for farming. Perennial crops are grown throughout Uganda. Coffee, tea, cotton, tobacco, cassava, potatoes, corn, millet,
pulses, and livestock grow in abundance throughout
Uganda. Sugar, copper alcohol, cobalt, limestone, and
salt are among Uganda’s main exports. Uganda’s economy is growing at an impressive 7.1 percent per year. Vast
expanses of savanna grasslands mixed with trees cover
much of the center of the country. Thick natural forests
are found in the west. The climate is tropical and rainy
in the south and semiarid and dry in the northeast (Karamoja) near the Sudan. Uganda has two rainy seasons,
March through May and September through November.
Average annual rainfall varies between 46 and 64 inches
per year.
Nilotic-speaking Luo groups migrated from the
Sudan into Uganda in the 1400s and 1500s, while the
Portuguese were discovering how to circumnavigate the
continent of Africa and Columbus was discovering the
Americas (Tidy 1980). Luo groups founded several
major kingdoms in Uganda, the most notable being the
Buganda kingdom, organized by Luos who referred to
themselves as the Baganda. When British colonial officers visited Uganda they were surprised to discover well
organized kingdoms like the Buganda. The Baganda people had a king, whom they called the Kabaka, and a prime
minister or Katikiro, and a parliament or Lukiko, composed of heads of each Baganda clan (Gibbs 1988). This
well-organized, wealthy African kingdom had a large
standing army and a navy that routinely patrolled and
raided other kingdoms along the vast expanse of Lake
Victoria, Africa’s largest inland, freshwater lake.
Officially Uganda, from 1894 to 1961, was a British
Protectorate much like Zanzibar. Britain never colonized
the Baganda, rather they agreed to collaborate with them
to dominate the traditional rivals of the Baganda, such as
the Bunyoro (Beattie 1960). Bunyoro was a kingdom as
powerful, well organized, and rich as the Baganda. For
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this reason they usually fought to a draw or tie. The Baganda used their alliance with Britain to tip the scales
against their old enemies. Then they demanded tribute,
which they divided with their British allies.
Lord Lugard perfected his system of ‘‘indirect rule’’
through his collaboration with the Baganda (Tidy 1980).
Using foot soldiers imported from the Sudan who neither
knew nor had sympathy for Ugandans, Lord Lugard and
the Kabaka (king) defeated many African groups that opposed them. Swahili was the language of their joint army
and consequently became despised by many Ugandan
tribes as the language of the oppressor.
Swahili was also spoken in a previous era by slave
raiders, thus it already carried a very negative association
for most Ugandans (Mazrui 1984). This explains why
many Ugandans prefer to speak English even though they
know Swahili well, and why it is not the medium of instruction in schools. Swahili is associated with uneducated, rough individuals in Ugandan culture. Conversely,
English became associated with missionary schools and,
later, government schools, learning, sophistication, and
power. The Baganda collaborated with the English because they also had monarchs and the English saw in the
Baganda a people similar to themselves in many ways,
as both had monarchs, parliaments, armies, and navies.
Together they created what is today known as Uganda;
the territorial boundaries that they established form the
borders of modern Uganda.
Throughout the British Protectorate era Uganda was
considered the ‘‘pearl of East Africa’’ by Britain (Tidy
1980). The soil was so fertile that British officials said
that if you placed your fingernail clippings in the soil they
would grow. Ugandan farmers often harvested three
crops per year because of the combination of ideal climate, sunshine, rain, and fertile soil, combined with an
industrious and enterprising African peasantry. The first
British colonial university in East Africa during the colonial period was Makerere University in Kampala, Uganda’s capital. Many future African elites from Kenya,
Tanzania, and Uganda were educated at Makerere. A few
would go for further studies in Britain at Oxford or Cambridge University.
Informal education, or what anthropologist call enculturation, was offered by each ethnic group to train
young men and women how to become acceptable and
responsible adults in the eyes of their own group (Gibbs
1988). In 1886, formal Western education was introduced
in Uganda by the Church Mission Society of London. Between 1886 and 1918 formal education was developed by
religious organizations. They set the syllabi, wrote the
curriculums, wrote and graded examinations, set standards of accomplishment for each grade, built and administered the schools, and trained the teachers who staffed
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them. Missionaries sought to win souls as much as to cultivate minds. Their method was to educate an elite cadre
who would demonstrate the advantages of Christianity
and thereby attract additional converts.
The British Colonial Office initially feared that training Africans might create unfulfillable aspirations (i.e.,
make Africans believe that they were equal to Europeans
in a system based on the assumption of inequality). Educated Africans were often said to be ‘‘tragic Africans,’’
because they thought themselves entitled to the same
things that Europeans possessed. The colonial system
was determined to deny them access to equality. As a result, the British Colonial Office did not begin building
and controlling schools in Uganda until 1927.
Ownership of most schools remained in the hands of
missionaries until independence, despite creation of a
Ministry of Education in 1957 (De Bunsen 1953). Following independence, Africans felt that every place was
potentially their place so they educated their children to
fill every available position in the country in mass numbers. Lack of education would no longer be an excuse to
hold them back or hold them down. Acquisition of education would open doors of power, influence, and scientific
discovery previously locked. Education became the key
to self-reliance and self-actualization throughout Uganda.
Apolo Milton Obote led Uganda to internal selfgovernment within the British Commonwealth in 1961.
Obote headed the Uganda People’s Congress (UPC) and
he became prime minister of an independent Uganda on
9 October 1962 (Mazrui 1984). Obote was an antimonarchist who sought to destroy the Kabakaship and the kings
of the Bunyoro, Ankole, and other Ugandan monarchies.
Obote was from northern Uganda, where few tribes had
kings and most considered everyone equal. Equality was
a foreign concept to the hierarchically organized tribes of
the south, many of whom had powerful kings (Jorgensen
1981).
At independence Uganda was divided into four provinces, one of which was Buganda, with King Mutesa II
serving as Kabaka. Mutesa II was also the first president.
His reputation as a playboy and high stakes gambler
while in England alienated him from Obote. Obote saw
Mutesa II as a symbol of all that was backward, wasteful,
and antimodern and Obote tried to undermine him.
In February 1966 Colonel Idi Amin, under orders
from Obote, led the army to overrun Mutesa II’s palace,
and the Kabaka fled to London. Obote then suspended the
Uganda Constitution of 1962. From 1966 until 1992
Uganda functioned without a constitution. During this
period anarchy and chaos prevailed. Personal power prevailed above the ‘‘rule of law.’’ This began more than 16
years of chaos and struggle between northern Ugandans
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and southern Ugandans over power. Inability to work out
viable power sharing would prove tragic. Hundreds of
thousands of Ugandans would die, several ethnic
groups—including East Asians—would be forced to flee,
and the country would descend into economic ruin. Its
educational system, once the pride of East Africa, would
suffer a precipitous decline in quality.
To appeal to non-Baganda, Obote returned land conquered by the Kabaka and the British to its Bunyoro original owners. Buganda’s federal status and autonomy were
abolished and the Baganda rebelled only to be crushed by
the Ugandan army under Idi Amin. Amin was a soldier
with a third grade formal education who rose through the
ranks of the British army by personally killing hundreds
of Kikuyu freedom fighters when he helped quell the
Mau Mau rebellion during the 1950s. Using psychological warfare, he purportedly cut off the right hand of each
Kikuyu whom he killed and wore them in battle.
In 1970 Obote tried to implement a socialist agenda
known as the ‘‘Common Man’s Charter’’ (Mazrui 1984).
Before attending a Commonwealth conference in Singapore in September of 1971, Obote stripped Amin of most
of his powers. However in July of 1971, General Idi
Amin overthrew Obote before he could implement his socialist plan.
Amin developed a reputation as a brutal dictator. He
suspended political activity and declared himself ‘‘head
of state.’’ He declared an ‘‘economic war,’’ which
amounted to little more than ousting the wealthy East Indians in 1972 who dominated Uganda’s economy. Once
they left, he distributed their property to his supporters,
who promptly dissipated this wealth without generating
new wealth. The result was economic implosion and collapse. The international community condemned Amin for
the mass expulsion of East Asians, since many were
Ugandan citizens.
Amin often ruthlessly eliminated opponents, and he
feared educated Ugandans who he thought despised him
for being uneducated so he had many professors, lawyers,
doctors, and engineers killed. Those people who could
escape the carnage became refugees in neighboring
Kenya and Tanzania. Some fled to England, Canada, and
the United States. Under Amin, massacres and atrocities
were common and human rights violations were daily
headlines. To distract Ugandans Amin claimed large regions of Kenya and Tanzania. In 1978 Amin annexed the
Kagera Salient of Tanzania, igniting a war, which Uganda lost.
In 1979 a Tanzanian invasion force (Tanzanian Peoples Defense Force, TPDF), together with the Ugandan
National Liberation Army (UNLA), formed of Ugandan
exiles, defeated Amin’s forces. Amin fled to Libya, and
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in 1980 took up permanent residence in Saudi Arabia. A
series of seven, short-lived, unstable regimes were headed by Yusuf Lule, Godfrey Binaisa, Milton Obote, and
Basilio Okello. General elections held in 1980 returned
Obote to power, but because they were suspected to be
rigged, Museveni and 26 supporters started a war of resistance against Obote.
Yoweri Museveni’s National Resistance Movement
(NRM) came to power in 1985 and introduced stability.
Political parties were banned, as was political activity. He
established a ‘‘no party’’ system of government with resistance committees at the local and district level who
were responsible for maintaining security and eliminating corruption. Museveni fired 80 percent of the police
because they were suspected of massive human rights violations and corruption (Museveni 1993a.) Members of
resistance movements who did not accept offers to integrate into the new system were arrested and tried for treason.
The strain of integrating returning refugees and addressing the threat of internal resistance slowed Uganda’s
economic recovery and the rebuilding of its educational
system. Late 1992 saw Uganda introduce a new Constitution for the first time since Obote suspended the 1962
Constitution. Rule of law was restored. In 2001 Museveni
allowed political parties to form and to compete for all
offices in national elections, including the race for president. Amid fears that Museveni would lose in a free and
fair election, he defeated his opponent by winning 69 percent of the popular vote. These elections were certified
free and fair by international monitors.
Museveni officially invited all expelled Asians to return and promised to restore expropriated property confiscated by Idi Amin. Prince Ronald Muwenda Mutebi
was enthroned as Kabaka (king) in a ceremony attended
by Museveni. He also attended the coronation of the king
of Toro, Patrick Olimi Kaboyo, who became Uganda’s
ambassador to Cuba. Kings of Ankole, Busoga, and
Bunyoro have also been installed since Museveni came
to power. These coronations did a lot to restore the confidence of Southern Ugandan cultures in Museveni, since
these groups have great affection for their monarchs.
Museveni and Paul Kagame, the Rwandan head of state,
are old comrades-in-arms. They appear to get along well
and support one another. Museveni also has excellent relations with Tanzania’s head of state, Benjamin Mkapa.
Decades of torturous turmoil, death, and destruction have
badly battered Uganda’s educational system. Since 1985,
Museveni has made significant strides toward rebuilding
what was once an educational system that was the ‘‘pride
of East Africa.’’
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Laws Affecting Education: Seven legal statues create
the framework for education in Uganda. These statues
begin with the Education Ordinance of 1927 mandating
government control of schools, and extend to the Education Ordinances of 1942 and 1969. As important were the
Makerere Ordinance of 1938, the Makerere College Act
of 1949, the Kampala Act of 1970—which chartered
Makerere University—and the Education Act of 1970
(Seers 1979). Under the Kampala Act of 1970, the president of Uganda serves as chancellor of the university.
The chancellor appoints the vice chancellor and a deputy
vice chancellor, who serves as provost and chief academic officer. To foster self-governance by the faculty, a University Council is mandated to control and administer the
institution and a university faculty senate regulates admissions, academic standards, and all appointments.
Educational Philosophy: Colonial education policy
was geared toward training low and middle level workers
for government and missionary service. Africans learned
more about London and New York than about Kampala
and Jinja and became alienated from their own culture,
traditions, and practices. Some Africans even became
hostile toward their own culture, seeing it as ‘‘backward.’’ From independence until the present two goals
have taken priority in education:
a. making primary education universally available and
equipping every Ugandan with the basic minimum
skills needed to survive in a modern economy, while
also appreciating and valuing their own and others
cultures
b. providing for the manpower needs of Uganda and its
expanding economy. (Obote 1969)
Education is designed to foster self-actualization, undersanding of the local community, as well as the nation of
Uganda, of Africa and of the world, and textbooks reflect
these new goals.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Compulsory Education: In January 1997 Uganda
launched its Universal Primary Education Program,
which provides free primary school education for up to
four children from each Ugandan family. While not compulsory, the goal is to enroll and ultimately provide a primary education for every Ugandan child. As a result of
this program, primary school enrollment doubled in a period of two years to 5.4 million enrolled children in primary schools (Xinhua News Agency 2001).
Age Limits: Few urban children attend preprimary
schools, but most Ugandan children begin their education
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at age six and most finish elementary school by age 13.
As of the early 2000s, over 80 percent of primary school
age children were enrolled in school. Normally, primary
school extends from Grade I to Grade VII in Uganda.
Better primary schools, whether public or private, tend
to be attended by elite children from privileged backgrounds. Educated or influential parents use their knowledge and connections to enroll their children in the best
schools, enhancing their children’s advantages for future
success. Museveni’s government builds an additional
15,000 primary school classrooms each year to accommodate additional students. Surging enrollment have increased student to teacher ratios and diluted the quality
of primary education.
Enrollment: Of primary school graduates, less than 25
percent go on to enroll in secondary school. They spend
their first four years completing ‘‘O’’ level (ordinary
school) courses or technical school courses. In 1979 there
were 66,730 students enrolled in secondary schools; 320
students in vocational schools; and approximately 14,000
students enrolled in technical schools, technical institutes, teacher training institutes, and commercial colleges.
Immediately after Museveni came to power in 1985,
he restored peace and began national reconstruction. Between 1985 and 1989 the number of secondary schools
increased fourfold and enrollment increased 227 percent.
By 1995, continued impressive secondary school enrollment growth increased this number to 292,321 students
(UNESCO 2000). Remarkably, the teaching force grew
by 260 percent during this period and the official teacherstudent ratio decreased modestly from 23:1 to 21:1, but
in rural areas the teacher-student ratio was higher, at 28:1.
Museveni’s government is making great strides toward
reducing teacher-student ratios and improving the quality
of education. Roughly 20 percent of ‘‘O’’ level grades
advance to ‘‘A’’ levels, or two years of advanced level
studies, more or less like junior college. No enrollment
figures were available for this level.
Public and private primary schools compete for good
students with few behavioral problems and excellent
reading and math scores. In 1979 Uganda had 4,294 primary schools, and they enrolled 1.2 million students. By
1990 there were 2.5 million primary school students enrolled and this number climbed to 2.8 million students by
1994. Moreover, by 1995, enrollment figures reached 2.9
million (UNESCO 2000). As stated previously, this number doubled in a mere two years when President Museveni stressed the need for universal primary education,
reaching 5.4 million students by 1999. Such growth is
phenomenal. UNESCO figures for university level education suggest that Makerere University, the Islamic
University, and Mbarara University of Science and TechWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

nology together enrolled 17,578 students in 1990. By
1995 this number had risen to 34,773 (UNESCO 2000).
Female Enrollment: Ugandan females are classified
as a ‘‘disadvantaged’’ group, along with orphans, migrants, poor students, and the disabled (Fleuret 1992).
Drop out rates for girls are high and increase as they
reach higher levels. Girls’ persistence in primary school
is less than boys. Girls are 46 percent of first grade classes but only 39 percent of secondary school classes (Fleuret 1992). This percentage reflects higher representation
than in the past. Makerere University has a deliberate policy of giving 1.5 points to each female applicant who
qualifies for entrance to increase their competitiveness in
the entry process. This policy has raised the number of
women on campus. Ugandan communities often think
that boys will make more significant economic contributions in the future, thus need more training. Some ethnic
groups believe that a ‘‘girl’s place is in the home’’ and
her primary goal in life must be marrying and raising a
family not seeking a career. Girls often marry and start
families early in life, which limits access to education, especially in rural Uganda. Cultural attitudes about girl’s
roles are strong and resist rapid change. Many ethnic
groups do not favor educating girls because they feel that
they will just marry outside of the group and the value
of their education will not benefit their family. There are
signs of change however, including the fact that as average levels of bride-wealth paid for educated wives rises,
parents put higher values on educating girls. Also, some
Ugandans are beginning to believe that if a daughter has
a steady income, she will care for aged parents, while
boys might spend their money on their wives. These new
cultural beliefs work to the advantage of girls.
President Yoweri Museveni also plays a role in the
increase in female enrollment since he favors sex equity
in education. Many female soldiers fought with him when
liberating Uganda from Idi Amin’s dictatorial control.
Museveni, therefore, probably feels obligated to be fair
to women.
Minority Education: East Indians, known as
‘‘Asians’’ in Uganda, built their own schools for Indian
and Pakistani children. The Agha Khan, for example,
built excellent schools for the Islamic sect known as Ismaliis. Sunni and Shite Muslims also built schools, and
there were Hindu temple schools. Europeans also built
special high-quality, expensive international schools for
their children. In 1971 Idi Amin expelled ‘‘Asians’’ from
Uganda, but the closure of their schools had little impact
on Uganda’s educational system since very few Africans
attended these schools. The European and Asian populations were less than 1 percent of Uganda’s population,
even though they were the wealthiest element and exer1439
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cised influence over Uganda’s economy. A few Europeans and Asians stayed on throughout Amin’s xenophobic
years.
Museveni has invited Asians and Europeans to return, claim their property, rebuild their schools, and help
the economy prosper. Asians and Europeans continue to
be privileged populations with higher than average standards of living and excellent schools for their children.
British teachers are a common sight in the European
schools.
Academic Year: Throughout all three East African
countries (Uganda, Kenya, and Tanzania), the school
year begins in January and ends in December. Climate
and tradition have established this pattern (Seers 1979).
Language of Instruction: It has long been customary
to use English as the language of instruction throughout
Uganda, beginning in the first grade and continuing
throughout the entire educational system. Shortages of
qualified English teachers, however, means that sometimes English language instruction cannot begin until
fourth grade or later.
Swahili is the language of the military and police,
thus, it is used in some training academies, but, due to its
association with slavery, it has a negative association
with oppression and mistreatment in the minds of many
Ugandans (Mazrui 1975). This is a cultural and linguistic
bias which reinforces Ugandans preference for English.
In the south central region of Uganda, Luganda is
often the medium of instruction. The Baganda still take
great pride in their language and culture, but other tribes
view it as a language of a hegemonic, imperialistic people
and avoid learning it for political reasons. In various regions of Uganda, the selective use of the following languages is common in the first four years of primary
school: Karimojong, Teso, Lugbara, Luo, Runyankole,
and Runyoro. In all cases, English remains the official
language of Uganda’s schools.

is known as the Uganda Certificate of Education. Results
of this examination are used by schools to admit students
to ‘‘A’’ level institutions, government training institutes,
technical colleges, and grade three teacher-training colleges. Those with ‘‘high pass’’ are assured places in ‘‘A’’
or advanced level schools. Upon successful completion
of two years of ‘‘A’’ level education, students attempt the
Uganda Advanced Certificate of Education. Those with
‘‘high pass’’ are the lucky few who are admitted to universities and other postsecondary institutions for additional education or training for professions and careers
(Evans 1991). Thus, selection of students for universities,
national teachers colleges, technical colleges, and government employment agencies is determined by the
Uganda Advanced Certificate examination.
Uganda’s educational system is a pyramid with a
broad base but very narrow funnel that admits only a few
to its top levels. Within each level of this pyramid students take class tests and the results of these internal tests
decide who gets promoted to the next class. Pressure and
competition cause many students to drop out.
Grading System: In general, students study subjects
all year in preparation for one major end of the year examination. Such examinations are usually in essay format.
Religious Schools: Christian Missionaries traditionally
used the lure of free education and hospital care to attract
converts. The Anglican Church of Uganda operates over
969 primary schools, the Roman Catholic Church runs
more than 1,146 primary schools, and there are approximately 200 Muslim schools. The Ismali community operates several Aga Khan schools, and there are also Hindu
schools. The Islamic University, three Roman Catholic
seminaries, the Bishop Tucker Theological College (Anglican), Bugema Seventh Day Adventist College, and the
Anglican College of Tertiary Studies illustrate the range
of institutions of higher education that are faith-based.
These schools promote moral and ethical values, as well
as patriotism, self-reliance, and reading, writing, and
arithmetic.

Examinations: As in England, national examinations
determine advancement from one educational level to the
next. The Uganda National Examinations Council
(UNEB) assumes the role of an examining board. The
first examination, the Primary Leaving Examination
(PLE), is administered at the end of primary education.
Only students who have relatively high passing scores are
admitted into ‘‘O’’ level secondary schools. In 1981,
over 150,000 students took the PLE and 30,000 passed,
yet a mere 25,000 matriculated in secondary schools the
following academic year.

Instructional Technology (Computers): The internet
and computer technology are making their way into
Uganda. There are more than 6,000 privately owed computers and the numbers are growing rapidly. Makerere
University and other institutions of higher education have
computer programming and engineering divisions. This
technology will eventually find its way into primary and
secondary schools alongside slide projectors, overhead
projectors, 16-millimeter film projectors, and other technology now becoming common in schools.

At the end of their four year ‘‘O’’ or ordinary level
education, students take a certification examination. This

Curriculum Development: Textbook and course syllabi development have been the responsibility of the Na-
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tional Curriculum Development Center (NCDC) since it
was founded in 1973. Mainly charged with primary
school curriculum development, the center also serves
secondary schools and universities. The textbook mandate calls for development of books that acquaint students with Uganda, Africa, the world, and themselves. In
the past they learned a lot about England and little or
nothing about their own country.

mitted Uganda to devote 23 percent of its budget to education or more than double the amount Amin devoted.
Uganda plans to increase funding further to improve
teacher salaries and classroom expansion to accommodate the push for expanded enrollment of students at all
levels. For Museveni, an educated population is the master key which will unlock Uganda’s potential for modernizing its economy and achieving rapid economic and
social development.

Foreign Influences on the Educational System: England has had a profound influence upon education in
Uganda and all major examinations were at one time
written at Cambridge University and graded by external
examiners in England. This was true for Kenya and Tanzania also until independence when they, along with
Uganda, began developing mechanisms for internally
certifying students. The structure of the system and philosophy of education are still essentially English. As a
member of the British Commonwealth of Nations, Uganda still receives many teachers annually to man its classrooms from within the Commonwealth and still follows
the English model.

Parents pitch in by raising money to supplement low
teacher salaries and to fund many school operating expenses that government can not afford. Economically disadvantaged regions lag behind wealthy urban districts
and this widens the inequality gap. Through cost-sharing
and the expansion of private education through fees,
Uganda’s elite try to insure that their children will be prepared for leadership roles regardless of war, famine,
earthquakes, or economic downturn.

Uganda receives external aid from the United States,
Great Britain, Denmark, and Norway. The U.S. aid includes donations from the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Carnegie Endowment for
Education. Educational assistance is used to help build
additional schools, maintain existing schools, and fund
educational research.
Role of Education in Development: Government provides the bulk of educational resources and funding. Poor
performance of the economy due to internal conflict for
decades adversely affected financing of education. Despite quantitative expansion of the system, severe constraints limit quality. Recurrent expenditure on teacher
salaries is a major issue and early development budgets
in the 1960s devoted 25 percent of the national budget to
education. By the 1970s, Idi Amin was in power. Amin
never went further than grade three of primary school. He
did not place importance on education and consequently
education dropped to 10 percent of Uganda’s budget.
During the turmoil of the 1980s, education’s share of the
national budget dropped by a ratio of 2:1. This was a
gloomy time for educators in Uganda until Yoweri Museveni came to power in 1985. Museveni holds a degree
in economics from Dar es Salaam University in Tanzania
and he appears to value education for national development. By 1992 recurrent expenses for education jumped
up to 18 percent of Uganda’s national budget and continue to climb.
The effect of years of war on Uganda’s economy are
devastating. Despite this, Museveni grew the economy by
7 percent per year. An expanding economic base has perWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
General Survey: Preprimary children can begin school
at age three. Most urban areas have fine preschool facilities. Preschool is very commercial, and the private sector
dominates such schools. The government is concerned
about the lack of regulation at this level. Fees are often
seen as excessive and exclusionary. The quality of education is very uneven, as are teaching methods, facilities,
and alleged violations of sound pedagogical principles of
child psychology and development. The problem with the
better schools is competition, which is so high for the few
positions available that parents must literally enroll the
child at birth to assure that the child will find a place in
these preschools.
The main problem facing primary educators in
Uganda is budgetary. Beyond this there is a great disparity between the education available in cities and in remote
rural areas. This attracts Ugandans to cities like a magnet
and is the source of many urban problems when unsuccessful students drop out and take to crime or other selfhelp activities to support themselves. More vocational
training is being introduced into primary school curriculums in an attempt to address this problem.
Urban & Rural Schools: The distribution of education
at the primary level is reasonably well balanced throughout Uganda, with the exception of Karamoja in the north,
where the people and climate are more Sudanese in character than Ugandan. The Karamojong and other ethnic
groups little respect national boundaries and migrate freely between Uganda and the Sudan in search of grazing
pastures for their livestock and water. The highly mobile
lifestyle of this population makes it difficult to meet their
educational needs. Special educational grants are sup1441
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plied to schools in Karamoja to address this problem. Enrollment ratios in each province are within 15 percent of
the national average, except for Karamoja (Helleiner
1979), where only 17.5 percent of eligible children are
enrolled. Given the chronic fighting, drought, migrations,
and other problems that torture this population, even this
number is remarkable.

school. By grade seven only 10 percent of the children
who entered grade one were still in school. Approximately 10 percent of students in government schools are repeating a grade. The highest incidence of grade repeating
is in grades one through six.

The introduction by the government of Sudan in
Khartoum of slavery as a weapon of war against Africans
in the south of the Sudan encourages large flows of migrants into Uganda, which further complicates educational planning in northern Uganda. Despite its problems,
Uganda has never, in recent years, subjected its populations to the horrors of slavery. The same cannot be said
for the Sudan and Mauritania.

General Survey: Since many students come from
great distances to attend secondary schools, most are
boarding schools. It is also true that to prevent unwanted
pregnancies, most secondary schools cater to a single sex.
English is the principal language of instruction. Less than
20 percent of students who complete ‘‘O’’ levels continue to ‘‘A’’ level instruction. Close to 40 percent of these
students were females in 1995, up from 33 percent in
1988 (UNESCO 2000). These students were enrolled in
over 600 schools whose total enrollment in 1995 reached
292,321 students. Beyond this, there were 73 government-aided secondary schools and more than 170 private
secondary schools.

Curriculum: Primary students study arithmetic, natural science, farming, health, reading, writing, music, English, religion, and physical education in grades one and
two. Grades two through seven add art, crafts, language,
history, geography (often of England and the United
States), and cooking and domestic science for young
girls. Curriculums are established by the National Curriculum Development Center (NCDC). Panels of teachers
and members of examination boards, university professors, and educational inspectors review all curricula. The
NCDC examines syllabi and textbooks, as well as teachers guides. They even write textbooks or recommend revisions. The Ministry of Education implements the
recommendations of the NCDC. Many primary schools
have libraries to encourage the habit of reading as a lifelong activity. Radio lessons are provided for in-service
teacher training and personnel development, as well as
for English language instruction. Radios are common
even in the remotest parts of Karamoja, so this is an effective means of reaching many isolated populations that
might otherwise not be served.
Teachers: Primary school teachers are very mobile,
and there is a persistent shortage of such teachers. In
1979, some 16.2 percent of approved teaching positions
were unfilled. In 1980 there were 38,422 primary school
teachers in almost 4,500 schools. The teacher-pupil ratio
was about 1:34. Most were trained in grade three teacher
training colleges. This means that these teachers have at
least finished secondary school before being admitted to
grade two teacher training. In the past they could teach
primary school if they had finished grade seven. A few
unqualified teachers from the old system are still teaching
but they are being phased out.
Repeaters & Dropouts: High drop out rates are a
major problem in Uganda. In 1981, approximately 23
percent of primary school aged children were enrolled in
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SECONDARY EDUCATION

Ugandans consider secondary education a ‘‘rich
man’s harvest.’’ Parents have to pay large fees and buy
school uniforms. These fees are prohibitive for many
rural families and competition is fierce. The government
pays for the buildings, equipment, teacher and administrator salaries, and maintenance. Most secondary teachers
graduated from National Teachers Colleges or universities. Primary school graduates who do not go on to academic secondary schools may enter grade two teacher
training programs or vocational alternatives. Over half of
students who finish ‘‘O’’ levels and enter the job market
do not find employment that is a good fit for their education, which fuels some of Uganda’s political discontent
and turmoil.
Curriculum: The curriculum includes mathematics,
physics, chemistry, biology, English, French, history, geography, religious studies, political education, literature,
and commerce. Additional languages offered may include German, Swahili, Urdu, Gujarati, and/or Luganda.
All schools have extracurricular activities such as soccer
and other sports, games, and cultural activities such as
school plays and concerts. Home economics, art, agriculture, wood and metal fabrication, and other practical subjects have been introduced in many schools to meet the
demands of a labor market that must absorb over half of
all Form IV graduates who do not advance to ‘‘A’’ levels.
Secondary school curriculums do not have to be identical.
General education courses are taken during the first two
years and in the third year students begin to specialize.
Second languages phase in during the third year in most
schools.
Examinations & Diplomas: Admission to secondary
schools depends upon passage of the Primary Leaving
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Examination (PLE) with high scores. Students who do so
may choose to enter a grade two teacher training college
or a technical college rather than pursue an academic secondary school education. Upon successful completion of
four years of ‘‘O’’ level secondary education, students
take the Uganda Certificate of Education examination.
Only 20 percent of ‘‘O’’ level graduates earn scores high
enough for admission to ‘‘A’’ level secondary schools for
advanced training in their area of specialization. Advanced secondary education last for two additional years.
Upon completion of ‘‘A’’ level education students face
another hurdle known as the Uganda Advanced Certificate of Education examination. This examination determines selection for university education, national
teachers colleges, and government employment.
Teachers: In 1991, about 48 percent of all secondary
school teaching positions were not filled. Rapid expansion of the secondary school system in part explains the
shortages. The majority of teaching faculty in secondary
schools are graduates and more than 60 percent are professionally trained. Graduates of ‘‘O’’ level institutions
are eligible to enter grade three teacher training colleges;
however, Makerere University’s Department of Education bears primary responsibility for training qualified
secondary school teachers, in cooperation with national
teachers colleges. Students who attend national teachers
colleges receive their diplomas through Makerere University’s School of Education. In-service teacher education is encouraged, but no established required programs
are in place. The Uganda Technical Colleges and the
Uganda College of Commerce train cadres of technicians, secretaries, stenographers, accountants, and craftsmen respectively.
Technical colleges and universities face chronic
shortages of teachers and have difficulty recruiting and
maintaining faculty. One problem brought on by very
rapid expansion of secondary schools is the recruitment
of unqualified teachers to staff classrooms. Teaching
staffs have more than doubled, but in 1980 untrained
teachers were 38 percent of the teaching force and this
number rose to 48 percent by 1989. Upgrading such faculty will present a major challenge for Uganda.
Officially the secondary school teacher-student ratio
is 1: 21 but this masks wide regional disparities. It is often
1:8 in remote districts like Karamoja and closer to 1:70
in crowded urban schools. The 1:21 ratio is merely a national average which is not accurate enough to tell World
Bank officials where more teachers are needed most or
what it takes to retain them after recruiting them.
Repeaters & Dropouts: Roughly 75 percent of primary school graduates drop out and never go on to secondary school. Add to this the fact that about one fourth of
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first year students drop out, and, by the fourth year of secondary school, only a small percentage of the entering
class graduate. High dropout rates are typical at every
level of Uganda’s educational system, which may force
the government to commission studies to determine the
reasons so that they can combat this problem.
Vocational Education: High dropout rates at every
level necessitate greater emphasis on vocational education to train school-leavers’ for available jobs within
Uganda’s economy. Moreover, Uganda’s industrial sector is small, compounding problems of absorption of
dropouts. The Ministry of Education recognizes this
problem and has revamped secondary school curriculums
to reflect the need for more training in arts and crafts and
vocational subjects such as woodworking and agriculture. The Nakawa Vocational Institute in Kampala offers
full-time courses in auto mechanics, electrical installation
and fitting, and industrial engineering. A 16 year old secondary school dropout who has completed at least two
years of secondary school can take six month training
courses in metal working, sheet metalwork, welding, and
flame cutting. Both theory and practice are taught.
There are YMCAs and YWCAs throughout Uganda
which offer vocational training programs in handicrafts,
cooking, health education, dressmaking, typing, business
correspondence, bookkeeping, carpentry and joining, masonry, plumbing, and driving. Makerere University’s
Continuing Education Center also offers vocational training courses by ‘‘taking the university to the people.’’
These are one-year full-time residence courses leading to
university certificates in adult studies. It also offers
courses for clerks, teachers, chiefs, artisans, and agricultural extension workers. There are 10 rural technical
schools offering three year courses and five two-year
technical training institutes. The Uganda Technical College and the Uganda College of Commerce also offer vocational training. In 1962 technical and commercial
training accounted for 3.9 percent of the national education budget and by 1981 it had climbed to 7 percent, but
it fell back to 4 percent by 1985.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Types of —Public & Private: In Uganda postsecondary or higher education refers to education that is post‘‘A’’ level. Only students who have successfully completed ‘‘A’’ levels and passed their Uganda Advanced
Certificate of Education are eligible to enter postsecondary institutions of higher education. Publicly supported
institutions are of three types; autonomous universities,
institutions run by the Ministry of Education, and institutes administered by the Public Service Commission.
Makerere University and Mbarara University of Science
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and Technology are autonomous universities. The Institute of Teacher Education, the Uganda Polytechnic, the
National College of Business, four technical colleges,
five colleges of commerce, and 10 national teachers colleges are administered by the Ministry of Education. The
Institute of Public Administration, the Uganda Law Development Center, the School of Radiography, the School
of Medical Laboratory Technology, the School of Psyciotheraphy, four agricultural colleges, the Fisheries Training Institute, two veterinary training institutes, Kigumba
Cooperative College, the Soroti Flying School and 10
paramedical schools are all administered by the Public
Service Commission. These are all considered postsecondary institutions of higher education in Uganda.
Makere University is the oldest university in East
Africa. It was founded by the British Colonial Office in
1922 to train ‘‘talented natives’’ for subordinate jobs in
the colonial civil service. Until 1950 Makerere was the
only publicly funded university in all of East Africa. It
achieved full university status in 1970.
Uganda’s private institutions of higher education include the Islamic University at Mbale, the Mbarara University of Science and Technology, Bishop Tucker
Theological College (Anglican), Bugema Adventist College, the College of Tertiary Studies (Anglican), Chartered Institute of Bankers, Nkumba College of
Commerce, and the Catholic National Seminaries (three).
These institutions have separate charters and often receive substantial external funding.
Admission Procedures: Admission to Uganda’s universities and institutions of higher education is based
upon passing the Uganda Advanced Certificate of Education. ‘‘High pass’’ is the ideal. A student who is over 25
years of age may apply for admission based upon ‘‘mature entry admissions.’’ Such students must have completed ‘‘A’’ levels. Students who have completed
diploma and certificate courses are also eligible for admission. If a student has completed four years of teacher
training then they can apply for admission to Makerere’s
School of Education or its Institute of Education. The
same general admissions qualifications apply for other
institutions of higher education but admissions standards
are less rigorous.
Administration: In 1970 an act of Parliament established Makeree as Uganda’s first university. The head of
Makerere University and Mbarara University is known
as the chancellor, who is also the de facto head of state,
Yoweri Kaguta Museveni. The executive head of universities is known as the vice chancellor, who administers
the institution on a daily basis. The chancellor is the ceremonial head and usually is only seen on campus at graduation when he awards degrees. Many private institutions
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are headed by rectors, including the Islamic University
and the Catholic National Seminaries. Each faculty within a university is headed by a dean, while departments
have either heads who are appointed by deans or directors
who are elected by their faculty. Faculty boards or councils are the highest governing bodies in the administration
of schools, institutes, or faculty. The boards set standards
for teaching, research, curriculum development, and student admissions. Nonuniversity institutions are headed
by principals or directors who manage their institutions
in accordance with policy guidelines formulated by their
board of governors.
In most universities and institutes committees are
popular methods of self-governance. They are democratic and insure that work is completed efficiently. Along
with staff associations, workers committees, student
unions, and faculty senates, they help run such institutions.
Enrollment: In 1965 Uganda had 888 students enrolled in Makerere University and about 1,000 students
enrolled in other institutions of higher education. This
number climbed to 2,581 students at Makerere by 1970
and well over 1,000 at other institutions. By 1980
Makerere had 4,045 students enrolled and other institutions of higher learning had enrollments in excess of
3,000. Impressive gains occurred in 1991 when Uganda
enrolled 17,578 students in postsecondary institutions of
higher education. An estimated 28 percent of these students were females. As late as 1998, Uganda’s enrollment in universities and institutions of higher education
had doubled to 34,773 (UNESCO 2000). Female enrollment had moved up to 33 percent of total student enrollment.
Finance: Students who are nationals pay nothing, government covers all of their costs and meets their pocket
money requirements and transportation costs as well as
boarding expenses. Since the Ministry of Education covers administrator salaries, staff salaries, and faculty salaries as well as building and maintenance costs, each
university must submit an annual budget estimate to the
Ministry of Finance. In 1991, estimated unit costs per student were 80,000 Uganda shillings ($US 500) per year
at Makerere University. Makerere’s recurrent expenditures for 1991 were $US 12 million. The library’s budget
accounted for 3 percent of this and 5 percent was devoted
to research. Foreign students account for 1 percent of
total student enrollment and are charged $US 6,000 per
year. Most are refugees whose expenses are paid by the
United Nations. For foreign Ph.D. candidates it cost between $US 5,000 and $US 7,000 per year. This total does
not cover the costs of research or equipment, travel, accommodation, or related expenses, which could easily
double these figures.
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Courses, Semesters, & Diplomas: It normally takes
three years to earn a bachelors degree at any East African
university, Makerere University and Mbarara University
are no exceptions. Degrees in medicine and veterinary
science take five years to complete, and engineering requires four years. Academic years begin October 1 and
end on June 30, or August 30 for four term courses. During the first year of study each student must take and pass
three subjects before being allowed to advance to their
second year of coursework. Lectures, discussions, and
laboratories are supplemented with tutorials and library
studies, research, and practical training. Undergraduate
students have facilities for relaxation, sports facilities,
chaplaincies, health care, and opportunities to participate
in student government and social clubs. First degrees are
offered in fields such as medicine, law, dentistry, veterinary science, agriculture, engineering, commerce, statistics, social work, forestry, philosophy, political science,
anthropology, sociology, geography, literature, public
administration, economics, music, dance, drama, fine art,
physics, chemistry, biology, zoology, environmental
studies, mathematics, and computer science, as well as
languages (English, French, German, Russian, Swahili,
Luganda, and Lingala).

Foreign Students: The Islamic University’s charter
mandates that 50 percent of its students must be foreign,
principally from English-speaking African states. Foreign students accounted for 1 percent of all students enrolled in institutions of higher education in 1999. Most
foreign students attended Makerere University and many
were sponsored by their home governments, the United
Nations High Commission for Refugees, or the InterUniversity Student Exchange Program.
Students Abroad: Many Ugandan students attend universities in the United States and England. Most years
approximately 1,000 students study abroad. India, Australia, Saudi Arabia, Germany, and Canada offer Ugandan students opportunities to complete university degrees
in growing numbers. In the past, Russia, China, and Japan
have also helped educate Ugandans for higher level occupations. Neighboring nations such as Kenya, Tanzania,
and Ethiopia, as well as Libya and Egypt, also train
Ugandans.
Libraries: Uganda has plans for library expansion. In
1993 there were five libraries in Uganda with 10 service
points (UNESCO 1999). They contained 734 microfilmed documents and had a base of 35,000 users annually. While the number of users per year has declined since
1980, when 156,891 people used these libraries, the number of books available to read significantly increased, to
1.1 million of books, up from 73,000 books in 1980. Libraries buy 9,200 new books annually and loan out
904,000 books each year. Uganda has 178 librarians, 26
of whom hold university degrees in library science, and
an additional 35 librarians who were trained on the job
(UNESCO 1999). The School of Librarianship offers a
two-year diploma course.

Students can earn either a degree, such as a bachelor’s degree, master’s degree, or Ph.D., or a diploma or
certificate. Certificate courses include adult education
and library science, which take one year to complete.
Two-year diploma courses are available in library science, music, dance, and drama. The Islamic University
offers bachelor’s degrees in Islamic studies, education,
and medicine. Mbarara University of Science and Technology awards degrees in development studies, education, medicine, and applied science. The Institute of
Teacher Education at Kyambogo awards diplomas in education to teachers who complete a two-year course.
Uganda’s many institutes award either certificates or diplomas depending upon the duration of coursework.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

Postgraduate & Professional Training: Most master’s degree candidates must meet residency requirements, take required courses, and write a master’s thesis
based upon original research. Doctoral degree programs
also have residency and minimum coursework requirements, as well as a dissertation based upon original research. Students must satisfy their internal review
committees and external examiners that they have mastered their subject. The M.D. and/or Ch.M. degree is
awarded after completing one year of study beyond the
bachelor’s of science degree, and the doctorate of literature (D. Lit.) and D.Sc. are awarded after publication of
work. For Ugandans, fees for tuition, research, and accommodations are free. Foreign students are required to
pay annual tuition and fees, plus pay for research and dissertation, as well as accommodation costs separately.

Government Educational Agencies: The minister of
education and his permanent secretary control the administration, financing, and research agenda for education in
Uganda. Teacher salaries, building construction, and
maintenance are subsidized by the government. A number of semi-autonomous institutions exist, including the
Teachers Service Commission (TSC), which advises the
president on educational issues such as appointments,
confirmations, promotions, and discipline. The Uganda
National Examination Board (UNEB) conducts major examinations, and the Uganda Curriculum Development
Center (NCDC) plans national curriculums for schools.
Historically, the Ministry of Education has played a
strong central role but ‘‘de facto’’ decentralization is occurring. Primary schools are administered by local district councils and education committees at each school.
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The minister of education has representatives on each
committee, but their influence is minimal. The headmaster of each school is the real power.
At the secondary school level, the board of governors formulates policy and implements it. The inspector
of education sets standards for schools. Lack of funding
for transportation and training mean that standards are
not rigidly enforced. The ministry’s planning unit is responsible for gathering statistical data on education, preparing budgets, and, based upon enrollment, planning for
expansion. In 1990 Uganda’s total expenditure on education was 1.5 percent of its GNP, which increased to 2.6
percent of its GNP by 1995. This represents an increase
from 11.5 percent of total government expenditure to
21.4 percent respectively in the same time frame. Government spending on education accounts for 95.5 percent
of all educational expenditure. Clearly, the private sector
plays only a minor role in funding education in Uganda
(UNESCO 2000). In general, Uganda is moving quickly
toward decentralization of schools down to the grassroots
level to give power back to local communities.

courses in auto mechanics, electrical fitting and installation, and industrial engineering. School-leavers 16 years
old and older can enroll in two-year courses. Despite all
these efforts, Uganda had 3.6 million illiterate individuals
in 2000. Of these illiterates, 1.2 million were male and
2.4 million were female (UNESCO 2000). As of the early
2000s, 32.7 percent of Ugandans were illiterate, down
from 54.4 percent in 1980. Uganda is gradually winning
its war against illiteracy. Radio programs support this by
broadcasting more than 13 adult education courses. The
Center for Continuing Education at Makerere University
offers correspondence and residential courses. The university’s mature entrance program allows individuals 25
years of age and older who meet entrance requirements
to be admitted to Makerere. The ministries of health,
labor, and agriculture all have adult training programs.
Private organizations, such as the African Adult Education Association, disseminate information and support
public policy that promotes adult education. They also
sponsor conferences and publish newsletters.

TEACHING PROFESSION
NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Adult Education: Uganda promotes adult education
with a goal of improving quality of life. Basic education
in reading, writing, and arthmetic is provided by churches, local literacy asociations, and the Ministry of Local
Government. In 1964 an adult literacy campaign proved
a disaster, so little formal effort has been put into campaigns since. The YMCA and YWCA, trade unions, and
the NRM government all offer programs. The Nakawa
Vocational Institute, in Kampala, offers three month
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Training & Qualifications: Rapid expansion of education insures a chronic teacher shortage. Teachers are
Uganda’s largest professional and educated group.
Teacher education is a top priority. In 1970 Uganda had
2,755 schools staffed by 21,471 teachers. By 1995 Uganda had 10,000 schools staffed by 82,745 teachers
(UNESCO 1999). Of these, 50 percent were female at the
primary school level and 21 percent at the secondary
school level (IMF 2000). Secondary schools had 14,447
teachers in 1995, with 1,022 teachers in training instituWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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tions preparing to enter the secondary system and 766
teachers in training for vocational institutions. Universities employ professors with appropriate terminal degrees,
such as Ph.D.’s, in their academic disciplines. Employment is normally permanent, though visiting and temporary appointments are available as assistant lecturer,
lecturer, senior lecturer, reader, and professor.

SUMMARY
General Assessment: Political struggles between
southern hierarchical societies and northern egalitarian
societies have created constant instability in Uganda
since its independence. Infrequent lulls in fighting provide some relief. Museveni’s NRM has provided much
needed stability since 1985, which has permitted education to make significant strides forward. The educational
system has more than doubled since 1985 and is striving
to once again become the envy of all East Africa. Much
work remains, but this is a welcome change from the horrors and backwardness of the Amin era.
Need for Change: Uganda is committed to closing the
educational gap between regions, ethnic groups, and social classes; it is committed to expanding ‘‘equal opportunities for education’’ for all Ugandans. Evidence of this
can be seen in the frantic pace of school construction,
teacher training, and the general expansion of education.
It continues to make progress in its war against ignorance
as seen in declining rates of illiteracy, but high dropout
rates at every level are an ongoing problem. Restructuring the curriculum to include more agricultural and technical training is seen as a step in the right direction in
combating dropout rates. Providing jobs for the growing
population of school graduates is important to help prevent resentment and unrest. The shortage of qualified
teachers needs urgent attention, as does upgrading of unqualified teachers who are trying to fill the void. Expansion of teacher education to increase the supply of
qualified teachers is a primary goal. Priority has also been
given to technical and vocational training. Cooperation
among the educational institutions of Uganda, Kenya,
and Tanzania is promoted by Museveni. Efforts to revive
the East African community may help to rationalize educational opportunities throughout the region.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Ukraine is a state in eastern Europe situated between
Russia and Poland and bordering the Black Sea. It occupies a territory of 231,990 square miles (600,852 square
kilometers) with a population of over 51 million people.
The most representative groups of the population are
Ukrainians, Russians, Jews, Belarusans, Moldavians, and
Poles. Ukraine was a constituent republic of the USSR
until it became independent in 1991. Its capital is Kiev
with a population of 2.6 million people.
Ukrainian culture is a blend of eastern Slavic patterns and unique features developed during its long history. They speak a language in many ways similar to
Russian and Belarusian and use the Cyrillic alphabet.
From the ninth to the twelfth centuries most of the Ukrainian territory was part of Kiev Russia. The first schools
of ‘‘book knowledge,’’ which were intended for children
of noble families, appeared under the Grand Prince Vladimir (980-1015). During the rule of Yaroslav the Wise
(1019-1054), literacy spread among different social
groups. Poucheniya (precepts), which appeared in the
eleventh to twelfth centuries, were the first samples of
truly pedagogical works. The most famous precepts were
created by Vladimir Monomakh (1053-1125), the Grand
Prince of Kiev, who addressed them to his own children.
In 1086 the first school for female students opened in
Kiev. The Kiev-Pechersk monastery was the center of
Old Russian chronicle writing.
The Mongol invasion (thirteenth to fifteenth centuries) had a destructive influence on the eastern Slavic culWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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tural centers such as Kiev and Chernigov. In the
fourteenth century the southwestern lands were occupied
by Lithuanian feudals. National and religious oppression
became especially strong in the sixteenth century after
the formation of the Polish-Lithuanian state, Rzecz
Pospolita. Jesuit collegiums and schools opened their
doors for Catholics and Uniates, whereas the educational
opportunities for the adherents of the Eastern Orthodox
church were meager. The traditions of Ukrainian culture
were continued by schools attached to monasteries in
Kiev, Chernigov, Putivl, and other places. In 1572 the
first Russian printer, Ivan Fyodorov, arrived in Lvov; two
years later a printing house, established with his assistance, published the first Bukvar (ABC-Book). By 1678
Ukraine had over 20 printing houses, which published educational literature and other books.
Brotherhood schools, which emerged in Lvov
(1585), Kiev (1615), Lutsk (1617), and other cities
played an important part in the preservation of the Slavic
cultural identity. They were not merely educational institutions, but cultural centers, which united progressive
writers, poets, printers, and teachers. From the late sixteenth to the early seventeenth centuries, Ukraine had
about 30 brotherhood schools. They published textbooks
and organized teaching in the native language. The
School Rules (Poryadok Shkol’ny) issued by the Lvov
school are still considered to be an outstanding monument of educational thought. The 1648-1654 war, led by
Bogdan Khmelnitsky, resulted in the reunification of
Ukraine with Russia. Numerous parish schools were
opened to promote literacy.
The late 1700s saw the emergence of shipbuilding,
metallurgical, and other professional schools. Because of
the division of Poland, which started in 1772, western
Ukrainian lands were annexed by Austria. The educational reform brought about the formation of state primary
(‘‘trivial’’) and incomplete secondary (‘‘main’’) schools
with instruction predominantly in German. In parish
schools the teaching was done in Polish and German; the
Ukrainian language was largely neglected and regarded
merely as a dialect of Polish. The progressive young people in Lvov formed a society, Russkaya troitsa, (Russian
Trinity), which published an almanac promoting democratic ideas.
The Russian 1803-1804 educational reform brought
about the formation of gymnasiums, as well as privileged
educational institutions, lyceums, and Institutes for
Noble Young Ladies. The latter emerged in Kharkov
(1805), Poltava (1817), Odessa, and Kiev. Initial professional education was provided by specialized institutions:
the Kiev Railway School, the Kherson School of Commercial Navigation, and the Yekaterinislav School of
Gardening, as well as art and trade schools. Universities
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opened in Kharkov in 1805 and in Kiev in 1834. Two
year teacher training courses affiliated with the universities followed suit.
The new educational institutions reflected European
patterns, but at the same time incorporated distinctive
features based on the long-standing traditions of Slavic
culture. After the Decembrist uprising in St. Petersburg
(1825), which shattered the foundations of Russian czarism, great educational work was done in Kiev by General
M. F. Orlov. He headed a group called ‘‘Union of Welfare,’’ used his own money to organize schools of mutual
education, and developed new curricula and methodological materials.
The secret Cyril-Methodius Society, founded in the
1840s at Kiev University and headed by N. I. Kostomarov, aimed at spreading education among different social groups. The members of the society opened schools
for peasant children and worked hard to create and publish textbooks for them. The society included a revolutionary democratic group led by the national poet Taras
Shevchenko. The ideas of the French revolution of 1848
encouraged progressive educators to foster the teaching
and use of the Ukrainian language in schools. In the
1850s primary schools in the Ukrainian territories had
67,000 students. The secondary education institutions
were represented by 15 male gymnasiums, 2 lyceums, 3
cadet corps, and 5 female secondary schools. Instruction
in most of the schools was carried out in Russian. The
movement promoting education for common people and
schools with Ukrainian as the language of instruction became especially strong in the 1850s. It initiated the opening of Sunday schools in Kiev and Kharkov, but in 1863
they were closed for political reasons. The same year the
czarist government prohibited the publishing of books in
the Ukrainian language and in 1876 the language’s use
in educational institutions. The educational reform of the
1860s stimulated the establishment of new institutions,
the introduction of comparatively progressive methods of
teaching, and the admission of children from different
ranks of society to primary schools. From 1877 to 1898
the number of schools grew from 1,112 to 3,179. Higher
courses for women wanting an education were opened in
Kiev and Kharkov. According to the census of 1897, the
literacy rate for ages 9 to 49 was 27.9 percent, (41.7 percent among men and 14 percent among women).
The 1905-1907 Russian Revolution encouraged the
development of new progressive ideas. The organization
Prosvita (Enlightenment), the All-Ukrainian Teachers
Union, and the Kiev Society for Public Kindergartens
began their activities; free libraries opened in different
cities; and a higher teachers training institute for female
students was founded in Kiev. Uchilishche, a new type
of public secondary school with four years of instruction,
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quickly gained popularity; by 1916 300 existed in various
parts of the country.
In western Ukraine, which was part of the AustroHungarian state, the educational opportunities for Ukrainians were scarce; the majority of the people were illiterate, and primary schools had only one grade. Most of the
teaching was done in German, Polish, Hungarian, and
Romanian; in 1911-1912, out of 134 general education
schools only 11 had Ukrainian as the language of instruction. By 1914-1915 Ukraine (within its modern borders)
had approximately 26,000 general education institutions,
including 25,000 primary, 386 incomplete secondary,
577 complete secondary, and 88 specialized secondary
schools for a total of 2,600,000 students.
After the Revolution of 1917, education developed
rapidly. In July 1920 Narkompros (People’s Commissariat of Education) of Ukraine published The Declaration
on Social Education of Children, which initiated the introduction of a new educational system. Its basic unit was
a seven year school that combined Communist education
with productive labor. The new system rejected all of the
pre-Revolutionary educational experience: textbooks
were seen as a redundancy (‘‘life is better than textbooks’’); the family was regarded as a bourgeois survival, which had to be eliminated; and regular schools were
almost totally phased out in favor of children’s homes
and communes. The idea of Communist discipline was
epitomized by Anton Makarenko, the famous educator
who managed to achieve great success in colonies for minors and juvenile delinquents.
In the 1920s the entire educational system had a pronounced vocational character. It envisages an extensive
development of PTUs (professional technical schools).
School clubs provided professional training and organized excursions, lectures, literary gatherings, and musical parties. Rabfaks (workers faculties) were attached to
higher educational institutions specifically to train students from working class families. Beginning with
the early 1920s, the society ‘‘Away with Illiteracy!’’ provided basic training for adults. By 1939 the literacy rate
was claimed to be 88.2 percent. In 1924 there were 136
nursery schools and kindergartens attended by 6,000 children. The Research Institute of Pedagogy of the Ukrainian SSR, which was formed in 1926, started to advance
educational theory and methodology. The reshaping of
the educational system in the 1930s gave technicums
(technical schools) the status of secondary specialized institutions; it also brought about the creation of new industrial, agricultural, economic, pedagogical, and medical
higher educational establishments. Schooling for children aged 8 to 15 became compulsory. By 1932-1933 the
number of people embraced by education had doubled as
compared to 1928-1929 and reached 4.5 million.
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At the same time about 80 percent of the population
in Western Ukraine was illiterate; over 30 percent of children did not attend schools; and only 5 percent of students were getting education in the Ukrainian language.
The reunification of Ukraine in 1939 resulted in the establishment of new schools, promotion of literacy for
adults, and instruction in the native tongue. By 19401941 Ukraine had 6,900 preschools with 319,000 children; 30,800,000 general education schools with 6.6 million students and 250,000 teachers; 690 secondary
specialized schools with 196,000 students; and 129
higher educational institutions with 124,400 students.
The advancement of education miraculously coexisted with the Stalinist political terror. Thousands of intellectuals became victims of mass repression. The
indoctrination of Communist ideology at educational institutions reached its peak. Anyone who dared express an
opinion different from the official point of view was subject to being imprisoned, executed, or sent to a concentration camp. During the Second World War, the Nazi
troops completely destroyed over 8,000 schools; 10,000
more schools were partially ruined.
In spite of all the misfortunes, deaths, and cataclysms
brought about by the war, the network was quickly restored. By 1945-1946 there were over 28,000 general
education schools with 5 million people. The deStalinization of the Soviet Union under Nikita Khrushchev had a profound influence on the political and cultural life in Ukraine. The content of education changed
significantly. The transference to universal, compulsory,
eight year schooling was completed by 1960-1961. The
activities of the prominent teacher and scholar Vassily
Suhkomlinsky, who made special emphasis on civil and
ethical aspects of education, aroused great public interest,
as well as sharp criticism from the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences. Sukhomlinsky, a school director, considered the child’s personality to have the highest value in
the process of teaching and upbringing. He saw the main
goal of education in the realization of the students’ inborn
qualities, spontaneous reactions, and impulses. He also
paid special attention to society as the context of education and included ethical categories in pedagogy.
The social apathy of the 1980s, the lack of diversity,
and the predominance of indoctrination programs resulted in the crisis of the educational system. The attempted
educational reform of 1984 proved to be ineffective, but
the significant changes attained after the initiation of perestroika (restructuring) and glasnost (openness) under
the Soviet leader Mihkail Gorbachev continued after the
declaration of Ukrainian independence in 1991.
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The Law on Education adopted in 1991 secured the
main principles of Ukrainian education: democracy; priority of humanistic values; organic connection with history, culture, and traditions; continuity; and diversity of
educational opportunities. The program, ‘‘Osvita’’ or
‘‘Ukraine in the 21st Century’’ was approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine in November 1993.
Article 53 of the Constitution adopted in 1996 declares the right of every citizen to an education. Basic
secondary education is compulsory. The state provides
free primary, secondary, and vocational technical training in the state and communal institutions. Free higher
education can be attained on a competitive basis. School
is separated from the church, and education has a secular
character. This provision is of special importance, because there are 60 different religious confessions existing
in Ukraine.
In 1996 the Supreme Rada (Ukrainian parliament)
adopted amendments to the Law on Education of 1991.
The amended law defines the main principles underlying
the educational system and establishes the areas of responsibility of the central and local administrative organs
in the sphere of education. It also points out that educational institutions in Ukraine can be state, communal, or
private property. The state standards set by the central organs specify the requirements to the content and level of
instruction and professional training. They are approved
by the Cabinet of Ministers, serve as the basis for the
evaluation of the graduates’ qualifications, and have to
be reviewed every 10 years. The establishment of standards allows for an equivalency of qualifications on all
the territory of Ukraine. In the future, it will provide the
ground for the transferability of degrees between the
countries, belonging to the Commonwealth of Independent States.
Any kind of political, religious, or military activity
in educational institutions is prohibited. The state is expected to assist the development of science and culture,
enhance educational opportunities for citizens from underprivileged social groups, and initiate contacts with the
world educational community. The laws On Preschool
Education, On Protection of Childhood, On General Secondary Education, On Professional Education, and On
Higher Education, as well as numerous statutes and regulations, further specify the provisions of the Constitution
and the main Law.
In the 1990s the government, concerned that the
spheres of use of the Ukrainian language were limited,
launched the policy of ukranization and de-russification.
According to the new decrees, all the government officers
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have to be tested as to their knowledge of the Ukrainian
language. The statute of the Council of Ministers, On the
Program of the Development of the Ukrainian Language
and Other National Languages (1991) and a complex
plan of the Ministry of Education changed the approach
towards the choice of languages at school. They set the
aim of reshaping the educational network on the basis of
the national structure and the needs of the population.
The statute of the Ministry of Education of 1992 continued the same line and decreed the creation of a network
of primary school grades, which would correspond to the
national structure of each region. The Ministry also authorized moral and material encouragement of the teachers who used Ukrainian as the language of instruction.
The number of hours allotted to the Russian language and
literature was significantly reduced. Though Article 27 of
the Law on Languages pronounced the study of Russian
as an obligatory subject, the letter of 1993, signed by the
Deputy Minister of Education, gave it the status of a foreign language and allowed schools to introduce other foreign languages instead of Russian. The new regulations
also prescribe the de-russification of TV, radio, sports,
tourism, and theaters, as well as the use of taxation mechanisms to regulate the flow of periodicals from abroad.
The Concept of Education for National Minorities, developed by the Ministry of Education, envisages gradual
transition to Ukrainian as the language of instruction, beginning with the fourth grade.
All these steps are expected to extend the spheres of
usage of the Ukrainian language, intensify its free development, and enhance its prestige. The opponents of the
policy of de-russification argue that a vast majority of the
population prefers to use Russian in their everyday life,
and therefore it cannot be regarded as a language of a national minority. They believe that the revival of Ukrainian culture cannot be achieved through the forcible
introduction of the Ukrainian language, as well as the discrimination of other languages, including Russian. The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation issued a note of protest against the violation of the rights
of the Russian-speaking population. In response, the proponents of the Ukrainian linguistic policy insist on the
right of the population to use their native language and
revive the Ukrainian national identity.
This state policy brought about the increase of instruction in the Ukrainian language from 49 percent in
1990-1991 to 66 percent in 1999-2000. Educational institutions had to deal with the development of terminology
for various subjects, which had not been taught in Ukrainian before. Other languages taught, represented at
different types of educational institutions, include Hungarian, Moldavian, Romanian, Crimean Tartar, and
German.
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EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The Ukrainian educational system combines the features inherited from the Soviet Union with the quest for
national revival. Article 29 of the Law on Education outlines the following types of education: preschool, general
secondary, extra school, vocational technical, higher,
post-graduate, aspirantura, doctorantura, and selfeducation.
Preschool education is optional. It is provided by
nursery schools, which cater to the needs of infants from
six weeks to three years old, and kindergartens for children from three to six years old. General education is represented by primary, basic (incomplete) secondary, and
complete secondary schools, which usually coexist under
the same roof. Basic secondary education is compulsory
and requires three or four years of primary school plus
five years of secondary school. Students who intend to
continue their studies can follow one of three main tracks:
they can pursue their studies on the upper secondary level
(grades 10 and 11), enter a vocational secondary school,
or apply to a higher educational institution of the first or
second accreditation level (technicum or college). The
third and fourth accreditation levels of higher education
are represented by institutes, academies, conservatories,
and universities. They require complete secondary education as a prerequisite for entry. Aspirantura and doctorantura provide postgraduate education, which leads to
the defense of a dissertation and advanced scholarly degrees of Kandydat nauk and Doktor nauk.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary education in Ukraine is included in the
state educational system. It is subordinate to the Ministry
of Education. The major types of preschool facilities are
nursery schools (dytyachi yasla), which take care of infants from six weeks to three years old, and kindergartens
(dytyachi sadki), which are intended for children from
three to six years of age. Orphans and children without
proper parental care are placed in children’s homes,
boarding kindergartens, and or family-type and sanatorium-type facilities. There are also specialized preschool
institutions for children with physical and mental disabilities, as well as other diseases. The length of stay at most
of the facilities is nine hours, but there are also institutions, which work on a 24 hour basis. Preschools provide
childcare and initial intellectual, physical, and aesthetic
education. Special emphasis is made on the preparation
of children for primary school. Classes are devoted to the
development of speech and elementary numerical skills,
singing, dancing, foreign languages, and art. The government encourages the study of the Ukrainian language and
culture. Teachers for preschool institutions (vykhovateli)
are trained at specialized departments of teacher training
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schools, institutes, and universities, as well as advanced
training and retraining institutes.
The 1980s witnessed the maximum enrollment of
children in public preschools. The economic changes of
the late 1980s and 1990s deprived preprimary institutions
of regular financing, which had been guaranteed by the
centralized Soviet state. Fifty-eight percent of all the facilities had previously belonged to particular enterprises,
as well as collective and state farms. The bankruptcy or
disastrous financial state of industrial enterprises and collective farms have endangered the existence of the entire
network. Other negative factors, which have a profound
impact on the state of preprimary education, are the declining birth rate, high infant mortality (15.2 per 1,000
newly born babies; 18.8 in rural areas), and unemployment among parents. Consequently, the number of preschools decreased approximately from 25,000 (with
2,428,000 children) in 1990 to 18,000 (with 1,100,000
children) in 1998. The majority of preschools have been
subordinated to the municipal administrative organs, but
the local budgets cannot cope with their financing. Many
of the surviving facilities are barely able to meet sanitation requirements. The funds are insufficient for the renovation and further development of the institutions. There
is a steady tendency towards shifting the burden of financing preprimary facilities from the state to the family.
The fees, which used to be symbolic before the 1990s, are
growing; many families cannot afford them. Since the
state provides a small allowance for 1 non-working parent until the baby reaches the age of 12 months, young
mothers usually prefer to stay home with their infants,
rather than take them to a nursery.
The transition to a market economy calls for new approaches and forms of work in preprimary education. In
order to balance state financing and family needs, preschools offer a variety of options, including short term
stay, seasonal services, and variable cost programs. According to the state statutes and regulations, the fees directly depend on the family income. Children from low
income or incomplete families attend preschools free of
charge. The emerging non-state institutions offer diverse
new services (e.g., aesthetic education, foreign language
instruction, and swimming). They are usually expensive
and are aimed at well to do families. Complex facilities,
school plus kindergarten, are gaining popularity in rural
areas. In 1998 Ukraine had 981 such combined institutions.
The laws on Preschool Education, On Protection of
Childhood, and On Approval of the State Standard for
Preschool Education aim for the further development of
the preprimary network. Amongst others, they set the
goal of ensuring the conjunction between the preprimary
and primary school curricula. The publications in the
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journal Doshkilne Vykhovannia (Preschool Education)
are specifically devoted to issues that deal with the development of new educational technologies for preprimary
institutions.
Complete general (non-professional) education in
Ukraine lasts 11 years and includes 3 stages:
• primary school (first to fourth grade)
• basic secondary school (fifth to ninth grade)
• upper secondary school (tenth to eleventh grade).
Legally, each of the stages can function separately,
but, in practice, they all usually coexist under the same
roof. In 1998-1999 Ukraine had an approximate total of
22,000 general education schools with 6,876,000 students and 569,000 teachers; in 12,000 schools with
5,938,000 students all the 3 stages were combined. In the
future, the complete period of study at a secondary school
is to be extended to 12 years.
Basic nine year education is compulsory. The school
year lasts from 1 September to 1 June and is divided into
quarters. There are four vacations: a week in early November, two weeks for the New Year holidays, a week
at the end of March, and two to three months in the summer. School is held five or six days a week, depending
on the decision of the school council. Classes last from
35 to 45 minutes. The intervals between them are from
5 to 25 minutes, and there is no additional lunch break.
The state standards for general education are developed by the Ministry of Education, the National Academy of Sciences, and the Academy of Pedagogical
Sciences of Ukraine. Basic curricula approved by the
Cabinet of Ministers include an invariable part, established on the state level and the same for all educational
institutions of this kind, and the variable part, which takes
into account regional peculiarities and is constructed by
the institution itself.
The majority of schools are coeducational. From the
very beginning students (uchni or vykhovantsi) are divided into classes of 25 to 30 children, which will continue
to study as a permanent group until the end of school.
This allows them to develop close friendships with their
classmates. On the whole, Ukrainian culture is collectivist, and team activities play an important part in the educational process. Evaluation is based on numerical
grades: five is excellent; four, good; three, satisfactory;
and two, unsatisfactory (failure). Grade ‘‘one’’ is unofficial, but can be sometimes used by teachers to emphasize
the student’s poor performance. Grading is done publicly.
At the end of the academic year, the best students are
awarded certificates of excellence.
Each school is managed by a director who is responsible for the organization of the educational process,
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methodological work, extracurricular activities, and
school finance. The highest organ of school selfgovernment is the Educational Council, which adopts the
school charter and makes final decisions about the organizational structure, adoption of curricula, introduction of
innovations, and other issues of major importance. It also
cooperates with the parents’ committee, local administrative organs, nongovernmental organizations, and other
educational institutions.
The traditional age of entry into primary school is
seven. The educational reform of 1984 attempted to
lower the school age to six. However, the educational
system was not ready to cope with the new responsibilities. There were not enough classrooms, adequately
trained teachers, proper equipment, and good textbooks.
As a result, prospective first graders are offered two options: either to enter school at the age of seven, study for
three years, skip the fourth grade, and go on to the secondary school level (fifth grade); or start school at six and
cover the same program in four years with an easier work
load. The Law on General Education adopted in 1999 envisages gradual transition to a four year primary school
paradigm, which will embrace all the eligible children.
The academic year is 175 days long, with an annual
study load of 700 hours in the first and second grades and
790 hours in the third and fourth grades. The elementary
curriculum consists of reading and writing in Ukrainian
or other native languages, basics of mathematics, nature
study, labor, music, health education, and physical training. The main part of the curriculum is the same on all
the territory of the country and approved by the Ministry
of Education. However, due to the tendency towards the
diversification of programs, schools are allowed to introduce subjects of their own choice (e.g., valeology, foreign languages, environmental study, and dancing). The
development of a whole new generation of textbooks has
had a profound influence on the content of education.
Children receive textbooks free of charge at the beginning of an academic year and return them to the library
before summer vacation. The class is supervised by one
teacher who is responsible for most of the subjects, as
well as the organization of extracurricular activities. Students get cumulative grades for all the subjects at the end
of each quarter and the school year.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Basic secondary education covers a period of 5 years
past primary school with 190 school days a year, plus 3
weeks of examinations and tests at the end of the ninth
grade (last year of study). The program of study is specified every academic year by the Ministry of Education.
This defines the core part of the curriculum for all the
schools in the territory of Ukraine. The curricula are pub1453
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vidual choice of disciplines. Students are evaluated on a
semester basis. At the end of the eleventh grade, all the
students are required to take their final examinations. If
they pass them successfully, they are awarded a Certificate of Secondary Education, which is a prerequisite for
entry to higher educational establishments of the third
and fourth accreditation levels (institutes, academies, and
universities). Students with all ‘‘fives’’ for all the semesters of the upper secondary level are awarded gold medals, and those who have one or two ‘‘fours’’ among all
other excellent marks receive a silver medal. The majority of general education schools enroll full time students.
However, those who wish to combine education with
work can study part time at night or in correspondence
schools.

lished in periodicals and newsletters intended for schoolteachers and administrators. The annual study load is
from 860 to 1030 hours, depending on the grade. They
are divided between obligatory subjects, established by
the Ministry of Education, and optional disciplines, introduced on the school level (four to five hours a week). In
the fifth grade all the students have classes of the Ukrainian or other native languages and literature; foreign language and literature; mathematics and basics of computer
science; Ukrainian history; nature study; music; art;
physical training; household arts; and health education.
Other subjects are gradually added on at different levels
of instruction: world history, geography and biology in
the sixth grade; physics in the seventh grade; chemistry
in the eighth grade; and so on. Each subject is taught by
a different teacher. The weekly number of hours devoted
to every discipline is from one to five. The schedule is
different every day. All the lessons are attended by the
whole class, which can include 5 to 30 people. Students
are divided into subgroups for the study of foreign languages. An evaluation is made at the end of each quarter
and based on the students’ current performance, as well
as final tests. In order to be promoted to the next grade,
students have to complete the requirements in all the subjects. Otherwise, they have to repeat the previous grade.
At the end of the ninth grade all the students take final
examinations, which culminate the program of basic secondary education. Ninety-six percent of young people in
Ukraine get basic secondary education, most of them by
the age of 15.
The curriculum at the upper secondary level includes
more sophisticated subjects and allows for greater indi1454

The innovative types of schools include gymnasiums, which offer comprehensive classical education, and
lyceums, giving specialization in a certain area of knowledge. These institutions are becoming highly prestigious.
In 1998-1999 Ukraine had 243 gymnasiums and 268 lyceums. A specifically Ukrainian type of institution is a
collegium or ‘‘an upper school’’ with philologically,
philosophically, and aesthetically oriented education.
Approximately 3,000 schools with over 500,000 students
provide in-depth instruction in certain subjects.
The emergence of non-traditional schools reflects
the adjustment of the Ukrainian school system to an unprecedented expansion and diversification. Boarding
schools, intended for the chosen few in the nineteenth
century and deemed to be ‘‘the school of the future’’ during the Soviet times, now cater to the needs of orphans,
children without proper parental care, or students from
remote areas who have no school within a reasonable distance from home. Other boarding, ‘‘forest,’’ and sanatorium-type schools enroll students with physical and
mental disabilities, speech defects, and other health problems. They provide both general education that has been
adjusted to the students’ special needs and medical treatment.
The political and economic reforms of the 1990s
brought to Ukraine independence, freedom of choice, and
the transition to a market economy. They initiated major
changes in the educational system based on deideologization, connection with national culture, and the
introduction of new subjects into the school curricula. On
the other hand, many areas of life, especially those financed from the state budget, are experiencing serious
difficulties. Insufficient financing and social problems
are distracting public attention from the educational system. As a result, school buildings are falling apart; equipment and library funds are outdated. In the mid-1990s
only 40 percent of students were provided with the necessary textbooks. The state satisfies only 7 to 10 percent of
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the schools’ need for technical equipment. Teacher morale is low because of the absurdly small salaries and
lengthy delays in their payment. Due to the lack of space,
in the 1990-1995 period, the number of students studying
on a shift schedule increased by 45,000. The rural urban
divide continues to grow, as innovations hardly reach village schools. Non-traditional educational institutions are
predominantly situated in the cities. The difference in the
quality of education is drastic; rural young people cannot
compete with their city peers at the entry examinations
to universities. Because of alcoholism and other medical
and social problems, the number of mentally retarded
children and juvenile delinquents is growing.
The Law on General Secondary Education (1999)
emphasized the necessity to coordinate the interests of
Ukrainian society and the state, improve the quality of
education, provide for a greater independence of educational institutions, develop a more diverse spectrum of
schools, and create opportunities for entering the European and world educational community. Among other
steps, the governmental program envisages the transition
to 12 year general education schooling. The upper secondary school will include three grades. At this stage, students will have a chance to specialize in the areas of
knowledge connected with their future studies at the university level. The reform will also deal with the development of state standards and the introduction of the best
world educational experiences in Ukrainian secondary
schools. The presidential decree On Governmental Support to the Training of Specialists for Rural Areas, as well
as other statutes and regulations, aim at bridging the gap
between rural and urban schools.
The Law on Professional Education, adopted in
1998, outlines the legal basis of the system of vocational
training. The schools, which make up part of the network,
can either provide a professional education or its combination with general secondary education. The prerequisite for entry into vocational training institutions is
successful completion of basic secondary school (nine
grades). The length of study is one year if it involves only
vocational training and from three to four years if it is accompanied by general secondary education. Initial job
qualifications are acquired from professional technical
schools (PTU), agricultural schools, factory schools, and
other institutions attached to enterprises or collective
farms where students can get on the job training. The secondary professional level is represented by uchilishcha,
which give education both in production and nonproduction areas (art, pedagogy, music, medicine, and
other related subjects). Other types include special institutions for students with physical and mental disabilities,
which provide them with vocational skills appropriate for
their medical condition; social rehabilitation schools intended for juvenile delinquents; and centers of personnel
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training and retraining. In the 1990s technicums and colleges, which also used to belong to the system of secondary vocational training, were given the status of higher
educational institutions.
The academic year consists of 40 weeks and is divided into semesters. The weekly study load is 36 hours. The
curricula include several blocks of subjects: science, humanities, professional theoretical, and professional practical disciplines. The educational process is organized in
the form of lectures, seminars, laboratory work, individual study projects, reports, and excursions. Theoretical and
practical instruction is combined with productive work in
shops, factories, training grounds, and subsidiary farms.
In the mid-1990s the network had approximately 11,000
specially equipped classrooms, 3,000 laboratories, and
approximately 7,000 training grounds. Agricultural PTUs
owned 70,000 hectares (175,000 acres) of land, as well
as 16,000 tractors, automobiles, and combines. Graduation is preceded by the defense of a diploma project and
qualification exams. Specialists from the enterprises,
which work in conjunction with the schools, are represented on the State Examination Board and control the
professional level of the graduating students.
The new socioeconomic conditions account for significant changes in the system of vocational training.
They stimulate the introduction of new specialties attractive for students and required by the job market, the development of the state educational standards, and partial
transition from state to non-state funding. The most popular specialties among male PTU graduates are: auto mechanic, electrician, TV repair, electric welder, radio
mechanic, and carpenter. Those among female graduates
are salesclerk, hairdresser, house painter, tailor, and secretary.
Teachers working in the system of vocational training are graduates of secondary or higher engineering and
pedagogical institutions, as well as the Republic Institute
of Advanced Training for Teachers of Professional Technical Schools. In 1995-1996 there were 60,000 people
employed in the network, including 18,000 teachers and
30,000 masters of production training. Forty-five percent
of the masters had an advanced professional qualification, while 39 percent had been trained in 2 or more specialties. The head of a vocational school is a director,
appointed by a corresponding ministry or agency. It is a
competitive contract position. The director’s responsibilities encompass the supervision of the academic process,
creation of appropriate conditions for training specialists,
introduction of progressive educational forms, and control of the school’s finance. The director reports to the
school meeting or conference, which is the highest organ
of the institution’s self-government.
Since 1990 the financial state of vocational training
institutions has significantly deteriorated; the equipment
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is inadequate and there are no funds for the renovation
of the buildings and other facilities. In 1994-1995 low
salaries and unsatisfactory working conditions forced
over 3,000 teachers to leave their jobs; the total number
of vacancies reached 7,000. From 1991 to 1996 the network lost 108 schools. In spite of all the negative tendencies, the system of vocational training still renders social
protection to young people. In 1997-1998, some 55,000
orphans and 200,000 students from low-income families
were provided dormitories, free food, and medical service. The network owns dispensaries, recreation centers,
and sports camps. Students who attend agricultural
schools receive small state allowances and free transportation passes. Good and excellent students get privileges
in admission to higher educational institutions. On the average, 84 percent of students are provided with job placement. In the situation of an economic crisis, the retraining
of unemployed adults acquires special significance. In
1996 the network trained approximately 264,000 and retrained 271,000 people.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The Law on Education establishes the following system of higher qualification levels:
• Junior Specialist (three years of instruction)
• Bachelor (four years of instruction)
• Specialist (one year of instruction beyond the first or
second level for a total of four or five years)
• Master (two years of instruction past the first or second level for a total of five or six years).
The number of students seeking the third and fourth
level degrees is steadily growing. Young people and their
parents recognize the value of higher education and the
opportunities it provides in the modern world. The umbrella term ‘‘VUZ’’ (vyshchy uchbovy zaklad) is used to
denote all kinds of higher educational institutions. In
1998-1999 the network included 327 higher technical
schools (technicumy), 216 higher vocational schools
(uchilishcha), 117 colleges, 149 institutes, 2 conservatories, 48 academies, and 81 universities. Approximately
85 percent of the VUZs were owned by the state; the remaining 15 percents had different forms of ownership.
In order to be officially acknowledged, all the institutions have to be duly licensed and accredited by the
state. The procedure of licensing gives the institution the
right to offer educational services, whereas the accreditation establishes its status and recognizes its ability to train
specialists at the level of state standards. The preliminary
examination of the institution’s capacity and training potential is carried out by Expert Boards, and the final decision is made by the State Accreditation Board. The
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prerequisites for enrollment into higher educational programs include complete secondary education and success
in the entrance examinations. The rules for the latter are
set by the VUZs on the basis of general state regulations.
Applicants who finished secondary schools with silver
and gold medals take only one profile examination and
are admitted if they receive an excellent grade. Others
have to go through a competition based on the cumulative
results of the exams. The competition to popular institutions can be quite keen. Preference is given to particular
social groups, such as children from working class families, orphans, and war veterans. To provide better chances
for admission for rural applicants, VUZ set special quotas
to train specialists, who are expected to work in rural
areas after graduation. In 2000 more than approximately
3,000 students were enrolled on the basis of such quotas.
The majority of institutions are coeducational. On
the average, male and female students are equally represented at the VUZs, though women are usually predominant in humanitarian departments and men in technical
schools. The programs can be full time (day) and part
time (night or by correspondence). Since 1990-1991 the
enrollment in full time programs has been steadily growing. This is mainly because of the emergence of non-state
institutions and departments, where the competition is
not so fierce. During the period from 1990 to 1996 the
number of part time students decreased from approximately 13,000 to 3,000 in the night departments and from
55,000 to 45,000 in the correspondence departments.
Once admitted, freshmen are divided into groups of
20 to 25 students, who attend most of the classes together
and study as a team until they graduate. The academic
year begins on 1 September; it lasts 42 weeks and is divided into 2 semesters. The pressure of the state in defining the content of education is still great. Institutions have
to adopt the curricula approved by the Ministry of Education even when it conflicts with the opinion of faculty
members about the expediency of teaching certain subjects and the number of hours allotted to them. The obligatory part of the curricula includes several areas: social
science, humanities, law, environmental studies, ethics,
philosophy, and world and national culture. Different
subjects are distributed between these areas. It is believed
that state regulations allow for the same level of training
throughout the entire country. Due to some positive
changes, part of the curricula is intended for subjects that
can be introduced by the VUZs and thus allow for the diversification of the programs. The approach towards the
selection of textbooks and other teaching materials has
also become much more liberal. In addition to the current
evaluation, students take tests and examinations (the latter mostly oral) at the end of each semester. Typical
grades are verbal: pass/fail or excellent, good, satisfactory, and unsatisfactory. Students, who successfully comWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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plete all the requirements, receive small stipends from the
state.
In order to graduate, students have to defend a thesis
and take final state examinations before a panel of professors. The head of the Examination Board is invited from
a different institution. Students who graduate with honors
(75 percent excellent and 25 percent good grades) receive
the so-called ‘‘Red Certificate.’’
Post-graduate education exists in the form of aspirantura and doktorantura, which are attached to educational or research institutions. Aspirantura is a three year
advanced training program, leading to the degree of Kandydat Nauk (Candidate of Sciences), which is approximately equivalent to a Ph.D. It is awarded to scholars
who pass corresponding qualification exams, publish a
number of articles, and defend a dissertation. Holders of
the Kandydat’s degree can continue their studies in doktorantura. It is a highly prestigious program, and scholars
are usually promoted to it after many years of teaching
and research. It is essentially a three year sabbatical,
which gives the scholar an opportunity to publish a
monograph, defend another (more advanced) dissertation, and receive the highest degree conferred in
Ukraine—Doktor Nauk (Doctor of Sciences).
Faculty positions include assistant, senior lecturer,
dotsent (which usually requires the Kandydat’s degree),
and professor (requiring the Doktor’s degree). They are
attained on a competitive basis for a period of five years,
after which faculty members have to compete again for
the same or a higher position. In 1997-1998 the Ukrainian
higher educational system had 130,000 faculty members,
56.6 percent of which had Kandyat’s degrees and 7.3 percent were holders of Doktor’s degrees. After a year of
work in the position of a dotsent or a professor, faculty
members can be promoted to a corresponding scholarly
rank (zvannya), which is awarded for a lifetime by VAK
(Supreme Attestation Commission) and accompanied by
a certificate. The highest honorable ranks are corresponding academy member (chlen-korrespondent) and full
academy member (diysnychlen).
The Academic Council of a VUZ elects the rector
who is responsible for the overall organization of the institution. Prorectors are employed on a contract basis to
assist the rector with particular areas of work (e.g., academic process, research, or international contacts). The
institution consists of schools, or faculties, headed by
deans. Faculty members are organized in departments
(kafedry) according to their area of knowledge.
Ukrainian higher educational institutions experience
the same difficulties as the rest of the educational system.
Financing is far below the norm; the number of computers and other advanced equipment does not meet modern
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requirements. The funds allocated for research are insufficient. Every year the number of students who receive
education free of charge is shrinking, whereas more and
more spaces are allocated for applicants who pay tuition
fees. Since the latter do not have to go through a severe
competition, their level of knowledge often leaves much
to be desired. Consequently, the overall quality of student
preparation deteriorates. Low salaries and lack of social
protection make professors look for jobs elsewhere. In
1994-1995, for example, over 7,000 faculty members,
predominantly doktors and kandydats, left their teaching
positions. The average age of faculty is growing. Bribery
and corruption in the educational sphere have become
quite common.
The favorable tendencies include the humanization
and diversification of curricula, introduction of innovative methods, and more freedom given to professors in
the choice of teaching materials. The elimination of
courses indoctrinating Communist ideology allows for a
more objective approach to the processes taking place in
the modern world. On the other hand, when professors
have to switch from old to new subjects, in which they
had not received any proper training themselves (e.g.,
from atheism to theology or from mathematics to business), it has an overall negative effect on the educational
process. Nevertheless, VUZs are gradually adjusting to
the new conditions. The most important tasks in the
sphere of higher education include: the development of
multiple forms and mechanisms of financing; the establishment of contacts with enterprises, organizations, central and local organs of power that would provide
employment opportunities for prospective graduates; the
creation of favorable conditions for the work of highly
qualified specialists in the sphere of education; and the
development of international contacts. VUZs are also encouraged to set departments beyond their original campuses in order to enhance better educational opportunities
in different regions of the country.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The state organs of power include the Ministry of
Education, other ministries and agencies, supervising
particular educational institutions, VAK (the Supreme
Attestation Commission), the Ministry of Education of
the autonomous Republic of the Crimea, local executive
bodies, and organs of self-government. The Ministry of
Education plays the leading role in defining and executing the state policy in education, science, and professional training, as well as the development of curricula and
state standards. It defines the norms and rules of admission to higher educational institutions and organizes the
attestation of teachers. The ministries and agencies are responsible for the control, inspection, licensing, and ac1457
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creditation of educational institutions. VAK supervises
the attestation of specialists, confers, and approves advanced scholarly degrees. Organs of self-government are
represented by general meetings and conferences of educational institutions; district, city, or oblast teacher conferences; and finally by the All-Ukrainian Teachers
Convention.
Together with local executive organs, they make decisions about the establishment of the budget financing,
the development and social security of teachers and students, and other issues referring to their sphere of competence.
During the Soviet times, the state budget was the
only source of financing for the educational sphere. The
transition to a market economy and the establishment of
non-state educational institutions account for the emergenceof new sources of financing, including local budgets, private enterprises, and individuals. According to
the Law on Education, the state financing of the educational sphere cannot be less than 10 percent of the GNP.
All primary and secondary school students are provided
with free health care. Orphans and children from low income families also receive allowances for food and
clothes.
The economic crisis of the late 1990s created serious
problems for the educational system: deterioration of
school and university buildings; lack of funds for renovation, modern equipment, and textbooks; delays in the
payment of salaries to teachers; and shortages of electricity and heating. The main aims of the Ukrainian government and the Ministry of Education include the
preservation of the existing network and the development
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of effective mechanisms of financing the educational
sphere under the new socioeconomic conditions.
After the declaration of independence in 1991, the
use of languages became an important political issue.
Since Ukraine is a multinational state, the languages used
on its territory include Ukrainian, Russian, Romanian,
Polish, Hungarian, and others. Traditionally the western
part of Ukraine (Lvov, Vinnitsa, Ivano-Frankovsk, etc.)
predominantly used the Ukrainian language, whereas the
eastern part (Donetsk, Lugansk, Kharkov, Dnepropetrovsk, and the Crimea) gave preference to Russian. The
Law on Languages in the Ukrainian SSR, adopted in
1989, for the first time gave Ukrainian the status of a state
language (derzhavna mova). Article 10 of the Constitution (1996) secured this provision and obliged the state
to enhance the development and extensive use of the
Ukrainian language in all spheres of life. At the same
time it gave Russian the role of a tool of international
communication and guaranteed the protection of all the
languages of national minorities. According to Article 53
of the Constitution, citizens belonging to ethnic groups
other than Ukrainian have the right to get education in
their native tongue in state institutions or through cultural
societies.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Before 1991, when Ukraine was part of the Soviet
Union, its system of extraschool education included an
extensive network of Palaces of Young Pioneers, Houses
of Culture, Institutes of Marxism-Leninism, and cultural
and sports facilities. All the educational activities provided by the system had a strong ideological flavor. In the
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1990s the institutions of nonformal education discontinued the practice of indoctrinating Communist ideology
through their programs and could concentrate on their educational and cultural mission. However, due to the economic crisis, the network started shrinking. Educators
engaged in the system had to direct their main efforts to
the survival, rather than extension, of their facilities. In
the mid 1990s the network of nonformal institutions
Comprised of 900 multifunctional centers of children’s
creative work, 500 sports schools, 250 centers of young
technicians, 200 young naturalists stations, and 20 young
tourists stations. Other facilities are art schools and studios, music schools, health centers, and summer camps.
Independent education can be obtained through people’s
universities, libraries, clubs, TV, and radio programs.
New offerings include aerobic and shaping courses, Internet cafes, computer games, and health centers for those
who can afford it.
Special attention is given to adult education, which
was largely ignored in the 1980s and 1990s. The search
for better-paying jobs, ambition, or the need to acquire
an additional profession urge thousands of people to take
part in advanced training, refresher, or retraining courses.
In 1999 over 500 state, communal, and private educational institutions in the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education and 23 other ministries and agencies offered
postgraduate training and refresher courses for adults.
The developing market economy produces the need for
specialists in the field of economic and financial management, banking, insurance, law, and other areas. The most
active enrollees in the programs of additional education
are representatives of small businesses, demobilized military officers, and the unemployed.
Organizations engaged in educational research are
teacher training institutions, research institutes of pedagogy and psychology, the Pedagogical Society founded
in 1960, the Pedagogical Museum organized in 1948 as
an exhibition, and numerous educational associations.
Other public and research organizations, which participate in international programs, organize educational fairs
and exhibitions, and publish periodicals, are: the Znannia
(‘‘Knowledge’’) Society of Ukraine, the Association of
Non-State-Owned Educational Institutions of Ukraine,
the International Education Fund, the Ukrainian Teachers’ Creative League, and others.

TEACHING PROFESSION
In 1997-1998 there were over 500,000 teachers employed in the Ukrainian educational system of which over
90 percent of them with a higher education. Ten universities, 29 pedagogical institutes, and 50 secondary pedagogical schools trained teachers. A number of industrial
pedagogical technicums prepared teachers for vocational
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technical schools. The Kiev, Odessa, Rovno, and Slavic
teacher training institutes, as well as 40 secondary pedagogical schools (uchilishcha), have specialized departments for training preschool and primary school teachers.
The curricula include pedagogy, psychology, anatomy,
hygiene, and methods of teaching specially designed for
working with young children. Students can specialize in
art, music, household arts, and physical training. Some
of the pedagogical schools are affiliated with higher educational institutions offering teacher training programs.
In this case, institute and university professors teach part
of the courses at the schools. An agreement between the
institutions can allow the graduates of uchilishcha to get
advanced placement at the institutes or universities.
The curricula of higher educational establishments
training secondary school teachers are constantly modified to include the innovative methodologies and experiences. The common practice for the students is to get
training in two areas of specialization (e.g., biology and
geography or the Ukrainian language and literature).
Students regularly take part in the teaching practice at primary or secondary schools. Now that educational institutions have more freedom, they sometimes allow their
students to practice teaching on the university level,
which partially makes up for the lack of special teacher
training programs for higher educational establishments.
In the Soviet Union all the graduates were assigned
to teaching positions by the state and had to work there
for at least three years. This practice has been given up;
finding a job has become the students’ responsibility. According to the Law on Education, the weekly workload
of secondary school teachers is 18 hours. They get extra
pay for teaching additional hours or doing other kinds of
work (e.g., supervising a group of students or correcting
written assignments). Teachers have to go through the attestation process once every five years. It consists of two
parts, which testify to their knowledge of the subject, as
well as the efficiency of their curricular and extracurricular work.
Specially organized commissions assign the teacher
one of the four categories based on the results of the attestation: specialist, specialist of the second category, specialist of the first category, or specialist of the highest
category. The attained category acknowledges the teacher’s qualification level and influences his or her salary.
One of the aspects taken into account during attestation
is participation in advanced training programs and refresher courses. The system of advanced training and retraining includes over 20 institutes, as well as specialized
departments of universities and other VUZs.
Teachers also participate in methodological seminars
and conferences, organized by local educational departments, and attend professional development seminars and
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their colleagues’ demonstration classes. Due to the nonpayment of salaries from the budget, which plagued the
country in the 1990s, as well as other financial and social
problems, thousands of teachers quit their jobs. Others
had to go on strike in order to make the government fulfil
its obligations to the teachers and schools. The quality of
instruction at rural schools remains a serious problem.
The government tries to solve it by allotting spots at
teacher training institutes and universities for applicants
from rural areas and giving them privileges at admission.
However, the mechanisms have not been worked out adequately: after graduation many students in such programs
fail to go back home to teach at a rural school and remain
in the city. Therefore, the level of teaching in most of the
rural schools is inadequate, and, because of numerous vacancies, some subjects are not taught at all. Many teachers from rural schools do not have a higher education.
They are encouraged to complete their education through
correspondence programs and use other educational opportunities to upgrade their qualification. Serous work
aimed at the improvement of education in Ukraine is carried out by the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences, which
was created in 1992. Its activities in the 1990s resulted
in the development of new curricula; publication of textbooks on humanitarian subjects, which were devoid of
Communist ideological biases; creation of educational
materials specifically intended for the Crimean Tartars
and other groups of population; and research in different
areas of pedagogy.

SUMMARY
The socioeconomic changes encountered by Ukraine
in the late 1980s to 1990s and the transition to a market
economy account for the humanization and democratization of the educational process, introduction of different
forms of property in the educational sphere, and the development of innovative curricula. At the same time, numerous economic problems have a negative influence on
different aspects of the life of teachers and students and
bring about undesirable consequences.
The independence gained in 1991 and the quest for
national identity allow for the promotion of nationally
specific programs, use of the Ukrainian language in
schools, and the opportunity to incorporate unique cultural peculiarities into school and university life. On the
other hand, they are accompanied by unprepared nationalistic decisions, occasional discrimination of ethnic minorities, and rejection of valuable experiences and
practices.
The most important goals of the educational sphere,
outlined in the major national programs ‘‘Osvita, Ukraine
in the Twenty-first Century,’’ ‘‘The Main Directions of
Reforming Educational System of Ukraine,’’ and others,
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include: the development of new legislative and economic mechanisms, which will ensure the effective work of
the educational system; the reorganization of the existing
and creation of new educational institutions, which will
provide for the multistage system of training highly qualified specialists; further diversification of curricula with
regard to the national and regional peculiarities and needs
of the population; the adaptation of the educational system to the requirements of the labor market; the training
of specialists on the basis of the state standards, which
will allow for an increase in the professional and social
mobility of graduates; the establishment of partnerships
of educational institutions with businesses and organizations to ensure the employment of graduates; the democratization of education, and development of the
relationship between teachers and students based on mutual respect and effective cooperation; the creation and
publication of new textbooks devoid of ideological biases; special attention given to the publication of textbooks in the Ukrainian language; the development of
innovative methodological and information technologies;
the enhancement of the accessibility of education for different social groups on throughout the country through
the development of distance learning and the creation of
a system of continuing education; the acquisition of sophisticated equipment, which would provide access to the
Internet and other sources of up-to-date information; and
the participation in large scale international projects.
Hopefully, the development of the educational system and the efforts of educators will make use of the
long-standing educational tradition and rich Ukrainian
history, allow for the preservation and development of
the educational network, and ultimately make Ukraine
part of the international educational community.
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

United Arab Emirates

Region:

Middle East

Population:

2,369,153

Language(s):

Arabic, Persian, English,
Hindi, Urdu

Literacy Rate:

79.2%
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Few countries in history have experienced, in less
than four decades, a huge shift in income and development comparable to that of the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) during the last part of the twentieth century. The
UAE developed a public national educational system in
a thirty year period that is similar to what Western countries established in over a hundred year period. Since the
early 1960s the UAE has emerged from relative obscurity
in global affairs to become one of the wealthiest and most
dynamic of the smaller countries of the world. The rapid
infrastructure development in virtually every corner of
the country provides visual evidence of immense change.
Public and private construction and modern consumption
patterns are in evidence throughout the country.
Developing a diversified economic base and sophisticated modern cities equipped with advanced telecommunications, electricity, and utilities are among many
measures being taken by the UAE federal government to
provide a high standard of living and quality of life and
to advance the skills and human resources of its citizens.
Social development efforts, most particularly the nurturing of the country’s citizens or ‘‘human capital,’’ have
been a priority of the UAE government since the early
years of the federation. Immense resources have been applied to provide modern social and economic development infrastructure in education, health, and social
welfare.
The United Arab Emirates is a federation of seven
independent states located in the southeastern corner of
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the Arabian Peninsula. It is in a very tough geopolitical
neighborhood. The politics of the region includes differences in geographical names. The ‘‘Persian’’ or ‘‘Arabian Gulf’’ borders the region to the north, Saudi Arabia
to the south and west, and Oman to the east. Before the
discovery of oil in the 1950s, the UAE was a group of
low-income emirates under the protection of the British.
Oil brought rapid growth and modernization to the area,
and these small states became independent as the UAE
in 1971.
Most of the country is desert but the UAE’s proven
oil reserves make up almost one-tenth of the world’s total
oil, with about ninety percent of the UAE’s oil in the
emirate of Abu Dhabi. It is quite hot during the summer
months (May to October), with temperatures reaching
49C (120F).
Population estimates of the country in 2000 ranged
from 2.6 to nearly 3 million. About 85 percent of the
country’s population is urban. Abu Dhabi is the largest
city and is the national capital. It serves as the financial,
transportation, and communications center of a major petroleum-producing area. Abu Dhabi also has a large port
and is home to federal government ministries and embassies. Dubai is the main trading center of the entire Gulf,
has the principal port facilities of the UAE as well as its
busiest airport, and has several large commercial enterprises. The UAE has four other international airports.
Several features of the UAE’s demography are unusual. The population in 1995 was 15 times larger than
it was in 1965, largely due to the immigration of male expatriate workers. Four-fifths of the UAE’s inhabitants are
foreign workers and their dependents. The UAE also has
a very youthful population because of the influx of young
foreign workers, a cultural preference for large families,
and greatly improved medical care. There is a significant
imbalance in the sex ratios, with some national expatriate
groups having about ten males for every female.
The native population of the UAE is overwhelmingly Arab. Generally a different tribe dominates each
emirate. About two-thirds of the UAE’s non-native populations are Asians (largely Indians, Pakistanis, Sri Lankans, Bangladeshis, and Filipinos), and the other third are
Iranians or Arabs (primarily Jordanians, Palestinians, and
Egyptians). Although the huge population share of expatriates has caused some concern over its possible impact
on security and on social and cultural values, the level of
tensions between the various ethnic communities is
slight. The UAE is noted for a very low level of crime;
violent behavior is rare. Standards for public conduct are
high. Expatriates may be expelled for minor law violations. There are a sizeable number of undocumented residents who have overstayed temporary visas and are
casually employed.
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Arabic is the official language of the UAE. English
is also widely spoken, as are Hindi, Urdu, and Persian.
Islam is the official religion of the country and all Emiratis and a majority of the expatriates are Muslims. The
constitution guarantees religious freedom and there are
some Christian churches in the country. The density of
mosques in the urban areas is very high. Two or three
mosques may be in sight of one another.
The culture of the UAE is a blend of traditional and
modern elements, which is open to many types of influences and change. The religion of Islam and the heritage
of a traditional, tribal Arab society form the basis of a stable and conservative social structure. Censorship of
media is routine. There is, however, a degree of openness
and a tolerant atmosphere that permits expatriates opportunities to enjoy familiar entertainments and leisure activities, including the discreet use of alcohol.
The most conservative arenas of life in the UAE concern women and male-female interaction. For most
Emirati women the home remains the basic sphere of activity. Younger women, benefiting from their access to
modern education, are playing a wider role in society but,
with only about fourteen percent of the small overall
Emirati labor force being female, their numbers are few.
Arranged marriages are the norm and family members
carefully restrict the conduct of young women. Marriage
to a cousin or within one’s class is a preferred form. The
number of Emirati men marrying non-Emirati women has
increased in recent years and is considered by the government a threat to national culture that requires intervention. The government is actively involved in promoting
marriages among its nationals.
Reflecting a mix of modern and traditional life,
clothing styles include Western and indigenous dress and
the national dress of several other countries. A great variety of dress is manifest in public places, including that
of groups from South and Southeast Asia. Most Emirati
men wear the dishdasha, a white, loose-fitting garment
that is comfortable in hot weather. Most women wear the
black abayah and some also wear a facemask called the
burka, although this tradition is less common among
younger women.
Most of the population has modern air-conditioned
housing, either in apartments or villa-style houses, a great
contrast with the simple dwellings of forty or more years
ago. The small rural population lives in a more traditional
style, and a few Bedouins still live nomadically in tents.
Similarly, local foods represent a blend of traditional
Arab dishes, such as grilled lamb with spiced rice, with
South Asian, Chinese, European and increasingly popular American fast foods readily available in urban areas.
Traditional sports, such as falconry and horse and
camel racing, remain popular with newer sports, particuWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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larly soccer (football). Tribal identities continue to be expressed through loyalty to some UAE football teams.
There are several internationally known and broadcast
competitions held each year in the UAE in golf, tennis,
horseracing, auto cross, motor-rallying, and powerboat
racing. Most Emiratis enjoy family-centered entertainment, including routine visits with a network of friends
and relatives and watching video media at home. Cell
phones are in common use throughout the country and
contribute to daily interaction.
Traditional Islamic rituals remain important, especially the Eid al-Fitr and the Eid al-Adha, the festivals
that mark the end of Ramadan (a month of fasting) and
the conclusion of the haj (pilgrimage to Mecca) on the
Islamic calendar. On special occasions Emiratis perform
traditional dances to musical accompaniment. The commitment to preserving traditional arts and culture is evident both at the popular level and in the political
leadership. Each emirate devotes considerable resources
to maintaining museums and libraries. Sharjah has developed nine museums within extensive arts and culture district and a vast University City complex, which includes
the campuses of five institutions of higher learning.
There is a strong commercial tradition in the UAE
and trading relationships with other countries are longstanding. Trade with India and China expanded in the
early Islamic period, with Julfar (in present-day Ras al
Khaymah) one of many areas currently being examined
by archaeologists, serving as one of the leading ports.
European intervention in the area began with the
Portuguese in the early sixteenth century. From the midseventeenth century the British and Dutch competed for
domination, with Britain coming out on top. By about
1800, the Qawasim, the ruling clans of Sharjah and Ras
al Khaymah today, had become a maritime power in the
lower gulf, attacking ships from British-ruled India. Labeling their opponents as ‘‘pirates,’’ the British defeated
the Qawasim fleet in 1819 and in 1820 imposed the first
of several treaties that created and sustained a maritime
truce, giving the name ‘‘Trucial States’’ to the emirates.
By 1892 the British had taken over the states’ foreign relations and external security and the states remained
under British protection until 1971.
The British, who were principally concerned with
the security of the UK-India trade routes and Gulf maritime commerce, rarely directly intervened in the states’
internal affairs. The British drew upon a small but sophisticated group of civil servants to manage political and
military relations. The most significant results of British
domination were the establishment of an embryonic government bureaucracy, a general peace, the introduction of
the Western concept of territorial or nation-states, and the
creation in 1952 of the Trucial States Council to promote
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cooperation among the seven rulers, which provided the
basis for the future leadership of the UAE.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The UAE’s constitution established a federal government that leaves much power to the emirates. Legal
codes differ among the emirates. The government has executive, legislative, and judicial branches, but the executive strongly dominates. There are no political parties and
no popular elections. Although the governmental institutions are modern in form, the base of political power is
traditional and hereditary, with the ruling family of each
emirate representing its dominant tribe and region. Politics is largely a process of satisfying the claims to power
of ruling families and their factions as well as merchants
and religious leaders.
Because of the UAE’s oil wealth, citizens pay no
taxes and receive generous social welfare benefits, including free medical and dental care. The UAE has a
modern health care system that is comparable to that
found in Western industrial societies. Facilities are concentrated in the larger cities, although most people have
access to basic care. Citizens may also be sent abroad for
specialized treatment.
After the founding of the UAE in 1971, there was
tremendous expansion of public education facilities. Section 17 of the Constitution declares that education is fundamental to the progress of society and is to be
compulsory at the primary level and free at all levels.
Uniforms, books, equipment, and transportation are also
free. In the early years of the UAE’s existence, education
was second only to defense in the federal budget, a pattern that continues today.
Education, as routinely indicated in government policy, is considered a key element in promoting the necessary skills for social and economic development. As in
other countries, priority was given to the needs of schoolaged children. Increased attention is now being given
nontraditional student populations. The Ministry of Education and Youth (MOEY), the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research (MOHESR), and higherlevel federal authorities routinely promulgate laws and
regulations concerning education. Some important laws
are included in discussing particular features of education
in the UAE.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Most histories of the Gulf region focus on political
and military developments and are oriented toward a
readership of Western specialists. The written record of
the history of education in the region is very thin. Archae1463
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ological excavations in several locations in the UAE are,
however, providing new information about many aspects
of the region’s ancient past, including life in complex
urban settlements that existed thousands of years before
the coming of Christianity and Islam to the area. More
information is becoming available as well about the period of Islamic expansion before significant contact was
made with Europeans. Islamic Instruction in the Koran
through traditional schools and tutors was common in
many places in what is now the UAE hundreds of years
before European states became a presence in the late
1400s.
‘‘Western’’ or ‘‘modern’’ education can be traced to
the early 1900s when prosperous pearl merchants in the
coastal cities of Dubai, Abu Dhabi, and Sharjah established three schools. Foreign teachers from other parts of
the Arab world, who taught reading, writing, and Islamic
studies, staffed the schools. The economic crises of the
1920s and 1930s and the decline in the pearl industry
from Japanese competition forced these schools to close,
but others reopened when the economy improved.
The British government, controllers of the military
and external affairs the Trucial States (the forerunner of
the UAE), built the first school offering a comprehensive
Western-type curriculum in Sharjah in 1953. Staffed by
teachers from other Arab countries, the school had 450
boys between the ages of six and 17 during its first year.
Soon after the first modern primary school for girls was
established in Sharjah. The British government also built
schools in Abu Dhabi, Ras al Khaymah, and Khawr Fakkan. It established an agricultural school in Ras al Khaymah in 1955 and a technical school in Sharjah in 1958.
In 1958 Kuwait started to build schools in the emirates, including facilities in Ajman and Umm al Qaywayn.
Kuwait also provided teacher-training programs in the
UAE and funded teacher trainees from the emirates to go
abroad for training. Until the emirates could afford to pay
teachers, Bahrain, Qatar, and Egypt paid teachers to work
in the emirates.
After Abu Dhabi Emirate began earning great oil
revenues in the early 1960s, it developed and funded its
own educational system, while the other emirates that
were to become part of the UAE continued to rely on outside assistance. By the 1964-1965 academic year, Abu
Dhabi had six schools attended by 390 boys and 138
girls, taught by 33 teachers. In the same year, there were
31 schools outside Abu Dhabi, 12 of which were for girls.
Dubai had 3,572 students in 10 schools and 137 teachers.
A basic feature of the UAE educational system is its astounding growth since 1964. During the 2000-2001 academic year, 314,217 students were in UAE schools,
which numbered 710 institutions with 27,493 teachers
and administrators.
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One of the consequences of the continuing investments in public education is that the standard of living for
UAE citizens has improved greatly since 1971. The UAE
was ranked forty-fifth in the United Nations Human Development Index for the year 2000. This index assesses
the quality of life based on income, educational standards, life expectancy, and health care in 174 countries
worldwide. A comparable measure in the early 1960s
would have placed the UAE in the low bottom quartile.
The existing educational structure, which was established in the early 1970s, is a four-tier system covering
14 years of education. The tiers include kindergarten (4-5
years old), primary (6-11 years), intermediate (12-14
years) and secondary (15-17 years) levels.
Instruction is in Arabic. Introductory English is
given in the early grades with advanced courses being offered at all of the intermediate and secondary levels.
Some technical and scientific courses in English are offered at the secondary level. Instruction by native speakers of English is rare. No other foreign languages are
being taught in the public sector. Some private schools,
however, offer instruction in European and Asian languages.
The school year starts in September and ends in early
June. As in many other Arab and Islamic countries, the
government workweek is from Saturday to Wednesday,
with Thursday and Friday constituting the ‘‘weekend.’’
Islamic and UAE national holidays are observed and a
shortened school day is followed during the holy month
of Ramadan when it falls during the school year. Summer
courses are rare because of the intense heat of that season.
A large minority of Emirati families spends part of the
summer abroad.
Student, teacher, staff, and school numbers have
steadily increased in the private educational sector, in addition to great growth in the public schools. In a recent
five-year period the number of private schools increased
to 398 in the 1998-1999 school year, from 365 in the
1994-1995 school year, with male and female students increasing by 19 percent from 189,830 to 225,898, and
teaching staff from 12,659 to 16,416. UAE national students registered with private schools accounted for 11
percent of their total enrollment in 1995.
The total number of students at primary and secondary level in public and private schools in the UAE has
steadily grown each year and reached 563,461 in 1998,
up from 480,973 in 1995, an increase of 4 percent per
annum. Teaching and administrative staff increased to
43,510 in 1999, up from 37,425 in 1995, while the number of schools increased to 1085 from 901 for the same
period.
A large minority of students in the federal school
system are the sons and daughters of foreign nationals
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working in the UAE. The percentage of UAE national
students in government schools stood at 66.6 percent in
1998-1999, compared with 33.7 percent for expatriate
students. The number of female students increased by 3
percent, while the figure was 2.6 percent for male students.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Emirati women generally stay at home and take care
of their younger children, sometimes with the assistance
of expatriate domestics from the Philippines or Sri Lanka.
Emirati families tend to be large and female family members often provide childcare for their younger relatives.
Females make up only about 13 percent of UAE citizens
in the work force. Childcare facilities are uncommon and
the demand for them modest. They tend to cater to the
needs of expatriate families who include a working mother.
Primary school education is compulsory for all UAE
citizens starting at age six. Kindergartens, which are for
children aged four and five, are generally considered to
be part of the primary tier rather than a separate program.
Interestingly, kindergarten is the only level where a majority of the teachers, all women, are UAE nationals rather than expatriates. Government policy is to provide
teacher-student ratios of 1:20 at kindergarten and primary
levels. As shown by recent UAE Government statistics
from the Ministry of Education and Youth (2001), current
teacher-student ratios are well within this proposed
range. The teacher-student ratio of kindergarten and primary levels is 1:17.
Primary education is for six years divided into two
three-year cycles, a basic or ‘‘junior primary stage’’ in
which one teacher has a single class throughout the day,
and the ‘‘senior primary stage,’’ in which there are different teachers for the different school subjects. ‘‘Preparatory education’’ includes classes from Grades VII to IX of
the first primary sequence or from Forms I to III of the
preparatory stage. The school year extends over 32 weeks
for both the kindergarten and the basic junior primary
stage.
Core subjects in the junior primary stage include Islamic education, Arabic language, English language,
mathematics, and science. Activity subjects include art,
physical education, music, and family education for girls.
The same subjects are taught at the senior primary stage,
but the number of periods for some of them is increased.
At the senior stage, social studies join the required subjects. The same subjects are taught at the preparatory
stage with an increase in content and the number of class
periods. Social studies become divided into three separate units that include history, geography and civics.
The Ministry of Education and Youth determines the
curricula and defines the number of periods for each subWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

ject, pursuant to ministerial resolutions, which take into
account curriculum developments and evaluation studies.
In the senior stages it consists of 36 weeks and is divided
into two terms. The length of the academic year at the different stages and the number of periods for each subject
matter are specified in ministerial resolutions. Ministerial
Resolution No. 2263/2 of 1995 specifies the number of
teaching periods for the different subjects and activities
for the primary and preparatory stages of general education. The time allocations include the primary stage with
32 weekly periods (hours) in Grades I-III, and 34 periods
(boys) or 36 periods (girls) in Grades IV-VI. The preparatory stage has 34 weekly periods for boys or 36 periods
for girls in each form.
Schooling, uniform costs, and related expenses are
provided without charge to the students and school transportation is also free. Emirtas, the government establishment for public transportation, is responsible for
transporting students to and from schools.
There are two general procedures for evaluation and
examinations, one for the primary stage and one for both
the preparatory and the secondary stages. A two-term academic year system is in place with each term considered
a separate, independent unit. At the end of the academic
year, successful students are awarded a certificate and are
promoted to the next class. These certificates are authenticated and verified by the school and educational zone
officials. The pass rate is generally over 90 percent.
Dropout rates are in the 4-5 percent range.
A specific period is set aside at the end of each term
for examinations, and students are promoted to higher
grades according to their marks in both the examinations
and coursework throughout the year. In both the preparatory and secondary stages, a test is held at the end of each
term. A coursework mark is added to decide the student’s
final result. The diagnostic evaluations project for the
basic curriculum requires teachers to prepare educational
activities and to offer remedial activities to students with
learning difficulties or higher cognitive activities to those
with very high achievement.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The secondary stage lasts three years. In the first year
students follow a common syllabus. In the second and
third years, they specialize in science or literature. At the
end of the secondary stage, successful students obtain the
Certificate of General Secondary Education (CGSE).
At the secondary level the following subjects are
taught in the annual sequence indicated:
• Year I: Islamic education, Arabic language, English
language, history, geography, mathematics, physics,
chemistry, biology, geology, computer science,
physical education, and family education (for girls).
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• Years II-III: Islamic education, Arabic language, English language, mathematics, physical education,
and family education (for girls). These are the basic
subjects. In addition, students can choose to join either the science section or the literary section, and
have to study the following additional subjects: history, geography, sociology, and economics in the literary section; physics, chemistry, biology, and
geology in the science section.
• Year III: there is an increase in the number of subjects taught in the second year of secondary in each
of the two streams. Literary-section students are
taught philosophical subjects, logic, and psychology
instead of sociology and economics.
Ministerial Resolution No. 2263/2 for the year 1995
allocated the number of teaching periods for the different
subjects and activity subjects for the secondary stage of
general education. Thirty-four weekly periods (boys) or
36 periods (girls) are required in the first two years; 36
weekly periods (boys and girls) are required in the third
year.
Preparatory education lasts three years (age group
12-14) and qualifies students for general or technical secondary education. General secondary education lasts for
three years and is for the age group 15-17 years old. After
the first year of core subjects, students can choose to
follow either a science or a literary stream. Technical education comprises three main streams: technical, agricultural, and commercial. It is divided into two levels, one
for technical preparatory education, and the other for
technical, commercial, and agricultural secondary education, each lasting three years. In technical education
courses English is used for specialized subjects but all
other subjects are taught in Arabic.
At the end of the general and technical secondary
stages, students are awarded a certificate after passing the
general examination held at the end of each academic
year. This certificate qualifies a student to undertake
higher studies at university level. In 1996, programs of
technical education to be carried out jointly with German
technical institutions were initiated. Priorities of the Ministry at the secondary level are to reduce the failure and
dropout rates and incidents of truancy and to increase the
efficiency of administrators through executive development programs. Secondary education development
studies includes research on teaching strategies that take
into account individual differences among learners, and
directing educational resources for improvements in individualized instruction. A further focus is with educational
guidance or counseling, monitoring and directing of students to areas that suits their capabilities and aptitudes.
The School Activities Project seeks to help learners
develop their capabilities and interests in science and
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technology by adding two successive periods for program
activities. Activities include electronics, automotive engineering, astronomy, basic electricity, and maritime sciences.
Comprehensive changes have taken place in recent
years in the curricula, syllabi, laboratories, and overall
framework of technical education to contribute emiratisation and increase the number of technical school graduates in the workforce. A Technical Education Development Plan seeks more direct connections between
work and study. Studies for the development of technical
education include both the practical and theoretical aspects of different specializations. They also include a
worksite participation plan allowing graduates opportunities to work with modern equipment and facilities.
Government policy is to provide teacher-student ratios of 1:15 at intermediate and secondary levels. Current
teacher-student ratios are well within this proposed
range. The teacher-student ratio of intermediate and secondary levels is 1:10. On the average, from 12 to 14 percent of the students must repeat a grade because of
failure.
Private Schools: The UAE employs great numbers of
expatriates from various countries, many of whom have
children. The different national groups have developed a
large number of schools to accommodate their children.
Private schools in the country range from excellent to
poor.
Private schools follow the curricula of their homeland but they operate under the licensing and supervision
of the Ministry of Education and Youth (MOEY). The
MOEY has a private education department to supervise
private schools, providing the regulations, resolutions,
and follow-up procedures for the implementation of national policy guidelines.
The ministry supplies textbooks to private schools
that follow the national syllabus. It also sends inspectors
to supervise private school teachers who may attend the
training courses held for their counterparts working in
government schools.
The ministry monitors the management of private
schools and institutes in an effort to ensure that teacher
salaries and privileges are comparable to those of instructional staff in government schools. MOEY teachers’ salaries average about US$1,400 a month. In spite of the
parity regulations, private school teachers reportedly
earn, on the average, about half that amount, even though
private schoolteachers’ qualifications are very similar to
those of government schoolteachers.
The ministry is also responsible for regulations concerning private school management such as complying
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with teaching load requirements. By law, teaching loads
in the private sector are supposed to be the same as that
of their counterparts at government schools. In spite of
this policy, some private school teachers have many more
classroom hours per week than those in the public sector.
Private school syllabi are based on the curricula of
their respective national educational systems. These syllabi are to be approved by the appropriate departments at
the ministry. Article 17 of Federal Law No. 9 of 1972
specifies that private schools have to teach certain subjects according to the ministry’s syllabus, including Islamic education, Arabic language as a basic subject for
Arab students and as an additional subject for non-Arab
students, and social studies. Private schools in which Arabic is not the medium of instruction are to teach Arabic
language to non-Arabic speakers. In this context, the
Ministry has approved in conjunction with the Educational Bureau for Arab Gulf States the use of particular texts.
If the number of Arab students at a private school is less
than 20 percent of the total enrollment, Islamic education
and social studies may be taught in English using textbooks prepared by the ministry.
Special & Gifted Education: Most of the resources of
the MOEY are used to conduct the routine activities of
a large and rapidly expanding national education system.
In recent years, however, the educational system in the
UAE has recognized the different educational needs of
two groups, the gifted and students with special needs.
The special education department has initiated several
pilot and other projects to address the needs of students
with advanced capabilities and aptitudes. These projects
seek to provide students who exhibit high degrees of
intellectual ability and social and psychological development a wider scope of learning and educational experience. The project follows a methodology of grouping
students homogeneously, significantly enriching the content of the curriculum, and promoting students from one
stage to another depending on their ability and achievements.
For students with physical and mental disabilities,
the ministry has set up classes in general secondary
schools as well as adult education centers. From the perspective of the MOEY, these students are not regarded
as being handicapped but simply as students with particular needs that should be met to ensure their participation
in society.
Centers set up for those with special needs are supervised by the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs and
serve those with hearing and physical disabilities, the visually impaired, and others with special needs, including
children of school age, most of whom are at the primary
and intermediate age levels. This ministry coordinates its
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programs with the MOEY and is constantly improving its
facilities, while at the same time recognizing the customary role of the Islamic family in caring for the disabled.
The percentage of disabled people in the UAE is estimated to be similar to the worldwide average of about 10 percent of the population.
New developments to care for those with special
needs are in progress, including a large facility in Abu
Dhabi with 70 classrooms and 20 training workshops,
and the Al Thikka facility, which was officially opened
in Sharjah in July 1999. In October 2000, MOEY, together with the Red Crescent Society, also opened a center
for autistic children in Abu Dhabi, the first of a number
of such centers planned by the ministry.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The UAE’s younger citizens also have ready access
to higher education at United Arab Emirates University
(UAEU) in Al Ain, at the recently founded all-women
Zayed University in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, at the 11 campuses of the Higher Colleges of Technology (HCTs)
throughout the country, and at the many internationally
accredited private institutions that are being established
in the UAE. UAEU, Zayed University, the Higher Colleges, and other federally funded institutions are tuition
free. Generous grants are also available for those wishing
to study abroad, most of whom are males pursuing degrees in applied and technical fields. In 1998, over 1000
UAE students (mostly male) studied abroad in 32 countries with UAE government grants. Many families use
their own resources to provide for their son’s undergraduate education in the United States, often in a business or
commercial field.
The Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research controls higher education in the UAE. Primary
functions of that ministry are to plan and coordinate
higher education activities in the UAE. It also is the coordination point for admissions for all federal institutions
of higher learning. The oldest of the several postsecondary institutions in the UAE, the United Arab Emirates
University (UAEU) opened in 1977 at Al Ain with four
faculties in the arts, science, education, and political science, and business administration. First-year enrollment
was 400. A sharia (Islamic jurisprudence) faculty was
added in 1978; faculties in agriculture and engineering
were added in 1982. The UAEU has become a leading
tertiary institution in education, research, and community
service. The university is the most popular destination for
students seeking higher education in the UAE with over
15,000 students currently studying at its facilities. Instruction in most courses is in Arabic with several programs being conducted in English. Most courses are
segregated on the basis of gender.
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The Higher Colleges of Technology were established in 1988, initially offering two-year applied and vocational programs. Located in Abu Dhabi, Dubai,
Sharjah, Al Ain, Ras al-Khaimah and Fujairah, they provide three years of technical training in such areas as
business administration, accounting, banking, information systems, computers, engineering, aviation technology, and health sciences. There are separate HCT colleges
for men and women. The HCT awarded it first bachelor’s
degrees in 2001. These colleges are designed to prepare
nationals for professional and technological careers in
both government and private sectors. Since their foundation, the colleges have grown dramatically, with staff and
students increasing by about 30 percent each year. As of
2001, over 10,000 students are taking advantage of the
educational opportunities offered by HCT campuses
around the country. The HCT are also embarking on an
extensive program of off-campus instruction.
Zayed University (ZU) for women, with campuses
in Abu Dhabi and Dubai, was established in 1998 with
the aim of educating Emirati women in English, Arabic,
and computer skills as well as in academic areas. It provides four-year undergraduate studies in the arts and sciences, business, communication and media sciences,
education, and family sciences. It will also soon provide
graduate and continuing education programs for adult
male and female students. One such course is the executive MBA program offered by ZU College of Business
Sciences. Its current enrollment is about 2,000 students.
As reported annually in the Ministry of Information
and Culture’s publication, United Arab Emirates Yearbook, public sector higher education continues its expansion. A record 10,703 people sought higher education
places in the 2000-2001 academic year, of which 9,794
were declared academically eligible. This means that
more than 90 percent of national students leaving high
school in the UAE are applying to Zayed University, the
UAE University at Al Ain, and the Higher Colleges of
Technology. Of all secondary school graduates, this includes 95 percent women and 73 percent of the men, reported to be the highest number of higher education
admissions per capita anywhere in the world.
During the 2000-2001 application process, Zayed
University enrolled 435 new students, 244 at its Abu
Dhabi campus and 191 in Dubai. The Higher Colleges of
Technology received 5,661 new students. The National
Admissions and Placement Office received 3,275 applications from female students and 1,758 from male students for places at the UAE University. About a third of
the female students have applied for courses offered by
the Humanities and Social Sciences faculty, while the
most popular choice among males is engineering and
business economics. There are also special federally1468

supported training colleges with a practical, careerorientated focus, like the Etisalat College (developed by
the UAE federal telecommunications agency), the Police
Colleges, and the Dubai Aviation College, with a student
population of over 900 for the 2000-2001 academic year.
Higher education is also available through the
Armed Forces with the Zayed Military Academy in Al
Ain, which includes students from throughout the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) states. Many emiratis have
an educational experience abroad. Several thousand
young people, predominately males in technical areas,
travel abroad to study on government scholarships in the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Europe. There
is a strong preference for English language, graduatelevel degree programs. A number of Emiratis also study
English in summer programs in the United States and the
United Kingdom.
The UAE private higher education sector also continues to grow, often in the form of extramural degree
programs with the participation of both recognized and
little-known institutions in the United States, Canada,
Australia, the United Kingdom, India, and Pakistan.
There is great variety in the private higher education
sector. Some programs are for-profit private enterprises
with a vocational training focus while others have private
endowments and an intellectually oriented agenda. The
most prominent of the new private institutions is the
American University of Sharjah (AUS), located in the
emirate that is becoming increasingly recognized as the
intellectual, artistic, and cultural focal point of the UAE.
With a large, well-equipped and attractive campus and internationally prominent faculty, the AUS promises to become the leading university in the region.
Means of Instruction & Infrastructure: The Curriculum and Textbooks Department of the MOEY carries out
evaluation and development studies concerning curricula, teaching methodology, audio-visual aids, and evaluation activities. It is the primary contact point for
consulting educational experts, specialized educational
bureaus in the Gulf, and other Arab and international organizations.
The 1990s brought the development of a great array
of new teaching materials for Islamic education, Arabic
language, social studies (history, geography, economics,
civics) and sociology, logic, philosophy, and psychology.
A total of 99 new textbooks were completed or revised
between 1994 and 1996. The curricula for chemistry,
physics, biology, and geology was developed and integrated with the Gulf States curricula in coordination with
the Arab Educational Bureau. By the mid 1990s, the
number of textbooks distributed to schools was about 4.5
million and included 199 titles.
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Although the UAE has achieved much expansion in
the field of education, there is an awareness on the part
of many that a constant updating of policy and continual
investment in infrastructure is required to ensure that
graduates are equipped to enter the workforce and assist
in the country’s development. Although quantitative
measures of progress are most often found in the press,
issues of quality regarding curriculum, pedagogy, and
teacher preparation and leadership are increasingly being
discussed. The Ministry of Education and Youth
(MOEY) has produced and revised several policy documents outlining a strategy for further educational development in the UAE up to the year 2020, using a sequence
of five-year plans.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Budgeting and financial procedures are under the
control of the various central government councils composed of the leaders or designates of each emirate. No
distinction is made between the personal fortune of Sheik
Zayed, reportedly the fifth richest man in the world, and
the national treasury. Budgets are routinely drawn up by
ministry officials with the aid of consultants and reviewed at different levels. While a system of checks and
balances can be identified and lead to moderation in decision-making, the views of the Sheik and of individual national leaders can be more readily incorporated into
public policy than is the case with the weaker and less authoritarian executive branches in the Western democracies.
At the ministerial level, educational issues are the
domain of a High Committee including the ministers of
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education, planning, finance and industry, labor and social welfare, the chancellor of the UAE University, the
undersecretary of education, and two MOEY appointees.
It coordinates and develops national policies and implementation efforts. A MOEY committee on Regulations
and Development drafts policy, budgets and implementation procedures for the High Committee and is composed
of the minister and his top five assistants.
The primary focus for the future is to establish and
maintain a viable system that keeps pace with international developments and helps students acquire the skills
required in a modern labor force. In particular, government strategy ambitiously seeks to introduce the latest information technology at all levels, including a computer
for every 10 students at kindergarten, every five students
at primary school, every two students at preparatory
school, and for every student at secondary school. There
are strong advocates for the use of technology but critics
also warn of the overemphasis on such tools that can lead
to the neglect of traditional learning skills and an emphasis on format rather than content. Cooperation between
the public and private sector, which represents a diverse
collection of institutions with United States, United
Kingdom, Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Iranian, and
Filipino curricula, along with other institutions, is considered to be a necessity for program success.
As in all sectors of the UAE economy the ‘‘emiratisation,’’ (the replacement of expatriate specialists from
other countries by local nationals) of teaching staff is ambitiously scheduled to reach 90 percent by the year 2020.
The government regards emiratisation as necessary if the
UAE’s Islamic and Arab traditions are to be perpetuated
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and suitable employment of educated nationals is to be
found. A planning, development, and evaluation Office,
directly supervised by the Minister of Education, has
been established by the ministry to implement various
emiratisation strategies.
The use of advanced educational technology is also
being emphasized at the postsecondary level. In keeping
with its present educational and national economic development and diversification strategy, the UAE University
is seeking to establish an internationally prominent information technology college in Al Ain. Requiring an estimated US$62 million, the UAEU College of Information
Technology will be an ultra modern facility located inside the new ‘‘University Town’’ that is planned for Al
Maqam. The new area will consolidate various university
facilities currently scattered around the city. The IT College, conceived by Sheikh Nahyan bin Mubarak Al
Nahyan, UAE Minister of Higher Education and Scientific Research and Chancellor of the UAE University, will
be housed in a state-of-the-art building, designed to
match future requirements. The curriculum will encompass a total of nine degree programs, including software
engineering, information systems, telecommunications,
educational technology, e-commerce, and information
security. Upon completion the IT College anticipates an
initial enrollment capacity of 1,300 students, 300 males
and 1,000 females. The capacity will be gradually increased to a total of 3,000, 1,200 male and 1,800 female
students. The Dubai Emirate Government has also granted land to Zayed University in the large Dubai Internet
City complex to enable it to establish an IT facility in
premises to be provided by the Zone Authority.
The Department of Information and Research of the
MOEY is responsible to undertake theoretical and applied research and field studies and to coordinate and assist other units in carrying out such research. Research
topics are either suggested by the leading authorities at
the ministry or compiled by the department after reviewing current issues and analyzing data. Educational research is carried out by research teams following an
educational research regulatory code. A 1995 ministerial
report concluded that ‘‘[T]he professional capabilities of
the research co-coordinators in educational zones and offices should be developed; studies and trends related to
establishing a research center at the Ministry should be
encouraged; and, equally, relationships involving information and research exchanges with educational research
centers at the local, Arab and international levels should
be developed.’’ The documentation and statistics section
provides in English all data related to educational research. This section also offers its research services to educational researchers working in the Arabic language
through the annual directory of Arab Educational Abstracts.
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Educational research is carried out by the MOEY on
a variety of topics. Summaries of these efforts are available, usually in Arabic. Research results are more selectively shared than is the practice in North America and
Europe. The Ministry of Information and Culture is the
primary spokesman for the government on all matters, including educational concerns. UAEU also conducts research, some of which is shared in Arabic- and Englishlanguage academic journals. To date, however, most of
the research available on education in the UAE comes
from doctoral dissertations written by UAE nationals for
degrees at American and British universities. The limited
amount of research and the fact that that which is accomplished is generally not readily available to other professionals makes keeping abreast of scholarship on
education in the UAE a challenging endeavor.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Significant achievements in the nonformal education
sector of the UAE are apparent. Literacy in the UAE has
improved dramatically since the formation of the state.
As recently as 1975 the literacy rate among males was
54.2 percent and among females 30.9 percent. By 1998,
the adult literacy rate (age 15 and above) was 77.1 percent for females and 73.4 percent for males.
The decline in illiteracy has been facilitated by the
widespread availability of literacy classes at adult education centers spread throughout the UAE. In 1999, some
108 adult education centers were in operation, offering
educational opportunities for 16,553 mature students.
From 2000 to 2001, the number of adult centers increased
from 108 to 113, comprising 39 centers for men and 74
for women. The number of mature students in these centers is anticipated to increase from 16,553 to an estimated
24,404, with female students comprising 13,917 of the
total and male students numbering 10,487.
Nonformal education efforts focusing on UAE
women are worthy of particular attention. The Women’s
Federation of the UAE has played an important role in
providing nonformal educational opportunities for
women.
As indicated by the statistics cited, women in the
UAE have commonly embraced the formal educational
opportunities made available to them since the foundation of the state. Female students are now in the majority
at all levels of higher education in the country. Women
are also achieving impressive records in their studies,
outperforming their male counterparts in many activities.
Sheikha Fatima bint Mubarak, the wife of the UAE President, Sheik Zayed, has noted that women have ‘‘no
choice but to excel in education to compensate for the
long years that they have endured without the light of
knowledge.’’
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The continuing strong endorsement from the nation’s leadership for the pursuit of education has given
UAE women more opportunity to participate in the affairs of their country. Support from national leaders led
to the development of Zayed University for women in
1998. Although their numbers currently remain small,
UAE women today are making their presence felt in society as civil servants, university professors, teachers, lawyers, engineers, doctors, business women, administrators,
and as members of the police force and the army. The
policy that women are entitled to play a major role in
UAE society is grounded in the UAE Constitution, which
guarantees the principles of social justice for all ‘‘in accordance with the precepts of Islam.’’ Under the Constitution, women enjoy the same legal status, claim to titles,
access to education, and the right to practice professions
as men. The guarantees specified in the Constitution have
been promoted by implementing legislation.
A legislative framework by itself would not, however, have been sufficient to achieve the expanding level of
emancipation experienced by UAE women today. Nonformal educational programs have played a significant
role in improving the condition of UAE women. Understanding that organization was required at the grassroots
level, Sheikha Fatima founded the first women’s society
in the country in 1973, the Abu Dhabi Women’s Society.
The success of the Abu Dhabi organization led to the creation of the Dubai Women’s Development Society, the
Sharjah Women’s Development Society, the Women’s
Development Society in Ajman, the Umm al-Qaiwain
Development Society, and the Ras al-Khaimah Women’s
Development Society. These societies were subsequently
linked together under the UAE Women’s Federation,
which was established in 1975. To date, the federation
has played an important role in assisting the women of
the UAE to increasingly realize their potential.
The UAE Women’s Federation (now housed in elegant new premises in Abu Dhabi) is a quasigovernmental autonomous body with its own budget. It
has a number of committees to run its activities, such as
religious affairs, mother and child care, social affairs, cultural affairs, sports, heritage, and arts. Depending on the
geographical size of the emirate, the individual societies
in the federation may have more than one branch and
there are now a total of 31 branches of the six societies,
many operating in remote areas of the country. Activities
undertaken by the individual branches, often in association with the Ministry of Health and the United Nations
Development Program (UNDP), include illiteracy eradication and health education programs, nursery classes,
housekeeping, dressmaking and handicraft classes, art
classes, child care information, vocational training projects, job placement programs, religious education, welWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

fare assistance, and family counseling, along with a
calendar of social, cultural, and sporting activities.
The priorities of the Women’s Federation in the early
days were to help women emerge from seclusion, use
their leisure time to become literate, and acquire knowledge about the modern world to enable them to raise their
families’ standards of living. Having made gains in these
areas, today’s goals are linked to comprehensive social
planning, with a view to increasing cohesiveness and national identity in the country.
Despite advances in the emancipation of women in
the UAE, much more needs to be done. For example,
there is increasing focus on employment opportunities for
well-educated women. In 1980 females constituted 3.4
percent of the labor force. By 1995 this figure had only
increased to 14 percent, despite the fact that a growing
majority of college and university graduates are women.
After examining models used elsewhere, the Centre
for Excellence for Applied Research and Training
(CERT) has recently launched a countrywide continuing
education program for all nationalities. The program has
been designed for professional development and personal
enrichment for people with an eye for continuing education. Initial project plans include 100 face-to-face instructor-led courses and approximately 100 online courses
through a web site (http://www.cert.ac.ae). Courses will
be offered through the center and Higher Colleges of
Technology (HCT) in Abu Dhabi, Al Ain, Dubai, and
Ras al-Khaimah. The center is the continuing education
and research arm of the HCT, and this will be the first
time the HCT will offer special courses to both nationals
and expatriates.
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TEACHING PROFESSION
The remarkable growth of education in the UAE is
well documented statistically. The vision and hard work
of many contributors in bringing about such an achievement should be recognized. Starting with a situation in
which about 90 percent of the population was illiterate—
and school buildings, books, curriculum, and teachers
were nearly unknown—a modern comprehensive public
educational system has been developed.
Unlike many countries, a lack of financial resources
has not been a barrier to the development of the educational system. Lacking teachers in the UAE, the government has been able to recruit teachers from other
countries to fill staffing needs. Most such teachers are
Egyptians, Jordanians, Syrians, and Palestinians. This situation reflects the way in which the UAE fills its needs
for labor and professional services in general, by hiring
hundreds of thousands of qualified people from other
countries on multiple year contracts.
Consequently, the economy relies tremendously on
expatriate expertise and labor. An exception to expatriate
participation is the government, a primary employer of
UAE citizens. Emiratis constitute about 10 percent of the
total UAE workforce, and only about 1 percent of government jobs are excluded. In 1994, about 26 percent of
the teachers in the UAE were nationals, an increase of
556 percent since 1985-1986. A reported 54 percent of
the kindergarten teachers in the UAE were nationals and
all were women. The primary school teachers included
6 percent male nationals and 44 percent female nationals;
overall, 31 percent were nationals. At the secondary level
national males comprised only 5 percent of the teachers
while female nationals comprised 36 percent, with nationals making up 23 percent of the total. In the private
education sector there is a significantly lower percentage
of Emirati teachers.
The selection, training, and effective use of teachers
are a MOEY responsibility. The ministry seeks to accomplish high quality teacher training for both pre- and inservice, in addition to improvements in salary scales and
job descriptions for teachers.
An often cited goal of the ministry is for all teachers
in the UAE to have university degrees and classroom experience before their appointment. Considerable time and
expense is devoted to teacher recruitment domestically
and in other Arab countries. Expatriate applicants sit for
a written examination either in the UAE or in their home
country. Those who pass the written test may be selected
for a personal interview to determine if they are qualified
for teaching and, if so, which stage of education is appropriate. UAE citizens are only required to have interviews.
Graduates of the UAE University are recruited into
the teaching profession but their numbers are not enough
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to meet the needs of the expanding number of classes and
the increasing number of students. To address this problem the Ministry collaborates with the UAE University
to provide the required teaching staff in various specializations. It also qualifies nationals holding a GSEC (General Secondary Education Certificate) through a preservice training program that is preliminary to university
study, and another program of external tutorial studies for
teachers for the primary stage (basic, junior and senior).
The pre-service training program has attracted several
young men and women to the teaching profession. In coordination with the university, the ministry has also prepared courses, regulations and methods of supervision.
There are additional programs offered to kindergarten,
family education, and secretarial studies teacher trainees.
Other proposals to offer UAEU graduates incentives to
work in the teaching profession are under consideration.
Training and preparation programs are intended to
raise the scientific and educational skills and cultural
background of those who are already teachers. The
UAEU education faculty collaborates with the MOEY in
carrying out in-service training programs and courses,
and practical pre-service training programs. The MOEY
pre- and in-service teacher training department is involved in this training through the programs it prepares
in coordination with the dducational affairs sector. The
departments of primary, preparatory, and secondary education; the educational zones offices; and the inspectorate
take part in the training programs.
Teaching training programs and short courses include:
• Orientation programs and courses held for new
teachers and inspectors who are briefed about the
UAE, its educational system regulations, and procedures governing work.
• Inspectors’ training courses held in the educational
zones and offices for new teachers to familiarize
them with basic principles concerning planning,
evaluation, teaching, and changes and developments
in the curricula.
• Basic and foundation programs for new UAEU graduates (apart from those trained in the faculty of education). These programs aim at enhancing teaching
skills.
• Qualifying programs given to candidates for supervisory jobs (senior teacher, supervisor, principal, and
vice principal).
• Development programs seeking to train teachers and
acquaint them with new developments in curricula,
teaching aids, and methods.
• ‘‘Activating programs’’ conducted in different zones
to revise existing academic programs, update their
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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content, and make sure that work is being carried out
properly and accurately.
• Remedial programs respond to teacher efficiency reports that include directives, recommendations and
suggestions to improve selected aspects of performance.
There are also training courses outside the ministry.
Selected national teachers are allowed to participate in
training courses abroad in coordination with the National
Committee of Education, Culture and Science and the
Educational Bureau for the Arab Gulf Countries.
The average salary of a UAE national teacher in the
federal system was reportedly about US$1400 per month
in 2000. The salary scale for UAE teachers, according to
Cabinet Decree No. 316/4 for the year 1996, ranges from
a minimum salary for teachers with a qualification below
the GSEC, to a maximum level for university graduates
with advanced degrees. There are two scales in use, one
for UAE teachers and the other for expatriates. Teachers
with a master’s degree receive an additional allowance
of US$170 per month, while teachers with a Ph.D. receive an additional US$340. Teachers working in distant
areas receive a remote area increment in accordance with
the Civil Service Law. In addition to their salaries, teachers receive allowances for accommodation, transport and
cost of living, plus an annual supplement based on qualifications. A special scale for teachers’ salaries has been
in force since 1976. A study was submitted to the Cabinet
recommended awarding a special allowance amounting
to 30 percent of the basic salary to UAE national teachers
as an incentive to continue their work as teachers or remain in the profession. This policy is aimed at counterbalancing the rise in salaries in other departments and
establishments, which attract distinguished teachers with
higher salaries.
Any teacher with an ‘‘excellent’’ grade in his/her annual performance is eligible for promotion to an administrative or technical job. Administrative jobs include
administrative supervisor, vice-principal, principal, and
administrative inspector. Technical and professional jobs
include senior teacher, inspector, and senior inspector.
Promotions favor UAE teachers over expatriates and take
place after candidates attend specialized courses where
their abilities and skills are evaluated. They then attend
further training courses and workshops.
In-service training is the responsibility of the preand in-service teacher training department. These courses
are compulsory for the newly appointed teachers as well
as for candidates for promotion to supervisory position.

SUMMARY
The government is responding to the dynamics of the
small national population in relation to a very large nonWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

national population, which could form the basis for future
political instability or conflict, by treating expatriates as
temporary residents who will be replaced in the future by
qualified Emiratis. There is pressure on the educational
system to produce graduates who are ready, willing and
well qualified to join the work force, and on the Ministry
of Education and Youth to get more UAE nationals into
teaching positions.
The typical contract for an expatriate teacher is three
to five years, though some expatriate teachers have been
allowed to stay in the UAE longer. The turnover among
expatriate teachers is about 15 to 18 percent per year, requiring the ministry to hire up to 2,300 new teachers a
year from among the approximately 25,000 who apply.
Nationals in the system include university and teaching training institute graduates, but others with minimal
qualifications are often hired as teachers and thousands
have been hired without any formal education in the profession. No specific training levels are required for a national to qualify for a job and nothing like a teaching
certificate exists in the UAE. The pay scales for national
teachers are about sixty percent higher than for expatriates in the federal schools and national males are given
further inducements to become a teacher. Nationals also
have great advancement opportunities. About seventy
percent of all principals are Emiratis. In spite of such
measures, the goal of having a teaching force that is 90
percent Emirati by 2020 appears to have little chance of
coming to pass.
Teachers, administrators, academics, and other observers of the UAE educational system have noted with
concern poor quality instruction and learning exist in
some outlets. Research has shown that teaching methods
on the whole are traditional and based on rote memorization. Textbooks are seen as being at the center of learning
through memorization. Teacher absenteeism is also a
problem. Innovation on the part of teachers is often
viewed as very difficult because of the demands of complying with a centralized curriculum and evaluation system enforced by administrators and school inspectors.
Explanation and discussion are the most common methods reported with little use of small group, individualized, lecturing, experimental, laboratory, or role-playing
methods.
Observers also argue that curricula are outmoded
and that innovations, when instituted, are often practices
that are going out of fashion elsewhere. Concerns have
also been expressed about a culturally based emphasis on
group relationships, which impedes individual effort.
Performance in many areas is often years behind that of
students in other national systems. Dropout rates are
high. Expatriate teachers, as temporary guest workers,
are contract workers whose views are often not consid1473
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ered by UAE administrators and who are not perceived
as stakeholders in the system. Some expatriate teachers
are trained for systems in which large class sizes are the
rule and there is an intentional ‘‘weeding out’’ of marginal students, blocking their prospects for postsecondary
education. The UAE can afford small class size and individualized instruction in environments in which most students can progress. The high turnover in expatriate staff
prevents UAE schools from developing a cadre of experienced teachers upon which quality programs depend. Because expatriate teachers are trained in their home
countries, the UAE cannot exert control over their training or qualifications or provide for some common basis
of experience. Some question the advisability of having
foreign teachers as role models for Emirati youth.
The UAE educational system faces considerable
challenges but the UAE is one of the few nations on earth
in which ample financial resources are available to help
resolve them. The vision of the leadership and administrative skill of those guiding such programs within a diverse and complex cultural environment will determine
the outcome.
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales:
The term United Kingdom refers to the collective body
of nations made up of England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. The four cut a wide swath of territory
across the eastern face of Europe, in spite of being geographically apart from the rest of the continent by virtue
of separation by the North and Irish Seas, the Strait of
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Dover, and the English Channel. The four countries, over
time, have experienced transformations in coastline, climate, and vegetation, as well as changing values, culture,
and governments. Changes in the educational systems of
the four nations of the United Kingdom have been dramatic, but at no time have changes been more extensive
than the 1990s and first years of the twenty-first century
following attempts to dissolve the House of Lords in England and accomplishment of devolution in Northern Ireland, Wales, and Scotland.
In this essay, references are to the mother country of
England, except where headings or internal references
clearly refer to the individual countries of Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Although the countries have
many similarities, the differences are important to acknowledge. The reader is urged to refer to the Ireland
essay for earlier references to the north of Ireland. The
political creation of Northern Ireland is a relatively recent
historical event, traceable to the British putdown of an
Irish rebellion in the seventeenth century, followed by its
peopling of the six counties of the Ulster region with British and Scottish settlers of the Anglican faith. In 2001,
Wales commenced a significant breakthrough for selfrule when it took large control of its system of higher education. Also, the Scottish Parliament has the power to
pass or repeal legislation passed by the English Parliament, including education acts, or to amend portions of
statutes.
Roman Occupation: The early inhabitants of Britain
were pre-literate hunters, eventually cut off from the rest
of Europe by the submerging of land under the waters of
what became known as the English Channel. Extensive
research by archaeologists in the twenty-first century has
started to cast some light on early peoples of this area.
Protected by fierce inhabitants and a rugged climate,
England was considered a prize for conquest and began
to undergo attacks from Rome. Well known to any beginning student of Latin are the campaigns by Julius Caesar
in 55 and 54 B.C. immortalized by his own writings; his
early biographers paint a portrait of a much crueler conqueror than the self-image he presents.
Rome’s attack on tribal leaders in Wales in the first
century have become well known to twentieth-century
players of fantasy games, because of the valiant, though
doomed, fight of the Iceni warriors under Queen Boudicca, referred to by one Hollywood screenwriter as ‘‘a female Braveheart.’’ Her story is dramatic. After being
whipped and subject to vile indignities, including the
rapes of her daughters, Boudicca massacred the residents
of towns pledging allegiance to Rome until a counteroffensive wiped out her armies, and she committed suicide by taking poison. In spite of such furious fighting
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and heavy cost in lives, the Romans defeated the Welsh
clans, failing to subjugate them. Little by little, however,
their culture began reflecting the influence of Celtic
Catholic missionaries among the Welsh people.
Likewise, the Roman forces relentlessly invaded
Scotland, repelled the clans known as the Picts, and declared the country under its rule. For all practical purposes, Scotland’s rugged geography, particularly in the
Highlands and its numerous adjacent islands, left the Romans hardly in control of the defiant clans and their allied
clans from Ireland, the Celts. Nonetheless, Rome did
have some influence on the Scottish people during five
centuries of occupation, in part because of the preaching
of Christian missionaries.
Post-Roman Times, Invasions, & Power Struggles:
In the fourth century, Roman Emperor Constant I gave
his namesake son, Constantine II, the conquered lands of
Britain, Gaul, and Spain, but he gave the remainder of the
empire to another son, Constans I. The unhappy Constantine II waged war on his brother but was cut down and
killed during a battle in Italy. In the fifth century, the Romans pulled out of the lands they had fought so hard to
win, driven out themselves after years of assault by fierce
warriors they dismissed as barbarian hordes. In addition
to the clans, invasions to the vulnerable east and south of
England came from Denmark and northern Germany
from warlike peoples known as the Angles, the Jutes, and
the Saxons. The latter, collectively called the AngloSaxons about the sixteenth century, later used the term
themselves as they grew settled and became farmers or
town dwellers. Eventually, the term ‘‘Anglo-Saxon’’ embraced all in Britain.
The Roman and British peoples of Wales also faced
the invaders, but some pockets of the culture remained
where they avoided enslavement. In general, culture and
civilization declined until the seventh century when the
Church of Rome sent missionaries to England and established monasteries dedicated to the preservation of learning and the transmission of culture and religion in written
works. The immediate effect was to make the United
Kingdom countries more open to trade and to developing
the trappings of civilization already in place in other
countries of Europe. Monasteries in the sixth and seventh
centuries spread over Ireland and Scotland as well as England, though the politics of the time were chaotic, as
kingdoms wielded power and waged conflict in these
countries.
By the tenth and eleventh centuries, parish churches
were a reality in the Anglo-Saxon country of England, as
they were elsewhere in Europe. However, instability in
England and Ireland continued because of attacks by seas
and rivers by marauding Vikings. Attacks by Danish warWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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riors had begun in the eighth and ninth centuries, resulting in the destruction of monasteries and their manuscripts. The scholar-king Alfred the Great, king of Wessexin England, defeated the Danes in London in 886 and
at Edington in 878. Had he been defeated, the Danes
would have controlled England’s main kingdoms in the
ninth century. In addition to his heroics as a leader and
contributions to the development of English law, Alfred
was known for his championing of Old English literature
and the translation of Latin classical writings into English.
Alfred’s contributions to learning made him a heroic
figure of that era. In other areas, pandemonium was the
rule. Ireland and Scotland were infiltrated by Norse warriors, who also sacked some monasteries in a quest for
the abundant loot within. Alfred was the first ruler in a
succession of rulers of Wessex who gained power for
themselves, even as they drove out the powerful Scandinavians. The defeated Danes were assimilated and adopted Christianity. Rather than peace reigning, the kingdoms
of Wessex and the West Saxons vied for power; Scotland
was also invaded. In the end, Eadred emerged as the one
supreme ruler of England. His successor, Eadgar, was
crowned king, and his reign (957-975) brought stability
to the country and an alliance with England’s large, widespread Danish population.
Ireland and Scotland experienced upheaval at the
hands of invaders and men that vied for supreme rule.
Battles for power were common between the ninth and
twelfth centuries. The politics of Wales between the ninth
and twelfth century were marked by almost constant intrigue, assassinations, battles, truces, and treaties.
Danish & Norman Rule: The persistent Danes continued to pour into England in their quest to subjugate England. At last, Denmark’s King Swein prevailed early in
the eleventh century, driving England’s Aethelred the
Unready into exile in Normandy. King Swein died, but
his successor-son Cnut finished the fight against England, reigning as king of England from 1016 to 1035,
as well as the kingdom of Demark from 1019 until his
death. Like Alfred the Great, Cnut was a champion of the
preservation of learning in the monasteries. His children
were less wise and squabbled for power.
The English regained control of the kingdom of
Wessex between 1042 and 1066 under King Edward the
Confessor, a son of Aethelred. Edward’s death brought
conflict between two men, William, the Duke of Normandy, and Harold, who claimed that the dead king had
promised them the throne. Harold was given the crown
and was occupied with an invasion by the Norwegians in
the north. Although Harold’s army prevailed, they were
weakened and fell to a crushing attack in the south of EnWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

gland led by William, and Harold fell in battle. On Christmas Day, William the Conqueror was proclaimed King
of England, and though he kept alive the English laws
and customs, the French language and other customs led
to immense cultural changes during this Norman occupation.
The Middle Ages: The history of England from 1066
through the end of the fifteenth century is usually told
through the accomplishments and failures of whatever
monarch ruled at a particular time. Throughout this period, England experienced unity and prosperity to a greater
degree than did Ireland, Wales, and Scotland. A system
known as feudalism that was rampant in other parts of
Europe became the norm in England as lords of manors
extracted work and rents from their serfs, and knights
served their lords, the supreme king, and the Church,
marching on Crusades to try to wrest the Holy Lands
from the Muslims.
Royal power was, for a time, at its height during the
reign of King Henry II (1154-1189), who elevated the
power of royal courts of law and put down attempts of
feudal barons who challenged his unlimited powers.
Perhaps Britain’s best-known constitutional document directly linked to feudalism was the Magna Carta
of 1215. Signed by King John, known for his political inveigling and battles with the Pope, this ‘‘Great Charter,’’
signed as a sign of appeasement by the embattled monarch, offered protections to the feudal lords that not even
royalty could usurp, but it also guaranteed certain rights
and privileges for the Church and even some rights for
royal subjects.
Throughout the Middle Ages, an uneasy relationship
existed between English kings and barons. The various
Crusades continued until 1291, and wars against France
and other kingdoms were commonplace, costly, and
counterproductive—seemingly designed to satisfy the
vanity or rulers or their desire for the acquisition of lands.
The long reign of Henry III (son of King John) from 1216
to 1272 was marked by the waste of human lives in war
and by great expenditures to satisfy Henry’s lust for lands
in France and Sicily. His successor, King Henry IV,
achieved the throne by force and established the Lancaster dynasty, but during his reign (1399-1413), he constantly needed to dispatch the royal troops to put down
rebellions by the Scots and Welsh. Far more popular (and
later immortalized by playwright William Shakespeare),
King Henry V also engaged in great wars during his reign
from 1413 to 1422, but he mainly kept the allegiance of
his people because of his personal magnetism and the
number of his great, yet costly, victories against the
French.
Like Alfred the Saxon, King Henry VI was a proponent of literature and learning, a patron of artists, and the
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founder of Eton College in 1440. However, he was a king
unfit for governing, ruling at a time (1422-1461 and
1470-1471) of great unrest in England. He was murdered
by Edward. Lady Margaret Beaufort, mother of King
Henry VII, contributed significantly to the support of universities, according to scholar Michael Van Cleave Alexander.
A later ruler, Henry VIII, who reigned from 1509 to
1547, was a ruthless husband notorious for putting two
of his six wives (Anne Boleyn and Catherine Howard) to
death. However, learning and great universities flourished under him. Henry VIII tried, unsuccessfully, to end
fighting with Scotland by uniting the two nations. Warring with Scotland continued under his reign, but one of
his successes was to bring Wales into the kingdom in
1536, although Wales retained its culture and the Welsh
language. Scotland’s destiny changed from that of a separate kingdom to part of the United Kingdom under King
James I of England, whose other title was Scotland’s
James VI as the son of Mary Queen of Scots, who was
forced to abdicate and later executed.
The Victorian Era: Queen Victoria ascended the
throne at a time of unrest and unhappiness with royalty,
particularly during the reign of the dissolute King William IV who ruled from 1830 to 1837. Nonetheless, during his era was the start of important changes in England,
including recognition for the strengthening of human
rights. The Factory Act was passed in 1833, which eliminated, on paper if not in fact, the practice of child labor.
In addition, slavery was abolished in the United Kingdom
and its possessions by another historically important act.
Although William IV gave some words of support to such
reforms, he was befuddled by them and distressed by a
growing clamor for political and social change in the
United Kingdom.
Strong nationalistic feelings and greater national
unity occurred during the reign of William IV’s niece,
Victoria, who ascended the throne in 1837 and ruled as
queen of the United Kingdom until 1901. Influenced
greatly by her husband, Prince Albert, whom she wed in
1840, Queen Victoria set a town for moral reform and a
toning down of the more scandalous conduct of the nobles that had been commonplace before her reign. In education, her reign produced strong attempts to introduce
literacy to all of the United Kingdom because of an 1870
act of Parliament establishing compulsory elementary education.
The Modern Era: From Victoria’s death in 1901
through the twenty-first century, the United Kingdom has
seen periods of calm and prosperity as well as unstable
times caused by two world wars, strong nationalism on
the part of English colonies, and the assimilation, particu1478

larly in England, of immigrants with diverse backgrounds.
A national system of education was adopted for England and Wales in 1902. By 1944, the system had developed strong local governing bodies for the schools, and
yet there was a central administration as well. In 1922,
Northern Ireland received a separate Parliament, while
the Parliament in London governed England, Scotland
and Wales.
As of 1998, the United Kingdom’s population tallies
at 58.8 million. The largest nation, England, has a population of 49.1 million. Scotland’s population is 5.1 million.
Wales has a population of 2.9 million, and Northern Ireland’s population is 1.7 million people.
Scotland does not control the universities, but it does
govern primary and secondary education. In 2001, the
term ‘‘United’’ in United Kingdom is nearly a misnomer;
all four UK countries have separate educational systems.
Northern Ireland and Wales Assemblies, as well as the
Scottish Parliament, are empowered to keep existing laws
regarding education and governance, or they can repeal
or amend existing legislation.
As this volume goes to press, the climate in the United Kingdom can be characterized as one of uncertainty,
but also one of great nationalistic excitement and an opportunity for positive changes that reflect each individual
nation’s needs. Illiteracy rates in Wales are high and troubling. English schools need to solve the challenges of a
diverse population with many immigrants. While Scotland remains stable with its own educational curriculum
and a stable higher education system, Northern Ireland
continues to adjust as it carries on with an uneasy political alliance with Ireland. The needs of England’s urban,
heavily populated island contrast sharply with those of
less-populated, mixed urban and rural cultures of Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland.
Traditionally, in England the Labor Party has advocated regulation, reform, or abolishment of elite schools
in spite of their historical traditions. The Conservative
Party favors the status quo and protection of these institutions. Without question, the most significant proposals
for reform after 1900 have occurred between 1992 and
1991 as English reformers have attempted to alter the
makeup of the House of Lords to reflect the changing
democratic society in England. Loud cries for the abolition of the House of Lords arose from numerous critics
in 1974 with the election of the Labor Party that considered the House of Lords to be an anachronism and a remnant of an earlier England. The Conservative Party
reacted with attacks on the Labor Party. In 1999, the government moved ahead to make major changes in the composition of the House of Lords, and most observers of
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social conditions in England anticipated additional party
bickering and legislation regarding the ongoing House of
Lords controversy in the twenty-first century.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Between the late 1990s and 2001, education in the
United Kingdom moved into a state of anticipation and
uncertainty with regard to laws affecting education. As
noted elsewhere in this essay, the realities of devolved
governments in Wales, Scotland, and Northern Ireland
are prompting each nation to conduct self-studies and to
contemplate possible repeals or rewriting of some educational laws passed by the English Parliament. In general,
each nation’s local governments are kept in check by the
system of educational appropriations and grants, the main
source of funding for these schools.
Local governments that administer and carry out the
directives of the national education system are called
LEAs, an abbreviation of local education authorities.
These were put in place when Parliament passed the important 1902 education act, also known as The Balfour
Act. In 1984, an education act passed by Parliament took
some control away from LEAs, giving the national government more power in deciding how some assigned
block grant moneys were spent for educational purposes.
An important law affecting Scotland was the 1980
Education Act, giving the Secretary of State for Scotland
the power to regulate local education matters and to give
directives to local authorities. This was followed by a
1981 Education Act, allowing parents the right to choose
the school best-suited to the needs of their children, In
1986, another education act was passed that affected
LEAs, for it gave parents a greater right to be heard on
educational matters. A controversial education act passed
in 1988 enjoined LEAs from allowing any schools ‘‘to
promote teaching. . .the acceptability of homosexuality
as a pretended family relationship.’’ The law was widely
criticized as being unclear and possibly prejudicial to a
minority.
Between 1986 and 1998 were passed an unusually
high number of education acts, and some of these were
subsequently repealed or replaced by other education
acts. The most important education acts served to empower the UK nations of Northern Ireland, Wales, and
Scotland to take responsibility for the shaping and governing of their educational systems during the process of
devolving.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The credit for the establishment of an educational
system in England usually goes to Saint Augustine, the
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first archbishop of Canterbury, and an Italian clergyman
who worked for the conversion of the English between
597 and (circa) 605. An important part of his ministry
was teaching. He trained priests and worked to increase
the knowledge of converts.
Saint Augustine’s belief in education was strong, and
other monks inhabiting monasteries shared his passion
for learning and for writings, both religious and secular,
for many hundreds of years. This was long before schools
were a reality in England, and so the place of learning
might be a church bench or a cleared space of ground in
a monastery. Priests and educators were often one and the
same then. Eventually, teachings of Latin language, writings, and scholarship were thought of as an elevated form
of learning to be taught in grammar schools. Unfortunately, the Romans since the first century had downplayed the
need to understand Greek, and these first schools would
have produced students better versed in science and
imaginative literature had they learned the language. In
the twelfth century, it is true that certain scholars expressed enthusiasm for Greek writings, but the established Church tended to look with suspicion on such
works, lest scholars be drawn to heresy. It was not until
the fourteenth century that the great Italian thinker, poet
and humanist Petrarch and other Renaissance scholars
saw the true importance of widespread study in the universities of Platonic thought and the work of Greek writers such as Aristotle.
Nonetheless, in the twelfth century, a great surge in
the copying of manuscripts and zealousness for learning
emerged from the explosion in the number of monasteries—some lavish and some bare and plain—established
in England. By 1154, there were some 300 monasteries
from various religious orders established in England. At
the time of William the Conqueror’s invasion, there had
been but 48, according to author Sir Roy Strong, who
notes that nearly all these new monasteries were places
for learned men to study. At first, becoming a scholar was
the accepted path to become a priest or monk; quite rapidly, professionals in other serious endeavors saw the need
for advanced training and study. Royal kings and nobles
were often the last to seek an education, seeing it as beneath them and employing royal secretaries for such
chores, according to Strong. However, reading and writing in the language of England next became essential for
students who sought knowledge, as did rhetoric and, occasionally, training in theology. Some twenty-first century grammar schools, such as the King’s School and
Canterbury, had their roots planted even in Saxon times.
Nonetheless, as medieval scholars such as Joseph Strayer
and Dana C. Munro have pointed out, the native tongue
was so undeveloped that scholars and thinkers alike had
to do crystallize their thoughts in Latin. In addition, they
needed existing models of clear thinking from established
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authors, and for this they had to turn to the great Roman
writers such as Vergil and Cicero.

clothing was the ostentatious look of the times, according
to Sir Roy Strong.

Lesser subjects were taught in the equivalent of vocational classes. Song classes, for example, were taught
in Song Schools in the seventh century until shortly before the Middle Ages; these classes trained those with excellent voices who sang as an accompaniment to church
services. At some indefinite point in the Middle Ages, an
early version of primary schools began. They preceded
the twelfth-century founding of universities, creating a
small number of literate citizens. The building of universities coincided with great developments in architecture
by certain monks and other geniuses with stone. As the
great cathedrals went up, it became only natural that education and the Church, being so inter-related, should result eventually in the building of great universities whose
buildings were nearly as grand as places of worship.

Males were expected to bond and to form lifelong
close associations with other young males expected to become persons of consequence in the United Kingdom. In
this male-oriented society, the finer English schools accepted a hazing practice called fagging. Older lads required a new boy to perform acts of servitude in the
residence hall and on the athletic field. Any new boy who
refused could expect a beating or ostracizing, losing the
very respect of his peers he had come to the public school
to form. The system, although harsh, unfair, and even
savage, carried into the twentieth century before public
pressure led to its cessation.

Just as the only clergy at that time were males, so too
was a university education kept out of the reach of
women during the Middle Ages. Nonetheless, believing
that a university education was the way to assure the
greater glory of God, many women, and higher-status
clergy as well, became benefactors of early universities
in England, according to historian Michael Van Cleave
Alexander. By the early 1600s, at a time when economic
conditions in England were such that a wide gap separated the poor and wealthy, many young males saw the clergy as a worthwhile and satisfying profession to enter,
particularly since celibacy was not an issue as it had been
in the Catholic Church since the eleventh century. For
families with comfortable means and some money, grammar schools were in easy reach for their children, and the
rise of a merchant class gave rise to the popularity in
bookkeeping classes. For the very wealthy, tutors continued to be popular well into the eighteenth century.
Schools took much longer to gain acceptance in
Wales. The first main thrust for nationwide education occurred in that nation in 1650 as some five dozen schools
were established, according to H.C. Dent.
The nineteenth century saw a proliferation in public
schools, a label in the United Kingdom that refers to what
U.S. citizens know as private schools. Many of the elite
public schools charged considerable tuition fees that only
the privileged and the wealthy can afford. These public
schools included Eton, Harrow, and Westminster, and
though independent, they were required to submit to government inspections. Their curriculum was steeped in the
classics, and the ancient languages of Greek and Latin
were taught. Religion and rhetoric were also an important
part of classroom teachings, and athletic prowess afforded a student considerable status. Clothing styles at these
schools for men were either military style uniforms or
classic, elegant dress. Much earlier, in the 1770s, the
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According to a book on hazing, Wrongs of Passage,
‘‘fagging flourished in public schools because rightminded educators placed obedience and discipline first
among all the virtues a schoolboy should display.’’ In addition, the practice began in an era when the upper class
fervently believed that every person should know his
place. Only after the education system had evolved and
expanded was education considered an opportunity to
move upward in society; heretofore, a lower-class male
might know his Greek and Latin as well as anyone, but
without a prestigious public-school degree, he was socially handicapped.
A nineteenth-century English periodical proclaimed
the virtues of fagging and trumpeted its rules. ‘‘There
must be no nonsense about it, no evasion—the obedience
must be complete and it must be instantaneous. The sanction is very near at hand, in the shape of the boot, the fist,
or the wicket; there is no cumbersome process of courtmartial or summons in the country court to compel it. It
must follow on the command as the flash is followed by
the thunder.’’
England’s geographical separation from the rest of
the European continent perhaps is symbolic of its pride
in being independent of its neighbors. That fierce pride,
independence, and geographical distance may have contributed to England’s reluctance to be a part of sweeping,
wide reforms that countries such as Prussia and France
had instituted during the nineteenth century. While the
United States, Prussia, and France purposely set out to reform its education system from the lower grades through
higher education in the decades immediately before
1850, England had a hands-off, laissez-faire attitude toward education. The result was to keep education as a
privilege of the wealthier classes who attended fine private institutions, the exceptions being those fortunate
children of the working poor who were educated in hundreds of church schools in place during the 1800s. Even
when the Parliament moved to send matching-funds stipends to church societies for the education of the poor in
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1833, the amounts were so small as to draw criticism
from educators, social activists, and members of church
societies. Nonetheless, the 1833 action set a precedent for
greater reforms to come. By 1840, the government stipends sent to church groups for the establishment of
schools was 30,000 pounds.
The elite gentlemen’s schools were the models that
the church public schools looked to when developing
their own curriculums. To be sure, a sort-of caste system
was the rule, not the exception, in England. English
schools were condemned by American educators who
saw the huge numbers of ill-educated waifs quite rightly
to be victims of human rights injustice. Some of the reasons provided as reasons that the poor should not be
educated were illogical and fear-based, including assumptions that an educated poor might unite in uprisings
and revolution. By 1861, famed English educators such
as Matthew Arnold, an inspector of schools, poet, and
Oxford University professor, penned social criticism urging educational reforms that benefited the children of
working-class British toiling in the mines, factories, and
shops. His criticisms included a claim that only the very
elite schools of Britain compared favorably to many
schools in France in quality. His attacks came nearly 30
years after French historian and social philosopher Alexis
de Tocqueville studied American society, noting how the
children of shopkeepers and the wealthy alike possessed
a type of social equality in the quality of their educations,
an occurrence unheard of in the aristocratic environs of
the United Kingdom.
Social activists belonging to various religious denominations formed important organizations providing
the greatest, if not sole, opportunity for the children of the
poor and working class to obtain an education. Among
these important groups of volunteers were the British and
Foreign Schools Society (originally the Royal Lancasterian Association) established by the Protestant Nonconformists in 1810 and the National Society for the
Education of the Poor in the Principles of the Established
Church, established in 1817. The latter group stressed education of the children of Anglicans and children of
members of other denominations willing to allow their
children to receive religious instruction. These groups became quite sophisticated, powerful, and large. The National Society for the Education of the Poor in the
Principles of the Established Church founded or oversaw
3,500 schools a little more than aa decade after its formation. The National Society became by far the most influential religious group possessing the power to build and
run schools, a fact that began to draw criticism from
many quarters since it put religious leaders effectively in
charge of educational institutions partially aided by public funding.
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In 1839, Parliament grants to education began to be
regulated by a Committee of the Privy Council on Education, and by 1847, this group had started attempts to reduce the managerial powers of the National Society, a
decision that was highly unpopular among Church of England clergy. In particular, the Anglicans fought against
attempts to stifle their efforts for the conversion of pupils
to the Anglican Church. The controversy and criticisms
from the public led the government to conclude by the
early 1850s that educational reform was crucial to take
some of the wholesale power away from the church societies. The church societies, in turn, maintained that they
found it unfair for their authority to be yanked after hard
work and planning on the part of society members who
had been responsible for the education of so many working-class citizens.
This committee was headed by a lord president of the
Council and filled out by a vice-president and ministers.
At first, the committee regulated educational policy for
England, Wales, and Scotland, but in 1872, Scotland
formed its independent Committee on Education with
similar powers to the Privy Council. In addition, in England and Wales, the 1870 Education Act permitted the
founding of school boards to be operated with public
money if local schools run by the voluntary churchrelated organizations were deemed inadequate. The 1870
Act also established schools in rural and poverty-stricken
area where schools were absent. In time, the publicly
funded schools, carefully regulated with inspections,
generally were regarded as providing a better education
for children than the church schools could provide. Education became a priority, and by the end of the nineteenth
century, it was the government’s largest budget line item
for spending, according to historian Roy Strong.
The responsibility for carrying out the directives of
the Privy Council was given to an Education Department
under the supervision of a Privy Council secretary until
1856. In 1856, a revamped Education Department had its
everyday affairs run by a vice-president operating as the
equivalent of a superintendent and chief operating officer. There was a board in name only with responsibilities
for overseeing the superintendent’s duties carried out, although the board’s powers increased substantially between 1902 and 1921 as perceived needs arose. The
Committee of the Privy Council on Education supervised
educational matters for 60 years, supplanted by a Board
of Education similar to those in other industrial nations
in 1899. The 1899 reformed Board of Education also encompassed oversight of art, Design, and technical schools
in the United Kingdom.
During the nineteenth century, the task of keeping
schools operating efficiently was assigned to local school
boards. This proved unsatisfactory, and a decision was
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made by Parliament to pass the 1902 Act that put the
schools under professional educators as overseers working collaboratively with these county and city education
councils. These oversaw both primary and secondary
schools at the local level. Another important aspect of the
1902 Act is that responsibility was taken away from more
than 2,500 school boards and given to Local Education
Authorities (LEAS) with power to appoint an education
committee. Public schools were now called ‘‘provided’’
schools, contrasting with the ‘‘unprovided’’ church
schools. In an effort to take some of the power away from
the powerful church schools, the LEA was given the authority to appoint two of six church school board members. The compromise measure benefited the church
schools, nonetheless, because the appointments enabled
them to keep eligible for school funds financed by local
taxes. It also gave parents who wanted a secular education more options because the number of secondary
schools in the United Kingdom rapidly began to increase.
During the twentieth century, the once-mighty church
schools began to decline in number and influence.
Another influence of the LEAs was a growing reliance on examinations for school placement. As a result,
many teachers complained that they were teaching to get
their pupils through examinations, not teaching them to
absorb knowledge and prepare for life’s intellectual challenges.
The state bureaucracy evolved over time to oversee
the schools, and a Board of Education kept control until
1944. That year an education act eliminated the Board
and established the Ministry of Education under the supervision of a minister of education; the Ministry continued until 1964. In 1964, the Secretary of State for
Education and Science Order combined the Minister of
Education and Minister of Science into a single Department of Education and Science. The revamped Department of Education and Science was responsible for the
promotion of education and higher education in England
and Wales. National concern about educating the children of lower socioeconomic classes was spurred by research in 1963-1964 that determined that the offspring of
professional persons were 20 times more likely to attend
a school of higher education. In 1970, the overseeing of
primary and secondary education in Wales and Monmouthshire fell to the Welsh Office by the Transfer of
Functions Order, with additional responsibilities assigned in 1978.
Northern Ireland: Northern Ireland has school systems under a separate Department of Education from the
schools of the Republic of Ireland. In Northern Ireland,
educational funding comes through the Northern Ireland
Higher Education Council (NIHEC). The two Departments of Education use different accounting systems, dif1482

ferent financial years, different currencies, and different
rates of inflation.
Northern Ireland officially has been in existence
with a constitution since 1920, created by the British
under Lloyd George with the Government of Ireland Act
to head off a civil war. This political division of the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland specifically applies to
six counties in the Ulster region with the port city of Belfast as Northern Ireland’s capital. Protestants are the
dominant religious group. The 1998 Northern Ireland Act
acknowledged the powers and responsibilities of the
Northern Ireland Assembly, recognizing its power to
enact and repeal existing statutes.
Scotland: Unlike other European nations, Scotland
lacks a statutory curriculum. Nonetheless, the curriculum
is close to standardized with schools following standards
and instructions recommended by the Secretary of State
for Scotland and the Scottish Consultative Council on the
Curriculum. Recommendations include directives on the
subjects of English, Gaelic, Latin, modern languages,
mathematics and the sciences, religious, and characterbuilding education.
Because Scotland has one examination board, not
several, teachers tend to follow a similar curriculum for
the standard and higher grade examinations.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary: Children in England, Wales, and Scotland may attend, at the parents’ choice, various precompulsory schools until the age of five. In Ireland, precompulsory education is offered through age four. Variously, these schools are known as nursery schools or, in
England and Wales, reception classes, which are held in
primary schools.
With many families having both parents working or
a single parent working, the government increasingly
has gotten involved in attempts to improve the quantity
and quality of pre-compulsory schools. Many precompulsory schools are run with no charge in England
and Wales. Attendance is almost universal in England,
with 94 percent of all students attending in 1995, according to government data.
On the average, children in Northern Ireland tend to
begin primary education about one year later than do the
children of the other United Kingdom countries, but this
could change to a younger starting age as Northern Ireland examines and revamps its educational system.
Primary Education: England’s government through
much of the first half of the nineteenth century was reluctant to mix members of all classes in single primary
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schools. For better and worse, church schools run by the
Dissenter and Anglican churches filled the void, raising
funds for the poor and needy for education, and often for
their meals as well. However, the church schools, even
after accepting government stipends, put a heavy focus
on Christian religious training in the schools that led to
an outcry from those who wanted their children taught in
secular schools.
The year 1862 is sometimes listed as a breakthrough
year for reform in English schools as government contributions topped 840,000 pounds. Another important event
was the passage of the Forster Education Act of 1870,
providing educational opportunities to all elementary
school children, seeing that many rural children and children of lower socioeconomic classes were missing out on
an opportunity for an education. This was a systematic
approach that, through this act of Parliament, created
school districts to be staffed with elected school boards.
In 1891, the government ruled that elementary education
should be provided free to all children at public expense.
In 1906, Parliament moved to pay for the meals of children not receiving adequate nutrition at home.
In 1918, attempting to remedy a situation in which
children were slipping through the cracks of the system,
Parliament passed the Education Act of 1918, also known
as the Fisher Act, removing special circumstances that allowed many children between the ages of 5 and 14 to become dropouts. In addition, the LEAs were required,
upon request, to show their development plans as a means
of checking to make sure that a uniform national system
of schools was in operation or in the process of being established.
While the government paid the costs of education, in
the 1940s it also instituted a comprehensive examination
given to all primary pupils at the age of 11. Those with
the top test scores were allowed to attend academically
challenging grammar schools that prepared students for
eventual attendance at a university. Those with scores
that were below passing were sent to secondary schools
with technical and vocational emphases. The public
schools paid for by tuition were unaffected by such legislation. Historian Roy Strong called the new system a
‘‘meritocracy dependent on talent.’’ He also noted that
education forever hence was put on the agenda of political parties as a key issue in election years.

1998 Education Reform Act and earlier education acts.
Northern Ireland also has a compulsory curriculum of its
own. In the primary grades, students are broken into age
group categories from ages 5 through 7 (4 through 8 in
Northern Ireland) and from ages 7 through 11 in England
(8 through 11 in Northern Ireland).
Although the curriculum is mandatory, teachers
or local school committees choose school textbooks.
Among the compulsory subjects in the English lower
grades are history, geography, mathematics, science, design and technology, information technology, religious
education, physical education, history, geography, art,
and music. A foreign language is required for older students.
Wales, in addition to these subjects, requires the
teaching of Welsh. Northern Ireland requires compliance
from schools in the teaching of English, science and technology, environment and society, mathematics, and creative and expressive studies. Irish is compulsory.

By 2002, a government statute is to be enforced that
primary school classes for children aged 5 to 7 contain
no more than 30 pupils. No other age range has such limits, and complaints of overcrowding in the classrooms
frequently are voiced by parents. In the primary grades,
students are not segregated by abilities but rather are put
collectively in classes regardless of aptitude test scores.

Wales: In April 2001, the recently formed National Assembly of Wales identified a disturbing trend in illiteracy
and ignorance of mathematics to be a top priority that the
government and education officials must address. In
2001, approximately 27 million pounds was appropriated
by the Assembly for a public relations effort and other
campaigns.

England and Wales have adopted a rigorous, prescribed curriculum for compulsory education with the

In addition, tough testing standards have been required as of 2001 for all higher education institutions to
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evaluate entering students’ levels of competence in reading, writing, and numeracy skills. More than a quarter of
all adults (28 percent) is illiterate or has substandard literacy skills. Nearly one-third (32 percent) has subpar mathematical skills.
As a result, the Assembly has earmarked two priorities for education. It wants to reach older adults to begin
enrolling them in comprehensive remedial programs. It
also wants to establish a more efficient system of identifying and assisting children with reading, writing, and
math deficiencies to systematically provide remediation
to prevent them from dropping out, ill-prepared and frustrated.
In Wales, classes are taught in the English and Welsh
languages as a mandatory part of the national curriculum.
Welsh-medium schools are located in nearly all locales.
In Northern Ireland, Irish-medium schools also are increasingly found. The learning of each country’s language is tied to efforts to restore national pride.
Northern Ireland: Perhaps the greatest dissatisfaction
with post-primary education in the United Kingdom expressed by parents and lawmakers alike is in Northern
Ireland. In 2000 and 2001, the government established a
Review Body on Post Primary Education under the supervision of the Minister for Education, following the
publication on September 28, 2000, of a research report
that was critical of the selective system of secondary education in Northern Ireland. The Review Body has 10
members with a support staff of 5 education advisers
from Scotland, England, and the Republic of Ireland.
The following were identified as some of the key issues facing the review body: 1) reforming the postprimary and primary systems; 2) improving academic
standards; 3) restoring and cherishing the ethos, culture,
and identity of Northern Ireland schools; 4) dealing with
identity problems of the young who do poorly on national
testing or are placed in other than the schools of their first
choice; 5) recognizing that there are different types of intelligences and refraining from pigeonholing those children who do not test well or experience test anxiety; 6)
a need to identify and institute curricula and schools that
produce the best citizens with character, strong personal
standards, and maximized abilities; and 7) the need to
deal with socioeconomic classes whose backgrounds
leave them at a testing disadvantage.
One of the great concerns in Northern Ireland was
the categorization of students in eleventh grade that made
students not selected for a college-bound track feel that
they were less worthy than fellow students. The Review
Board said reports indicated that students who were
passed over demonstrated low self-esteem.
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Grammar Schools: As United Kingdom countries advanced during the Middle Ages, but before universities
found their place, the English grammar school provided
a means for potential scholars to master rhetoric, grammar, and occasionally other subjects if the teachers were
prepared, willing, and educated themselves. As the universities at Oxford and Cambridge prospered in the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries, respectively, the grammar schools increasingly became the preparatory institutions that pupils relied upon for a solid learning
foundation before going to a university in England or
abroad. Most, if not all these schools were connected with
a parish, cathedral, or other religious institution. Perhaps the first school to claim independence and selfgovernance, according to scholar A.F. Leach, was ‘‘Seint
Marie College of Wynchester in Oxenford,’’ founded by
a local bishop in 1382. The school was a boarding school
and accepted pupils from distant outposts in England; it
was considered exemplary as an educational institution
and was imitated by Eton College’s founder, Henry VI,
in 1440. Nonetheless, it attracted more sons of the poor
and those climbing for status in the Middle Ages in England than those already wealthy who could hire traveling tutors or send their sons to established craftsmen as
apprentices.
Education for females then was also done for a few
women at home, if their fathers were wealthy and liberalminded, or at a lesser school known as a ‘‘pettie’’ school
and in some convents.
Whether girls or boys, through the twelfth century it
was the Catholic Church, out of a sense of duty, that
mainly provided whatever educational opportunities existed for younger boys and girls. After the reformation,
the greatest surge in the foundation of grammar schools
was in the first half of the seventeenth century. W.K.
Johnson estimated that the number of schools in the seventeenth century served more citizens percentage-wise in
England until the explosion of schools in the twentieth
century.
As of 1995, some 158 grammar schools remained in
operation in England, and their supporters and detractors
were vocal. Admission to English grammar schools is
based on ability.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The beginning of a surge in the number of secondary
schools in the United Kingdom often is linked to a
scheme to provide secondary education to all children, including children of the poor and the working class, in
1902 after the passage of an education act known as the
Balfour Act. A statute required the LEAs to provide and
pay for places in secondary school for deserving students,
and the funding came from tax revenues. The passing of
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a competitive examination was required for placement in
a secondary school. Nonetheless, in spite of fears by middle-class parents that the presence of the poor would
weaken the quality of education for their own children,
it took until World War I and beyond for many workingclass parents to send their children to secondary
schools—even though they were tuition free.
At the age of 11, nearly all students in the United
Kingdom move up from primary to secondary state
schools. The state schools require no testing, but independent secondary schools require a Common Entrance Examination that is taken at age 11 or slightly older.
Contemporary secondary schools adhere to the state mandate of a National Curriculum requiring pupils in England and Wales to take examinations called the Standard
Assessment Tasks (SATs). This form of testing ranks and
assesses students against a national scale of measured
abilities at ages 7, 11, and 14. As of 2001, Northern Ireland was also planning similar nationwide assessment
tests.
In 1988, a General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) was introduced, replacing other types of assessment tests. This is the assessment test taken by
secondary school students aged 16 or older in England,
Wales, and Northern Ireland. Pupils at 18 or older take
the GCE A-level and AS-level exams.
In 1998, the Education Reform Act was passed, standardizing the curriculum in England and Wales with six
main areas of study (English, environment and society,
creative and expressive studies, languages, mathematics,
and science and technology). In addition, there are six
cross-curricular areas.
In Scotland, the Scottish Certificate of Education
(SCE) at Standard Grade is taken at the age of 16 or older,
while the Higher Grade is taken at the age of 17 or 18.
For those who have completed the Higher Grade, there
is the Certificate of Sixth Year Studies. Vocational education in Scotland is served by the Scottish Qualifications
Authority (SQA), which is the national body with responsibility for developing, awarding, and accrediting academic and vocational qualifications.
In Northern Ireland, examinations are conducted by
the Northern Ireland Council for the Curriculum, Examinations, and Assessment (CCEA) to ensure that its standards are comparable with those of the other examining
groups in the United Kingdom.

ability of computers used in the primary and secondary
classrooms of England. It also tabulated expenditures for
computers, measured Internet usage, and surveyed teachers on their use of computers in the classroom. Based
upon a representative sample of 1,211 primary, 1,452
secondary, and 594 English special schools (with responses from 938 primary, 977 secondary and 453 special schools), the survey response rates corresponded to
77 percent, 69 percent, and 76 percent reporting use of
computers in the classroom.
In England, the main impetus by the Government for
getting computers into all schools was its 1998 ‘‘Open
for Learning, Open for Business’’ public relations campaign. The goal is to get computers into all schools in sufficient numbers to promote learning and to provide skills
needed to prosper in the twenty-first century. To that end,
in Britain, the ‘‘National Grid for Learning in the Twenty-first Century’’ is a gateway for computer excellence
by teachers and students.
Compulsory Education: England lagged behind other
industrialized countries in the passage of laws to protect
children from being thrust at a young age into factories
and mines. Reforms took decades to be implemented.
Any reader familiar with the works of Charles Dickens
(1812-1870) has an acquaintance with the plight of child
exploitation in England. The distinguished author himself
was born in poverty and made to work as a child in a
blacking warehouse. Scholar Leon Litvack cites examples from Dickens’ speeches and works to show the writer’s support of ‘‘universal, non-sectarian education’’ and
reformations in Victorian England schools.
Not until an 1876 education act was a school leaving
policy formed. The act put the responsibility for compliance on the shoulders of parents. Much emphasis was put
on regular attendance. A child could be compelled by law
to remain in school if school attendance committees decreed the pupil’s attendance had been spotty.
The age of compulsory attendance was set at 10 in
1880 by another education act passed by Parliament.
Children could leave school at 10, but they could also be
required to stay if their attendance had been unsatisfactory.

Secondary schools frequently segregate students.
This is done in two ways. One way is through streaming—putting students of similar abilities into all classes.
Another practice is to merely limit certain classes, often
mathematics and science, to pupils of similar aptitude.

In 1893, a compulsory education law lifted the age
bar slightly by making the school-leaving age 11-yearsold. In 1899, the school-leaving age was elevated to 12
years, and in 1918, to 14 years. An education act passed
by Parliament in 1939 pushed up the school-leaving age
to 15 years, but when Germany began bombing England
and World War II was declared, the law was suspended
for the duration of the emergency.

Technology in the Schools: The Department for Education and Skills conducted a 1998 survey on the avail-

In 1944, an education act once again restored the
school-leaving age to 15. In 1947, the age was raised a
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final time to 16. In 2001, compulsory education ranges
from the ages of 5 to 16 in the United Kingdom, with the
exception of the 4 to 16 ranges in Northern Ireland. The
school year in the United Kingdom begins in August or
September and runs to June or July, as school officials
decree. Schools stay open at least 190 days during the academic year and keep a Monday-through-Friday schedule. Schools operate five days a week, and there are
recommended numbers of hours per week, which vary
depending upon a child’s age.

viciously, rubbing their noses into grindstones or making
them drink unspeakable concoctions, and they, in their
gowns, fought against local towns people. A 1354 riot at
Oxford began over a disagreement about a vintage of
wine and resulted in students dying and suffering grim
injuries. Until late in the nineteenth century, the successful public school graduate then advanced to Cambridge
or Oxford, or in some cases sought an education abroad.
Three prestigious Scottish universities, St. Andrews,
Glasgow, and Aberdeen, came into being during the fifteenth century.

HIGHER EDUCATION

During the nineteenth century, for a time, Cambridge
or Oxford developed a reputation for being less serious
about studies than the universities in Scotland, and some
dons failed to meet their teaching obligations. Cambridge
and Oxford found the label of expensive social clubs they
were branded with to be as hard to shake as it was offensive to serious students and scholars at these institutions.

The universities that arose in Europe in the middle
ages bore little resemblance to those in ancient Athens
and Carthage. The culture of the medieval period—
characterized by its guilds, rituals, and traveling scholars—made the first European schools of higher learning,
the ‘‘studium generale,’’ unique institutions in every
way. England’s contribution to the great universities that
dotted the landscape of Europe in the twelfth century was
Oxford University in Oxford, a southcentral English
town.
Many of Oxford’s first students and scholars were
disaffected University of Paris members. In particular,
these students and scholars abandoned Paris during times
of crisis in 1167 and 1229, streaming into Oxford, according to scholars Joseph R. Strayer and Elisabeth Leedham-Green. Enough students enrolled thatt Oxford
expanded to establish residential lodgings in the thirteenth century. These first residential colleges were
called University, Balliol, and Merton. The first English
secular colleges were designed for senior scholars, the
equivalent of graduate scholars today. The admittance of
undergraduates or lesser scholars was a late phenomenon
in England, usually associated by scholars with the chartering of the royal College of the King’s Hall, Cambridge,
in 1337, although its origins predate the charter by some
two decades. King’s Hall soon offered studies to a range
of scholars ranging from the neophyte undergraduate to
the scholar with numerous years of study to his credit.
At Oxford, as at the first schools of higher learning
in other nations of Europe, these poor scholars were basically in the employ of students, and students exercised
power over their teachers until the faculty eventually
gained the upper hand over their students. The power balance shifted suddenly when students allowed scholars to
select which of their peers were worthy of receiving
teaching licenses; the scholars then formed their own
guilds, much as workers in other established professions
had done.
These early students were no more mature than the
students of the present day were—less so more likely.
According to Wrongs of Passage, they hazed newcomers
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Potential university students received other options
late in the nineteenth century when schools of higher education were established in London, Leeds, Durham, and
Manchester. Finally, women achieved a significant
breakthrough in 1869, as Girton College in Cambridge
announced the acceptance of female applicants.
In England, all the early universities were put into
being by a Royal Charter or government statute. The
Privy Council, an advisory body that counsels the Queen
with permission from the Orders in Council, grants royal
charters and permits the incorporation of universities.
Perhaps the liveliest era in the development of higher
education opportunities for the greatest number of citizens took place in England’s major cities during the early
years of the twentieth century. From that start, with just
10 universities in 1910, there was growing enthusiasm for
additional colleges and universities in other industrial cities.
The last 30 years of the twentieth century have seen
a massive explosion in the number of UK residents
choosing to go on to college. The nature of higher education in the United Kingdom has changed significantly
over the past 30 years. The number of students studying
at universities and colleges has increased dramatically. In
the 1960s, there were around 200,000 full-time students.
This has risen to more than 1 million students in 2001,
as older students increasingly attend college for the first
time or return to college to complete degree studies begun
many years earlier.
Including part-time students, there are 1.7 million
undergraduate and postgraduate students in UK universities and colleges as of 2001. Close to 30 percent of fulltime undergraduate students are aged 21 or older when
they take their first classes, representing a far older stuWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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dent body from just 1970. Approximately one-third of all
21-year-old adults have attended some college or obtained a college degree, with Scotland demonstrating the
highest percentage among all UK nations.
In the United Kingdom, there are 111 institutions
with university status and 60 institutions categorized as
higher education colleges. These include Ireland, with 2
universities and 2 higher education colleges; Scotland,
with 13 universities and 7 higher education colleges;
Wales, with 9 universities and 4 higher education colleges; and England, with 87 universities and 47 colleges.
United Kingdom institutions of higher education are estimated to employ around 100,000 full-time staff and more
than 14,000 part-time academic adjuncts.
Funding bodies of each UK nation work directly
with other educational bureaucracies such as the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and Principals of the UK universities, the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education, Committee of Scottish Higher Education
Principals, Higher Education Wales, Standing Conference of Principals, and the Higher Education Statistics
Agency, according to the Higher Education Funding
Agency for England. UK universities also operate with
widely differing missions, serving the needs of the United
Kingdom’s very diverse peoples and providing degrees
from accredited institutions. One change under the Further and Higher Education Act 1992 was the conversion
of polytechnic schools of higher learning to the higher
status title of universities. These former polytechnics,
therefore, were linked in association with previously existing ‘‘older’’ universities founded in the mid-twentieth
century, as well as the ancient schools at Cambridge and
Oxford, plus the civic universities chartered in major English cities in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Enrollments at the universities in England vary dramatically from institution to institution. The University
of Abertay Dundee, a smaller institution, enrolls 4,000
students. Manchester Metropolitan University, a large
school, enrolls 28,000 students. The University of London’s 16 schools enroll around 100,000 students.
A single university operates as a purely private institution sustained by private funds. This is the University
of Buckingham, offering courses in business, industry,
and management, on its multiple campuses.
The United Kingdom’s higher education colleges are
extremely hard to characterize, so greatly differing as
they are in enrollment, mission, and curriculum offerings
that include some 30,000 undergraduate courses. Their
sizes range from a few hundred students to the massive
Southampton Institute with 13,000 students in 2001.
Their offerings are as diverse as agriculture, art and design, modern dance, theater, and nursing.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

Students pursuing their first-degree course usually
attend classes full time for three years in England, Wales,
and Northern Ireland. So-called Sandwich or work-study
courses, which include real-world internships or job assignments, take four years to complete, as do certain specialist courses. Professional degrees in medicine,
dentistry, and veterinary studies generally require five
years of study. In Scotland undergraduates may earn a
three-year general degree or a four-year honors degree.
Some of the first degrees awarded by higher education institutions include the Bachelor of Arts or BA, the Bachelor of Science or BSc, or the Bachelor of Education or
BEd.
Many higher education colleges trace their respective founding back to the nineteenth century and a good
deal of them were started as church-related colleges.
Since 1988, with the passage of an Education Reform
Act, all colleges became independent; previously all had
been under the governance of a central bureaucracy, the
Local Education Authorities (LEA). All colleges are now
self-governing and independent. Some colleges were
founded up to 150 years ago, and a significant number
were established as Church Colleges. Some higher education colleges award degrees, and some offer degrees
validated by a university or national accrediting body.
Since 1970, Parliament and the respective funding
bodies have made the education of minorities and peoples
from lower socioeconomic groups a priority. Universities
UK has identified several missions of higher education.
These are, ‘‘to enable people to develop their capabilities
and fulfill their potential, both personally and at work,’’
and ‘‘to contribute to an economically successful and cul1487
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turally diverse nation to advance knowledge and understanding through scholarship and research.’’
Distance Learning: The Open University (OU) in
1997 served some 164,000 students with an extensive
number of course offerings from which to choose. OU
commenced operations as a correspondence school in
1969, also offering some courses that were televised. Unlike other institutions of higher education, OU has no specific entrance requirements and classes are open to all
unless filled. The school offers undergraduate and graduate courses. In 1997, the average student’s age was 37.
Other distance learning opportunities are expected to
proliferate in the twenty-first century as more universities
see the financial benefits of offering programs. The University of the West of England, Bristol, for example, offers what it terms a ‘‘Virtual Campus.’’
Northern Ireland: The Protestants of Ulster of Presbyterian background, with certain notable exceptions,
preferred to pursue their higher education in Scotland,
rather than accept the dominion of the established faith.
Presbyterians opened a state school in Belfast, Ireland, called the Belfast Academical Institution in 1814.
The state contributed funding for a time but halted to display disapproval when Presbyterians refused or were reluctant to send Presbyterian ministers to study in other
British schools outside Ireland as the government wished.
The institution, known for a time as the Royal Belfast Academical College, closed after some 40 years in operation, unable to compete with a newly established royal
school in Belfast. The Belfast Academical Institution was
taken over as a grammar school and is affectionately referred to as ‘‘the Inst,’’ for short.
Scotland: While the Scottish people in the nineteenth
century put a high premium on higher education, their
own history was ignored in the schools until professors
of Scottish history were established at the Universities of
Edinburgh and Glasgow, according to T.M. Devine.
Nonetheless, the quality of the five Scottish universities
was a source of national pride, and students from England
and Northern Ireland frequently enrolled in these schools.
Some of the luster has dropped off the schools by 2000,
however, notes Devine, and educators began looking at
Scots universities with a more critical eye.
A close inspection of higher education in Scotland
was provided by the Garrick Report of 1997. It pointed
to some major differences between Scottish universities
and other UK institutions. For example, it noted that students are accepted to the school in a broader category
than are students in England who apply to departments.
Consequently, they find it easier to change majors. At
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older universities such as Edinburgh and Glasgow, the
first degree is an ‘‘M.A.’’ and not a ‘‘B.A.’’ There is an
ordinary three-year degree or a four-year honors degree
option available to students. There is a strong consensus
that the M.A. degree, or at least the three-year degree program, should be renamed the B.A. degree to avoid confusion.
Wales: Like Northern Ireland and Scotland, the principality of Wales is the latest United Kingdom nation to independently establish an education council to oversee
post-16 (higher) education and teacher training, plus
serve as the higher education funding council. As a concession to Wales’ bilingual (English and Welsh) status,
the new National Council for Education and Training in
Wales functions under the catchall title of ELWa; its English meaning is Education and Learning Wales, and its
Welsh meaning is ‘‘to gain benefit from.’’
The new funding council relies heavily on an agency
called Higher Education Wales (HEW), founded in 1996;
its predecessor was the Heads of Higher Education in
Wales. The members are the individual heads of all universities and higher education colleges in Wales. Serving
them, as of May 2000 was an office located in Cardiff,
Wales, with a full-time professional staff serving as an
expert resource team. The office attempts to assist citizens of Wales from media to assembly to students and
faculty. It retains a strong working relationship as a member of Universities UK, and it, therefore, attempts to deal
with educational matters of concern to all United Kingdom nations.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Evaluations & Inspections: In 1993, a decision was
reached by the government to engage outside agencies to
rate the quality of courses in higher education institutions. Schools are held accountable for the aims and objectives they have stated in a self-assessment and goals
statement. After 1997, institutions in England, Wales,
and Northern Ireland are assessed by representatives engaged by the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA). The results are published for the public
record.
Funding & Resources: The Higher Education Funding Council For England, a council that promotes and
funds teaching and research in universities and colleges,
reports that funding in excess of 11 billion pounds was
distributed during the 1996-1997 academic year. Moneys
came from four UK funding bodies—the Higher Education Funding Council for England; the National Council
for Education and Training in Wales; the Department of
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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Education, Northern Ireland; and the Scottish Higher Education Funding Council provide the lion’s share of funding in a formula based upon faculty research and
teaching. These four funding organizations receive their
funding from Parliament but look only for standards and
guidance to Parliament, being fully self-determining with
funding priorities reflecting their respective educational
needs and missions. In addition to providing funds for
teaching and research, these bodies advise Parliament on
status of education and changing needs such as technology. The remaining funding obtained by universities and
colleges for operation come from private sources, including tuitions, conferences, gifts, and other services. Income from non-UK students for tuition amounted to
approximately 563 million pounds in 1996-1997, according to the Higher Education Funding Council for England. As of 1996-1997, some 200,000 overseas students
reside in the United Kingdom, hailing from more than
180 countries. European Union countries made up 44 percent of overseas representation.
Appropriations:
Northern Ireland: Moneys appropriated in the education budget for Northern Ireland in 1993-1994 (latest figures available) came to approximately 1.23 billion
pounds (US$1.8 billion), according to the DENI Compendium of Northern Ireland Statistics. The moneys are
for preschool, primary, secondary, and university
schools.
School finances are overseen by the Education and
Library Boards. Additional financial responsibility for
budgetary matters goes to the Boards of Governors of individual schools through a Local Management of Schools
(LMS) orderly plan.
Preprimary, primary, and secondary schools receive
moneys based on a formula that primarily is figured
through enrollment numbers and the cost of infrastructure
and other operational considerations. As in the Republic
of Ireland, spending per pupil is most deficient at the primary level and is highest at the university level.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
In the United Kingdom, strong emphasis is placed
upon lifelong learning, extending beyond compulsory
school and outside the province of higher education. Further education enhances the personal and career satisfactions of adults who work at home or elsewhere; it also
provides greater satisfactions in life for adults who have
retired from working.
Vocational Training: Vocational training in England
became an important part of the nation’s resolve to train
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

useful citizens, following the publication of the Robbins
Committee report of 1963. In 1968, Parliament passed an
education act that provided for the formation of boards
of governors for the polytechnics and similar colleges.
Among other considerations, the Robbins Committee
recommended sweeping changes in higher education that
better would enable the children of unskilled or semiskilled citizens to achieve an education to help them cope
with a fast-changing world. These changes included offering ‘‘further’’ secondary education to pupils aged 16
years and older who were willing to pay the required tuition. Many of the schools prepared students for a trade
in which specific skills are required. Many students combined work with school.
In 1992, the term polytechnics was abandoned, and
the institutions were termed universities. Vocational
qualifications are widespread in schools and colleges. In
1997, the work of ensuring quality education in vocational schools was taken over by the newly formed Qualifications and Curriculum Agency (QCA), replacing the
former administrative unit, the National Council for Vocational Qualifications. The QCA oversees all the various
accrediting and monitoring agencies, including those that
supervise in-the-workplace training. In Scotland, the
Scottish Qualifications Agency is the equivalent of the
QCA.

TEACHING PROFESSION
As with the founding of public schools for England’s
masses, so too did the country lag behind other progressive nations in the training of teachers for these schools.
Not until the mid-nineteenth century did teacher colleges
begin to spring up to meet the needs of schools. Reforms
regarding the teaching profession in the United Kingdom
stepped up in the 1990s. Most significantly, the 1998
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Teaching and Higher Education Act approved the founding of a General Teaching Council for England and
Wales. (The law took into account the devolving of
Wales and allowed for a relatively smooth change if so
desired by the Welsh Assembly). In essence, the General
Teaching Council requires registration by the Council
and there are agreements as to certain restrictions such as
the ban on employment of felons. There also were stipulations and clarifications regarding the inspection of
teacher training by the Office for Standards in Education
(OFSTED). OFSTED came into being in England with
passage of the 1992 Education Act and is an agency separate and independent; it established reforms in the training of school inspectors.
In 2001, teaching vacancies have caused the 20,000
maintained schools in England and Wales to step up recruiting to keep the two nations’ nearly 500,000 teaching
positions filled.
The government relies on the Teacher Training
Agency (TTA) to provide accreditation and grant funding
to institutions providing ‘‘Initial Teacher Training’’
(ITT). The requirements for institutions overseen by the
TTA are mandated by the Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED), TTA is also responsible for the collection of test scores and other educational data that
contribute to assessment of various educational providers. The TTA also conducts on-site inspections of teacher
training facilities, consults with teacher-training institution administrators, and generally ensures that standards
are met for the training of teachers and the re-entrance of
former teachers who wish to again find employment in
English schools.
In England and Wales, the first year of teaching is
called the ‘‘induction’’ year of teaching. Each inductee
receives a specially assigned induction tutor, usually a
veteran teacher or administrator, to help him or her
through a rigorous monitoring and review process. In England, the process is mandatory by government law. In
2001, the National Assembly for Wales has a proposal
under consideration for a similar statutory process for the
induction year.
Several UK colleges provide teacher training. Unlike
Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales where such
courses receive educational money grants from higher
education funding bodies, England teacher-training programs are funded by the Teacher Training Agency
(TTA).

government devolving, make it certain that the United
Kingdom in the twenty-first century will see social, political, and education system changes of a dramatic nature.
From a political perspective, the Assemblies of Wales
and Ireland and the Scottish Parliament now have the
ability to make new laws concerning education or to repeal those passed by the English Parliament.
While the four educational systems of the United
Kingdom nations have a common educational history,
they now have separate and independent educational systems.
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Puritan New England: The American system of education has undergone dramatic transformations at various
times since its origins in the 1600s, reflecting changes in
the social life and culture of the nation. The educational
system predates even the word ‘‘American,’’ which was
introduced in 1684 by Cotton Mather, a Puritan minister
in New England whose sermons reflected his concerns
over formal ways to rear young people. For that matter,
the term ‘‘education’’ itself was coined around 1531, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, referring to a
process for the rearing of youth in society. It was not synonymous with institutional learning until the early 1600s,
coinciding with the founding of colonies in the New
World.
In a sense, the religious turmoil of Europe in the
1500s is the starting point for understanding the history
of education in colonial America. Had European exploration of America occurred with far more vigor in the early
sixteenth century, the teachings of the Catholic Church
would have been the greatest influence on early education. Because Europe’s colonization of America came a
full century after the Protestant Reformation, however,
the most obvious influence on education in the colonies
was the presence of numerous religious sects. These
sects, or religious denominations, included the Puritans,
Huguenots, Anabaptists, and Quakers.
Schools were among the first institutions built by the
colonists. They were outranked in importance only by
homes and houses of worship, a reflection of their value
among a citizenry preoccupied with otherworldly salvation. All religious leaders regarded education of their
young people as essential as a means to ensure the replication of their individual sects. ‘‘Especially it becomes
parents to have their children well taught in the mysteries
of a profitable calling,’’ preached Cotton Mather. ‘‘We
should be studious to have them know something by
which they too may live.’’ Mather also praised teachers:
‘‘Worthy of honor are the teachers that convey wisdom
unto our children; worthy of double honor the happy instruments that convey saving wisdom to them.’’
In part because of religious doctrine and in part because those were dangerous times, sects such as the Puritans, or ‘‘Pilgrims,’’ who began Plymouth Colony in
1620, promoted educational teachings with little sugarcoating for the children. All educational teaching was a
type of religious instruction, and the intent clearly was to
preserve the Puritan culture and to keep all followers homogenous and disciplined. Early religious leaders strove
to influence their followers’ supposedly corruptible souls
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with sacred teachings directed at their minds. The Bible
was believed to be the direct word of God, and instruction
was given to children and adults alike in thundering sermons from the pulpit.
Likewise, all teachers felt that absolute adherence to
fundamental teachings was the best way to pass on values
held in common. Any children resisting the teachings of
a schoolmaster or displaying a disobedient nature could
quickly be yanked from their benches for the liberal application of the master’s lash or some other form of corporal punishment thought to drive the devil from the
child’s body. If children did something particularly egregious that interfered with their salvation, or the schoolmaster was unusually stern, they could sit for a time, in
yokes similar to those worn by oxen, as they reflected on
their transgressions.
By 1634, Massachusetts Bay had evolved from a
wilderness setting into growing political and religious
communities of 10,000 settlers. In Massachusetts, children began their educations at around eight years old and
continued for six years. Although the English practice
was generally to educate only the children of the upper
classes, the colony also educated children of less wealthy
settlers, as well as the offspring of ministers and merchants. Villages in the colony that became New York varied in their enforcement of education by locale. Only
New York City had Latin schools comparable to those in
Massachusetts. Eventually, a pro-education group with
Church of England roots, called the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts, started some 20
schools in New York.
In 1638, the abundant educational opportunities
available in Massachusetts next became available in New
Haven, Connecticut, which opened a school immediately
after the town’s founding. In addition to the children of
villagers, schooling was available for one year to indentured servants. A schoolmaster from Boston was brought
to New Haven to assume his teaching duties. A few years
later, Hartford, Connecticut, had its first school and paid
teacher, as did Newport, Rhode Island, by 1640.
Education in the English Colonies: The Massachusetts
Bay colony continued to open schools in every town. One
by one, villages established schools, supporting them
with a building, land, offerings of money, and, occasionally, taxes. The colony began in 1647 to require by law
secondary schools in the larger cities, as part of an effort
to insure the basic literacy and religious inculcation of all
citizens. Even so, education in seventeenth-century Massachusetts was hardly ideal. Some schools were placed
under the care of tutors nearly as uneducated as their students. Books were limited to whatever volumes were
generously lent by ministers or a town’s wealthier citi1492

zens. But as the colony drew more educated settlers from
England or graduated teachers from Harvard (founded in
1636), the quality of education in New England increasingly improved. Nonetheless, as the Puritans became
more prosperous, their zeal for education dampened, and
enrollments declined during the 1660s and 1670s.
This trend was reversed by an outburst of evangelistic passion often referred to as ‘‘The Great Awakening.’’
Fire-and-brimstone preachers such as Jonathan Edwards,
who wrote treatises and delivered orations such as ‘‘Sinners in the Hands of an Angry God,’’ spurred a public dialog on educational and spiritual issues. More ministers
were needed, and schools were founded to train them, reinvigorating a thirst for learning in the New England colonies.
This certainly was one of the more important educational innovations in early America, for the concept of
free schools was largely unknown in civilized Europe in
that age. The subjects taught were designed to assist students in practical matters of daily life: arithmetic for business; languages to communicate, debate, and preach; and
reading to provide access to the Bible and to understand
contracts, government documents, and laws. A few
schools under more learned schoolmasters even offered
language classes in Hebrew. To prepare students for the
rigors of classroom life at Harvard, Latin schools were
formed in Massachusetts and Connecticut. Illiterate villagers would come to depend on those with reading
knowledge to keep them abreast of news, laws, and miscellaneous information.
Settlers in the other colonies founded schools that reflected both their established religions and ties to the
lands from which they had emigrated, and, in most
places, a single nationality or religion predominated. In
a few places, however, such as New York City, many different peoples came to be assimilated after the Dutch lost
control of what had been New Amsterdam.
While under control of the Dutch West India Company, the colony of New Netherlands started several
schools, maintaining control as if they were business operations. Much of New York was farmland then, and access to schools was often a hardship, particularly in
severe winters. Schoolmasters often were affiliated with
the Dutch Reformed Church and had general caretaker
tasks assigned to them. New Amsterdam, the town that
became New York, had its first school started in 1638 by
the Dutch Reformed Church. Following the British
takeover, an attempt was made, however, to give control
of the former parochial school to the Anglican Church,
but the diversity of New York made this impossible. It
would have been difficult for any one of the 18 represented religious denominations to push its educational philosophy successfully to a city that had swelled from a
population of 4,300 people in 1690 to 21,863 in 1771.
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In Pennsylvania, Philadelphia and surrounding
towns made similar gains in population. Except for some
well-run Quaker schools, however, education in colonial
Pennsylvania had been neglected as merchants concentrated on building personal fortunes. Finally, in 1749,
leading Philadelphia statesman Benjamin Franklin fought
for the opening of an academy similar to the Latin grammar schools in Maryland, New York, and Massachusetts;
he succeeded in 1751. Franklin further perceived that
higher educational opportunities in other colonies were
flourishing, particularly at the College of New Jersey
(later Princeton), Harvard College in Massachusetts, and
Yale in Connecticut.
Franklin openly—and somewhat unfairly—blamed
the colony’s failure to keep up with German influences
in Philadelphia and surrounding areas. Notably, however,
in some other parts of Pennsylvania where the German
influence was particularly strong, education for younger
children was heavily emphasized. (At this time, there was
little thought given to a system of secondary education
between the one-room schoolhouses and the colleges.)
German communities were not at all pleased when criticized for supposed deficiencies in the education of Pennsylvania’s children. From the German point of view,
English speakers such as Benjamin Franklin were interlopers bent on destroying their culture and way of life.
The Lehigh Valley of Pennsylvania became a particularly desirable location for Germans because of the access to the cities of Reading and Philadelphia. In the area
that became the city of Allentown, German settlers
showed allegiance to the Zion Reformed Church, and the
German Reformed influence dominated the single-room
schoolhouses, although the Lutheran and Moravian
Churches also created some schools. These schools kept
their ties to German culture until nearly the midnineteenth century. Eventually, rifts developed between
the conservative German-speaking congregation and pastors and their younger opponents advocating the adoption
of English in church services and in school teachings.
In time, the German community saw the need for
higher education, but the Allentown Seminary it built did
not survive. Much of the blame for its failure was the insistence of the Seminary’s backers on preserving the
school’s German culture at a time when many newcomers were English speaking.
The school also failed to see education as of much
importance for women. A major exception to this backwardness of colonial leaders in providing education for
females was the Moravian seminary for girls, which
opened in 1745. Quaker schools in Pennsylvania also
strove mightily to provide an education for females; later
they helped both male and female children of former
Negro slaves.
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Virginia settlers, largely members of the Anglican
faith and therefore in favor in England, possessed little
of the evangelical fervor of the Puritans who had survived
years of oppression and opposition from the Crown. Although the Virginia colony founded William and Mary
College in 1693 (degrees were not awarded until 1700),
it and other Southern colonies did not operate anywhere
near as many free grammar or public schools as did Massachusetts and Connecticut.
Drawing inspiration from the operation of English
schools, schools in the Southern colonies formed on plantations. In what would become Virginia, Maryland, North
and South Carolina, and Georgia, such learning centers
tended to be run by tutors or ministers for the education
of wealthy children of plantation owners. Many of the
owners then sent their children to secondary schools and
colleges in England, particularly young men who were
groomed to return to the colonies as Anglican ministers.
At home, the privileged had access to libraries on the
manor that occasionally held thousands of books.
Some children, unable to attend formal schools,
nonetheless received an education with heavy emphasis
on the Greek and Roman classics from male tutors, Anglican ministers, and learned women who oversaw dame
schools. Status-conscious agrarians who became wealthy
planters or ‘‘country gentlemen’’ paid the passage for
tutor-scholars from England. Some students, aside from
the schools, received their education in the form of apprenticeships to skilled tradesmen; this commonly was
the case with orphans, for care and education of the poor
was a mandate for Church of England (Anglican) congregations. Eventually, laws were enacted that enjoined
masters to make certain these apprentices could read,
write, and perform elementary arithmetic; enforcement of
those laws was sporadic, however. Those who owned
hardscrabble farms or made a subsistence living through
hunting lacked the same value for the classics that the
wealthy land owners possessed, but they too often saw
to it that their children received some training in the socalled ‘‘three R’s.’’ Through the 1670s, Governor William Berkeley of Virginia opposed the establishment of
free schools.
As immigrants from Germany, Scotland, and Ireland
fled to America in search of economic opportunity in the
early 1700s, however, free schools like those in the North
were eventually founded. Other schools served the needs
of the poor or orphans. Church of England clergy were
active in the management of these free schools. Outside
Virginia, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
in Foreign Parts was very active in founding schools. The
Society also demonstrated a passion for the education and
well-being of Negro slaves and Indians. Less prosperous
and later-settled colonies, most notably Georgia, were
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unable to start or support anything more than the most rudimentary education system. Those children who managed to receive an education equal to that in the other
colonies were usually taught by a clergyman or educated
wife of a settler.
Revolution & Westward Expansion: Right before the
outbreak of hostilities between the American colonies
and England, the population of America was about 2.5
million people. Allegiance to either side was both fierce
and inflexible on the part of loyalists and patriots. During
the struggle for independence, a significant number of
boys and girls received no education or a deficient one
at best. Access to books on the frontier was problematic.
Printing presses had been present in the colonies ever
since the seventeenth century, but replacement of broken
parts sent by ship from England was expensive. In addition, British authorities destroyed the presses of those
printers said to be publishing materials subversive to the
Crown or colonial governors. Libraries existed in the colonies at the time of the Revolution, but these were not the
lending libraries of the modern era.
Undereducated, overworked, short-tempered male
schoolmasters often presided over the schools. Corporal
punishment was a euphemism for outright brutality
against children. Perhaps because books were in short
supply, the custom of the day was to ask students to memorize long chapters or even whole books, making learning
laborious and irksome. Not until the teacher rang a hand
bell were students free to express their individual natures.
Discipline and utter quiet were valued, not discussion and
examination of ideas.
The educators of the time saw that the colonies had
become overly dependent upon English manufactured
goods, including pamphlets, textbooks, and Bibles, as
well as financial support from the crown and teachers and
scholars trained in the great universities of England. A
great national fervor following the breaking away from
England led to nothing short of jingoism, or patriotism,
for a time in the nation’s schools as they were gradually
rebuilt or established anew. Even grammar books contained passages containing patriotic themes. History
classes emphasized the cultural heroes of the revolution,
and in every schoolhouse in America the walls contained
a portrait of General George Washington.
The Constitution and Bill of Rights put great emphasis on preserving freedom of the press and speech, reflected in American curricula in subjects such as
composition and rhetoric. Pro-American sentiment led to
some historical inaccuracies and biased interpretations
that were to become part of everyday learning the classroom, and it would be many years before the role of
women and ethnic minorities received anywhere near the
attention they receive in the twenty-first century.
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Gradually, after the revolution, the priorities of the
fledgling country also encompassed education. As the
British departed, they ceded by treaty a grand wilderness
known as the Northwest Territory that extended to the
west banks of the Mississippi River, eventually becoming
the states of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota,
Ohio, and Wisconsin. Congress wrote forward-thinking
legislation, setting aside ample lands in every township
for schools. Yet as the 1803 Louisiana Purchase expanded the territory of the United States, and commerce grew
in economic importance, national interest in the classical
lives of the Romans and Greeks declined. Grammar
schools became less dominant, and languages such as
French and German were more widely taught outside ethnic communities. Astronomy, logic, and rhetoric were
also staples in the curriculum.
Secondary schools were touted in Massachusetts following the final defeat of the British in the War of 1812.
Since lawmakers viewed organized common schools for
older children to be a splendid democratic way to provide
an equal opportunity education, legislators passed a statute in 1827 requiring these ‘‘high schools’’ to be installed
in larger townships across the state. One of the chief
backers of such legislation was James G. Carter. Carter
supported democratic high schools and vigorously opposed the nation’s private schools, which he viewed as
elitist institutions catering to the wealthy and class conscious. In spite of his passion, full compliance with the
law did not occur; opposition from private academies and
taxpayers asked to foot the bill for high school construction was vociferous. Practically, these could be maintained only in towns large enough to enroll students in
sufficient numbers to justify paying teacher salaries and
building schools. Carter’s idea of a democratic school
system would not fully begin to be realized for another
150 years, as reformers following the civil rights movement pressed for equal-opportunity schools.
James Madison championed a movement to found a
great national university, but though money and considerable energies were expended on behalf of such an institution, it failed to overcome opposition from those who
thought the founding of schools was a matter for individual states to oversee rather than the federal government.
There was more support for national military academies,
and the first institution of its kind was established in 1802
at West Point. The U.S. Naval Academy followed in
1845, and the U.S. Coast Guard Academy in 1876. More
successful than Madison as an educational visionary was
Thomas Jefferson, an advocate for free schools under
local supervision. Jefferson was the prime mover behind
the founding of a great state college in his own state, the
University of Virginia. Its Jefferson-planned library and
well-designed classroom buildings served as models for
subsequent state schools of higher learning.
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Civil War & Progressive Era: The late nineteenth century began to show signs of the progressive school systems that were to evolve in the twentieth century.
However, education as a whole was seriously set back
during the Civil War. Money that had gone to school districts was diverted to the war effort. Young male teachers
were plucked from high schools and sent to war as soldiers. As the war dragged on, many schools in the South
shut down entirely, and school districts in rural farming
communities and mountain areas with small populations
would take many decades to reach educational parity
with similar communities in the North. Similarly, the
South long would feel the effects of operating with a
large population of poorly educated workers.
The so-called Reconstruction of the South was more
accurately a dismantling of the South by Northern Republicans in retaliation for the Civil War. As a result,
struggling industries and cities and towns barely able to
exist could ill afford to spend money on improving school
systems or paying teacher salaries. Following the Civil
War, numerous schools for the education of freed slaves
were established, but these were poorly financed. Impoverished students could not stay in school very long without financial support and ended up dropping out. Finding
teachers to meet the demand was another battle. Only
about 24 college degrees were awarded to AfricanAmericans prior to the outbreak of the ‘‘War Between the
States.’’ The most famous teacher-preparation college for
blacks, the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute in
Alabama, failed to prosper until the coming of energetic
visionary Booker T. Washington in 1875.
As America’s population grew, and modes of transportation grew sophisticated, one-room common schools
began closing in favor of the establishment of larger elementary schools for grades one through eight. Secondary
schools provided four years of increasingly more sophisticated instruction, although for the most part the curriculum of individual schools remained restrictive, with few,
if any, course choices allowed by the school boards to
make allowances for individual interests of students. In
addition, by the late nineteenth century, a number of regions opted to adopt more uniform curriculums among
schools under their geographical boundaries. There were,
however, some vocationally oriented schools that offered
practical subjects in shop subjects for students who, for
financial or other reasons, were not planning to attend
college. An industrial education association began in
1884, dedicated to professional standards, the hiring of
trained teachers, and standardized instruction. With the
Industrial Revolution had come a high demand existed
for industrial workers that were literate and possessed
practical training.
Women’s Education: Increasingly, although female
education in the United States was slow to gain hold as
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an idea, mothers were expected in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries to initiate their children in the
basics of reading, writing, and arithmetic. Well into the
twentieth century, advocates for women’s rights fought
hard to abolish the notion that women were professionally fit only for nursing or teaching professions, thereby
facing exclusion or harassment when attempting to gain
entrance into professional schools.
Nonetheless, in earlier years many Americans had
paid serious attention to the writings of English author
Isaac Watts (1674-1748), who bemoaned the fact that
women, untrained and uneducated, often were reduced to
the sorriest financial circumstances if unmarried or left
alone after the death of a father or spouse. Massachusetts
by 1789 was more liberal and allowed females to attend
schools; Connecticut and other New England states followed. In the late 1790s, Pennsylvanian Benjamin Rush,
one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence, advocated the formal instruction of girls since they were the
guardians of society’s morality. Industrialization was
rapidly changing familiar social roles. Women replaced
schoolmasters in larger cities in the nineteenth century,
and primary schools taught by females were instituted in
Boston by 1818.
Nationwide, however, attempts to educate females
were sporadic, and many religious denominations, such
as the German Reformed Church, opposed school learning for their daughters. Even some who supposedly advocated education for girls in the nineteenth century were
referring merely to ‘‘finishing schools’’ where social
graces could be picked up, so that as married women the
girls would have some preparation to teach their male offspring. Many seminaries were opened for wealthier girls
in the nineteenth century as an alternative to male academies, but these primarily were intended to produce educated mothers and few other professional women other
than teachers. In spite of these limitations, a small number of women did achieve upward mobility as physicians,
taking advantage of their overwhelming talents, intellects, and instincts for seizing opportunities. One of the
more significant seminary founders was Emma Willard,
who founded her oft-emulated institution in 1821 in Troy,
New York. Together with Catherine Beecher and Mary
Lyon, Willard became an advocate for quality secondary
educational opportunities for girls.
American Educational Leaders: Although early
American settlers had been chiefly influenced by European philosophy, by the time of the Revolution, schools
were working to break with the past. Nonetheless, American colonists did respect fine English minds. One of the
most influential thinkers upon American educational philosophy was the British thinker John Locke, who wrote
that all minds at birth were a blank tablet and the mind
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was imprinted with what it learned through experience.
American leaders liked his emphasis on common sense
and empirical knowledge, leading to a strong emphasis
on the value of practical experience and the worthiness
of scientific experimentation that could be replicated by
others.
Among the first truly American educational philosophers was the nineteenth-century visionary Horace Mann
(1796-1859), an orator and champion for the cause of
preserving American democracy by the continuous development of an educated citizenry. Mann was a Massachusetts legislator who used his influence to get the state
to set up a Massachusetts board of education. That accomplished, Mann quit his position and assumed the post
of Massachusetts Board of Education secretary, 18371848. Mann used his public forum to preach with vigor
the benefits of state-run schools, and he was just as passionately opposed to Calvinist schools, which he viewed
as provincial and lacking in foresight.
A former Calvinist turned Unitarian, Mann was not
against religious training per se, advocating scripture
readings in the schools and moral lessons. In his role as
administrator, he came to argue that common schools
were essential for molding of character of the nation’s
youth and providing the training that would make them
self-sufficient throughout life. Mann regarded classrooms as sanctuaries to keep children away from the
world’s vices. He saw teachers as guides entrusted with
leading their charges down the golden paths of virtuous
living. Since the U.S. government continued to distance
itself from religion in affairs of state, he considered
schools essential for the development of godly leaders.
When the ambitious Mann became editor of The
Common School Journal and espoused his ideas there, his
views on education soon were debated nationally and
adopted in some form by many states. Gleefully he said
in a 1839 speech that ‘‘the universal diffusion and ultimate triumph of all-glorious Christianity itself must await
the time when knowledge shall be diffused among men
through the instrumentality of good schools.’’ In Mann’s
era, immigration then was mainly of Europeans with
Christian convictions, and he did not anticipate the day
when diverse numbers of people of all religions would
send their children to public schools. His philosophy is
also dated by his promotion of the pseudo-science of
phrenology, believing that the most intelligent students
could be determined by the shape and bone structure of
their skulls.
On the other hand, Mann’s desire to use the schools
for character building would fall on equally receptive
ears in the twenty-first century, and he was a tireless
fighter for higher taxes to pay teachers a fair living wage
and for curriculum reform. He also was an advocate for
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better teaching institutions to train teachers; specialized
colleges for teachers and elementary and high school administrators, then, fell well below standards for graduation of accredited universities and colleges.
Mann’s contemporary, educator Henry Barnard
(1811-1900), was another nineteenth-century giant in education. As a member of the Connecticut legislature, he
lobbied for the creation of a state school board. During
his long career, Barnard was Connecticut Board of Education secretary, Rhode Island superintendent of schools,
a college president (St. John’s, Annapolis), a University
of Wisconsin chancellor, and ultimately, in 1867, the first
U.S. Commissioner of Education. In part due to his advocacy work, nearly 30 cities employed school superintendents during his tenure as U.S. Commissioner of
Education.
His achievements were varied. He persuaded Rhode
Island officials to begin a state system of public schools.
He championed his ideas for educational reform at all levels as the publisher and editor of the American Journal
of Education (1855-1881) and other trade periodicals,
paving the way for educational administration to be recognized as a field in its own right. Perhaps Barnard’s
greatest contribution was his ability to raise public interest in the schools for the betterment of state school systems nationwide, but he also fought for better textbooks,
the creation of cooperative parent-teacher associations,
and systematic procedures for inspection of schools. In
his lifetime, peers honored him as the foremost authority
in school administration.
One of the most important educational philosophers
of the early twentieth century was John Dewey (18591952), a pragmatist who as a young man tried to reconcile
his passion for science with his New England Christian
upbringing. He preached the theory of ‘‘instrumentalism,’’ that mankind must accept statements presented by
scientists that can be verified by repeated observation, instead of looking the other way or rationalizing problems
away. Dewey thus introduced a system of ethics to education. His important books, How We Think and Democracy and Education, appeared respectively in 1910 and
1916 and cemented his reputation as one of the century’s
great thinkers and educators.
His pragmatic approach held that education was
meant to help students know the world as it actually is,
not in some mythic sense. His theory maintained that
there is always hidden information that mankind cannot
know and that the acquisition of new knowledge brings
with it ever changing ways of looking at the universe. For
human beings to remain unchanged in the face of rational
explanations, citing unyielding belief in a higher authority was to stifle inquiry, problem-solving, and free expression. Dewey championed democracy as a way of life but
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left open the possibility that as new knowledge was acquired, human beings might follow a more perfect form
of government in the distant future. The Progressive Education Association touted other ideas of Dewey in the
1930s particularly, attacking inflexible curriculums that
stifled the personal growth of individual students and
their talents and interests.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Colonial Precedents: Massachusetts passed a statute
requiring the education of all children in 1647. Towns of
100 or more families were required by law to establish
formal secondary or ‘‘grammar’’ schools that taught—in
addition to religious values, reading, and writing—the
subjects of arithmetic, Latin, and Greek. The colony’s
governing body required all parents living in a community of at least 50 families to employ the services of a
schoolmaster who imparted, not just community and
church values, but skills related to reading and writing.
There was to be no charge for the children of Native
Americans who wanted an education. Compensation to
the schoolmaster was 50 pounds a year.
Parents were required to school their children under
penalty of having those offspring placed in the custody
of another master who would see to it they were educated
until males reached 21 and females became 18. Towns
could be heavily fined for noncompliance with the education statute.
Three years later, the growing colony of Connecticut
did the same, its code drawn from the one passed in Massachusetts. Not only parents, but also masters responsible
for children who were indentured servants, were required
to send their charges to school. Fines were levied for noncompliance. Laws stayed in effect in both Connecticut
and Massachusetts until independent state constitutions
for both former colonies were written after the American
Revolution. Parents in the colony of Virginia were also
required to send their children to school, as education was
compulsory. Failing to send one’s children was to run
afoul of Virginia courts.
Constitution & Federal Law: The United States Constitution makes clear that the founders wanted to place responsibility for the education of its citizens under the
control of states and other jurisdictions, such as the District of Columbia. States derive their power and responsibility to their schools from the Tenth Amendment, since
the federal Constitution itself makes no provision for federal control of education.
Each state writes its own statutes concerning education and amends or rewrites them as changing circumWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

stances demand. Essentially, every state and jurisdiction
must provide, maintain, support, and guide a system of
public schools for the well-being and education of the citizens in that state. Each also must license and pay heed
to the institutions providing private education. Because
the governance of numerous school districts is enormous
in scope and complexity, states in turn place primary responsibility for the overall operations into the care of administrators and boards overseeing a large number of
administrative districts.
The federal government, however, has not absolutely
absolved itself of the responsibility to provide material
resources to U.S. schools or to step in should violations
occur that appear to violate protections for citizens guaranteed by the constitution. In addition, the government
throughout early American history set aside public lands
to set benefit schools.
Following the precedent set in 1787, when Congress
set aside land in the Northwest Territory, lawmakers
passed the Morrill Act of 1862, setting aside federal lands
for the purpose of building colleges and emphasizing agriculture and mechanical arts (engineering). The act was
amended in 1890, taking into account the changing needs
of state universities founded on public lands. Vermont
congress member Justin Morrill was the prime instigator
of the bill. Others in Congress expressed opposition to it;
in fact, five years before its passage, the Morrill Act went
down in defeat, vetoed by then-President James Buchanan. Although the pro-agriculture nature of the schools
earned it the strong support of Southern lawmakers, it
was after the South seceded that the Morrill Act was
passed during the administration of President Abraham
Lincoln. The law also had strong support from Midwest
farming states.
Following the Civil War, many universities were finally constructed on the public lands set aside for that
purpose, including several that offered educational opportunities in higher education to blacks. Many sons and
daughters of farmers and working class Americans received the benefits of an education thanks to Morrill’s
bill. In addition, advances in scientific farming, wise agricultural practices, and healthier food standards also can
be attributed to the establishment of those colleges. Several major U.S. universities trace their success back to
land-grant beginnings, including the University of Florida, the University of Kentucky, Purdue University (Indiana), Clemson University (South Carolina), Pennsylvania
State University, Ohio State University, West Virginia
University, Oregon State University, and the University
of Maryland.
Closely connected to the Morrill Act was the Hatch
Act of 1887, allowing federal aid to enable operation of
agricultural research operations at state colleges for the
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benefit of all citizens, since the country was dependent
upon agricultural products. The federal government
passed the Smith-Lever Act in 1914, establishing Cooperative Extension in partnership with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the land-grant universities for
educational and informational purposes.
In addition to aid for various educational institutions
connected with agriculture, the government has mandated funding for vocational programs at the secondary
level. This distribution of federal aid occurred during the
Depression Era year of 1937 and was approved under legislation known as the George-Deen Act. The federal government under acts of 1962 approved additional aid for
vocational training programs.
The National Science Foundation Act of 1950 established the National Science Foundation (NSF) as an independent agency. NSF funds science and engineering
research projects and educational programs, and it actively promotes the dissemination of information in the fields
of science and engineering. Congress also attempted to
jumpstart research activities in the field of education
when it passed the Cooperative Research Act of 1954.
The purpose of the bill was to permit the Office of Education to encourage cooperative research by colleges, universities, and state departments of education. One of the
primary areas of funding initially was research into mental retardation.
Concerned that the United States was losing power
and prestige in the race to conquer space with the Soviets
following the launch of Sputnik in 1957, Congress provided further funds for education research in 1958 under
terms of the National Defense Education Act (NDEA).
Among other functions, NDEA authorized student loans
and other financial aid to higher education, particularly
in science, mathematics, and modern languages. Another
area of concern and funding was educational television
and other media.
One of the more comprehensive programs of the
1960s was the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
of 1965. Among various titles or sections, it offered aid
to schools with a high percentage of low-income families
to fund programs in special education, to enable school
libraries to purchase materials, and to fund educational
research, as well as additional purposes. The federal government through the Library Services and Construction
Act of 1964 and the Medical Library Assistance Act of
1965 provided additional money for library projects and
facilities.
The best known section of this 1965 legislation is
Title I, by which Congress extended federal aid to the
children of the poor in an attempt to provide them equal
educational opportunities. President Lyndon Johnson
personally endorsed Title 1 as the most compelling entry
in his ‘‘Great Society’’ platform.
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In 1981, Congress passed the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act during the Republican administration of
President Ronald Reagan. This bill provided block grants
to states, taking away some of the direct federal involvement in Title 1 that had been criticized by some politicians. Among other major changes at that time, Congress
mandated that students applying for low-interest loans
demonstrate financial need for funds. Other money for
students proving need was available after passage of legislation approving Pell grants.
Issues of Church & State: In early America the connection between church and state was taken for granted,
but the increasing diversity of the nation forced legislators and courts to consider the issue more carefully, particularly in response to immigration. Although the
Quakers, Dutch Reformed, and other denominations operated schools during the colonial period, one of the largest explosions of parochial schools occurred between
1880 and 1910 with the influx of Catholic immigrants
from Poland, Spain, Italy, Ireland, and other European
countries.
The milestone political action by Catholic Church
interests in America was a national convention of clerics
and theologians convening in Baltimore, Maryland, in
1884. This resulted in the founding of Catholic University in Washington, DC, as well as detailed plans to establish a nationwide network of diocese-based schools as
well as seminaries and convents for training priests and
nuns. In time, churches came to build both elementary
schools and high schools. Anti-Catholic sentiment was
widespread, and anti-Catholic advocates claimed victory
when in the 1920s Oregon legislators mandated attendance in public schools up to age 16, effectively stopping
the spread of parochial schools.
In 1925, however, the right of religious denominations to operate schools was affirmed by a landmark decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. In Pierce v. Society of
Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary, the court
opined that the state could regulate schools but not decide
for parents what school they wanted for their children’s
education. A ruling in New York State later in the century
allowed parents of public school children to send their
offspring to religious instruction off public school premises.
One of the more significant issues in early twentiethcentury education was creationism. States passed laws in
support of a citizen’s ‘‘right’’ to take Genesis literally
with regard to Creation, thereby renouncing Charles Darwin’s theories on the natural evolution of man from less
significant species. In 1925 the Scopes Monkey trial
brought the issue to a head, in a case against John Scopes,
who taught evolutionary theory in violation of TennesWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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see’s anti-evolution act. Although former presidential
candidate and fiery attorney William Jennings Bryan won
the trial, there was great public and press sympathy for
defense attorney Clarence Darrow and for Scopes. Coverage of the Scopes trial by satirist H. L. Mencken caused
many Americans to look skeptically at religion in general, and to begin talking heatedly about the need to keep
churches out of state affairs.
Nonetheless, as late as 1999, the Kansas Board of
Education passed a measure agreeing to prohibit questions on evolution from appearing on state high school
standardized exams. The National Association of Biology Teachers supports classroom presentations of evolution, saying that it long has been a theory consistent with
science, and it further recommends classroom discussion
and study. Leading the religious vanguard against evolution is pro-Creation activist Jonathan Wells, who preaches that there is no scientific basis for evolution.
Other areas of frequent contention include character
education, stopping short of religious instruction; attempts to convert children to a particular faith; and remarks that might offend some in the classroom that
belong to minority faiths, practice Wicca, or have no faith
at all. Some critics attack not only school prayer or celebration of religious holidays but also the mandatory recital of the Pledge of Allegiance due to the phrase ‘‘one
nation under God.’’ Court cases in Maryland, Pennsylvania, and other states have prohibited state legislatures
from mandating the saying of daily Bible verses or a
prayer identified as sectarian, which would effectively
favor Christianity over other religions.
On the other hand, in the 1990s some parents and
children were concerned that the zeal to separate church
and state was depriving elementary and secondary students of some practices that interfered with neither the
beliefs nor the privacy of others. For example, they perceived that students could wear clothing with slogans of
a non-religious nature, but they were not permitted to
wear clothing with Biblical slogans. By the late 1990s,
the Department of Education published guidelines allowing children of Christian and other faiths to make references to their religious beliefs while addressing normal
school subject matter and to bow their heads before meals
to say grace. The NEA also became involved, attempting
to create a climate where respect for a person’s personal
beliefs was the norm. In addition to Christianity, many
schools have made a point of safeguarding the beliefs of
minority religions in a school, such as Islam or Buddhism. By the late 1990s, schools also were asked to protect the rights of individuals who openly professed no
faith or alternate faiths such as Wicca.
Civil Rights & Education: As part of the culture of
slavery, nineteenth-century legislators passed laws
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against the education of blacks. Laws that deprived people of a chance to better themselves were a most egregious but effective method to keep a whole people in
bondage. While some landowners provided for the rudimentary teaching of writing, reading, and arithmetic for
household slaves as a matter of self-interest, others prohibited such learning entirely, and a whipping or other
physical punishment could be administered for violations. The only southern states permitting landowners to
educate slaves before the Civil War were Kentucky,
Maryland, and Tennessee. Because southern blacks outnumbered landowners in many southern states, there was
near mass hysteria behind the legislation to keep blacks
uneducated and to prevent rebellion.
Rebellions nonetheless ensued. A rebellion in South
Carolina in 1739 resulted in murder of 75 slaves, and a
later rebellion at Charleston in 1822 was also put down
with a loss of life. Both the abolitionist movement in the
South and activist efforts to educate southern begroes
were dealt a serious setback in 1831 when a bloody rebellion known as the Southampton Insurrection convinced
landowners that the education of slaves had to be controlled or outlawed. Nat Turner, a slave in Southampton
County, Virginia, organized a revolt with dozens of runaway slaves bent on gaining freedom at all costs. In the
end, the rebellion was quashed, and Turner was executed.
Not even the Civil War, Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation, and the passage of the Thirteenth
Amendment (1865) abolishing slavery and the Fifteenth
Amendment (1869) guaranteeing civil rights stopped serious educational inequities from being practiced in many
parts of the South. So-called ‘‘black codes’’ and later
‘‘Jim Crow’’ legislation enforcing school and publicplace segregation were enforced from about 1865 until
long into the twentieth century. White families humiliated Caucasian teachers who came from the North to educate Negro children, and a few teachers were murdered
or falsely accused of the ‘‘crime’’ of miscegenation (the
marriage or cohabitation between white and nonwhite
persons).
Not that the education of blacks in the North was any
more progressive in many areas. In New England, abolitionists gradually agitated for desegregation, but both
white and black townspeople, and even educators,
blocked what was legally permissible, many arguing for
the social benefits of separate schools. In Philadelphia,
a public school administrator who opened a school for
blacks in 1822 actually offered white citizens an apology
for doing what in other parts of the world would become
known in full arrogance as ‘‘picking up the white man’s
burden.’’ As an exception, Quaker schools in Pennsylvania and New England offered equal educational opportunities to all students.
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In Indiana in 1850, many lawmakers not only wanted
to ban any new settlers with a ‘‘drop’’ of black blood
from settling in the state, but many wanted to pass a colonization attempt to banish existing blacks to Africa. Even
legislators opposing such legislation as unconstitutional
sometimes commented on what they perceived to be the
‘‘inferiority’’ of blacks. Laws of Indiana and Illinois allowed the establishment of non-integrated schools for
Caucasian students.

a number of southern states tried to bypass the law but
were thwarted when they tried to pass legislation that was
blatantly racist. One county in Virginia tried to declare
its public school system at an end, financing instead private schools that were segregated, until the U.S. Supreme
Court intervened. Other states continued segregation as
usual, flaunting their disregard for the Supreme Court ruling and erecting billboards all over the South that called,
unsuccessfully, for Chief Justice Warren’s impeachment.

Not until 1855 did a state—Massachusetts—
aggressively mandate integration of the races in public
schools, and that state succeeded because of a relatively
low population of blacks and a strong presence of influential abolitionists. New York, with its record of putting
to death blacks suspected of arson in the nineteenth century and a very large black population, failed to pass statutes to end segregation until 1900.

Some 2,300 school districts defied the Supreme
Court ruling, and agitated Caucasians in Little Rock, Arkansas, picketed a school undergoing integration and defied federal troops. These actions inspired the black and
white supporters of the Reverend Martin Luther King to
express powerful opposition through boycotts, marches,
and sit-ins at drugstore counters and department store
cafeterias. As part of their political action, marchers demanded integration and better educational opportunities
for blacks, including full admission to colleges and professional schools in institutions where this had been prohibited. No longer voiceless or uneducated, the civil
rights movement was manned by many AfricanAmerican professional people. There were twice as many
blacks in the various professions in 1957 as there had
been in 1940, according to historian Samuel Eliot Morison.

Many black parents supported segregation, realizing
that their children could be injured, or even killed, by
forcing the issue and integrating public schools. Booker
T. Washington, a revered black educator, advised blacks
to be passive and to turn the other cheek. The Supreme
Court’s Plessy v. Ferguson decision in 1896 interpreted
the Fourteenth Amendment as permitting segregation, if
facilities were ‘‘separate but equal.’’ What blacks received in reality were worthless, dated textbooks; substandard and antiquated school buildings; and teachers
whose credentials usually failed to match those of teachers in schools populated mainly by white children. Historian John D. Pulliam reports that the costs of educating
white and black children at the time were $102 and $67
respectively, effectively showing that separate facilities
were, in fact, unequal.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW

Because schooling of blacks in many colonies and
later in states was either repressed or outright forbidden,
it took some time for a black educator to emerge as a national champion for the education of African Americans.
During the late nineteenth century, a competent teacher
with ambition and rhetorical genius named W.E.B. DuBois became this leader. Both boys and girls found equal
welcome in his classroom, although facilities in black
schools were risky by safety standards and furniture often
was borrowed and rickety. DuBois became a nationally
known writer, educator, and social critic, fiercely opposed to social and educational inequities because of
race.

Free & Compulsory Education: After the American
Revolution, pro-education spokespersons presented
strong views on the best way to form and preserve the
character of its citizenry through education. Already
there was awareness that a quality education had a price,
just as did any other quality services. Pennsylvania’s state
constitution made provisions for teachers in public
schools to be paid by the state, a practice emulated by
other states as it became apparent that children who could
not afford to pay for schooling clearly needed the state
to provide free schools. Eventually states passed provisions to compel children to attend schools. But just as in
colonial days, when children were apprenticed to tradesman at young ages, during the nineteenth century textile
manufacturers, packing plants, and mining outfits hired
children to perform menial jobs. It would be the twentieth
century before enforcement standards were sufficient to
ensure full compliance.

Years later, when President Dwight D. Eisenhower
appointed Earl Warren as Chief Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court, the issue of ‘‘separate but equal’’ was revisited. In 1954, the Supreme Court utterly reversed the
1896 Plessy v. Ferguson ruling, stressing that separate facilities for education cannot be defined as equal. Immediately after the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education ruling,

However, during the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, opponents of compulsory education grew more
numerous and more vocal, inspired in part by successes
of parents that have home-schooled their children
through elementary school and secondary school. School
bullying, school shootings, arrests of teachers on various
charges, and poor marks received by U.S. youngsters on
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standardized tests have led critics to say that compulsory
education should not be defended without serious thought
and conscience searching. By 2001, although compulsory
attendance continued in all states, legislators in Washington and other states were seriously pondering legislation
that if passed would nullify or amend the law in those
states.
Age Limits: All states have a minimum age for allowing a child to begin formal education, but there is no single national standard as to what the birth-month cutoff
should be. The majority of states and the District of Columbia have statewide birth dates for entering five-yearolds that all districts must conform to as a kindergarten
entrance policy requirement. In 2001 the state law in
North Dakota set seven as the entrance age, but that law
may be lowered by state legislation. Other exceptions are
Colorado, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
and Pennsylvania; individual school districts set the policy in those five states. All states have set a minimum
dropout age somewhere between 14 and 18, with the
most common age requirement being 16 (in 36 states).
Academic Year: Plans by several school districts to
lengthen the academic year by four or five days have met
with angry protests by students. The combination of increasingly more complex subject matter, state testing requirements, and public perceptions regarding school
quality has led critics and supporters of education alike
to advocate more school days in the annual calendar.
Most commonly, school boards propose the increases in
an attempt to raise student performance marks on standardized tests. One such protest in March 2001 occurred
at Kellam High School in Virginia Beach, Virginia, after
the school board extended the calendar from 180 to 185
days.
Every now and then a school board comes into the
news when it considers the notion of extending the school
year through the summer. During the twenty-first century, the debate over whether the school year for elementary and secondary students should be extended to 11 or 12
months will be waged even more vigorously. Few
schools have actually adopted such a schedule: parents
argue that the change would disrupt their family lives,
teachers argue that their workload is already burdensome,
and students complain that their opportunity to earn
money for college would be jeopardized without the
chance to work summer jobs. Employers that depend on
students also object to the proposal.
Enrollment: Record enrollments most definitely will
be recorded during the twenty-first century. During the
1990s, the U.S. population grew by nearly 25 million
people, surpassing every decade but one and guaranteeing maximum use of schools for years to come.
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During the 1950s, 28 million babies were born, the
largest number of births in a single 10-year period recorded up to the year 2000. Beginning in 1951, school
children began enrolling in kindergartens and first grade
in numbers that were unprecedented. The dramatic rise
would, in 1960, begin to have an effect on secondary
schools, followed by an explosion in college enrollments
starting in 1964. The number of students coming into
these schools at every level was due to the popularly
named Baby Boom, which refers to the skyrocketing increase in births after World War II from 1946 to 1964.
Enrollment in elementary and secondary schools peaked
in 1971, according to the Digest of Education Statistics.
As increasing numbers of U.S. parents divorced, enrollments of elementary and high school students also declined from 1971 to 1984.
The second half of 1985 once again saw a return to
the trend of increasing enrollments. This coincided with
an overall increase in the population. Enrollment in elementary and secondary schools reached high levels in the
mid-1990s, and that trend continued to the end of the decade. U.S. public elementary school enrollment increased
from 29.2 million in 1989 to 33.7 million in 1999, the last
date for which estimates were available. Likewise, public
high schools reported 11.4 million enrollees in 1989 and
an estimated 13.5 million in 1999. These stunning increases in public K-12 schools are not reflective of the
trends in private elementary and secondary schools, however. Over the same 10-year period, the private schools
actually reported a 1 percent decrease. Altogether in
1999, about 6 million students enrolled in private K-12
schools.
The combined enrollment of public and private
school students in U.S. elementary and secondary schools
at the start of the fall 2000 semester was an estimated 53
million people, according to the federal government. The
1990 enrollment of 46.5 million students in these schools
translates to a jump in enrollment of 14 percent in a single
decade. Government analysts project further growth
through 2005, although at a less dramatic percentage of
increase than was observed during the 1990s.
By 2005, the Department of Education anticipates a
leveling off of enrollment in the total number of elementary and secondary students, with decreases seen between
2005 and 2010, although projections for enrollment
through 2006 suggest that numbers of secondary school
students will reach an all-time high before dropping. Enrollments in elementary school are expected to stay high
but somewhat more constant until 2009. The decrease in
growth reflects a lower annual birth rate between 1991
and 1997.
Educator Diane Ravitch noted in 1984 that while
total enrollment ballooned in the United States from 23
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Preliminary reports from Census 2000 indicate that
figures will even be higher for the number of language
minorities than is available in the 1990 data, the latest information posted by the government on a state-by-state
basis. Since the 1970 Census, numbers of Asian and Hispanic immigrants have increased. Large cities show significant additions of Hispanic populations, particularly
Texas cities such as San Antonio, where Hispanic residents have been the dominant culture numerically since
1990. The Lewis Mumford Center for Comparative and
Urban and Regional Research reports that Hispanic residents doubled in Austin, Dallas, and Forth Worth, while
Houston reported an 80 percent increase since 1990. On
the East Coast, Asians grew in similar large populations
by 70 percent in Newark and Jersey City, New Jersey.
Asians and Hispanics reported increases of at least 50
percent in large cities such as Indianapolis, Milwaukee,
New Orleans, Norfolk-Virginia Beach-Newport News,
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh.

million to 40 million students between l945 and l980,
schools declined from l85,000 institutions to fewer than
86,000 during the same time period, a reflection of the
increasing popularity of consolidated elementary and
secondary schools. What is difficult to predict in 2001 is
whether the trend to build a few larger, consolidated
schools or numerous, smaller, community-based schools
will emerge victorious. Supporters and critics of each
system are numerous and vocal. The consolidated
schools tend to have larger classes, fewer teachers and
administrators, and strong emphasis on extracurricular
sports competition with rival schools.
Private School Tuition: According to the latest figures
posted by the federal government, private schools
charged an average tuition of $3,116 in 1993-1994. Parochial school tuition was significantly lower than that of
nonsectarian schools. Catholic schools charged $2,178
on average; schools with other religious affiliations
charged $2,915 on average. Nonsectarian private schools
charged an average tuition of $6,631.
Immigration & Bilingual Education: U.S. residents
aged five years and older who either speak no English or
have a small grasp of the language are increasing in number, presenting additional challenges to teachers in the
classroom. Many immigrants came to the United States
from countries where English was not the official language, and they have moved into communities where
proximity to family or friends has offered a compelling
reason for learning a new language.
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Based on 1990 Census information, when the population was 230,445,777 people, the number of speakers
who spoke a primary language other than English was
31,844,979. Of that total, 4,826,958 people spoke very
little English, and 1,845,243 said they spoke it not at all.
In particular, of people who reported Spanish as their primary language, some 3,804,792 reported that they spoke
English poorly, while 3,040,828 reported that they did
not speak English at all. Even more significant numbers
for education show that 761,778 people between the ages
of 5 and 17 spoke English only a little and 145,785 spoke
it not at all, a significant increase since 1980. In terms of
state representation, California reports 681,504 households where English is spoken not at all and 1,621,098
households where English and another primary language
are spoken. Overall population in the United States in
March 2001 was 283,859,806 people, according to government figures.
The Bilingual Education Act of 1967 was an attempt
by the federal government to assist, in particular, school
districts that found themselves with a growing influx of
youngsters who were primarily speakers of Spanish or
another language such as Chinese. The Office of Bilingual Education and Minority Language Affairs intends to
develop linguistically and culturally diverse students
under the auspices of the federal Department of Education. Bilingual education most commonly has both native
Spanish and native English speakers taking part in an education program wherein part of a day’s school instruction is given in English and part in Spanish or another
language.
English as a Second Language (ESL) instruction enables the student whose primary language is Spanish to
receive concentrated assistance to learn English grammar
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and composition. Other classes may be taught in any
combination of English and the additional language. Instruction in the native language and English, rather than
English alone, has been determined to be of great assistance to students needing to master material in other
classes, such as math and science. One of the drawbacks
to the federal bilingual education program is a pronounced dearth of bilingual education and ESL teachers.
Consequently, since 1980, federal funding has been directed to numerous teacher-training institutions to produce more than 80,000 teachers with bilingual skills.
Technology in Education: While computers are found
in an increasing number of schools, and students themselves report increasing familiarity with the Internet, the
majority of teachers in a 2001 survey report low levels
of Internet usage. Nearly 87 percent of teachers surveyed
said they were acquainted with the Internet, but only 40
percent used the Internet 30 minutes or more daily for educational purposes, according to NetDay, a nonprofit education group that assists teachers with technology.
Although elementary and secondary educators continue to put the main classroom emphasis on textbooks
for student reading, technology experts see an upsurge in
school Internet use since 1993. Many schools maintain
a Web site; according to Web66, an international registry
of schools at the University of Minnesota, nearly 9,000
elementary and secondary schools had Web sites in April
2001.
Outside the schools, thanks to home and library computers, 45 percent of America’s 30 million children have
access to the Internet, according to a Pew Internet &
American Life Project study released in February 2001.
Almost three-quarters of teens aged 12 to 17 can access
the Internet, while fewer than 1 in 3 beneath the age of
12 can do so.
Mathematics & Science Teaching: The National Science Foundation takes a visible role in stressing reforms
and accomplishments in U.S. schools from kindergarten
through graduate education. NSF’s Division of Elementary, Secondary, and Informal Education provides one of
the best sources for K-12 grant opportunities and general
information on science education for teachers.
Science and math education have been priorities of
numerous presidential administrations, but while there
has been slow progress over time, in the late twentieth
century the issue acquired more urgency. In spite of administration concerns, U.S. student performances overall
continued at disappointing levels on national tests, according to the National Center for Education Statistics,
although the NCES stresses that some U.S. youngsters do
post scores equal to those of any other nation.
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The NSF released scores comparing eighth graders
from 38 nations and comparing their scores to similar
testing conducted when they were in the fourth grade.
American eighth graders had dropped measurably in
scores in that four-year period, a tendency that a NSF
spokesperson said might be attributed to more middle
school math and science classes being staffed by teachers
who were non-majors in those subjects. Overall, U.S.
youngsters scored only about average on the tests, which
is significantly behind the scores in Japan and Korea.
They also did not keep up with gains in test scores over
a four-year period exhibited by students from Canada.
In 2000, the Science and Math Teaching for the
Twenty-First Century Report, also called the Sen. John
Glenn Commission Report, offered strategies for improving educational performance of math and science students. In addition, as had his predecessor Bill Clinton,
President George W. Bush announced in 2001 that accomplishing gains in science and math testing would be
a priority of his administration. His administration recommended annual testing in state-approved math and science exams every year for students in the fourth through
eighth grades.
Students with Disabilities: In 1968, the Handicapped
Children’s Early Education Program started as a pilot
program to provide quality special education and other
services to disabled children from birth through the third
grade. Congress saw a need for providing families with
these early intervention programs to assist children with
disabilities and to provide their caregivers with information specific to their educational needs. The program
began with 24 demonstration projects in 1968. Over the
years, the program was greatly expanded to include
model outreach projects, early intervention research disbursement, experimental projects, and in-service training
projects, among other innovations. In 1990 the organization changed its name to the Early Education Program for
Children with Disabilities (EEPCD).
Since 1997 and the passage of a number of federal
amendments, including the Amendments to Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) in 1997, EEPCD
has not been a freestanding program. The Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act Amendments of 1997
meant a significant expansion in educational opportunities and services for disabled children. With its strong
emphasis on learning, the program expressed the expectation that disabled children could receive an education
with results that would become apparent in a meaningful
way after schooling ended.
Since 1980, the number of students enrolled in programs for disabled children has slowly grown. About 10
percent of the school population fell under the category
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of disabled during the 1980-1981 school year, according
to government figures. That number increased to 13 percent during the 1997-1998 school year. The fastest growing area is that segment of the population termed learning
disabled. The population of learning disabled children
was only four percent in 1980-1981, but it had risen two
points to six percent in 1997-1998.
Curriculum & Educational Reform: The incorporation in 1906 of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (founded in 1905 by magnate and
philanthropist Andrew Carnegie) is the starting point for
curriculum development in the twentieth century. This
foundation became integral in the formation of standards
and a standardized curriculum for all U.S. schools, as
well as eventually providing a structured, unbiased
means to assess the quality of educational institutions.
The foundation set the standard of a single credit for
courses taken in secondary schools, a recommendation
met with opposition by critics who believed that certain
science, mathematics, and humanities courses have more
educational value than some courses perceived to be easier to pass. The NEA further fine-tuned reform when it defined core subjects required for graduation, as well as the
minimum number of credits required by a student seeking
a diploma (including requirements in mathematics and
English).
Among numerous other changes in education over
the last 110 years, the curriculum has altered considerably. Subjects generally recommended by leading educators included classical and modern languages; mathematics courses such as algebra, geometry, and trigonometry; miscellaneous science courses; and humanities
courses in history, geography, and English. Even though
relatively few students advanced from high school to college in the late nineteenth to early twentieth century, the
U.S. curriculum has been traditionally based on collegeentrance.
In 1995, however, the U.S. Department of Education
advocated that the secondary school curriculum be
strengthened and enriched to include a focus on life beyond the classroom, issuing an online report entitled
‘‘Raising the Educational Achievement of Secondary
School Students.’’ While early American education
stressed rote learning and discipline, schools in the twenty-first century must stress challenging, rigorous studies
that show students a correlation between classroom
studies and the occupations and endeavors they may undertake after graduation. Teachers ideally should involve
students in an active way to produce knowledge, rather
than merely to sit passively and receive lectures. While
schools are responsible for material mandated by the state
or other governing boards, they should also find innovative ways to teach that fully engage students in communi1504

ty, service, and work situations, enabling students to
perceive the value of what they learn.
College preparedness is not to be wholly dismissed,
however. The trend of placing students in vocational or
general education tracks, with subjects taught that are
well beneath the breadth and depth of college-preparatory
tracks, faced criticism at the close of the twentieth century. Students in the lower tracks receive repetitive training
in specific skills and received little opportunity to exercise problem solving and critical thinking. In addition,
students coming from certain socioeconomic classes and
those facing language barriers find themselves, in effect,
segregated because of tracking and a concern for how students in a particular school may perform overall on standardized tests.
After studying secondary schools considered among
the best in the United States, researchers Fred Newmann,
director of The Center on Organization and Restructuring
of Schools, and G. G. Wehlage identified five characteristics connected to optimal instruction:
• Schools emphasize higher-order thinking to combine
facts and ideas and then to come up with conclusions
and interpretations of the material.
• Students are encouraged to be problem solvers with
a broad depth of knowledge and to understand the
core ideas of various disciplines, as well as to see the
ways various disciplines connect.
• Students apply their knowledge in ways that would
prove useful in business, the military, personal investments, or recreation choices outside the classroom’s walls.
• Students are encouraged to develop rhetorical skills,
demonstrating that they can communicate knowledge of a subject and engage listeners in a meaningful way. In effect, they learn from their peers and
vice versa.
• The classroom should provide a supportive, respectful environment where students can take intellectual
risks and learn in an environment highly conducive
to meeting the educational needs of all. Rather than
deposit slower learners in remedial programs, the educators suggest that students may achieve better if
placed in challenging environments.
The researchers also found that the main exceptions to including students of varying abilities in one classroom
may be made in subjects such as mathematics or reading,
where students may be grouped with others capable of
roughly similar performance levels.
Another recent development in educational reform
has been the interest in mandatory testing. The impetus
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for statewide testing as a mechanism to work for schools
of higher quality was a 1983 study called ‘‘A Nation at
Risk: The Imperative for Educational Reform,’’ produced following a mandate from Reagan-era Secretary of
Education Terrel H. Bell. Some of that report’s recommendations were to improve character, maintain better
discipline, and reduce risks and addictive behaviors.
Other recommendations were designed to bring about
more effective teaching, more input from parents and
local governments, and improved performance in all basics such as mathematics, science, and English.
‘‘A Nation at Risk’’ coincided with poor performances by American youth on test scores in mathematics,
science, and other skill areas when compared to youths
in some other countries, as well as complaints from the
military and business over the academic ineptitude of recruits and new workers. Presidents from Reagan through
George W. Bush have made education reform the focus
of campaign rhetoric, and have, during their respective
administrations, pushed hard for high achievement rankings equal to or superior to results produced in the classrooms of other nations. The fact that schools blessed with
resources for their relatively privileged students tend to
achieve far better test results than do schools whose resources are marginal or deficient promises to contribute
to a long and sometimes acrimonious debate over standards and testing.
Textbooks: Not until nearly 1690 did any sort of a uniform schoolbook appear that targeted knowledge specifically for maturing minds. The illustrated New England
Primer appeared around or before 1690, offering religious instruction and the way to virtue in rhyming verse
with couplets and epigrams, along the lines of ‘‘Time
cuts down all, Both great and small.’’
The New England Primer’s sale of some 2 million
copies during the colonial period cannot be overlooked
as an important unifying influence in the education of
children of various sects. Schools of the Northeast were
similar in their piety and sober atmosphere, mattering little if the congregations were Calvinist, Congregational,
Puritan, or Unitarian. Students went on from the Primer
to learn psalms and passages from the Bible.
During the twenty-first century, by contrast, educators are faced with organized protests to textbook selections. Protests since 1990 have been directed against
textbooks said to contain materials that are perceived to
be any of the following: anti-Christian, anti-American, or
representative of so-called ‘‘New Age’’ secular humanism. From Virginia to California, parents occasionally inform schools that they want teachers to send home
parental permission slips if an assigned novel or collection of stories has one or more scenes containing sexual
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situations. Other textbook conflicts have arisen over matters of science, particularly how scientific theories of
evolution are presented, and miscellaneous stories or
plays included in literature anthologies. In one extreme
case, a Florida principal authorized cutting out a play
about AIDS from a textbook.
The Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC) advises that students in elementary and secondary
school will read some 32,000 pages in textbooks before
graduation. ERIC recommends that state authorities involved in the selection process of adopting textbooks
should be aware that textbooks in the past have excluded
the achievements of women and minorities, as well as
sometimes satisfying various political agendas. Women,
for example, were depicted in these textbooks in dependent, domestic roles. The representation of women and
minorities too often was limited to the first in particular
fields such as aviation or law, rather than putting emphasis on contributions made cooperatively by women and
men of all races in every aspect of American life, such
as the settling of the frontier.
Teachers have begun to resist the limited choices in
textbooks offered by the committees appointed by the
state department of education. For example, the National
Council of Teachers of English in May 1990 considered
member objections to state-adopted texts that tended to
control the curriculum and to limit professional choices
of the teachers entrusted with the responsibility of teaching the material in the classroom. The teachers wanted
the freedom not to adopt textbooks recommended by the
committees or to use those textbooks in the curriculum
in ways they felt most professionally comfortable. Other
hard-fought discussions concern the degree of perceived
difficulty of textbooks, as teachers attempt to help students pass challenging state tests required for graduation.
Such was the case in California in 2001, as teachers, superintendents, and publisher representatives disagreed
over the inclusion of a challenging mathematics textbook
on a state-approved list.
Each year the state and local authorities selecting
textbooks are making choices worth millions of dollars;
the cost in California alone was estimated to be $415 million in 2001, according to the Los Angeles Times. Given
that amount of money and the possibility of conflict over
subject matter in textbooks representing a variety of disciplines, it is instructive to note how relatively smoothly
the selection of textbooks goes each year in nearly all
states. When a conflict does occur, however, the incident
is likely to draw wide press coverage, suggesting that
such conflicts are more common than they really are.
Less controversial is the selection process for textbooks purchased by students for college classes. In many
cases, academic freedom allows instructors to choose the
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texts they believe will best prepare their students to understand course objectives. In a few cases, particularly
where frequently offered courses are taught by adjunct or
part-time instructors, a department head or appointed
committee may choose the books.
Foreign Influences on Educational System: From
primary to tertiary education, the strongest foreign influence on the American educational system has come from
Germany. The concept of a kindergarten is a German educational innovation that has been even more successful
in the United States than in its country of origin. Kindergartens were popularized in America by educators Elizabeth Peabody; William T. Harris, a St. Louis educator
who became U.S. Commissioner of Education (18891906); and Margarethe Schurz, wife of Carl Schurz, a
German èmigrè who was U.S. Secretary of the Interior
and a Civil War general. Eventually, all 50 U.S. states
and the District of Columbia adopted kindergarten programs. Mrs. Schurz learned about the operation of kindergartens and their theory directly from Friedrich
Froebel, the German educator credited with the establishments of kindergarten programs in Germany. However,
kindergartens met with opposition both here and in Germany, and it was not until after 1920 that the United
States saw a great leap in nationwide acceptance of kindergartens as ordinary additions to school districts.
In higher education, two German innovations adopted here were the conferring of Ph.D. degrees and the German concept of scholarly research. Until the late
nineteenth century, American scholars wishing to obtain
additional knowledge, conduct research, and acquire the
status of a doctoral degree traveled to German institutions
of higher learning to do the necessary work needed to attain the highest level of scholarly attainment. In time,
rightly or wrongly, American institutions began to equate
the number of doctorates earned by its faculty with academic excellence. Various systems of rating universities
invariably publish a ranking of faculty with the percentage of those with Ph.Ds.
American institutions in time tended to replicate
German models for conducting research by raising research money from private industry and soliciting large
gifts from benefactors—creating endowments to regulate
these funds—and obtaining government funding. Individual professors and graduate departments soon found
how expensive it was to conduct research without wellplanned sources of financing from government or private
sources. In time sophisticated guidelines were written to
develop ethical policies dealing with extremely complex
issues that arose from accepting large sums of money
from sources outside the universities.
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PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preprimary Schools: The growing number of households headed by one spouse, and the fact that intact families nonetheless often have both spouses working, has
driven a boom in the enrollment of young children in various preprimary schools. Department of Education figures report that the enrollment of three-, four-, and fiveyear-olds in daycare institutes and other preprimary
facilities was 30 percent higher in 1998 than it had been
in 1988.
In addition, young children are spending more time
away from their parents in such schools. Government
data shows that while about one-third (34 percent) of all
children in daycare facilities spent a full day away from
home in 1988, by 1998 more than half (51 percent) of
three- to five-year-olds enrolled in daycare were left the
full day.
Primary Schools: Massachusetts is responsible for the
introduction of primary schools for children four years
and older. These were a modification of the British infant
schools—an idea that soon found its way into most of the
progressive, larger American cities such as New York
and Providence as a means of teaching and overseeing the
children of working-class men and women. Eventually
these primary schools were assimilated into elementary
schools. During the latter half of the nineteenth century,
American schools also began the formation of kindergartens.
In the United States, educators have attached great
importance to the position of kindergarten teacher, the
person that determines whether a youngster’s first impression of schooling will be favorable or unfavorable.
These learning experiences lead to increased self-esteem
or contribute to the gradual unmaking of the child. Academically, kindergartens are as highly structured as any
other classroom. While games are important, the teacher
is conscious of the need to present work on the alphabet,
phonics, arithmetic numbers, elementary grammar, and
history that is free of stereotypes.
One of the major changes in the twentieth century
was the national movement toward the consolidation of
elementary schools following World War I, when the
costs of owning an automobile had dropped low enough
that teachers could drive to work from their homes. In addition, lacking in total education budgets and staffed with
teachers often teaching subjects in which they had little
or no preparation, rural and small schools faced the public perception after World War I that they were inferior
to larger schools. As of 1930, some 7 out of 10 elementary schools—some 149,282 schools according to the Digest of Educational Statistics—were conducted in multiWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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grade, one-room schoolhouses. In 2001 the one-room
schools were almost completely part of a nostalgic past,
except for a few remaining holdovers in the most rural
parts of America.
Elementary School Projections: Between 2000 and
2010, federal projections anticipate a continuation of
high enrollments of elementary school children. This
then continues the trend of exploding elementary school
population experienced in the United States from 1990
to 1999. The number of children in kindergarten through
eighth grade in 1990 totaled 34 million. The increase to
approximately 38.1 million K-8 students in 2000 was
equal to an increase of 12 percent.
The increase will reverse itself by 2001 but only by
a small reduction. By 2008, total elementary school enrollment is projected to be 37.3 million students. After
that, enrollment will begin to climb once more, and total
K-8 figures for 2010 are projected to be 37.5 million students.
Teachers: Elementary teachers in the twenty-first century are expected to be generalists capable of teaching
several subjects, with the exception of specialized teachers in subjects such as music, art, or physical education,
who work with larger numbers of students than just a single class. Increasingly, team-management skills are expected, as teachers work in tandem with one or more
additional teachers to cover subject materials. Coaching
of students is expected, since students in any one classroom may and do present varying levels of accomplishment, maturity, and skill levels.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Origins: The concept of a ‘‘high school’’ can be traced
back to Massachusetts in the 1820s. In Boston, the English Classical School took on the name of the English
High School in 1824 and embarked on a mission to educate the majority of males that likely would not attend
college. A female high school opened in Boston in 1826.
In the three decades following passage of a bill in Massachusetts to make these mandatory, high schools were
very slow to catch on outside that state. By means of
comparison, while by 1860 Massachusetts boasted about
100 high schools, only 200 existed in the rest of the
Union, whose population then was 30 million. One state
similar to Massachusetts was Ohio; in 1830 after Calvin
E. Stowe, a professor and husband of author Harriet Beecher Stowe, wrote a report on education in Ohio after
having also looked into European school systems, a number of townships in the state formed elementary and high
schools.
Between 1900 and 1915, Americans searching for
upward mobility became concerned that there should be
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high schools operating to provide an equal opportunity
for all. It would take several more decades, however, for
families in need of income from all sources to allow their
children to take advantage of such opportunities. Also in
the beginning of the twentieth century, the eight- and
four-year elementary/high school programs began giving
way to junior high schools and middle schools. One of
the major reasons for the change was to isolate youngsters just before and after the start of adolescence.
Secondary School Projections: U.S. secondary
schools will see increasing enrollments in secondary
schools through 2007. However, based on U.S. birth rate
figures, the population of adolescents aged 14 through 17
will experience a reduction in numbers from 2007
through 2010. Nonetheless, the higher enrollments
through 2007 will produce a higher total number of secondary students during the first decade of the twenty-first
century than was counted during the 1990s.
To be more specific, enrollment in grades 9 through
12 rose from 12.5 million in 1990 to about 14.9 million
in 2000—a leap of about 19 percent. Expectations are
that enrollment in secondary school (grades 9 through 12)
will show an increase in 2006 as the number of enrollees
reaches 16 million.
According to government records, the highest total
for secondary school enrollment to date was 15.7 million
in the fall of 1976. If estimates hold, the number of students attending grades 9 through 12 will eclipse that number, with a total registration of 15.9 million in 2005 and
16.0 million in 2006. The following year through 2010,
the number of students should decline, leveling out to
15.5 million in 2010.
Teachers: Increases in student enrollments have emphasized the need for qualified secondary education
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teachers. Critics of education complained in 2001 about
the number of secondary teachers responsible for courses
outside their major, and that criticism likely will increase
unless the teaching shortage can be addressed.
As subject matter in the twenty-first century becomes even more complex, secondary teachers are being
expected not just to demonstrate a general knowledge of
their subject matter, but actually to display mastery. Unlike elementary school teachers, who tend to teach a number of subjects, secondary teachers are assigned one or
more subjects, such as history, English, physics, and or
a foreign language, that require their students in turn to
display wide knowledge on state-mandated tests. One of
the problems frequently cited by accreditation teams is
that too often secondary school teachers get asked to
teach subjects outside their specialty areas due to teacher
and budget shortages. In addition to the specialty, teachers likely will teach electives to students with even more
specialized interests. A secondary school English teacher, for example, may teach a class in journalism or drama,
as well as participate in after-class activities, such as advising student publications or directing a school musical.
Dropouts: According to the National Institute on the
Education of At-Risk Students, there are many disagreements among educators, critics of education, politicians,
and parents as to what constitutes a dropout and what the
actual percentage of dropouts is nationally and state by
state. Many students who for marriage, a job, or other reasons voluntarily leave school (or are expelled by the system) end up obtaining a high school diploma nonetheless,
such as a General Educational Development (GED) certificate or state-issued certificate of completion with requirements generally less rigorous than traditional
diploma requirements. Adding to the confusion, there is
no single Department of Education definition of a dropout that all school districts follow, leading to media exposés that tend to show more students leaving school than
statistics imply.
Nonetheless, the U.S. Department of Education’s
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) does
offer some specifics regarding dropout rates. These include rates in a single year and rates for the national population in a particular age range. Perhaps a truer picture
of the dropout rate can be seen from the second category,
where NCES reported that the 1993 national dropout rate
for people aged 16 to 24 was 11 percent (roughly 3.4 million people). In spite of low student scores on state tests
and continued concern over dropouts among minority
populations, that figure marks an improvement compared
to the 1970s, when the dropout rate for that age category
was 14.6 percent.
Critics of education point out that the loss of more
than 1 out of every 10 students in American schools re1508

mains a troubling figure. In 1993, some 381,000 students
dropped out of school from grades 10, 11, and 12. Rates
for males and females are about the same. Rates for Hispanics and African-Americans continue to exceed rates
for Caucasian students, in part because the number of minority teachers continues to be lower than optimum. In
1993, only 7.9 percent of dropouts were Caucasian, compared to 13.6 percent for African-American students and
27.5 percent for Hispanic students, according to NCES.
In addition, rates for Native Americans were high. Breaking the trend, students from Asian-American families
tended to have low dropout rates, according to NCES figures of 1993.
Socioeconomic statistics regarding dropouts show
convincing evidence that most dropouts, overwhelmingly, are poor. NCES recorded about a 3 percent dropout
rate for students whose families had an above-poverty
line income level, compared to about a 24 percent dropout rate for students from poor households.

HIGHER EDUCATION
General Survey: In 1636, in the Massachusetts Bay
town of Cambridge (then known as Newtowne), the first
college in the New World opened. The college acquired
the name of Harvard two years later, after minister John
Harvard bequeathed some of his modest wealth to the
college. Many Harvard College students planned to enter
the ministry following graduation, but in time the wealthy
sons of planters and merchants also opted for educations.
Those who were admitted first had to demonstrate proficiency in Latin, Greek, and scripture. The school attempted to gain a reputation for excellence similar to the great
English schools of Cambridge and Oxford.
Early educators at Harvard revered the ancient civilizations, and it was the ancient languages of Latin and
Greek and the ancient intellectual subjects of logic, geometry, rhetoric, and so on that were the focus of minister
training at early Harvard. For the ministers-to-be, Aristotle’s teachings and Christian teachings both belonged in
their classrooms. In other words, what had been revered
in the classrooms of the medieval schools of Europe was
quite similar to what was taught in the first colonial college at Harvard.
Unfortunately, the worst feudal practices of Europe
also crossed the ocean into Massachusetts, likely brought
there by the first scholars or by students that had studies
in England first. Older students demanded acts of servitude similar to what was termed ‘‘fagging’’ in English
universities. In time, even worse student practices such
as paddling, corporal beatings, verbal abuse, humiliation,
and degrading acts were part of college life in America,
and these became known under the general name of
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‘‘hazing.’’ Such practices were readily accepted in a wilderness college where pranks and other rough jokes at the
expense of greenhorns were an accepted part of life on
the frontiers.
Authorities failed to share the student enthusiasm for
hazing, imposing fines for hazing newcomers in 1657 and
expelling a student for the practice in 1684. In the nineteenth century, the practice grew so out of hand that colleges such as Amherst, Yale, and Cornell suffered the
ignominy of student-initiation deaths, and a speaker at
Harvard denounced hazing as ‘‘a weed in the garden of
academe.’’ The ‘‘weed’’ continues to be a problem in the
twenty-first century, as hazing deaths continue to occur
among newcomers to college, many of them seeking
membership into college fraternities.
On the other hand, many administrators, professors,
and student scholars viewed learning as a sacred responsibility at Harvard College, and they regarded the acquisition of learning with the same serious outlook that the
Puritans possessed toward religion. In time, Harvard became the model for much of what educators were trying
to accomplish in the American colonies in terms of scholarship and the graduation of young men with character.
At the time, no girl was admitted to Harvard. As was the
case in the common schools, most learning was accomplished in the form of recitations, and students with a
mind for reading and retaining long blocks of Latin text
were assured success as scholars. Learning took patience,
endurance, and rhetorical skills. The curriculum was
fixed, and changing any part of that curriculum was sure
to involve faculty members in debate for months or years.
In part because of the status of early scholars at Harvard with Oxford connections, and in part because the
other colonies were so slow to establish a competing college, New England established a dominance in the field
of higher education that has persisted into the twenty-first
century. It took many years for other Eastern cities to establish their own centers of learning. As Benjamin Franklin’s aforementioned Academy grew, the institution
became known as the College of Pennsylvania, receiving
its formal charter in 1755. The College of Pennsylvania,
after the American Revolution, changed its name by charter in 1779 to the University of the State of Pennsylvania
(shortening it to the University of Pennsylvania in 1791).
The first college in New York, King’s College (later Columbia University), had British ties and was started only
a few years prior to the Revolutionary War.
One measure of the relatively small degree of emphasis on a college education at this time is the fact that
combined enrollment at the nine American colleges in the
early 1770s was a mere 750 students. That number would
not grow greatly in the next three decades. While a few
early leaders of the United States, most notably Thomas
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Jefferson, possessed strong ideals and beliefs regarding
education, much of the country’s energies were focused
on the formation of political alliances, industry building,
and preparations for defense pending another inevitable
war with England.
In the first decade of the nineteenth century, exploration gave way to the founding of settlements and commerce was spreading. The need for educated citizens and
ministers created a great need for colleges, not only in an
ever-growing number of American cities, but even in
then-western, wilderness communities such as Miami,
Ohio, where plans for a college were made mere days
after statehood was granted in 1803.
After a brief period of stagnation, the years after the
Civil War saw efforts to increase not only the number of
colleges but also the number of students afforded the opportunity of higher education. Such expansion was not
surprising in a country possessing equal regard for commerce, democratic ideals, the celebration of community
creation, and the unreachable quest for perfection in the
nature of mankind.
Overall, collegiate enrollment continued to increase
steadily by 1918 to about a half million students, as the
U.S. population numbered more than 100 million people.
Many colleges, particularly small schools with small endowments, entered into a crisis period during the Great
Depression as enrollments in college fell drastically. Colleges began to recover in the late 1930s, but World War
II once again interfered with the growth of schools, although some institutions were spared disaster when the
government selected many campuses for miscellaneous
course preparation of enlisted persons.
Following the war, liberal arts colleges often found
themselves broadening their curriculum to reflect the national interest in majors related to mathematics and science, or they continued their curriculums and found new
ways to compete for enrollment with schools that emphasized the math and science courses that industry and business demanded of new hires. Veterans returning to the
classroom after hostilities ended in the mid-1940s tended
to gravitate toward college programs that guaranteed
them more security in the job market.
As universities themselves acquired more prestige,
it became impossible for capable men and women to become dentists, lawyers, and so on without university degrees, as had been the case during much of the nineteenth
century. Students seeking status themselves began to
compete for entry into the schools perceived to be the
best in the land. Where for many years essentially anyone
with a diploma from a recognized high school could enter
most institutions of higher learning, during the twentieth
century increasingly tightened admission standards developed as the best and brightest students competed for
a place in Ivy League and prestigious state universities.
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As universities themselves set out to hire the best
available faculty and to build state-of-the-art facilities,
the costs of operating a university spiraled upward, as did
the cost of tuition to partially pay for the skyrocketing expenses. In time, where colleges once searched for presidents with the best academic credentials and publication
records, many schools began to look for candidates with
slightly less stunning vitas who showed they possessed
fundraising and management skills comparable to the
best chief operating officers in private corporations.
Racial Minorities & Women: Segregation was a painful reality in many Southern institutions during the nineteenth century, in some cases even into the second half
of the twentieth century. Not until 1826 did a college
award a degree to a black in the United States. One of the
few colleges to pursue opportunities for black students
was Unitarian-sponsored Antioch College in Ohio, where
Horace Mann served as president from 1853 until his
death in 1859. The first college to establish a permanent
institution for the higher education of black Americans
was Hampton Institute in 1870, and it also encouraged
Native Americans to attend.
Individuals such as W.E.B. DuBois and organizations such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) took up the battle
against the hypocrisy of separate but equal facilities. In
time, there were quiet victories, including the 1950 admission of an African-American into the University of
Texas law school following the U.S. Supreme Court ruling in Sweatt v. Painter. At Indiana University’s School
of Dentistry, African-Americans worked quietly behind
the scenes to persuade faculty members and the dean to
allow them to treat Caucasian patients in dental clinics,
eliminating an unwritten policy that saw AfricanAmerican dental students working only on the teeth of
dental students. Overall, however, ignorance and resistance on the part of many universities blocked the path
of African-Americans who desired professional and advanced degrees.
In 1973, a minuscule 2,500 Ph.D. and Ed.D degrees
were awarded to African-Americans in every discipline
combined. By 1998, according to the federally directed
Survey of Earned Doctorates Report released by the University of Chicago, the number of doctorates earned by
U.S. citizens of racial or ethnic minority groups was 14.7
percent of the total doctorates awarded, the highest percentage overall in history. Among the 97 percent of U.S.
respondents who identified race/ethnicity, AfricanAmericans earned 1,467 doctorates; Hispanics, 1,190;
Asians (including Pacific Islanders), 1,168; and American Indians (including Alaskan Natives), 189. In disciplines, African-Americans received the highest number
of doctorates in education, according to the report.
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Other than the training school in Carlisle, Pennsylvania (a target of frequent criticism by Indian leaders), between 1879 and 1918 the U.S. government, states, and
religious organizations alike failed to provide an collegiate for the higher education of Native Americans. According to Morison, the United States failed to take any
significant steps toward the preservation of Native American culture and the higher educational needs of Indian
youth until the administration of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, when Congress passed the Indian Reorganization
Act in 1934.
As of 2001, a number of higher education facilities
existed to serve the needs of Native American students.
These include Bay Mills Community College in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, Cankdeska Cikana Community
College (Little Hoop Community College) in North Dakota, Little Priest Tribal College in Nebraska, and 32
other schools of higher learning on Indian lands. In addition to the curriculum that is found at non-Indian colleges, these schools for Native Americans focus on
languages that might otherwise be lost, tribal customs,
and Native American history. The federal government’s
Executive Order No. 13021 on Tribal Colleges and Universities ensures educational opportunities through the
federal government and contributes to the status as accredited higher education institutions. In 2001, the tribal
colleges were asking the federal government to renew
and strengthen its programs for tribal colleges and universities.
Women’s higher education in America began with
the founding of Mount Holyoke Seminary in South Hadley, Massachusetts, in 1837. The school’s founder and visionary, Mary Lyon, immeasurably advanced the cause
of equal opportunities for women with the college’s
founding, and opened the doors for other women’s colleges to follow. Chief among these schools were Vassar,
Wellesley, Smith, Radcliffe, Sarah Lawrence, and Bennington.
Without question, the national movement for
women’s rights, particularly beginning in the 1960s,
brought a tremendous number of women into graduate
schools as students. The Digest of Educational Statistics
reports that the enrollment of female students led to greatly increased total enrollments between 1985 and 1995.
During that decade, while male enrollment only increased 9 percent, but female enrollment exploded by 23
percent.
Enrollment: Total college enrollment dropped from
14.5 million students in 1992 to 14.3 million in 1995. Increases are expected in college enrollment through 2005,
however, reflecting increases in the number of high
school students enrolled during the last half of the 1990s,
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as well as a slight increase in the percentage of 18- to 24year-olds that attends college. For example, in the 20- to
24-year-old group, a remarkable one-third enrolled in
college in 1998, up from 26 percent in 1988.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics in 1999 found that 1.8
million students, or 63 percent of almost 2.9 million high
school graduates, went directly to college. Of that total,
1.2 million enrolled in four-year schools, while slightly
more than 600,000 chose two-year technical colleges and
community colleges. Nearly the same number of male
and female high school graduates went to college directly
from high school, with women slightly in the majority
(917,000 compared to 905,000).
The BLS reported a decline from 1997, in which 67
percent of that year’s graduates enrolled in colleges.
However, as was true of private K-12 schools, enrollment
in private colleges remained constant from 1989 to 1999,
at 22 percent of all students that attended college. In
1999, that meant 3.3 million students were enrolled in
private colleges. The high numbers of young Americans
in college reflect society’s emphasis on the importance
of higher education and a high school diploma alike.
With regard to graduate education, the numbers enrolled
also increased steadily during the twentieth century.
Among students attending graduate school part-time, enrollment rose from 1985 to 1995 by 19 percent, and fulltime student enrollment increased 15 percent over the
same time period, according to The Digest of Educational
Statistics. The same journal noted that in 1980, approximately 69 percent of the population aged 25 and older
had completed high school; that number soared to 83 percent by 1998. Similarly, while 17 percent of the population aged 25 and older had completed 4 years of college
in 1980, that figure rose to 24 percent by 1998.
In 1998, about 5 percent of the total U.S. population
that was at least 25-years-old held a master’s degree as
their highest degree. Approximately one percent held a
professional degree (e.g., medicine or law). In addition,
another one percent had earned a doctoral degree, such
as a Doctor of Arts, a Doctor of Philosophy, or a Doctor
of Education.
Advanced Degrees: During the first half of the nineteenth century, scholars discussed the need for Ph.D. programs, but the universities themselves dragged their
heels. What advanced study that did occur at Harvard and
elsewhere was often limited to theology. Although master’s degrees had been awarded at Harvard ever since the
seventeenth century, the first doctoral degrees were not
conferred until Yale College’s Sheffield Scientific
School did so in 1861, awarding the terminal degrees to
candidates in philosophy and classical languages. Prior
to 1861, scholars wishing to obtain a graduate degree
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similar to those conferred upon scholars in Germany had
to endure the expense and inconvenience of studying in
Europe. Those who simply wanted to exercise their
minds found such communities of the mind as Benjamin
Franklin’s American Philosophical Society to be their intellectual oases outside of academe.
Because the conferring of Ph.D. degrees raised the
prestige of a college, a national trend developed late in
the nineteenth century to upgrade the status of many colleges to universities. More than simply a name change,
institutions that took the more prestigious ‘‘university’’
label had certain minimum criteria to meet, as defined by
the National Association of State Universities: undergraduates who had obtained high school diplomas, four
years of college work divided evenly between general
and specialized coursework, at least five departments
qualified to confer Ph.D.s, and one or more ‘‘schools’’
(a term similarly upgraded from ‘‘department’’) conferring professional degrees and conducting significant research in such areas as agriculture, medicine, and law.
Many institutions after 1890 either met these minimum
standards for university status or set out to meet the
criteria in decades to come.
At first a few prestigious institutions, such as Princeton, declared that they preferred to stay small and do what
they already did well, but schools that developed large research programs and instituted professional schools tended to benefit significantly in terms of school size,
prestige, and ability to attract topnotch faculty, causing
the institutions that resisted eventually to opt for expansion like other well-known schools had done. As universities expanded the number of Ph.D. offerings, senior
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faculty commonly were known as an institution’s ‘‘graduate faculty,’’ and over the years many faculty committee
hours would be spent debating how much time graduate
faculty should spend teaching undergraduates, aside from
graduate teaching and research.
Teaching Colleges: Scholars in universities—out of
misogyny or paternalism—exhibited a snobbish attitude
toward the training of teachers, since most were women.
Not until 1879 did the University of Michigan establish
a chair in education, a a precursor to modern schools and
departments of education at many prestigious institutions
of higher learning. Two other prominent exceptions that
established formal higher education programs for teachers in the late nineteenth century were Washington College in Pennsylvania and New York University, the latter
the first to offer a graduate degree for teachers in 1887.
Some universities that attempted to put teacher education into the curriculum were unable to do so until the
last decade of the nineteenth century because of hostile
trustees at prestigious institutions. In 1892, after a decade
spent trying to gain trustee support, educator Nicholas
Murray Butler succeeded in founding the New York College for the Training of Teachers in affiliation with Columbia University. Eventually, the Teachers College,
Columbia University, became known for being in the
vanguard of changes in the teaching profession, including
the establishment of a sort-of laboratory school called the
Lincoln School by 1916.
Earlier, New York had seen the state normal school
at Oswego attempt to improve instruction for teachers.
Oswego incorporated teaching innovations in the 1860s
that had been advocated by Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi
(1746-1827). Pestalozzi was a Swiss reformer who pioneered the use of objects in the elementary classroom to
provide tactile benefits for children, which he said enhanced learning far more than did mere rote recitation.
Junior Colleges: Another important American addition to education was the concept of the junior college.
These were created early in the twentieth century, the innovation of several university presidents who thought
these two-year schools would free university scholars for
teaching more sophisticated juniors and seniors. The idea
was slow to catch on. By 1922, only 207 such schools existed. But in time, their influence spread, with 1,036 listed
by the Department of Education in 1995.
International Students: The country with the largest
number of international students is the United States. The
1999-2000 academic year found 514,723 foreign students
enrolled in studies at colleges and universities in the United States, a 5 percent increase from 1998-1999. International students made up about 3.8 percent of total
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enrollment in U.S. colleges and universities. These students accounted for the expenditure of $12.3 billion.
Foreign students come to the United States in the
greatest numbers from China and Japan; Asia, therefore,
is the continent that sends the most foreign students to
U.S. colleges and universities, representing 54 percent of
the total. California, New York, and Texas attracted the
most students from other countries, with 66,305; 55,085;
and 35,860 international students, respectively.
International students in the United States prefer to
study business and management (20 percent of the total),
engineering (15 percent), and mathematics and computer
sciences (19 percent). Computer study is likely to surpass
business and management in popularity in future surveys
of international students.
The number of international students studying in the
United States is higher than the total of U.S. students
studying abroad, according to 1999-2000 figures. However, the 129,770 U.S. students that studied at colleges
and universities outside the U.S. represent an increase of
13.9 percent from 1998-1999. The most popular study
destination for U.S. students was the United Kingdom.
Tuition: By the year 2000, tuition at both public and
private colleges continued to increase faster than the rate
of inflation, although not at the rate of the sharp increases
that began in the 1980s and continued into the early
1990s, according to a College Board survey of more than
3,000 schools. Tuition and fees for U.S. private institutions of higher education rose 5.2 percent in 2000, as
compared to a 4.4 percent hike posted by public colleges.
Average fall tuition and fees at four-year public schools
were posted at $3,510 in 2000, while private schools
charged $16,332 for tuition and fees, according to the survey.

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE
Department of Education: Twenty years before the
Hatch Act of 1887, the United States established an agency for keeping track of statistics, administration, and educational concerns to the nation at large. Originally known
as the Department of Education, it was abolished in 1868,
and its successor became part of the Department of the
Interior under the name of the Office of Education, from
1868 to 1869. In 1869, its name changed to the Bureau
of Education, remaining under the Department of the Interior. After restructuring again in 1939, education fell
under the Federal Security Agency, moving again in 1953
following the establishment of the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare (HEW). HEW was reorganized
in 1972 under the Education Division. In 1980 a new Department of Education was created.
One of the characteristics of American education is
that all levels of government actively participate in deciWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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sion making, budgetary concerns, and research funding.
Education is thus highly accountable to taxpayers, but the
many layers of federal Department of Education bureaucracy make reform slow and costly to implement. Essentially, the mandate of the Department of Education is to
supplement the educational functions headed by the individual states. The department tracks educational statistics
and trends, plus takes responsibility for overseeing research and the delivery of some non-state educational
services, such as school lunch programs.
Primary responsibility for education is that of states
and some localities. Exceptions include the District of
Columbia, Pacific islands, and Indian reservations in the
United States, where the U.S. Department of the Interior
or Department of Education oversees operations. For example, in Guam the Department of Education oversees
K-12, vocational, and community college schooling for
civilian and military dependents. In 2001, an estimated
32,000 students were enrolled in Guam’s K-12 single
school district system.
Funding & Expenditures: Early funding of public education was uneven from state to state and even from
school district to school district, particularly during the
late nineteenth century. Perhaps the most important test
case benefiting school funding was the 1874 Michigan
Supreme Court decision on behalf of a Kalamazoo high
school board, affirming its right to assess taxes as a basis
of support. Subsequently, other schools in many states
that had been operating under precarious circumstances
seized the opportunity to gain financial backing.
While federal contributions are considerable, the primary responsibility for funding public schools rests with
states, districts, and public and private organizations. According to federal figures in 2001, only about 9 percent
of the $600 billion spent annually for education is supplied by the U.S. government. About three percent of all
federal money goes to various school and Head Start
lunch programs.
Moneys have been earmarked since 1981 to aid financially disadvantaged elementary and secondary
school youth through Chapter I of the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act. Title I, as it most commonly is called, has since appropriated billions of dollars to
thousands of school districts whose populations contained a significant number of persons falling below the
poverty line. Figures from the most recent census are
used to apportion future federal aid to states and school
districts to provide additional learning resources for poverty-level students. Essentially, the higher a district’s
number of persons living in poverty, the higher that district’s federal aid.
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NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Adult Education: The concept of adult education was
considered new and revolutionary soon after it was introduced in 1918 by Syracuse University in New York State,
with 18 courses and an enrollment of 300 students. A
handful of other schools of higher education began similar programs about the same time.
As of 2001, whether for a teacher taking a refresher
course, an adult employee attempting to acquire computer skills, or a non-native English speaker hoping to improve writing skills, continuing education courses
provided hundreds of thousands of people an enjoyable
way to keep their minds sharp, skills polished, and enthusiasm for learning alive.
A 1999 U.S. Department of Education report suggests that many adults consider such classes to be essential for their enjoyment and professional development.
Based on a phone poll of 6,977 adults, the report concluded that adult and continuing education offers viable education options to boys and girls aged 16 and older and,
especially, to adults of all ages. Classes that have a high
demand are English for non-native speakers seeking fluency; General Educational Development (GED) preparation for students seeking high school equivalency;
courses offering university credit toward an eventual associate, bachelor’s, or graduate degree; vocational and
computer skills classes; and personal development classes that serve one’s avocation. According to the report,
one out of every three adults surveyed said they had recently taken at least one adult or continuing education
course.
Distance Education: As the price of education climbs,
pushing it out of reach for students who cannot afford a
year or more away from a job to finish an undergraduate
degree or earn a graduate degree, distance education has
become a viable alternative for obtaining additional
skills, knowledge, and certification or credentials needed
for career advancement. In addition, educators at the secondary school level have started to study distance education as an alternate possibility to educate students who for
one reason or another fail to prosper when attending regular classes.
Throughout much of the second half of the twentieth
century, distance education was regarded as a sort of useful adjunct to regular education. Classes mainly were
conducted via correspondence or educational television
and radio. Television, in particular, has been an attractive
way to present information, since students have a strong
sense of an instructor’s personality as information is delivered. Many classes are videotaped by a professor and
technical crew, then delivered by mail, delivery service,
or electronic mail (as an attachment) to students.
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But the development of Web-based courses on the
Internet has been the breakthrough that proponents of distance education long had been seeking. Like television,
video delivery over the Internet allows students to feel a
human connection with the instructor. Unlike television,
however, the Internet also allows students to interact with
the instructor and other students in the distance-taught
class. Industry estimates indicate that more than two million students were actively engaged in distance-learning
classes in 2001.

Distance learning may also be developed to a greater
degree to serve prison inmates who wish to earn a degree
while serving their sentences, giving them more job opportunities following release, and increasing their
chances of attaining successful rehabilitation. Persons
who live in rural areas far from educational institutions
of higher learning also are afforded the opportunity to obtain knowledge and degrees they otherwise could not
have accomplished without leaving home.

Main drawbacks include limited possibilities for direct, face-to-face tutoring from the instructor, as well as
the problem of access to a quality library, a deficiency
that is being addressed through the development of online
library facilities. Certain disciplines, such as the performing arts, have nearly insurmountable difficulties in terms
of student-faculty interaction, although classes that might
ordinarily be taught in large lecture halls actually may be
more enjoyable via distance learning. Students who lack
the motivation, discipline, or technical skills needed to
maintain interest and to persist over time may also find
such instruction methods less helpful.

Digest of Education estimates show that approximately 3.1 million people were employed as elementary
and secondary school teachers in the fall of 1999, an increase of about 13 percent since 1989. Of that 1999 total
of 3.1 million teachers, about 2.7 million worked in public schools and 0.4 million were in private schools. About
1.9 million taught in private and public elementary
schools, while about 1.2 million people taught in secondary schools.

It is likely that millions more adults will meet their
educational goals in coming years with the aid of distance
education. Most proponents agree that distance education
appears to work best with adult learners who have already
developed attention and discipline skills, and those who
have the motivation to work hard in spite of distractions
and work responsibilities. It also works with traditional
students on campuses who choose to satisfy some of their
educational requirements online, while still attending
classes with other professors.
1514
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The U.S. Department of Labor projects a healthy job
picture for teachers into 2010. In particular, enrollment
projections are rosy for secondary school teachers. Nonetheless, even though state budgets generally were better
padded through the national economic good times of the
late 1990s, teachers for the most part saw little reduction
in teacher-student ratios, except in those school districts
that made the lowered ratio a priority. College reformers
long have said that states must create more favorable student-teacher ratios if college entrance scores are to pick
up.
Despite this, a slowdown in the effort to create a
more favorable student-teacher ratio has occurred.
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Teachers originally felt optimistic in the mid-1980s: the
public school ratio in 1985 was 17.9:1, as opposed to
22.3:1 in 1970. The level stayed about the same in 1990
as in 1985, with a ratio of 17.2:1. In 1998, at a time of
national prosperity, the student-teacher ratio was 16.8:1,
but by 2001 there were signs that classes were slowly
swelling again. In actuality, many elementary teachers
have classes of 24 or more pupils; because teachers of
disabled students tend to have far fewer pupils in the
classroom, the overall ratio is skewed.

from the colonial period up into the twentieth century.
The actual job of teaching has changed more dramatically
between 1950 and 2000 than it did in the preceding three
centuries. Where once keeping order and requiring student recitations were the bulk of a teacher’s labor, modern educators are expected to demonstrate subject
competence, rhetorical and writing skills, coaching and
problem-solving skills, and, above all, critical-thinking
skills. They are expected to be imaginative, substituting
games and computer exercises for tedious drills.

Salary: Earnings for K-12 teachers in 1998 ranged
from as low as $19,710 yearly to as high as $70,030 yearly. Median earnings were between $33,500 and $38,000
for all K-12 teachers, although for public school teachers
alone the average was higher, at around $39,300. Entrylevel teachers with a four-year degree averaged $25,700
yearly. Teachers may also earn additional pay coaching
sports or leading other extracurricular activities, or by
taking on another job during the summer.

Because students learn at different rates, classes tend
to be less rigorously run, with several groups of students
working at different paces. To present the material, the
teacher no longer requires just a blackboard and piece of
chalk. Teachers increasingly are expected to come to the
job with the skill to run media equipment, create and display a Microsoft Power Point demonstration from a computer, and come up with increasingly more creative ways
to engage students and to ensure their mastery of material. At the same time, while teaching methods may become sophisticated, teachers themselves must enable all
students to demonstrate their knowledge of the so-called
‘‘basics’’ of math, literacy, and science.

Average salaries for professors in 2000 tended to be
lower than comparable positions for Ph.D. holders in private industry. The average salary for professors at public
institutions was $56,308, while at private institutions the
average salary was $58,313.
Law professors earned the highest salaries, a whopping $17,000 a year more than their closest competitors
in academe, business, and engineering, according to data
reported by the Chronicle of Higher Education in 2000.
Among the poorest paid college professors were English
teachers of composition, at around $40,000 per year.
Age & Gender: In America’s colonies all teachers
were males, with the exception of southern women who
taught and tutored in dame schools. But at the end of the
nineteenth century and through much of the twentieth, a
common perception was that teaching was a job for
women. Educators did much to change that perception
during the latter part of the nineteenth century, but a gender disparity remains.
According to the last available Department of Education figures for the 1993-1994 school year, female
teachers outnumbered males 73 to 27 percent in public
schools. The data was similar for private schools. About
75 percent were women and 25 percent were male, according to the Department of Education. However, male
school principals outnumbered women 65 percent to 35
percent.
Regarding age, teachers in private schools tended to
be younger. While private school teachers older than 40
made up 58 percent of all faculty members, in public
schools 67 percent of teachers were over 40.
Training & Qualifications: Standards for teachers in
U.S. private and public schools were demonstrably low
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During the twentieth century, professional requirements for teacher certification generally stiffened in
terms of coursework taken and overall classroom preparation, and graduation requirements from teacher-training
institutions became rigorous. As of 2001, those requirements were being re-examined in response to teacher
shortages. Administrators have started to consider hiring
older people in fields such as science, for example, who
decide in their 40s, 50s, and 60s that they would like to
impart what they’ ve learned to young people in the classroom but lack a teaching degree.
Suggested reforms in teacher training have included
increasing the length of student teaching and providing
additional teacher training at the graduate level or inservice level. Web sites devoted to learning and the exchange of ideas among professional elementary and secondary school educators have become increasingly
popular as teachers become computer literate. Since
1955, one of the frequently waged debates has been over
the level of subject mastery teachers should achieve before beginning their careers. A severe critic of traditional
teacher education, Admiral Hyman Rickover charged
that teachers needed additional coursework in their teaching subject or subjects.
According to the latest available figures from the Department of Education, about 47 percent of all public
school teachers had earned at least a master’s degree,
while just 34 percent of private school teachers boasted
a graduate degree. About 99 percent of all principals possessed at least a master’s degree. All in all, teachers tend
to make up a highly educated workforce.
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Depending upon the state and school district, college
students expecting to graduate from a teacher-education
program are first generally required to post satisfactory
scores on the College Basic Academic Subjects Examination. Many states require an overall college grade point
average of 2.5 (a middle C average) from an applicant for
a teaching certificate to be issued. In addition, since
teachers are expected to maintain knowledge in their
field, they often must have a grade point average of 3.0
(B-) in order to be accepted unconditionally into a graduate school; many graduate schools require an even higher
grade point average in the applicant’s major.
With the possible exception of emergency teaching
certificates, applicants for a full-time teaching position
must present evidence of successful completion of a
bachelor’s degree in education for state certification. The
majority of states and school districts also demand that
applicants for teaching posts turn in a score reflecting
their competence in their area competence on the National Teacher Examinations (NTE) or on Praxis I or Praxis
II written tests. As of 2003, the state of Ohio will also require applicants to pass another Educational Testing Service (ETS) exam called Praxis III, and other states are
expected to tighten testing standards before granting licenses to applicants.
Requirements for teaching licenses vary state to state
and are determined by state licensing authorities. Many
states, such as Alaska, have required teachers to show recent evidence of classroom work, an obstacle for former
teachers who wish to return to the profession, or for professionals in diverse fields to consider a career shift to
teaching. All states demand that teachers adhere to standards of conduct generally above and beyond those expected of nonteaching citizens. States generally strip
teachers of license who admit to, or are found guilty of,
felonies, many misdemeanors, or behavior judged immoral by a state board or board of a local district.
Following the successful completion of an application process, a superintendent approves the applicant and
then forwards a recommendation to hire to the local
school board. Once signed, a teacher has a legally binding
contract to work unless guilty of a crime, failing to show
teaching competency, or demonstrating egregious professional conduct. Teachers, in turn, are expected to complete teaching during the term of their contract, with
exceptions for pregnancy, medical leaves, and unforeseen emergencies.
Unions & Associations: During the nineteenth century, professional groups were formed that advocated high
standards of teaching and administration. Several teacher
groups, including the National Teachers’ Association
(founded in 1857), joined forces to form the National Ed1516

ucation Association (NEA), a group that advocated reforms for students mainly involved in college-entrance
curriculums, in 1870. Critics argued that the NEA catered
to the very small fraction of secondary students that went
on to attend college.
In time the NEA would become the largest union in
the world in terms of member registrations, but growth
was slow until Congress officially chartered the union in
1907. The NEA then officially renamed itself the National Education Association of the United States. One of the
advantages of having a national organization was that
school systems nationwide closely resembled one another in structure by 1920, dividing a student’s early education into eight years of elementary school and four years
of high school.
By the mid-to-late 1990s, teachers who specialized
in a specific subject area also found it useful to support
professional organizations that have Web sites devoted
to member information and a special support section for
new teachers, such as the National Council of Teachers
of English.
In 2001, membership in the NEA was about 1.7 million teachers. Its closest competitor is the American Federation of Teachers with about 550,000 teachermembers. At present, only 39 states allow collective
bargaining.

SUMMARY
General Assessment: As the values of the American
people change, attitudes toward formal education change.
During the twenty-first century, those changes occurred
on a near-volatile scale in the face of exploding technology, rampant political activism, and specialization in all
intellectual fields.
America’s educational system has always done a
better job training individuals for their future lives than
it has finding ways to improve itself for the betterment
of future generations. Prideful about being on the leading
edge of ideas and technology, American educators often
have had to backtrack after installing innovations such as
consolidated schools, and they sometimes have fallen
short of other goals such as making all students Internet
savvy, due to the interference of citizen groups and legislators.
American educators always have known that the future ahead of their students is uncertain, but only since
the late twentieth century have educators needed to instruct students who see social changes and the need to accumulate new knowledge occurring at warp speed even
before they graduate. And never before have mere secondary school students grasped technology better than
some of their own teachers.
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Ethical issues such as those associated with genetic
engineering cannot wait until college to be discussed. Yet
often such discussions never are held. Teachers find
themselves symbolically transported to 1925, enmeshed
in textbook battles with religious groups over the dogeared issue of evolution versus creationism.
One critic of education, E.D. Hirsch, Jr., blames the
proliferation of thousands upon thousands of school districts for giving students a very narrow, locally biased
body of information, resulting in what he calls a shrinking of national literacy. Author John I. Goodlad observes
that too few teachers individualize instruction, promote
inductive reasoning, and encourage frequent discussion.
Other critics blame schools that put equal emphasis on
all subjects or popular studies rather than emphasize
areas that build critical thinking and a solid foundation
for an ongoing, lifetime acquisition of knowledge.
Student Populations—Trends: Schools, too, are
overburdened with the problems of slow learners, the disadvantaged, and non-English speakers—and even with
gun-toting deviants who have shattered the image of
schools as safe havens in an unsafe society. Yet, the alternative—to abandon these and educate America’s best and
brightest only—seems not only Un-American, but foolish, since all must somehow forge a life together for the
good of the common American community.
In the twenty-first century, the face of the American
community can be expected to change dramatically. As
discussed earlier, Census reports demonstrate significant
increases in Asian and Hispanic populations, which are
predicted to continue. By 2040, Caucasian students will
make up less than half the population of U.S. schools. By
contrast, in 1950, white students made up 85 percent of
the population of U.S. schools.
Populations of people who indicate their heritage as
African-American, Asian, and Hispanic continue a trend
of finding homes in the suburbs, according to the Lewis
Mumford Center for Comparative and Urban and Regional Research. Data released by the government for
145 metropolitan areas in March 2001 shows that many
of the traditional large cities of the East Coast and the
Midwest, such as New York and Chicago, continue
trends of segregation in living areas, maintaining whole
blocks as white or black in makeup. Such conditions result in schools that are predominantly made up of minority members, thereby making them segregated for all
intents and purposes. That trend does not hold consistently across the country, as Las Vegas, for example, shows
a tendency for neighborhoods to be more diverse.
Clearly, the attempt to make schools more effective
must address this diversity. To that end, schools have instituted a wide array of cultural opportunities, including
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bilingual education, Head Start programs, Upward
Bound programs, court-ordered busing, and so forth.
Considerable federal support has earmarked programs to
improve education, and dozens of reports and books have
recommended upgrades in the quality of elementary and
secondary schools. During the twenty-first century, many
more recommendations can be expected to address the
difficulties associated with the growing number of children who have social barriers to overcome, in addition to
the learning challenges faced by students who live in
homes where English is not the primary language.
In spite of well-meaning federal programs to help the
poor lose their disadvantaged status, poverty-level children continue to score poorly in mathematics and science
achievement tests. Critics of the Pell grants and aid to disadvantaged students say that the spiraling costs of tuition
and living expenses associated with college have made
it harder, not easier, for disadvantaged children to gain
an education. In 2001, much discussion has occurred by
members of the Congress to find ways for disadvantaged
students to remain in college and to obtain their degrees,
not merely to enter college and leave after one or more
semesters.
Technology in Education: Many critics point to a failure of principals, school superintendents, and school
boards to keep fully abreast of sweeping advances in
technology instruction and the use of computers in
schools. Thus while those in authority have little trouble
seeing that science teachers, for example, must stay current in their fields, many have difficulty perceiving that
competency in the use of technology requires similar perseverance and dedication. This requires not only the purchase of computers, but also constant updating of
software, instruction, and support for teachers, and the
availability of trained support staff. The ongoing process
of instructional technology can frustrate principals, some
senior faculty, and even younger faculty less skilled with
computers. There may even be a tendency for such persons to downplay the need for technology or to denigrate
those who grasp such skills seemingly effortlessly as
‘‘computer nerds.’’ In turn, those in the vanguard of computer advances may deride those less willing to change
as ‘‘technophobes.’’
As the gap between those comfortable with technology and those ill at ease widens, animosity between such
parties may result. Those skilled in technology may lament that their school is ‘‘falling behind,’’ while traditionalists may complain, ‘‘the basics are being ignored.’’
Those skilled in technology may despair if computers are
three or more years old, insufficient in network bandwidth, or even lacking the power to run the latest software upgrades. Unskilled administrators may consider
their schools ‘‘wired’’ simply by having computers of
any age and make on every desk in technology labs.
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The fact that there is some truth to both positions
may make resolution difficult, but team-building experts
say it can be done if both camps can agree upon a shared
vision for technology in education. The Milken Family
Foundation contends that a basic change in educational
philosophy and teacher-administrator mindset must occur
in classrooms along with the addition of technology.
While schools have benefited from the donation of
computers from benefactors and parent-teacher associations, institutions need to partake fully in teacher training
available free or at low cost from such industry sources
as Intel, the Bill Gates Foundation, Microsoft, Apple, and
other foundations. Educational institutions at all levels
can find generous funding from the Department of Education and other federal sources, some discretionary
funding at the state government level, and foundations
such as the Carnegie Corporation of New York, Paul G.
Allen Virtual Education Foundation, and the AT&T
Foundation Educational Programs, among others. In addition, a small number of schools have found creative
ways to approach corporations in the community to suggest the donation of computers for educational purposes.
Political Trends: Public education is frequently part of
a politician’s platform, whether it is a lower-echelon candidate on the local level or a presidential candidate. The
administration of George W. Bush announced in 2001
that educational reform was a major administration priority. The major premise behind Bush’s push for reform is
his position that too many children fall through the cracks
and fail to obtain a high school diploma, with at least
some of the blame attributable to school systems that he
sees failing to measure up to first-rate standards. The
Bush Administration’s slogan for school reform is ‘‘No
child left behind.’’ The administration promotes a policy
agenda that would hold accountable state and school officials who fail to fix sub-par institutions, with the possibility that such institutions could be taken over by the state.
The three areas most in need of improvement, as targeted by President Bush, are mathematics, reading, and
science, the three areas where elementary and secondary
students test below average when compared to their peers
in other developed nations. In spite of a nationwide focus
on educational improvements, gains in test scores have
been negligible, according to Bush. Most dramatically,
68 percent of fourth-graders in poverty-area schools
failed to pass the National Assessment of Educational
Progress (NAEP) reading exam, leading the Bush Administration to recommend a back-to-basics emphasis on
phonics in the primary grades. In math, science, and
physics, American high school seniors performed near
the bottom of a comparison chart ranking 21 countries,
including last in physics. Literacy, math, and reading
achievement scores of minority Hispanic and African1518

American students in high schools lagged significantly
behind Caucasian student counterparts.
High up on the list of Bush priorities for the future
were frequent testing and so-called ‘‘vouchers,’’ a Republican-backed proposal that would allow parents to
take their children out of schools where children test
poorly, allowing them a set amount toward tuition at another public or private school. The National Education
Association has strongly voiced opposition to vouchers
as a solution. The NEA has also criticized a suggestion
by some Republican leaders that teachers of mathematics
and science be compensated with higher salaries than
those of their peers in other disciplines.
Conclusion: Ahead of America and its educational
system are change; discord; international networking;
and the establishment, merger, and failure of schools
ranging from elementary to university. Distance education may one day appeal to enough students so that traditional dormitories and student life may cease to exist.
Without question, the Internet and Web-based programs
someday will be integrated into every classroom, but
whether that will actually improve the quality of instruction is any critic’s guess. In an age when the new and
technologically ‘‘spiffy’’ is revered, will there still be
students who will embrace the classics and classical liberal arts learning?
In the future, Americans will be even more a blending of many cultures and races. And the entire world must
worry, not only about education, but also about whether
it can solve the energy crises and imminent global warming disasters. Addressing these issues will take an educated citizenry, capable of problem solving, creativity, and
the display of strong character. Increasingly, learning and
applying that knowledge in creative, revolutionary ways
will become our best option for survival.
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URUGUAY
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Eastern Republic of
Uruguay

Region:

South America

Population:

3,334,074

Language(s):

Spanish, Portunol,
Brazilero

Literacy Rate:

97.3%

Academic Year:

March-December

Number of Primary
Schools:

2,415

Compulsory Schooling:

6 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

3.3%

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 345,573
Secondary: 269,826
Higher: 79,691
Primary: 109%
Secondary: 85%

Teachers:

Primary: 16,868
Higher: 9,907

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 20:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 108%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Uruguay, the smallest country in South America, is
located in the southern part of the continent, nestled between Brazil and Argentina along 220 kilometers of Atlantic coastline. The country is recognized as having one
of the more eclectic societies in Latin America, showcasing a rich European heritage, a broad variety of artistic
and cultural attractions, and one of the most progressive
educational systems in the region. These characteristics,
among others, have earned Uruguay the title, the ‘‘Switzerland of South America.’’ Its mild climate, modest
mountain ranges (Cuchilla de Haedo and Cuchilla Grande), and inviting tourist attractions make Uruguay popular among travelers from the Western Hemisphere and
Europe.
Although Uruguay’s land mass is small—only
187,000 square kilometers, compared to the much larger
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areas of Argentina and Brazil—the quality of life in this
tiny nation is high. Approximately 90 percent of the
country’s 3.2 million people live in urban areas; most of
these reside in the capital city of Montevideo. The country boasts one of the lowest infant mortality rates in the
world, a life expectancy rate paralleling that of the United
States, and an impressive adult literacy rate of 97 percent
among its relatively low population density. Although the
country’s economy has lagged behind its neighbors’ occasionally in the past, its agricultural, hydropower, mineral, fishing, and tourism industries have sustained it
through its slow times. Uruguay enjoys highly interactive
economic and political relationships with its South American neighbors and with countries abroad, trading often
with Brazil, Argentina, the United States, Germany and
Italy. The national currency is the Uruguayan peso.
People of Uruguay (Uruguayans) have a unique cultural history. While many of the citizens identify themselves as ‘‘white,’’ their lineages can be traced to a
number of origins, including Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, mestizo, Amerindian, and African-Uruguayan. Spanish is the official national language, although Portuguese,
Brazilero (a Spanish-Portuguese mix), English, French,
German, and Italian are spoken widely in the Montevideo
metropolitan area. This linguistic diversity is reflected in
the wide range of artistic outlets found in Uruguay, including theatre, the visual arts, music, literature, and poetry. About two-thirds of the population is Roman
Catholic; Judaism, Protestantism, and other religions account for the country’s other religious preferences.
Like many other areas of South America, the land
that was to become known as Uruguay was once occupied by indigenous populations, most notably the Charruas. When Spanish explorers, seeking a water route
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, initially cast anchor in Uruguay in the 1500s, they were attacked and
killed by the Charruas. Later arrivals of Spanish settlers
along Uruguay’s coastline subdued the Charruas and established lucrative farming and ranching sites in the area.
The expansion of the Portuguese from Brazil, however,
posed a threat to Spain’s commercial interests, and the
next several years would witness a continued military
struggle between Spanish and Portuguese forces.
Uruguay was under the influence of a number of
governments in its early years, including Spain, Portugal,
Argentina, Brazil, and Great Britain. It was not until
1828, at the signing of the Treaty of Montevideo at Rio
de Janeiro, that Uruguay finally achieved lasting independence. This treaty, negotiated by Great Britain, called
for the permanent removal of Brazilian and Argentine
forces from the country, although both neighboring countries still retained limited rights to intervene in Uruguay’s
civil affairs. A constitution was drafted, naming the new
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country the Republica Oriental del Uruguay, or The Republic of Uruguay (the term ‘‘Oriental’’ referred to the
country’s eastern position on the continent, not to anything associated with Asia). Today, Uruguay retains this
official name, although it is most commonly referred to
as ‘‘The Republic of Uruguay,’’ or just ‘‘Uruguay.’’
Each year, August 25 is celebrated as independence day
in memorial of the 1828 treaty.
During the remainder of the nineteenth century,
ranching-related immigration from Europe increased and
Uruguay’s population grew. At the onset of the industrial
revolution, Uruguay initiated a series of social reforms,
many of which were unprecedented at the time, especially related to employment conditions. The government
also included reforms that abolished the death penalty, instituted child care laws, allowed for women’s suffrage,
and provided for other issues related to human rights. But
this time of progressive change was also characterized by
numerous political upheavals, insurrections, and economic crises that lasted throughout the first half of the
twentieth century. Then, in 1966, a new constitution was
created, later suspended, and then reformed in 1997,
under which the current government operates.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The Republic of Uruguay follows a DemocraticRepublic system of government, not unlike that of the
United States. Three branches of the government operate
separately from each other and are based on principles established by the Magna Carta. The executive branch is
comprised of the president and vice president (who are
elected by electoral and popular votes every five years)
and the ministers of the Cabinet. The legislative branch
consists of the General Assembly, which includes two
bodies, the House of Representatives, and the Senate. The
judicial branch consists of the Supreme Court, made up
of five members, and by lower courts, which are called
Tribunals and Courts of Law. There are 19 departmentos,
or states, which maintain local, autonomous law enforcement. Voting is compulsory for all adult Uruguayans.

boasted high levels of compliance with required education, as well as a large number of students who enroll in
secondary school. As a result, Uruguay holds an impressive position in the Latin America community for its high
literacy rate of approximately 96 percent.
All Uruguayan children are required by law to enter
school at age six. From ages 6 to 12, they attend primary
school. At age 12, they enter the first stage of secondary
school, which lasts for 2 years. During this time, they are
instructed in the ‘‘basics,’’ such as language, mathematics, sciences, and history.
At age 15, students may opt for several advanced
tracks, depending on their choice of vocation. For the
next three to four years, students complete the bachellerito, which is similar to a high school diploma in the United
States. Following completion of the bachellerito, graduates may proceed either to one of the country’s three universities or attend special institutes related to their
specific interests. All instruction in Uruguayan schools is
delivered in Spanish, although English and Portuguese
are often taught at the secondary levels, and students attending the universities may be trained in a number of international languages.
During the mid-1990s, a number of educational reforms were proposed by the Administracion Nacional de
la Educacion Publica (National Administration of Public
Education). These reforms, which had not been passed as
of 2001, would provide for new school facilities, a broader curriculum including more science, math, critical
thinking, and English and Portuguese language instruction, as well as more attention to technology. Additionally, the World Bank approved a $28 million (U.S.) loan
to improve primary education for Uruguayan children.
The monies from this loan were dedicated to improving
educational facilities, hiring more teachers, integrating
technology into the classroom, and other instructionbased student initiatives.
Another development that is seriously affecting education in Uruguay—as in countries everywhere—is Mercosur. Mercosur is a free trade market agreement among
six South American countries, including Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, and Uruguay, that was created in the 1990s. Its implications for the economy extend
to the classroom since the agreement will impact political
relations, globalization, and technology.

Several political parties exist in Uruguay, two of
which are historically prominent: the Colorado Party and
the Blanco (National) Party. Within each of these parties
are groups characterized by special interests. Two other
general parties, both of which tend to be more leftist in
nature, have emerged since the 1967 constitution: the
Frente Amplio (‘‘Broad Front’’) and the Nuevo Espacio
(‘‘New Space’’) Party. All parties contain representation
in the country’s government.

All aspects of education in Uruguay fall under the
auspices of the Ministerio de Educacion y Cultura (The
Ministry of Education and Culture). A substantial portion
of government expenditures are allocated to secular education.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION

Public education in Uruguay is free and compulsory
for children aged 6 to 14. The country has traditionally

Children completing the first 6 years (ages 6 to 12)
of compulsory education in Uruguay are awarded a Certi-
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learning; the Universidad Catolica del Uruguay Damaso
A. Larangaga, a Catholic university; and the Universidad
ORT, a private secular university. There are also several
postsecondary technical schools offering credentials in
selected fields. Attendance at the Universidad de la Republica is free for Uruguayan citizens.
Instruction in Uruguayan universities is conducted in
Spanish. The academic year begins in March and runs
through December, with summer vacation in January and
February. Programs of study are organized into different
levels:
1) An ‘‘Intermediate Diploma,’’ similar to a bachelor’s
degree in the United States, is awarded after two to
four years of study in fields such as business, health
professions, engineering, and public administration.

ficado de Suficiencia Escolar Para Continuar Estudios,
which certifies their preparation for secondary education.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Students completing secondary education may receive different types of certifications and diplomas, depending on the length of study and their choices of study.
All students from ages 12 to 15 complete the Ciclo Basico, which offers general education courses. At age 15,
students have three options. One is to study under the
Circlo Diversificado, a program which leads to a Bachillerator Diversificado de Secundaria (similar to a high
school diploma), and includes courses in humanities, science, law, business, and medicine, among other subjects.
A second alternative is the Bachillerato Tecnico/
Diversificado, which prepares students for careers in
technical fields but also includes courses in the humanities. The Bachillerato in both areas—Ciclo Diversificado
and Technico Diversificado—requires three years of additional study. The third option for secondary students is
the Bachillerato Tecnico, which focuses on technical
skills only, and requires up to four years of study.
Secondary students are graded on a uniform scale of
1 to 12, on which 12 is the highest possible mark and 3
is a minimum passing grade. Approximately 70 percent
of children enroll in secondary schools, one of the highest
secondary school enrollment rates within Latin America.

HIGHER EDUCATION
There are three universities in Uruguay: the Universidad de la Republica, the only state institution of higher
1522

2) The Licenciatura is considered a higher level qualification and is given after a minimum of four years of
study. A student may be awarded this credential for
continued study in medicine, law, dentistry, psychology, sociology, and architecture. A licenciatura may
take up to six years of full-time study to achieve, not
unlike many similar programs at U.S. institutions.
3) A student in Uruguay may also seek the equivalent
of a graduate degree, or maestrias, which takes two
years of study beyond the licenciatura. A related option is the especialzacione, or one-year specialization, which is offered as a level between the
maestrias and the licenciatura.
4) The highest level of study, the doctorado, is a research-based degree and requires a minimum of
three years of study beyond the maestrias. The U.S.
equivalent of this degree is the doctorate.
A number of existing bilateral agreements allow for
the acceptance and exchange of students from recognized
programs of study at institutions in other countries. NonUruguayan students wishing to study in the country are
required to provide documentation of their previous
course work and apply for a study visa.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Prospective Uruguayan teachers are required to complete one of several programs of study to receive their
teaching credentials. To teach at the primary level, it is
necessary to complete a three to four-year course of
study, offered at an institute, leading to the title, Maestro
de Educacion. Secondary teachers are trained at a separate institute specifically for secondary teachers. This
training program lasts four years. University instructors
complete their studies at the Instituto Superior de Docentes.
WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

‘‘Uruguay.’’ In The World Factbook 2000. Available
from http://www.cia.gov/.

Educational research in Uruguay focuses on many
topics, which are reflected by projects at all three universities in the country. Because of the large number of Uruguayan students who study the various health
professions, a great deal of research (investigacion) is
dedicated to medical and scientific study. Other current
research projects address issues such as software engineering, sociology, communication, education, mathematics, labor relations, and other related topics.

‘‘Uruguay: Education.’’ In GeoCities. Available from
http://www.geocities.com/.
‘‘Uruguay-Education System.’’ In World Higher Education Database 2000. International Association of Universities. Available from http://www.usc.edu/.
‘‘World Bank Finances Second Education Project in Uruguay.’’ The World Bank Group News Release, July 31,
1998. Available from http://www.worldbank.org/.

SUMMARY
Uruguay possesses one of the most educated, socially conscious cultures in Latin America and in the world.
Its historical concern for human development, even in the
face of political and military adversity, has enabled it to
become an enlightened, open-minded center of learning
and peaceful relations. Like most other countries, however, Uruguay’s educational system is in need of continual
upgrading, most notably in the areas of physical facilities
and technology. No doubt its high literacy rate and its
commitment to self-improvement will help it overcome
problems presented by lack of resources.
In short, South America’s smallest country leads its
neighbors in progressive thinking and educational reform. The quality of life enjoyed by Uruguayans is a reflection of its classroom achievements and its diverse
cultural heritage.

—William Wardrope

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Virgin Islands of the
United States

Region:

Puerto Rico & Lesser
Antilles

Population:

120,917

Language(s):

English, Spanish, Creole

Literacy Rate:

90%
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An unincorporated territory of the United States
since 1917, when it was bought from Denmark to help
protect Panama Canal shipping lanes, the U.S. Virgin Islands (USVI) is an Americanized locale east of Puerto
Rico comprising 3 principal islands and 65 smaller ones.
Its 110,000 inhabitants, mainly English speakers of African descent, are 90 percent literate. Spanish, used by
some 14,000 residents, is a secondary language. Education is free and compulsory for children between the ages
of 5.5 and 16.

Universidad de Catolica website. Available from http://
www.ucu.edu.uy/.

Modeled on U.S. patterns, the USVI’s public education system operates in English and follows accrediting
procedures of U.S. public schools and universities. Administered by the Department of the Interior, the territory
spends 7.5 percent of its GNP on education. (U.S. taxes
that are paid locally stay in the islands.) Public schools
in this dependent economy benefit from the spectrum of
federal entitlements and initiatives including Head Start,
nutrition programs, and Upward Bound.

Universidad de la Republica website. Available from
http://www.rau.edu.uy/.

In 1997, the USVI public system comprised more
than 40 schools, with 11 of them (including 3 vocational

‘‘Mercosur and Its Origins.’’ Embassy of Uruguay to the
United States Webpage. Available from http://
www.embassy.org/.
Universidad ORT Uruguay website. Available from
http://www.ort.edu.uy/.
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schools enrolling almost 1000 students) at the junior or
senior high school level. Total enrollment was 15,835 pupils for K-8 and 6,301 pupils for grades 9-12. Of the more
than 3,000 school staff members, about 50 percent were
classroom teachers. The student-teacher ratio was 14:2
overall, but doubly higher in the vocational-technical
schools. Public adult education and company programs
have also helped train workers for jobs in a service economy that focuses on tourism.

Population:

24,755,519

Language(s):

Uzbek, Russian, Tajik

Literacy Rate:

99%

Academic Year:

September-May

Number of Primary
Schools:

9,432

Compulsory Schooling:

6 years

During the 1990s, approximately 40 private schools,
both parochial and nonsectarian, enrolled 6000-7000 precollege students annually, thus complementing the public
system.

Public Expenditure
on Education:

7.7%

At the college level, the University of the Virgin Islands (UVI) is a public, co-ed, historically black, landgrant institution offering associate, bachelors, and masters degrees on two campuses. In 1997 UVI registered
2,610 students—up from 757 in 1987. The school sponsors research, service, and outreach programs. It also offers citizens of the neighboring (and culturally
interlinked) British Virgin Islands their closest senior college opportunities. In the 1990s, about 18 percent of
USVI residents older than 25 had some form of postsecondary education.

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 2,140,350
Secondary: 3,318,900
Higher: 638,200
Primary: 78%
Secondary: 94%

Teachers:

Primary: 95,000
Secondary: 340,200
Higher: 24,787

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 21:1
Secondary: 9:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 76%
Secondary: 88%
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Uzbekistan

Region:

East & South Asia
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HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Uzbekistan is one the Central Asian republics of the
former Soviet Union. At the end of 1991, the collapse of
the Soviet Union transformed all republics of that union
into independent states. Located in the heart of Central
Asia, Uzbekistan has a long and dramatic history. It first
flourished economically because of the famous ‘‘Silk
Road’’ going through the cities of Samarkand, Bukhara,
Khiva, and Tashkent, the oasis towns over which caravans brought the products of Europe to exchange for
those of Asia. Many famous conquerors passed through
the land including Alexander the Great who stopped near
Samarkand on his way to India in 327 B.C. In the eighth
century A.D., the territory was conquered by Muslim
Arabs and, in the ninth century, the indigenous Samanid
dynasty established an empire there. Uzbekistan was
overrun by Genghis Khan in 1220. In the 1300s Timur
built an empire with its capital at Samarkand. Uzbekistan’s heritage goes back about 2,500 years. In addition
to its economic importance, this territory flourished as the
medieval intellectual center of the Muslim world.
Russian trade with this region grew during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and, in 1865, Russian
troops occupied Tashkent. By the end of the nineteenth
century, Russia had conquered all of Central Asia, placed
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it under colonial administration, and invested in the development of Central Asia’s infrastructure, promoting
cotton growing and encouraging settlement by Russian
colonists.
In 1924, following the establishment of Soviet
power, the territories of the Khanates of Bukhara and
Khiva and portions of the Fergana Valley that had constituted the Khanate of Kokand were united into the Soviet
Socialist Republic of Uzbekistan. The Soviet era brought
literacy and technical development to Uzbekistan. The
Republic was valued for its cotton growing and natural
resources. However, together with positive developments, there was communist domination which brought
with it the suppression of local cultural and religious tendencies. Uzbekistan declared independence on September 1, 1991.
Geographically, Uzbekistan is located in the middle
of Central Asia with flat, sandy terrain and broad, intensely irrigated valleys along the rivers Amu Darya and
Syr Darya. Uzbekistan borders with Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Tadjikistan and Kyrgyzstan. Uzbekistan territory is 447,400 square kilometers (117,868
square miles) or slightly larger than California. The climate is characterized by long, hot summers and mild winters. Uzbekistan is subdivided into 12 regions, plus the
autonomous region of Karakalpakstan. Tashkent has a
population of two million and is the capital of Uzbekistan.
Politically, the country is a republic with the Constitution adopted 8 December 1992. People elect the President in direct election. Islam Karimov is the President of
the Republic of Uzbekistan for the third consecutive time.
The Uzbekistan government has three branches: Executive, Legislative, and Supreme Court.
Economically, Uzbekistan was one of the poorest republics of the Soviet Union. The population is heavily
rural and dependent on farming for its livelihood. The
work force is comprised of the following: agriculture and
forestry, 44 percent; industry and construction, 20 percent; and other, 36 percent. In 1997 Uzbekistan GDP was
$21.3 billion, and per capita GDP was $895. It is the
world’s fourth largest producer of cotton. It also produces
significant amounts of silk, fruits, vegetables, and other
crops. As the world’s seventh largest producer of gold,
about eighty tons per year, it also has the fourth largest
gold reserves. There are sufficient amounts of oil and an
abundance of natural gas used for both domestic consumption and export and exportable reserves of copper,
lead, zinc, tungsten, and uranium. There is trade with
Russia, the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Turkey, and the neighboring countries, former Soviet republics, now called the newly
independent states (NIS).
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Socially and culturally, Uzbekistan is a contemporary mix. It is Central Asia’s most highly populated country with the population of over twenty-four million, i.e.,
nearly half the region’s total population. Approximately
98 percent of the total population is literate. The population falls into the following ethnic groups: Uzbek 80 percent, Russian 5.5 percent, Tajik 5 percent, Kazakh 3
percent, Karakalpak 2.5 percent, Tatar 1.5 percent, and
other 2.5 percent. In terms of religion, the nation is 88
percent Sunni Moslem, 9 percent Eastern Orthodox, and
3 percent other. The state language since 1991 is Uzbek,
but Russian is the de facto language of interethnic and
business communication. The Uzbekistan society exhibits characteristics of nepotism, clannishness, and even
corruption as integral features of its culture (Abramson
1999).

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
According to the Uzbekistan Constitution, everyone
is entitled to an education. The Law of the Republic of
Uzbekistan on education mandates equal rights for education without discrimination of any kind such as sex,
language, age, race and ethnic origin, convictions, attitude towards religion, social background, place of residence, and duration of stay in the territory of the Republic
of Uzbekistan. Students in educational institutions are
granted benefits, stipends, and dormitory housing (Article 20). The right to secular education is secured for every
individual regardless of personal religious beliefs (Article 7 of the Law ‘‘On Freedom of Conscience and Religious Organizations’’). However, clerical disciplines
cannot be included into curricula and training programs.
On 29 August 1997, the Oliy Majlis passed the Law of
the Republic of Uzbekistan ‘‘On Education,’’ which includes The National Program of the Personnel Training
System. Legislative acts recognize the priority of international agreements ratified by the Republic of Uzbekistan.
According to Islam Karimov, the President of Uzbekistan, ‘‘the individual is the main target of the radical
transformation. A harmoniously developed generation is
the basis for progress in Uzbekistan’’ (Karimov 1998).
Dr. Saidahror Gulyamov, Minister of Higher Education,
stated that setting up a free, prosperous, democratic society is impossible without changing consciousness and
that those changes can only be made through education.
To accomplish this, radical reform of the educational system is necessary (Gulyamov 1999).
Looking forward to globalization of the market, Uzbekistan is focused on the preparation of fully trained
professionals able to work at the international level.
Therefore, an educational system, which is comparable
to international standards at all levels, is a must. The gov1525
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ernment sees ‘‘the transition from the education for the
entire life to continuing education during the entire life’’
(Gulyamov 1999) as the way to accomplish this. The emphasis is on combining specific national characteristics
with international experience and implementation of upto-date international innovations.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
According to official sources, about 60 percent of
Uzbekistan’s population is covered under the system of
education. The earlier educational system required 11
years of compulsory schooling for both men and women.
In 1992 the policy decision was made to change from 11
to 9 years of compulsory education. After nine years of
compulsory schooling, students can prepare for higher
education in tenth or eleventh grade or turn to vocational
training. After graduating from any type of secondary education, an individual can enter a higher education institution to obtain a bachelor’s degree and continue study
toward a master’s or doctoral degree.
Budget constraints and other transition problems following the collapse of the Soviet Union, have made it difficult to maintain and update educational buildings,
equipment, texts, supplies, teaching methods, and curricula. Foreign aid for education is desperately needed, but
has not been sufficient to compensate for the loss of central funding.
When viewed in general, the Uzbekistan educational
system includes:
• Preschool training (preprimary-from three to six
years old)
• General secondary education (from 6 to 15 years old)
• Secondary vocational education (from 15 to 18 years
old)
• Higher education (undergraduate and graduate-from
18 years old).
Girls and boys are legally considered equal and study in
the same classes and schools. Schools are open to all ethnic groups, and minorities in schools are rarely an issue.
The academic year begins on 2 September (the first
of September is the Independence Day) or the first working day of September. The academic year ends in June
for secondary schools and in July for higher education.
Russian was a common language for over 100 nationalities living in the Soviet Union and played the same role
as English for the United States. It was also the Lingua
Franca of the socialist world that included Bulgaria, Poland, Mongolia, and other European and Asian countries.
Without Russian as a common language, Uzbeks (and
other ethnic groups) would have to learn Ukrainian, Belo1526

russian, Moldovian, Armenian, and many other languages to communicate with the multinational population
of the Soviet Union. Therefore, until 1991, Uzbeks preferred schools with instruction in Russian for their children. To not do so would have put them at a great
disadvantage socially. After Uzbekistan gained its independence, Uzbek (not Russian) became the official language of instruction. In 1998-1999, some 76.8 percent of
pupils at day schools were educated in Uzbek.
Examinations in the educational system of Uzbekistan are primarily oral. Universities, institutes, and some
colleges still have entrance exams. Course exams occur
only at the end of the course (semester). State exams are
taken at higher education institutions at the completion
of all coursework. The grading system of Uzbekistan is
numerical. The highest grade is 5 (excellent = A), then
follows 4 (good = B), 3 (satisfactory = C), and 2 (unsatisfactory = F). One is never used. Final grades are determined by test scores, papers, attendance, and class
participation.
Because compulsory education is freely provided to
all children of Uzbekistan, private schools have a difficult
time justifying their existence. In fact, they were banned
in 1993. Also, since Uzbekistan Law declares the separation of education from religion, there are no religious
schools. However, in 1999, the establishment of the
Tashkent Islamic University was allowed. Computer
technology, thanks to international assistance, is being introduced to educational institutions and training centers.
In 1994, the Central Asian Telecommunications Training
Center (CATTC) was established in Uzbekistan under the
Tacis Program of the European Commission. Training at
the CATTC is provided using modern teaching aids, active methods, and individual and group methods by specialists and experts in different fields. The Computer
Center at the University of Samarkand provides computer
service to departments and research units and collaborates with other institutions and the private sector to run
short training courses. At the secondary school level,
computers are still rare.
As a result of decline in funding, the printing of
books, textbooks, and other publications face numerous
difficulties. This problem is common for all NIS countries. Nevertheless, despite obvious difficulties, according to UNESCO, Uzbekistan schools supplied about 60
percent of textbooks as a whole and for some selected
subjects up to 100 percent. Publishing houses produced
about 149 million copies of over 1700 various titles.
From 1992 to 1997, some 174 textbooks with over 53,000
copies were published, including 138 original, 19 translated, 8 parallel in 2 languages, and 9 experimental textbooks. About 170 various tutorials and educational
literature in 7 languages are published. Audiovisual maWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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terials are usually manually prepared by teachers. With
the high price of copying and low salaries, teachers and
professors must be creative.
In the Soviet-type higher education institution, most
students studied for a full working week (five to six days
a week, six to eight hours of classes a day). Evening and
correspondence courses were also popular. The first and
the second year of the curriculum usually included the
study of social science with similar course requirements
for all students. Specialization began in the third year and
continued in the fourth year. Within this period a student
had between 4,500 and 5,000 face-to-face hours of instruction in 20 to 30 subjects, depending on the field of
concentration. Curriculum included general subjects like
philosophy and economy, specialized subjects determined by the chosen profession, and very specific
courses depending on the deeper specialization. Curriculum was very rigid and equal for all students. There were
no choices. In the modern system higher education institutions, curriculum is certainly less rigid. However, the
authorization of the curriculum is still the responsibility
of a ministry, not a particular institution.
The expansion of curricula, including the addition of
courses in French, Arabic, and English, has placed new
stress on a limited supply of teachers and materials. In the
mid-1990s, a major curriculum reform was begun. Western experts advised:
• a more commercial approach to the mathematics curriculum
• more emphasis in economics courses on the relationship of capital to labor
• more emphasis in social science courses on individual responsibility for the environment
• the addition of entirely new subjects, such as business management.
Because such changes involve new materials and a
new pedagogical approach by staff, the reform period is
estimated at 10 to 15 years. The current transformation
of the educational system is performed along educational
models in developed countries. According to Gulyamov,
‘‘During the process of developing the National Program
the experience of reforming education in more than 30
leading countries in the world has been studied’’ (Gulyamov 1999).
In 1997, President Karimov founded ‘‘Umid,’’ a
program providing students with educational fellowships
for obtaining education abroad. By the year 2000, over
700 students have been awarded the ‘‘Umid’’ Presidential Scholarship to pursue graduate and undergraduate degrees in the United States, the United Kingdom,
Germany, France, Italy, and Japan. Certainly, returning
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graduates are expected to bring back ‘‘the influence,’’
and those who have finished their studies are employed
by the State. The Uzbekistan educators established contacts with the United Nations Organization and separate
countries like France, Germany, the Republic of Korea,
Turkey, and the United States. Many organizations like
Peace Corp (USA), ACCELS (USA), British Council,
Merci Project (Great Britain), Goethe Institute (Germany), NAFE (USA), and Save the Children Fund (Great
Britain) participate in the educational efforts undertaken
by Uzbekistan. For example, the Ministry of Education
of Turkey assisted in forming 22 Lycea for over 4.8 thousand students. Another example is the American Council
on Cooperation in Education (ANCALS) which within 4
years helped over 222 Uzbekistan students get education
in the United States. Finally, within only 2 years, 25 Uzbekistan schools got the certificates of UNESCO Associated Schools Project (ASP).
An American Educational Advising Center (EAC)
funded by the United States Information Agency (USIA)
and administered by the American Council for Collaboration in Education and Language Study (ACCELS) was
established in Tashkent to assist individuals interested in
studying, training, and/or pursuing research in the United
States. Tashkent EAC also monitors three similar regional educational advising centers located in the other cities.
EAC provides ongoing training for the advisors.
Finally, the European Training Foundation (ETF) established an observatory to monitor the vocational education and training in Uzbekistan. It also disseminates the
language training programs and helps the European Commission with the implementation of the Tempus program.
Since 1994 the latter has financed over 12 projects, including the restructuring of the Geography Faculty at
Samarkand State University and the development of a
new history curriculum at Tashkent State University.
Education has and will continue to play a significant
role in development. First, it increases an individual’s internal potential, self-respect, and self-esteem. Second, it
makes an individual a better prospect for employment.
Third and most importantly, an educated individual gives
more back to the society. Unfortunately, the results of education and training are less directly connected to revenue for immediate business growth, which is why the
government tends to cut educational budgets.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
In the past, kindergartens were part of state enterprises and factories, but the decline of the state economy
led to the closure of many kindergartens. In the mid1990s over 8,500 kindergartens accommodated 950,000
children, and there were plans for building new facilities
to accommodate 135,000 more children. Out of over
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90,000 teachers working in the preprimary education,
about 20 percent have higher education and 77 percent
have vocational education. Enrollment to the preprimary
schools (detsky sad or kindergartens) is voluntary. Children enter elementary school (a part of secondary school)
at the age of six or seven. One teacher teaches all subjects
for four years. Children at elementary school are trained
in Uzbek using the Latin script. Elementary schools, as
a part of secondary schools, are mainly located in the
same buildings.
With the lack of inspection, control, suitable materials, funds, and curricula reflecting all the changes that
have occurred, preschool education quality has declined.
On the primary school level, the new language orientation has caused major problems. New curriculum, new
programs, and new teachers speaking Uzbek are limited.
The quality of education differs depending on the location of the kindergarten or school. Urban kindergartens
and schools traditionally have better teachers and financial support than the rural ones because parents have
more influence. Moreover, new graduates of the pedagogical institutes prefer to settle in the cities with more
cultural amenities. The highest-ranking graduates tend to
select city schools. Less academically successful graduates go to rural schools; thus continuing a downward
spiral.
Kindergarten teachers are called vospitatel, which
literally means the upbringing person, not just a teacher
who teaches. In order to work as a vospitatel in the kindergarten, an individual must have a diploma in vocational teachers’ education, which is earned at the pedagogical
uchilishe. Elementary (primary) schoolteachers are also
graduates from the ped-uchilishe. Many of the kindergartens and schools lack qualified personnel, and additional
teachers are recruited from pedagogical institute students.
At the preschool level, there are no repeaters and no
dropouts. Underdeveloped children just move to the next
year with their peers. In primary education (from 6 to 10),
children are grouped together irrespective of intellectual
ability and development. Children who fail to perform are
required to repeat the course. They are given two opportunities to successfully repeat the course and, if they are
still unsuccessful, they may be transferred to schools for
the mentally impaired. Dropping out of the school was
not an option in the Soviet-style system of education.
Teachers and school directors (principals) would be responsible for any such a case, and all measures (including
enforcement) would be taken to prevent this. Compulsory
education meant that every person must be educated.
Today, with the deep economic decline and lack of political and legal stability, the percentage of dropouts is
growing.
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SECONDARY EDUCATION
There are approximately 9,700 schools including
about 1,850 secondary schools, 1,919 high schools, 75
evening schools, 107 centers of adult education, and 85
special schools for disabled children. In the year’s 1999
to 2000, the number of pupils in these schools reached
over 5.7 million. Compulsory-type education provided
by the State (Republic of Uzbekistan) is free. This form
of education allows the country to reach the 98 percent
literacy rate. The Uzbekistan government builds schools;
purchases equipment, material, and textbooks; educates
teachers; conducts research; creates curricula and methodologies of teaching; and establishes examination procedures. The school system includes both urban and rural
schools, all of which fall under the supervision of the
Ministry of Public Education.
Secondary education is divided into two stages. The
first stage includes nine years of compulsory schooling
with the same programs all over Uzbekistan. The second
stage covers education and vocational training after nine
years. It includes general secondary education and specialized secondary education. Young people receive general secondary education while staying in school for the
tenth and eleventh grades. Upon successful completion,
they get a Certificate of Complete Secondary Education.
Specialized secondary education is provided through
a net of schools:
• Professionalno-Tehnicheskoye Uchilishe (PTU or
Professional Technical School). Graduates receive a
Junior Specialist Diploma equal to a Certificate of
Complete Secondary Education.
• Tehnikum (Technical College). Graduates receive a
Junior Specialist Diploma equal to a Certificate of
Complete Secondary Education.
• Lytsei (Lyceum) or various training courses offered
by higher education institutions or industry. Graduates receive a Junior Specialist Diploma equal to a
Certificate of Complete Secondary Education.
Formerly, Soviet-type schools had one curriculum for all
schools across the union. Today, the curriculum is less
rigid and defined. However, there are two new subjects:
the Uzbek language and a basic ecology course included
in every teaching plan. All students of the same grade
study together and change classes together.
Teachers grade oral answers during lessons and test
papers. Standardized tests and multiple-choice tests are
rare. At the end of the quarter (semester), grades are averaged. Exams, written or oral, are given at the end of the
year. At the completion of secondary school, a certificate
or diploma is awarded. The first certificate is awarded for
the completion of the compulsory ninth grade after which
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the individual can go to any type of school. The second
certificate, Certificate of Complete Secondary Education
(attestat zrelosti or certificate of maturity), is awarded
after the eleventh grade. Those who graduate from technical colleges receive a diploma that is legally equal to
the certificate and also qualifies them in technical fields.
Teachers in the secondary education schools must be
graduates of the pedagogical institute (old Soviet-style)
or graduates at the Master’s degree level in the new system. Teachers are taught many background professional
subjects; general courses in philosophy, language, literature, and education-related courses like psychology (general, developmental, and educational); the history of
education; and general educational methodology. They
also study methodology in their area of specialization, for
example, the methodology of teaching math or a foreign
language. Teachers specialize at least in two subjects and
traditional pairs are as follows: language/literature, math/
physics, chemistry/biology, English/German (or French
as a second foreign language), and history/geography.
Another source of teachers comes from the professional
community. For example, engineers would teach drafting
and accountants would teach mathematics. In vocational
schools, professionals teach their own specialties.
Students who fail to pass exams in one or two subjects are normally given a re-examination. Teachers and
peers provide help. When the student fails a year exam,
summer classes are prescribed, and a re-examination is
given in the fall. A student who fails all possible reexaminations, demonstrates a poor attitude, and also has
discipline problems must repeat the grade. Education is
compulsory and dropping out is not permitted. Only a serious family reason, (such as the pupil being the only
wage earner in the family, a trouble-maker, or a runaway)
causes students to be considered dropouts. Teachers and
administration do everything possible to keep children in
school and to educate them to the required level.
There are about 440 Secondary Specialized Educational Institutions, including 209 trade (professional)
schools, 180 academic Lycea, and 53 business schools.
Approximately 221,000 individuals are trained in technical and vocational schools that offer more than 260 specialties. Vocational or specialized secondary education as
a system exists in two traditional subsystems (PTU and
Tehnikums) and one relatively new subsystem (Lytsei).
Professional Technical School or prof-teh-uchilishe
(PTU) trains the blue-collar workers at a basic technical
level like electricians, turners, technicians, cooks, hairdressers, plumbers, tailors, medical personnel, and machinists. About 60 percent of the students enter PTU after
the ninth grade of compulsory school and some after the
eleventh grade. This system trains about 260,000 students
throughout the country. Today PTU has made a transition
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to preparing specialists of two to three modern professions. Depending on profession and preparation level, the
training may be of different lengths. Annually, about
110,000 to 115,000 students graduate from these schools.
Under the former Soviet system, the Ministry of
Public Education controlling the PTU’s received ‘‘orders’’ from major enterprises on the type of specialists
they needed. Approximately 50 percent of the students
are still being trained to fulfill these ‘‘orders.’’ Tehnikums (technical colleges) belong to a number of different ministries, but the Ministry of Higher and Specialized
Secondary Education has overall responsibility for the
system. Tehnikums educate and train blue-collar workers
of middle and higher qualification levels, as well as some
white-collar professions who can be first level supervisors in the technical fields. Young people can enter Tehnikum after the ninth or eleventh grade, and depending
on the profession, the program duration varies from one
and a half to four years.
Approximately 180 Lycea were created, using the
model of technical colleges, to fill the gap in new professions (mainly in the economic and service fields) that
were not addressed by the previous system. Some Lycea
are established by universities, and courses are taught by
university instructors and professors. Since Lyceum takes
three years (not two like the tenth and eleventh grade),
the Bachelor’s degree can be obtained in three years after
that (not in four years like those who finish a traditional
school). Experiments on this new multi-level system are
being held on the basis of the Tashkent Pedagogical Institute. The government plans to have about 300 Lycea to
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educate about 1.5 million students in the next five to ten
years.
Additionally, several training centers belonging to
national enterprises and over 50 business-schools offer
training for accountants, assistants, and business managers. The Ministry of Labor is responsible for the retraining of the active labor force for the labor market. It
has three training centers, but prefers to direct trainees to
other vocational training institutes. After finishing the
eleventh grade of secondary school, PTU, Tehnikum, or
Lytsei, regardless of the type of secondary training completed, a citizen of Uzbekistan at the age of seventeeneighteen, may continue his or her education in higher education institutions. Despite this opportunity, every year
80,000 to 100,000 young people, who received a basic 9
year compulsory education, remain unclaimed by the industries.
Admission to all types of schools is based on the results of entrance exams. In 1993, standardized university
admission exams were adopted. These tests are administered throughout Uzbekistan.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The Ministry of Higher and Specialized Secondary
Education is responsible for the higher education system
and its restructuring. During the transition period, higher
education was hindered by a shortage of laboratories, libraries, computers, data banks, and publishing facilities
to disseminate research findings; however, progress can
also be seen. There are 62 higher education institutions,
including 2 academies (in Uzbekistan, as it was in the Soviet system, the word academia means the top-level research and educational institutions), 16 universities
(universitet), and 44 institutes (institut). In 1999 to 2000
the system provided education to about 166,000 students.
The Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences is the leading
institution in all types of research. Only top graduate
studies can be conducted within the Academy. Universities and institutes are both research and educational institutions. Universities are educational institutions
responsible for the preparation of skilled professors and
teachers, as well as academic staff and researchers in a
variety of disciplines. Institutes are responsible for the
preparation of various specialists.
Institutions of higher education belong to different
Ministries:
• The Ministry of Higher Education administers 32
universities and institutes to offer students a variety
of programs including economics, engineering, finance, languages, oriental studies, architecture,
chemistry, and technology.
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• The Ministry of Public Education administers six institutes for the training of teachers in elementary,
secondary, and higher education.
• The Ministry of Health administers seven institutes
for medical and pharmaceutical training.
• The Ministry of Agriculture administers four institutes for training students in agriculture, agricultural
mechanization, irrigation, and economics.
• The Ministry of Justice administers one law institute
in Tashkent.
• The Ministry of Culture administers three institutes
for the study of art, music, theater, and cinema of
which all are in Tashkent.
• In Samarkand, Uzbekbirlashov, the cooperative
company administers the Cooperative institute.
Finally, there is the Uzbek State Institute for Physical
Training, the Tashkent Institute of Railway Engineers,
the Institute for Civil Aviation, and the University of
World Economics and Diplomacy. The latter comes
under the auspices of the President and prepares students
majoring in journalism, world diplomacy, and economics.
The number of majors offered in higher education in
Uzbekistan is over 270, and the number of specialties is
over 600. The Soviet-style higher education system differed greatly from the western model. A five-year education was equal to the Master’s degree level in the West,
for example. Today this causes confusion in recalculating
the degrees. Educational authorities therefore decided to
adopt the western system and reduce higher education
programs to four years. According to some sources, the
transition from five-years of higher education to the international system with Bachelor’s (four years) and Master’s degrees (two years) has been completed. However,
according to American Council for Collaboration in Education and Language Study (ACCELS) administering the
American Educational Advising Center (EAC) in Tashkent, only some of the accredited higher education institutions have changed. One example is the University of
World Economics and Diplomacy that offers Bachelor’s
degrees after four years of study and Master’s degrees
after two additional years of study. Medical institutes
have five to six year programs depending on specialty.
In Uzbekistan, all universities and institutes are public. Private institutions of higher education are not yet
available. To be admitted to university-level studies, an
individual must complete any form of secondary school
and have either a Certificate of Complete Secondary Education or a Diploma equal to this certificate. Because
higher education in the Soviet system was free and the
government provided assistance in the form of stipends,
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the demand for the university seats was always very high.
Thousands of people competed for the limited slots
(sometimes over 10 candidates per slot). This system allowed universities and institutes to select the best individuals by giving entrance exams, but caused millions to be
deprived of the opportunity for higher education. Additionally, admission occurred only once a year for the
same program. Unfortunately, results of these examinations and selections were too often influenced by highranking officials and senior leaders trying to help their
youngsters. This was the area where nepotism, clannishness, and even corruption were normal. This caused even
the most talented and gifted school graduates to be
rejected.
Since 1993, entrance exams have been changed to
tests. All entrance tests take place simultaneously on 1
August throughout the republic. Admission to higher educational institutions is based primarily on merit. However, in some institutions, authorities require an interview
to determine the student’s aptitude and motivation in a
given field. Universities and institutes also require a basic
medical check to ensure that students are free from all
types of infections and fit to pursue their studies.
Traditionally, universities and institutes were divided into fakultets. Facultets are like schools (of business
or of education, for example) in American universities.
They are structural units reflecting major fields of specialization. Fakultet is further divided into specific kafedras or chairs (departments) dedicated to narrower
specialties. As an example, it may be the German language kafedra (chair) and French language kafedra
(chair) within the fakultet of Foreign languages. The latter may belong to the Pedagogical Institute that also has
a facultet of physics and math (educating teachers of
physics and math), a facultet of geography (educating
teachers of geography), and a fakultet of biology (educating teachers of biology). Each institution of higher education is headed by a rector with the fakultets led by deans
and the kafedras (chairs) led by chair chiefs.
In addition to normally enrolled students, universities and institutes often accept some candidates with marginal scores compared to the already enrolled students
that can replace poor performing students or possible
dropouts. Teaching styles and techniques at the higher
education level differ greatly from, for example, a pure
lecture style to absolute improvisation. Using technology, such as TVs and VCRs, is possible (if the equipment
is available), but computers and LCD projectors are quite
rare because of the high cost, inferior maintenance structure, and high probability of theft. In the Soviet system,
studying in the institutions of higher education was free
of charge, and moreover, the government paid students
some stipends. These stipends covered at least some of
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life’s expenses because students did not have any time for
work. Many students had to have their parents’ support
or work at night to sustain them.
Since 1995, due to the processes of democratization,
many institutions introduced admission on a contractual
basis with tuition charges paid by the student. In the 1999
to 2000 academic year 25 higher education institutions
admitted 2012 students to the undergraduate courses and
830 of them (41.3 percent) were on the contract basis. In
general, out of 39,500 students studying for their bachelor degree, 17,600 (44.6 percent) have been admitted on
the contract basis. Further commercialization of the educational system will make this situation normal.
Classes generally last five to six hours a day every
day of the week. Students often study on Saturdays and
usually have 30 to 36 hours of studying a week. Semester
courses have an exam at the end of semester. If courses
last for more than a semester, then there is zachet (test
with no grade that is pass or fail) at the end of the first
semester and an exam at the end of the course. Semester
requirements allow no more than five examinations (two
exams plus three zachets or three exams plus two zachets)
to be taken. During the last two to three years of education, students also have some writing examinations in the
form of a ‘‘diploma paper’’ that shows the student’s ability to conduct research. Students also take one or two
State Exams that cover all the specialty material studied.
Generally, the State Examination Commission includes
the industry representatives or science authorities from
other universities. Successful graduates get a Diploma of
a Specialist that is accepted at all jobs.
With the decline of the Soviet system and lack of financial support, professional education and training for
specialists has also declined. What was previously called
kursy povysheniya kvalifikatsii (qualification raising
courses) seldom occurs. Conferences and symposia for
teachers and other professionals to exchange experiences
are often canceled. Professional journals and magazines
are no longer available, and foreign editions are often too
costly. Some industries and commercial entities that have
their own centers can afford retraining and targeted training. Otherwise, teachers and many other specialists are
left on their own in their quest for perfection.
In 1998, almost 300 educational and research institutions employed over 25,000 scientists and researchers.
Most talented graduates from the university or institute
enter aspirantura (postgraduate training—first level).
After three years of study, two to three exams, and the
writing and Defending of a dissertation, a Kandidat Nauk
degree (Candidate of Sciences, which is equivalent to a
Ph.D.) is conferred by the Cabinet of Ministers. Kandidat
Nauk (unlike the Ph.D. in the United States) is not a terminal degree. The highest scientific level is the Doktor
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Nauk (Doctor of Sciences) degree, which is approximately equal to the postdoctoral level in the United States. Because this degree is highly honored and influential, the
government places significant requirements on those pursuing it. To apply for this degree and/or to enter doktorantura, an individual must:
• become a distinguished researcher in their chosen
field
• provide a very broad generalization for the field of
study,
• patent and implement a very important (revolutionary) invention
• discover or establish a new field of research or new
science.
To obtain this degree, the scholar must also have
many years of experience and publications in major scientific journals. Such a scholar either enters a doktorantura (no exams, only a competitive dissertation proposal
and the highest credentials), or writes the dissertation
during his or her free time. There are no formal classes
or exams because the student is practically the first ‘‘specialist’’ in a particular field. The dissertation (two times
longer than the Ph.D. dissertation) is formally and publicly defended in the presence of the scientific council with
10 to 20 specialists of the Doctor of Sciences level. So
after two to three years of doktorantura, if the dissertation is accepted and successfully defended, the scholar
earns the Doctor of Sciences degree conferred by the
Cabinet of Ministers (not by University authorities as it
is traditionally done in the West). His or her contribution
opens new areas of research for future Ph.D. candidates,
and the scholar becomes a scientific mentor in their research or establishes a school. Government requirements,
defending procedure, and conferring authority are what
differentiates the Doctor of Sciences degree from Western postdoctoral studies. This former Soviet systembased degree, which is required to get a full professorship, is available in Uzbekistan (as well as in many other
European and Asian countries, including Denmark, Latvia, and so on).
All top administrators and rectors of universities and
colleges, deans of schools, and heads of departments
have a Doctor of Sciences degree. Finally, in order to become a full member of the Academy of Science, this degree is a must. In very rare cases when the quality of
research and dissertation is exceptionally high, a Doctor
of Sciences degree may be awarded right after the Kandidat Nauk dissertation. From 1994 to 1998 the number of
Doktor Nauk (Doctors of Sciences) in Uzbekistan grew
by 8 percent and has reached 2.5 thousand, while the
number of Kandidat Nauk (Candidates of Sciences) grew
by 9 percent and reached 155,000.
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In order to be admitted to the university, foreign students should hold a Complete Secondary Education Certificate (or its equivalent) and fulfill certain entry
requirements. Applicants must contact the proper embassy to obtain information on visa regulations and educational requirements. Since the languages of instruction in
the educational institutions of Uzbekistan are Uzbek and
Russian, most institutions offer Uzbek and Russian
courses for foreign students. Uzbekistan, as is the case
with many other developing countries, builds its international future through educating new generations abroad.
In addition to over 700 students and young professionals
studying abroad thanks to the sponsorship of the Umid
Foundation, the Ustoz foundation was established to ensure the re-training of teachers on leading pedagogical
technologies and innovations both in Uzbekistan and
abroad. American specialists and organizations also help
to identify talented and gifted students for study in the
United States.
Most schools have their own libraries. The majority
of school libraries have only 70-75 percent of required
materials. As a result, pupils have inadequate access to
information. Some of the higher institution libraries, such
as the Samarkand State University library that contains
over three million volumes (including 10,000 unique medieval manuscripts,) are big. Others are small and contain
a few hundred books. Libraries also offer a number of
current magazines and periodicals. In addition to the
school libraries, regions, towns, and cities have their own
public libraries. Libraries traditionally play a significant
role in education and the daily life of the citizens.
New electronic libraries are being introduced with
the help of the international community. For example, LIBANTA (LIBrary ANtverpen TAshkent) was built as an
international project with Belgium at the Tashkent Electrotechnical Institute of Communication. It includes a
graduate center equipped with lecture halls, computer
classes with Internet access, and a scientific-technical library with automation data. It also offers students videocassettes and CD-ROMs.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
All educational institutions come under control of
Ministries. For instance, the Samarkand State University
is administered through the University Council headed by
the rector, who is appointed by a presidential decree. The
other members of the Council include a vice-rector,
Deans of Facultets (Schools), and representatives of departments and research centers. The rector administers
the educational, administrative, and financial affairs of
the University. He or she represents the university to
other organizations and implements the resolutions apWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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proved by the council. The vice-rector assists the rector
in conducting the business of the university; supervises
the educational, cultural, recreational, and social activities of the students; and presides over the Board of Postgraduate Studies and Research.
To accelerate major changes that are currently underway, the administration of Uzbekistan education has
been streamlined. In place of the former bureaus and departments scattered about in different locations, there is
now a single Republic Education Methodology Center in
Tashkent. This center coordinates all the institutions supervised by the Ministry of Education, including preschools, general academic schools, teacher training
schools, pedagogical institutes, qualification-raising centers, and special schools.
The Uzbekistan system of education is administered
by the Ministry of Public Education and the Ministry of
Higher and Secondary Specialized Education. The Ministers, as with all other members of the cabinet, are appointed by the President. Education absorbs about 8 percent
of the GDP per annum. In 1998, however, according to
Europa Publications, budgetary expenditure on education
was 107,484 million or 22.8 percent of the budget. State
educational institutions are funded from Republic and
local budgets, as well as additional funds. The government also looks for heavy financial investments in the
construction and equipment of new colleges, the development and implementation of modern training programs,
and the system of pre-service and in-service training for
teachers. The Minister of Education stated that, ‘‘The priority of education in the area of social development of the
country, the development of the educational sphere, and
therefore the investment into human resources, is one of
the government priorities’’ (Gulyamov 1999).
Typical budget expenditures include the construction
and reconstruction of new buildings, the acquisition of
educational equipment and materials, and the acquisition
of academic and research funds. Educational research is
conducted by numerous Kandidat Nauk (Candidate of
Pedagogical Sciences) and directed by the Doctor Nauk
(Doctor of Pedagogical Sciences) in all universities and
institutes. The results of research are published in journals and generalized by the Uzbekistan Academy of Sciences. Scientific research is viewed as an essential part
of every higher education institution. Contemporary budgets are restricted though. Research activities are therefore funded through university budgets, grants from the
Republican State Committee of Science, and international foundations.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Nonformal education is the education given in either
volunteer or non-certifiable form. This type of training is
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provided through numerous kruzhki (hobby or vocational
circles) in schools or culture clubs, which make it possible for children to follow their interests. There may be
fine arts, performance, sewing, culinary, or any other
kruzhki that bring children together on a regular basis and
give them skills and knowledge. Teachers, parents, or
volunteers from the neighborhood can be leaders.
There are also various sektsii (sections) for athletic
training. Those normally are used for training in basketball, soccer, volleyball, tennis, and other similar activities. No professional diplomas or certificates (except for
winning) are awarded at the end of these programs. No
specialists are prepared for this type of education either.
Athletic training is provided by sections at schools, palaces of sports, or stadiums. Usually, a physical education
teacher takes care of these extra-curricular activities to
prepare the school basketball, soccer, volleyball, and
other teams for competitions at the region, city, or even
republic levels.
Traditionally, those who have not finished school attend the evening schools or centers of adult education.
Approximately 93,000 students attend the evening classes in technical schools only. In addition to traditional education and professional training, the adult education
system must solve some other problems. One of them is
the retraining of adults from Cyrillic to Latin script. The
second is training in new disciplines like democratic principles, which are necessary for participation in any international communication. The third one is management
skills, which were never taught under the old system.
Due to low income and high computer prices, access
to computer technology is limited, and massive distance
learning (DL) is still an issue for the future. However,
some institutes, like the Tashkent Electrotechnical Institute of Communications, do have DL centers and offer
several courses on line. In March 1999, the International
Research and Exchanges Board (IREX), sponsored by
the United States Information Agency, organized the
third in a series of conferences and seminars addressing
the development of distance learning in Uzbekistan.

TEACHING PROFESSION
According the US State Department, in the early
1990’s, Uzbekistan higher education produced about
20,000 new teachers annually for the primary and secondary levels and another 20,000 for higher education.
In 1993 the ratio of staff to students was 1 to 12 in preschool institutions, 1 to 11.5 in primary and secondary
schools, 1 to 12 in vocational schools, and 1 to 6.8 in institutions of higher education. Experts indicate the need
to reduce the teacher-training program to concentrate
funds. Since experts suggest that the existing staff is inadequately trained to deal with upcoming curriculum
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Global free-market orientation means that there is a risk
of lacking support from the state and the obvious necessity to seek support abroad with the goal of one day to becoming self-sustained. Uzbekistan education is going
through two types of transformations in regard to its
structure and content. New administrative structures, educational institutions as new forms, restructured old institutions as renewed forms, and seemingly the same
schools with less or more years to study all need new content for education. The change of ideology, language, and
orientation all lead to dramatic changes in the taught subjects, tested knowledge, and results of education.

changes and the requirement to teach in Uzbek. They also
noted the necessity to open a few high-quality research
and training centers for intensive retraining and inservice training for teachers. The implementation of this
National Program requires in-service training of more
than half a million teachers and pre-service training of
new teachers for the system of secondary specialized and
vocational training.
Thanks to the concentration of funds efforts in the
1990s, the government has made significant improvements in teacher salaries and benefits. A monthly salary
of teachers ranges from 40 to 60 American dollars. These
salaries are closer to those of engineers and doctors (who
are also poorly paid); however, many teachers leave the
educational sector because salaries are still not competitive with those elsewhere in the economy. In higher education, professors get about 60 to 70 dollars per month,
which is more competitive with those in other occupations in Uzbekistan, but certainly not with those on the
international teaching market. Finally, as it was stated by
many high-ranking officials, including the Ministry of
Education, there is not sufficient money to raise teacher
salaries to a level that will attract and keep them in the
profession.

SUMMARY
Two main ideas, the democratization of education
(as a political slogan) and the global free-market orientation (as economical reality), define the transitional period
of the Uzbekistan educational system. The democratization of education means that there is liberation from the
Soviet ideology, doctrines, and centralized stiffness.
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Political leaders state that the new Constitution,
laws, and regulations provide a political foundation for
the restructuring of Uzbekistan economical life and education that will take at least 10 to 15 years. According to
educational leaders, new standards based on international
experience have been developed for all four levels of education. New textbooks and instructive materials for
schools in the Latin script are being published. In collaboration with various international organizations and financial institutions, a number of projects for the
restructuring of the system of education in Uzbekistan are
being implemented. The gradual transition to a market
economy leads to the introduction of a network of business-schools and new technologies and the establishment
of distant education.
However, the country is still on the same level as developing countries. With its high literacy rate (98 percent) achieved by the former Soviet system, Uzbekistan
is seeking international standards and financial help to
become accepted on the international market. The modernizing efforts and reforms of the educational system, as
well as the tuning of it to fit the free market global economy, will take a lot of time. Estimations by politicians’ of
10 to 15 years for noticeable results should probably be
doubled.
International programs assisting the transformation
of Uzbekistan education generally work in the following
directions:
• language help and instructional help in language acquisition
• financial help to individuals and organizations open
for change
• technological help (libraries, computer centers, and
research and communications equipment)
• organizational (restructuring existing structures,
aiming for reform and change, introducing new
structures, and providing help to self-growing structures), and informational help.
Many foreign entities, including the American Embassy in Tashkent, as well as hundreds of volunteers,
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work with Uzbek universities and secondary schools in
hopes of improving the quality of English instruction.
The idea is to increase access to internationally available
information and resources in order to ensure the process
of opening. Teacher training activities and information
exchange lie at the center of this process. Some universities introduce community outreach activities to involve
students; others introduce a weekly English language
radio program and the publication of an English newspaper. Volunteers make efforts to introduce English as early
as possible and to reach youth. They organize day camps
for Uzbekistan youth to teach English and discuss issues
of common interest.
In 1998 almost 600 teachers and students participated in international conferences, and over 300 professors
from other countries worked at the universities of Uzbekistan. Education in Uzbekistan is undergoing significant
change. It needs and seeks change. The educational system and educators liberated from Soviet control are heading toward the future. The needs are numerous. One of
the most serious needs is the change of an ideological
system from stable Marxism to eclectic, but flexible freemarket ideology. Teachers and professors have been
trained in a predominantly atheistic way of thinking, and
this ideological core has influenced all aspects of education. It will take time and effort to overcome this influence. The fact that the president of Uzbekistan and most
of its modern leaders are former Communist leaders, and
the leading political party is the former Communist party,
only adds to the complexity of the situation.
There is the need for language changes. This touches
domains such as language education, history, and literature with less involved scientific education. However, in
a few years with the students speaking only Uzbek, it will
also be necessary to use Uzbek in teaching sciences.
There will be a significant need for teachers and professors newly trained in Uzbek. Not all teachers and professors are able to do so. There is also a need for new
textbooks. Leading experts from the Uzbek Academy of
Sciences have been called upon to produce new books for
the secondary schools. The Republic Education Methodology Center planned to introduce ‘‘Stories of the History
of the Peoples of Uzbekistan’’ in pictures to the fourth
grade in 1993 and a country history for eighth and ninth
grades.
The ultimate success of educational reforms will depend on funding, public or private. The latter will become
more likely when Uzbekistan demonstrates a desire to
join the mainstream of the world economy. The eventual
goal of the country is to move from state to private funding and make the system self-supporting or selfsufficient. According to Gulyamov, the educational system must go through the following phases of change:
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• The first phase (1997-2001) foresees the creation of
a legislative foundation for the restructuring of the
system and the renovating of educational content.
During this period, teachers must be trained and retrained for the use of new techniques, educational
standards, and training programs.
• The second phase (2001-2005) foresees the implementation of the main objectives of the National Program on Personnel Training, which includes
implementation of the necessary transformations to
fit the labor market and social conditions.
• The third phase 2005 and further foresees the further
improvement of educational system on the basis of
the twenty-first century’s accumulated experience.
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VANUATU

BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Vanuatu

Region:

Oceania

Population:

189,618

Language(s):

English, French,
Bislama (Bichelama)

Literacy Rate:

53%

2:3. Junior secondary school includes students from
grade 8 to 10 and senior secondary school includes grade
11 to 13. Only 20 to 25 percent of students graduating
from primary school continue to junior secondary education. In 1990, some 3,799 (17 percent) of students in this
age group were enrolled in one of the 14 secondary
schools. Female to male teacher ratios were 3:7 in 1990.
A Pacific Senior Secondary Certificate will be introduced to senior secondary students (for both Englishspeaking and French-speaking) at grade 12. After passing
the examination, students complete the last year of foundation studies before admission to the University of the
South Pacific. Tertiary (higher) education requires students to go overseas as there is no university in Vanuatu.
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The Ministry of Education administers the formal
system of education, which consists of six years of primary education, four years of junior secondary education,
and three years of senior secondary education. Only the
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public and private education were 19.2 percent of the annual budget and 4.4 percent of the gross national product
in 1990.
Students from grades one to seven attend primary
school. In 1990, some 26,267 (96 percent) children in this
grade range were enrolled in the 78 primary schools. The
ratio of female to male teachers in primary school was
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VATICAN CITY STATE
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Vatican City State (Holy
See)

Region:

Europe
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VATICAN CITY STATE

Population:
Language(s):
Literacy Rate:

880
Italian, Latin
100%

The Holy See, the national entity that is located in
what is usually referred to as Vatican City, may be most
easily defined as the central government of the Roman
Catholic Church. The physical location of this ancient
walled enclave is only .44 square kilometers. The total
population of Vatican citizens can fluctuate between 400
to approximately 900 residents, with about 3,000 lay people who work within the Vatican but live outside its
boundaries. Citizenship is not a birthright; citizens are
primarily members of the clergy and can receive their citizenship for short but renewable periods of time as selected by the members of the Holy See. There is no annual
birthrate, thus no need for primary schools, but it does
consistently have a 100 percent literacy rate.
Besides what is within the Vatican walls, the Holy
See also controls around a dozen buildings, such as the
Castle Gondolfo (the Pope’s summer residence) and
many of the pontifical university buildings, which are
outside the official boundaries. There are at least 15 educational institutions that have received Pontifical status
from the Pope, but most actually exist on the streets of
Rome not within the Vatican. The institutes, colleges, and
universities do a wide variety of educational tasks from
training young seminarians who are to receive their fundamental instruction before ordination up to training clergy from around the world on advanced studies in subjects
like the canon law of the church, theology, and spirituality. The students may then return home or serve a mission
elsewhere as a pastor, administrator, and/or instructor.
Many of the institutions award graduate degrees, including doctorates.
Some of these major institutions of higher education
that are actually within Rome’s territory but claimed as
part of the Vatican, are: Gregorian University (Pontificia
Universita Gregoriana), which is paired, in physical plant
and study, with the Biblical Institute (Pontificio Insituto
Biblico) and its affiliated school, the Oriental Institute
(Pontificio Isitutio Orientale); the Lateran University
(Pontificia Universita Lateranense); Urban University
(Pontificia Universita Urbaniana); St. Thomas Aquinas
University (Pontificia Universita S. Tommaso d’
Aquino); University of the Holy Cross (Pontificia Universita della Santa Croce); and Salesian University Pontificia Universita Salesiana), founded by St. John Bosco
in the mid-1880s, named for a order of priests, brothers,
and nuns who had a special devotion to helping young
people, especially the poor, through education, activities,
and work—often on farms.
The most famous of the universities may be Gregorian University, also known by the affectionate nickname
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of ‘‘The Greg.’’ Its rector is appointed by the Pope and
its teachers are almost all Jesuits (Society of Jesus),
though not all of its students over the years have been
clergy. Founded by St. Ignatius of Loyola and St. Francis
Borgia in 1551, its curriculum includes canon law, theology, philosophy, psychology, social sciences, and church
history. It was given its present name years after its
founding to honor Pope Gregory XIII (much the way
Urban University bares a name popular with popes for
centuries), who helped to expand the school. Among its
graduates are 16 popes, at least 19 canonized saints, and
at least another 24 who have been beatified.
The Ethiopian College, the only school still within
the grounds of the Holy See/Vatican City, is a seminar
started to train young African males for the priesthood.
It has graduated many of the African bishops and cardinals who are now in office. The North American College,
like the Ethiopian College, was built for seminarians and
priests from that particular continent. It is one of the newest institutions, having been founded about the time of
the American Civil War. There are also other, older institutions within Rome’s territory, like the Angelicum, run
by the Dominicans, where Pope John Paul II took a doctorate.
Within the Vatican are several scholarly and educational institutions. Of great interest to scholars is the Vatican Library (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana), founded by
Pope Nicholas V in the mid-1400s. It has been filled with
books, manuscripts, and engravings throughout the centuries. It also contains the Vatican School of Librarianship. Next to the Apostolic Library is the Secret Vatican
Archives. Obviously, its existence is not a secret, but it
does conserve important possessions of the church along
with ancient manuscripts and all the correspondence,
since 1660, of the Holy See’s Secretariat of State. It also
runs the Vatican School of Palaeography, Diplomacy,
and Archivistry. Additionally, there are three academies
established for both study and promotion of the church’s
beliefs. The Pontifical Academy of Sciences is by far the
oldest, founded in 1603 when it was called the Academy
of the Lynx-Eyed. Its 80 members are appointed by the
pope and are chosen from around the globe. Both the
Pontifical Academy of Social Sciences and the Pontifical
Academy for Life were founded in 1994 by Pope John
Paul II.
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main political and administrative unit of the country; it
enjoys the reputation of being one of the most cosmopolitan cities in Latin America, as evidenced by its modern
architecture and highways. Caracas is about 40 minutes
from the international airport, which serves as a gateway
between North and South America.

VENEZUELA

BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Venezuela

Region:

South America

Population:

23,542,649

Language(s):

Spanish

Literacy Rate:

91.1%

Compulsory Schooling:

10 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

5.2%

Libraries:

701

Educational Enrollment:

Primary: 4,262,221
Secondary: 377,984
Higher: 550,783

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 91%
Secondary: 40%

Teachers:

Primary: 202,195
Higher: 43,833

Student-Teacher Ratio:

Primary: 21:1

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 93%
Secondary: 46%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela is the most
northerly of the countries of South America and the sixth
in size. Venezuela was discovered by Christopher Columbus on his third journey to the Indies in 1498. Venezuela occupies an area of 912,050 square kilometers
(352, 143 square miles) and is surrounded by the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean on the north; on the east
by the disputed territory of English Guyana; on the south
by Brazil; and on the west by Colombia.
The population in 2000 was estimated to be 23.5 million. The distribution by age groups is as follows: 0-14
years, 33 percent; 15-64 years, 63 percent; 65 years and
over, 4 percent. Venezuela is a highly centralized country; about 75 percent of the people are located in only 20
percent of the national territory. Therefore, the main educational, professional, industrial, and health centers are
located in large cities: Caracas, Maracaibo, Barquisimeto, Ciudad Guayana, Puerto La Cruz, and Valencia. Since
colonial times Caracas has been, and still is today, the
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Three main ethnic groups make up the Venezuelan
population: European, African, and Indian. Despite the
historical and cultural differences that have traditionally
separated these groups, Venezuela is not a country of racial rivalry. The country can be considered a rarity in
terms of racial integration; however, there are few pockets of regions that are inhabited by predominantly Indian
or African descendants. The mestizo population amounts
to 67 percent, the whites to 21 percent, the blacks to 10
percent, and the Amerindians to 2 percent. Compared
with other Latin American countries, Venezuela never
had a large Indian population. After its discovery by
Spain, the Indian population was highly diminished,
mainly because of the European dominance in strategic
warfare planning and warfare superiority (horses, guns,
and steel), but also because the natives lacked immunity
to many of the diseases brought by the Europeans (Diamond 1999). Fewer than 150,000 Indians were counted
in the 1981 census, and more than one third were Guajiros, a group located in Zulia, a northwest state bordering
Colombia. There are also a significant number of Indians
in Amazonas, a southern state bordering Brazil. Some of
these tribes still speak their native dialects, but Spanish
is the official language of this predominantly Catholic
nation.
Major social and economic divisions were predominant in Venezuela during the colonial times. Education
was primarily Catholic and only available to a small minority, which was basically comprised of Europeans and
their descendants, typically known as criollos. Because
of the rapid political developments in the Spanish Empire
and in the colonies, these levels of inequalities were soon
to disappear. On the one hand, Napoleon invaded Spain
in 1808, thus weakening the legal and economic foundation of the Crown. On the other hand, at the end of the
eighteenth century and the early nineteenth century, a
small group of educators, intellectuals, and priests were
highly influenced by the literature of the Enlightenment.
This literature praised the rights of the individual, the
ideals of justice and freedom for all, and promoted education of the masses as a means to achieve democracy and
self-realization. The Enlightenment laid out the philosophical and legal principles for the emergence of nationhood, first in Europe, and later in Latin America.
Simón Bolívar (1783-1830), better known as ‘‘The
Liberator,’’ (because of his leading role in the independence of Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and Bo1539
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livia) was a strong believer in these philosophical
principles. Therefore, it is no coincidence that historians
from different schools have considered Bolívar’s contribution to Spanish-American independence as a product
of political European thought. In particular, the philosophies of Montesquieu and Jean-Jacques Rousseau, foundations for the French Revolution (1789), have been
considered political tools for the independence of Spanish-America. Thus, the idealistic vision of equality expressed by these philosophies can be considered the
backbone of Bolívar’s proclamation of free education in
all regions.
The ideals of equality upheld by the French Revolution are highly relevant not only because of social justice,
but also because of their influence on the national educational systems in the colonies. Different features of the
Venezuelan educational system, such as the degree of
centralization, the structure of schools and the wellrounded curriculum, are also a product of this European
influence. According to Montesquieu, the only way to acquire the virtues of a Republic was through a good educational system. It was no coincidence, then, that Bolívar
added a moral branch to his form of government. His famous motto clearly depicts this philosophy of the time:
‘‘moral y luces son nuestras primeras necesidades’’
(‘‘morals and education are our primary needs’’). When
Bolívar died in 1830, there were 96 schools in the whole
country. By 1839 the number of schools had more than
doubled, reaching 215 schools. However, the number of
school-age students who attended school was very low,
only about 4.7 percent in 1840. Although education had
become more accessible than in previous years, it was
still a privilege available to limited numbers of students
at any level. By 1844, there were 510 university students;
between 1805 and 1848, the university graduated 247 bachilleres (high school diploma holders) and 45 licenciados (university diploma holders) and between 1827 and
1832, some 247 bachilleres and 48 licenciados. In 1844
there was a population of 1,218,716, and the school enrollment figures included 11,969 students in primary education, 621 students in secondary education, and 510
students at the university level.
Although the emphasis on education was present
throughout the nineteenth century, the goal of free and
compulsory education was not strongly pursued until the
regime of President Antonio Guzmán Blanco (18291899). On June 27, 1870 he issued a decree concerning
free and compulsory elementary education as the responsibility of the national government. This initiative made
possible the organization of the whole educational system, establishing the Ministry of Public Education
(1881). Also, the first teachers’ schools were established.
Within five years, the number of children in school rose
from about 8,000 to nearly 23,000. Two universities were
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created: the National University of Zulia in Maracaibo
(1891), followed by the National University of Carabobo
in Valencia (1892). However, the National University of
Carabobo was closed and did not reopen until 1958. By
1897 more attention was paid to secondary education
which consisted of secondary, normal, and technical
schools. Secondary education consisted of six years of
education in two three-year cycles, after which the student was awarded the degree of bachiller. In 1909 the enrollment figure for primary students was 48,869, of
whom only 5,799 attended private schools; the majority
of students attended the national, federal, and municipal
schools. There were 3,565 students in secondary education, 1,343 of whom attended private schools. In terms
of enrollment, the major cities had the leading number of
students, while the provinces were almost in a state of illiteracy.
During the long dictatorship (1909-1935) of Juan Vicente Gómez (1857-1935), there were no major developments in the educational system in Venezuela. In 1935,
after his death, the need for a teachers’ college led to the
creation of the National Pedagogic Institute in Caracas.
This period also witnessed a significant expansion of
public education to the provinces. The official curriculum
for primary schools first appeared in 1944. This curriculum remained in effect for nearly 30 years. The dictatorship (1948-1958) of Marcos Pérez Jiménez also represented a low point in the educational system in Venezuela. The regime did not support an open and liberal
education, and fearing a political uprising, several universities were closed or were under-funded. The education
budget was reduced, and the number of graduating or entering students drastically decreased. During this time,
the country also went through a period of massive human
rights abuses; political parties were banned, as was the
importation of progressive literature. The government
was inclined to support the development of the physical
infrastructure of the country (highways, public buildings,
etc.) rather than the intellectual growth of the population.
In 1958, the triumph of democracy over dictatorship
brought new light and hope to the educational system in
Venezuela. Several universities opened throughout the
country, and new plans were conceived for the whole
country. At least six years of primary school were compulsory until 1980, when the Organic Law of Education
was passed. In 1961 the new constitution established the
full support of the government for a plan backing free education at all levels. However, private education still had
more prestige in the Venezuelan society. Although the
government was able to improve the standards and attract
high quality teachers with higher salaries, the private sector was more successful in modernizing the educational
system and attracting students by offering bilingual and
more international-type education.
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Since the 1970s the Venezuelan educational system
has expanded substantially, in both enrollment figures
and the number of teachers at each level. Primary enrollments rose by 30 percent and secondary enrollment by
over 50 percent, while university enrollment nearly doubled. In 1985 the literacy rate for individuals 15 years or
older was 88.4 percent. One other relevant factor is that
Venezuela is a very young country; about 75 percent of
the total population is under 35 years of age. Although
this is a relatively common figure for a Latin American
country, it is no coincidence that Venezuela’s prosperous
economy, mainly because of the oil boom of the 60s and
70s, has also contributed to the population growth. It is
expected that by the year 2035, this nation will double its
current population. However, due to the ups and downs
of the oil market in recent times, this heavily oildependent nation faces new social, economic, and educational challenges. The nation will have to try to continue
to run the current infrastructure with a reduced and dwindling operating budget. At the same time, it will need to
expand its educational system in accordance with its population growth. And lastly, it will need to incorporate new
technologies into the classroom in order to keep up with
the rest of the world.
At the outset of the twenty-first century, an unprecedented era of sweeping reform began to change the structure of Venezuela’s educational system. The national
government undertook to revise the range and goals set
by the previous administrations. Pilot schools were created, with the participation of the community, in order to
evaluate new programs. The outcome of this phase is yet
unreported, but the evaluation process has sparked criticism. One area of conflict exists between supporters of
a government-backed school system that is very nationalistic in principle and other sectors that back an open and
liberal system of education at all levels.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
According to the recently rewritten constitution of
Venezuela (1999), education is ‘‘democratic, free and
compulsory.’’ At the same time, this constitution establishes that ‘‘education is a public service and is based on
the respect for all philosophical schools,’’ and it ‘‘has the
purpose of developing the creative potential of each individual.’’ The main difference between this constitution
and the one written in 1961 is that the current constitution
establishes that education is free and compulsory through
high school. Constitutionally speaking, higher education
is also free, although not compulsory. This may sound incredible to teachers and students abroad, but for the last
40 years, the central government has made a resourceful
effort to keep formal education free and accessible
through all levels.
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The newly constituted Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports is the institutional branch that oversees
the implementation of new educational laws created by
the President and congress. This institution is run by the
Minister of Education, who has the authority to make
changes or regulations to the whole educational system
in conjunction with congress. Private institutions must be
registered with the Ministry of Education and must follow the national curriculum and legislation. All private
institutions receive some type of funding from the central
government. Generally, this funding is based criteria such
as whether it is charity or religion-based. The educational
philosophy established in the constitution is that of a
modern state: supporting education as the main tool for
personal, social, economic and democratic development.
It is also established that the central government will
make the investments in education in accordance with
recommendations set forth by the United Nations.
The Ley Orgánica de Educación, (Law of Organic
Education) of 1980, establishes in article 14 that the educational system in Venezuela is an organic ensemble
where different policies and services are integrated in
order to guarantee the unity of the educational process in
and outside the school quarters. Article 15 establishes a
technical and administrative unit designed to pay close
attention to all the requirements of the educational
process; that is, to maintain connections between all
levels of the system. Article 16 establishes that the Venezuela educational system is constituted as follows: preprimary Education, Basic Education, Diversified (Professional), and Higher Education. And the sub-branches are:
Special Education, Art Education, Military Education,
Religious Education, Adult Education, and Extracurricular Education.
In relation to Diversified and Professional Education, article 23 of the Ley Orgánica de Educación reads:
[The] objective is to continue the teaching process that
the student started in the previous levels; to widen the integral development of the student and his or her cultural
background; to offer him or her opportunities so that he
or she can define an area of study or work; to bring him
or her a scientific, humanistic, and technical training that
would allow the student to enter the labor market and to
orient the student to continue on to Higher Education.

Universities are governed by a separate legislation:
The Law of Universities. This law gives universities relatively autonomous freedom for self-government, which
includes restriction of law enforcement from campuses.
This stipulation has proven successful in the politicallycharged atmosphere traditionally associated with universities.
Although these are the main legal foundations of the
Venezuelan educational system, Venezuela is currently
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undergoing a process of political and educational change;
that is, the President and Congress are currently debating
the articulation of new laws concerning the reform of the
whole educational system.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Education in Venezuela is compulsory up to high
school. Classes are conducted in Spanish in non-sectarian
schools. Education is free for all, and every citizen has
the right to attend public schools. The educational system
in Venezuela is highly centralized. For this reason,
changes or innovations that occur will affect the whole
country. Public and private schools are subject to supervision by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports.
Private schools must meet the same standards as those required in the public schools. For all levels of education
there are public and private institutions. The structure of
the whole educational system is comprised of Basic Education (Educación Básica), which lasts nine years (from
5 to 14 years); Diversified Secondary Education (Educación Media Diversificada), which lasts 2 years (14 to 16);
and Specialized Secondary Education (Educación Media
Profesional), which lasts three years (from 14 to 17),
after which the student is awarded a technical degree.
Secondary education (Educación media) is divided into
two cycles: Diversified and Professional. Training for bachilleres in science, arts, or humanities lasts two years,
and training for professional or mid-level technicians técnicos medios lasts three years.
The educational system includes preprimary through
higher and professional education. There are also a number of technical and trade schools for those who prefer
a less formal education or for those who need to enter the
labor market at a faster rate. The country has 900 high
schools and 17 public universities. Venezuela is a very
young country; the average age is 33 years. The last census showed a 91 percent literacy rate; the remaining 9
percent includes mostly minorities or deeply impoverished people.
Higher education is provided by universities, institutes, university colleges, and university institutes. There
are two ecclesiastic university institutes and three military university institutes. These institutions are grouped
in two sub-systems: Institutes and University Colleges,
mainly for short courses of study (2 1/2 to 3 years) and
Universities, mainly for long courses of study (five or six
years), leading to the award of the Licenciado or to an
equivalent professional title such as Engineer. Courses of
study are Basic Sciences, Engineering and Technology,
Agricultural and Marine Sciences, Health Sciences, Social Sciences, Education, Humanities, Art and Letters,
and Military Sciences. Public universities are Independent (with autonomy) and Experimental. Access to
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higher education is carried out through the Oficina de
Planificación del Sector Universitario(OPSU). Students
generally take a national test before they are selected to
a particular university or career. Some departments offer
independent admission tests beyond the national test,
prueba de aptitud académica. The grading system is on
a scale from 1 to 20. The minimum passing mark is 10,
and the maximum is 20. Some experimental institutions
have a 1 to 5 grading scale, others a 1 to 9 grading scale.
The academic year for public education starts in September and ends in June. Examinations are given nationally each year. At the end of the year, students who have
done poorly have the opportunity to pass the course by
passing a make-up exam. Although education is generally free, less than 15 percent of the university age population attends the university on a full-time basis. Books,
transportation, and daily expenses still remain the main
burdens for the majority of the population. The current
educational and economic reforms in Venezuela seek to
address these issues of inequality and discrimination. The
government faces the challenge of bettering the lives of
a large number of uneducated people, while addressing
the need for jobs in a country where unemployment hovers at 20 percent.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Preschool education in Venezuela is free but not
compulsory. There are many public and private institutions caring for children between the ages of three and
six. They include kindergarten, day care, and nursery
schools. In recent years the urban areas have witnessed
a boom of private institutions caring for preprimary students. Some of these schools offer bilingual education
and follow the strictest educational curriculum, comparable to those in developed countries. Due to the high cost
of these institutions, the students who attend them have
customarily been from the middle and the upper middle
class.
Under the present educational system, primary education lasts nine years. All instruction is in Spanish, but
there are a number of bilingual schools that also teach in
English, French, German, Italian, and Portuguese. The
majority of primary schools in Venezuela are coeducational, and both men and women teach at this level. Approximately 2.7 million students, about 86.6 percent of
the relevant school population, were enrolled in the primary system during the 1982-1983 school year. Most of
the children in the primary schools fall within the 6 to 14
year old range. In the decade between 1974 and 1984, enrollment grew from 1,924,040 to 2,660,940, which is
about 75 percent urban and 25 percent rural. About 88.4
percent of primary students are in public schools and 11.6
percent in private schools, but private education is largely
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urban. All institutions must be registered and supervised
by the Ministry of Education. There are four classifications of public (official) schools: national, autonomous,
state, and municipal. National schools enroll the largest
number of students (81 percent urban), followed by state
schools (54 percent urban), municipal schools (82 percent urban), and autonomous schools (88 percent urban).
According to the national census of 1950, only 50
percent (972,467) of the children of school age were enrolled. About 50 percent of the students that were ten
years old or older were illiterate. However, there has been
a steady progress in the number of students enrolled since
1958. In 1956-1957 there were 694,193 children in elementary schools, 561,367 in the public schools, and
132,826 in private schools. In 1961 the total elementary
enrollment had risen to 1,254,255. In the 1980s and
1990s these figures had sharply increased; so had the
number of school dropouts.
According to the Ministry of Education students registered in basic education from grade one to grade nine
for the academic year 1988-1989 totaled more than 3.7
million. This number steadily increased each year, reaching almost 3.9 million in 1989-1990, approximately 4.0
million in 1990-1991, and nearly 4.2 million in 19911992, where it remained for the next several years before
dropping slightly again in 1995-1996 to approximately
4.1 million. However, the next year (1996-1997) it went
back up to approximately 4.2 million again. And the next
year (1997-1998) it increased yet again, to more than 4.3
million.
As for dropouts, according to the Ministry of Education, student desertion in basic education from grade one
to grade nine for the academic year 1985-1986 totaled
286,677. This number increased the following year
(1986-1987) to 346,310. For the next several years it decreased steadily, hitting 249,343 in 1989-1990. After that
it steadily increased each year, approaching half a million
in 1994-1995. The number then declined dramatically the
following year (1995-1996) to 226,291. In the academic
year 1996-1997 student desertion in basic education from
grade one to grade nine totaled 253,873.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, the
Venezuelan educational system was undergoing sweeping reforms led by the administration of President Hugo
Chávez (1999-2006). An experimental phase started in
September of 1999 and includes 525 ‘‘Bolivarian
schools’’ all over the country. The purpose of this program is to create a new educational philosophy inspired
by the ideas of Simón Bolívar. According to this philosophy, there must be a permanent dialogue between the
school system and the needs of the social community.
The ‘‘Bolivarian schools’’ emerge as an answer to the educational crisis in Venezuela, and they intend to rescue
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the Latin American tradition concerning state-run education. In addition, these schools will have as one of their
prime objectives to promote the advancement of the community and to teach more thoroughly the legacy of Simón
Bolívar. The administration of President Chávez considers that under the old system ‘‘education’’ and ‘‘culture’’
were viewed separately; culture was considered an extracurricular activity and not an integral part of the educational agenda. The Bolivarian schools will try to bridge
this gap by bringing forth a system that integrates these
two elements. These schools aspire to create a leading
model throughout the country in terms of technology, science, performing and visual arts, and sports. According
to the Chávez administration, the teaching philosophy of
the ‘‘Bolivarian schools’’ can be summarized as follows:
• To be a model of integral attention for social equity.
• To provide participation, autonomy, and democracy.
• To provide a school system that values and respects
students, the culture, and the community.
• To be a model for permanent teaching improvement.
• To be aware that the Bolivarian Schools are for the
community and with community participation.
Since this project remains in an experimental phase, no
data is available regarding success, difficulties, results, or
areas where innovation is needed.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
The Ministry of Education has begun a thorough revision of the whole educational system in Venezuela, in1543
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tending to comply with the regulations approved by the
Ley Orgánica de Educación (1980). At the same time, the
Ministry of Education goals include redesigning the curriculum to make it more cohesive, in order to prepare
students for the challenges of the twenty-first century.
Most critics consider the old system to be obsolete and
outdated.
According to article 12 of the Law of Education(Ley
de Educación 1940), education in Venezuela was divided
into Preprimary, Primary, Secondary, Normal, Especial,
Technical, Artistic, and Higher Education. Secondary education was divided in two cycles. The first cycle had a
duration of four years and provided students with general
scientific and humanistic education. The second cycle,
which was considered a pre-college cycle, had a duration
of two years and intended to have a complete curriculum,
including philosophy and literature, physics and mathematics, or biology. Upon completion of this last cycle, the
student was eligible for a high school diploma, bachiller.
In 1969 the government entered a revision process of the
whole educational system called La Reforma Educativa.
During the period of the educational reform two decrees
were approved—the 120 decree and the 136 decree.
The 120 decree regulated secondary and technical
education and established that these levels would have
two cycles: a common cycle lasting three years and a second diversified cycle with a minimum duration of two
years. As a consequence, less emphasis was placed on the
Technical Schools, a project that the national government
recaptured in 1984 and 1989 respectively. The first cycle
was called Ciclo Básico Común’’ and provided students
a general cultural background as well as vocational training. The second cycle, called Ciclo Diversificado, had
among its objectives to continue training in the sciences
or humanities (for students in secondary education) and
to continue training in general cultural background as
well as professional orientation according to their vocation (for students in the technical education track). Once
the Ciclo Diversificado was approved, whether in secondary or technical education, students completing the
designated program were awarded the degree of bachiller, majoring in a selected area of concentration.
The 136 decree regulated the Educación Normal and
established that studies pursued through this track had
two cycles: a basic cycle, which lasted two years, and a
second cycle, which also lasted two years. The Ciclo
Diversificado of the Educación Normal was to train
teachers for preprimary school and primary education.
Upon completion of the Ciclo Diversificado, a student
would be awarded a degree in his or her specific concentration. This degree allowed students to continue on with
their education at the university level. In 1972 a new degree was created, which established two cycles for the
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Educación Normal: a basic cycle, with a duration of one
year and a second Ciclo Diversificado, with a duration of
three years.
In 1973 a resolution was passed, establishing that the
Ciclo Diversificado would include secondary, normal,
and technical education. This cycle had two areas: 1) a
common area, which included compulsory courses for all
type of concentrations, and 2) a diversified area, which
included specific courses according to each concentration. Following the Educacion Normal, secondary education offered two lines of concentrations: preprimary and
primary education with a duration of three years. Upon
completing this level of education, students would be
awarded the degree of Teacher, with the major in a specific area. These degrees were equivalent to that of a bachiller in Educación Normal. That same year, a program
of industrial internships was established, which targeted
students in the last two years of their technical studies.
In 1977 the following technical schools were created with
an experimental nature: agricultural, commercial, industrial, and assistance-type. In 1978 new programs of internships were created for students in the sub-areas of
study. These internships were to be extended to other majors and were to last at least six months.
In 1980 the law entitled Ley Orgánica de Educación
was passed. This law established that the Diversified and
Professional Education program would last no less than
two years. Its objective was to continue the educational
process of the student and to widen the integral cultural
background by offering opportunities so that the student
would be able to define an area of interest. At the same
time, this level of education had a good global perspective; training was provided in the sciences, the humanities, and the technical areas. In addition, this law intended
to prepare students for professional careers right after
high school or for admission into the university. The curriculum for preprimary and primary education, as well as
for those concentrating on music and sports, was progressively diminished after the 1981-1982 academic year.
In 1982, resolution number four established that the
Ciclo de Formación Profesional de Educación Técnica
had a duration of two years and an experimental nature,
including the following concentrations: Agriculture, Industrial, Assistance, Commerce, and Administrative Services. Students graduated in this cycle would be awarded
the degree of Técnico Medio in their specific areas of
concentration. The General Regulation of the Ley Orgánica de Educación was passed in 1986. This Regulation established that the Educación Media Diversificada
y Profesional belonged to the third level of the educational system. It would have a duration of two years and
would include bachilleres and técnicos medios the student’’ area of concentration. Also, both degrees would
allow students to continue with their college education.
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The term ‘‘Educación Media’’ (secondary education) appears for the first time in the Ley Orgánica de
Educación in 1948, which established that the curriculum
in the second cycle included studies in the humanities and
professional training. It also established that the first two
years of this cycle were compulsory for all middle
schools and that the schools must pay attention to vocational and/or professional training. Upon completion of
these two years, students were able to pursue professional
training or the regular courses leading to the bachillerato
(high school course work). The bachillerato took approximately five years to complete, including the two mandatory years for all. Also, the professional training took
from two to six years, according to the nature of the concentration. The artistic curriculum was taught in the first
cycle as well as the second cycle, and was regulated by
special policies.
In 2001 the structure of secondary education came
as a supplement of the Educación Básica, which lasts
nine years (from 5 to 14 years of age). The diversified
secondary education (Educación Media Diversificada)
level lasts two years (ages 14 to 16), and the student is
awarded a high school diploma (título de bachiller). The
length of Specialized Secondary Education (Educación
Media profesional) program is three years (ages 14 to 17)
and the student is awarded a technical degree. Secondary
education (educación media) is divided into two cycles:
diversified, which is a two-year program to train bachilleres in science, arts and/or humanities and professional,
a three-year program to train mid-level technicians (técnicos medios).
Current Reforms: The most recent reports available
on the educational system in Venezuela show that Secondary Education is in a state of crisis. This level has serious problems in relation to quality, equipment, ethics,
and enhancement. Most importantly, the system was
viewed as a unitary structure and did not have the tools
to carry out the main educational objectives. In addition,
the needs of the educational system have changed over
time, therefore, a thorough evaluation of the former goals
are necessary, in order to be up-to-date with the current
goals and challenges. Several significant problems challenge the secondary education system. The quality of education is of concern—paticularly in the areas of
language (literature) and mathematics—because students
seem to lack the minimum skills to successfully continue
with their personal growth after graduation. Also, students have problems adapting to different social environments and situations, i.e., students demonstrate little
respect for others, poor work ethics, and negative attitudes toward peers. Additionally, the national government is aware that students need more than just exposure
to current technologies; in most instances, they also need
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hands-on training in how to use e-mail and navigate the
Internet, for example.
In order to tackle some of these problems, the proposed educational reform in Venezuela has the following
goals: to place emphasis on the integral development of
the individual, taking into account rationality, creativity,
self-awareness, responsibility, common sense, and the
contribution that the individual can make to society; to
promote equal opportunities for all, regardless of sex,
age, national origin, ethnic or religious background, and
social status; to guarantee education for all citizens, i.e.,
to strengthen the good points of the educational system
and to evaluate areas of concern such as desertion, failure, and so forth; to modify the approach of rote memorization and to turn the educational experience into a live
process, where the mind and ethical principles are emphasized, i.e., to give students the necessary tools to develop a critical mind; to prepare students to carry out a
life project, i.e, to prepare the student for life as well as
to teach him or her how to have personal satisfaction
from his or her achievements; to prepare the student to
be an active and cooperative individual in society; to
create a network of institutions throughout the country
with the prime objective to execute the government educational projects coherently; to shift the supervision procedure of schools by eliminating the simple collection of
data and turning the school into a permanent academic
supportive entity; to reduce centralization of the educational system as a whole; and to improve the quality of
education and learning by training competent teachers
and creating a learning environment for those teachers,
incorporating new curriculum according to the student’s
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development, utilizing meaningful teaching methodologies, and creating a good administration center.
New Curriculum: The Ministry of Education has established a model for a new curriculum development.
This curriculum is to serve as a theoretical reference for
schools and teachers, so that there will be a coherent orientation and implementation across the board. The educational reform for Secondary Education is based on
the notion of a holistic approach and of curriculum
integration.
Underlying education reform is the belief that education is a driving force toward positive change in a society.
Education reformers in Venezuela believe that it is essential to have a common curriculum in order to maintain
common social practices and teach community values.
Additionally, it is expected that schools should separate
their goals from other social processes, such as political
propaganda, commercial advertisement, and public demonstration. Furthermore, the purpose of education is to
make better and more effective citizens and, at the same
time, help students fulfill their goals. Finally, the learning
experience should be viewed as an active process, where
both students and teachers participate.
The curriculum is designed to implement the following principles: 1) as active member within the educational process, the student is looking for solutions to common
problems; 2) the student is in a constant state of adaptation due to the changing internal (school) and external
(society) environment; 3) the school offers courses with
a strong social, political, economic, and cultural content
help the student to become a critical thinker; 4) the school
conceives the teacher to be important tool for social
change; 5) the school implements a methodology that integrates the arts and the social and natural sciences; 6)
this new curriculum demands an active, flexible, and
thoughtful method, based on democratic principles that
would combine practical experience along with theoretical understanding.
Upon completion of the Secondary Education reforms, it is expected that students will learn the Spanish
language very well; will understand a second language
and will express themselves well in a second language.
Students are expected to develop powerful critical thinking skills and be able to apply analytical skills in a variety
of contexts. Students will actively and ethically participate in the enhancement and transformation of society
and will behave in an ethical, responsible and independent manner. Students will further be expected to become
sufficiently independent to continue research and personal growth on their own and value physical, emotional,
spiritual, and intellectual development. Students will be
expected to demonstrate artistic and literary sensitivity.
Finally, students will be prepared to enter the labor force.
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As in the case of the ‘‘Bolivarian Schools,’’ these educational reforms have just been recently proposed, and
the data regarding their implementation and results is unavailable. But it is evident that the educational system at
this level is also undergoing a sweeping process of transformation.

HIGHER EDUCATION
The rapid economic and population growth that Venezuela has experienced during the last 30 years has tremendously changed the educational needs of the country
as a whole. In 1994 higher education accounted for 43.6
percent of the national educational budget, representing
15.3 percent of the national budget. This growth has created the need for an army of newly trained professionals
such as engineers, doctors, dentists, technicians, and educators. The university system in Venezuela has played a
significant role in training these professionals. Public and
private universities, including private institutes, are in
charge of higher education. There are 17 public universities and 18 private universities.
Some of these universities are very specialized while
others are more diverse and traditional. Public universities are typically well endowed. However, recent instability in the Venezuelan economy has reduced the government’s resources to keep up with the costs of higher
education. This financial crisis has caused a high number
of strikes and demonstrations in which both professors
and students have participated.
The higher educational system offers bachelors,
master’s, and doctorate degrees. In 1972, there were 89
graduate programs. By 1994, there were 1,047. Seven
percent of these programs were doctoral programs, 46
percent were master’s, and 47 percent were programs in
different areas of specialization. The Central University
of Venezuela (Universidad Central de Venezuela [UCV])
accounts for 32 percent of all graduate programs.
Admission to higher education is done through a national exam known as prueba de aptitud académica. The
student receives a score and goes on to applying to his
or her program and university of preference. Students
usually select up to three choices because each career requires different scores. The careers that are high in
demand, such as engineering, law, medicine, administration, and computer science, require higher scores. If the
student is admitted to a program of his or her second
choice, he or she has the opportunity of transferring to the
program of his or her first choice, provided that the student performs well during the first academic year.
The tuition for higher education is generally affordable in public universities. However, the costs of living
plus educational supplies constitute a burden for those
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who lack family support since there are no extended loan
or fellowship programs. There are some public and private institutions that offer some kind of financial assistance in forms of loans or scholarships. In addition, in the
1970s the government created a scholarship program
called Fundayacucho, (Gran Mariscal de Ayacuho Foundation) that mainly supported foreign professional training in the sciences. For example, at the master’s level,
Spain was the country of preference, followed by the
United States, and the United Kingdom. The drawback
about the Fundayacucho scholarship program was that,
although the government guaranteed payment of tuition
for foreign study, it did not aid in anyway in securing domestic jobs for those sponsored. This resulted in a massive brain drain of much needed professional personnel
in this Third World nation. In most recent times, the Fundayacucho scholarship program has stopped giving out
scholarships and is now basically a loan institution for
students who wish to study abroad or at home. Fundayacucho also has a forgiveness program for these
loans, depending on the GPA of the student.
Some public universities have fellowship programs
to aid their own academic staff to secure graduate degrees. Most departments would hire instructors with just
the licenciatura, a degree much more specialized than the
regular bachelor’s degree, but for the tenure process a
graduate degree, either a master’s or a Ph.D. has become
the norm. This type of fellowship is a valuable resource
for professors who cannot attend school abroad. Admission into graduate programs is not as selective and rigorous as in the United States. From 1958 through 1996, the
Central University of Venezuela granted 603 graduate
fellowships; the largest number of them were awarded to
faculty in the sciences (about 25 percent).
Role of Libraries: All institutions of higher learning
have a main library for study and research. However, if
compared to libraries in developing countries, all these
libraries would be considered very poorly equipped. For
example, the largest library in Venezuela is the National
Library (Biblioteca Nacional), which holds only 300,000
books. International journals are rare as are any other foreign updated literature. The National Library specializes
mainly in Venezuelan matters; since high school libraries
are practically non-existent, this library is often used by
area high school students, which over-burdens its resources. University libraries are not equipped with sufficient modern technologies such as computers, video
rooms, or language labs. The emergence of the Internet
as a research tool is slowly developing in this South
American nation.
There are some specialized centers such as IVIC
(Venezuelan Institute of Scientific Research) and CELARG (Center for Latin American Studies Romulo GaWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

llegos) which have their own libraries. However, high
quality research remains an extremely privileged activity
and more often than not, researchers must travel abroad
to complete their research.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The educational system in Venezuela is administered
and financed by the central government with all levels
under the control of the Ministry of Education. This Ministry has four major subdivisions: the Department of
Elementary and Secondary School Education; the Department of Higher Education; the Department of Special
Programs (Special Education, Adult Education, etc.); and
the Department of Administration and Service.
The Ministry of Education oversees a large educational budget for the whole country. However, universities in particular have some autonomy and independence
for self-governance. In some instances, universities are
able to increase their operating budgets by securing private donations or by the royalties provided by patents,
copyrights, and so forth. However, the larger responsibility will always be placed in the hands of the Minister and
the Ministry’s office. In this sense, higher education in
Venezuela has not been able to free itself from this centralized type of administration. That is, the minister is virtually in charge of all operations: budget, inspection,
administration, curriculum planning, supervision, orientation, university infrastructure and equipment, contracts,
research, and policy implementation.
The government fully finances the whole educational budget. The Ministry of Education simply works with
the budget assigned by the president and congress. Traditionally, the budget for the whole educational system has
been about 15 percent of the national budget. Higher education usually takes the largest amount, about 33 percent
of this budget, followed by basic and secondary education. However, private corporations have been very
generous towards higher education through the establishment of a series of scholarship and fellowship programs
financed by the private sector. Students typically follow
an application procedure to secure funds for education,
research, or travel. In other cases, the private sector also
finances large research projects with the aid of trained
professionals in the area.
Research in Venezuela is generally weak. Structurally, the whole educational system does not foster a research environment. National institutions of higher
learning do not have the infrastructure to enable leading
research projects; library facilities are outdated in terms
of both books and technology. Additionally, researchers
who have been trained overseas tend to continue their research overseas. Venezuela has experienced a notorious
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brain drain in the sciences; medicine, computer science
and engineering are the main areas of concern. Researchers tend to seriously consider job offers overseas where
they will typically be better paid and enjoy better working
conditions. A scientist at the IVIC (Venezuelan Institute
of Scientific Research) averages a salary of US$1,000 a
month, but the cost of living of Venezuela is so high that
a modest middle class housing rent easily reaches or surpasses such a figure.
CONICIT (the National Science Council) is a government-run institution that sponsors research in forms of
grants and fellowships. A large number of researchers
have benefited from these programs. CONICIT has a
highly selective process, and researchers usually enter a
national competition for their grants and fellowships.
These grants and fellowships aim at supporting all kinds
of research activities from a specific research project
such as water treatment or animal research to foreign
training and education in the sciences and the humanities.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
In Venezuela adult education is set up for those who
did not receive formal training when they were of school
age, but also for those who decide to further their education later in life. Adult education in Venezuela does not
have the years of scholarship or traditions of formal education but it does offer a venue for adults to explore new
fields and benefit from the acquisition of knowledge.
Some adult educational programs available in secondary institutions. The Universidad Nacional Abierta,
founded in 1976, has as its prime objective to train individuals in priority areas of national development by offering distance education. The support materials of this
university are instructional materials prepared individually as well as audiovisual materials closely monitored by
specialized instructors. The program offers the following
areas of study: basic science and mathematics courses;
engineering, architecture, and technology courses; social
sciences education (preschool and special education); accounting; and administration.
The Universidad de la Tercera Edad (University of
the Third Age) also gained some important ground within
the adult community. Its prime objective was to teach
noncredit and credit courses to adults over 60 years of
age. This university was seen as a relevant opportunity
for the socialization of the older population, and also as
a relevant knowledge provider. In recent years, this university has ceased to function, but there are plans to reopen and expand its curriculum. In addition, some private
institutions of higher learning offer vocational courses at
a much lower cost than formal education. The most diligent effort to assist this population is done by the central
government, which has 597 vocational schools all over
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the country and an enrollment of 51,656 students. For this
type of school the curriculum is very flexible but is generally comprised of courses in administration, mathematics, arts and crafts, music, and so forth.

TEACHING PROFESSION
Venezuela is a country of high social and economic
contrasts where educators are typically underpaid. The
teaching profession is well regarded, but the majority of
Venezuelans have not sought teaching as a profession because of the generally poor compensation. Customarily,
primary school teachers were trained in the normal
school track of high schools, but in more recent years
there have been more rigorous demands placed on them,
especially due to the level of specialization that is needed
in careers such as special education. As for high school
teachers, they have traditionally been trained at the Instituto Pedagógico (Teachers College), which requires a
course of study of at least five years of higher education.
There are four public Teachers College located in Caracas, Barquisimeto, Maracay and Maturín. Usually, teachers continue their education by pursuing a master’s
degree.
University professors have traditionally enjoyed fairly lenient entrance into teaching positions at institutions
of higher learning. For the position of Instructor, a Licendciado degree has been the minimum requirement.
However, in more recent years, a higher degree such as
a master’s or doctorate has become the norm to successfully climb the academic ladder. At one time, full professors did not necessarily hold a doctorate or carry out
much in the way of research, but more recently these two
elements have been important to university faculty in
order to promotions and tenure. At the same time, due to
the need and demand of students, new master’s and doctoral programs have opened in areas that were nonexistent in the past, such as human resources, administration,
engineering, social sciences, and the humanities. Medicine has traditionally attracted a better and larger pool of
students than other careers. In other cases, students have
opted to go overseas for professional training. The United
States, Spain, France, England, Brazil and Mexico are the
most common countries selected for these type of studies.
The salary of an educator varies depending on his or
her years of experience and educational background.
High school teachers have traditionally been better paid
than primary school teachers, and university professors
have been better paid than high school teachers. But in
general, education is considered a low-paying profession
and less than two percent of recent graduates would even
consider teaching as a viable source of income. University positions, which pay the best, are virtually impossible
to obtain, because of the lack of positions available.
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When the rare opportunity becomes available, it is usually on a part-time basis. For this reason, it is not unusual
to find that educators from all levels hold a second, and
sometimes third, job. This situation is a little less strenuous for educators in private institutions, which are regularly more demanding in educational curriculum and
hiring requirements than public institutions.

SUMMARY
The educational system in Venezuela has experienced a significant enrollment increase during the last 30
years. This is closely related to the general population explosion that is characteristic of third world nations. Although this population increase can be closely linked to
the economic growth due to the oil boom of the 60s and
70s, the rapid growth of the student population has created serious problems in this heavily oil-dependent nation.
The government has been ineffective in creating enough
jobs and business opportunities for all. Therefore, it is not
unusual to find highly skilled professionals taking jobs
completely outside their fields, opening up a business or
emigrating to a country that offers professional opportunities. The numbers speak for themselves: in 2001 the unemployment rate was almost 20 percent in a developing
country where 65 percent of the population is under 35
years of age.
The oil crisis of the 80s and 90s created a big burden
on the further growth of the educational system. During
this period institutions of higher learning experienced
temporary shut-downs because the government failed to
deliver back pay or was unable to keep salary increases
as previously contracted. As a result professors and instructors would strike. This economic crisis also made it
impossible for these institutions of higher learning, which
took up to 33 percent of the whole national budget in education, to keep up with the current technologies.
Teachers make an average of $300 dollars a month
in a country with ‘‘first world’’ prices for housing and
transportation. This situation has created a shortage of
teachers and consequently an increase in part-time instructors. The schools hardest hit are those in the provinces where little or no supervision is the norm and where
students often go for months without schooling. If the situation has deteriorated for the life of a teacher, it has been
proportionately negative for students. The number of
children who desert school to go to work has increased.
The goal of the new administration has been to raise educational standards and to increase the salaries of educators. Although this has been carried through, the gap
between a public and a private school is enormous. Overcrowded or poorly attended public schools are the norm
vs. an elitist, expensive state-of-the-art private school. In
Venezuela there is now, more than ever, a class distincWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

tion between the rich and the poor. The administration of
President Hugo Chávez Frías has made an effort to ameliorate the ills of the educational system in Venezuela.
The government has increased salaries at all levels and
has designed a nationalistic type of school setting in order
to create more nationalistic individuals. Chavez’s plans
have come under attack by critics who consider these reforms as mere political propaganda. Also, some have already predicted failure because of the poor ideological
content and the lack of universal value of the proposed
curriculum.
Despite this educational crisis, Venezuela stands
high on the list of third world countries. About 91 percent
of the population is literate, although ‘‘dysfunctional literacy,’’ defined as those who how to read but very seldom do, depending on their level of instruction, habits,
and job responsibilities, is unofficially estimated to be
around 45 percent of the population. Venezuelans read an
average of less than four books a year, and are not, in general, a book-oriented nation. Paradoxically, it is for this
reason that education is highly valued in this Latin American country where 80 percent of the population lives in
poverty.
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BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):

Literacy Rate:
Compulsory Schooling:
Public Expenditure
on Education:
Libraries:
Educational Enrollment:
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Socialist Republic of
Vietnam
Southeast Asia
78,773,873
Vietnamese, Chinese,
English, French, Khmer,
Mon-Khmer, MalayoPolynesian
93.7%
5 years
3.0%
578
Primary: 10,431,337
Secondary: 6,642,350
Higher: 509,300

Primary: 113%
Secondary: 47%
Higher: 7%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Vietnam’s nearly 1300-mile long coastline uncoils in
the shape of an ‘‘S’’ from China’s border to the southeastern extremity of mainland Southeast Asia. It is bordered on the north by China, to the west by Laos and
Cambodia, and to the east and south by the South China
Sea. Vietnam extends unevenly at widths ranging from
31 to 310 miles and covers an area of 127,300 square
miles.
Vietnam’s two fertile alluvial basins, the Red River
in Tongking and the Mekong in the south, have inspired
the image of the Vietnamese peasant carrying a pair of
rice baskets suspended at the end of a pole. The two deltas, covering only a quarter of the land area, supports almost 80 percent of the country’s population, which was
estimated at 76,000,000 people in 2000. Vietnam ranks
seventh in Asia and twelfth in the world in its size for
population. The female population is larger, at 52 percent. In general, the population is young, with 80 percent
of the people born after 1945; the population below 15
years of age accounts for 45 percent. Vietnamese citizens
between the ages of 16 and 60, who comprise the bulk
of the workforce, account for 48 percent of the population, while the elderly population (aged 61 and older) accounts for only 6.5 percent. Infant mortality has gone
down significantly since 1975, standing at 48 per 1,000
in the year 2000.
The Tongking Delta has long reached the point of
optimum agricultural expansion; its cultivable land has
benefited from a 2000-year-old irrigation system based
on an intricate network of dams and canals. It is the cradle
of Vietnam’s history and culture. Until the fifteenth century, Vietnam was limited to a little south of the Tongking Delta. Pressures on land have historically led to
expansion in Central and South Vietnam through the extinction of the Champa kingdom in Central Vietnam—
most of it in 1471 and the remnant in 1720. It wrested the
Mekong delta from Cambodia in the eighteenth century,
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thereby reaching its present borders of Vietnam. The two
rich deltas made Vietnam one of the world’s leading rice
exporters in the twentieth century. (That status was lost
during the decades of conflict from 1940 to 1975, but it
was restored in the late 1980s.) In the last quarter of the
twentieth century, extensive reserves of petroleum and
natural gas, believed by some experts to be the largest in
the world, were also found.
Approximately 80 percent of the population lives in
rural areas, mostly in the river delta areas and along the
coast. Ethnically, an overwhelming majority of the population, 85 percent, are Vietnamese or Kinh, a mixture of
non-Chinese Mongolian and Austro-Indonesian stock,
who moved into Tongking Delta from Kweichow,
Kwangsi, and Kwantung areas of China beginning
around the third century B.C. Minority communities in
Vietnam, comprising roughly 11,000,000 people in 2000
A.D. included more than 50 diverse tribes, living mostly
in the northwest mountains and in the central highlands
where the French lumped many of them together as montagnards or mountain people. There are some 35,000 to
40,000 Chams, descendants of a once mighty Cham kingdom (second to fifteenth century A.D.) who fled to central highlands, and about 660,000 Khmers in South
Vietnam. There are also 1,000,000 Hoa or Chinese, who
migrated at different times in history, most of them during the French rule and with French encouragement, to
Vietnam in the nineteenth century. The Chinese are concentrated in Quang Ninh province in North Vietnam and
in Cholon, the twin city of Ho Chi Minh City in the south.
Many of them were relocated in the New Economic
Zones following the reunification of Vietnam. An estimated 250,000 of them migrated across the northern border to China and to other countries as ‘‘boat people’’
during the period of hostile relations between Vietnam
and China.
Few countries have attracted international attention
for so long as Vietnam did in the third quarter of the
twentieth century. The world witnessed a small country
of relatively short and wiry people with only conventional weapons and without the use of airpower holding a superpower at bay and emerging victorious. Historians will
debate for a long time whether the Vietnamese were inspired by visions of world communism or those of narrow
nationalism. Communist Vietnam’s wars with the fraternal Communist states of Cambodia and China in the late
1970s raised serious questions whether communism had
ever been a dominant motivation among the Vietnamese
masses during the severe conflict with the Americans in
the Second Indochina War (1964-1975).
Vietnamese nationalist identity was fostered by long
periods of struggle against alien domination, first the Chinese rule for 1050 years from 111 B.C. to 939 A.D. and
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from 1407 to 1428 A.D. and in modern times by a century
of French rule that ended in 1954. Vietnamese historians
have emphasized the existence of a thriving indigenous
culture, notably the Dongson culture (700-300 B.C.) predating the Chinese rule and the numerous expressions of
Vietnamese ‘‘nationalism’’ in the form of anti-Chinese
revolts, some of them successful in punctuating the Chinese rule. One of the revolts was led by two Trung sisters,
who ruled as joint queens for two years in the first century A.D. A disproportionately large Chinese force crushed
the revolt, and the two sisters jumped in the river Day to
commit suicide.
During the long centuries of their rule, the Chinese
imposed their culture and institutions on their Vietnamese subjects, notably Confucianism, which provided the
basis for the political order, the social hierarchy, and the
value system. It also formed the core of the curriculum
for their civil service examination system. It took several
years to gain proficiency in the Chinese script (characters), and to master the literature, philosophy, and law
that were mostly based on Confucian scholarship and
were needed to pass the triennial examinations that were
offered at three levels corresponding to the district, provincial, and imperial levels. Success in the examinations
brought bureaucratic appointment of a mandarin along
with high prestige in the society and land grants from the
government.
Even after the overthrow of the Chinese rule, the
Vietnamese emperors continued with the study of Confucianism and the conduct of the civil service examinations.
During the last quarter of the eleventh century A.D., the
Ly rulers established an elaborate apparatus to promote
the Confucian cult at the court; these included a Confucian Temple of Literature and the Han-Lin Academy for
Study in Confucianism at the highest level. In 1076 A.D.,
the Quoc Tu Giam (National College) was opened to
teach Confucianism to children of the royal family and
nobility. Only scholars well-versed in Confucianism
could pass the civil service examinations. In 1089, the Ly
Emperor fully adopted the Chinese model of hierarchical
bureaucracy, creating nine levels of civil and military officials. In 1397, Emperor Tran Thuan Tong opened public schools right down to the district level. In the
following century, during the rule of Emperor Le Thanh
Tong (1460-1497), the number of such schools multiplied substantially to enable the children of the common
people to study Confucianism and prepare them to take
the civil service examinations. Besides the relatively
smaller number of government schools at the nation’s
capital and the capital cities of the provinces and districts,
there were a large number of private schools, financed
and managed by the people at village and commune levels. Thus, despite fears that China would dominate Vietnam politically, the Vietnamese rulers deliberately set
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their nation on a course of Sinicization (change through
Chinese influence) through adoption of Confucianism.
Parallel to and sometimes overlapping the civil service examinations, a system of conferring academic degrees developed over the centuries. Thus, from the
beginning of the thirteenth century, a degree called thi
hoi, which according to Vietnamese experts, roughly
equaled the western Master of Arts degree, was conferred. From the fourteenth century onwards, a higher degree, thi dinh, equivalent to a doctorate, was awarded.
The best among the holders of the doctorate were called
trang nguyen. At Van Mieu (Temple of Literature) in
Hanoi, there are 83 steles bearing the names of 1,036
‘‘doctors’’ who had won the highest academic distinction
from 1442 to 1779. The Vietnamese emperors held the
civil service examinations in Tongking until 1915 and in
Hue until 1918.
Along with continuing Confucian learning, some
Vietnamese emperors developed pride in Vietnamese
culture and promoted the development of an independent
literature in the Vietnamese language. In the fourteenth
century A.D., a form of writing called Chu Nom, which
represented a radical modification of the Chinese Chu
Han, developed. In the middle of the seventeenth century,
a Jesuit, Alexandre de Rhodes, developed Quoc Ngu, a
Romanized phonetic script with diacritical marks to help
catechism and compile a Vietnamese-Latin-Portuguese
dictionary. The French rulers encouraged Quoc Ngu,
which progressively replaced the Chinese as well as Chu
Nom methods of writing. After World War I, a group
called Tu Luc Van Doan (Self-Reliance Literary Club) reformed Quoc Ngu by standardizing six tone signs and
three vowel signs, making it easier to learn the script and
the language. It is this form that has been adopted by the
Vietnamese governments since 1945.
As in China, the Vietnamese people have always
given education a high priority and held educated people
in high respect. Vietnamese mandarins, Confucian scholars who had passed the examinations, were, as a rule, regarded as social, intellectual, and cultural leaders In the
period just before the French rule began in the nineteenth
century, Vietnam had an estimated 20,000 schools with
a very high literacy rate. At the end of the French rule,
literacy was estimated at around 10 percent, a measure
of the neglect of education under the alien Western rule.
For purposes of administration, the French divided
Vietnam into trois pays or three countries. Tongking in
the north with Hanoi as center was technically a protectorate though, in practice, it was as directly ruled as was
Cochin-China or South Vietnam centered on Saigon (renamed Ho Chi Minh City in 1975), which was given the
status of a colony. In the center of the country was
Annam, with Hue as the seat of the imperial Nguyen fam1552

ily, which was allowed nominally to rule with the help
of a traditional council of mandarins. Hanoi became the
seat of the French governor-general of Indochina, including Lao and Cambodia. Beginning the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, the French introduced a dual policy
aimed at the eventual acculturization of its colonial subjects: the higher-level policy of ‘‘assimilation’’ for
Cochin-China and the transitional-level policy of ‘‘association’’ for Tongking and Annam. There was a very high
percentage of Frenchmen in the administration as well as
in the educational establishment of Cochin-China, where
Confucianism disintegrated faster than in the other two
areas. Those who collaborated with the French regime in
business and administration saw benefits of acquiring a
French education in Vietnam and France. These included
a large number of Catholics, who received preferential
treatment from their ruling co-religionists.
While in France, many Vietnamese improved in their
self-esteem as they successfully competed with Frenchmen in studies. They also learned about the disparity in
the French profession of liberty, equality, and fraternity
and their government in the colonies where these values
were conspicuous by their absence. Some of the Vietnamese ex-patriates in France like Ho Chi Minh got acquainted with radical ideologies including MarxismLeninism. Many of those who returned to Vietnam with
university degrees found their avenues of employment
blocked by French nationals. Not surprisingly, the anticolonial movements, whether communist or noncommunist, were led by such frustrated educated young
men who developed an identity for Vietnam as a whole
condemning the French concept of trois pays as a deliberate myth to divide the colonial subjects and make it easy
for the French to rule over them.
Inspired by the victory of Japan over Russia in 1905,
many Vietnamese, among them a future eminent leader
of the nationalist movement, Phan Boi Chau, went to
Japan for higher studies. In northern Vietnam, an anticolonial movement manifested itself in the form of a
‘‘free schools’’ movement, the most notable of these
being the Dong Kinh Free School, which opened in
Hanoi in 1907. The school’s founders openly declared
that education would be a means to ‘‘regain national autonomy.’’ It quickly became a movement attracting more
than 1,000 students; besides regular education, it promoted agricultural and commercial cooperatives and became
a center for raising funds to send students to China and
Japan for higher studies. The movement reflected the
thinking of China’s modernizers such as Kang Yu-wei,
who had advocated in the beginning of the twentieth century a combination of tradition and Western sciences and
Western literature as a means of strengthening nationhood of a people. The French colonial authorities quickly
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smothered the movement by closing the Dong Kinh
School in less than one year of its opening.
However, the French reacted to the development by
establishing a Franco-Vietnamese or Franco-Native
school system of its own, not so in pursuance of its proclaimed goal of a civilizing mission but to combat the incipient growth of nationalism through Vietnamese
traditional education. Thus far, the French had established schools in three cities of Hanoi, Hue, and Saigon
not for the benefit of the colonial subjects, but for the
children of French residents of Indochina. Very few Vietnamese children, mostly from Francophile families,
would be admitted if they passed the prerequisite examinations for admission to lycees (grammar schools). By
the early twentieth century, children of Vietnamese civil
servants and business collaborators outnumbered the
French children in the lycees because often the latter
failed to pass the examinations.
In 1906, the French appointed the Council for the
Improvement of Native Education, which met periodically in Hanoi. Its deliberations clearly indicated that the
French school system would be developed in Vietnam as
a response to the indigenous bid to establish their own
system, with their own interpretations of Western civilization. The Council’s recommendations eventually led to
a Code of Public Instruction in December 1917. Under
it, new Franco-Vietnamese schools were opened in the
main cities and towns of Vietnam. In 1924, in a move that
would exclude all other educational systems, the government enacted strict laws that required all educational institutions to follow a common curriculum, to use only
French and Vietnamese (not Chinese) in the Quoc Ngu
script, and to employ only government-certified teachers.
All schools, public and private would be subject to inspection by the Inspector of Public Instruction. The curriculum in the schools for French children would be
different from that followed by the Franco-Vietnamese
schools. The Vietnamese schools were the most affected
by this law, which led to the closure of 1,835 Vietnamese
traditional schools.
The educational system introduced by the French
rulers in Vietnam in 1917 consisted of 13 years of education: 3 years of elementary school in Vietnamese in the
Romanized Quoc Ngu script; 3 years of primary education in French; 4 years of vocationally-oriented primary
superior education in French; and 3 years of Frenchlanguage secondary education leading to an Indochinese
baccalaureate. The enrollment in schools was about 15
percent of the school-age children. Of them, 90 percent
were in elementary classes where the teaching was in
Vietnamese, elementary math, moral education, hygiene
and/or drawing, and manual labor. The remaining 10 percent were in primary through secondary university education. The first university was established in 19l9.
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While the emphasis at the elementary level was
chiefly on learning Vietnamese, at the primary and secondary levels, it was on learning French and literature.
There was hygiene and practical science but no hard sciences; math was only for 2 hours of a 27-hour school
week, history for one half hour, and moral education and
physical education were about 2 hours each. The emphasis was on teaching about Vietnam, not about France or
other parts of the world, the intention being to expose the
population to more than a simplistic life and agricultural
pursuits. The French neglected education of their subjects
in Vietnam focusing primarily on the economic exploitation of the country, a principle source of exports of rice
and rubber.
After 1917, the French made some half-hearted efforts to introduce education also at the higher level. Thus,
a number of colleges were opened. Before 1917, there
was only one, namely, the College of Medicine and Pharmacy opened in 1902. In 1917, the Teacher Training College was started. In 1918, four were added: the College
of Veterinary Medicine, the College of Law and Administration, the College of Agriculture and Forestry, and the
College of Civil Engineering. In 1923-1924, three more
were opened: the College of Literature, the College of
Experimental Sciences, and the College of Fine Arts and
Architecture. Yet as Pham Minh Hac observed, the education offered in these mostly two-year institutions was
more like that offered in vocational education. Beginning
in 1919, the first pre-university level courses in physics,
chemistry, and natural sciences were taught. It was beginning in 1924 that the first batch of students for the degree
in medicine was enrolled. Most institutions needed to
wait until the establishment of the University of Indochina, to which most colleges were affiliated, in 1940. And
it was later, during the course of the war when the proVichy and pro-Japanese regime prevailed, that the college education was upgraded to the degree level in Law,
Agriculture, Civil Engineering, and the Sciences. In l954,
when the French were forced to quit Vietnam, there was
only one university in the country and 14 secondary
schools. Only 10 percent of the primary-school-age children enrolled in the so-called Franco-Vietnamese
schools.
The severe suppression by the French of the noncommunist nationalist movement in 1930 gave scope for
the Indochina Communist Party (ICP), which was also
suppressed but survived because of their superior underground organization. Taking advantage of the wartime
conditions, Ho Chi Minh brought Communists and noncommunists alike under an anti-Japanese front, the Viet
Minh (short for Viet Nam Doc Lap Dong Minh Hoi or
Vietnamese Independence League), which received assistance, financial and military, from the Allies, including
the American Office of Strategic Services (OSS), the pre1553
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cursor of the CIA, in their fight both against Japan and
Japanese-supported pro-Vichy French regime in Vietnam. Taking advantage of the interregnum between
Japan’s withdrawal and the arrival of the Allied forces,
Ho Chi Minh proclaimed the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (DRV) on September 2, 1945, with a program
that was liberal but totally devoid of communism. In the
following year, Ho entered into an agreement with the
French, allowing them to return temporarily on certain
conditions, an agreement soon violated by the French
bombardment of the port of Haiphong, which commenced the First Indochina War (1946-1954). After the
birth of NATO and the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, the conflict became increasingly a part
of the global Cold War between Communist and antiCommunist forces. The Viet Minh, by then led by the
ICP, emerged victorious at Dien Bien Phu in May, 1954.
The Geneva Peace Agreements that followed in July,
temporarily divided Vietnam at the seventeenth parallel,
with the provision for elections two years later for the reunification of the country. The DRV in the north became
a communist regime; in the south, the government was
led by Ngo Dinh Diem, who received massive U.S. assistance including military in the capacity of ‘‘advisers.’’ In
1955, South Vietnam declared itself a separate sovereign
republic and was recognized among others by the United
States, United Kingdom, and France.
Frustrated by the pro-Catholic, anti-Buddhist, authoritarian regime of Ngo Dinh Diem, badly advised by
his brothers and a sister-in-law, Madame Nhu, a strong
anti-government movement developed under the National Liberation Front (NLF), which was dominated by the
southern communists who were soon to be assisted by the
DRV. The assassination of the Ngo brothers in 1963
brought several revolving-door governments led by the
military and assisted by the United States.
The Second Indochina War (1964-1973), called
‘‘The American War’’ by pro-Communist and Communist Vietnamese, adversely impacted both the halves of
Vietnam, resulting in a loss of 3,000,000 Vietnamese
lives, and causing long-term damage to the environment.
It brought physical and emotional devastation far more
in the south than in the north, creating large-scale demographic changes as large numbers of rural population
moved for security to towns and cities, inducting hundreds of thousands of youngsters, who should have been
in schools, into prostitution and pimping. The war’s end
in 1975 marked a communist victory and led to the reunification of the country in the following year, for the first
time in a century, this time under Hanoi’s domination.
Saigon’s name was changed to Ho Chi Minh City.
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The Constitution of 1946, proclaimed soon after the
birth of the DRV, included free and compulsory education in the national language, Vietnamese. It also provided for educational rights to all its citizens, specifically
guaranteeing equal access to it for women and minorities.
The same principles were reiterated in the Constitutions
of 1960 and 1976. The DRV noted that 90 percent of the
population was illiterate. In the first Cabinet meeting held
the day after the proclamation of the DRV, Ho Chi Minh
said: ‘‘An ignorant nation is a weak nation. That’s just
why I propose that we should start an anti-illiteracy campaign considering illiteracy an enemy as dangerous as
foreign aggressions and famine and the improvement of
the people’s intellectual level an urgent task of the time.’’
Despite the preoccupation with the First Indochina War
(1946-1954), the DRV or the Viet Minh made 8,000,000
people in the territories under its control literate before
the French pull-out in 1954. During the conflict, the Viet
Minh made every effort to keep the schools running;
plans were prepared for scientific and technical education
to meet the reconstruction needs of the country after the
French left. By the end of the l950s, the DRV claimed
that 94 percent of the population of North Vietnam was
literate, thus completely reversing the dubious French
legacy in the ability of the people to read and write. In
the period before 1954, in the Viet Minh-held territories,
the education system was changed from the French system of 12 years to a system of 9 years.
In August 1956, two years after the partition of the
country, the DRV promulgated its ‘‘general education’’
policy. It announced a unified school system consisting
of 3 levels totaling 10 years of general education: level
I of 4 years from grades 1 to 4; level 2 of 3 years from
grades 5 to 7; and level 3 of 3 years from grades 8 to 10.
The teaching periods per week in level 1 remained at 17
to 19, the same as before; they were extended at levels
2 and 3 from 20 to 29 and from 21 to 30, respectively.
After completing lower middle school, students could
enter vocational secondary schools or they could go on
to regular upper middle school and receive the secondary
school leaving certificate.
The government then linked education to the demands of the economy, which required skilled workers
in large numbers. Therefore, it gave special attention to
training of teachers and technicians through short-term
courses. It established the Hanoi Polytechnic Institute
and encouraged students to take up short-term vocational
and technical courses leading to diplomas in mechanical,
civil and electrical engineering, and industrial food technology. The government also reorganized the FrancoVietnamese University into the University of Hanoi and,
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between 1954 and 1975, the DRV opened 20 technical
and professional schools to cater to a variety of fields
such as agriculture, communications, construction, fine
arts, geology, hydraulic engineering, international relations, mining, music, and physical education and sport.
It also established 5 pedagogical institutes (three in Hanoi
and one each in Vinh and Viet Ba) for teacher-training.
The minimum requirement for admission to all of
these institutions of higher education was the secondary
school leaving certificate. Some institutions had their
own competitive entrance tests; those who did not show
high merit could compensate by producing evidence of
civilian or military work experience. Only about 35 to 40
percent of those eligible to apply would get admission.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
A point of commonness between the two halves of
Vietnam was the importance given to education. The
Constitution of 1967 provided equal access to all citizens
to education, made basic education free and compulsory,
and declared that ‘‘talented persons who do not have the
means will be given aid and support to continue their
studies.’’ Facing the high percentage of illiteracy, the
government conducted an active literacy campaign. Enrollment at the primary level was increased from 441,000
students in 1954 to more than 2,500,000 in 1973, nearly
85 percent of the children in the age group from 6 to 11.
Unlike in North Vietnam, the education system in
the South continued along the lines laid by the French,
the former colonial rulers. It offered a series of examinations with considerable wastage at every stage. Thus,
only about 60 percent of those who took the examination
at the end of the fifth grade would qualify to enter the secondary school. Many of these did not enter the secondary
school; only about 25 percent did. Of the secondary
school students, only about 40 percent passed the first
baccalaureate examination at the end of the eleventh
grade; only 40 percent of those who took the second baccalaureate examination at the end of the twelfth grade
passed. Consequently, only an estimated 20 percent of
those in the secondary school age group of 12 to 17 remained in school.
The National Education Conference in 1964 was a
landmark for introducing changes in the education system. First, South Vietnam was divided into four categories based on economic and cultural differences: the
Mekong Delta, central highlands, coastal regions, and the
capital. Separate curricula were devised to suit these differences. Secondly, it was recognized that the old French
system emphasizing memorization did not promote
thinking and analysis; therefore, the pedagogical faculty
at the University of Saigon and 11 specially selected
schools were brought together to devise a curriculum that
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would incorporate industrial arts for males, home economics for females, and business education for both.
Analysis and problem-solving techniques were emphasized. A new center was created in the Ministry of Education to produce newer kinds of educational materials all
the way from elementary to secondary levels.
Progressively from the late 1950s, French suffered
as a language of instruction and importance. Just as in the
north, Vietnamese replaced it as the medium of instruction. With the growth of American influence and the increasing use of English in U.S.-South Vietnam military
interaction and international business, English became
the most popular option at the secondary and higher education levels. By the time South Vietnam came under
communist rule in 1975, more than 80 percent of the students took English as their modern language option.
From the mid-1960s, the national institutes in administration, agriculture, and technology—as well as the community colleges—adopted American models for their
curriculum, faculty development, teaching methodologies, and physical equipment.
As in the North, the South Vietnamese attached considerable importance to the education of their children.
Those who could afford the cost preferred to send their
wards to private schools, which absorbed as many students as the state-run schools. The elementary education
lasting five years was compulsory.
Unlike in the communist North Vietnam, there were
private schools run by the Catholic Church, nondenominational private schools, and those run by the Chinese community numbering more than 1,000,000 centered in Saigon’s twin city, Cholon. Although the
Chinese schools were officially required to teach only in
Vietnamese, in practice, they did so only in Chinese.
They followed the curriculum of the educational system
in Taiwan and took examinations conducted by the education board there for graduation.
The secondary school took seven years of education
split into two cycles of four and three years. The first
cycle provided general education after which the students
could choose to specialize in any one of the four options:
experimental science, science and mathematics, modern
humanities, and classical humanities. At the end of the
two cycles, students took the government-administered
national examination and, upon passing it, received the
school leaving certificate. After two years of the second
cycle, students could opt for a three-year cycle of vocational/technical education.
Following the fall of Saigon in 1975, South Vietnam
was integrated with the system obtaining in the north and
the entire country renamed the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV). As part of the task of reconstruction in the
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south, the new government dispersed the population of
the cities, which had been a haven for millions of those
who had fled the bombardment of the villages during the
war. Several millions were relocated in the New Economic Zones on the Cambodia border or in the central highlands. Large numbers of prostitutes, estimated by the
World Health Organization at 400,000, and pimps were
included in this rehabilitation program.
From 1975 till the major economic reforms of 1986,
Vietnam followed socialist policies of high command
economy and political centralization, extending the collectivization of agriculture to South Vietnam and nationalizing of all economic and industrial enterprises
including foreign enterprises. Between 1980 and 1885,
the government adopted half-hearted liberal measures including family-based contract systems and promoting
state-private joint enterprises. The economic stagnation
continued until l986 when the proponents, within the
Vietnamese Communist Party, of economic liberalization
along the lines followed by China came to power. The
new policy, styled doi moi (politics of renovation) led to
the abandonment of centralized planning in favor of decision-making by factory managers in terms of equipment,
production targets, and sources of finance. Major incentives were provided to attract foreign investment in all
sectors except defense. The collapse of Marxism in the
Soviet Union and East European countries accelerated
the process toward a state-managed market economy but
without concomitant liberalization in the political process.
The doi moi policies registered spectacular economic
gains in the growth in GDP, in savings and investment
rates, and exports. They brought in large amounts of foreign investment, liberalized the banking structure, and
made the currency stable. These measures, among others,
led to the lifting of the economic embargo by the United
States and made loans and grants by the IMF, World
Bank, and Western donors possible.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
After the reunification of the two Vietnams in 1976,
the government extended the crèche system functioning
in the Viet Cong-held areas to the rest of South Vietnam.
A southern division of the Commission for the Protection
of Mothers and Children Ministry was created. In 1987,
the care for education of preschool age children in the entire country was integrated into the ‘‘Young Shoot’’ education and was brought directly under the Ministry of
Education and Training. Two years later, the government
established the Commission of Child Care with, from
1991, a member of the Cabinet as Chairman of the Commission. In 1996, the Eighth Congress of the Party specifically urged the government to provide ‘‘young shoot’’
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education for all 5-year-olds by 2000 to prepare them for
entry into grade 1. A further target was announced to provide ‘‘young shoot’’ education to all in the age group of
3 months to 5 years by the year 2020.
The importance the government gives to preschool
education is reflected in the ‘‘Objectives and Plans for
Preschool Education’’ issued in 1990 by the Ministry of
Education. The broader objectives of the ‘‘Young
Shoot’’ education as stated in the Ministry’s circular include: ‘‘promoting initial elements of the personality of
a Vietnamese citizen, refraining from any imposition or
constraint, showing love for children and respecting their
personality, and taking the mother-daughter-like sentiments between nurses and children as a decisive factor.’’
It must further aim at achieving ‘‘a harmonious combination between care, maintenance, and education so as to
secure an all-round development of children.’’
The content of children’s education in crèches and
infant schools, as outlined by the Ministry, includes: education about ‘‘movements and sensations;’’ observation
of the environment around them (natural and social);
moral education and shaping of personality; personal hygiene and ‘‘environmental hygiene;’’ and physical education. In terms of preparation for first grade, the infants
should be introduced to the Vietnamese language and
‘‘approach to literature;’’ music and ‘‘rhythmic movements;’’ and mathematics. Significantly, the objectives
include giving scientific knowledge of children’s education and health to the parents.
There are two kinds of facilities for preschool education in Vietnam, officially called ‘‘regular forms’’ and
‘‘irregular forms.’’ Regular forms have crèches for children from 3 to 36 months of age and infant ‘‘young
shoot’’ schools for children from 3 to 5 years of age.
Some of the facilities combine crèches and infant
schools. The crèches are divided into sections according
to the children’s age and named after their diet. Thus, the
3- to 13-month-old group is called the ‘‘flour-fed’’
group; the 13- to 18-month-old group is called the ‘‘soupfed’’ group; the 19- to 24-month-old group is named the
‘‘wet boiled rice-fed’’ group; and the 25- to 36-monthold group is called the ‘‘rice-fed’’ group.
In the urban areas, the crèches typically operate 10
hours a day, including a lunch and a nap. Some facilities
operate in two shifts of a half-day each and there are still
others which adjust to shifts in factories. In the rural
areas, most crèches operate seasonally, enabling peasant
men and women to tend to agriculture without having to
worry about caring for their infants.
The infant ‘‘young shoot’’ schools are divided into
3 sections according to age: the 3-year-old small infant
group, the 4-year-old medium infant group, and the 5WORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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year-old elder infant group. They operate on the same
pattern as crèches, adjusting to labor shifts and rural seasonal work. Since 1996, the Ministry of Education has insisted that the 5-year-olds attend a minimum of 36 weeks
as a preparation to first grade.
Irregular forms involve informal but regular arrangements between a child-keeping group and the families
sending their children there. Except for the 5-year-old
children, preparing for admission to first grade, the program in the irregular forms is fairly flexible—though
guidelines for running them are provided by the Ministry
of Education. The classes for the 5-year-olds must provided education for 36 sessions of about 150 minutes
each.
There are about 13,000 crèches providing education
to about 600,000 children from 3 months to 3 years of
age. There are about 85,000 teachers in the crèches with
a 7.5:1 student-teacher ratio. The budget allocation from
the Ministry of Education to the crèches amounted to 5.3
percent of the total, which was 40.0 percent higher than
what is given to infant schools. Infant schools are receiving less attention than before from the government; there
are about 7,000 infant schools in Vietnam with about
75,000 teachers and a student enrollment of children from
3 to 6 years, numbering 1,600,000, giving a studentteacher ratio of 21.3:1. The infant schools receive only
about 3 percent of the Ministry of Education’s budget.
The number of infant schools has remained fairly
constant since the liberalization of 1986. Thus, in 19861987, there were 6,117 schools with 76,059 teachers and
1,768,938 students. A decade later, In 1995-1996, there
were 7,213 schools with 75,034 teachers and 1,931,611
children enrolled. In general, crèches and infant schools
attached to large government enterprises function well—
as do the schools attached to large private sector companies particularly where foreign investment or management is involved. Those in the delta areas function better
than those catering to tribal minorities or mountainous
areas.
Following the economic liberalization in 1986, government subsidies especially to crèches and childminding groups have declined. The Ministry of Education continues to inspect all facilities but is less insistent
on standards in all but infant classes for 5-year-olds. In
2000 there were about 800,000 children in infant schools
for 5-year-olds, which accounted for 50 percent of all the
other infant classes combined. Though the Ministry’s interest in preschool education itself (except for 5-yearolds) has declined, the government has stepped up its
health program in crèches and infant schools through
more regular health check-ups and vaccination programs.
Also, the Ministry of Education has upgraded its program
of educating young parents in the areas of child care and
health and education.
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Despite the sincere efforts on the part of the government, the care of children in preschool stage is unsatisfactory. In this respect, the government has served well in
being its own critic. The annual reports of the Ministry
of Education and Training blame the deficiencies on insufficient budget allocations noting that, in 1996, as
many as 46 percent of the children below the age of 6 suffered from malnutrition; crèches lacked enough numbers
of trained nurses or ‘‘child-minders,’’ so the hygiene conditions in the preschool facilities were generally poor and
too often the children were ‘‘left to play by themselves
with a few toys.’’ The Ministry of Education has also deplored the tendency to include in the preschool teaching
information suitable to primary education level. It urges
greater efforts to develop skills in language and independent thinking among the infants. Furthermore, the government would like to ‘‘achieve coordination with
families in cultivating in children humane sentiments—
the foundation of personality’’ and ‘‘concrete manifestations of a polite behavior in family and towards teachers
and friends.’’
Most primary education in Vietnam since 1975 has
been provided through the public system. Officially, it is
compulsory and free, though in practice, students are
charged sizable fees for various services; parents are encouraged to make ‘‘voluntary contributions’’ toward
construction and major purchases. The basic cycle of primary and secondary education consists of 5 years of primary school, 4 years of lower secondary school, 3 years
of upper secondary school, and 2 to 6 years of higher or
professional education. Those who do not go for higher
education join the secondary/vocational school or enter
the labor force.
In keeping with the economic liberalization since
1986, there has emerged a non-public system that includes semi-public, private, and community schools. It
parallels the country’s move from a centrally-planned
system to a market economy. The economically comfortable families prefer to send their children to semi-public
or private schools. A World Bank study in late 1998 concluded that willingness to spend on education increased
as household incomes rose and that given the marginally
small cost of switching from public to private schools, it
was not surprising that the number of private schools has
increased rapidly.
In 1997, there were 11,683 primary schools and
2,093 ‘‘basic general’’ schools, which combined primary
and lower secondary level classes. To alleviate the financial stringency, the government encouraged joint efforts
by the state and the people in the construction of school
buildings, in all communes and hamlets. Such joint efforts extended to ‘‘voluntary contributions’’ from parents
toward other costs as well. In most cases, the extra in1557
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come thus generated is allowed to be kept by the schools
for supplementing the teachers’ meager salaries and for
the purchase of the much-needed equipment.

‘‘Teaching Plan.’’ It proved to be yet another instance
when the government’s performance has fallen short of
the Party’s lofty wishes.

In keeping with the pattern in Communist societies,
school children are infused with a spirit of loyalty to the
state, placing the good of the state above the good of the
individual or the family. As the Ministry of Education
states: ‘‘The aim of primary education [perhaps applicable to all levels] is to cultivate in pupils a need for and
an interest in study and the collective life, and give shape
to good feelings, knowledge, attitudes and habits. These
are initial bases required for the gradual promotion of
ideals and ethics of the new Vietnamese man.’’ There is
no elaboration of what these ‘‘ideals and ethics’’ mean.
These are defined by the Communist Party from time to
time, often at the prestigious meetings of the Party Congress that take place every few years.

Based on the objectives of education and the teaching plan, the Ministry of Education gets textbooks and
teachers’ books prepared and published. Beginning in the
school year of 1981-1982, it launched a scheme to publish what it called ‘‘reformed books’’ for one grade of
primary education each year. Thus, every five years, a
cycle of book replacement for the 5-year primary education would be completed. This helps revision and upgrading of the content of the textbooks not only in terms of
information but also in terms of what the Party thinks are
the changing needs of the society. Three such cycles have
been completed. There was substantial revision in the
first two cycles but very little in the third.

The Ministry of Education outlines the curriculum of
primary education under five headings: education in the
world outlook, ideology, politics, law, ethics, and behavior; cultural and scientific education; labor and vocational
education; physical education and hygiene; and aesthetics. The Ministry requires the schools to teach each of
these subjects under three rubrics: knowledge, skills, and
attitude.
The ‘‘Teaching Plan’’ approved by the Ministry of
Education on May 16, 1986, for all five years of primary
education is split into two categories: seven subjects and
four kinds of activities. The subjects are: Vietnamese language, mathematics, ethics, nature and society, labor, art,
and physical education. In 1991, two subjects were added
by splitting art into fine arts and songs (music) and physical education into physical education and gymnastics.
The activities include: collective activity by groups of
five students, salute to the national flag, mid-class relaxation, gymnastics, and meetings to discuss subjects of
general and political interest. All these subjects and activities were taught weekly as one lesson each except for the
following: the Vietnamese language was to be taught in
12 lessons out of a total of 22 in first grade, tapering to
8 lessons out of 23 in fifth grade; mathematics from 3 lessons in first grade, increasing to 5 in fifth grade; nature
and society from l lesson in first grade to 3 in the fourth
and fifth grades; and labor from 1 lesson in first grade to
3 in fifth grade. In its annual reports, the Ministry, however, laments that while this is an ideal plan, the paucity
of funds, unavailability of adequate number of teachers,
and poor infrastructure have limited the teaching in most
primary schools only to 4 subjects, namely, Vietnamese
language, mathematics, ethics, and nature and society. In
December 1996, the Communist Party’s Central Committee resolved that by the year 2000, all primary schools
would be required to teach all nine subjects in the
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Enrollment and attendance in primary schools in the
1990s was on the increase in most provinces, with the national average being 80 percent. The number of children
attending the first grade was as high as 98 to 99 percent
in the two delta regions. The national average was
brought down by the mountainous provinces where the
figure dropped to 60 to 70 percent. The statistics show
that in some provinces, the enrollment of children in
grade 1 exceeded 100 percent of the children in that age
group because the government made primary education
compulsory in 1994, compelling those aged 6 to 11 years
who had failed to attend primary schools in the past to
do so. Another consequence is that there are a number of
children far above the normal age of six in first grade.
In 1996, there were 10,200,000 students in primary
schools of whom 4,860,000 million were females. There
has been a steady number of entrants at about 2,000,000
students every year, rising from 2,062,507 in 1986-1987
to 2,348,655 in 1995-1996. In 1996, there were 298,407
teachers at the primary level, of whom 224,955 were
women, with a student-teacher ratio of approximately
30:1. There were 11,683 primary schools and 2,093 basic
general schools, which included primary education. In
1996, the government claimed that there was a primary
school facility in every commune down to each hamlet
throughout the country.
About 50 percent of the students at the primary level
complete the 5 years of primary education. There is no
automatic promotion and there are those who fail a class.
The numbers of repeaters at the primary level rose from
8.46 percent in 1986-1987 to 12.35 percent in 1991 but
dropped progressively to 6.91 percent in 1996. The dropout rate fell from 11 percent in 1989 to 5 percent in 1995.
Those who pass the fifth grade receive a diploma of
primary education. They have the option of taking a general examination conducted by the provincial office of
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education. Until 1996-1997, there were national competitions in the Vietnamese language and mathematics for
which there would be between 400 and 500 prizes. These
were abandoned in favor competition for the title ‘‘excellent pupil of primary school.’’ About three-quarters of all
the students in the primary division enter the lower secondary schools.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
At the secondary school level, those who repeat the
class are charged twice the ‘‘fee’’ as the regular entrants.
Each secondary school is permitted to enroll 25 percent
of repeating students. The difference in fee is used to increase teachers’ salaries, clearly an incentive to teachers
to allow more students in their classes. A teacher is permitted to add up to 300,000 Dongs (about US$300) per
month in this way to his/her income. There are some secondary schools in the private sector that justify the high
fees they charge on grounds that they prepare the students
better for entrance to universities and to other institutions
of higher learning.
In 1996, there were 4,312,074 students at the lower
secondary level, of whom a little less than 50 percent, or
2,016,094, were females. The annual intake dropped
from 1,066,259 in 1987-1988 to a low of 842,242 in
1991-1992 increasing steadily to 1,476,130 in 19951996. There were 2,093 combined primary/lower secondary level schools, while there were 701 schools where the
junior and senior level facilities were combined.
Because of paucity of funds available for construction of school buildings, many schools operate two or
even three shifts. In 1996, there were 154,416 teachers
at the lower secondary level, of whom 106,953 were
women, with an overall student-teacher ratio of about
29:1. The effectiveness of teaching and the growing
socio-economic importance of education was reflected in
the percentage of repeating and dropout students falling
dramatically from 5.08 percent in 1986 to a meager 0.50
percent in 1996. In 1996, there were 701 senior secondary
schools, which included junior secondary schools, and an
additional 644 senior secondary schools exclusively for
tenth through twelfth grade, with a total of 1,019,480 students, of whom 457,793 were females. There was an increase of 10 percent over the previous decade.
However, just as at the lower secondary level, the
number of students at the senior secondary level also
dropped: from 917,593 to 522,735 in 1991-1992, rising
steadily thereafter to 1,0l9,480 in l995-1996. In the latter
year, there were 39,398 teachers at the senior secondary
school level, of whom 19,663 were women, with a student-teacher ratio of 25:1. The percentage of repeaters as
well as dropouts at the senior secondary level dropped
dramatically in the 1990s: repeaters dropped from 4.55
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percent in 1985-1986 to 1.35 percent in 1993-1994 while
dropouts declined from 10.07 percent over the same period.
At the time of the end of the French rule in 1954,
Vietnam was very weak in the study of technology. The
French colonial masters had opened only four applied
technology schools in the country. After 1945, in the
areas under the control of the Viet Minh or DRV, eight
secondary schools provided vocational education. After
1954, the DRV energetically pursued training technicians
and workers through two kinds of facilities: regular secondary vocational schools and ‘‘craft-teaching’’ schools.
The Second Indochina War (1964-1975) spurred a demand for skilled workers both in North Vietnam and in
the areas controlled by the Viet Cong in the South. By
1975 before the reunification of the country, the communist-controlled Vietnam had 186 secondary vocational
schools with about 70,000 students with an almost equal
number of craft-teaching schools.
Vocational/technical training has been very crucial
for the reconstruction of Vietnam. Since 1975, there has
been a growing need, never adequately met, of skilled
workers and technicians in numerous government enterprises and, since the economic liberalization of 1986, in
private sectors as well. Besides the regular vocational/
technical secondary schools, in-service training programs
are conducted by state farms, regional centers, government enterprises, and a variety of government agencies
including the military. Three-year courses as well as evening and correspondence classes are offered to working
people—including qualified workers, Communist Party
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personnel, and members of mass organizations. After the
completion of such three-year programs, they may be admitted to higher level technical schools. The experience
with in-service programs was found wanting and, therefore, the trend since l986 has been to increase the shortterm, six-month programs in regular vocational schools.
Before the reunification of the country, North Vietnam had entered into a number of agreements with socialist countries such as the Soviet Union (up to the late
1980s), China, and Eastern European countries for technical and scientific cooperation. Before 1975, some selected workers from the North and, after 1975, from all
of Vietnam were sent to these countries for training in
factories, technical schools, and universities. Some of
them worked in those countries for periods of time in lieu
of payment of debts incurred by Vietnam mostly during
the war. Under the same programs, experts from the socialist countries spent periods of time in Vietnamese facilities to train workers.
The secondary vocational schools as well craftteaching schools/centers have prospered. In 1995-1996,
there were 253 regular secondary vocational schools with
an enrollment of 69,057 while the craft-teaching schools/
centers numbered 174 with an enrollment of 79,488. The
vocational schools have focused on training in economics, education, culture, and health and art, while the craftteaching schools train students in ‘‘practical’’ arts.
Basic general school graduates, who after 3.0 to 3.5
years of education receive a diploma that is considered
on par with non-vocation secondary school graduates, receive education in four ‘‘Groups’’: general knowledge
group, comprised of politics, foreign languages, physical
education, military education, economics, production organization, mathematics, and informatics; basic technical
knowledge group, comprised mainly of electrical technology; professional technical knowledge group, involving more advanced education in electrical systems like
power plants and transformers and industrial electrical
equipment; and practice group, involving hands-on experience.
Before 1990, when a major reorganization of vocational education was undertaken by the Ministry of Education, there were some 390 crafts taught by an
unaccounted number of vocational schools and craftteaching centers. In that year, the Ministry ordered many
of these closed and ordered many others to merge to
make them viable units, in terms of physical facilities,
equipment, and funding. In 1990, there remained 242
craft teaching schools, 119 of them under the central government and 123 under provincial and municipal management. The process of integration of schools continued
bringing the total number of craft-teaching schools
further down to 174 by 1995-1996. The craft-teaching
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schools were divided into six categories: industry,
agriculture/forestry/fisheries, construction, mechanics/
driving, commercial services or business, and others.
Most of these schools offer a diploma after two to three
years of training. Students in these schools are admitted
at two levels: those who have completed the ninth grade
general education and those who have completed the senior secondary education (twelfth grade). The former
group takes two years for completion of a course in simple crafts and an additional year for complicated ones; the
latter group takes one year for simple crafts and an additional year for the complicated ones. All students in the
craft schools go through an integrated program that includes Vietnamese language and literature, a foreign language, mathematics, physics, chemistry, politics, ethics,
physical education, technology, and craftsmanship. The
details of the curriculum are adjusted to suit the craft ‘‘as
required by the society at a specific stage of socioeconomic development.’’
Besides the regular network intended to train workers in the different crafts, some 200 centers were opened
in the 1990s in the district capitals throughout the country
to provide short-term courses for those who were already
holding jobs in the general labor category but who wanted to qualify themselves in a specific craft. The government has indicated that such centers will grow in size and
numbers to add large numbers of semi-qualified workers
to fill the burgeoning demand for such labor from the industry.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Students passing the national examination at the end
of the two cycles of secondary school were eligible for
admission to institutions of higher education in arts, sciences, and law. The other faculties and specialized institutions had their own entrance examinations.
South Vietnam was handicapped in 1954 for lack of
a university. Between 1954 and 1973, several universities
were opened both in the public and private sectors. In
1955 the first university, the National University of Vietnam, was established in Saigon with the help of a large
number of anti-communist, mostly Catholic, students and
faculty of the Franco-Vietnamese University in Hanoi,
who chose to move to the south. Before 1954, a medical
school and law faculty in Saigon were affiliated to the
Franco-Vietnamese University of Hanoi In 1957, and the
National University was renamed the University of Saigon. Other public universities were established at Hue
(l957 and Can Tho (1966). These universities benefited
from the University of Saigon faculty, who traveled regularly to Hue and Can Tho to teach there. The government
also established three professional institutions: the National Institute of Technology (1957), which offered a
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four-year degree program in engineering-civil, electrical,
industrial, and mechanical-and a three-year diploma for
technicians; the National Agricultural Center (1959),
which offered a degree program in agriculture, forestry,
and animal husbandry; and the National School of Administration, which offered a three-year diploma program
in public administration, economics, and finance as well
as an advanced three-year graduate program in public administration.
The government also encouraged establishment of
universities, mostly sectarian, in the private sector. The
University of Da Lat in the central highlands (l958) established by President Diem’s archbishop brother and MinhDuc University in Saigon (1970) were Catholic universities; the University of Van-Hanh in Saigon (1964) was
Buddhist. The University of Cao Dai, and the University
of Hoa Hao, were established in 1971 by the followers
of those sects. In 1973, the year peace agreements were
signed in Paris, the government opened a major institution, the Thu-Duc Polytechnic University in Saigon. Finally, the government established three community
colleges at Da Nang, Nha Trang, and Thu Duc, which
trained people in technical skills. The training of teachers
at the primary and lower middle level schools was handled by five pedagogical institutions including two run
by Catholics; secondary school training was the responsibility of the universities.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Education policy in Vietnam is determined at the national level by the Ministry of Education and Training,
which is the main body in charge of education in the
whole country. It issues directives to officials in the educational establishment in the whole country on how the
laws and ordinances approved by the National Assembly
and/or the government are to be implemented. The Ministry draws annual and five-year plans for educational development and submits them to the government, which
then presents them to the National Assembly for approval. The Ministry is divided into general departments and
departments responsible for specific branches of study.
The former includes finance, planning, organization and
personnel, international relations, and science and technology. The departments for specific studies include: the
‘‘Young Shoot’’ education, primary education, secondary education, secondary vocational education and craftteaching, higher education, and post-graduate studies.
The Ministry is also in charge of inspection of education
facilities and evaluation of teaching at all levels.
Although the Ministry of Education is in charge of
formulating policies, in effect, several other governmental agencies and the communist party apparatus are also
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involved. Thus, the Central Committee and the Politbureau of the Communist party of Vietnam decide the
‘‘line and strategic orientation’’ for education. The Party
was involved in making the initial strategic shifts in education policy at all important stages of reform. The National Assembly discusses the details of the policies as
approved by the Party’s top leadership. All the important
laws and decrees are issued in the name of the National
Assembly. Sometimes, the government appoints a ‘‘National Committee’’ to be in charge of implementation of
major education drives such as the one established in
1989 for the eradication of illiteracy or universalization
of primary education. The drive resulted in the legislation
of 1991, which made primary education universal. The
Committee included representatives of 11 ministries and
various mass organizations of peasants, women, and
youth who would galvanize the support of their members
for the government programs. Indicative of the importance of education in Vietnam was the establishment in
1997 of the National Education Council under the chairmanship of the Prime Minister.
Until 1987, there were four separate ministries at the
national level in charge of education. In that year, they
were consolidated into two ministries—the Ministry of
General Education and the Ministry for Higher, Technical and Vocational Education. In 1990, there came a
major reorganization and the merging of the entire management of education into one management behemoth,
namely, the Ministry of Education and Training. It has
15 divisions, including the central office of the Ministry,
planning and finance, personnel, inspection, international
cooperation, preschool education, primary and secondary
education, technical and vocational education, postgraduate (graduate) education, in-service and complementary education, physical education, sport, and science
and technology.
While the Ministry of Education and Training is directly responsible for higher education, it leaves the routine administration including personnel, finance, and
organization at ‘‘young shoot,’’ primary, secondary, vocational, and craft-teaching schools to provincial, district,
and community level officials and people’s committees
at those levels. District offices have two main divisions:
inspection and management and facilities. In the case of
vocational and craft-teaching schools, all these agencies
work with those departments of the central government
that deal with industrial enterprises in the public and private sectors.
In general, the Ministry of Education confines itself
to formulation of objectives, planning, new programs, inspection, and examinations held at the end of the secondary education. It also concerns itself in the areas of
teacher training in specific fields such as music and paint1561
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ing, gymnastics, sports, and technology. It also declares
from time to time which crafts need emphasis in the crafts
schools and vocational education. The general control of
the Ministry of Education over the entire educational apparatus in the country is maintained significantly by its
authority to release funds for salaries of teachers and
scholarships at all levels of education. As for higher education, the Ministry of Education is directly responsible
for the two national universities in Hanoi and Ho Chi
Minh City and three regional universities in Thai
Nguyen, Hue, and Da Nang, and a number of colleges:
Hanoi University of Technology, Hanoi National Economy College, Can Tho University, Hanoi University of
Foreign Languages, Trade College, Hanoi Open University, Ho Chi Minh City Open University, and International Post-Graduate Schools. The Ministry also is in charge
of some ‘‘national programs’’ such as construction of
boarding schools for ethnic minorities, upgrading the
teacher training schools, and international cooperation
programs such as the World Bank’s program for primary
education. There are some 25 other colleges under the
management of other ministries. Thus, the Hanoi Medical
College is managed by the Ministry of Health; the College of Culture and the Hanoi Conservatoire under the
Ministry of Culture; the water Conservancy College
under the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development; and the College of Gymnastics and Sports under
the General Department of Gymnastics and Sports.
Despite the proclaimed priority to education, the financial allocations to education fall far short of the requirements. In general, the national government finances
the full cost of higher and vocational education and a
quarter of the expenses on preschool, primary, and secondary education. Even so, with the increasing allocation
for education from 8.9 percent in 1990 to around 12.0
percent of the total national budget in 2000, Vietnam’s
education budget compares well with the education budgets of most developing countries. The trend is toward increasing such allocations at the national, as well as at the
provincial and district levels. The bulk of the allocations
are, however, absorbed by salaries of teachers and other
personnel estimated at 75 to 80 percent of the Ministry’s
budget, with only about 20 percent available for construction, equipment, and new programs. As mentioned before, a substantial part of the costs of construction of
school structures at the primary level is met through
‘‘volunteer contributions’’ from parents. Students also
contribute toward ‘‘incidental expenses’’ of different
kinds through special fees.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
A survey made in 1990 showed that there were
slightly more than 2,000,000 illiterates in the country in
the age bracket of 15 to 35 years and 2,100,000 children
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in the age group of 6 to 14 years who had either never
attended primary school or had dropped out after a very
brief exposure. Illiteracy was very high among the ‘‘socially and economically underdeveloped areas’’ particularly in the mountainous areas, central coast, offshore
islands, and some parts of the Mekong Delta. The mountainous areas had 747,300 illiterates or about 39 percent
of the total while the Mekong delta had 650,639 or 33
percent. The literacy programs, which are not part of the
school programs, include in-service, complementary and
vocational education programs. These are offered or financed by different governmental agencies as well as by
voluntary organizations such as the Youth Union and the
Women’s Union, which are recognized by the government as being representative of those sectors of the
society.
As a result of the massive drive undertaken by the
government during 1990-1995 to combat illiteracy, some
1,723,320 illiterates attended classes. Of them, 805,223
persons learned to read and write, and the balance finished education up to first or second grade. Every year
in that period, 220,000 to 280,000 people attended literacy classes; 50 to 60 percent became literate and 60,000
to 100,000 moved on to post-literacy classes. In 1996, the
National Committee for Illiteracy Eradication claimed
that 27 provinces and cities with 7,760 communes and
wards out of a total of 10,219 had eradicated illiteracy
taking the percentage of literacy in the nation from 88
percent in 1990 to 91 percent in 1996. This meant that
34 provinces still had a number of illiterates. In the
mountainous provinces, only 1,403 out of 2,676 (52.4
percent) communes were able to eradicate illiteracy; in
the Mekong Delta, only 970 of 1,598 communes reached
the goal. Therefore, in 1996, a timetable was drawn up
whereby 9 provinces would be helped to eradicate illiteracy in 1997, some 13 others in 1998, then 4 in 1999, and
the remaining 8 in 2000, thereby eradicating illiteracy
completely in all of Vietnam.
At the same time, the government claimed in 1996
that Vietnam had exceeded the norm for illiteracy eradication set by the International Conference in Jomtien
(Thailand) in March 1990 that, by the year 2000, some
80 percent of the 6- to 11-year-old children should be attending primary school and 50 percent of the illiterates
in 1990 will have learned to read and write. Except for
some mountainous provinces and remote areas, Vietnam
claimed it had met and even exceeded those goals. The
government was, however, concerned that in 1996, there
were still some 1,400,000 illiterates in the country. It ascribed the problem to the fact that every year about
1,000,000 children who do not enroll in primary school
get added to the ranks of the illiterates.
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TEACHING PROFESSION
One out of five in the state labor force of about
4,000,000 people is in the teaching profession. In 19951996, there were 298,407 teachers at the primary level,
of whom 70.72 percent were females; 154,416 junior secondary level teachers, with 83.88 percent females; 39,398
senior secondary teachers, of whom 93.31 percent were
females; 25,562 vocational education teachers, of whom
51.8 percent were females; and 34,117 college, university, and professional school faculty in higher education,
of whom 19.4 percent were women.
Although the respect and the high social status of
teachers has been steadily maintained by government and
society in Vietnam, the teachers’ salaries are not as high.
The nation celebrates November 20 as ‘‘Vietnam Teachers’ Day’’ with great enthusiasm. Teachers’ Day is also
appropriately used by the Ministry of Education as well
as academic establishments at the provincial, district, and
commune levels to bestow varied honors like ‘‘Outstanding Teacher’’ or ‘‘People’s Teacher’’ or for distribution
of badges recognizing the deserving teachers for their
meritorious services. Because of the low salaries, however, the profession fails to attract the best minds particularly at the primary and lower secondary school levels.
Moreover, the salaries, in general, have failed to keep up
with the inflation rate. For instance, a university teacher’s
average salary in 1985 was equivalent to 191.4 pounds
of rice (the staple food of the Vietnamese); by late 1991,
it purchased only 74.8 pounds. Teachers often need to
hold more than one job.
It is no wonder, therefore, that there is a shortage of
teachers to the extent of 120,000 for preschool, primary,
and secondary education in Vietnam. Among the teachers
working in schools, there are large numbers of inadequately qualified and untrained teachers. Only one-third
of primary school teachers have received training, and
only about one-half of lower secondary school teachers
are qualified to teach at that level. The requisite qualification for primary school teachers is graduation from senior
secondary schools (twelfth grade) and 2 years of study in
a teachers’ training school or three years’ training after
graduation from lower secondary school (tenth grade).
For lower secondary teachers, it is three years training
after graduation from senior secondary school (twelfth
grade). Teachers of senior secondary schools require four
years in teacher’s training college following the twelfth
grade. Teachers in the infant schools and kindergartens
are expected to undergo training for two years after graduation from junior secondary schools or for one year after
finishing the senior secondary school.
Teacher training in Vietnam at the primary and lower
secondary school levels is largely the responsibility of the
provincial administration. Thus, there are 31 junior teachWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

er training colleges in the provincial capitals, while there
are only 8 colleges of that level run by the central government. Of the latter, three train teachers for the kindergarten and infant schools, one of the training of music and
painting teachers and one for the training of sports and
gymnastics teachers. Some of these facilities at the central and provincial levels are multi-level, training teachers from preschool to lower secondary levels. Teacher
training at the senior secondary is normally the responsibility of the 10 national teacher training colleges or of the
departments of education in the universities.

SUMMARY
Despite the requisite qualifications and training prescribed by the Ministry of Education, a large number of
schools have at least part of its teaching staff without adequate training or qualifications. This is particularly so in
the mountainous and remote areas, where city and townbred senior school graduates are reluctant to serve. The
same is true for many primary schools where, as stated
before, there is a serious shortage of teachers. The enrollment in the primary schools across the country has outpaced the numbers of qualified persons willing to enter
the teaching profession at that level.
By the end of the last century, U.S.-Vietnam relations had come full-circle with the establishment of full
diplomatic relations in 1995 between the two former foes,
admission of Vietnam (with U.S. support) as a full member of the pro-West Association of Southeast Asian nations (ASEAN), the bilateral trade greement between
Vietnam and the United States, and a four-day visit by
President Clinton to Vietnam in November 2000. Academically significant was Clinton’s choice of the University of Hanoi as the venue for his major address and his
mention of the increasing academic ties between the
United States and Vietnam, notably the Education
Abroad Program of the University of California in Hanoi.
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WALLIS AND FUTUNA

WESTERN SAHARA
BASIC DATA

BASIC DATA
Wallis and Futuna
Islands

Official Country Name:

Western Sahara

Region:

Africa

Region:

Oceania

Population:

244,943

Population:

15,283

Language(s):

Language(s):

French, Wallisian

Hassaniya Arabic,
Moroccan Arabic

Literacy Rate:

50%

Literacy Rate:

NA

Official Country Name:

Wallis and Futuna is an archipelago, or group of islands, in the southern Pacific Ocean. It became an overseas department of France in 1959. At that time, the
nation’s schools, which had previously been operated by
Roman Catholic missionaries, were placed under the control of the French Ministry of National Education.
Based closely on the French model, education in
Wallis and Futana is free and compulsory for children between the ages of 6 and 16. The primary language of instruction is French. Upon completion of primary
education, which lasts for five years, students are required to attend a lower secondary school. Students seeking upper secondary and tertiary education typically go
to New Caledonia, French Polynesia, or France, where
they may enter institutions as citizen of France.
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Western Sahara is either a country unto itself or a
part of a kingdom, depending on whom is asked. The entire land has been under the direct control of the Kingdom
of Morocco since 1979; it was known as Spanish Sahara
until 1975 when Morocco took over the northern twothirds of the former colony and Mauritania took the
southern one-third. Mauritania withdrew in 1979, leaving
Morocco in complete control. Morocco hopes it will be
a permanent part of its country in the twenty-first century
and often refers to the location as Moroccan Sahara.
Many of the indigenous people, the Saharawi, revolted years ago and began a long, armed conflict. The fight
has been lead by the Polisario Front (Popular Front for
the Liberation of Saguia el Hamra and Rio de Oro),
which takes much of its name from major geographical
boundaries of the territory it claims for itself. Tindouf, in
western Algeria, has served as the headquarters of the
Polisario. Many international organizations, such as the
World Food Programme (WFP) and The Office of the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), have been trying to oversee the basic needs
of the thousands of Polisario in exile, including trying to
keep a basic educational system in place within refugee
camps. The United Nations, through special envoys from
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the secretary-general, has also been encouraging Morocco to further its efforts to help the indigent population
with their fundamental human rights. A referendum for
the inhabitants to choose their government has been
shelved often but may happen within the early 2000s. It
has been delayed, though, on basic issues such as what
characterizes an eligible voter. Eventually this vote for
self-determination should define Western Sahara.
The territory’s estimated population, as of 2000, was
244,943 people. The primary languages include Hassaniya Arabic and Moroccan Arabic. With only about onefifth of the land being used consistently for pasture or
crops, many of its people are nomadic. Morocco has
stretched its educational system throughout the mainly
desert land. The formal educational system follows the
Moroccan model in which, in public schools, the education is free from the primary to the university level.
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Morocco has begun to adapt its curriculum for greater use of the Koran, the Islamic holy book. Arabic is the
first instructed language, but French is taught beginning
in the third grade. Preschool is two years long, with six
years of primary school and three years of preparatory
school—which is considered basic education— and three
years of high school. High school graduates are given a
Baccalaureat degree, which allows for entrance to or the
right to take an entrance exam for a Moroccan university.
There are no major universities within Western Sahara.
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YEMEN
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:

Republic of Yemen

Region:

Middle East

Population:

17,479,206

Language(s):

Arabic

Literacy Rate:

38%

Academic Year:

August-June

Compulsory Schooling:

9 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

7.0%

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 2,699,788
Secondary: 354,288
Higher: 65,675
Primary: 70%
Secondary: 34%
Higher: 4%

Teachers:

Primary: 90,478

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 40%
Secondary: 14%
Higher: 1%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
The Republic of Yemen (hereafter, Yemen) was
formed on 22 May 1990 with the merger of the Yemen
Arab Republic (YAR, or North Yemen) and the People’s
Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY, or South
Yemen). The YAR, an Imamate (or kingdom), which had
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been under Ottoman rule until it achieved independence
after World War I, was very insular and retained much
of its traditional lifestyle and social structure until the
1980s. It became a republic after a civil war from 1962
to 1970, which also saw the involvement of Saudi Arabia
and Egypt. The YAR’s traditional and conservative society contrasted sharply with the PDRY, which gradually
became a British protectorate after the capture of Aden
in 1843 and after the British left in 1967, adopted Marxism as its political system after declaring independence.
The merger of the two very different countries can be
traced to the collapse of the Soviet Union and the economic pressures of the late 1980s, as well as to an informal shared sense of ethnicity and nationhood among the
people of both countries. A short but difficult civil war
was fought for several weeks in 1994, largely along
YAR-PDRY lines and led by elites of each side, over the
issues of political power in the unified state and the disbursement of public funds and wealth from newlydiscovered oil fields.
Yemen is located in the southwestern corner of the
Arabian peninsula; its Arabic name al-yaman, is derived
from the old term al-yamanan meaning ‘‘south’’(of
Mecca, the center of the Islamic religion). Modern
Yemen shares a border with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to the north, the Sultanate of Oman to the east, the
Red Sea to the west, and the Gulf of Aden and the Arabian Sea to the south. The country includes the island of
Suqutra in the Arabian Sea and several small islands in
the Red Sea.
Yemen is 532,000 square kilometers in size. The
western and northern parts of the country (the former
YAR) are very mountainous, apart from thin stretches of
coastline, with the highest peak reaching more than 3,600
meters and a number of peaks over 3,000 meters. The
sandy western coastline (the Tihama) is extremely hot
and humid. To the east in the former PDRY are more
mountains, which descend into a rocky plain in the central east part of the country before merging into one of
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the most inhospitable deserts in the world, the rub’ alkhali (‘‘Empty Quarter’’). There are patches of relatively
fertile valleys in the east as well.
The Yemeni people are mostly Arabic by descent, although some remote tribes have their own languages and
cultures that set them apart. The country’s proximity to
Africa and its position on sea routes to and from India and
Africa has provided it with a diverse cultural mix; its
foods and architecture, for example, are distinctly separate from neighboring Arab countries such as Saudi Arabia. The country’s population is around 15.4 million,
according to a 1994 census, about three-quarters of which
are located in the former YAR. The people are predominantly rural; they often live in small villages or hamlets
and usually identify with a larger tribal group, although
the urban population is rising steadily. There are sizeable
Yemeni communities overseas, including in the Middle
East, Britain, and the United States.
Modern Yemen is a very poor country, with GDP per
capita of US$750 in 1999. The country has few export
industries of note apart from oil, although there is potential in light manufacturing, shipping, and tourism. Very
low inward investment, limited mostly to the oil sector,
is a result of poor infrastructure and perceived political
instability. In 1996 the Government began a series of International Monetary Fund (IMF)-sponsored economic
reforms, which continue to the present time.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
The highest foundation for education in Yemen is the
Constitution (Constitution of the Republic of Yemen,
1994), which includes several references to the obligations of the Government and its citizens in regard to education.
Article 32 of the Constitution provides that:
Education, health, and social services are the basic pillars
for building and developing the society. Society shall
with the state take part in providing them.

The role of the Government in this respect is spelled out
further in Article 53:
Education is a right for all citizens. The state shall guarantee education in accordance with the law through
building various schools and cultural and educational institutions. Basic education is obligatory. The state shall
do its best to obliterate illiteracy and give special care to
expanding technical and vocational education. . . .

This has generally been assumed to require the Government to provide a fair and equitable access to education for the country’s population. Despite this, perhaps
because of some vagueness and generalization in its
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wording, the Government’s performance has been mixed.
In fact, results have been quite poor in certain cases such
as countering illiteracy and guaranteeing equal access to
education among both males and females. The latter, and
through it the former, is a perhaps an example where traditional culture is at variance with the liberal Constitution. Nonetheless, the Constitution is very protective of
the principle of education, as well as the principles of educational and academic freedom. For example, Article 27
states that:
The state shall guarantee freedom of scientific research
and achievements in the fields of literature, arts and culture, which conform with the spirit and objectives of the
Constitution. The state shall provide means conducive to
such achievements and shall provide support and encouragement for scientific and technical invention, and artistic creation and shall protect achievements thereof.

The policy and administrative aspects of education
are legalized under Laws enacted by Parliament and by
Presidential Decree. The Law on Education of 1992 is the
main piece of legislation, and there have been Presidential Decrees and administrative orders since then to supplement and administer the law.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
The Yemen Arab Republic (YAR): The YAR was,
until the 1970s, one of the most isolated countries in the
world. It was also, perhaps as a result, one of the poorest
and least developed. For example, until the 1960s the
YAR had no paved roads, no factories or export industry,
and no doctors of Yemeni nationality. This stemmed, in
large part, from the limited education sector in the YAR
before that time.
Prior to the 1960s, the educational system was limited primarily to religious education provided by Islamic
scholars in one of many local kuttab (an Islamic school
usually attached to a mosque). A kuttab could be found
in all cities, major towns, and most small towns. The primary goal of religious education was to teach students,
exclusively boys, the Holy book of Islam, the Qur’an
(also transliterated as ‘‘Koran’’). Most undertook the
mammoth task of memorizing the Qur’an by heart, which
requires about nine years of study. Religious study also
included learning the sayings and examples of the Prophet Muhammad and reading debates by latter scholars on
Islamic philosophy and jurisprudence. This form of education was very socially exclusive with only about 5 percent of young people (that is, about 10 percent of males)
attending. Students usually came from elite or wealthy
parentage. Most students’ fathers held senior religious or
bureaucratic positions or were wealthy merchants.
Only a handful of secular schools were formed during this time. Imam Yahya (1919-1948) formed a small
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number of schools with specific purposes: an Orphans’
School, the students of which were typically trained in
clerical skills; a Scientific School, which despite its title
largely trained clerks for the judicial system; a teachers’
college; and a military school. Despite this, secular
schools remained scant. A few wealthy landowners
formed modern schools at this time; the first was probably Ahmad Nu’man who, after a formal religious education, established a secular school in the 1930s at Dhubhan
(near Ta’izz). Nu’man’s school was the closest to date to
true secular education and taught subjects such as mathematics, geography, and physical education. Nu’man
found, however, that he was not popular with traditional
Yemenis, who saw his school as un-Islamic and counterproductive to the moral development of young people;
the Imam sent a traditional religious teacher to supervise
him, and in 1937 he surrendered and moved to Egypt.
Nu’man’s experiment highlighted the cultural factors that hindered secular education in the YAR during
Imam Yahya’s reign. Islamic knowledge, and as an extension linguistic and calligraphic skills, were valued at
the expense of all others. Added to this was the use of isolation as a political strategy by Imam Yahya, who felt that
isolation would protect his rule and draw disparate tribal
groups closer together. It was to no avail. In 1948 members of an opposition group assassinated him, although
his son Ahmad managed to claim the throne.
Little changed under Imam Ahmad (1948-1962), although he introduced some very minor steps towards
opening Yemen to the outside world and to introducing
a modern education system. Late in his reign, Ahmad introduced a secular school system, but not a large number
of schools were established. The schools that were
formed were based on 6 years of primary school and then
3 years of secondary school, typically covered the ages
from about 6 to 15, and still existed for the benefit of
males.
During this time, many Yemenis who sought a secular education headed to other countries, which they had
been doing since before the 1930s. Under Ahmad, increasing numbers went to Egypt, Lebanon, or Europe, especially for their secondary or tertiary education.
After Ahmad’s overthrow in 1962, a military government with a secular outlook took power and began to
dramatically change and secularize the educational system. Egypt, which had troops and advisers in the country
throughout much of the internal conflict between the republicans and royalists that occurred during the period of
1962-1970, provided considerable assistance. More than
50 schools were established, including vocational
schools. New topics were taught for the first time formally, such as mathematics, English, and social and natural
sciences. Also for the first time, schools for girls were esWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA

tablished in the major cities of Sana’a, Ta’izz, and alBaydha. The College for Radio Telecommunications and
the College for Aviation were also established at this time
with Egyptian instructors.
The post-revolutionary period of the 1960s also created greater educational and intellectual awareness and
led to an increase in public discourse. Libraries were established and expanded along with the growth of public
education. Informal associations were also established by
writers, intellectuals, and the politically active, where debates and discussions were held and information and theory exchanged on topics as varied as political science,
literature, religion, and even the role of women in society.
The 1970s and 1980s saw secular education expand
dramatically and become more accessible. A Ministry of
Education was established, after a 1963 decree by the
military government, to monitor the public school system. Throughout the republic period (1962-1990), religious schools continued to operate, and a few private
schools were also established. The school system included six years of primary, three years of preparatory, and
three years of secondary education, followed by tertiary
study at university or abroad. Primary education revolved
around elementary skills, preparatory on practical and
vocational skills, and secondary on one of five options:
general (arts and sciences), vocational, commercial, agricultural, and teacher training.
The system was poor and heavily reliant on external
aid. Only 6-8 percent of annual budgets were spent on education, but it was nonetheless a dramatic improvement
and expansion from the past. While compulsory education was not enforced, the percentage of school-aged children attending school went from 12 percent in 1971 to
almost 50 percent in 1981. Despite this, the number of
girls at school did not increase significantly and remained
around 10-15 percent. Further, the completion rate for
primary school was poor at about 12 percent in the late
1970s. This meant that illiteracy rates, while slightly improved, remained remarkably high; in 1980, illiteracy
was over 80 percent overall, including over 90 percent for
females. By 1990, it was still high, but improved for both
males and females. On the other hand, transitional rates
were high for those who did complete primary school: 85
percent continued to preparatory level, 100 percent of
preparatory level continued to secondary, and 78 percent
then continued to tertiary study.
The first and most important step in developing the
indigenous tertiary education system was the formation
of the University of Sana’a in 1970, which remained the
YAR’s only university until it merged into the Republic
of Yemen in 1990. The university was established with
Kuwaiti aid and initially was small; at formation, it had
only 61 students and 15 staff in three colleges (of law,
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alists at the time who did not fail to notice the lack of educational opportunities available, the fact that education
went primarily to foreigners, nor indeed that most teachers were foreigners, usually from India. One famous nationalist quote at the time cried, ‘‘Where are the Arab
teachers?’’

science and arts). The university was headed by the Minister of Education as University President and included
a Secretary-General in charge of day-to-day operations.
In the late 1970s the school added colleges of economics
and education. The university grew to number over 5,000
students in the late 1980s. Government scholarships were
created along with the university to help students study
abroad for degrees that were not available at the University of Sana’a.
During the YAR’s republic era, there also remained
a strong informal education sector, mostly teaching
trades and basic literacy. At-work training, for example
in clerical and administrative and managerial skills, was
also common.
The Aden Protectorate (pre-1967) & the People’s
Democratic Republic of Yemen (PDRY, 1967-1990):
The British invested little into their protectorate of Aden
and, at least prior to World War II, there was limited access to education. In fact, until 1937, the British ruled the
area from India in an openly aloof way. The primary interests of the British were in controlling the port of Aden
and having a territory from which they could watch and
control maritime traffic in the Red Sea and Arabian Sea,
especially so as to protect the far more important asset of
India.
In the 1930s, there were about 1,000 students enrolled in public schools and another 2,000 or less in private education or tutoring. This figure emphasizes the
educational opportunities available to local Yemenis, as
it includes a sizeable proportion of expatriates from both
Britain and India. The latter was a key criticism of nation1570

Little changed during and after World War II, even
though war had brought an economic boom to Aden and
had dramatically increased its wealth, population, and influence. The population rise was attributable more to a
rise in the number of foreigners than to internal migration. There was a structured public education system, but
the chief beneficiaries were those at secondary and tertiary levels or those who could access the English language
training that became essential for local Adeni elites. In
1943 the British Council introduced English lessons for
both men and women. For young people from elite backgrounds and a secondary education, places were available
at the United Kingdom’s best universities. Most of these
people came from, and went into, public administration,
rather than business, reflecting not only what was seen
as prestigious, but also the education that was received.
Informally, as in the YAR, there was a rise in the
level of political awareness and activity of intellectuals
during the 1950s and early 1960s. Clubs were formed
among the interested cultural elite, many of which not
only served as civil groupings, but also promoted the use
of Arabic in everyday life and the education system.
The reliance on foreign teachers under the British
left South Yemen in a difficult situation after they
claimed their independence in 1967. Education was dramatically expanded and access to it greatly widened after
that time. Immediately after the removal of the British,
the PDRY education system was expanded, nationalized,
and Arabized. The cycle was a six-three-three system, not
dissimilar in basic structure to the YAR or most other
Arab countries. In 1975, this structure was changed to
two-eight-four: two years of kindergarten, eight years of
basic schooling (effectively covering primary and preparatory or lower secondary), and four years of secondary.
The secondary level was in fact quite flexible with alternative options such as a two-year vocational program or
a five-year specialized secondary program.
Education was not compulsory, but attendance was
substantial and widespread in marked contrast to earlier
periods. Girls were under-represented in education with
female primary school enrollment at about 20 to 25 percent in the 1970s and growing to about 35 to 40 percent
in the 1980s.
The education system was completely free at all levels with children given free textbooks and transport. In
rural areas without a school, students were also given free
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board. At university level, students were also given a
monthly stipend equivalent to about half the average
salary.

being pro-Iraqi during the Gulf crisis and Gulf War of
1990-91, not to mention the long-standing problems of
poverty and poor economic infrastructure.

The higher education level consisted of only one university, the University of Aden, opened in 1975. Six faculties were established in agriculture, law, economics,
education, technology, and medicine. Some students also
studied abroad, mostly in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe, but also in other Arab countries. Other higher education was provided through teachers’ training institutes, which supplemented teacher training at the
University of Aden. Teaching institute graduates could
teach immediately at lower levels (that is, primary
school) with the College of Education providing further
training for teaching at secondary level. The Ministry of
Education also provided training. In both cases, practical
experience was included in the curriculum.

The education system that was adopted in Yemen
after unification in 1990 was essentially a blend and
merger of the systems of the YAR and PDRY with some
small changes. The education cycle consists of nine years
of primary education, followed by three years of study at
secondary level. The usual age to commence education
is six years, meaning that students generally enroll in primary school from ages 6 to 14 and then secondary school
from 15 to 17. Primary education is, in theory, compulsory, although access for rural areas and females remains
a problem and a large number of students still do not
complete primary school.

Adult illiteracy was a problem in the PDRY as in the
YAR, mostly as a result of the lack of education prior to
the late 1960s. This was tackled aggressively, however,
through countrywide programs. In 1985, for example, the
summer break was extended for three extra months to a
total of almost six months duration, during which time all
adults, men and women and throughout the country, were
given the chance to have basic language and literacy
training, as well as basic education in other areas such as
mathematics.
Unification (1990) & the Republic of Yemen: The
unification of the YAR and PDRY in 1990 stemmed from
several sources, including both economic pressures and
a shared sense of identity between the two peoples. In a
sense, although the two states were completely ideologically and administratively different—one tribal and traditional, the other Marxist—the merging of their
educational systems was not complex. Sadly, this was
partly because both countries had poor levels of education, and suffered from the same problems in trying to develop their education systems. These problems included
a lack of financial resources and limited teacher skills, as
well as a poor infrastructure that disadvantaged rural
areas. To some extent, though more in the YAR, there
was a bias, both formal and social, towards the education
of males over females, which was made all the worse by
high population growth and thus overcrowding in most
schools.
The main changes made after unification were the
standardization of texts and curricula, as well as a slight
restructuring of the education cycle. The new system was
structured as nine years of basic education, followed by
three years of secondary education. These changes were
made difficult by the challenges at the time, including
Yemen’s international isolation after it was perceived as
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Religious schools remain important and numerous,
especially in the north (the former-YAR) where geographic isolation often means limited government and official reach and a mistrust, especially in tribal areas, of
centralized, secular government. In urban areas, there has
also been in increase in the number of private secular
schools.
Higher education in Yemen has grown rapidly in recent years from a handful of universities at the time of
unification to seven government universities and eight
private ones at present.
Overall expenditure on education in Yemen has risen
slightly in recent years. In 1996, total educational expenditure represented 3.6 percent of GDP, which was 23.5
percent of total public expenditure. As a percentage of
GDP, the figure is expected to have risen after the economic growth of the late 1990s, although there are conflicting indications that, as the government seeks to
reduce costs and its role in the economy, the total figure
may actually have declined.
The academic year runs from September to June.
Students have an extended summer break of almost three
months, as well as shorter breaks for major Islamic and
secular holidays.
The language of instruction at primary and secondary levels is Arabic, where students interact in colloquial
Yemeni Arabic, but also study more formal Modern Standard Arabic, which is the medium of communication in
formal settings such as newspapers, the law, formal political speeches, and international contexts with other Arabic speakers. English is used as the language of
instruction in some technical areas at university level,
where the most appropriate texts and journals are in English. This includes disciplines such as medicine and natural sciences. English has also become the most common
second language studied by students.
Enrollment ratios demonstrate the fact that access to
education remains a problem in Yemen, especially for fe1571
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the number of more expensive foreign teachers. These
changes, which Yemen has begun to implement, will
likely lead to a greater private sector role in secondary
and higher education—indeed, this was already underway, with secular private schools growing in number and
popularity during the 1990s—and, in a socio-economic
sense based on the experience of other Arab countries
with economic reform, possibly a greater metaphorical
distance between the state, the professional classes, and
the broader population. This said, it is also given that the
Ministry will retain its broad oversight role regarding education quality, funding, and strategic and policy direction, while decentralizing the day-to-day management
and administration to governorates and districts and, in
some areas, to individual schools.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION

males but also for students in remote areas. In 1996, the
enrollment ratio for both sexes was 70 percent in primary
level, 34 percent in secondary level, and 4 percent in tertiary level. By gender the figures were: primary, 100 percent for males and 40 percent for females; secondary, 53
percent for males and 14 percent for females; and tertiary,
7 percent for males and 1 percent for females. Female enrollment is, however, dramatically different across regions: at primary level, it is typically above 50 percent
in urban areas and often less than half that number in
rural areas.
The Ministry of Education oversees the education
system. The Prime Minister selects the Minister for Education and must obtain the approval of the House of Representatives for the appointment. The Minister is the head
of the Ministry of Education and has overall responsibility for implementing government policies and initiatives
dealing with education.
In recent years, the role and relative influence of the
Ministry has diminished in line with Yemen’s economic
liberalization program. Yemen’s agreement with the International Monetary Fund for an Enhanced Structural
Adjustment Facility for the period 1999-2001 included a
specific agreement to limit the role of the Ministry and
place greater control into the hands of the private sector.
Yemen agreed to establish annual per student current and
capital expenditure figures, to remunerate teachers on the
basis of qualifications and their willingness to relocate to
rural and disadvantaged areas, to reduce the administrative costs of education, to increase education access for
students from rural areas and for females, and to reduce
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Preprimary education, in the form of kindergartens
and nursery schools, is still very much fledgling. In 19931994, the last year for which statistics were available,
there were 62 public kindergartens with 680 teachers and
a total student enrollment of 11,999, of which 47 percent
were females. The figure had increased slightly from
1990-1991, when there were 51 kindergartens, 665 teachers, and 10,067 students. A report in the Yemen Times in
May 1998, however, pointed to a strong growth from this
low base. It stated that in the single school year 19951996, there were 110 new Preprimary schools opened, of
which 43 were government schools and 63 private. This
would indicate a dramatic growth, assuming that that particular year was not an anomaly and despite the fact that
the private schools figure would include some nurseries.
Nurseries are much more numerous but are very expensive and, like kindergartens, not available everywhere. Despite this, there are estimated to be about
100,000 infants attending a nursery.
Primary education is, for the majority of Yemenis,
their major education experience. With the education
cycle of 9 years of primary and 3 years of secondary, with
primary covering the ages of 6 to about 14, the primary
level covers what many other countries consider both primary and lower secondary (or junior high school). It is,
in other words, the mainstream level of education before
students are then accepted into various streams of secondary school in preparation for a technical or education
career or for tertiary study. By the end of primary level,
therefore, students are expected to have basic skills in literacy, mathematics, and other core subjects and to have
demonstrated their level of scholarly aptitude.
In 1993-1994, Yemen had 11,013 primary schools
throughout the country with 2,678,863 students. In 19961997, the figure for the number of schools was not available, although the figure for the number of students had
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not increased significantly (only to 2,699,788). Given the
rise in education spending and the fall in current spending
as a proportion of this figure over the period, resources
were going to other areas such as infrastructure and secondary education.
Completion rates for primary school are not high,
partly as a result of the breadth of years covered at primary level, but also as a result of the cultural attitude towards education and the education expectations of
parents. The former reason means that many students satisfy their educational needs before finishing high school;
those that take up unskilled work, or who work with their
parents in, for example, the family shop or farm, either
do not perceive the need to continue to the completion of
primary level, or their parents cannot afford to have them
absent from the family business. The second reason,
which involves cultural ones attitudes, is a common problem, but particularly so for females. In many cases, especially in rural areas, schools are simply too far from home
and transport cannot be arranged or is not affordable.
Less commonly, parents may be dissatisfied with the
quality of teachers or materials. In the case of girls, especially in more traditional families, the parents do not see
the need for extensive education, do not trust coeducational schools or male teachers, or simply cannot afford
to have all their children fully educated and choose to educate the boys before the girls.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Secondary education is a 3-year program that typically runs from ages 15 to 17 and is similar to upper secondary or senior high school in many countries.
Secondary school allows students to develop specializations in preparation for particular careers or work that requires a comparatively advanced education. The main
streams include a general academic one for students
wishing to go to into higher education, covering both social and natural sciences, as well as specializations in vocational areas and in preparation for teacher training.
Secondary school enrollments increased dramatically during the 1990s, from 212,129 in 1993-1994 to
354,288 in 1996-1997 (the most recent years for which
statistics are available). This latter figure included
286,405 students in general education, 52,349 in vocational training, and 15,534 in teacher training.
Completion rates at the secondary level are quite
high, as a result of the large number of students who do
not continue to this level and the emphasis at secondary
school of preparing students for particular careers and/or
for higher education. The completion rate is estimated at
over 90 percent. As with other levels, females are under
represented at secondary level, accounting for 71,309 students or 20 percent of total enrollments in 1996-1997 and
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21 percent of enrollments in the general education
stream.
A failing of secondary education in the past has been
an over-emphasis on general, theoretical study in preparation for university at the expense of vocational and applied study. In the late 1990s, the Ministry of Labor and
Vocational Training introduced a policy to increase the
emphasis placed on vocational and technical secondary
education. It is too early to determine the success of this
strategy, although in the past these areas of study have
not been very popular with students.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Higher or tertiary education witnessed a dramatic expansion in the 1990s. In 2000, there were seven public
universities and eight private ones, compared with only
two public ones at unification in 1990. Further, there are
a number of two year colleges, plus several postsecondary specialized education institutes.
In 1996-1997, there were 53,082 students enrolled at
Yemeni universities, of which 8,224 or 13 percent were
females. Academic staff in 1991-1992 totaled 1,800. In
1996-1997, the proportion of Yemeni tertiary students by
field of study was 29.6 percent in social sciences, 24.3
percent in education, 10.9 percent in humanities, 10.2
percent in natural sciences, 3.9 percent in medicine and
medical sciences, and 21.1 percent in other fields. The
last group includes students in business studies, engineering, and law.
These figures were the latest available at the time of
writing (2001) but should have increased markedly in the
interim given the rise in enrollments at the University of
Sana’a, the country’s largest campus, as well as the
growth in the number of private universities in recent
years. One estimate in 1998 put the total number of university students at 170,000 with nearly half of all students
being at the University of Sana’a.
While the University of Sana’a remains the largest
university in Yemen, the University of Aden is also large
and offers diverse courses of study. The expansion of university education began after the unification of the two
Yemens in 1990. Around the mid-late-1990s, five new
public universities were opened in Ta’izz, Hadramout,
Ibb, Dhamar, and Hodeida. Eight private universities
were also established during the 1990s.
There are also several institutions offering two-year
diplomas, especially in teaching, technical, and vocational disciplines, but in comparison to universities proper,
enrollments in two-year programs are low and not as popular with prospective students.
The most common issue with university education,
as with secondary, is the fact that most students choose
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theoretical rather than applied courses. Even in applied
courses, the lack of laboratory and other facilities has
meant that students spend a disproportionate amount of
their time on theoretical rather than practical learning
making them poorly equipped when they graduate. The
dramatic rise in numbers has also had a negative impact
on class sizes and the general quality of tertiary education. Nonetheless, there have been improvements in recent years with a priority placed on better-equipping
university libraries and with new courses and programs
created in fields such as health, demography, environmental studies, and physical education.
Postgraduate and academic research in Yemen is extremely limited, including in crucial areas such as medicine, engineering, and business administration. This is
due in part to the limited resources allocated to research,
as well as the fact that there is virtually no culture within
government or business that sees postgraduate study or
research experience as a necessary step for appointment
or promotion.
Figures on research expenditure are not available.
Postgraduates account for 0.2 percent of the population,
which, including students undertaking coursework, demonstrates a very low level of research emphasis. Yemenis
studying or residing overseas are, on average, considerably better educated, although the total figure would still
be minuscule.
Outside of academia, the figure is little better. The
public sector undertakes some statistical research, often
of good quality, although obviously it is mostly for reporting and policy purposes rather than being qualitative
or original research for the purposes of inquiry or the development of new knowledge or techniques. The private
sector undertakes very little research apart from a handful
in the area of business trends and strategy.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
As mentioned, the Ministry of Education manages
the public education system with some administrative
and local decisions devolved to governorates, districts,
and individual schools.
Government spending on education rose steadily
during the 1990s as a combined result of greater focus on
education, the need for improved and increased facilities
as the population grew, and as increased income, especially from oil, provided some additional funds. In the
early 1990s, unification brought the need for short-term
higher spending to cover the costs of integrating the two
education systems. Also, there had been an immediate
education emergency in late 1990, almost immediately
after unification of the YAR and PDRY, when almost one
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million Yemeni workers were expelled from the Gulf.
This included about 150,000 school-aged children who
suddenly flooded the education system, which in turn was
financially stretched by the return of the parents who
were usually unemployed.
For the most recent years available, total expenditure
on education in Yemen as a percentage of Gross National
Product (GNP) was 6.2 percent in 1993, 6.3 percent in
1994, 5.4 percent in 1995, 6.3 percent in 1996, and 7.0
percent in 1997. This strong growth was hampered by the
civil war of 1994, after which the reconstruction process
called on enormous finances to the detriment of education.
The country also suffered economic setbacks after
the war. However, by 2001 spending should have reached
the government’s target of 8 percent or higher, although
the figure is not yet available. Since the early 1990s, this
spending has represented more than 20 percent of government expenditure, and, during that decade, the figure
increased towards 25 percent.
Within these figures, current expenditure represented a large but falling proportion: 95.6 percent was current
expenditure in 1993, 97.3 percent in 1994, 94.7 percent
in 1995, 89.9 percent in 1996, and 80.1 percent in 1997.
The decline may be accounted for, in part, by an increased emphasis during this time on improved public infrastructure and new education facilities.
Excessive bureaucracy in the administration of education has long been an issue. In the 1960s, 1970s, and
1980s, like many Arab states, both Yemens had developed a strong and influential bureaucracy to support
modernization and government social initiatives; in the
PDRY, a strong bureaucracy developed in line with a
strong and penetrative nation-state, and in the YAR the
republic era saw a strengthened bureaucracy, partly stemming from the Egyptian modernization influence in the
1960s. Recent agreements between Yemen and the IMF
have included the reduction of bureaucracy and greater
administrative efficiency, including in the education system, as important components.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
There is very little information available on informal
education. Formal private education has become increasingly widespread in recent years, and informal education,
in terms of private tutoring and at-work learning and
training, is probably also quite common. In many countries, including Yemen, deficiencies and poor quality in
the public education system often leads to parents arranging for extensive tutoring for their children after-hours,
which is also an important way for teachers to supplement their low incomes. At-work training is also a comWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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mon method of staff development with experience
usually placed above tertiary qualifications as a measure
of competence, but no figures are available as to the extent or expenditure of this form on learning.
Adult education, especially in the Arabic language
to counter the problem of extensive illiteracy, has long
been pivotal to the governmental education policy, especially in the YAR and PDRY. In contemporary Yemen,
adult education is in serious decline. Despite the on-going
problem of illiteracy, enrollments in illiteracy eradication
programs fell spectacularly from the peak of 631,228 students in 1990-1991 to 122,610 in 1994-1995. The main
reason for this decline appears to be a failing in the quality and effectiveness of the teaching, whether real or perceived and whether in the system structure, teaching
methods and quality, or student motivation. Anecdotal
evidence suggests that all these are factors, that the programs are extremely bureaucratic, and, ultimately, that
there is a very low success rate in achieving literacy.

TEACHING PROFESSION
According to one figure, Yemen had 85,688 teachers
in 1996 across all levels, of which 79,044 were Yemeni
nationals and 6,644 were non-Yemenis. This was probably a low estimate that did not include religious, private,
or technical tertiary teachers. The true current (2001) figure is probably much higher, perhaps circa 120,000125,000 plus some casual or informal teachers and private tutors. The figures (unfortunately available only for
different years) for the various levels of education include the following. For preprimary education in 19931994, there were 680 teachers. At primary level in 19961997, there were 90,478 teachers, of which 17 percent
were female, and a teacher to pupil ratio of 1 to 29.9. For
secondary level education in 1996-1997, there were
13,787 teachers, of which 23 percent were female, and
a teacher to pupil ratio of 1 to 25.7. A breakdown is not
available of the teaching community for this level, although student figures, which would be similar for teaching numbers, were 81 percent in general education, 4
percent in teacher training, and 15 percent in vocational
training. For tertiary level in 1991-1992, there were 1,800
teaching staff, of which 12 percent were female, and a
teacher to pupil ratio of 1 to 29.5 (although this figure
was from the time when there were only 2 universities
rather than the current 15).
The usual mode of entry into the profession is to obtain a university degree or teaching institute qualification.
Secondary education by itself has traditionally been adequate to teach at preprimary and primary levels, although
this is changing and a diploma, or even a university degree, is becoming standard for any teaching position.
University graduates wishing to teach at secondary level
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usually take a diploma from a teaching institute after
studying. For older teachers who qualified without a degree or the formal qualifications typical today, the Ministry of Education runs mid-career and summer training
courses to improve teacher skills. At universities, a doctorate is becoming standard for teachers in most disciplines with Yemeni nationals teaching at this level having
higher degrees from a variety of places, including the
United States, Europe, the former-USSR, and other Arab
countries.
As a generalization, teaching, like most forms of
public service, pays very poorly. As an indication, teachers earn around US$100 to $150 per month, slightly more
at university level, and a little more again at senior levels
such as headmaster or full professor. Furthermore, at
times salaries have been paid late. To place salary levels
in perspective, some example of costs (to live comfortably, but not luxuriously, with a family of five) are: rent
on a small house for a family costs about US$100 to $120
per month, food for five would cost US$100 to $200 per
month depending on consumption patterns, good qat (a
mild stimulant chewed socially) might cost US$60 to $80
per month for one person, and utilities would cost around
US$30 per month. Assets such as a car, telephone, or private education for the children are luxuries, available
only to upper-income Yemenis. In other words, with total
costs of US$400 to $600 to run a family of four or five
comfortably, conditions are very tight without additional
work such as providing private tutoring, having ideally
at least two income-earners in the household, or otherwise, without owning one’s house or having separate land
as an income source.
In recent years, to improve the standard of education
there has been an increase in teacher training, usually
conducted by the Ministry of Education over the summer
school holidays, as well as increases in teachers’ salaries.
This has met with some, albeit limited, success in improving the quality of education and the pay of teachers,
but in both cases, there remain considerable problems.

SUMMARY
Many of the weaknesses and problems have been
highlighted previously and include problems of equitable
access for males and females and for urban and rural students, the problems introduced by poverty and very limited public funds, excessive bureaucracy, and the variance
between students’ preferred areas of study and the graduates that the country most needs.
There are some other general points that can be made
about the education in system in Yemen. The first, which
is a considerable failing but one that is common to many
countries, is the overemphasis on rote learning and memorization at the expense of independent analysis. The sec1575
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ond is the lack of materials and equipment stemming
from a preference in recent years for education quantity
over quality. While there has been a strong and positive
attempt to provide education widely and equitably, this
is perhaps better achieved at the primary level to tackle
problems such as illiteracy and poor numeracy skills than
at the higher education level, where more needs to be
done to improve the standard of education, especially in
areas important to development such as medicine, natural
sciences, business administration and management, engineering, and other applied fields. Finally, a coherent plan
for developing Yemen’s research capabilities and for
converting discoveries and inventions into applied products and methods that enhance economic development
has yet to be developed and successfully implemented,
although it is gradually gaining greater attention in the
education debate.

Al-Saeed, Mohammed, K. E. Shaw, and Alan Wakelam.
‘‘Issues of Educational Administration in the Arab Gulf
Region.’’ Middle Eastern Studies 36 (October 2000): 6374.

Yemen has faced enormous problems in developing
its education system. It is one of the poorest countries in
the Middle East and the world, and its education system
has faced serious problems throughout the 1990s, including those stemming from international and domestic conflict, economic austerity, and the problems from
unification. In this sense, to have expanded access to education to the extent that Yemen has and to merge two different systems into one is quite an achievement. That
said, however, the future is not likely to be much easier.
Yemen will probably remain economically disadvantaged for many years (despite the development of oil as
a source of export income), unemployment at 30 percent
remains high, the need for economic reform is urgent, and
population growth at 3.4 percent (1999 figure) places
considerable pressure on public finances, unemployment,
and education requirements.

Dresch, Paul. A History of Modern Yemen. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000.
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ZAMBIA
BASIC DATA
Official Country Name:
Region:
Population:
Language(s):

Literacy Rate:
Academic Year:

Republic of Zambia
Africa
9,582,418
English, Bemba,
Kaonda, Lozi, Lunda,
Luvale, Nyanja, Tonga
78.2%
January-December

Number of Primary
Schools:

3,883

Compulsory Schooling:

7 years

Public Expenditure
on Education:

2.2%

Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Primary: 1,506,349
Secondary: 199,154
Higher: 15,343
Primary: 89%
Secondary: 27%
Higher: 2%

Teachers:

Primary: 38,528

Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 86%
Secondary: 21%
Higher: 1%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Zambia is a landlocked tropical country situated in
southern Africa. The country has a total surface area of
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752,614 square kilometers and a population of 10.7 million giving a population density of 11 persons per square
kilometer. The country is bordered by the Democratic
Republic of Congo and Tanzania to the north, Zimbabwe
to the south, Malawi and Mozambique to the east, and
Namibia and Angola to the west. Zambia is not only a big
country, but it is also one of the most highly urbanized
in sub-saharan Africa. About 40 percent of the population
live in urban areas. The population density in big urban
areas like Lusaka stands at more than 200 persons per
square kilometer, implying greater demand for education
in urban areas. More than 50 percent of the population
is below fifteen years of age indicating that there is a
large pool of school age children who need to have access
to education. In the rural areas, the sparseness of the population in some communities poses the challenge of providing education to small populations of children who are
geographically very distant from each other. The urban
and rural differences entail adoption of educational provision strategies that take into account varied geographical
circumstances. There are 73 officially recognized ethnolinguistic groups in Zambia. The major ones are the
Bemba, Nynja, Kaonde, Lozi, Luvale, Tonga, and Lunda.
There are also small numbers of whites, Indians, and
other races. The diversity of ethnic groups entails existence of several traditions and cultural practices which
have their implications on the education of children. Low
school attendance ratios in certain rural parts of the country have been attributed to prevailing traditions and cultural practices (Sibanda et al 1999). More than 50 percent
of the people are Christians; indigenous traditional religions comprise the second most widespread belief system.
Zambia attained independence from Britain in 1964.
At independence Zambia had one of the most poorly developed education systems of Britain’s former colonies,
with just 109 university graduates and less than 0.5 percent of the population estimated to have completed primary education. Kenneth Kaunda became the country’s
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first president and proclaimed one-party rule. Opposition
parties were legalized in 1990. In a subsequent election
in 1991, Fredrick Chiluba, the leader of the Movement
for Multiparty Democracy (MMD), defeated Kaunda.
Zambia’s economy is heavily dependent on the mining
of copper, cobalt, and zinc. Copper and other metal exports account for about 75 percent of the country’s export
earnings. A collapse in copper prices, oil price shocks,
and static economic policies in the early 1970s had a devastating effect on Zambian economy. This has been compounded by a continual contraction, since independence,
of Zambia’s food production turning the country into a
food-deficit nation. The resulting economic decline has
been catastrophic with per capita income falling almost
5 percent annually between 1974 and 1990 (World Bank,
1995). Since taking office in 1991, the new government
has been vigorously implementing a Structural Adjustment Program (SAP) under the auspices of the IMF and
the World Bank. This program has involved liberalization and privatization of the economy. Controls were removed on imports, interest rates, and exchange rates. The
local currency, the Kwacha, has depreciated considerably
against other currencies. More than 118 parastatals have
been privatized. Zambia’s GNP per capita in 1999 was
US$320, and its outstanding debt was US$5.5 billion
(McCulloch et al. 2000).
Rapid implementation of the Structural Adjustment
Program has had a devastating effect on the social sectors. The requirements of the Structural Adjustment Program have resulted in deep cuts on the education and
health budgets. In the social sectors the new policy
framework has involved the elimination of state subsidies
and free social services and the introduction of user fees
for schools, clinics, and hospitals. The liberalization and
privatization of the economy has been accompanied by
retrenchments of the workforce; consequently employment prospects have not risen. These economic changes
have affected education investments at the household
level in particular. Many families have faced the difficulties of meeting the educational needs of their children. An
analysis of household survey data from 1991, 1996, and
1998 shows a dramatic increase in poverty and inequality
in urban areas between 1991 and 1996 due to stabilization, the removal of maize meal subsidies, and job losses
resulting from trade liberalization and the privatization
program (McCulloch et al. 2000). These increases in poverty have severely affected the education of children
coming from poor families.

CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
Before 1991, two ministries controlled education:
the Ministry of General Education Youth and Sport and
the Ministry of Higher Education, Science and Technolo1578

gy. Major education policy developments have taken
place since 1991. In 1992, immediately after the change
of government, the cabinet approved a new education
policy entitled ‘‘Focus on Learning.’’ The goal of the
new education policy was improving access, equity, efficiency, and quality of education through the rehabilitation of school infrastructure, construction of new schools,
training of education managers, and procurement and
supply of education materials to schools. The new government set up one Ministry of Education in 1992 which
is in charge of Primary education, Secondary education,
Teacher training, and universities. The Ministry of Education is in charge of formulating education policy and
responsible for the operation of all educational institutions including the two universities with the exception of
technical and vocational institutions, which fall under the
Ministry of Science and Technology. A major policy development was the publication of the national education
policy entitled ‘‘Educating Our Future’’ in May 1996.
Educating Our Future created a path for educational development, which is in line with the country’s new political, economic, and social direction. The benchmarks of
the new education policy are decentralization, partnership, equity, efficiency, quality, democratization and effectiveness. The Ministry of Education’s Curriculum
Development Center is responsible for developing curriculum for all government run primary and secondary
schools as well as teacher training colleges.
Currently, participants in educational provisions include the government, communities, individuals, religious organizations, and nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs). Since 1991, there has been a growth in the number of private schools and colleges as new participants
have been encouraged to enter the education sector following market liberalization of the economy. Even the
provision of educational materials has now been liberalized. The new book policy has liberalized the education
materials market in such a way that several private publishing companies are now competing for the supplying
of books and education materials to schools. The educational system is increasingly becoming diverse, giving alternative paths of access to educational opportunities.
In 1998, the Zambian Government developed a sector approach to the development of basic education
through the Basic Education Sub Sector Investment Program (BESSIP). The objectives of BESSIP are to increase access, improve the school infrastructure,
decentralize the educational system, build capacity in the
educational system, raise equity, develop better a partnership, and improve quality and coordination in basic education (World Bank 1998). Prior to the introduction of the
sector program concept, donor activity in education was
not well coordinated. Donors financed either separate
projects or small programs combining a number of activiWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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ties, both in basic education as well as in advanced-level
education. The framework for a sector-wide investment
program was introduced to combine donor activity in the
education sector and to attract donors to invest more in
this sector. A strategy for the whole education sector was
formulated in a policy paper entitled ‘‘Investing in Our
People.’’
The formulation of the Basic Education Sub Sector
Investment Program aimed at universalizing primary education by the year 2005 and the individual’s achievement of a basic education by 2015. Basic education has
been defined to mean the first nine years of school. However, before the new policy was introduced, a number of
factors had contributed to the low overall quality of basic
education. School buildings and equipment were often
run-down and educational materials were insufficient.
Rural areas suffered from the lack of motivated and qualified teaching personnel. As a consequence of the low
level of wages, poor quality teacher training, and insufficient funding for education, the government was hiring
unqualified teaching personnel in rural areas. Activities
within BESSIP involve 61 percent of the expenditures in
the 1998 GRZ budget for education, as well as 83 percent
of ongoing donor support to the sector. The major multilateral donors include The World Bank, ILO, UNESCO,
and bilateral donors such as NORAD, USAID, DfiD,
SIDA, Finland, The Netherlands, and Ireland.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Zambia’s education structure is characterized by a
broad base (representing primary level) and a sharp apex
(representing higher education). The education structure
starts with four years of preschool education, which are
optional. The entrance age for preschool is three years.
Seven years of primary education constitute the first level
of education. The entrance age for primary education is
seven years. After primary education, the next level of
education is secondary education, which takes a duration
of five years. The entrance age for secondary is 14. Progression from one level to another depends upon an external examination directed by the government, e.g., the end
of primary school examination and baccalaureate examinations. This means that not all children are expected to
proceed to secondary education. Currently, however,
government emphasis is to ensure provision of sevenyear primary education.
For some time the situation has been that almost two
thirds of the children end their education at primary level.
Only one third of the primary school dropouts have the
opportunity to go to secondary education. Of those who
enroll for the 7 years of primary education, less than 20
percent enter secondary school, and only 2 percent of the
20-24 age group enter a university or some other form of
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higher education (Silanda et al. 1999). This structure and
the selection hurdles associated with it means that the majority of those who enter the school system fail to go onto
higher levels. In recognition of this problem, continuing
education has been made a priority of the new education
structure.
English is the official language of instruction in
schools from preschool to tertiary education. Statistics
show that at present a total of 1,667,000 students from
grades 1-9 and 225,000 students in grades 10-12 are currently enrolled in teachers’ training colleges. Some 4,500
university students, besides 23,000 other students, are
doing continuing and distance education (Silanda et al.
1999). Zambia has at present 3,800 government primary
and basic schools, 200 secondary schools, 26 special education and open learning centers, 14 teachers training colleges, 14 schools of continuing education and open
learning centers, 1 national correspondence college, and
the 2 universities: the University of Zambia and the Copper Belt University.
The number of community schools registered with
the Zambia Community Schools Secretariat (ZCSS) increased 7 times in 3 years from 55 in 1996 to 373 in 1999.
Equally, enrollments in community schools increased
from 6,599 in 1996 to 47,276 in 1999. The increase can
be attributed to the facilitating role of the government
which has encouraged instead of discouraged the growth
of these types of school. If the growth in the number of
these schools continues, they will be an alternative path
for basic education for children. Community schools are
non-profit making institutions that are cheap enough to
allow disadvantaged children to have access to educational opportunities. They serve children between ages 9
and 16 who are either dropouts or ‘‘never beens’’ and use
predominantly untrained volunteer teachers from the
community. Each is managed by a community committee. In 1998 a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
was signed between the Ministry of Education and Zambia Community Schools Secretariat (ZCSS), which recognized the role played by the community schools in the
provision of education and obliged the ministry to provide learning materials, educational advisors, and pay an
agreed number of trained teachers.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
The national number of preprimary education centers was 443 in 1995. The main providers of the service
are churches, councils, NGOs, and private individuals.
Nationally a very small proportion of preschool aged
children is able to attend preschool. Indications from
available data show that only 7.3 percent of 3 to 6 year
old children had attended some form of preschool center
by 1998 (Silanda et al. 1999). In 1998 only 8.5 percent
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of the 248,698 children enrolled in Grade 1 had access
to preschool education. Children in urban areas have better access to preschool education as evidenced by the
higher proportion of children with preschool experience
in urban areas reported to be 23.7 percent when compared
to 2.7 percent in rural areas (Silanda et al. 1999). The
number of trained teachers in preschools increased from
473 in 1990, to 1069 in 1995, and more than 1,200 in
1997.
There are three types of primary schools in Zambia:
namely government schools, private schools, and community schools. Most of the primary schools are still government controlled. Community schools have no age
limits and are run by the community and or the church.
Teachers tend to be volunteers paid by the community
and/or the church. Pupils who do well in these schools
eventually enter the formal school system. The community school in the Lusaka province caters to dropouts, especially girls. Disadvantaged children are getting an
alternative path to basic education through the community schools which have increased 7 times in their numbers
from 55 in 1996 to 373 in 1998. Enrollments in community schools have increased 7 times as well from 6,599
in 1996 to 47,276 in 1999. The percentage of enrollments
of orphans has been increasing as well.
Primary Gross and Net Enrollment Ratios (GER and
NER) indicate that there has been an overall increase in
GER since 1970, with major fluctuations during the time
period. The number of primary schools increased by 32
percent from 2,564 in 1970. The imbalances in educational opportunities between the urban and rural areas appear to be narrowing. According to Silanda et al. (1999),
the 1998 education data indicated that 16.9 percent of the
children in rural areas had no access to educational opportunities while the proportion in the urban areas was
12.8 percent. Over the period of 1970 to 1998, there has
been a close in the gender gap in primary gross enrollment ratios. The increase in the enrollment of girls was
attributed to gender sensitization campaigns through the
Program for the Advancement of Girls’ Education
(PAGE) and by NGOs like the Alliance for Community
Action on Female Education (ACAFE) and FAWEZA.
Primary gross enrollment rates are higher in urban rather
than rural areas. School dropout rates are higher in rural
areas and higher for female than male. Over the period
from 1970 to 1998 the dropout rate for children was
higher in the upper grades than the lower grades (Silanda
et al. 1999). This problem affected girls more than boys
and girls in rural areas more than urban girls. The most
common reason for the high dropout rates found by researchers was the rising cost of education. Other reasons
include early marriages and pregnancies, harmful traditions and customs, and long distances to school. Progression rates to higher levels of primary schooling in rural
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areas are lower than in urban areas. For example, in 1998
the progression rate averaged 85 percent while in urban
areas it averaged 92 percent. In rural areas, girls faired
slightly lower in progression rate compared to boys. This
means that fewer girls than boys progress to the final
grade of primary schooling. Nationwide female illiteracy
in rural areas is still high.
In 1991, the Ministry of Education and its cooperating partners embarked on a program of school rehabilitation and construction to increase access to formal primary
education. By 1998, some 2,325 classrooms, 1,100 teachers’ houses, 2,100 pit latrines, and 100 water borne toilets
were built. The creation of 2,325 new classrooms translated into the provision for 93,000 new students. The average increase translated to 10,000 per year, below the
estimated goal of 120,000 new students annually from the
year 1990 to 2000. Despite the increase in the number of
primary schools, about 657,000 school children from
ages 7 to 13 cannot be enrolled in either government or
private schools (Silanda et al. 1999).

SECONDARY EDUCATION
At present secondary education is looked upon by
both society and the government as a preparatory stage
for post primary training, which leads to employment in
the formal sector. Secondary education spans from grade
8 to grade 12. Of all those who enter grade 8, many fail
to complete the full secondary school cycle. Every year
about 80 percent grade 9 pupils fail to proceed to grade
10. The progression rates at primary and junior secondary
levels are affected by the shortage of money to pay school
fees.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Achieving a university education is still the key to
status. The first institution of higher education in the
country, the University of Zambia in Lusaka, was officially opened in 1966, two years after the attainment of
Zambian independence. The second university is the
Copperbelt University, which was until 1987 part of the
University of Zambia (UNZA). The Zambia Institute of
Technology, which was part of the Department of Technical Education and Vocational Training (WEVT), is
now merged with the Copperbelt University. The former
offers courses in agriculture, education, engineering, humanities and social sciences, law, medicine, mining, natural sciences, and veterinary medicine, but only business,
industrial, and environmental studies are available at
Kitwe. The basic program is four years, although engineering and medical courses are of five and seven years’
duration, respectively. Despite financial constraints the
education sector has experienced, university enrollments
have risen steadily. As a result of financial problems, cerWORLD EDUCATION ENCYCLOPEDIA
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tain economic measures were introduced in 1989, which
aimed at cost recovery and sharing of costs, by the beneficiaries of university education. These measures are expected to change the pattern of enrollment in universities
as well as the output on long term development of the
university. It is envisaged that the government shall upgrade the entry to the university from 101 levels to ‘A’
levels and the normal course degree studies will be reduced to three years.
Other tertiary-level institutions include 14 primary
school teacher training colleges with 1 correspondence
college and 2 in-service teachers colleges. In addition a
few agriculture teachers are trained at the National Resources Development College (NRDC), an agriculture
college. There is also a privately owned teachers college.

ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Since 1970, the share of the education sector in the
national budget as a percentage of the gross national
product has been on the decline. The percentage of total
public budget spent on education varied between 7 to
13.4 percent, compared to 20 to 25 percent in other neighboring countries, while expenditure on primary education
averaged about 2.5 percent of the GNP compared to 8-10
percent in neighboring countries and 5 percent in SubSaharan Africa (World Bank 1998). Declining public finance of education underlies much of the Ministry’s inability to meet its obligations of providing the necessary
facilities to ensure universal availability of quality education. The major reasons for the decrease in government
expenditure on education has been identified to include
poor economic development, structural adjustment requirements, and increasing debt servicing requirements
(Saluseki, 2000). Expenditure on advanced-level education has increased from 1970 to 1998, while primary and
secondary education budgets actually experienced decreases, from 44 to 42 percent of the government’s expenditure on education in the case of preprimary and
primary education and 30 to 19 percent in the case of secondary. Under BESSIP, the requirements for counterpart
funding, on behalf of the Ministry of Education, is geared
toward reducing this inequality in resource allocation
within the education sector. Zambia is also benefiting
from a comprehensive debt reduction package under the
enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative supported by the World Bank and the International
Monetary Fund. The enhanced HIPC Initiative will help
Zambia to advance its poverty reduction programs and
stimulate economic growth; this can help in generating
resources that can be channeled to the education sector.
Compared to projected debt service obligations without
HIPC assistance, Zambia’s annual payments will be reduced by US$260 million from 2001 to 2005 and roughly
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US$130 million from 2006 to 2015 (World Bank 2000).
This corresponds to a reduction in debt service obligations of 45 percent.

NONFORMAL EDUCATION
Zambia’s school system was dropping out every year
an average of 225 to 500 young people into unemployment (Saluseki, 2000). About 232,000 pupils enter primary school each year, but 50,000 drop out before grade
seven and 120,000 drop out at grade seven. Some 62,000
students enter secondary school, but 40,000 drop out before grade 12 leaving only 22,000 who gain grade 12 certificates. Out of those that gain grade 12 certificates,
16,500 look for jobs without any skills while 5,500 enter
formal training or a university. Students who drop out of
the education system pursue alternative sources of education, usually in the nonformal sector. Zambia has different continuing education programs under different
ministries. Under the Ministry of Science, Technology,
and Vocational Training, the targeted population for
skills training is out-of-school youths grade or grade 9
and 12 dropouts. Training programs for these groups are
undertaken at trades training institutes. There are 12 institutions, 9 of them located in urban areas and 3 in rural
areas. The Ministry of Community Development and Social Services also provides essential skills training in vocational rehabilitation skills, skills training for women,
and training specifically targeted to disabled persons,
youth, and unemployed adults. The Ministry of Sport,
Youth, and Child Development provides training in agriculture, carpentry, tailoring, and plumbing to out-ofschool youths between 15 and 24 years. The ministry has
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14 training centers. The Department for Continuing Education in the Ministry of Education provides training in
carpentry, agriculture, and vocational skills at 24 skills
training centers to out-of-school youths and unemployed
adults. There are also a number of NGOs involved in the
provision of essential skills training for women, out-ofschool youths, street children, orphans, and other disadvantaged groups.

school teachers was cited to be particularly acute in mathematics and science subjects. With the anticipated expansion particularly at the primary sector following the
implementation of the basic education sector approach,
there will be an increase in the demand for teachers. It
is therefore important that new priorities in the education
sector include expansion of the teacher training programs
to cope with the anticipated demand.

The Department for Continuing Education in the
Ministry of Education and some NGOs provide literacy
training through open learning centers, night schools,
and the National Correspondence College. About 4,600
youths are trained every year through the open learning
centers and distance education. High levels of participation are recorded in rural areas because literacy training
is directed to reach rural women. Since the illiteracy level
is higher for rural women than men, more women enroll
in the literacy classes. In urban areas, a few municipalities and city councils provide basic literacy training.

HIV/AIDS has had a toll on teachers. Six hundred
of them died in 1997 and the figure catapulted to more
than 1,000 by December 1998 (Phiri 1999). They died
from many causes including HIV/AIDS. Those who remain are underpaid, poorly housed, demoralized, poorly
deployed, provided with little support in the field, and
given little instructional time. The average Zambian
teacher’s pay was about US$65 in 1998 (Phiri 1999).
Steps being undertaken to reduce attrition rates of teachers include: increased teacher supply from the teacher
training colleges, sensitization of teachers on HIV/AIDS,
rural hardship allowances, increased salaries, high salary
entry notch for rural areas, decentralization of payroll,
home ownership scheme for teachers, and the freezing of
urban positions (Silanda et al. 1999).

TEACHING PROFESSION
In 1999 there were roughly 30,000 trained teachers
and 9,000 untrained teachers (Phiri 1999). The goal was
to produce 4,400 teachers every year between 1990 and
2000. The annual output of teachers from colleges was
2,226—2,174 less than the goal. There has been a shortage in the output of trained undergraduate as well as qualified graduate teachers. Consequently, the country relied
on untrained teachers in primary schools. A large number
of the untrained teachers are concentrated in rural areas.
The secondary school teacher supply and retention is also
beset with a high attrition rate. The shortage of secondary
1582

SUMMARY
At independence Zambia had one of the most poorly
developed education systems of Britain’s former colonies
with just 109 university graduates and less than 0.5 percent of the population estimated to have completed primary education. The country has since invested heavily
in education at all levels, and well over 90 percent of children ages 7 to 13 attend school.
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On the whole, Zambia has made some progress towards achieving universal primary education and increased participation in secondary and higher education.
However one of the biggest challenges for Zambia’s policymakers is to make education accessible to every school
child in the face of increasing poverty and a rising demand for cost sharing. Government expenditure on education remained at roughly 10 percent of the total national
budget and 2 percent of the GDP. Both were below the
targeted levels, 15 percent of total government expenditure and some 4 percent of the GDP. Indications are that
children from low-income families are more likely to
dropout of school than those from higher-income families. The country cannot afford to teach its children. Consequently the cost of sending children to school falls upon
the parents. Many poor families can’t pay for the school
fees, uniforms, books, and pencils. Seventy percent of
Zambians live below the poverty line (McCulloch et al.
2000). There is a need to prioritize and redirect resources
that are being freed from debt reduction to be allocated
to education. There is a need to relieve the poor of the
burden of fees and cost sharing measures by making education free of direct cost for the impoverished.
There is still a gender gap in education, particularly
in rural areas, and an overall gap between enrollments in
urban and rural areas. There is a need to eliminate imbalances by achieving parity in gender and urban/rural
education. This can be achieved by specifically implementing policy measures that address these inequities
through increased partnership and the involvement of
communities, NGOs, the private sector, and donors in educational provision.
Although there is a recognized need and a high demand for increased activity in basic education, the government has conventionally prioritized higher-level
education in its allocation of resources. It is important
that basic education receives an increased allocation of
resources.
Zambia’s education system is also greatly suffering
because of the HIV/AIDS epidemic. It is important that
Zambia’s education sector continues to vigorously pursue an education policy that fully incorporates HIV/AIDS
prevention both to students and staff.
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Educational Enrollment:

Educational Enrollment
Rate:

Teachers:
Student-Teacher Ratio:
Female Enrollment Rate:

Primary: 2,507,098
Secondary: 847,296
Higher: 46,673
Primary: 113%
Secondary: 49%
Higher: 7%
Primary: 64,538
Secondary: 30,482
Primary: 39:1
Secondary: 27:1
Primary: 111%
Secondary: 45%
Higher: 4%

HISTORY & BACKGROUND
Zimbabwe is a republic with an area of 390,759 sq.
km. (150,873 sq. mls.) and a population, based on the
year 2000 estimates, of approximately 11.5 million that
consists of the following ethnic groups: Karanga, Zezuru,
Manyika, Ndau, Korekore (known collectively as Shona,
71 percent) and Ndebele (16 percent), as well as white
(1 percent), Asian and mixed (1 percent) and other (11
percent). In terms of the age structure, 39.64 percent are
between 0 and 14 years (female, 2,222,277; male,
2,274,128), 56.82 percent are 15 to 64 years (female,
3,192,888; male, 3,251,860) and 3.54 percent are 65
years or older (female, 197,340; male 204,028). The
major indigenous languages are Shona and Ndebele, with
English serving as the commercial language. Zimbabwe
is land locked and bordered by Mozambique on the east,
South Africa on the south, Botswana to the southeast, Angola and the Republic of Congo to the northwest, and
Zambia on the north. Reports on unemployment vary
from 35 to 60 percent.
The Shona and Ndebele people lost their land and
many human rights during the European partition of Africa, as the native groups were separately subjugated by
British settlers in 1890. Further colonial repression was
inflicted upon them collectively after their defeat during
the 1893 war of liberation (Chimurenga War I), the first
unified Shona-Ndebele war of resistance against colonialism. Subsequently, the British settlers named the
country Southern Rhodesia, after Cecil John Rhodes, and
introduced a system of separate development for blacks
and whites that was enforced through a racist educational
system. Missionaries introduced formal education before
colonialism in 1867, when they opened the first missionary school. This early missionary education mostly catered to the sons of chiefs.
The government’s Education Ordinance of 1899 provided grants-in-aid for mission schools, and some en1584

rolled African students. Colonial education philosophy,
content, structure, and administration for Africans, which
began in the twentieth century with the enactment of the
Native Education Ordinance of 1907, continued for 20
years until Zimbabwean independence. The act instituted
guidelines for establishing four-year private elementary
schools and was accompanied by school construction
land grants. The education program was very restrictive,
combining religious instruction, basic industrial technical
training, and academics. For the first 40-year colonial period, the major players in the development of African education were the missionaries, who operated the schools,
and the Africans themselves, who contributed to building
the schools, providing school supplies, and purchasing
textbooks. Other than state policy making, the government’s role entailed extending financial aid just to cover
teacher salaries.
Zimbabwe achieved colonial status in 1923. Soon
after, the British government began to transform its role
in African education by establishing the Department of
Native Education in 1927 and subsequently passing the
Education Act of 1929. The act 1) allowed poor students
to work for their tuition after school hours and during vacations; 2) extended grants-in-aid to schools for students
with disabilities; and 3) introduced African teacher training. It is important to note, however, that colonial administrators did not intend to educate the Africans to the
extent that they would challenge the oppressive colonial
rule and compete with whites (Kawewe 1986). Thus, the
government of Godfrey Huggins used the worldwide
Great Depression as an excuse to oppose and eliminate
all other educational facilities for Africans except for elementary education, leading to a drastic decline in enrollment that reached 100,000 fewer students in 1929.
After World War II, a 10-year education plan for the
period 1947 to 1956 was established that resulted in a
considerable expansion in primary education. Enrollment
shot up to 164,000 when government policies began to
change, and during that period, the first secondary school
for Africans, Goromonzi, was actually built near Salisbury, (now Harare). Previously, Africans had acquired
secondary and higher education from South Africa’s
black mine schools and overseas. Those few graduates of
foreign programs then filled the only two positions available to blacks: clergyman or teacher. After Goromonzi
opened, various missionary organizations followed suit
and opened their own secondary schools, which enrolled
approximately 600 students by 1949. The Kerr Commission appointed by the government to reassess the thorny
issue of African education made progressive recommendations that were never implemented.
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CONSTITUTIONAL & LEGAL
FOUNDATIONS
In 1953, under the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, African education re-emerged as a sensitive
issue. Godfrey Huggins’ successor, Garfield Todd, was
a strong supporter of African education and implemented
several progressive policies for blacks before being ousted in 1958. However, the settler government that followed Todd did not abandon his progressive policies,
using them as part of its political strategy so as not to
alienate the British Colonial Office, which would have
jeopardized independence negotiations. The federation
even lied to further its cause by offering educational statistics that showed that 86 percent of school-age children
were in primary school, when in fact the accurate figure
was 60 percent.
In 1956, another Five-Year Plan was implemented.
It called for five years of education for children up to age
14 in rural areas, an annual rural elementary school increase of 60 pupils, and eight years of schooling for urban
children, not over 14 years old when reaching standard
four. These restrictions forced many parents to forge birth
certificates by altering their children’s ages and birthplaces so that their children could gain admission into a
school. In 1980, the Zimbabwean government acknowledged that many young people’s education had been interrupted by the liberation war and by racist policies and
thus refused to implement any such barriers to education.
Government education planning emphasized separate education rather than the provision of equal education between Africans and white settlers, as shown in the
Native Education Act of 1959. In 1964 and 1965, Ian
Smith’s government was at the center of the country’s
unilateral declaration of independence, which changed
the education administrative structure by creating a unified Ministry of Education. The ministry retained the separate divisions for blacks and Europeans, coloureds
(interracial persons), and Asians. A new plan calling for
compulsory education for all Africans was unsuccessful,
as the government’s ambitious plan was doomed to failure by a budget allocation of only 2 percent of the GNP
for education. It was expected that any needed additional
funds would come from private sources and voluntary organizations, but that did not happen.
White settlers launched many efforts to become independent, which lead to the development of a constitution in 1961. Four years later, the settlers’ government
issued a unilateral declaration of independence. The protracted Chimurenga II War followed the declaration and
lasted from 1966 to 1979. Britain and the international
community levied sanctions against Rhodesia, which set
in motion a chain of sweeping sociopolitical events, such
as the Lancaster House Conference Agreement. That
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agreement culminated in a new constitution on December
21, 1979, and full independence for the newly named
Zimbabwe in 1980. In the first decade following independence, Zimbabwe experienced a period of economic development. Since the early 1990s, however, it has
suffered through a time of major economic deterioration
that was worsened by the adoption of economic structural
adjustment programs.
Education and workforce policies that existed during
the colonial era were essentially designed to ensure the
existence of cheap and unskilled African labor. This was
accomplished in two ways. First, colonial governments
left education essentially in the hands of Christian missions, and second, the educational system that was offered was not technically or vocationally oriented. These
two characteristics contributed to the present social, economic, and political problems in Zimbabwe. The colonial
educational system has been criticized for being too literary and too classical to be useful. In 1978 the Ministry
of Education and Culture combined its former divisions
of European, African, Coloured, and Asian education
into one structure and endorsed that structure in the Education Act of 1979, thus establishing a nonracial educational policy a year before independence.
Despite attaining independence and two decades of
development efforts, Zimbabwe has retained and expanded educational and sociopolitical infrastructures that
were inherited from the colonial era. Once independent,
Zimbabwe’s education philosophy entailed a humanistic
approach that emphasized promoting national development; a wider participatory process; sociopolitical, economic, and technology changes; and the overall culture
of the nation. This was necessary for the moral, educational and material advancement of the majority of its
population, as well as for the citizens to obtain equality,
dignity, justice and liberty.

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM—OVERVIEW
Compulsory Education: The 1979 Education Act,
which has undergone various amendments, defines aims
and objectives, structures, and types of school programs,
as well as evaluation and assessment procedures and ongoing scheduling. Although the act originally abolished
compulsory education, the government of Zimbabwe reinstated compulsory universal primary education for
every school-age child. However there was never any
mechanism in place to enforce that policy particularly in
remote rural areas that are home to the majority of Zimbabwe’s residents. Even without enforcement, the policy
led to large increases in enrollment, increases that were
so large, in fact, that at the end of the policy’s first six
years, the secondary, tertiary and higher educational systems, as well as the labor market, were stretched past ca1585
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tional school leaving examination. While primary and
Junior Certificate exams are constructed and administered locally, the Zimbabwe Ministry of Education and
Culture, in conjunction with the University of Cambridge
local examination syndicate, develops ‘‘O-’’ (University
of Cambridge Ordinary level) and ‘‘A-’’ (University of
Cambridge advanced) level exams.
Academic Year & Language of Instruction: The
Zimbabwean school year runs from January to December, with approximately 188 days spent in school. The academic calendar for tertiary education and higher
generally runs from March to December. The primary
and official medium of instruction is English (even
though the use of vernacular is permitted in early primary
education), and students also learn at least one of the two
major native languages.

pacity. The result was a shortage of available spaces and
strict competition for the few that were in the secondary
schools. Enrollment levels in primary education remain
high in present times, which uses up a large share of the
education budget.
Independent Zimbabwe has made great strides in racial integration in schools, with the exception of a few
private institutions. Private schools continue to receive
government subsidies, while former European schools
continue to charge fees and are zoned only in certain geographic areas. These schools mainly cater to the children
of elite families who can afford to pay high fees.
Enrollment: The 1979 Education Act was amended to
change the standard model of education from 8+4+2+4
(eight years in primary school, four years in secondary
school, two years in high school, and four years in university) to a new model of 7+4+2+4. It reduced elementary
primary education by one year, with other time periods
remaining the same. The primary focus of elementary and
high school education is to enhance the united nonracial
and egalitarian society that accepts critical thinking and
has a curriculum that features a combination of ideology,
science, technology, and mathematics. However, the inherited education system—which still uses Britishoriented examination boards—retains a highly academic
and elitist curriculum and also continues to feature a restrictive selection process that determines who enters
higher education and excels beyond.
The education system is exam-oriented, with automatic promotion from one grade to the next in a sevenyear elementary education cycle that concludes with a na1586

Curriculum Development: Zimbabwe’s curriculum
is centralized and is determined by subject panels of
teachers, education officers, and representatives from the
teachers’ association, universities, churches, and other
stakeholder groups. The Curriculum Development Unit
within the Ministry of Education and Culture coordinates
the subject panels. Elementary school curriculum includes mathematics, English, agricultural and environmental science, physical education, social studies, moral
and religious education, music, craft and art, and the indigenous languages (Ndebele and Shona). Indigenous
tribal languages of the Kalanga, Tonga, Shangaan,
Venda, and Nambya are taught during the first three years
of elementary education within their communities.
Whereas one primary school teacher is assigned to
teach all subjects in a class, in high school, there are various experts specializing in particular subjects. There is a
compulsory core curriculum for secondary education up
to O-level consisting of English, mathematics, and science. After the core courses, students take electives, as
time allows. At A-level, the curriculum is more specialized, as students choose either the sciences or humanities.
Within either track, a student and various schools can
freely make any combination of three subjects. However,
depending on the school timetable, combinations of subjects across tracks is possible. Some secondary schools
teach foreign languages such as Afrikaans and French.
The Curriculum Development Unit (CDU) and private
publishing companies prepare learning materials and
textbooks. However, the CDU concentrates more on education quality control than material development.
Schools have discretionary powers to select appropriate
materials within the CDU-recommended and approved
materials. There is increased and improved Internet use
in distance education, particularly in tertiary and higher
education.
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Beginning with the 1990s, there has been an increased emphasis on creating research-based curriculum
development and on improving teacher-effective use of
materials. Making educational material more userfriendly and affordable is a challenge for this millennium.
There has been ongoing research into and evaluation of
education endeavors. Initially, evaluation efforts were
carried out by the government and various stakeholders,
such as the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF),
the United States Agency for International Development
(USAID), and the Swedish International Development
agency (SIDA). Thus the Ministry of Policy Planning and
Evaluation Unit assessed whether resources were available to expand educational facilities and implemented the
expansion in a timely and effective manner, overseeing
construction and the provision of adequate instructional
materials and teaching staff. Similarly the donors were
concerned about the capacity of the ministry to implement its ambitious educational programs and to ensure
that the donors’ money was utilized just as it had been
allocated.
Since the end of the 1980s, there have been various
evaluative studies on learning achievement and on the efficacy of foreign donor interventions in improving teaching and learning; on the appropriateness of the curricula;
on gender issues; on teacher motivation; and on the impact of untrained teachers on students’ performance.
Since the 1990s, the World Bank has commissioned research and evaluative studies on factors associated with
learning achievements. Zimbabwe’s universities have
also undertaken research on these issues. In addition, the
Research Council of Zimbabwe engages in research as a
development tool and makes its findings available to
scholars and policy-makers. Projects funded in that manner include UNICEF’s primary-teacher-training distance
education program, as well as a multipurpose program
expanding and monitoring childhood development and
survival. Dissemination and evaluation of appropriate
technology use for promoting program objectives is ongoing.

PREPRIMARY & PRIMARY EDUCATION
Generally, the children of well-to-do urbanites attend preschool between the ages of three and seven. Preschool education in rural areas is scarce and irregular,
even though establishing preschool facilities has been
part of the government’s initiatives. While the local communities assume the major responsibility of operating
preschools, the government’s involvement entails training, management and supervision, and paying small allowances to teachers.
A shortage of amenities has led to poor building conditions and a lack of furniture for school children to sit
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on in many schools. The enrollment rate of girls is in decline in some remote districts. Teachers are often underpaid, and in some cases they are not paid for several
months. This trend has frustrated teachers and caused a
lot of them to seek alternative, well-paying jobs or even
leave for other nations, thus reducing the number of
trained teachers.
Public schools are coeducational. There are generally five hours of in-class instruction and three hours of
structured out-of-class activities. In 1990, there were approximately 2.1 million students enrolled in a total of
4,559 primary schools. While primary education has been
free since independence was achieved in 1992, slidingscale tuition fees were introduced as a cost-recovery measure to cater to different socioeconomic groups; disadvantaged rural communal areas were exempt from such
fees. The urban council districts have a better infrastructure than the rural ones, with the commercial farming and
mining areas not as well provided. Parents in disadvantaged rural areas do not pay fees, but they contribute to
education by volunteering to work in various school projects. Between 1980 and the 1990s, Zimbabwe experienced tremendous growth in indigenous enrollment in
primary schools (grades 1 through 7). In 1994, for example, 76 percent of the Zimbabwean population had acquired fifth grade education. Figures from the Zimbabwe
Central Statistical Office (1997) indicate that in 1993, the
number of pupils attending primary and secondary
schools was equivalent to 86 percent of children in the
relevant age group (male 90 percent, female 81 percent).
The number of primary schools rose from 2,411 at independence in 1980 to 4,633 in 1995.
The government created facilities and school-level
structures at district, provincial, and national levels for
children with disabilities. The schools are either separate
for students with severe disabilities, or integrated into the
mainstream schools and classes for those with less severe
physical or mental challenges. A major limitation to integration has been the lack of trained teachers. However,
integration has started to improve, as the teachers’ colleges are increasingly training special education teachers.
Some churches and nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) cater to students with various disabilities.

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Zimbabwe’s secondary school system entails six
years divided in three stages (2+2+2). Students earn the
Zimbabwean Junior and Cambridge ‘‘O-’’ and ‘‘A-’’
level certificates at the end of each two-year study period
and meet qualification standards for entry into the next
level. The system of ‘‘bottlenecking’’ eliminates many
students from entering the next level if they fail the national qualifying exam or do not pass enough subjects.
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ondary schools, including the children of international
ambassadorial staff, visiting scholars, refugees, and expatriates. Declining economic conditions, which were exacerbated by military expenditures accrued by intervening
in neighboring wars, have depleted the government’s resources for subsidizing the education of poor children.
Between 1980 and 1992, Zimbabwe’s secondary enrollment increased by 87 percent. The Zimbabwe Central
Statistical Office indicated that secondary enrollment in
1997 was equivalent to 44 percent of the appropriate agecohort (male, 49 percent; female, 39 percent). The number of secondary schools also increased from 177 in 1980
to 1,535 in 1995.

HIGHER EDUCATION

The ‘‘O-’’ level offers the most studies in a secondary
school system that offers approximately 120 subject
areas. ‘‘O-’’ and ‘‘A-’’ levels do not necessarily offer the
same subjects. The major subjects are English (which is
also the medium of instruction), Shona, Sindebele,
French, Portuguese, Spanish, biology, history, mathematics, economics, economic history, ancient history, chemistry, physics, and computing science. Additionally,
students can choose to participate in extracurricular activities such as netball, tennis, soccer, basketball, gymnastics, rugby and athletics.
Earning appropriate scores on ‘‘O-’’ level exams
qualifies a student to either enter the university or enroll
in A-level, which is exclusively designed as preparation
for university education. Government secondary schools
are coeducational, with only church schools being single
sex. Secondary boarding schools are more popular because of their increased success rate in general examinations. Because of cultural practices that devalue the
education of girls, more boys than girls are in high
school. The school year is the same as that of elementary
education, but with eight hours of study.
Depending on the type of school, fees are charged for
secondary school education. Whether the school is government or private, urban or rural, boarding or day
school, determines the fee. Private schools are the most
expensive. Although the government policy is that no
child should be denied an education because his or her
parents are too poor to pay, in reality parents are responsible for paying most of the secondary school tuition and
other activity fees. Foreign students also attend the sec1588

Many students pursue tertiary education in teachers’
training colleges and over 300 technical training institutions. Up until 1956, when the University College of
Salisbury (University of Zimbabwe) was established,
higher education was sought outside the country. As of
2001, there were 11 universities in the nation, both staterun and privately owned. Some former colleges have
been transformed into universities. While the average
stay at the university is four years, many colleges and
technical institutions provide training that ranges from
one year to three years. Depending on the program, the
minimum entry requirements for the universities are five
O-levels or at least A-level passes in two subjects, including English. Admission into a university or college is
highly competitive. In 1997 there were 46,495 students
attending institutions of higher education. Universities
offer various diplomas at both the undergraduate and the
graduate level in fields such as agriculture, sociology, social work, medicine, commerce, arts, English, education,
engineering, science, law, veterinary science, and social
studies.
The Zimbabwean government plays a major role in
higher education by influencing policy, funding, establishing programs, and determining curricula, especially
in agricultural, teachers’, and polytechnic colleges, which
are operated through the government’s administrative
structure. The government approves or establishes
schools and colleges and influences or determines who
teaches in them. University councils, through university
senates and faculty boards, govern their campuses, but
the University of Zimbabwe traditionally monitors the
quality of higher education throughout the country and
approves syllabi for polytechnics and teachers’ colleges.
The University of Zimbabwe and a teacher’s association
started in 1950, the Associate College Center, supervise
teacher education through a program that has been extended to cover only degree programs at polytechnics.
Universities assume multiple roles concerning education,
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research, supervision, and extension course. The extension and supervisory roles are fairly nontraditional ones
in which universities regularly offer courses to the general public in various areas of expertise. The courses include solar energy, gardening, and so forth. While the
teachers’ colleges have strong ties to their major employer—the government—agricultural and polytechnic colleges traditionally have strong ties with the farming
industry and manufacturing, trade, and commerce respectively. Many universities have ties with all sectors, and
most have a variation of a joint industry-university committee that caters to both the workforce and program
needs of industry and the university.
Although foreign students are found in all faculties,
the majority of them are found in engineering, veterinary
science, and medicine. Universities select teaching faculty through selection boards chaired by the vicechancellor or pro-vice-chancellor, the dean, the deputy
dean, and the chairperson of the department in question.
Graduate study is provided by many of the universities
in Zimbabwe. These are classified into those that provide
coursework and a thesis program leading to master’s degrees in arts, science, or business, and those that provide
research-only degrees, such as doctoral degrees (which
are called D.Phil. degrees). Admission requirements for
master’s programs are an undergraduate degree in a specified area, and the doctoral admission requirements are
an earned master’s in a particular area of specialization.
Master’s degrees take from one to three years, while doctoral degrees take a minimum of two to three years, depending on whether a student is part-time or full-time.
Vocational Education: Polytechnic and technical institutions represent another major sector of higher education. Because of the stagnant economy’s inability to
absorb new workers since the 1980s, and because of general unemployment, there has been a greater need to impart and expand technical, vocational, accounting, and
management skills education in secondary schools and
through tertiary education. Thus business and technical
education was introduced at secondary school level as an
extension of the general education curriculum, with subject kits distributed to schools lacking in workshop facilities. Each school has different specialties, such as
automotive, civil, building, electrical, mechanical, or production engineering; agriculture; printing; graphic arts;
teaching; business education; technology; science; mass
communications; library and information science; computer science; hotel management; commerce, and adult
education. Each school’s main purpose is to equip graduates with effective job skills to create a trained workforce
comprised of individuals eager to help the economy by
working or starting a small business.
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ADMINISTRATION, FINANCE, &
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
The Zimbabwean government plays a dominant role
in shaping policy and administering and financing education, even though local district councils and voluntary organizations such as churches privately own the majority
of schools. It assumes the primary responsibility for administering education through the Ministry of Education
and Culture, which is in charge of primary and secondary
education; and the Ministry of Higher Education, which
is responsible for tertiary education. These ministries are
complemented by the Department of National Scholarships in the President’s Office. The Ministry of Education
and Culture also pays teachers and allocates government
school buildings, as well as instructional materials, and
it appoints public and private school teachers. The ministry’s support for private schools is in the form of building
grants and tuition assistance that is channeled through the
appropriate committees and authorities. Subject panels
define a centralized curriculum.
While the majority of teachers are civil servants, private schools can hire additional teachers in order to improve the teacher-student ratios, and such practices are
common, especially among the private schools that serve
the children of elite whites and blacks. Administration,
supervision, and staffing are decentralized on the regional, district, and local school levels. Most schools are privately owned by individuals, local government, churches,
and committees and boards. The district councils administer the communal lands where the majority of Zimbabweans live and attend school.
With the exception of some teacher-training, secretarial, and commercial colleges and universities, the government runs most tertiary education institutions and it
also hires and pays lecturers. Universities are autonomous, with some operating entirely on government funding, while others have a combination of government and
private funding, with the government retaining substantial power and influence.
The total amount spent on education averaged 15
percent of the annual national budgets between 1980 and
1991, increasing to 17.7 percent in 1990 and 1991. This
investment in education reflected the government’s commitment to workforce development, as Z$1,410,224,000
(US$213,044,080) went to schools and Z$218,091,000
(US$32,947,245) went to tertiary education. With the
rate determined by type of school, all secondary education institutions charge fees. In private elementary and
secondary schools, parents pay building fees to supplement government building grants. Thus in addition to
paying teachers’ salaries, and building grants, the government also makes tuition contributions depending on
grade and level of education.
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In Zimbabwe, there are obvious regional disparities
in personal and class income, wealth, and standard of living—all of which are related to illiteracy. The budget of
the Ministry of Education and Culture increased considerably, about from Z$3.1 million in 1993-1994 to just
over Z$3.3 million million in 1994-1995. The allocation
for education also increased from almost Z$4.0 million
in 1995-1996 to almost Z$4.5 million in 1996-1997. In
total, the Ministry of Education and Culture was allocated
27.6 percent of the 1996-1997 national budget. With the
inclusion of the Ministry of Higher Education, the total
allocation for education amounted to nearly Z$5.5 million, or 34 percent, of expenditures in 1996-1997. In contrast the Defense Ministry received only a little more than
Z$1.5 million in 1993-1994. This amount was increased
to approximately Z$2.1 million in 1994-1995, and then
further increased to almost Z$2.4 million in 1996-1997,
representing 11 percent of national expenditures for that
fiscal year.
The increase in the percentage of the national budget
that was allocated to education in a given year has been
somewhat reflected in the literacy rate and the index of
education and human development. For example, education received just over Z$1.5 million in 1993-1994. This
amount was increased to a little more than Z$2.1 million
in 1994-1995, and further increased to almost Z$2.4 million a year later. At the same time, the adult literacy rate
increased from 56 percent in 1970 to 86 percent in 1995.
Education as percentage of gross national product increased from 6.6 percent in 1980 to 8.3 percent in 1995
in Zimbabwe. Between 1988 and 1995, the increase in
secondary and technical schools was 1.7 percent of total
enrollment across Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe’s gross enrollment ratio increased from 41 percent in 1980 to 68 percent in 1995. Generally, enrollment in natural and applied
sciences in 1995 was 25 percent. It is also interesting to
note that as a percentage of Zimbabwe’s total workforce,
the population of women in 1995 was 44 percent.

cities, where the infrastructure exists to promote further
education, such as the availability of electricity to home
study at night.
Although the national government is involved in
nonformal education, municipal governments, churches,
and other private sector NGOs carry out the bulk of the
responsibility. Health education, cooking, and art are
often taught to women in the afternoons in various centers throughout the country, especially in the cities.
Zimbabwe’s literacy campaigns have yielded negligible results (Grainger). Literacy, particularly for Zimbabwean women and girls, is important not only because
it narrows the gap between the type of educational opportunities men have and those women have, but also because it has been shown to improve women’s health and
to create sustainable economic and social development.
Education increases women’s productivity, which provides a direct contribution to the economy. More significantly, education increases a woman’s self-esteem and
her economic and political power, improves health and
nutrition awareness, and reduces child birth and death
rates and leads to improved child immunization.

TEACHING PROFESSION

NONFORMAL EDUCATION

The largest sector of higher education is teacher education colleges, which are situated mostly in urban centers, much like technical colleges. The teacher education
colleges offer instruction in numerous subjects, such as
languages, arts, mathematics, social sciences, sciences,
and commercial and other technical fields. While each
college has a unique curriculum, there are certain areas
where the curriculum is standardized such as science,
mathematics, English, Shona/Ndebele, and professional
foundations. Whereas some colleges train both primary
and secondary school teachers, some specialize in training just one level. Because of the special relationship that
exists between the University of Zimbabwe and teachertraining colleges, the diplomas that are granted are university certificates.

Nonformal education in Zimbabwe includes instruction provided outside of the regular educational schools
and often includes correspondence courses, adult literacy
campaigns, night school, and study groups. Residents
who take advantage of nonformal education opportunities include those who are unable to access the formal educational system for various reasons. Generally the
programs used are similar to those offered in a formal education setting, and they cover elementary education all
the way up to tertiary education. Many people are unable
to pursue further study due to marriage, pregnancy, or
rural living conditions, while those who dropped out of
school may find that they prefer nonformal education.
That is especially true for dropouts who live in or near

In general, the Ministry of Higher Education administers technical and teachers’ colleges, with teachers’ colleges having a somewhat differing status, as the awarding
of diploma certificates illustrates. Teachers’ colleges follow the standard administrative structure of government
colleges, but unlike technical colleges, they have an academic board, which is called the Associate College Centre academic board. This board comprises all college
principals, representatives from the Ministry of Higher
Education’s Teacher Education section, and university
representatives. The board is charged with the responsibility of monitoring all academic programs in the
colleges. Technical college administrative structure comprises three bodies. The first is a college advisory council
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(CAC), which advises the principal on how to run the institution smoothly. Members are appointed by the Minister of Higher Education to advise the principal and help
meet commerce and industry workforce needs. The second body is the college administration (CA), which is the
administrative organ of the college; it includes the principal, the registrar, and the deputy and assistant registrars.
The final group is The College Board of Studies Committee (CBSC), which is chaired by the college principal and
is responsible for monitoring academic programs as well
as overall administration. Senior administrators of the
college join the principal on the board.
As school enrollments grew, the number of teachers
grew as well. There were 28,500 primary school teachers
in 1980, which increased to 58,200 in 1989. During that
same period, secondary school teachers increased by
3,730 teachers, to a total of 25,030 in 1989. The number
of untrained teachers increased from 3 percent to 49 percent during the same period. This problem was more pronounced in rural areas and in the fields of science,
practical technology, and mathematics. The high turnover of teachers from rural areas and the lack of adequate
salaries was exacerbated by cuts in social spending that
were precipitated by economic structural adjustments in
the 1990s, all of which combined to create a severely distressed situation among rural education institutions. The
problem of high teacher turnover first experienced in the
1980s and 1990s continues into the new millennium. Officially the student-teacher ratio is 30:1 in elementary
schools, decreasing to 20:1 in forms one through four,
and decreasing even further in forms five and six. However, in reality, the ratios are much higher. While the government pays teachers’ salaries as civil servants, private
schools pay for extra teachers through school management committees.

SUMMARY
Since Zimbabwe achieved independence, dramatic
developments have taken place in all aspects of the country’s education system. There were exponential enrollment figures at all levels, leading to the expansion of
existing buildings, as well as the establishment of new elementary, secondary, and tertiary education institutions.
The primary curricula became a mechanism by which important functional skills in health, interpersonal relationships, and environmental sustainability were imparted in
addition to the traditional math, reading, and writing
skills. Innovative methodologies such as science kits and
the use of the Internet in education were introduced.
These efforts democratized the educational system, allowing more students to have access to various subjects.
The improvements in teacher training through multimedia approaches—in addition to face-to-face instruction—
have facilitated the reduction of untrained teachers and
personnel.
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Despite those gains, persistent challenges still remain. The failure to attract and retain teachers in rural
areas where the bulk of the population lives remains perhaps the most important consideration at the start of the
twenty-first century. As more and more people leave
school only to immediately fill the unemployment ranks
due to downsizing and retrenchment driven by poor economic policies, many people will look to the rural areas
where they can work the land. Many of the unemployed
are trained in agriculture and environmental studies, but
they are unable to purchase or own land in an area that
is free from civil strife. Sustaining both the quantity and
the quality of education in an economy that has been adversely affected by economic globalization remains a
constant concern. The absence of adequate resources and
egalitarian access to quality education will continue to be
a challenge to educators and government officials. Many
schools still lack an adequate infrastructure, such as library resources, workshops, classrooms and laboratories,
textbooks, supplementary reading materials, and reference products. In particular, the absence of state-of-theart library resources continues to be a challenge for most
tertiary education institutions.
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